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First of all , we must he re adopt
the caution employed by a doctor,
who never takes the patient's pulse
without first assuring that it is
indeed the patient's rather t.han his
OWIT •••
Vigilius Haufniensis
(Copenhagen, 1844)
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i?ART ONE
"What do you see?" "1 see," Andrenio
saíd, "t.he same civil wars two
hundred years from today."
Gracián, Criticón
1 thought I'd find Juli Soleras. I'd heard he was in the field hospital,
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Cito uolat, aeterne pungit
Castel de Olivo, June 19
My health is exceflerrt , but I'm feeling as cranky as a sickly child.
1 can't tell you how much 1 suffered in a dív ísion 1 couldn't stand. 1
manage d to get myself transferred, arrived here full of hope ..• and
eve r yt.h in g seemed to go wrong all over again.
sick or wounded, L'm not sure whích. But it turns out they'd dischar ge d
him. There's not a single familiar face amorig the thousands the wa.r
parades before my eyes in incoherent phantasmagoria.
. ,
The lieutenant colonel commandin g the first brigade questioned me
severely about the reasons for my delay. It was inevitable, given the
difference between the date 1 was told to report and when 1 actuaHy
showed up. And he declared himself satisfied with my simple explanation: a
throat infection. But that initial reception hurt my fee lirig s. Maybe 1
thought they were goírig to welcome me with open arms. We know nothírig
about others, nor do we careo On the other han d, we'd like others to
know everything about uso Our lorigírig to be understood is only matched
by our reluctance to understand anyone else.
Because there's no reason to hide it: 1 couldn't care less about the
people 1 see here. If at least 1 disliked them!
Come to think of it, the lieutenant colonel was right to mistrust me.
A lieutenant in afront-line unit who transfers to one still being formed
where he 'Il spend God knows how many weeks in the rear could arouse
suspicions. In these regular briga:des they can't imagine how hellish it ís in
one of those units made up of escapees from prisons and lu~ttic asylums
w-:.,-r \.
and commanded by delirious fanatics. They' d have to live ~ it for eleven
f\-
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months, like 1 did.
1 think of those mules covered with saddle sores and blisters, those
gypsy mules whose vast resignation has something in common with a sky
at sunset. Day after day bearing that tribe on its wander-íng s down endless
dirt road s, without the slightest hope of a just reward. Who's goírig to
reward a gypsy mule? Posterity?
Life wears us down like saddles agairrst those mules' hides. Sometimes
1 suspect that the soreE¡'life leaves on us will last until we die. Or loriger.
i{, '
Those eleven months of hell ...
It seems they'll assign me to the fourth battalion, which they haven't
even be gu n to or ganíze. Meanwhile, 1 have to kill time in this town where
there's not.hirig to do. And there are so many t.hírig s 1 want to tell you! 1
feel better wr-ít.in g to you, even if my letters don't arrive! Don't den y it;
our family disgusted you as much as me. And you became a monk for t.he
same reason 1 became an anarchist. Our uncle was right about that.
June 20
When 1 got up this morning, life seemed worth living again. And all
because l 've got a corner to myself. They've billeted me in the attic of a
peasant's house with an open porch that look s out on sorne fields. The
Parral River glitters amid the fields. L'm right under the roof. Lyirig in
bed, 1 can look up at the warped reddish rafters--made of pine or savin--
and the reed mats laid over them. Through the mats you can see the tiles.
The floor has no tiles and creaks when you walk on it. The walls bear
srg ns of the many other officers who've been billeted here during this year
of war. The gurls in this town are pretty, 1 can read scribbled in pencil at
the head of rny bed. There's a deep thought; 1 haven't had time to see if
it's also true. There are lots of ot.her graffiti, all relating to the village's
"Is he a friend of yours?"
¡O
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female population, but they're not nearly SO concise. Sorne are illustrated
with drawírig s so schematic they look like army maps.
Well, what difference does all that make? Every morning the .Iune sun
streams in through the por-eh, transfiguring everything and br-ingirig with it
smells from the fields: cut hay, fresh durig , and other s harder to identify.
My attic has its own odor. In happier times it ~ served as a rabbít
hut.ch, 1 don't mind the Iín ger-irig smell; on the contrary, it keeps me
company.
June 21
1 went to Parral del Río, where they'd told me I'd find Juli Soleras ..
It's a hamlet devastated by ~war; no one lives there. Not far away
there are sorne trenches and(machine gun nest~rtifiJ with g~rete
that his company occupies. But he wasn't there. 1 was welcomed by the
company's captain. He's well over forty and wears a kind of huntírig boots.
<jDfuX He walks4~'grips an S-shaped pipe between his teeth, and his small
black eyes, slitty as a Chinaman's, glance at you slyly with a look that
tLL---t-
cuts right through you while their proprietor tries to l~nnocent,
puffing away on his pipe.
"We've known each other a long time. Wewent to high school and o
college toget.her ,"
"I'm all for schoolrng , you know?" He pronounces his S's with a
strange lisping sound. He must wear false teeth. "1 like colle ge st.uderrts.
That's why 1 accepted a post as doorman at the university, in the science
department. You see, I'd just turned thirty-five: too old to stay in the
foreign legion. That's okay for kids who want to get away from their
o
mothers' apronstrings. In fact, I'm still suffering the af'te r effects. Sorne
"Bookkeeping?"
x
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of those girls down in Morocco give you somet.hirig to remember them by.
Still, one should nt talk about oneself] we must be modesto Morocco, let's
face it, is a pig st.y l They don't know a thing about hygiene or education!
(Y-
Believe me, a position asdoorman is preferable."
(\
L'rnnot makírig any of this up. He utters the word "position" with
great aplomb , not batting an eyelash. Through his false teeth, the word
"position" comes out with a lisping rush as from the bill of sorne
wate rfowl, if waterfowls could talk. It seems that once he'd been
appointed to his position as doorman, he thought it appropriate to "paya
pastoral visit" (in his words) to a11the villages and hamlets in Vall d'Aran
\
in search of his first love--which was why he'd laid aside his cassock, for
naturally this exemplary life. had begun at a seminary. With firm tread, our
man set out on the path of lear nirig and matrimony. This was sorne seven
years ago. But L'd come to Parral del Río to find out about Soleras, not to
hear about Captain Picó's remarkable exploits.
"Soleras? 'I'hat/s a long story. It's not that they demoted him, but
he's such a queer bird that you can't trust him as an officer. 1 put him in
char ge of our bookkeeping."
"Come with me to the pool and L'Il explain the whole mv ster-v. After
all, íf 1 don't te11you someone else will. Everyone in the brigade knows .
the story of Roland Cuckolded."
As we chatted, we walked toward the Parral, which flows between
three or four rows of ancient poplars. Captain Picó, who as 1 could see
was as much in favor of hygiene as of learning, had made a kind of dam
with sack s of clay. The water co11ects behind it, forming a rather lar ge
pool sorne five or six feet deep. This, in Picó's words, is his "hygienic
installation. ff There were a couple of dozen soldiers in t.he'ir birthday suits,
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su nbathirig. When they saw US, they lined up four-deep at attention. The
se ene was surprising--grotesque, .in fact. Picó gravely called the rollo One
soldier was missing. He asked where he was. "He's at the infirmar y ,
getting disinfected." (This gunrier s ' company isn't assigned to any battalion
and has to use the b;rigade's medic.) "At ease!" At this shout f'rom their
captain, those two dozen Adams without fig leaves dived into the water.
"If 1 dídn't force them at gunpoint, plenty OI them wouldn't take a
1" bath in theír whole damned lives. Go on , set undressed"--he was already
takirig his clothes off--"We don't use G-strings here. Quite the opposite.
Beírig embar-rassed about our private parts, listen: we'd be even more
embarrassed if we didn't have' any. L'm trying to stamp out lice and
por-nog r aphic novels:~the two plagues of war~ Napoleon called them.~
We sunned our-selves on the grass. That's when he told me what had
happened with Soleras.
"A ver y well-read yourig mano That's why 1 wanted him in my
company, but filthy as a pig. 1don't think he's washed during the whole
time he's been here. Threats don't he lp , and you never know what he'll
come out with. He was in char ge of a nest that was sorne distance from
the others. He's lazy and hadn't bothered to harig bells on the wires. One
foggy night, the others cut the wires with pruning shears. Early the next
morning, they mounted a su;rprise attack. Our soldíers panicked and ran,
leavírig Soleras all alone. He's near aig hted but he can fight like a tiger. He
. sat downbehind one of the guns and be gan pickirig off fascists. "
"AHby hirnself'?"
"With his orderly and a cou ple of guys assigned to that gun. The
ones who'd run away straggled back, he beat off t.he attack, and l'd
written a reporturgínghis promotion to lieutenant. Now get this: there
was a second attack, the soldiers stood their grourid , and this time ít was
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Soleras who left them in the lur ch."
"What do you mean?"
"After searchírig and searchíng , they found him hour s later hidírig in
a cave. He was reading a pornographic novel he hastily slipped into his
pocket. "
"Then how do you know it was por-nographic?"
"On account of the saint. There's a saírit on the cover. There are
saint s in that book. And besides, everyone in this br igade knows it: Roland
Cuckolded! Some of them know it by heart! You can imagine ... We
really should have shot him, but who's got the heart? Promete him first
and then shoot him? Such a well-educated guy .•. "
Parral del Río is about f'ive miles from Castel de Olivo: a delightful
stroll alorig the river. 1 felt happy in that silence, in that solítu de. rt took
me fifteen minutes to reach the farms on the outskirts of town. 1 sat
down under an enormous walnut tree, the biggest I've ever seen, and
.' ~r,':-..--<- ~
began to eat nuts. They're not ripe yet, and they l.eft my finger s staiüed
. _. ;v'v'vw -y--é: J ",-.{tl' ",-" '1t\J~""A-''- LN~l t~-r l>-
yellow ~d -w~Ú;that;. bitter medicinal smell. The pleasure was
)
pr-eci.sely this: tasting all nature's medicinal bitterness ..
Night was falling. An oriole sarig , hidden by the walnut tree's thick
foliage. Sometimes 1caught sight of him in a flash of yellow. Poking his
head above the water, a frog cautiously rehearsed his single note. Feathery
swamp grass swayed in the breeze, and Venus, on the horizon, looked like
one.of those glass tears on the cheeks of baroque Madonnas. But Castel de
Olivo is no baroque paradise lost. These landscapes in lower Aragon are
·~-ctv-e.. .
10s1;but not baroque. Since ±!-eknever been here before, it's all quite new
. ¿::J>f,--- I
to me. Despite what people think, they're entirely different from Castile,
where 1 spent these last eleven months. At first 1 kept getting lost till 1
realized that these landscapes belorig not to space but to time. They are
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instants rather than landscapes. You have toIook out on t.hern as. though
you were lookirig at an instant: a fleeting ínstant you suddenly meet face
to face.
Once you've discovered their secret, you wouldn't trade them for
anything on earth.
#
Soleras can be very odd. 1 cer tairily wasn't surprised by that story
about Roland Cuckolded. In fact, 1 was disappointed. 1 was expectirig
somethirig more bizarreo
When we were in our last year of hi gh school, it was already
impossible to guess his age. 1 suspect he didn't get alon g with his family.
This was one of the thirig s that drew us together. First of all, who was
his family? A mystery. Perhaps an elderly aunt and no one else. He always
avoided the subject. As far as 1 can remember, he never mentioned any
other relative. An old maiden aunt who sees visions: Saint Philomena
appears and speaks to her (in Castilian, no less). I'm not even sure exactly
where he lived; 1 have the feeling he was embarrassed. Embarrassed about
what? His aunt must be rich, since to celebrate his hig h school graduation
she paid for a grand tour: Germany, Russia, Hurigar y, and Bulgar-ía. He
chose those countries, skipping Eng land , France, and Italy. He wanted te
go places where no one else had been. He was the same way with his
readings: Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Kirkegart (I'm not sure if that's the
right spelling). 1 don't know if an yorie except him ever¡:-ad the patience
to slog t.hroug h them.
Besides, why would he be ashame d of his aunt when he'd always had
a weakness for eccentrics? It was he who initiated me into the mysteries
of spiritualism, theosophy, Freud, existentialism, surrealism, and anarchism.
Sorne of these t.hin gs still seemed new when we graduated from high
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school in 1928, almost ten years ago. He always said Marxism wasn't worth
the trouble: a total bor e, sheer vulgarity. "No imagiriation ," he's sayo
. ~~:-~~"Don't trust ~l\:.. with no irnagination. They'll bore you to tears." On
the other hand , he was fascinated by sexual perversion. He knew all kinds
of case histories and every time he discovered a new one he felt as
excited as a collector who's found a hitherto-unknown specimen.
Since his visionary aunt, moreover, wasn't stingy!:-,~tR her~.:::r, he
)
could smoke and drink up a storm: something else that greatly enhanced
his status in our eyes when we were sixtee~ar~J.-He even tried to
e~:;::'¡/-«-. e us that he frequented houses of ill r~pute and injected morphine,
¡
but it was easy to see he was just trying to impress uso
It was he who introduced me to Trini's family: her parents, both
schoolteachers; a brother, studying to be a chemist. All anarchists. They
lived in a dingy tenement on Hospital Street. The living room ~as papered
in a depressing oxblood red. There were four r-ockírig chairs and a black
coffee table with a white marble topo When there were more than four
people sorne had to sit on a divan, which also served as Trini's bed since
theapartment was ver y cramped. What 1 noticed most were the framed
prints on the walls, especially an allegor ícal representation of the federal
republic, with a photo of Pi i Maragall in his Phrygian cap between two
busty matrons: Helvetia and America. It was from the time of Trini's
grandfather: a lifelong federalist. l'd never seen such a place, and all
these fhirig s, which were new to me, amused me. L'm sure they amused
Soleras for the same reason.
Tuesday, June 22
Speaking of prints, L'm obsessed ~ one the lady of the house
where l 'm billeted has in her díriin g room. It's an erigr-avírig , apparently
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from the be girrnírrg of the last century, and depicts a Mater Dolorosa,
preciselya baroque one with a huge tear on each cheek and seven daggers
in her heart.
"You staré at that print a lot," the lady said todayas she served me
lunch. Though over forty, shes blond, plump, and fresh-cheeked. She'd
"
worked as a servant for many years in Barcelona and speaks better
Catalan than many of us do. "Didn't you ever' see a Vir-gin with seven
dag ger s? She's the Virgin of Olivel, worshipped a11around here. She's
especia11y helpf'ul with troubled mar-ríages, family problems ... "
She sighed, glancirig at me out of the corner of her eye.
"A11the women in these parts have those seven daggers stuck in
their heart.s. This isn't living! Poor Virgin of Olivel! They couldn't even
leave hel:' alone. God knows where she is now! And l'd like to be far away
too."
"Don't you like it here?"
"Listen: there's not.hin g like Barcelona. I mis~ the days when I was
working there, all those young people on Sunday af'ter noons , those happy
sorig s ..• Don't you know the one about the fountain and bright-eyed
Marieta?"
She started singirig, I joined in, and the two of us burst into a
chorus of
Coming back from the fountain,
a pretty, pretty maiden ..•
but when we finished that silly sorrg , there were tears in her eyes.
"But here you're the boss."
"Of a few feet of dirt. 1'11take Barcelona any time. Here everything's
filthy and gloomy. You'll see. And L'm not the only one who thinks so;
every girl who's worked in Barcelona ag rees with me. There are four of
'f-.
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uso Would you believe we speak Catalan when we're together? It makes us
feel young agaín."
"Don't you think you're overdoing it?"
"Bah! When YOusee the women aroun d here eating standing up ..
because sitting at atable is for men only. They can't drink wine in front
of any man except theirhusbands."
"Are you kid dírrg?"
"I'm noto Ask the other soldiers; they've been here for months. They
kept making fools of themselves at first, waiting for the women to sit
down before they began to eat! To ask a woman to sit down is the same
as sayirig she's a .•. "
"Thanks for warning me. It takes all kinds to make a world."
"Yes, but the worst thing is the filth. Anywoman who bathes is
considered a slut, and around here it's only sluts who take baths. There
• ("l.VJ
V' ~
was one girl, years ago, around my age or a little older, wholl also ~ a
c~~J~~ ~
servant in Barcelona. Shettl eeme home for the v'illage festival and to .
)\.
spend a few days with her parents. Itwas August, it was hot, and she was
cove red with soot from the train. She thought the washtub would do just
fine for a bath in the kitchen. Her mother comes in, sees her, takes a big
club and smashes the tub to pieces. Her father was napping; his name's
~ .
Cagor cio. He hears the ruckus, comes out of the barn, and you know what
he does? He curses his daughter and throws her out of the house."
"Christ, but wasn't everyone in town again st hírn?"
"Everyone in town? You want to know what they said? 'Damn, that
Cagorcio's a real man with hair on his chest!'"
"And what's this model father doirig now?"
e-> .
"He's a volunteer ... ~the other side."
"And thegirl?"
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"It's a long story, an d what good would it do? For the time beirrg ,
she went back to Bar-celona, to t.he place where she was working.
Afterward ... there were lots of rumors, but we haven't seen her in
Castel de Olivo since. She lives in another village, Olivel de la Virgen"--
and she pointed to the en gravirig with the Madonna. 1 had the feeling she
was hiding sorne important fact about Cagorcio's daughter, but after all,
what difference does all this nonsense make to me?
This woman must be at least partly right. Today 1 saw a surprising
srght: girls harvesting oats. Under the blazírig sun; with their blouses half-
unbuttoned, dripping sweat, 1thought it must be because the men were at
war, but no: there's been no draft around here, and the only men from
this village in the army are volunteers--not many and in enemy territory,
Iike Cagorcio. You should realize that here they call us Catalana, "los
catalanes," not!epublicans. So which side people are on has nothing to do
with what people think in Barcelona (supposing people in Barcelona think
something coherent) but according to how they feel about Catalonia. It
surprises everyone at first, but that's how it is. Anyway, the women were
reaping because they always have. The lady of the house also told me they
do the threshing, bring in the grapes, collect manur e. And they'd be pretty
if the sun and hard work didn't wither them before their time. And the
filth ... At twenty they already look old. A lot of them are blond and
blue-eyed. You can see there's plenty of Germanic blood in this area.
Soleras has also disappeared, like Cagor cios daughter. \.vhen 1 think 1
joined this brigade to have a friend nearby. L'm even starting to think
he's avoiding me, sinc;e I~nd him.
L
Tuesday the 23rd
He carne to visit me in the house where I'm staying. About time!
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Skinny, sallow, beardless, nearsighted: the same old Soleras. 1 rose
from my chair to embrace him, but. after glancin g at me mistrustfully, he
growled, "Take it easy. No reason to make a fuss."
1 told him I'd joined this br-igade to be with him.
"Bah! You'll end up despising me líke all the rest! No one he re can
'X stand me, from the..&ri~e'; commander down to the lowliest trench-
10use.1I
His voice is the same: a deep voíce, bass, whích sometimes--especíally
when he's pu llirig your leg--takes on oratorical overtones.
111 consider you my best friend."
"Welllísten, 1 actually carne to tell you we shouldn't see each other.
1 know you've been lookín g f'or me. It's utterly idiotic."
"And why is it idiotic?"
"Precísely because I'm your best fr-íen d."
He laughed as he said it--that cacklirrg laug h of his that makes you
think of a cluckírig heno
f'you want me to hate you, Julí," 1 said , a bit disconcerted by his
doubletalk. 111 don't understand why you're so eager. Is this sorne new fad
of yours?"
"POOl'Lluís, if only you knew • I'm a staff ser-gearrt, Do you know
what a staff sergeant is? No; you don't know. 1 didn't know either untü
they made me one, We haven't the faintest idea of mílítariology even
.thou gh we've been up to our eyeballs in it for eleven months. A staff.
sergeant is ••. how shall 1 put it? Like a kind of grocer's clerk. Is this
why we joined the army? l 'rn in char ge of dolín g out chickpeas."
k~~~ ",Av...,; -( C-.~ ","/V\.~r
"1 ~all about it. 1 ca:n't ~l1Y th~ it's pretty str ange."
"Did Picó tell you? A very practical guy, that Picó! If you only knew
how much practical guys get on my nerves •.. They run the world, an d
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T've never given a damn about the world. Hmmm... Practical guys! They
can't understand t.hat, you leave when you feellike leavirig! Why should I
have stayed there wher; L'd lost interest? Would you read the same novel
twice? An emotion loses intensity every time it's repeated. Repetition is
tedious. There are exceptions, oí course, honorable exceptions. It's like
grammar. Before i or ~ we always write g, with honorable exceptions like
Jehova, Jesús, or Jeremias."
"You think you're hilar-íous, as usual."
"When I was twelve, my aunt took me to spend the summer in
Godella, where she has sorne property. There's a cave with stalactites, and
she wanted me to think they were just wonderful. By that time, naturally,
L'd already lea:rned to cultivate a refined variety of hypocrisy, so in front
of her 1 displayed boundless admiration for stalactites and an equally
uJ¿v~
boundless one for stalagrnítes. But what I really liked ~ the railroad
I • <-
tracks. l'd spend hours contemplating them! I couldn't resist the
temptation, even t.houg h 1 realized t.hat it would be most laudable to do so.
I dug a hole between two crossties, not very deep, just enou gh to curl up
with my head a little lower than the tieso L'm. sur~ you get the idea: 1
6voJ vv-.<L
wanted to lie there while the express werrt 1\ (and since it doesn't stop
at Godella, it whips by at full speed). To feel a whole express train
s-tw.~
r'oar irrg over you! Sorne years later, I carne across the same ~ in The
Brothers Karamazov, but don't accuse me of plag iar ism! 1 assure you that
at twelve 1 hadn't read Dostoevsky yet. It was Bossuet's Funeral Sermons
that my aunt shoved down my throat. And besides, this express garne is
pretty common. I know so many people who tried it at that ag e: the age
of innocence! L've known so many ... It's so hard to find a new twist,
somet.hírig thousands ofother people haven't done! I felt the express roar
over me; now that was an emotion! Even though, to be frank, the essential
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ingredient was missing. The essential ingredient of an emotion, you know:
to see it reflected in someone else's eyes. This is one of our weak points:
that a f'eelirig , to be real, needs an accomplice. 1 wanted to bring Nati
alorig. 1 never mentioned her to you? Twelve, just like me, but what a
twelve-year-old! Lanky, dark, smooth-skinned, and smelling of warm hay ..
. and that brazen stare which means innocence when it's combined with
unaelfconscioue vitalítv. She was the daughter of the peasants who worked
my aunt's farm, born and raised in Godella. 1 don't think she'd ever been
away. 1 got her to come alorig and watch me cIimb in that hole and let
the express go over me. But climb in with me? She was scared stiff.
"I'hat/s the whole idea,' 1 kept telling her, "to feel scared.' If 1 told you
what a delightful sensation it is ... but what's the point of feeling it by
yourself? Impossible; she refused, and she smelled like new-mown hay.
and those eyes ... As long as there are eyes on earth, the human race
wil1 never get tired of actírig like Adam and Eve. What did 1 tell you:
honorable exceptions, 'thírig s worth repeating for saecula saeculorum till
the kirig dom come. On the other hand, 1 don't see that war is one of
them. Youmight enjoy the first battle for its novelty, the second one's
still okay, but after you've been in a few ... 'I'her e are sorne deplorably
vulgar aspects that, after a while, start annoying you."
"What are you talking about?"
"My orderly was shot ~ as he was bringing me a canteen full of
coff'ee and rumo 1 need a whole canteen of coffee and rum at moments like
that. Ther~offee spilled onto the grourid, mixed with that jerk's blood. He
wa~ a poor' kid, born in Pobla de Lillet. His family had a dairy store on
the Playa del Pi. 'I'hey 'd wounded hím, you see? lsn't that nice? A
casualty, with a head wourid received in the line of duty. Gloriously and
heroically wounded! Later, in the real', you can tell your be st friend's wife
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(your best friend's whoever has the nicest wife), .jrH~ was wounded in
such-and-such a battle, as 1 advance d holding our flag aloft •. ~!In the
f
real' you can get away with telling how you advanced with a flag, sirice
.f~
those~still think that's how bat.tle s are fought. You can even say
you were on horseback with a sword in your other hand; they'll swallow
anythíng-e-or pretend to as long as you don 't ask them to get too close.
But poor Palaudát-íeas Mauser wound was in one of the cheeks of his as s,
Now how are you goirig to tell your best friend's wife about that? No
mat.ter what euphemism you employ--rear end, for example--it still sounds
r idiculous. And why should 1 care? 1 don't gave a damn, In cases like this,
1 prefer to walk away. 1 can't stand the sight of blood, it makes me feel
like throwing up. Two soldiers had pulled his pants down and were tr ying
to staunch the blee dirrg with handfuls of gr-ass. He was reciting a
paternoster and callirig ~for his mother. How could he expect her to
~ ~" ~
come when she was selling milk ~ the Plaga del Pi? 1 repeat: the bullet
¡ I}-.,
had gone through one of the cheeks of his as s, so the wound wasn't
serious; but the sight of that blood oozing out made me feellike pukirig.
1'11take the mummies any day! So dry they can't even remember t.hat
repulsive substance we call blood! Those mummies ar-e a joy to behold. 1
.e..t-~e Lt.. -/:{(f\"'~ .
recommend that you go on an p<c rSlOfi to the monastery in Olivel de la
1\
Virgen ... "
"Picó sai d they found you htdírig in a cave."
"Humph: Reading an erotic novel, right? 1 can see you've heard all
about my exploít.s. Well, not everyone who wants to can be a Iegerid.
Palau dár ie s , for example , will neve!' be a legend no matter how har d he
tries, no matter how many bullets go through hi~ butt."
"So the part abcut the book wasn't true?"
"T'hat would be afirst; alllegends are true. I'd star-ted it t.he day
"No thanks. L'rnnot interested."
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before and wanted to see how it ended. Sorne novels have surprise en din gs.
1 can lend it to you."
"You don't know what you're misaing. lt's the gospel in this br igade.
Everyone's read Roland Cuckolded. It helped me to understand many
t.hirig s; you'd learn something from it too. You might even learn something
about yourself, something important for you to know."
"Like what?"
Faced with this question, he stared at me for a while with his
nearsighted gaze (he's too vain to wear glasses). Then he sighed.
"Sometimes 1 wonder," he muttered through his teeth, "íf the whole
bunch of you aren't off your rockers. What difference does that make?
Something! Anything! To understand!"
"And what's the use of understanding?"
"1 can see that ... 1 can see that ... no doubt about it, you've
never tried anything. And there are so many t.hirig s worth trying! For
example , lying on the grass, if possible dur irig a heat wave, at evening,
when the grass, warmed all day by the sun, sme11slike a peasant girl's
armpit. To líe down one evening at the be ginrrin g of August, when Scorpio
dr-ags its endless taíl across the horizon"--his bass voice was takirig on
oratoricall~esonances--"Scorpio! 1'11te11 you a secret: it's my favorite
constellation. That stiff tail, fu11of venom, aboye the universe ... That's
what we need: tails like Scorpio's, capable of poisoning the entire
uníver se. Don't look at me Iike that. You know L'm right. A taillike that
would be a legitimate source of pride for the whole family. L'm referring
to the family of mano But since we don't have tails, cur sole recourse is
to lie on our backs and .•. Straight up in the air , with a11our might!
But it comes back and hits you in the face. Newton would say it was the
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law of gravity. Let him raye; he was too dumb to look further, to really
understand. That's understanding: to r-eceive, r ig ht between the eyes,
unf'linchirig , your own impotent spit; to feel all the cold fury of our vast,
hopeless ímpotence."
"As if it were all a lou sy trick."
"Everything's a trick, it you pref'e r to put it that way: obscene and
macabre. Listen, Lluís: do you think you were bar n differently from
everyone else? And. aren't you goirig to end up like all the others: a
r-evolbirig , putrid mess? You're old enough to know: obscene entrance,
macabre exit. They let you in for free, but they beat you up on the way
i- out. Believe me: it's worth th<a t~ Ietting fly a big gob of spit with
...¡ all your migh~~S~hile you still have time. If that was the best
t> ~~' .
that could be done, what was the point?"
"The best that could be done by whom?"
He looked at me in amazement, as if astonished at my lack of
inteHigence.
"You'll do what ••. you're old enough •'.. Yes, you ju st; don't want
to understand. Maybe you like this world; perhaps you feel right at home
here; perhaps you've never felt like an outsider. Perhaps you just live your
life, like so many other morons. Perhaps L'm the only one living God
J,.-¡<:t-
knows whose life, .a life that doesn't ~ me, that has nothing to do with
me."
"Juli, the feeling you're talkírig about is one l've had too and 1 don't
think it's so abnormal. It's much more common than you think. We're not
living life. It's life t.hat lives uso An'd life ... It's better not to worry, .
about it. What's the point? Life is so beautiful! Is that an impenetrable
mystery? Well, mystery alway s enhances beauty: everyone knows that. Like
sadness. Asad, mvster-íous beauty: what could be more f'ascinatirig? 1 feel
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sad about sorne thirig s too, Juli, but I manage to keep it to myaelf."
There was a moment of silence, which he broke with his cackling
IIr suppose Picó took you for a swim at his hygienic installation, as
he calls it. He's so proud of that place. A very practical guy, there's no
deriyirig it. And with a set of corns that are remarkable in more than one
r-eapect,"
,1"
I must admit that the captain's corns had cau ght my eye: síx or
seven on each foot, big and har d.
IIWhydoesn't he have them r-emoved?"
IIOof!You don't know him. Cruells tried it once. Cruells is a
paramedic who hang s around this brigade. You'll run into him sooner or
latero He wanted to cut them off with a razor blade. tGet away from me!'
Picó shouted. tr'd rather keep my corns!' And we couldn't get him to
charíge his mírid. We'd have had to grab him and hold him down, and
tr-yin g to cut corns off a guy who's struggling and kicking • "
"r thought he was brave."
"l 'm not sayirig he's noto One time we were being shelled and the
gunner-s. had calculated the parallaxes and square root.s and all that stuff
so precisely that the shells fell right in our trench. Picó said it himself,
"I'hose fascists have class!' rt was annoyirig , 1 must admit, and at the time
we had a you ng second li.eutenant, a certain Vílaró, who'd just arrived at
the front. Picó never let him out of his sight, because if he lit out the
soldiers would follow him and it was easy to see he was getting jumpy. He
kept glancing over his shoulder all the time. Picó took out his false teeth
(he always takes them out at supreme moments), dropped them in a glass
. '
of water, and climbed up on the parapeto Without his false teeth he looks
a lot Iike Voltaire. He paced back and forth on the sacks ofearth, with
culture! But you .•• an attic like this, with this sme11of rabbits . "
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that walk he has as if he'd just put on a new pair of shoes, which is on
account of his corns. He'd left t.heg lasa with the teeth on top of one of
t.he sacks. A burst of machine-gun fire smashed the glass to smithereens.
The soldiers snickered and winked at each other, glancing toward Vilaró.
'You think I'm~scared to do the sarne?' He jumped onto the parapeto A
she11 took his head off just as he was about to add somet.hirig , Maybe it
wasn't much of a loas: maybe he was about to say tShit!' like so many
other he roes. If you want to get Picó mad, mention all this to him. He
knows he's morally responsible for that poor guy 's deat.h."
íL,.tL'\.~
"Man! ,M.o/\ could he have known that .•. ?"
"It was predictable. Picó's lucky, he knows it , and he takes advantage
of it. You could see from Vílarós face that he was just the opposite. You
could tell he was a loser from a mile away."
"Stop talkirig like a fool and let the dead rest in peace."
"The dead in peace? What more could they ask for? You really ou ght
to visit the monastery in Olivel ... As for the false teeth, they turned
up quite a: way from the trench. Fortunately, they were still intacto 1'11
te11you something: 1 find Picó's false teeth far more macabre than those
mummies in Olivel. This attic of yoúr s is remarkable in more than one
respecto I'd like to live here. You always have all the luck. You always
end up with what I'd like to have. 1 would have enjoyed beirig in an
anarchist brigade made up of escapees from lunatic asylums like the ones
you talk about. Our brigade is as bor in g as can be! Order, hygiene, and
He peered at the drawings on the wall.
"Hmmm,not bad, but they could be better. It depresses me how little
ímagínatíon the guys inthis brigade have. When you leave Castel, I'U ask
to be billeted in this at.tic."
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Olivel de la Virgen, July 4, Sunday
This v'illage is where we're supposed to or ganize the brigade's fourth
battalion.
There was only one small próblem: we had to take it from the
anarchists. And who had to take Olivel from the anarchists? On paper, the
fourth battalion. In reality, since the recruits still haven't arrived, it was
Majar Rosich (who was scared to death!), with his Ford and chauffeur;
Doctor Puig, the head medic; the paramedic, who look s about twenty years
old and who I suppose is Cruells since I think Soleras mentioned him in
Castel de Olivo; four infantry lieutenants, one of whom answers to the
name of "Gallar t" and was await.e.r in a café before the war; and finally
o.~~~.balf~@n second lieutenants, ,amon~ whom I have the honor to be
. "
counted. In all, "eleven people and a chauffeur." The phrase stuck; it was
something Doctor Puig blurted out.
We climbed in the major's car, a prodigious Ford. Those who couldn't
fit inside were on the running board. One of the second lieutenants sat on
t.he roof with a repeating rifle between his legs. Our flag flew aboye the
radiator. The road from Caste! to Olive! is hard!y more than a~tf,1o~r
~ ~S '
~, running due north for about five miles. The Ford crossed the gullies
¡\
on a pair of boards we'd brought alorig for this purpose and that we kept
Iayírig down and pickirig up, The officer with the repeating rifle laug he d,
sarig , and cursed, havin g the time of his life. Re's short and skinny.
Suddenly he looked at me and shouted, "Rey you: what did you l~@"t;;do
for a living?" .
J,.'v-e... "I'\.Q..~-
"Are you talking to me? I have a degree in law, but-±--d±dn't=-
.~ ~
practi¿e. fI
"What's a degree in law?"
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"That means I'm a lawyer. "
"A lawyer! Put her there, fenal Practica11y the same as me!"
"You worked in a court?"
"No. I was a public orator."
At that point we caught sight of the fields on the outskirts oí town
and decide.d it would be more prudent to get out of the Ford and creep
forward, darting from one haystack to another, our pistols drawn in case
the anarchists tried anything. Later we found out they'd decamped the day
before as soon as they'd heard troops were comíng. The whole víllage, on
the other hand, turned out to weIcome us: men, women, and children. The
girls stuck roses in the buttonholes in our Iapels. It's nice being a hero
when you don't have to risk. your Iif'e. Major Rosich's eyes were spar klirig.
A middIe-aged man embraced him. It was the mayor, deposed by the
anarchists. He'd been hidírig in the woods ever since. The major reinstated
him on the spot. 'I'he men clapped and cheered; the old ladies wept; more
roses in buttonholes. The temptation was too strong. The major delivered
the speech we 'd been dreading (it's one of his weaknesses).
The old Iadies wiped their eyes on corners of their blac k aprons.
Meanwhile the kids , of whom there was a big swarm, carne to admire the
stripes on our jackets.
This vfllage , if l 'm not místaken, is the one Soleras a11uded to so
mysteriously. My hostess in Castel had also mentioned it. She told me
about the Mater Dolorosa; Soleras talked about mummies and a monastery.
Maybe I'l1 be able to kill a few hour-s visiting it, if it really exists. Our
stay looks like it's going to be boring. The víllage--like all the others
around here-':"is strictly a one-horse town. It's got 280 build ing s, between
houses and bar na, plus a hundred fieIds with their haystacks. The church
is made of bricks, as is the castle that stands above the village, The
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bricks have turned black with the passing cerrtur-iea. The flies drive us
crazy, especially at lunchtime. There are many more than in Castel, which
is sayirig a loto And it could hardly be othe'rwise, given the amount of
durig Iyirig around the barnyards.
Before leaving Castel, 1 tried to visit Soleras. A soldier at t.he
commissary said he'd just been sent to the transport section and he'd seen
him set out in a truck that morning. He coul d have come and said
goodbye. Bah: 1 don't know why 1 bother worrying about him!
The worst of it is that 1miss his company. His conversation
sometimes gets on my nerves but it's always interesting. 1remember one
piece of nonsense he said in Castel de Olivo: "Eunuchs, seeing what fools
we .make of ourselves, could justifiably feel superior. The same is true of
skeptics like you." It made me indignant to hear him compare me to a
eunuch, and yet ... Besides, L'm so sick of all these officers, especially
;the major and the doctor, who spent all their time goirig from one wine
cellar to another, tasting the contents of each barrel to see if they're fit
to dr-ink.
July 8
We're still harig ing around waiting for the recruits to arrive. We've
already organized our future companies. l'm in the fourth, u~der Captain
Gallart, the ex-waiter.
This place couldn't be drabber. It's in a depr-es sion so you don't see
it till you 're here. The village limits cover a wide area, mostly uninhabited
and untilled. Big olive groves justify its name. The monastery, they tell
me, is quite f'ar downstream. 1 take long walks. Sometimes 1 sit down
beneath an olive tree and stay so still that erows alight on the grou nd a
few steps away. There are hundreds of them, and they keep me company.
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In the distance, some rocky mountains mark the v'illage limits. Sometimes a
cloud hovers over t.hern: rock and cloud, permanence and evanescence. The, . .:t
clou d passes, but it looks so splendid in the chan gin g light7t sunset. The
rock's always the same. What's rock and what's cloud in our lives, and
which is more important? What part of us isjmmutable? And can we be
tl.;\A .
sure it's m.ore valuable than the other~ constantly changing? Or are. f .
we nothirig but ghosts, clouds whose only hope is to experience a glorious
moment, a single moment, an d then vanish?
AHour instincts rebel again st this idea. "I feel an d experience
immortalrtyf Spinoza wrote. I learned this quote from Soleras. Who else
') L
would be wilhrig to ~through Spinoza? And the immensity of ourA- .
longing: how can you explain that mystery? How can you explain this
immense lorigin.g we fe el without knowing what we long for?
Everything has an explanation, if we know how to find it. For
~01A.~/)
example, these crows, whoseli'7\:f'J.Ce so intrigued me. On one of my
aimless strolls, I suddenly found myself surrounded by a círcle of lunar
mountains. An extraordinary spot, like a kind of crater, wide, deep, and
enigmatic. The sun was setting, and its obligue rays lent the scene an
extraterrestrial aspecto Not a single tree or shrub, everything mineral--and
the play of lig ht and shadow as stark as in outer space. It was
f'asciriat.ing. I approached the crater's rim and peered down into it. A hu ge
pile of bones cleared up the mystery. It's where they throw dead anímals:
~
the buitrera, they call it, There are more shepherds than peasants around
cs--«
here: shepherdsand goatherds. This is where they throw ili animal s
who've died of disease. When amule is sick and the veterinarian says
there's no hope for it, they don't wait for it to die. It weighs too mucho
Beating it, they make it walk to the buitrera under its own steam and
then push it over the síde. The mule falls in an d , if it's lucky, dies when
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it hits the bot.tom. Sometimes, of course, it holds out for a few davs. The
crows and vultures are in char ge of keepirig the buitrera olean, and I must
say they do a good jobo Nothing could be cleaner than these smooth, white
bones. Ossa arida: I can't remember which prophet describes a vast desert
strewn with borie s, Human ones, of course, but what difference does that
make? That buitrera penetrated deep inside me. The dryness of those bones
made me vaguely thirsty, and I recalled Soler-ás 'a words, "An immense
thirst, a drop of water to quench it, that's the whole story: infinitely vast
andinfinitely tiny. I don't know if you've heard of atoms ... " "Excuse
me," I interrupted him, "but don't try to kid me. Atoms are bullshit."
The dryness of those bones made me understand what that "immense
thirst" really was. "I must Iive ," I thought. "I have to hurry up and live
f- before my bones are tossed into the bottomle ss buitrera that awaits U~I
must Iive , but how does one go about living? Ayear of war, ayear
without a woman, and we have so few years to live! I've probably already
used up more than a third of my allotment .•. c-----
One evening, I was at a particularly deserted crossroa~ I mean
strikingly deserted; you could feel the desert in it. There was a cloud, and
its flamirig colors were so silent that it was terrifying. Beauty is
terrifying. Fortunately, we rarely run across it. In a dusk like that one--
J:t/-L.
~ never seen such stunning sunsets &~ one feels all alone in t.he
universe, like a prisoner before a court from which there is no appeal.
What are we accu sed of? Of being so small, petty, an d vile. Immensity
judges and crushes us ... 1 was so wrapped up in my thoughts that 1
didn't hear her footsteps. 1 didn't notice her presence till that voice,
serious and distant, roused me from my ponder ing s.
11Good everring."
It was a woman with a little boy holding her arm andanother
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clirig ing to her skirts. A tall, fine figure of a woman, in mourning, and
she walked by without lookin g at me. A kind of aura of grief surrounded
her as she set off down the path, outlined agianst the set.tirig sun, slowly ..
sG- XWhowas she? l 'd never seeri her in the v illage. When she'd t~cl tilIc:i>
r;
was out of sight, 1 suddenly realized that she'd greeted me in Catalar!. A
Catalan living in this village? A mystery; T'm almost ready to believe it
was a hallucination.
July 15
The recruits have started arriving. l'm now in char-ge of instructing
these poor kid s. L'm spending more time in the víllage, getting to know
the streets and people.
1 still haven't identified Olivel's Dolorosa: 1 mean the apparition the
other day. A hallucination? Anything's possible.
Since the village is at the bottom of a sor t of dip, the only thing
you can see from a distance is the castle. You don 't see the houses till
you're here. If it's evening, you see old women sitting on stone doorsteps,
enjoyirig the cool airo They remind me of magpies because they're always
chattering and dressed in black. When you come across the v illage
suddenly, it seems dirty and brutish.
The major has us give talks to the recruits--not each officer to hís
men but to the entire battalion.
For this, we use the castle's great hall, and so L've had a chance to
see what it's like inside: a rundown old manor house, The hall is
enormous, and the major's placed atable on a platform. He presides,
seated, while the officer whose turn it is. talks standing up. I _
tl tlMh..~v-L (~tU-?CL~~
, ,...v Major Rosich is ahor-t and chubby , with ~owísb. dark ~ and ~
I e- '-'.\.ldJ\..b 9 .'u"YI '\ ~ e .o;::) . .. c.k ev./VV\;'v"'...:j .,.. .
black eyes, demonstratIVe and vrvacious. A IQVeÍy person if he didrr'f dr-ink
~ 4 ~
Thursday,August5
X 'I'eachirig the recr.uits takes very Jittle time, so ~xcePt when L'm
f on guard duty I ~have hours and hours to myself. Ponsetti's also been
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so mucho I've already given my first Iecture: "Machine Guns Must Be
Place d on Level Ground." As 1 eIaborated on my poírrt-v-t.he advantages of
cr-oasfrre and direct fire, etc., I watched his eyes light up like hot coals in
the wind. With a piece of chalk and an improvised blackboar d , I was
demonstrating the trigonometric principIes of machine gun trajectories
when he suddenly stood up an d; with tears in his eyes, embraced me in
front of everybody.
"Calculations like these are the glory of our bat.talion!"
I m~st admit l 'm f'ar from understanding the causes of this e;m.~
e V'Aot: tr=r> ,,\
outburst, but I've always had a soft spot for pas~nonj'\: types. For this
reason, I'm even starting to get alon g with Ponsetti, the "pub lic orator." It
turns out he sold snake oil 01' something of the sort. He's always palling
around with Captain Gallar t, who of course is gigantic: tall and fat, red-
faced, gluttonous, very jolly. My passionate love of tradition fills me with
respect for this pairl\ one tall and fat and the other short and skinny~s
sentimental and boozy as the other: the major and the doctor.
I found a big pine grove, north of the village and not far away.
Thousands of cicadas buzz away' ~ at midday. The pines are tall and
slender, and their crowns aren't thick enough to keep the sunlight from
~Jye~"-v~~.:.J . ~:-:L .
.shining tnrough and warrnín g the earth. The air is permeated -i:h the
j\ ,
smell of resin, tart and invigorating. I líe down on the needles, which
~). .
make a warm~ bed, and abandon myseIf to the sadness t.hat comes
M . '
over me in fits. POOl'Soleras, who thinks he's the only one. When, when,
hav e I lived my own life?
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as sig ne d to the fourth company. He and Gallart never leave the village and
rarely stir outside a certain tavern where a redhead named Melitona
wor-ks. They're both nuts about he r .. Major Rosich and Doctor Puig are
drunk most days. The other first and second lieutenants also stay in the
village, chaaing skirts--the same girls who stuck those roses in our lapels.
That leaves Cruells, the paramedic. It turns out he adores Baudelaire.
He knows lots of his poems by heart, avoids women, wine, and curse
words--a rara avis! Sometimes he comes with me on my walks. Not ver y
of'ten, because he has to stick by his post. Four hundred recruits are a lot
of guys, and when it's not one thing it's another , usually in the venereal
category. He's the baby in our battalion (just turned twenty), and when he
oomes with me he br irrgs alorig a kirid of portable telescope, or per haps
it's more like one of those spyglasses sea captains used in the last
century. Assembled, it's about four feet long. He says his aunt gave it to
him for his twelfth birthday and he's had it with him ever since the war
be gan. Disassembled, it doesn't take up much space--the pieces fit irrside
each other. It's much more powerful thanmv field glasses. Since our walks
las~ until well after sundown, he showed me how to gaze at Jupiter
through his telescope. 1 could see Galileo's four moons perfectly, like four
peas around a plum, three on the left and one on the right. The next day
this last one had disappeared. The day after that only two were visible -.
Then all four of them reappeared; now there are two on the right and two
on the left. He explained the causes of these appeat-anoes and
disappearances,of the phases of Venus--which can also be seen through
his spyglass--and lots of other t.hirig s. He's as knowledgeable as T'm
ignorant about astronomy.
Wewere takirig an afternoon nap in that pine grove, In the distance,
throug h the trunks, we could see the castle. Don't imagine a medieval
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castle with turrets and battlements; it.'s simply a square mass of blackened
bricks. The village, in its little valle y , is invisible from the grove.
Suddenly 1 asked him, "What did you do before the war ?"
Half asleep, he blinked at me through those glasses with tortoise-
shell frames that make him look líke a wise owl and a kindly soul. He
seemed to hesitate.
"1'11tell you, but don't spread it around. 1 was a seminarian."
"A seminarian?"
5~~
It would never have occurred to me, and yet now it OO€)\,d plain as
day. Why shouldn't Cruells have been a seminarian? Or rather, how could
he have been anyt.hirig else?
"And what will you do, after the war?"
"Finish my studies."
A few days later, Cruells gave me another surprise. At nig ht, of
course, we asaig n sorne soldiers to guard duty under the officer whose turn
it is, and they patrol the village till dawn. 1 was off that night, and the
guy in char ge was a second lieutenant from the second company who told
me~bout it. It must have been about one in the morning. The village
<.' ..- .-
was sleeping peacefully, it was a moonless night, and the only sound was
the hoot.ing of an owl in a poplar near the fountain when all of a sudden
the soldiers spotted a man in a field outside town. It was a soldier
I ~ ,
e- (""-~ .
¡¡wintillg at tt&;~;;if\Ji;;.a a gun that, from a distance, looked like a 50-
caliber mortar. Naturally, they sounded the alar-m, thinking it was a fascist
or anarchiat leadirig a surprise attack. Fortunately, the officer in char ge
stayed calm and kept his men from firing their Mausers. It was Cruells
with his telescope. His eyes were shut, he was fast asleep, an d he was
wandering around with his spyglass, acbin g as if he wereaiming it. Later,
he told us he'dsleepwalked before, butnot for many year s: Weasked
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Doctor Puig if sleepwalking was dange rous. He shrugged his shoulders, said
. k
it was of no importance and ~kI'Lver y well unders,tood, that some people
alee pwalk once and never do it again , that attacks are more common in
adolescence ("let's not kid ourselves; at twenty, Cruells is still an
adolescerrt"}, and that "in 'any case, there's no use worrying about it since
in all self-respecting brigades, accor dirig to reliable statistics, there are
463 cases of gonorrhea for every one of sleepwalking."
The days Cruells is on duty, which is most of the time, 1 go out by
myself. 1 now have a hor se, extremely convenient for promeneurs
I
solitaires. Aman on foot looks like a crank: on horseback, everyone
respects him. Besides, with a horse, or more exactly with amare, 1 can
'~-tv-~
, ~r farther afield: to t.he monastery, for example.
But 1 should .explain thírig s in order.
In the first place, I tracked down the hallucination, thanks to my
theoretical-practical lectures.
It turns out that the lord of the castle was murdered by the
anarchists. There's nothing unusual about that, of cour se; in fact, it would
be st.range if it were otherwise. Well, he was living with a woman. If she 'd
been his wife, they'd have killed her too without the slightest hesitation.
But it was a case of "free love." Not only didn't they kill her, but they
treated her with the greatest respect and considered her mistress of the
castle and its estates. She st.ill lives there with a couple of children. The
cld ladies sarcastically call her "her Iad ys hip" and assure me that as soon
as '4he war's over, some distant cousins of the deceased, his only known
relatives, will throw her out of the castle.
"Her and her two bastards."
She lives in seclusion, avoidirig people. When the major asked to use
her hall, she immediately ag ree d. But she shuts herself up with her
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chHdren while the talks are being given.
1 learned that she had a mare in her stable that the formar lord had
use'd. No one rode it, since no one in the village or battalion is interested
in horseback-riding. 1 decided to ask if 1 could. She wasn't u sirig it for
anything (the anarchists liad unsuccessfully tried to turn it into a plow
hor se}, and it would pe very u sef ul in my solitary wanderings. She
g ;vJL
received me standing up in the hall where we "*SuallJ;~e our talks.
]\.
Seen t.hus , without the mysterious atmosphere of that evening, she's a
woman who looks to be about thirty-five, solemn, distant, and courteous.
She has a velvety contralto voice that sometimes takes on an almost
impe rce pt.ible tremolo. 1 told her how surprised 1 was that she spoke such
good Catalan.
"You shouldn't be. 1 lived in Barcelona for so many years! 1 was
fifteen when 1 first went there. 1 always spoke it with him and his
I
mother. She was from Barcelona."
It seemed so un:likely that she would have gotten along with the
mother that 1 prudently change d the subject.
"1 know there's a monastery near here, about ten miles downstream."
"The Olivel Monastery; they were Mercedarians. The Virgin of Olivel
was greatly venerated arouríd here. Many of us are named after her ,"
"So your name is Maria de Olivel?"
"Maria de Olivel is the full name, as it's written on birth certificates.
We usually say 'Olivela. '"
She seemed distant, barely there. Sometimes she felt as unreal as on
that evening when I saw her outlined against the sunset. She's got
"somet.hírig ," that much is clear at a glance. Markedby tragedy, l'd sayo
Anyway, how could she not be marked by tragedy after everything she's
b e.vv'L
~ through? I've gathered that she 's from a poor family. Beirig
IIrrhe tomb s?"
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someone's mistress cut.s her off from her family and social class, placirig
her both aboye and below them. T.hose anarchist swine killed the lord in
f'ront of her and the children. But that's not ít: the tragedy comes from
inside, not from her life. 1 tried to imagine what her loneliness felt like.
She's still got her children, of course, but how much company can children
be?
"My first outing with Bellota will be to the monastery."
"Dont, go there," and she looked me straight in the eye for the first
time. "The anarchists looted it after kílling the monks. The Virgin's
disappeared. It's terrifying. They opened the tombs ... " Her voice took on
t,,~-r
that tr-emolo, Iíke the ~ note on a ceno.
7\.
Through the window X saw a farmhand--the only one she's got left--
saddling '~Bellota outside the casUe gateo She's a fine animal, bay; small
head, broad haunches. She seemed pleased to get out of her stable for a
while.
"The anarchists ... they pulled the monks out of their niches. You
know they even shot tne hired hands? A few poor devils, the poorest in
town. The monks hired them mainly out of charity. They wore heavy,
wooden-soled sandals: that's how poor they were. The anarchists shot them
as fascists, because they worked for the monks ... "
1 recalled my conversation with Soleras. 1 hadn't paid much attention
at the time. It had seemed like a stream of absurdities and nonsequiturs
cooked up in his usual corrosive sauce. "These fools"--he was referring to
Picó, the major, OUT whole brigade--"These fools can't appreciate our
country's few original ideas. As soon as they marchinto sorne village, they
reestablish or der. Tedious! 1 have to slíp away from time to time to place s
our troops haven't reached, where anarchism still r ei.gn s. There 1 can
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breathe! There's a monastery ... 11 And he kissed the tips of his fingers,
as though savoring sorne boccato di car diriale. 1II've spent long hours t.here,
loat in contemplation, and believe me there's plenty to contemplate.
Especially one mummy, on the left, with a crafty look on his face ...
Why should they forbíd u s' to dig up the dead if we feel Iike it? In the
\ IM..~~ )
name of what? It's very likely that the diggers were a bunch of ídjots~
that's another story, but maybe that's the whole idea: to become a perfect
ídiot! Not everyone who wants to can bring it off! Intelligence is old-
fashioned, strictly eighteenth-century! The future belon gs to the idiots!"
"1 can see," 1 said sarcastically, "t.hat you're well prepared. ft
"Why not? And besides, what's the difference between Mercedarian
friars and Egyptian pharoahs? Why should the fellow who dug up
Tutankhamen deserve more respect? Anyone who digs up the dead, whoever
he may be, is looking for the same thíng: to see the expression on their
faces once they've been there for a whíle--a few dozen years or a few
thousand. Our era, which is both idiotic and perverse, has tried to rend
the veils that covered death and birth, the obscene and the macabre. If
you don't understand that,you understand not.hin g about our times."
1 asked, "Do you think our times are so important that we have to
worry about understanding them?"
"Do you know Juli Soler-ás?"
A banal question, just to say something, as if I'd said it was a nice
day out. How could she have met him? But to judge by the expression on
her face, this woman was full of surprises.
"Yes ... ft she said after hesitating a momento "Why do yo':"!ask? Did
he say something about me?"
"No. 1 was just makirig conversation. He told me about a monastery
and sorne mummies, without goirig into details, and that's why 1 thought of
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him. He's a funny character. He has an aunt--you know?--who sees visions.
1 imagine you've heard of Saint Philomena. But L'm sure that wouldn't
intérest you. Did he really come around when the anarchists wer e here?"
"1 got the impression that he and the anarchists were great friends.
Would you mind doirig me a favor? Don't merrtíon hirn agaín."
Poor Soleras. He seerns to have a gift for inspiring antipathy. They
can't f'or-gíve his disrespectful way of talk ing and his nasty wisecracks.
The only people who'll put up with him are Trini and rnyself. We've known
himfor so many years! Ever since we were in hig h school. Later, when
Trini and 1 had started living together, he carne to tea almost every
afternoon; even when we were doirig o,ur stint in the army. Trini and 1
had had the brilliant idea oí ~~'Jo¡;ther before 1 had to report for
duty. We served at the same time and both of us were second lieutenants.
He could have stayed out, since t.hey 'd declared hirn unfit on account of
his nearsightedness. 1nstead, he requested another physical. When you
think there are so rnany people who'd do anyt.hin g to be declared unfit for
militar-y service, and he, just the opposite, moved heaven and earth to get
in. Later , when we were both in uniform--we had the good luck to be
assigned to a garrison in Barcelona--what he liked best was climbirig over
the wall and goirig AWOL,especially when he was on guard duty. He
always sat in the same easy chair at our hou se, For us he was like a big
talk ing bird, strange but familiar, whose wisecracks you forgive because
I
. you enjoy his company.
What was he doirig around here, where the anarchists might have
,/ ,~;"V~-t~ ~~l~f shot him? Bonirig up on how to be a idiot? "~ marked the be ginrrin g of
a new era, the Era of Idiocy. Blessed are the idiots, for they shall inher ít
the earth ... " That was one of his favorite predictions, f'or , nee dle ss to
say, one of his weaknesses is that he loves to prophesy.
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The river crosses the village limits from southwest to northeast. It's
gradually cut a deep, narrow ravine with almost vertical walls. Since that
day L've been exploring it with Bellota. After watering the fields, it feeds
the ponds of sorne old flourmills, one of which is still in operation. This
mill was as far as l'd ever gotten in my strolls. It's halfway to the
monastery. The miller lives there--he's about fifty years old+-wíth his
wife, who's toothless and as dark as the flour they milloThey hav e five or
six children. They mill ten bushels of flour a day, but not every day,
Sornetimes the pond takes a whole day to fill up, and meanwhile they have
to wait. I like to watch them work, because L'd never seen such an old-
fashioned mm. They open the sluice and start the waterwheel spinning; the
millstone slowly be gin s to t.ur n; the hopper (which they call a lorenza) is a
big, rough-hewn wooden f'unriel. The grain slowly streams out of it and the
millstone turns it into coarse flour. With this flour, the women here bake
a delicious brown bread. The village has three communal ovens, an d on
bakirig days you can smell them a mile away: a smell of burning pine
b3!'?:;r;~ and fresh bread that makes your mouth water.
'I'hemiller takes advantage of his days of enforced idleness to go
hunt.ín g with a ferret. The only game that abounds around here is hares,
but they've disgusted him ever since he saw one eatirig carrion. As far as
otters are concerned, he'd like to hunt them for their pelts, but the
ferret's afraid to attack them, t.hough it'H even attack foxes. It sneaks
irito their dens while they're sleeping, jumps on their backs and opens
their jugular veins with one bite. It's a male, very ag ile , with teeth sharp
as razors. He has to keep it in its cage and handle it very carefully, for
the slightest false move could cost him half a finger; He also told me
about the monastery an d about a huge forest of pines and savins that
starts to the left of theriver shortly before you get there and extends
I _
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for many miles to the north, in which direction there's no other v íllage
for a long, long way. Sorne monks escaped into this forest, but not more
t.han two or three. The river, after crossing the lands attached to the
monas ter y , flows irito a lake-v-or more precisely, a big swamp--called the
Cambronera, where, in winter, they hunt ducks and other migratory birds.
1 used the mill pond as a swimmirig pool, to the astonishment of the
miller , his wife, and their kid s, They'd never realized that a person could
dive like a duck. They raise ducks themselves, small ducks with white
feathers and or ange beaks and feet who kick up a hu ge ruckus whenever 1
dive in. After swimmirig for half an hour or so, 1 stretch out on the grass
~~cvv>'~'1
and dry off in the sun. Sometimes 1 watch the vultureS~goverhead.
They musf come from far away, from those bald mountains to the south--
Sierras de Alcubierre--or perhaps from sorne others even farther south,
barely visible through my field glasses, veiled in bluish misto With Cruells's
telescope, you can see t.hat they're covered with thick wood s. As 'far as
the vultures are concerned, more than once L've seen a pair~t e
incredible heigh~ was able to calculate it with my glasses and estimating
t.heir- wing spans: seven feet on the female, who's bigger than the maleo l'd
seen her cross the entire sky, from one horizon to the other, without the
slightest flutter of her wírig s. The only possible explanation is that they're
O-- s1'~ev.",~ c",\.í
borne alon g by ~r....c.urreR,t imperceptible here on the grourid. At otherf\- ' . '.
times they inscribe concentric circles around the sun, like giant moths
aitracted by that motionless ball of fire. Of course, they're not really
. ~
circling the sun. Why should they care about the sun? They're circling ~
buitrera; there's one in each v illage.
The paths by the riverside are excellent for horseback riding. Bellota
gallops alorig happily on the soft, sandy soil, Sorne stretches are actually
the riverbed. 'I'he mare's Ieg s raíse clouds of iridescent dust. When dusk
"Jesus! Isn 't that Bellota?" the wife aske d, crossing herself.
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wild honeysuckle you can hear all kinds of birds chirping: blackbirds,
goldf'inches , orioles, and God knows what else. Further away, in the woods,
a cuckoo chimes the hours.
The day of my first ride, 1 reached the monastery soakirig wet.
Bellota's a real charrner. Her big, liquid eyes are full of tenderness an d
mystery; her glossy, black mane and tail almost reach the grou nd, since no
one bothers to crop her. But while she's docile by nature, she 's skittish
and capricious. Everything had gone smoothly as long as we were gallopirig
down that sandy path. After being cooped up for so many months, she
loves to stretch her leg s. When the path turned into the riverbed, she
suddenly knelt down and rolled arourid in the cool water, leaving me in a
state you can easily imagine.
The miller and his family hardly noticed me. They couldn't stop
gapirig at the horse.
"You recognize her ?"
"Like she was my own daughter'! She was the yourig master's mare,
may he rest in peace. Everyone in Olivel knows her. It
And that started them talk ing about he r, 'I'hey 'd never mentioned her
till then. From the man, we quickly turned to his mistress. At first, the
miller's wife didn't dare to tell me what was in her mirid, but 1 could see
from her insinuations and hesitations that she knew all about her and had
strong opinions on the subject. My curiosity was piqued, and 1 tried to
draw her out.
"That slut," she muttered through her toothless gums. "She shoul'd
have stayed in Barcelona, where there's plenty of her kind, instead of
comirig horne, We don't nee d filth like her in Olivel."
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"What was she doirig in Barcelona?"
"She was a maído She worked for the old lady when she was stilI
alive. She was very yourig when .she went away with them, not more than
fifteen."
A maid; that's why she got alon g with the old lady. Such a simple
explanation hadn't occurred to me.
"Before she went to Barcelona, was she like the other girls here?"
"Not at all! Always mopirig around by herself. If you ask me, she was
diff'e rerrt from the rest of uso You can see who our fathers are. If she
turned out to be such a lady, there must have been sorne kind of graft.
God knows who it was! If you graft a peach tree branch onto an apricot
tree, you get peache s!"
"Don't talk that way, woman," said the miller, who apparently doesn't
share his wife's hatred of Olivela. "Only God knows the truth. When
Olivela left she was just a snot-nosed little girl. Fifteen years old? That
yourig master had hisway with her+-may he rest in peace now that he's
dead--and stole her honor."
"Honor? Poor t.hirig!" she exclaimed, makirig fun of his pitying tone.
"She doesn't know what honor is! The rest of us got married to save our
X honorJ JWt to fin~f'I ¡BiJ¡o¡¡;e¡¡¡t@ But that whore carne home to roost in ~he
castle. The slut wanted to lord it over us, without sowirig or r-eaping or
haulirig durig or any thírig else. She lives like a real lady, lieutenant, like a
. real grand lady: in the morning she feeds her pig and the chíckens, in the
1< aft~rnoon she goes for a stroH, and at bedtime she bathes with hot water
and perfumed soap like the fat sow she is .•. "
..,...-
X "Sh~! Don't talk that way," her husband interrupted. "The lieutenant
here likes to bathe too. You're goin g to make him mad with that foul
mouth of your s,"
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This conversation interested me more and more, and not for its local
color (which always goes • with dirt-slinging), so 1 kept trying to
aq ueeze information out oí them.
"When did she come back from Barcelona?"
"When the old lady died, may she 'rest in peace," he explaine d , trying
to jump in ahead of his wife. "No one around here knew then what had
happened."
"Ten years ago," she added, "she carne home with a belly like this,
which was the first time we realized she id sinne d. She gave birth in the
castle, and a few years later she had another kid."
"And the master lived with her?"
"No sir; he lived in his hou se in Barcelona, but he carne back all the
time."
"He was a lawyer," the miller explained, "an d had cases in Barcelona."
"And love affairs in Olivel," she added.
"Why didn't hemarry her ?"
"God Almighty!" The woman burst out laug hirig. "Since when do lords
an d lawyers marry filthy peasant sluts?"
This shovelf'ul of dirt was too much for me, and 1 ended the
conversation with the excuse that 1 wanted to reach the monastery.
The monastery's like one of those big structures--half farmhouses,
half manors--that you see in Catalonia, and in f'acf the monks were
farmers. It's a big, square building on the northern edge of a little valley
with vineyards and olive groves, r-iriged by low, barren hills. One of them
is called Calvary. It's distinguished by the double row of cypresses that
winds up toward its summit, The valley's calm, as though it had withdrawn
irito itself. It takes Bellota a half-hour to forty-five minutes to reach it at
a gallop. Since then l 've made the trip often.
.~.
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The big e-rtt:r~lIce¡gate opens onto a
kind of esplanade that leads you to the chur ch , tall and spacious. A
Now r'n tell you what I saw.
thciusand people could fit inside it standing up, The first day, I crossed its
threshhold with a certain apprehension. There was something oppressive
about that silence. The mornirig was hot and dry. I'd hitched the mar e to
an elm tree on the esplanade. 1 went in. My first sensation was a pleasant
coolness. I was still dazzled by the Aragonese July sun. In that cool
penumbra, as in a wine cellar, I couldrr't; make out a thing. Slowly my
'f- retina adapte~ be gan to see the smoke-blackened remains of baroque
altar s , piles of book s strewn around, a few candlesticks that had been
broken and tossed onto the floor, artificial flowers, a censer in one
corner, a lectern in another . At t.he opposite end, at the foot of the main
altar, stood sorne objects you would have taken for monks if they weren't
so motionless. They were mummies, removed from the niches that now
stand open and gapirig in the wall behind the alt.ar. They'd beenarranged
in a bizarre scene. Two stood before the altar like a couple getting
married. One was adorned with a white veil and a crown of artificial
flowers. To keep them from fallirig they'd leaned them again st each other.
A third mummy leaned againat the altar, facirig them like a priest about to
perform the ceremony.
The others--of which there were four, all Ieanirig against the wall--
were the wedding guests. One had fallen over and was Iyirig on the
ground. Another had a sinister expression that chilled my blood.
They must have been monks who died'1long ~go. Shreds of
-l ••~~ _their habits still clung to their skin. They were perfectly ~t--as
CVj\~
though they were made of parchment--which must be causedby the .dry
cJ~w-.'~
éur arj\nd=.here and the fact that the niches are inside a thick stone wall
high off the ground. Howweird they looked, so still and dry! I'd gotten
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over my fear. How could I feel scared wit.h that big door wide open behind
me and the brilliant midday sun in all its glory outside?
It wasn't fear; it was a sort of eerie fee:f(ng. Those objects were
-./
simply incomprehensible. A mummy is beyond uso How can we imagine that
someday we'll be objects? Objects we can cart around from one place to
another, stiff and empty. Empty of what? Of their souls, you'll say, but
what is a soul?
Still, it must be something if its flight provokes such a remarkable
charige. What do I have in common with a mummy? Exttrnally, everything;
~
and nonetheless, nothing.
And whose idea was it to arrange them in a wedding scene? The
obscene and the macabre: they stuck a candle (per haps an Easter can dle )
between t.he Ieg s of the mummy who plays the groom ... l'd like to track
down one of the guys who opened the niches and make him talk, Maybe I
wouldn't find out much; they themselves probably aren't coriscious of the
symbolism of what they did. And then again , what do we know about our
instincts? Preservation of the species: who ever gave a damn about that?
Who ever thinks of it at the moment when we're striving to achieve it?
Bah, "no one gives it a moment's thought, yet it's what moves uso Sex and
death, the obscene and the macabre, two dizzying abysses. And it's as if
the macabre had lain in wait to ambush me in this village: the buitrera on
the one hand and the monastery on the other. As I gazed at those dried-
"out mummies, I felt the vague thirst in my throat that I'd noticed at the
buitrera.
To Iive , to gulp down great draughts of life before I end up as
motionless as those mummies in the church.
OlivE!l,August 7
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A stone staírcase, íts steps polis hed by years of use, leadsup from
the church to the monks' cells. The big hall at the top of the stair-s is
st.rewn with enormous antiphonaries with parchment pages and covers
adorned with stu ds. There are var-iou s abandoned harmoniums (the chut-eh
had no or-gan ) and piles and piles of bodks--mostly from the eighteenth
cerrtu r y. 1 fourid a complete edition, in the original English, of Cook's
Ijr~th etohírig s by:he artist who a?compan!ed t.he expedition.
~I n" W).v~e\ c.r ~c..~ <¡ • v <;
They're hand-painte~ift-.fiatercolors¡ givinf\a 1ivid and exact sense of
each species. The pomeg ranates flowers are a glor-ious bright red--and 1
thoug ht of Olivela. Why? What's so glor íous abcut her? The glory oí sin
and tragedy? My God, what a melodrama! "The uncer taín glory of an April
day "? It's odd: she started when 1-told her 1 planned to visit the
monastery. "Don't go there •.. The Virgin's disappeared ... It's
terrifying." She muat have been ter'r-if yin gly beautíf'ul herself, year s ago,
Beauty fills 1.1Swith terror when it goe s beyond cer-tain limits. She must
have gene well beyond them--and howl-e-because she still does. She's still
ter rifving. The world's full of pretty women, but how few are t.ruly
beautíf'uljPer haps r'n never meet another who makes me think of
Michelangelo's "The Night." With her 1 have the unpleasant sensation short
men muat have with tall women; and nonetheless, I'm taller than her. 1
compared 1.1swithout her noticing. Frn almost a foot taller.
Piaceme il sonno e piu l'esser di sasso.
Why do 1 think so muoh about this woman? Becau se l 'rn bored stiff in
t.his hole, How old can she be? Ten years older than me? She gives the
impression of havírig agedbefore her time, and how coul d it be otherwise,
with everything she's been through? That's not so extraordinary. What's
extraordinary is that the be girmirrg s of ag e , with their touch of
melancholy, make her look so good.
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In another cell there's a little cupboar d built into the wall so~ it
can be opened from either side. I heard a kind of hissing like the sound
of wheat passing through a sieve--sometimes far away and sometimes right
beside me, almost in my ear. It occurred to me to open the door on that
cupboar d, a little door less than a foot square, made of worm-eaten wood ,
and the mystery was solved! The cupboard was designed as a beehive. The
bees are as busy as ever, indifferent to our ups and downs. The cupboard's
full of honey! Their buzzing, now that 1 know what it is, keeps me
company during my long, silent hours in the monastery.
In the cell next door I got another surprise. A door in the outer wall
leads to a winding staircase that I climbed to a small attic with a
dovecote.
The doves are still there too, as t.hough nothing had ever happened.
Various females are roosting. 'I'hey 'v e no lorige r tame. When they heard my
steps, the males flew away. The females stared at me in terror but didn't
forsake their nests.
Next I explored the basement. There's a big wine cellar. The
monaster-v's main product was wine. The miller told me the anarchists
began their looting in the cellar: an orgy of claret made by the moriks.
I
l.
But it was an orderly debauchery. The barreIs haven't been damage d and
are almost full. They had more respect for them than for the mummies.
One barrel is enormous, a real old-fashioned hog shead. It's made of oak
an d bears a coat-of-arms and a date: 1585.
I'd like to reconstruct that hot nig ht at the end of last July. An
orgy of wine, of blood an d mummies inflamed by the midsummer heat,
Were there women present? The miller insists there weren't. So the idea
for that can dle ..• it seerned feminine to me; something awhore would
think of.
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The miller is categor ical. The murderers were seven outsider s who
made up the committee. They dragged half 8J dozen simpletons from the
. "A.lli~
village alorig to help t.hem. It was these, locals who actuaHy ~d the
mummies from their niches, forced by theothers. "Six poor de.víls.
Everyone in town knows who they are.l1vtlThey st.ill Iive he re?" "Yes, but
don't get them in trouble. AH they did was dig up sorne corpses."
The miller saw them goirig and comírig back. His mill is on the way
from OIivel to the monastery. There were no women. Not only that--and
this really intrigues me-- he says all they did was lean the mummies
against the wa11beneath their níches. He was very surprised when I told
him about that wedding scene.
"Well, they weren't like t.hat before, lieutenant. I swear to God!" ,
"Are you sur-e?"
"The last time I was there, sorne four months ago, they weren't like
you say, lieutenant, but like I'm telling you, leaning against the wall. ti
"What about the candle?" He stared at me with eyes as big as
saucer s. He didn't tinderstand what I was asking. Fina11y he got the point
an d burst out laug hirig.
"God Almighty! What a swine whoever did that must have been! But it
wasn't them; I can swear to that, lieutenant. I'l1 te11 you who they are,
but don't get them in trouble. One's Pachorro, the hunchback who lives
. . C \fCL c. '\u.. &,
near the fountain; another's Restituto, who's a little ~)lche~n the head •
"• ¡
I'l1 have to visit a11six to try and unravel this business.
On one of my first visits to the monastery (I went there every day;
I couldn't stay away), I stopped at the main door, listening to a sound
comirig f'rom the oella, Notes in joyous disorder, played on flutes, víolins,
an dbáases , míxed with childish voices, laughter, and a patter of footsteps
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so Iight they sounded like fluttering wirig s. Who could it be? I slowly
mounted the steps. If L'd found a flock of cavor tirig cherubim I wouldn't
have been surprised. It was a gang of goatherds between seven an d ten
years old, whod left their flocks in the monastery atable and gone up to
play the harmoniums. My appearance cauae d utter paníc. They fled with
such grace , a11wear ing big straw hats and velvet pants th~t carne down
below their knees, that I stood there spe11bound for a long time.
1 usua11y brought alorig somet.hírig to eat so I wouldn't have to return
to Olivel for lunch. That way r had plenty of time to sort through the
books calmly and methodica11y. Most of them are en theology, and many
are in Latin, but sorne are fascinating. I found a first edition of the
Criticón that helped me stay awake on guar d duty. When 1 got hung rv, 1) tA-
~ down and,*'i~~ch in the cellar. It's deep and dar-k. You have to
fe el your way alorig the big storie atair s, worn away by cent1ies of use.
~ ,As you try to find each step, cool wine fumes waft up to t you, Once
f\-
I was down there, surrounded by bar rels , l'd light a little oillamp and sit
Clownto eat. 1 felt I couldn't do it upstairs, with a11those mummies
aro,und. The coolness of the cellar and those wine fumes, on the other
harid , gave me an appetite. The Iamps flickering flame cast barrel-shaped
shadows on the walls made of coarse stones roughly fitted together and
covered with thick cobwebs, sorne of which might have been centuries old .
.--
The clarete\ cold, very dry and aromatic}\ has a touch of flint an d sulfur
, (the latter must come f'rom the sulfurized switches they use to fumigate
the barreIs before filling them with new wine, as all good wirie growers
do). When l'd finished, L'd blow out the oil Iamp and retrace my steps. I
had to go through the church again to reach the cells, where the biggest
piles of old books were -.
One afternoon l'd gotten more deeply engrossed than usual in
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examiriing those old books, I'd just discovered an edition oí Petrarch's
sonnets printed by Elzevir and a Summa Theologica with marvelous
vig'net.te s. 1 was lookirig through them when a tremendous thunderclap
suddenly roused me. 1 looked out the window. The sky was dar kenirig , in
sud den chariges of color, as though a stáge hand were switching off lights
focused on a set depicting clou ds. Another thunderclap--this one jagged
and cavernous--boomed out right aboye the monastery, makirig me feel the
Iight.nírig bolt must have struck its empty steeple.
As 1 watched, the landscape took on a livid, corpselike color. The
thunder and lightning came thick and fasto The bolts seemed to light up
the inside of the building more than what was outdoors. That must have
been because the objects inside were closer, but at the time it made me
profoundly uneasy. It was like a night when heat lightning--the most
1;::
enervating kind of storm--makes the earth brighter than the sky, whose
-fe'\.: ~-t
asphixiating black contasts with the landscape's,~ luminescénce. The
an guiah thus provoked must be due to our realization that the universe
arourid us is darkness: ~ oute~ darkness.
It began to pour, and the rain lifted that sense of oppression. A dry
storm is nerve-wracking. Sheets of rain beat against the monastery's tile
roof, makirig it resound like an empty crate.
1 had to ride back to the village, but in order to get out 1 had to
walk through the chut-ch. 1 did walk through it, keeping my eyes fixed on
t.he open door's bright rectangle. 1 was in the middle of the nave when
the two panels be gan to slowly turn on their híriges and then shut with a
groan that echoed through the vault.s. The dusky darkness had turned
black--black as a tnoonless night--and 1 was trapped. AHalone with the
mummies,
You know what 1 did then? 1 crossed myself and said a paternoster.
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There's not hirig like dread to make us kneel down and pray. A gust of
wind had blown the door shut. I easily opened it. Outside, it was raining
cats and dog s, I ran toward the elrn, Bellota was gone. A piece of bridle
darig ling from the tree told the story: the mare, terrified by the thunder,
had snapped her reins and run away. .r )
. . (tcL
In one minute, l'd gotten as soaked as if l 'd fallen into a ~. What
should Ido? Go back inside and spend the nig ht in one of the cells? I
couldn't; I was too scared. It was madness to think I could reach the
village without the mare, but I could try to reach the millo
I was far from the monastery when I realized that the Parral was no
, ~uJe.~~
lorig er- a stream but a huge river that -was 8wcf~:a-g by the minute. I
couldn't follow its course down in that ravine. I'd have to climb out and
spend the night up aboye. Once I was on the bank I saw a pale light in
the distance. It was like something out of a fairy tale! I made my way
through the brush and through blinding sheets of water, I r-eache d that
mysterious glow, andl found the miller, his wife, and their half-dozen
children.
With an axe, they'd improvised a little shelter made of savin trunks
covered with rosemary and mastic branches. His wife was sob birig , while
the children huddled around her, The older ones stared at her with dark,
serious eyes; the younger ones were sleeping. The miller moved over to
make room for me.
"Don Luisico, we're ruined!"
"Our mill!" she wailed. "My chickens who were such good layers; and
that sow we were fattening!"
~~~ 'He ~~'~l\.d down into the ravine, as though sear chírig for the remains
of his mill in the darkness.
"T'her'eaanother- mill arourid-her-e , upstream from the v'illage , that
daddy doing all that time?' To reassure him, 1 tell him she beat his father 1'.
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hasn't been used for years. If they'd rent it to u s , but on credit tíll we
can begin millirig •.. "
"Whose is it?"
"It belorige d to the dead master, may he rest in peace. If you, since
you're such good friends with the miatr-eas ... 1mean, with Olivela ... "
"Lieutenant, don't get the wrong idea," she said, dr yírig her eyes. "1
don't mean her any harrn. What 1 said about her wasn't said out of spite."
It's better she should think so.
As soon as day broke, we set out on our sad retreat. In Olivel, we
found the streets full of men and women. The women screamed and wept;
the men were silent.
The downpour had washed away everything in their irrigated fields.
The corn and hemp crops were completely lost. The poor vi11agers' sole
, .
remaining hope is saffron, which they g row on dry land well away from
the riverbed an d which in good years is their main source of cash.
Olegaria, the old lady whose house l 'm billeted in, had been worrying
about me. 1 haven't mentioned t.his filthy old dame, who cooks ~p sorne
revoltíng meals. With the best intentions in the world, since they're the, .
same ones she'd fix for her grandson. 1'11tell you about her grandson
another day.
There was a letter from Trini: "Your son's appetite forbedtime
I
I
stories grows more insatiable by the day. He always asks for more; he
.alway s wants another one. 'Dad dy told me more,' he complains, and even
adds, 'an d they were nicer ,' Now I've started telling him about wicked
stepmothers. His eyes get big as he listens, but he has trouble
understanding where the father fits in. 'But what was the little boy's
too ... "
~. '.
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Olegaria knows as much about my son's doirig s as 1 do, She's
illiterate--like all the women in this village--but she can recognize Trini's
haridwriting on the envelope.
She thinks, of course, that we're husband and wif'e, There was no
reason to explaín it to herj it'd be too cofnplicate d, She waits for me to
finish reading before askíng how Ramonet is and talks about him as though
she'd known him all his life.
She's very old and lives with her only daughter, who's a widow an d
looks over fifty. The meals t'hey cook for me deserve special mention;
they're horrible. One Sunday, as a special treat, they decided to cookT
a whole chicken. The art of roasting a chicken ís' stiB unknown around,
here. They submer ge the chicken in a pot of oil and simmer it. On my
first bite, that aftertaste of oil was so surprising that 1 made a f'ace.
"Is there something wrong with the chicken? Isn't it oily enough?"
She told me the villagers thought 1 was dead since they saw the mare
come back alone with íts bridle snapped.
"So where's Bellota?"
"Why, in the castle! Where else would she be? She doesn't need a
guide to get back to her stable; it's her home! Anímals are people too!"
Without realizing it, she'd just defined herself: she's such an animal
and such a person, old Olegaria!
Olivel de la Virgen, Sunday, August 8
The Parral has shrunk back to its former size, cheerful and happy as
if nothing out of the ordinary had occurred. The saffron harvest looks líke
it'H be the biggest in years, and the peasants are expecting to make up
for their lost hemp and corn crops.
There's been a change in our battalion: we now havean artillery
"I'm Picó. Don't you remember me? Wewent swímmirig toget.herr, "
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company. 1 was crossing the main street yesterday when 1 saw a heavy-set
offícer over forty years old, wearing hurrtín g boots and gr'ippin g an
enormous S-shaped pipe between his teeth. His Or íerrtal-Jookirig eyes, sharp
and crafty, reminded me of someone but 1 couldn't think who it was.
"And what br-irigs you to Olivel?"
~1v-"-- .
"~f\.a~Signed us to your battalion," he said, puffing on his pipe and
squ int.ing. "Have you heard anything from Soleras?"
"1 haven't seen him in quite a while."
"A very well-read young man, but the filthiest in the brigade. During
one operation we had to sleep outdoors in January. To keep warm we
huddled tog et.her in groups of three or four with all our blankets piled on
top of USoThe officers had a separate pile, of .cour-se; one has to avoid
exceasive familiarity with the troops. Would you believe 1 couldn't stand
it? He stank worse than a billygoat! 'Líst.en, kid. .L'msorry, but I'd rather
you didn't aleep withus.' He had to sleep by himself, and like 1 said this
was out in the open, and it was fifteen or twenty degrees. You know what
he did? He piled all the dung from the company's mules on top of himself .
.X Over a foot of snow fell. 'Poor Soleras,' we r.aid,t all alone with a
single blanket. He must have frozen his ass off.' The next day he assured
us he'd been sweating all nig ht."
"I'm sure it was true. Covered with durig and a foot of snow on top
of that! Better than f'our eiderdowns! That's wasn't a bad idea. ti
"What can 1 tell you? I'd rather get frostbite! Culture's all right, but
wit.hout hygiene ... "
Today 1 called on Olivela to apologize for what had happened with
the mareo 1 also mentioned the miller and his family,
"1 don't mind renting them the mill at Albernes. I'm obliged to help
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them."
l 'm writing in my bedroom--that is, Olegaria's grandson's bedroom .
.~ L've grown fond of this bedroom;(tlle grandso~ill don't kno~. It's a
square room, with whitewashed walls and eight reddish, warped beams on
the ceiling--they're savin--that still give off a noticeable smell of resino
There's a little window facírig west, and through it 1 can see t.he village's
main square. The iron bedstead's painted br ig ht red. The bed, a wicker-
bottomed chair , an d a night table are the only pieces of furniture. As far
as hygiene is concerned (as Picó would say), there's a washbasin--that is,
a bowl on an iron tripod. Olegar ía makes sure 1 always have a clean towel
and a bar of almond-scented soap that perfumes the whole room. You can
see 1've come up in the world since 1 left Castel de Olivo! l 'm writing by
the light f'rom a candle-stub, listening to the crickets through my open
wíridow. The air is hot; 1'm starting 'to feel sleepy. Now 1 can hear Gallart
and Ponsetti, who are crossing the main square. 'I'hey must be on their
way to Melitona's tavern. While they stay up late, 1'11be snu g in bed--the
best place to be at night. The mattress sag s in the middle. At first it
bothered me so much that 1 had trouble sleeping. Now L've gotten so used
to it that it would bother me if it weren't like that. L've gotten to know
it.; it keeps me company. The same as it must have done with Olegaria's
grandson, who's probably missing it now ...
l 'm half asleep, remembering my conversation with Olivela, as if it
had been a dream.
"Have you known the miller and his wife long?"
"All my life. We're from the same village."
"You mean Olível?"
liNo, not Olivel. Castel de Olivo. 11
ItWeren't you born in Olivel?"
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"Sarrtíaga and 1 are first cousins. A few years ago, when her husband
was lookirig for a mill, he asked Enrique if he could rent our s. But
Enrique knew she was saving nasty t.hirig s about me in the village, so he
said no. 1 don't hold grudges, and besides, 1 have to help a coustn."
It's strange that the miller's wife 'never told me they were related. Is
she ashamed? Or does she have her doubts? "If she turned out. to be such
a lady, there must have been sorne kind of graft." Just a hypothesis, of
cour se. Once we start hypothesizing, we can go on forever .. ' .
"The millpond in Albernes is twice as big as the other one. Weused
it for irrigation. If they want to , they can lease the fields alon g wíth the
mill, so they'll have two ways to make money."
Basically , 1 wasn't payirig múoh attention to what she was sayíng. It
was as though she were talkíng about somethíng very remote: Santíaga, the
mill ín Albernes. It wasn't the words but her voice 1 was lístening too
Sorne níghts 1 wake '+:íth a start, and as 1 fall back asleep 1 can hear
that voice, rích and warm as a perfume, serious and solemn as a promise .
Olivel,August 10
Yesterday 1 spent the day ín Castel de Olivo. They'd summoned me to
brígade headquarters to draw up an indictment. If you knew how much 1
hate drawíng up indictments! 1 closed the case.
It was past midníght by the time 1 got back to Olivel. 1 had to go on
foot because Bellota's still recovering from that downpour and stays in her
stable under a big burlap cloth. The road to Castel de Olivo runs alon g
the edge of a broad, uncultivated valle y with a salt marsh at one end.
Hundreds, maybe thousands of toads dwell there: big, medium-sized, an d
small. Each one sounded his note: clear, distinct, and precise, a magic
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tinkling of crystal bells. The moonless night made the stars shine more
brightly, each as clear , distinct, an d precise as those notes. I'd been
wal'kirig for an hour and half', and was about halfway there. 1 sat down,
and for a long time the spell of the desert, the toads, an d the rrig ht kept
me rooted to the spot. Sagittarius brand'ished his starry bow in the very
heart of the Milky Way, where it's as dense as a cloud of tiny diamonds.
From time to time. a shiver ran through me--I don't know if it was from
the rrig ht breeze or from my fear--and 1 thought of her and her voice and
t.houg ht to myself, "She's the most womanly woman I've ever known. tt
<;.A.,,",~
The world is so beautiful, but we turn our backs on it t}\invent our
squalid little hells ... Poor Soleras! "The hell I've invented for my
private use is remarkably cramped," he told me, "and there's no room for
~ anyone else." Why is he avoiding me when I'm the Only,t~n in this
brigade who cares about him?
I'd run into him in Castel de Olivo.
1 decided to call on the woman whose house I'd be en billeted in.
"Imagine seeing you here! That friend of yours is staying in the attic
whe re you used to sleep!"
"Soleras?"
It must have been around two in the afternoon, and he was napping.
1 crept up the stairs, planriin g to surprise hirn. The attic gave off that
rab bit-stench 1 knew so well, and the door was shut. He stirred in his bed .
.I-couldrit see him; myeyes hadn't gotten used to the dark, but 1 heard
his ringing, sarcastíc voice.
"What are you doirig here?"
1 briefly explained that they'd summoned me to draw up an
indictment. "They could have asked you instead," 1 added, "aince you 're a
lawy er too. It
,
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"If l'd known you were comirig , l'd have headed for Montforte. "
"Than ks a loto Wehaven't seen each other in almost two mont.hs;"
"If you understood bhin gs more clearly, you wouldn't want to see me."
"If 1 understood what more clearly?"
"That you and 1 should hate each 'ót.her , Lluís."
"Why should 1 hate you? Because of your supposed degeneracy? l 've
known you too long for that. You like to put on airs, act like a cyriic.
L've hear d it all a thousand times before, and believe me, 1 couldrr't care
less. Your vices are all made up. You're a hypocrite of vice, which is even
more common than t.hose of virtue. AHthat stuff about morphine was just
so much hot airo You never took anyt.hín g stronger than lime-flower tea."
"L'm in no mood to be insulted," he growled.
"I even suspect sometimes that your aunt's never seen a visiono tt
l'
"You doubt the existence of Saint Philomena?"
"One thirig is whether she exists ... tt
"To exist or not exist: that is the queston. People don't have the
aunt.s they choose, even though, when you come right down to it, everyone
has the aunt he deserves. And what about the Innocent.s?"
ttWhat Innocerita?"
"Are you also casting doubt on the existence of the Holy Irinocent.s?"
His bass voice grew more emphatic. "Are you goirig to deny the existence
of those paper tails they pin on people's asses? Many wear them and never
even realize it: big shots, great meri, sublime gerriuaes l" and he laughed
unpleasantly. "T'hey don't notice and they'll never not.ice! They forget they
have backsides, so sublime have they become! They don't even believe in
paper tails. They're skeptics, you know, and skeptics a,ren't aHowed to
believe in anything. But they believe in themselves, in their own
impor-tance. It's Satan, with his sense of humor, who pinned those tails on
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their asses. A little portable hell stuck where they carr't see it. And L'rn
not just talking about somber skeptics, no. There are rose-colored skeptics
too, even more remarkable. They're so an gelic that they don't believe in
hell. lnnocent lambs! This is particularly true of certain ladies: ladies from
the very best families, of course, gor-geous ladies, ladies who attend )
lectures at the Saint Vincent de Paul Society. They don't believe in it, but
it's pinned to them just the same! A little portable hell, a tail! And when
good+Iookirig ladies are involved, I pay close atte.ntion. They fuss a lot
over their faces, when what's most interesting isrr't. their faces but quite
the opposite."
"Why don't you cut the crap?"
He looked at me mockingly. .
"1 as sume you've heard of Easter candles?"
"Easter candles?"
the
~¡,v~~ ~tl
Be pointed to the wall: that wall ~ idíotíc graff'iti. l'd opened
door to let in sorne light and airo
"Let's as sume you're right: that my vices are purely imaginar-y," he
said as 1 examined the wall. There were new dt-awirigs, drawings 1 was sure
hadn't been there bef'ore. "Add another adjective: solitary. What a pair of
adjectives! A good pair of adjectives is worth a lot! Let's as sume 1 snuck
off to drink lime-flower tea . . ."
There were definitely sorne new dr-awirigs. One caught my eye in
particular. It depicted a kind of procession, men or women, it was hard to
tell which because the anonymous artist had sketched them so roughly.
What caught my eye was that each figure bore a big candle, lit and
dripping hot wax, and a tail hung from each backside.
"1 don't know if you've noticed that Easter candles are left burning~ . tto\ '1 íLvv~)~~--Jt: from Easter Saturday to AIi>C@n'siorj\DIiA.Y, ana. then that's it till next year.
"Shut up about Easter candles! 1 don't believe in God, but 1 respect
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Wealllive in the hope that each year, on Easter Saturday, they'lllight
them again--that is, at the beg ínnirig of spring. But one year they won't
líght them. One year spring won't come. Haven't you ever felt that Apr il,
with its uncertain glory, is slipping through oue fingers? And uncertain or
not, it's the only glory we-Il know. But gétting back to those Easter
candles ... "
religion. "
"L'm just the opposite. l 'm a believer. If 1 weren't, what pleasure
could 1 get from blasphemy? If only 1 could stop believing! How 1 envy
you--you who don't believe or think you don't believe! You, for example ,
have the best luck of all! When faith would get in your way, it disappears;
when you need it, ~t comes back! Don't deny it! That's how you operate!
Anunbeatable mechanism! With me it's the other way around. Faith gets
'¡( in my way when 1 least want it, ~when 1 call on it, it won't come."
"You think you're impr-essin g me with all this noriserise? It's true that
those of us who dorr'f have it wish we did, but the opposite ... to have
it and wish we didn't ... that's absurdo
"Exactly. Absurdity's got us in its clutches--and aboye all, there's the
magne tic attraction of evil. We've been granted so little time to do all the
evil we'd like to do! We'd like to do much more, but we just don't have
the time! And besides, ít's not as easy as sorne people think! Not any old
I
ev il deed, but the one you' d really like to do, because after all, to do an
evil deed that doesrr't ínterest you, that's not goirig to satisfy ... That's, .
what's so evil about evil: that what you can do ís precisely what doesn't
I
l'
interest you, and meanwhile your life is t.ickirig away. April's slipping
through our fingers, believe me, and t.hís damned war is the last straw. It
may last a long time, long enough to really get on our nerves. You guys
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don't have any imag ination: you think it's like being caught in a
thunderstorm and then going home to a nice big bowl of hot soup after
yoú chan ge your shirt and socks. You'll see what kind of soup you've
gotten into. You're goirig to puke your guts out! 01' maybe you haven't
heard of nausea? Doesn't the word r-írig á bell?"
He said all this without getting up from hís coto He r'eached out and
picked up a canteen sít.tin g on the broken wicker- bottomed chaír he used
as a night tableo
"You want a sip? It's cog nac , 1 swear to God. It's not cane liquor;
it's cogriac. And better still, it's fascist cog nact Genuine Andalusian
cog nac! One of the few surviving bottles."
He drank a swig and, after w ipirig his Iips , returned to his train of
thought.
"You know, you still haven't told me how you liked that Easter
~
candle~ the monastery. And there's something el se of note in Olivel
besides the mummíesvI suppose you've discovered that too."
"What are you talking about?"
"Olivela, the lady ~ the castle! She's not to be missed! Remarkable in
more than one respect, but ... what's the matter?"
"Nothing's the matter; don't be an idiot."
"Everyone knows that Olivela . "
"T'hat Olivela what?"
"T'hat she lends you her mareo She wouldn't lend her to me."
"You spend your time spying on me?"
"You'll understand t.hat in the same brigade, news about you r friends
travels fasto 1 know you visit the monastery every day , that you mount
her--don't be offended, 1 mean the mareo 1 even know you're busy rescuing
old books and other portable items of value. 1'm telling you all this so you
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won't worry; in fact, it's very highly regarded. Your major informed the
commander, praising you r love oí culture to the skies. Everyone in this
br-lgades ~ild about culture and hygiene; it'·s not like the Flatfoot Brigade.
The entire brigade, therefore, is relying on your love of culture to bring a
little order to that 'Iristor-ic building'--tl1:e whole brigade knows it's an
"histor-ie building'--so they can return it in good shape to the
Mercedarians when circumstances permito Circumstances: you get my
point?"
"1 see, but you could say so without so many nasty insinuations. It's
annoyírig."
"We have to put up with so many annoyírig t.hirig s ... Religion, for
exarnple. Since we're talkirig aboutrnonk s and monasteries, religion fits
this conversation like a glove. Why does religion annoy us so much? A
-1- false religion wouldn't be annoying;-it'd be ~ than anythingelse.
What annoys us is when they rub salt in our wounds-e-and precisely the
wound that's alreadysorest. Because--don't kid yourself--they see t.hirig s
as they are; that's what's so annoyírig. We all want the same thing, we're
dyírig for it, but we can't have it. April slips through our f'inger-s. They
, .
make and break us without askírig our permission. Who? Why? 'Kid , mind
your own business.' Fine; since you won't tell us who or why, couldn't you
also keep us from knowing how? Godella's a magnificent place, the summer
'\¡~ .:"'-t" .. ""-e'bheat Ilt{;l.kecolseCl eL as;t;esi'T the most reprehensible wishes, ij,ate::::}\
impregnated with the .smell of salto The sea's right there. My aunt, of
course, had forbidden me to go swimming. 1 had to do it behind her back,
not on the regular beach--which could be seen from our house--but in a
deserted cove where 1 could go nake~. My aunt wouldn't buy me a bathírig
suit.
"And it was in that same cove that •.. 1 was twelve years old. 1
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heard t.heir voices before I saw them: two voices, a man's and a woman!s,
foreigners. Foreigners have always fascinated me. I hid amorig the reeds
and fennel so I could spy on them. He was very blond and very tan. You
could see hed been out in the sun for weeks: tall, broad-shouldered, with
a hair y chest, the kind that makes vourvshtr-t stand out from your chest--f;tJL
hair that sparkled like gold again st his chocolate-colored ~l\ He roared
with laughter, showing his magnif'icerit teeth--white, insolent teeth like
-
savages have. At twelve, you know, I already had tooth trouble. They'd
gotten out of a motorboat that they'd beached on the shore. They were
foreigners, I couldn't understand a word they were saying, and for that
reason, because since I can't understand them, foreigners have always
intrigued me, I stayed to spy on t.hem. I could smell the fennel warmed by
the August sun as they lau ghed and chatted. I wanted to see what
foreigners do. I thought people who talked so oddly must do odd t.hirig s
too. She seemed quite a lot older than him: one of those ripe, well-
preserved Nordic types who look like they're made of sorne firm, pliable
substance like India rubber. Every morning, they visited that cove in their
boat, all summer long. From Godella, I could hear the motor putt-putting
and would run down to my hídirig place. One day as I was on my way I
saw a dead donkey abandoned by sorne gypsies. From that moment on, the
donkey interested me more than the foreigners. The first day it didn't
stink, and in fact it looked quite respectable; only a certain Íronic curl of
its lip suggested that it had something nasty in mind. In fact, it was
planning--as events would shortly demonstrate--to stink to high heaveri.
The next day it had swelled up so much that I could hardly recognize it. I
thought maybe the village butcher had pumped it full of airo He always
pumped up kids before skinning them, because he said it was easier that
way. In case you don't know, the butcher's name was Paneras. He'd stick a
.'
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t.hick reed into the kids from behind and blow into it till they puffed up.
lntrigued by my inflated donkey , 1 pricked íts skin with a sharp st.ick.
Once l'd pulled the stick out, the hole whistled and the donkey slowly
deflated like a punctured tire. The air grew thíck with the stench ... and
1 ran away. It was unbearable.
"1 ran to my hidírig place by the cove. The foreigners were there. He
laughed more brazenly than eve r through his savage teeth¡ and 1 thr ew up,
1 threw up like a god who repents of his creations. 1 know you don't
believe me. You've never believed me. You think L'rnmaking all this up.
You think, like so many others, that we're only brought ínto this world to
drink lime-flower tea. Well, L'm not makirig it up. 1 threw up, 1 would have
liked to tell Nati, 'Ln that cove, you know ... there are sorne foreigners
who say strange t.hirig s you can"t understand, and there's a dead donkey .
. . What they do is even st.ranger , and the donkey swells up and then goes
back to normal ... ' She refused to come with me.,That donkey and those
foreigners scared her even more than the railroad tracks. L'rnnot kid dirig l
'I'hrs is straight from the heart! 1 went every day, waiting for that donkey
to rot away, but not.hirig happened. At the end of September, those
foreigners stopped comirig and the donkey still couldn't make up its mind.
s
Curious, 1 poked it with a st.ick. 1nside its skin, dry as parchment,
swarmed an army of rats. They'd gnawed a hole in its belly and eaten its
guts , leavirig the skin and its outward appearance intacto It's strange how
throughout nature we find this respect for appearances, this habit of
sneakirig off to deserted coves. You don't believe me; you've never
believed me, you refuse to mistrust me. If you thínk 1 enjoy inspiring so
líttle mistrust •.. with tooth trouble ever since 1 was twelve years old •
. . They make and break u s , ínflate and deflate us, and nothing excites
children as much as this double mystery: how they make us, how they
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break USoBut they don't ask our permission. 'Kid , mind your own
business. '"
"Are you done?"
"For the moment, yeso 1 was inspired, Lluís, and had to take
advantage of the fact that you were her-e listening to me. Sometimes li've
tried to talk to myself, 1 mean out loud, but it's depressing. You're fooling
yourself about my vices. They're not as made-up as you think, or as
solitary. No; solitude isn't my st.rorig point. 1 need accomplices, you know?
'I'alkirig to myself depresses me. 1 need an accomplice who'lllisten. 1t's
like love, which we all know is a crime, but the worst thíng about it is
that we can't do it without an accomplice. tt
t'That's nonsense!"
"It wasn't me; it was Baudelaire who said it! Your beloved Baudelaire!
But did you know that some people say the universe inflates and deflates
like bellows? Yes, the universe! Why are you Iookín g at me like that? First
it expanda; then it contracts--during saecula saeculor um. But let's talk
about t.hin g s closer to han d, 1 don't know if you've heard about certain
díaappear ing cans of condensed milk ••. Farmer brand, to be exact ... "
"From the commissary? That's the indictment they wanted me to draw
U)? 1 closed the case for lack of evidence. Besides, 1 don't like actírig as a
judge."
He peered at me with mockírig curiosity, with that fixed stare of a
nearsighted guy who doesn't wear glasses. Then he burst into that cack lirig
laug h of his.
"What a coincidence! Small world! Because you should know that L'm
the one who steals those cans of condensed mílk. What a pity you closed
the case! 1 stealthem from soldiers at the front and give them to whores
in the rearo Ever since T've been assigned to the commissary, 1 take the
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van from time to time and head for the rearo If you knew the t.hirig s
they're willing to do for a can oí milk! A lot of them have kids ... It's
sad to think of a. baby dying for lack of milk •.. You see, lactation is
always a delicate matter, and if the baby's a bastar d, born any old way ..
~ . You might still be able to rppen the oase an d try me. A summar-y trial;
after all, we're soldiers in wartime. An execution to break the monotony.
The whole brigade would thank you."
Natu rall y , 1 didn't believe a word he said. He says stuff like that to
impress me, to astonish. I've heard it all a million times before.
"You're as incapable of stealing a can of milk as you are of deflating
a dead donkey with a pointed stick and all the other baloney you've been
blathering about."
"Have it your own way, Lluís. You're passing up a perfect opportunity
to get rid of your ... to get rid of your best friendo It's funny how you
can't seem to get the point. Maybe if you read Roland Cuckolded, you'd
see it more clearly. Or the article en bicycles in the Espasa Encyclopedia.
What a great book! One of the· greatest ever wr-itten! At least everyone
agrees on that, which is something."
, .
The whole village was asIeep by the time 1 got back to Olivel. AH
the windows were dark. The streets were almost deserted, but in the
square 1 met Captain Gallart and his inseparable pal , Ponsetti.
1 don't know what kind of monkey business they were up to, whether
Jhey were after sorne girl or sorne wine, or both. You could tell at a
glance, or at a sniff, that they were boozier than usual. "No one
understands us!" cried the public orator, as thoug h he wete on Pelayo
Street proclaiming the virtues of fountain pens or umbrellas. "That's right,
no one understands us!" Gallart insisted. "We're indesperate need of
another guitar-," "T'hose baatar ds in the Flatfoot Brigade . ; ." Ponsetti
U"B
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disappeared and they thought someone from the Flatfoot Brigade had
swiped it--a brigade posted near us, our rivals. 1 also seemed to gather,
though in a much more nebulous fashion, that some important event had
occurred in our bat.tálion,
I
I
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II
Olegaría was wait.ing for me. She'd stayed up to apar-e me having to
eat a cold auppe r. Because the good peo ple around here, whose cuísine is
so revolting, are appalled -at the very idea of eating cold food. I scolded
her. I told her it didn't make any difference whether my supper was cold
or even whether I skipped supper once in a while, that it might even be
good for my health and that it was certaínly bad for her s to waít up for
me till aH hours of the night.
She looked at me and shook her head, completely unconvinced.
"L'm always thinking of our boy, who's in thís war just like you."
Needless to say, it wasn't the first time she'd mentioned her
grandson. I've gradually gotten to know a few t.hirig s about him, and I was
used to her unshakeable conviction: "When sorne soldier's in my house, 1
think they'll treat our boy the same as I treat him." But l'd always
¡( as surne d he was on the !epublican side. ~
¡é That nig ht, as I ate the supper she'dlheated and she watched me, I
asked he r questions about her grandson, inclu dirig what unit he was in.
The poor woman coul dn 't; tell me. She got all mixed up between regiments
and battalions. But 1 was struck by her mention of regiments because
there are no regiments on our side. FinaHy I realized that he was in an
enemy unit. She doesn't make much of a distinction. She says "We're all
the same ," and perhaps she's right.
The grandson's name is Antonio López Fernández. She's shown me
photos of him in his army uniform and his best suit. They' d rather die
than let themselves be photog raphe d in everyday clothes. Our Antonio
López Fernández looks rather stiff in the photos , with a frontal stare that
sorts ill with his forced smile. Touched-up and enlar ge d (you can see the
r.
-.
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charcoal they used to blacken his hair and eye brows), Olegaria has them
C,~l-t
harig in g in ~ frames in her bedroom. There's one that deserves special
merition: the inevitable photo of his First Communion. He's dressed in a
sailor suit, while beside him stands a girl of approximately the same age-v-
ten or twelve years old+-in a kind of wedding gown, but for a nineteenth-
century wedding, incredibly provincial and out-of-date.
"Olegar ia, 1 didn't know you had a granddaughter."
"She's not my granddaughter; she's my sister."
"Your sister? The same age as your gran dson?"
"When she had her First Communion she was, but then the poor Lhirig
died ... That was sorne sixty years ago. For a while 1 had a lady
boar ding here the same as you ar enow. A real lady: she was our
schoolteacher. When she moved to another víllage, she gave me that frame.
And 1 asked the photographer who carne every year to take photos of
First Communions if he couldn't put my sister an d ~andson together
in one picture that would fit in that pretty frame. He char ged me twenty
duros to make it look like it wasn't two pictures. Now I've got them both
toget.her , as if they were standing here before me. Don't they look nice?
Those photographers are so good at makin g pretty pictures, an d for only
twenty duros ... "
What a waste of twenty duros, but what can you say? Besides, she's
l°
not the village champion when it comes to idiotic pictures. The mayor (the
orie Major Rosich restored to his post) has an X-'ray of his stomach
hangirig in his dínírig room: a souvenir from when they removed a tumor.
The tumor turned out to be berrig n, but the X-ray's as repulsive as if it
were a real cancer. He's ver y proud of it and tells everyone that it cost
him thirty napoleons. It makes you wonder, and who knows , maybe the
mayor ls right. Why should a photo of his face be any better than one of
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his stomach?
I went to the castle today. Bellota's perking up and has regained her
appetite, the farmhand told me. He'd taken the cloth off her because it
was too hoto Olivela received me, for the first time, not in the great hall
but in the wing where she lives. Since the castle's enormous and she
doesn't have a maid, she only uses the few rooms she actually needs, small
and with good exposure. I was ver y curious to see that part of the castle,
st.r ictly off-limíts to us before. You can see the village roofs, delicate gray
with blotches of rusty lichen. The steeple, with its blackened bricks, wells
l
up from that sea of rooftops. If you look up, you can see the castle's
eaves jutting out, with a mult.itu de of swallows' and swifts' nests. I
counted fifty of t.hem. The mud they're made of has taken on a patina.
She told me the birds use the nests over and over again , makirig minor
repairs if they need them, and it's not impossible that sorne are as old as
the roof ítself.
This part of the castle -was entirely different from what I'd expected.
It's not that l'd expected strident luxury and bad taste of the kind one
might associate with a "maid who married into the famíly," sínce that
wouldn't have fit the idea 1 have of her. Nonetheless, 1 was surprised by
the extreme simplicity.
The place has an atmosphere like a convento The sitting room where
she received me is also their dining room. The bedroom opens onto it:
spacious, with only an iron bedstead, a pair of rush-bottomed chair s , and a
writing desk from the time of Queen Isabella n. 1 got a good look at it
because the door was wide open. The kitchen must be on one side of the
sitting-and-dining room--the door was closed--and on the other is the .
. CUv-z. \5.
children's bedroom. The walls ~ simply whitewashed, and the floor Wéffl-
o, (\.
plain red-ocher tíles.
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She motioned me to sit dOW~R a cadÍ! a de fr al e.- There was a round
walnut table between us, rather small, which must be where they eat.
Naturally we spoke about the miller and his farnily, since that was the
purpose of rny visito
"They carne by yesterday. Everything's settled. 'I'hey 'Il rnove in
tomorrow."
"1 assume Santiaga will stop talkírig about you be hin d your back."
"T'he poor woman started crying in front of me. She's not abad
f p'i,~n; she 'e just st.upid. In thes~ v'illages more harm is done through
stupidity than through malice."
1 told her the rumor s bhat were circulating in our battalion: "We may
be leavin g Olivel. 1 haven't staye din one town this long since the war
be gari."
"Peor fellows, it's natural for you to want a Iit.tle peace and quieto
But Olivel's so small, so dirty, so closed-in, so squalid •.. "
Neither of us spoke for a momento She looked out the open window.
e-
. ? "e.\fl ~
We could hear the swallows ~yiekillg as they flew back and forth. She
f\-
gazed off into the distance and then suddenly burst out lau ghírig as she
repeated, "so closed-in, so squalid."
That laug h pained me, and 1 cut her off almost ang r ily. "Yes, Olivel
is sad, and so are you. But perhaps it's precisely this sadness that attracts
me so mucho At fírst 1 found Olível oppressive, but now 1 wouldn't trade
.ibs barren fields and ~:ountains for the wor-ld. There's nothing like
the dignifíed, calm sadness of these steppes occasíonally broken by some
her mitage on a yellow clay hill with a few cypresses."
"How can you like a place like this?"
"For the same reason that 1 like sad music or a November evening or
a diatarit memory ... or a woman with a past."
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She'd stopped laug hin g , but she looked at me ironically. "We peasants
1 don't fret about thírig s like that. ~ur worries are ~eVerYday
t.hirig s: is the pig getting f'at , are the hens layirig , are the tomatoes
ripenirig , will the salt por k Iast till next year? Why should we think about
anything else? The past ... As soon as you start remembering, it ster ts
tormenting you. The past is so odd, if you let yourself be sucked into it!
At a certain point 1 did this or that: can it rea11y be possible? What
happens to what we said, did, and thought so many years ago? 1 lived in
Barcelona, so 1 can understand you. You can see 1 can fo11owwhat yo{¡'re
sayirig. But believe me: a woman with a past is a spent cartridge, and if 1
missed the tar get, 1'11just have to live with it. It's havirig a past that
really makes a woman oId. L'm old , an d L'm a failure: that's it in a
nutshell. You're deluding yourself if you think there's sornet.hin g romantic
about me. 11
The late-summer morning suri, streaming in through the window, lit
up the cloudy glass on an old ro coco mirror ha~ on the wall. The
reflected rays, as she moved her head, struck her auburn hair, which she
(l1\.rrK)
we?-rs in a t.hick, ~hort braid. As she spoke she sewed a patch on some, r-
pants that must belorig to her younger son. They're always out playing in
the morning. 1 got up to Ieave. 1 would have liked to say something
because 1 felt 1 couldn't let her last words go unanswered, but nothing
occurred to me.
"God knows," Lrnutte red, "that no other woman ... "
And 1 don't know what else 1 said , if in fact 1 rnariaged to say
something else,
"Thank you, you're very gallant," she replied without look ing up from
her sewing. "You were brought up in Barcelona, where peopIe make a point
of saving nice th~ to women my age. 1 remember from when 1 lived
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there. And even when one knows it's only said out of politeness, one is
always grateful for a kind word."·
"You think 1 said that to be polite?"
1 defended myseIf ve hemerrtl y, though 1 couldn't even remember what
I'd saíd, She glanced up at me su spiciou sly.
"Of course: to be polite. Why else would you say it?"
She peered at me as though t.ryirrg to fathom my intentions. 1
1,
reaIized that 1 shouldn't insist, and besides, at that moment her eyes
distracted me. Her eyes--I suddenly noticed--aren't black , which was what
l
for some reason L'd aIways thought they wer-e, Seen close up, they're gr ay:
a gray at once shadowy and metallic.
"You're very yourig ," she said slowIy, certainIy aware of my agitation
and lookirig out the window. Her voice grew solemn and distant as it had
been on that first evening, when I'd seen her outlined against the sunset.
"L'm old enough to be your mot.her-,"
"Don't, be silly! 1 have a four-year-old son. I'm almost thirty!"
"And how old do you t.hírik 1 am?"
1 hesrtated for a second, and without giving me time to repIy she
whispered, "L'rnover forty."
#
Again 1 had the unpIeasant feeling of beirig a short man speaking
~o
wtttr a taller woman. She went back to her sewing.
r--
,.
"Your-e a well broug ht up young man who knows how to behave
around women. It's a shame that you won't have many chances to shine in
these villages. A Iot of people would take it the wrong way .•. "
. tl",,-~
"Please don't talk in t..hia- tone of voice ..• It hurts me. 1 have the
/"-
impression that you 're confusing me with someone else."
"Someorie else? What do you mean?"
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"L'm not talking abaut anyane in particular. I'm not a well braught up
yourig mano In fact, I'm just the appasite. Far ayear I've been dragging
myself thraugh this war. Take it as yau like, but 1 ..• Olivela •.. "
"Yau're all ver y strange. Why can't you understand? What da you all
want fram me? Befare yau carne, r lived peacefully in this castle, a ruin in
a ruin. The anarchists saw it mar e clearly than you do; they called me
't.he old lady in the haunted hou se." And 1 didn't mind. They left me alone
in my carnero They respected me."
"r'd be very sarry if yau thaught 1 didn't respect you."
"That's nat what r meant," and far the first time, in her tone of
voice and that sparkling gaze that agaín met mine as she laoked up fram
her wark, r thaught 1 detected sorne hint of tenderness ar gratitude.
"L'd be very sarry iridee d, believe me, Olivela. As sarry as 1 am that
yau think of me in the plural, as if in yaur eyes r were nothirig mare than
anather saldier in this battalian, ane af many wha are here taday and
~~~
~ tamarraw will be Gºdkna~J~t} i '>pe. "
/'v "r didn't mean it that way. r wasn't thinking of yaur bat.talion. 1 was
thinkirig of Saleras."
"Saleras? One day you asked me never to mentian him."
"Yes: it's better not ta mentian him. It really Is."
An awkward silence f'ell.
"Well, then let's not talk about him," 1 finally said. "we 've talked
enaugh far ane day," r added, seizing the oppor'turiity to beat a dignified
retreat. "r hcípeyau'll realize that r want to be yaur friend, and if there's
anything r can da . ..""
This banal expressian, uttered far want of samething better to say,
praduced an unexpected reactian. She stared at me in silence, as t.houg h
these wards had suddenly given her an idea.
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"Would you be willing to do somet.hirig for me? For example, if I
asked you for somet.hirig , somethirig you coul d do, a little favor that would
make a big difference to me? ... "
"Dorr't doubt it for a minute. For you ... "
"The fact is ," she interrupted me, J'that you're the masters of this
town, since Olível is considered part of the front and therefore under
militar y jurisdiction. If you wanted to, you could take away my cast.le and
lands and the mill in Albernes and the mar e and even the few sticks of
furhiture I own, You could also do just the opposite. The little favor l'd
ask of you (not now; sorne other time) would be easy for you to do since
you're a lawyer. We'll discuss it another day."
"But why not now?"
"Because I can see you're too nervous. Look at the way your hands
are trembling."
I again looked into her eyes of dark steel. "What can she want from
me?" I wondered. And suddenly I realízed that she might be thinking the
same t.hirig about me, but she'd picked up the pants she'd left in her lap
and was no lorige r lookirig at me. She sewed deftly, havirig threaded the
needle and snapped the thread between her teeth. I realized that the scent
of clean linen is part of the atmosphere that surrounds her, the scent of
sheets lovírig ly starched, pressed, and stored away with sprigs of lavender
in cedar or walnut chests. As I descended the staircase--the only part of
the castle made of stone--the cool air from the bottom floor, with its
smells of wine, straw, and pine and sav in firewood, replaced the scent of
sheets and hope chest.s.
Today Oligaria made a mortajo for lunch. It's their great regional
specialty--disgusting, of course, but you have to act as if it were nectar
and ambrosia.
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It consíats of a lamb's stomach filled with the same unfortunate
beast's intestines, sewn up, and boiled for hours on end. When they unsew
it before serving it, a gust of air escapes with a stench like a steam
locomotive: a stench 01 warm guts that would daurrt the boldest spirit.
Needless to say , the smell attr-acta-batt.alions and even brigades of
flies.
August 11
I was returning from one of my trips to the monastery, and as I
passed a house on the outskirts of town I heard a violin playirig. It was
something by Chopin, but did Chopin write anything for solo violin? In any
case, it was ver y well played, with great delicacy. The sun was setting,
and the music seemed to fuse with the splendors, the scents and exquisite
agonies of the dusk. Summer's drawing to an end, and every year when
{Lv.:.
~occurs, something dies in uso That downpour was the beginning of the
end. Since then, L've sometimes had to sleep beneath a blanket. But who
lhe hell was playírig the violín?
1 asked the paramedic, who stared at me in surprise.
"Don't you know? It's the doctor."
"ls there a village doctor here?"
"Our doctor: Doctor Puig! Have you been living on the moon? He
plays like an angel."
"That drunkard? I thought all he cared about was booze."
"You're mistaken. He's a very sensitive fellow. rr
"1 suppose he drinks to for get;"
"Why not? Sorne phrases get to be clichés precisely because they're
true."
"Humph! ... And what about the major?"
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"A wonderful person."
"I'm not discussing that, Cr'uelfs." What 1 mean is: does he drink to
for'get too?"
"Of course! Everyone who drinks drinks to forget."
"To forget what?"
"Usually they earr't .remember ,"
He was dead serious. His tortoise-shell glasses made him look more
like an .owl than ever as he tried to convince me that the doctor, the
major, Gallart, Ponsetti and the whole "Baby Bottle Club" (the major's
term) drinks to drown its terror of the void, "the first step toward
religion," in wine.
"So that's what they're all staggering toward," 1 replied.
"1 get the impression," he insisted, "that you haven 't noticed that
void, that you 're still unaware of it. "
"Do you think it would help if 1 got drunk more often?"
"For-g et ít;"
#
1 received a letter from Trini: a letter that reminded me of my
conversation with Cruells. "I'm su re you'll understand one day. Up till now,
you've run away from happiness as thoug h it terrified you." "If you were
willirig , we could start now, in spite of everything, in spite of beírig so f'ar
apart and all the bad times you've put me through." "You still don 't, realize
that 1 existo 1 don't mean you don't love me, but y0U live as though 1
didn't existo Excuse me for sayirig this, but sometimes 1 can't stand it and
need to get t.hirig s off my chest. It doesn't bother you to be all alone in
the world, or at least you haven't realized that it bothers you. 1, on. the
I
other han d, can't bear it. 1 haven't had a word from you in over a month
"
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A month ... yes, it must have beeri about that long.
Ramon, 1 have a vague suspicion that L'm a perfect scoundrel. Much
mor-e than the doctor, who 'at least plays the violín. Soleras himself would
look like a saint compared to me. You have no idea what my life's been
like .sínc e you left. Even entering the Brother s Hospitalers can hurt
someone else! You left me so alone in that house ... Do you remember
that double bed where we slept together when we were little? Sometimes
L'd wake up scared and to get over my fear of the dark l'd clutch the tail
on your nightshirt. If you knew how many times l 've missed that tail since
then! You told me stories about out' father. You'd known him, you knew
IVlv '1'"'" cz, o )
how he'd died inWric't\ without grand gestures or phrases, simply, like
someone doirig his jobo Didn't you ever suspect t.hat when you went away
you left me alone, like a kid lost in the woods? No one else has ever
talked to me about our father except in offhand comments, half-unfinished
and painful to hear. And .Iulíata scared me, with those eyes that seemed to
suc~me into them and that mouth like a fish that 1 felt on mine all of
a sudden, one evening in the yard. We still used to play there with her,
Josep-Maria, and other classmates from our schooI. Our cousin Josep-
María, poor fatty with his squeaky voice. 1 don't think he noticed how
dense the air in that yard got as rright fell. 1 wouldn't want to insult him
by thinking he noticed, since one of the girls, Julieta, was his sister. 1
couldn't abide Julieta. 1 already couldn't abide her when we were fourteen
years old, because I t.hou ght she was silly and she got on mynerves. And
that kiss on the.Iips, which 1 hadn't expected •.. It's funny how a kiss,
-~_ 1M. e. cJ1.i·~ -ll-L A \ .
su eh a little thing, can be so !'!osefiJ\'t Jfthe moment when we stop beirig
children. It revealed an aspect of life that still repels me: female
sensuality.
A sensual woman seems to me like a monster.
"Do you think l 'm losing sleep over this? I suppose the bit about
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AHthat f'eels like a thousand years ago, and it's only been ten or
twelve! How can we charige so quickly? Triní, on the other hand, seemed
never to have gone through that shadowy transítíon. She seemed to have
chariged from a girl ínto a youn g woman without evejvnoticin g, The grou p
her family belorige d to published a lrttle..newspape r called Blast, perhaps
the only anarchist periodical in Catalan. I dídn 't mind writing for ít and
eve n sellin g it in the street with Soleras and Triní, but I could never
bring myself to read it. On the other hand , I never for got to mail it to
our uncle every week. After all , it was to annoy him, or mainly to annoy
him, that I'd become an anarchist. One day, when we were sitting around
chatt.ing after lunch, he told me to come to his office later that
afternoon.
I'm sure you remember those depressing black Ieat.he r armchairs and
that bust of Dante on the filing cabinet. Our uncle was discussing
something with his accountant. I had to wait*a long time in one of
those armchairs, tr-yirig to figure out what Dante had to do with soup
noodles. The accountant left. Our uncle fínally looked up at me, "half
mockirig ly and half pityingly. He pulled a newspaper out of his inside. .
pocket. Needless to say , ít was the latest íssue of Blast, with a long
artícle I'd written.
'f'at.tenirig pigs for slaughter' was written with me in mind. Someday you'll
. be ashamed of aig nin g this gar bage! You're too dumb to realíze that, as
your guardian, I can send you to a reformatory ••. "
The word burst upon me as though i~ haloed w~th glory. T'd be
a martyr in Trini's eyes. Uncle Eusebi kept talkíng. Now 1 understand that
business about a reformatory was just to scare me, but at the time 1 took
it seriously. He often stopped to examine papers, figures, telegrama, that
"Bah, our man in Caracas. If you don't watch your step, you'll get
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his employees brought him. "Next week there's a stockholders' meeting. 1
have to take inventory and write a report .•. It
Another employee entered with a teleg ram. He glanced at it and lef't
it sitting on the tableo
"Another telegram from Madrid .. l' Well, let's talk about you. 1
know you take long, solitary strolls with an anarchist girl. Free lave? Not
bad. That Is , it wouldn't be bad if you weren't such a fool. How do i
know? l 'm sure you'll understand that, as your guar dian, 1 have aman 1
can trust keeping an eye on you. The responsibility for whatever you do
would fall on me, and maybe you haven't caught on yet that free lave o,' '~" !L- ~o-S\)(k -:v f¡':..r t~.L • -c, \ V"-- (\~~~ i';;:~ ' .::-\\i.')~ I\.·'~ú,-L.,,- •• \would be lots of fun . ,j~;! :;:¡, .,;;-R idioL, that's right.-', ¡v
This girl ... "
He opened a letter that had just arrived with his scissors.
more (free lave' that you've bargainedfor. To make a long story short,
dear nephew, 1 don't have much time to worry about your doirig s. 1 want
the stockholders to vote to expand the firmo 'I'hirig s are going well, you
know, but 1 have to write a good report, weigh my words, check and.., .
double-check all the figures. " He lit a cigar , leaned back in hís chair , and
elosed his inexpressive businessman's eyes. "So 1 don't have muchtime to
worry about your doirig s. What a pity you make me waste it on such
nonsense when here," and he pointed to the stack of letters and telegrams,
"there are hundreds of thousands of duros involved. So here's the story: 1
was thinking of Iockírig you up in a boarding school to 'save you from a
disastrous marriage, which is how free lave usually erid s, but 1 talked it
over with Father Gallifa and he was agairrst it. He says if 1 lock you up
1'11ruin everything. Hebelieves"--and Uncle Eusebi Iaug he d as though it
were the funniest idea in the wor ld-e-Ythat you're more of a Christian than
about to ask a rich and successful nephew for a loan.
"Maybe you don't realize that L'rnalso a bit of an anarchisb)' ~e
'Y"
smiled as if he'd just made a joke. "Those papal encyclicals on social
.
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any of us, including hírn."
Father Gallifa! L'd forgotten all about that old Jesuit. Do you
rernember those "chats" every Sunday after Mass? POOl' feHow; they were
so boring! The truth is, 1 was disappointed. lwouldn't be a martyr; there
would be no reformatory. But the business about Father Gallifa had made
an impression on me. 1 went to see him as soon as 1 left the office. That
monastery on Casp Street is so nearby ... He received me in his cell,
which still exhaled the c'rampe d, stuffy smell t.hat you called the "odor of
sanctity" when you st.íll allowed yourself that kind of joke. The night
table, the rush-bottomed chair, the little iron bedstead like a child's:
everything was the same as when you and 1 used to go there. He sat down
on the be d , leavírig me the chair., He seemed to have age d a lot sine e the
last time l'd seen him.
"L've come to thank you, not to hear a sermon."
"l 'm not interested in your thanks; keep them. All 1 ask is that you
hear me out for a while, not long. 1 know you've always thought 1 was a
·pain."
His inferiority complex disarmed me. He looked like a poor' uncle
. "lssues ...
"Fat.he r Gallifa," 1 interrupted him, "if you knew how boring 1 f in d
the industrial revolution, the proletariat, sur-plus value, planned economies
"
"But aren't you an anarchist?"
"How should 1 know? What does it mean to be an anarchist? If 1
knew what ítwas, what 1 want; if you knew how little 1 care about all
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that ..• Anarchismt It was Solerás 'a idea, and all he cares about is
havírig fun .•. "
Father Gallifa's weary, t-edderied eyes gradually went from surprise to
shock, from shock to sadness. "Poor Lluís ..• since you're involved in it,
for whatever reason (~o is this Sole rá.s? .1A.classmate?), you should take
'/
advantage off the opportunity to study these problems in depth, take them
seriously. I'm worried about you, Lluís, not because you're an anarchist
but because you're not enou gh of one--I mean, because you're not doírig it
in good faith. Good faith can make up for a lot of t.hírig s. Anarchism has
sorne exceHent points, if you know how to choose them. You ... "
I started laug hírig, so absurd did I find that apologia for anarchism in
the mouth of a Jesuit. He smiled wistfully, and for a second his face
looked Iike that of a blirid man, a blind beg gar who used to ask for money
in f rorit of the Bethlehem Church.
"Your uncle says you take long strolls with a girl, a student. All I
. ~~
know is what he told me, that she's an anarchist, that she has .barj{fui-
ideas. You know what my advice is? Love her with all your hear-t; love her
- l'
as much as you can. If you can't believe in anything else, at least believe
0J.r'--
in anarchism. The main thinl59s: to believe and to lov e, If you believe in
~ ,
something, if you love with all your heart, eventually you'll find the right
path."
He looked at me again with that sad, weary, aup plicatirig expressioIf'6
"Lluís, are you sure you love her, that you won't leave her?"
When I was outside again, the only t.hirig I felt was shame at havírig
wept. I thought of Trini's family, of the people who put out Blast. "Thank
God they can't see me." As for Trini, I would'nt mention that idiotic
conversation to her.
The next day we wer e walking through Ciutadella Par-k. We sat down
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on a bench, beneath sorne bare, leafless linden trees, not far from that
statue of General Prim on hor seback, 'I'he park was damp , chilly, and
empty. Its smell of rotting leaves was like a wave of melancholy, l felt
old; my twentieth birthday was approaching.
"L'Il do whatever I like. They had .to back down."
But a mocking voice inside me asked, "What about Father Gallifa?" l
told her the Jesuit had taken my side without goirig into details, but
between one thing and anot.her-, the whole story carne out, as though l
wer-e talking to myself. I think it was because she was listening so raptly.
She was sixteen. And the t.hirig l'd most wanted to hide from her slipped
out: that l 'd cried at the end.
"You see, l was a coward, but the worst part is that I looked
ridiculous!"
Trini didn't say anyt.hirig. And then l told her about you, Ramon,
because though she'd heard about Jesuits--and you can imagine what kind
of stories--she didn't even know who Saint John of God was. She was all
.ear s. I hadn't even mentioned you to her. lsn't that disgraceful? Ramon, if
- (.
you could have seen her eyes! They're not pretty eyes; no, a kind of
nondescript green: round, ordinary, everyday eyes, but they gaze at you
with that childish credulity, ready to believe anything as long as it's good,
noble, generous ...
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III
Six bulls were in the bullring.
None was any good.
That's why they burned 'the convents
In my neighborhood.
Popular sorig , 1835
August 13
Captain Picó has or ganíze d a group of off'ícer s who'll cook and eat
together. It's the second one. The major and the doctor founded the first
a few days ago, with Captain Gallart and the Orator as charter members.
The great Picó has hoisted his antialcoholic banner, and since he
smokes a pipe, his pipe has become the new brotherhood's symbol, as
opposed to the baby bottle our competitors have chosen as their emblem.
The ex-doorman discovered a cook from the Hotel Colón amorig the
gunners who answers to the name Pepet, like so inany other misunderstood
geniuses, and who's taciturn and serious. Poor Olegaria could never
compete' with such an exotic specimen, so I rushed to join the "Pipe Club."
Needless to say, the paramedic also embrace~ our cause, alorig with two
lieutenants from the gunners' company. Wecould have had something
approaching Plato's republic, but at the last moment an intruder appeared.
Like all intruders, at first he seemed like a real pearl.
This new hero of the Catalan Army arribed in Olivel a couple of
weeks ago. We thought he was going to set up our aig nal corps, since
that's what our major kept asking for and that's what we needed. .I'he
major, who as usual had had a few too many, glanced at his papers arid
limited himself to finding out that the man's last .name was Rebull. He
'showed up in shirtsleeves, without stripes or any other sig n of rank and
with a big pipe between his teeth: teeth so white they looked like an
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advertisement for toothpaste. The shirt was impeccable; the teeth were
dazz.lirig , but best of a11,he. was haloed by that air of cultivation that
adheres to all s'ignal corps officers. "A genuine man oi the world," our
major declared.
As for Picó, he shrewdly kept quiet., but he used every tl?ick ±n the
book to keep this priceless gem from swelling the ranks of the Baby Bottle
Club. Nowwe'd be happy to give them our acquraitíon. He turned out to
be a poet. He recites his own verses, and I'l1 be hariged if any of us can
make head or tail of t.hern, Over lunch he tells us we're narrow minded,
that Baudelaire's old hat and that we lack "feminirie sensibility." He also
tells us we don't know how to smoke a pipe properly and gives long
lectures on the subject, but the worst of all is that he knows nothing
about communications. He's ..• a political commissar!
When we finally got the point, our consternation couldn't have been
greater.
It's not that he's a Communist. He's not even a socialist. That wasn't
what appalled uso It was the threat of more political blather, more courses
in dernocr-acy, lessons on our ci~ic rights add duties, and in fact, a few
days later he summoned the entir-e battalion--major, officers, noncoms, and
soldiers--to the great hall in the castle and made us sit through an
extremely ponipous speech about fascism and jepublicanism. Halfway
through this speech, when we could hardly keep our eyes open, the major
suddenly stood up, re d-faced, and with a sweep of his hand exclaimed,
"We're the goodguys and they're the bad guys: that's alI there is to it!
l·'
Wealready know that, you don't have to tell us, and we're sick of hearing
about it. So shut your trap and set up our sí gnal corps or we'll make you
wish you had! If you don't know anything about it, find out quíck!"
Something else happened in our battalion that was alot more
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interesting to meo1 turns out that Cruells also knows Father Gallifa, or
"Doctor Gallifa," as he calls .hím. There's really not.hirig remarkable about
the fact that we both knew him without knowing each other, but it struck
us as an amazing coíricíde nce, He told me some t.hin gs 1 hadn't known:
that on account of the laws against the J~suits Father Gallifa had to leave
the monastery and move in with his brother, who ownspr-oper ty near Vic
or in the Guilleries are a and who lives in an old apartment on the Riera
del Pi. He says he lived there as a kind of lay priest and was teaching at
the seminary, which was how they met and why Cruells calls him.Doctor
Gallif'a. It sounds so strange to me, "Doctor Gallifa"! 1 also have a lot of
trouble imagiriírig him outside his ce ll, Now that Cruells realizes 1 know
hím, he always wants to talk about him. "But he's such an interesting
person," he assures me, astonished that 1 could find those Sunday "chats"
te dious.
The days and weeks drag by, and 1 try to amuse myself with loca:l
gossip, but often 1 don't feel all there. I feel empty, floatirig , as though
someone had knocked me half unconscious, 1 can't stop thinking about the
letter Olivela sent me. This woman is disconderting: sending me a letter,
when she lives right around the corner! It was postmarked Mora de
Albullones--no idea where that is. Who mailed it for her? It wasn't aig ne d
'l-..~ ~.v) " V" ....\
or dated, and ~ ís so=ambig uou s that 1 couldn't understand a t.hirig .
. /\. .
I
She listed the monks who'd been murdered: "T'hese were definitely killed,
sanee their bodies wer e found." And she reminded me of that famous favor
she'd asked for: "It would be so easy for you to do." So easy o .. first of
all, I don't really know what she warrts. 1 still visit the monastery almost
I every day. 1 r ummage t.hrou gh the books, 1 search for documents in the
sacristy, in the cells. A hu ge monastery, sacked, burnt, and finally left
open and abandone d during months and months o . oWorst of aH, she
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forbade me to call un her till 1 found that cer-tíf'icate: ".Don't try to see
me; 1 won't receive you." 'I'his prohibition excited me to the point where 1
loat all seIf-respect. 1 wrote to her-- 1 don't even know what 1 wrote! l.
wa.s dr unk , but on what? Is this what they call a grand passiorÍ? In any
case, it's something I've never feIt bef'ore l I don't know what a feeling
like this is good foro All I know is it's been such a lorigin g that even if 1
had to endure the crueIest tortures, I'd want her as much or even more.
1 was in the monastery's sacristy, where the air seemed as dense and
still as atag nant water. The world f'elt far away , as though 1 were really
float.ing in air as thick as water. The sacristy smells of old cedar; a dry
L~t~ .
smell, slightly sou r; a smell ... ofher. She has a few ~ hair a, maybe
four; I've counted four. I was standing close to her, 1 smelled her hair's
cedar+smell , and those four fine, surprising, shameIess strands glittered
like the ones spiders weave during the night and that we spot first thing
. . Dl,C¡l~-tt-0f uj~ t-L"\.
in the morning th\?nks tO' dewdrops the sun hasn't burned away, Very.) r;
.tenuous, very fine, but the strands of a rnornin g spiderweb are so fragile,
,
whereas those four strands •.. She'd turned her back to me as she picked
up a piece of fabric from the table, and 1 was tempted to kiss her neck,
right under her ear. 1 didn't do it, .and now 1 wish 1 hado I could have
feIt, beneath my lips, the pulsing of her blood--her blood , which must be a
warrn, luxuriant red. She would have turned around brusquelvvand in her
eyes 1 would have r-ead an immense surprise--probably feigned, since I'm
sure she expects me to make a move some time or other •.. The smell in
the sacristy comes from a big wardrobe, which is made of cedar and is
now completely ernpty and where they must have kept their holy vessels
and vestments. The sacristy looks out on the main altar's right side, where
the pu lpit is. In my search for this mysterious certificate, l'd examined the
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inside of that hu ge wardrobe, and when 1turned around, almost dizzy from
the smell of cedar and incense, 1 spied the bride and groom. 1 could only
seé the two of them tHrough the doorway leadirig ínto the church.
Is that what she'll be one day? The hot, luxuriant red of a
, ~ pomegranate flower, the smell of cedar and incense on her hair; will it all
lead to this unfathomable paralysis? A kind of automatism led me out of
the sacristy·, and 1 found myself standing before that sinister grimace, with
those eyes gazirig up like someone who knows a grotesque secret and
pretends he doesn't. It's st.range. Apparently in this monastery they didn't
close the corpses' eyes. They look at you, but they don't see you ... And
that stiff face before me, with its curinirig , twisted grimace. 1 thought of
e: s-;
Soleras and t.hirig s he'd said th'j\eemed like ravings but now made sense.
Because between ~y thirst and the forbidden fountain stood that mummy:
not that one but my own, the one 1'11be someday. And the one she'l1 be.
A dull resentment we11ed up in me against that cynical face, and my mouth
filled with spit .
August 14
Picó has just discovered that Rebull is not only a political commissar
instead of a s'ignal corps officer but that he's from the Flatfoot Brigade.
, 'l
He was a company commissar; now they've palmed Limoff on us , promoted
to battalion commissar. We also finally found out what party he represents:
~ re:J..,u....,.. \ ~sT
the lf:eQ:6palNationalist Republican Leftist Party of Empor dá, Incredible
1\..-
thoug h it may seem (and what could seem increible to us now, after
everything we've seen and still are seeing), among the hundreds of parties
that exist to poison our lives there's one with this -narne.
As far as the "Flatfoot Brigade" is concerned, perhaps this would be
a good time to explain about this brigade 1 mention so often. It's the
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second brigade in our division (our s is the first), and they say--though
since 1wasn't there 1 couldn't swear to it--,that during our Iasf operations
t.herr commander said they ~ouIdn't take part since, as he put it in his.
communiqué: "Most of our roen are flat+foote d despite their phy sícal exams
and couldn't han dle a long march." Cur rerrtly, this br-igade covers the part
of the front to our south. Between them and us, as I've suggested, there's
been some rivalry ever since the war be gan , due in lar ge part to political
squab bles. They're more radical than we are.
Ever since our polítical commissar arrived, the major, to upset him,
has been pressing his idea of "restoring order in the monastery."
"Our brigade is fighting for culture and hygiene; we're not like the
flatfeet," he says, glancirig at the commiasar- out of the corner of his eye.
"One day we'll restore those saintly mummies"--those were his very words-
-"to their niches with pomp and ceremony. Culture's not worth a bean
without funerals. We should start considering which march would be most
appropriate, and whether it would be a good idea to make those who
opened the tombs seal them up again as a fitting way to make amends to
/
the deceased, since even though they are deceased, they deserve every
consideration. "
NeedIess to say , Rebull, as our polrtícal commissar, is obliged to
pretend he's enthusiastic about this idea. As for the funeral march, which
has beeri a subject of great controversy, you have to realize that our
battalion, which lacks artillery, hasa marchingband. And it's because of
disagreements ayer the march that we still haven't performed the
ceremony. It turns out that Picó, in the good old days when he was in the
foreign legion, played the trombone for afew weeks in their bando It's not
that he reads music. In fact, he can't read a note, but he can p1ay "The
Death of Asen from Peer Gynt by ear, something that fills him with
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justifiable pride. He often hums it for us when we're sitting around after
a meal, lest we doubt his past musical glories. As for the major, he's a
f'anatícal Wag:nerian an d therefore favors the funeral march from Siegfried.
It was left up to Doctor Puig , who couldn't care less and washed his
hands of the whole affair. Be aasu re d usúthat in any case, he preferred
Verdi to Wagner. "At least Ver dí had a sense of humor." On days when the
band rehearses, he locks himself in the medical supply room and closes the
shutters so as not to hear ít, There, on his violín, he play s Chopín's
funeral marcho
August 16
Since yesterday was Olivel's yearly festival, we invited the major and
Doctor Puig to lunch at our club. They arríved at one on the dot and kept
winking at each other. What were they hatchírig? Picó kept his eye on
them throughout the meal without neglecting his pe dalirig , The great Picó
has dreamed up an inventíon to keep the flies away. "A practical guy," as
.Soleras said. It consists of a paper screen, as big as the table and
r
suspended from the ceiling bya cord. A frame keeps it rígido The cord
goes around a pulley, and its other end is attached to a pedal. Sitting at
the head of the table líke a paterfamilias, Picó works the pedal, and the
paper screen goes up and down, dispersíng the clouds of flíes. Before this
brílliant discovery, whole handfuls of them fell in our soup.
The corrver aation ranged over many subjects. The doctor explained
that the day before he'd been summoned to Castel de Olivo by the
brigade's medical corps.
"T'he 'chief had recieved a letter from headquarters. Imagine: in our
dívísion, in fact, in the Flatfoot Brigade ... "
He glanced at the commissioner, winked at the major, and coughed
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discreetly.
"Well, my learned colle gue ," the major said, "what were you saving
about the notorious Flatfoot Brigade?"
"Mictionis cerulea ... an extr emely rare disease! There's only been
one known case to date, but what a case l.Pheriomenal! The victim f'elb
nothing. In fact, he'd never felt better in his life! tNo one would have
expected such behavior from him,' as Dostoyevsky put it. One morning,
two days ago, he woke to find that his uniform no longer fit him. He tried
to dress himself, but in vain! He'd swelled up overnight! He couldn't
button his pants. The buttons on his fly (if you'll pardon the expression)
-1 were nearly a foot ~from their respective buttonholes ... Aren't we
even allowed to use the word tfly'in this brigade? And his urine, hmm,
his urine was blue, Blue: now pay close attention. An infallible symptom.
Blue urine! A few hours later, he was in his death throes!"
"What dreadful symptorns!" exclaimed the major. "But what can you
expect from the Flatfoot Brigade? 1 always suspected they were infested
with every disease known to manoWhat's your opinion, Rebull? Bein g a
I
polítical commissar, 1 wouldn't be surprised if you'd read Hegel's complete
wor ks!"
"Hegel's out of date," the commissar pontificated. And for the time
being no more was said about the deadly mictionis cerulea, since the
f subject shifted to Hegel's influence on Mar~'s Das faPital, a subtle
philosophical question that, as you can imagine, we find tremendously
exciting.
Today--of course--Rebull showed up at daybreak, in his pajamas. He
was pale, sweating with fear, hiseyes popping out of his head.
"The poor guy," Cruells said , "1 really felt sorry for him. 1 walked
him back to his room. In his water glass, on his nig ht table, you could
his pants and then sewn it up again, not ver y well • "
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still see traces of coerulein, a harmless substance that turns ur-ine blue.
And you could see someone had taken the stitches out of the waistband on
August 17 r
One evening, I went back to that crossroad where l'd seeri her the
first time. It hasn't even been two months, but it feels like forever. Two
months can be like two thousand years. That ev errin g two months ago
seems as far-off as the first evening ever, and the memory of her sudden
appearance as deep as my remotest memories.
1 stayed there till it was dar-k, Sorne night bird--perhaps a
whippoorwill--seemed to glide rathe r than fly, skimming alorig aboye the
ground. ¡td,\.j..Jtdln the middleof the path as t.hou gh it were waitirig
for me, but when 1 approached it took flight again , as ailerrtly as a moth.
The heat of the day quíckly díssipated, and the breeze brought a sour
smell of wooda that made me think of her hair. As long as there was any
trace of light I felt like a bow stretched taut, and my head ache d. As the
da;-knessthíckened, it was as Ú a weight ha~ been lifted from my chest,
as if the bow had gone lirnp,
After supper, I went out for a stroll. Outside the wíndow to the
tavern, Gallart was playirig a guitar. Where díd he get it?
"Melítona, would you like to hear a romantic hallad from my
courrtr y?"
And with infinite melancholy, he be gan to croon that Catalan sorig
kids sing when they're hurrg r y:
Wewant bread and butter;
Bread and butter's what we want.
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August 18
1 went to the mill in Albernes to see how those good souls are
fating. The míll looks more like a castle than the castle itself. The walls
on the channel are made of limestone that five centuries of sun have
turned golden (and 1 say "f'ive centuries)' because there's a date aboye the
front door). The miller's house, right next to the chanriel, is also made of
stone with an arched door and a single mullioned window. It looks out on
some broad, irrigated fields, with a fountain that's hidden beneath a trellis
covered with thick grapevines. The water flows alorig a bronze gutter the
years have turned greeri and fills a tank made of reddish jasper. The tank
is rough-hewn, its sides worn away by the muzzles of all the animals
who've bent over to drink and all the jugs that have been filled there. 1
gather that until the Cortes of Cádiz abolished feudal privileges, the
peasants attached to the castle were forced to take their wheat to thís
millo
The miller andhis family welcomed me with great joy and told me
"he r ladyship" was "up there by the dam." 1 certainly wasn't expecting to
find her there, and 1 was scared she's be anlgry.
"Her ladyship won 't like it if you don 't say he llo , "
How anxious they are to please "her ladyship" and to make sure 1 do
the same! Needless to say, they had no idea that she'd forbidden me to
see her, and 1 certainly couldn't explain it to them. They pointed out the
rugged path that winds up from the irrigated fields to the millpond.
It's a pretty spot, as carefully tended as a garden. The pond reflects
a weeping willow and a savin grove in the distance, halfway up the hill.
l.
The children were swimming. She was keeping ari eye on them, sitting on
a stone bench beneath the willow.
She h.ad her back to me, so she couldn't see me approach. Not to be
the sides of the irrigation channel, which flowed alorig merr ily with a '.'
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wasting time, she was mending some piece of clothing, bent over her work.
The two little boys screamed and splashed each other. Their small bodies,
covere d with drops, shone like burnished copper, and the rays of suril'ig ht
filtering through the willow's leaves made the spray iridescent.
1 silently approached her , treadírig on the sof't grase that g.rows alon g
sound like tíriklíng bells.
"Good afternoon. 1 wasn't expecting to see you in Albernes."
She turned around with a start.
"You?"
Her dark eyes seemed to say , "1 wasn't expecting you either."
"Do you have that certificate?" she whispered after I'd sat down
beside her, obviously worded that the children would hear her , The
cer tíf'icate? 1 couldn't focus my mind on anyt.hirig: that smell of night-
woods, those flashing eyes ...
"You won't answer me?"
"The what?" 1 sbammer-e d like a fool.
The certificate? What certificate? Her (perfume of woods and
nighttime, those daz zlin g eyes •..
"L've turned the monastery upside down"--I tried hard to concentrate
on what 1 was saying--"and 1 can't find anything that remotely resembles
this certificate. Believe me; I'm sorry. Couldn't you give me a clue? You
can't imagine how many books and papers are strewn around there."
Her steely gaze went from surprise to shock, from shock to mockery,
and from mockery to a mixture of pity and contempt. She let out a weary
sigh and said, "1 can see 1 can't rely on you."
"But you won't give me even a hint of where this document might
be"---and again 1 had that unpleasant feeling of speakirig to a woman taller
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than myself.
"If you won't try to understand ... how can you expect me to be
uriderstanding with you if you won 't do the same with me."
Her mocking gaze had turned into a brilliant flash of Iight loaded
with vague promises, with a kind of confused complicity. My head was
spinning.
"1 understand. L'm beginning to understand. You're made of ice, and
pr-eci sel y because you're made of ice ... "
"Don't go any further. Right now all I care about is that certificate.
My children's future depends on it. Now leave me; we've said everything
we have to say to each other. You're a gentlemanly, well brought up
yourig mano I have complete faith in you in this respecto You won't betray
a helpless woman who's in trouble."
A helpless woman? Anything but! I'm writing in my room--the
bedroom that belorige d to Olegaria's grandson, Antonio López Fernández,
whom I don't know and perhaps will never meet. The setting sun's last
.wine-colored ray filters through a crack in the shutters and comes to rest
I
on her letter. A letter on ruled paper of the kind servants use. Her
penmanship shows she's not used to writing. The letters are big , irregular,
painfully traced, printed. But by no means is it a letter from a "helpless
woman"! On my table, her spelling mistakes silently exhale the cool, olean
scent of mown hay.
l.
I
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IV
Eppur si muove
August 19
It's puzzling how absent-minded we can be at times. For example:
how could 1 have passed through that .cell with the bees so often without
notícírig something written in char coal on the wall'? It's in enormous
lett.er-s and says: Eppur si muove.
Eppur si mueve. Did the anarchists write that to show they were
averig ing Galileo? 1 doubt that the anarchists on the committee in Olivel
de la Virgen had ever heard of Galileo or had a very clear notion of
astronorny, So who would have taken the troubIe to sully the wall with
this Iearned citation? I'm :inystified.
The most remarkable thing is the following: on the fIoor, Fight beIow
the inscription, was a folio voIume that I'd never seen before, and yet it
stood out so clearly, all by itself, separate frorn the piles of books, its
boards covered with st.ud ded parchment. On the spine one can read,
handwritten in Gothic letters: B~ok of Obitu¿ries. These are monks'
obituaries frorn 1605 till the very eve of the cataclysm. It turns out that
on JuIy 17, 1936, one of them died of natural causes. Ah, the good old
days when monks died in their beds!
How couId 1 have overlooked such an enormous tome?
After the last obituary the pages are blank (starting approximately
halfway t.hr-ough the volume}, and it wouldn't have occurred to me to look
further if 1 hadn't seen a piece of red cardboard sticking out toward the
back. 1 opened the volume ag ain and found a new title page: Book o~ .
Weddings Devoutly CeIebrated in the Church at the Monastery of Our Lady
of Mercy by Dispensation of the Bishop and the Most Reverend Parish
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Priests. Anno Domini 1613.
My hear t was pounding like a hammee agaírrst an anvil. Suddenly,
ever-yt.hirrg fell into place. The Virgtn of Olivel--as my hostess had told me
in Castel de Olivo--is worshipped around here and is considered the
patroness of happy marriages. On a small scale , she's like our Vir-gin of
Montserrat. Bot.h out of general piety and because of this devout belief,
some couples asked permission to marry in the monastery instead of the
brides' parish churches, as canon law stipulates. The monks kept a register
of such weddings, though there weren't very many: fifty-seven since the
first one, celebrated in 1613.
August 20
Today 1 was invited to lunch at the Baby Bottle Club. Toward the
en d of the meal, while the others were havírig coffee, the major pulled me
aside and led me to his room.
"Listen, Lluís," and he placed his f'inge r on his lips, which is how his
drunken monologues usually begin. "T'm goin g to let you in on a secret, a
- I
terrible secr et! If the Flatfoot Brigade knew •.. "
Swaying slightly, he caref'ully shut the door, looked under the bed
and each of the chairs to make sure no spies from our rival brigade were
present and, satisfied that we were alone, lay down on his mattress. He
did all this without letting go of a baby owl, a nestling, he'd "caug ht," as
he put ít, the night befor e in an olive grove.
"It's an owl 1 harvested myself, you know? But it can put away whole
swar.ms of flies. 1 don't know if 1 can find enough to satisfy it. Those
guys"--and he waved his hand vaguely toward thedining room--"are a
bunch of worthless boozers. They go from one drunk to another like bees
from flower to flower. Don't tell anyone"--and he again placed his finger
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on his lips--"but I filled their sugar bowl with salt."
"Majo'r, I know sorne secrets that are even more astonishing."
"More astonishing?Where are they? Under the be d?"
"No; they're in the monast.e'r-y in Olivel."
"Those mummies!" He stared in my direction.
"They're not mummies, major. Fortunately, they're alive and healthy.
Two charming little children."
"1 don't like hearing about mummies, Lluís."
It was hard to get him on the track 1 wanted. 1 thought that a
horseback ride might dissipate part of his drunkenness. 1 wanted him to be
a little tipsy, but not so drunk he couldn't think straight.
"Major, only you can give these kids a name. Think of Marieta .
without her father ... "
Now his small, dark eyes stared straight into mine as they filled with
tears.
"Marieta doesn't want them to kill her daddy! She wouldn't like that
one bit!"
"Well then, put on your riding boots, ritajor. There's no time to lose."
1 pulled them on him while he docilely submitted without letting go
of his owl. In the dining room they were spitting out coffee, making faces
and roaring with laughter. They didn't see us leave.
The major's hor se , which he almost never rides, is as Iight as Bellota.
We galloped all the way. Once we were in the sacristy, he sat down on
the floor. He was too sozzled to stand.
"L'Il make the band learn the most solemn funeral march 1 can find.
You can't kid around with dead people. Who the hell does Picó think he
is? l 'm in charge here; not him. It
"You couldn't be more right, but listen. "
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He let out an enormous, winey belch, protracted and resonant. It
seemed to calm him, as though that belch had cleared his head.
"L'm a Wagnerian, you know? 1 like funeral marches to be f'uner-eal,
Nothing else will do! Christ, what a lot of mummies . "
It was now or nevero
"Major , in this wardrobe is a register of deaths an d weddings. Please:
try and pay attention. The future of two innocent children is at stake."
This made a bigger impression on him than l'd expected. He read and
reread the last item in the register while two big tears ro11ed down his
cheeks.
"And to think those hag s in Olivel, those old gossips, call t.hem
bastards .•. But why didn't she tell us?'
"She was afraid no one would believe her. And besides, it was a
purely religious wedding. Think about it, major: before us it was the
anarchists. We don't have a very good reputation either. They don't
exactly think of us as Jesuits."
. (7V'-
"L'm going to force every man in my battalion to pray :w:ith a rosary.re
What the hell do they think this is?"
"Yes , major. We all realizehow much you've done to reestablish order
and bring culture ... but in spite of everything they've palmed off a
polit.ícal commissar on us, and to make thirig s worse, one from the Flatfoot
Brigade! In one moment, all the respect we'd tried so hard to win ••• "
"We'll scare him the hell away, Llu ís. Just you wait and see! Leave it
to me! 1'11delrver-all of you from this commissar! I'm your father, God
• damn it! L'm in char ge of this battalion! L'rn looking out for you. It was
me, you know, while he was sleeping, who unsewed his pants and sewed
them up agaín. The doctor wanted to he lp , but he'd had too much to drink
and couldn't thread the needle, though he stared at it till he was cross-
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"While we're waiting to get that leech of a commissar off our backs ,
w« must see that justice is done. Why do you think she didn't say
anything? Imagine: the prior and t.he other four monks who were witnesses
were executed the very next day, and she may notrealize that the prior,
before he was killed, had noted the wedding in this register."
"But sorne of them escaped into the wood s. Ever-yorie says so."
"Yes, major. I also hoped that one of them was amorig the witnesses.
They're all dead as doornai1s. I've checked on it. The villagers identified
the bodies."
"The surviving monks, even though they didn't sign the book, could
still testify that the wedding took 'place. ti
tlThe wedding was celeb rate d after the survivors had fled. As for the
people who stayed on, remember that the anarchists even shot the hired
hands. The monks hired them out of charity. They were so poor they
couldn't even afford shoes. ti
AHthis had shaken him out of his stupor. His eyes sparkled
energetically.
"How do you know all this? Were you there?"
Olivela told me; she told me all about it. The anarchist committee
had shot the village priest. The man she lived with, Enrique, was scared
they'd do the same to him, and with good reason! He was planning to
escape, but knowing hed be killed if he was caught, he felt sorne pangs of
conscience. He decided to marry the mother of his children before makirig
e
his getaway. He couldn't do it in Olivel, since the priest was dead; all that
was left was the monastery. The guys from the committee, none of whom
was from around here, still didn't know it existed. The villagers kept it
secret because they loved the monks. That very night, Enrique saddled T
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Bellota an d , with Olivela r idirig behind him, he carne here. The yourige st
friars had already fled. The prior an d the other four were getting ready to
f'lee, The wedding was celeb rated in articulo mortis, given the
circumstances. Then they rode back to Olivel, and as Enrique was
preparing to set out, after leavirig her his castle, those seven anarchists .
"
The major listened, wide-eyed. "So not a living soul knows i~ePt
he r. They're all dead ... What can we do in a case like this? You're a
lawyer, Lluís. You know all the tricks: give me sorne ad vice. We have to
really make people talk: show we're not a bunch of priest-killers like the
Flatfoot Brigade, In my house in Barcelona, l've got a papal blessing in
articu.lo mortis harig in g aboye thebed ... "
"We'll start by get.tírig the witnesses to testify."
"Witnesses? Didn't you just say they were all dead and mumrnif'ied?"
"There are still those guys who removed the mummies from their
niches. They may know something about it. We'll rnake them talk."
Once we were back at headquarters, he put me in char ge of the case.
I questioned those six characters: six poor bastards ready to swear to
anything as long as we didn't shoot them. They're always worried that
we're about to shoot them. They shuffled in, one by one, with harig dog
expressions. The dossier on the case was getting fatter. I don't even thínk
they understood what was involved. They were so happy that we weren't
goin g to shoot them that they didn't bother to inquire further.
'i Restituto, who's not all there, showed up wrapped in a tkJ~
mattress. His wife had tied it around his body. Only his head and feet
stuck out. Everybody was looking out the windows. "What the devil are
you doírig , Restituto?" "Hell, this mattress'll stop any bullet."
It was very late when L got back to Olegaria's house, She can't go to
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bed till I come home, though she no longer makes me supper. She was
sitting by the fire. The nights are getting chilly. Poor midsummer heat;
even its glory is uncertain ... I sat down beside her as I used to do at
breakfast before I joined the "Pipe Club. tt When I first got here, the poor
woman brought me some truly bizarre breakfasts: tuna fish ~ in
virie gar , he rr-ing s with hot peppers, an d in the morning I can't han dIe
.anything heavier than toast and coffee with milk. As far as she's
¡ concerned, milk is something you only give tZ:ick people, and as for
toast, "My God! What a waste of bread!" She'd cross herself, horrified to
see me stick a fork through a slice an d hold it aboye the fire. To toast
something as sacr ed as bread ... it was a sacr-ilege! I also had to make
my own coffee. She didn't even know what it was, and one timez;I
gave her ataste she spat it out as though it were poison.
"Olegar-ia, what do you know about the lady in the casfle?"
"She's not a lady, Don Lluís. Everyone in town knows what she is."
"They could be wrong."
"How can a whole townbe wrong? She's from Castel, from Cagorcia's
house--that's what they call her mother."
"I know that, Olegaria. Santiaga told me, an d even if she hadn't told
me, I'd have guessed that Olivela an d Cagorcio's daughter were one and
the same. Some t.hírig s are obvious at first glance; it's a question of
putting two and two toget.her , Poor Olivela ... "
"What do you mean, poor? If you'd known the old lady who used to
liv~ there, may she rest in peace. Now she was a real lady! Whenever she
came to Olivel we'd go outto meet her, as far as the cross that used to
mark the village limits. She'd be riding in her cart, pulle d by her mule.
It's like I can still see it, dappled an d glossy, stuffed with carob beans. It
lived like a king! May she rest in peace, .poor dear ... "
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"The lady 01' the mule?"
"She díe d without suspecting she had grandchildren by her maid--I
mean the old lady. It seems like yesterday 1 heard them saying in the
viflag e , "I'he old lady had a stroke¡ she's paralyzed.' She didn't last long
after that, poor t.hirig , always in her wheelchair. And while she was
paralyzed, her sor; made her a grandmother and she didn't even know
about it. The summer after she died, that whore showed up. She was
already pregnant. Wecouldn't stop staring at her. Whenever the mothers
got toge ther , that was all we'd talk about."
"I bet."
"The boy s got upset. They were ashame d , and early one morning they
smeared the castle door s."
"What do you mean? Smeared them with what?"
"What do you think?"
What brutes!--and to think that Trini and Ramonet, in these people's
eyes •.. God Almighty! What scum!
"The young master was furious when he saw what they'd done. He
ordered the ones who'd smeared the doors to clean them. Sin~'e they
worked on hís land s, they had to obey him."
"Good for him! Those pígs ... "
"Pigs? That's what she was, the whore! Around here we're still
Christians, thank God."
"What about the kids, Olegaría? It's not their fault. They're
innocent."
(
"Irmocerrt? They're bastards!"
Itwas pointless to ar gue. Logíc.'e not her forte. I tried another tack.
"Olegar-ia; you love your grandson. "
"God Almighty! How could I not love him?"
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"If your son-in-law had married your daughter under unusual
circumstances, before dying, and the wedding had stayed secret, your
grandson would be a bastard and his name would be Antonio Fernández
instead of Antonio López Fernández."
She looked at me with her rheumy eyes, unable to understand. How
could her grandson be a baatar d? There are sorne t.hirig s ... it was too
much for her imagination!
The fire slowly díe d , and in its light Olegaria, open-mouthed, looked
like a witch. She stared at me in a state of shock, almost of consternation
as 1 explained my version of the story. It's very late; now 1 can go to
sleep. My version, now that Olegaria knows it, will sweep through the
village like wildfire. The night breeze comes through my open shutters,
br-ingin g the sound of chir-pirig crickets and the scent of passing summer.
August 21
Big news! The major received orders from the commander to have our
battalion drawn up in formation tomorrow for review. Without faíl!
Everyone's nervous, ag itated , panicked! We spe nf the whole day drilling.
The readiness of our recruits Ieá've s much to be desired, and it's entirely
our fault. We've wasted our time disgracefully between the "Pipe Club," the
"Baby Bottle Club," and other such nonsense. Just today, despite the panic,
Gallart and Rebull had a little tussle over Melitona, the redhead at the
tavern. They uttered the most dreadful and uncouth curses. Picó had to
pull them aparto
"What the hell do you guys see in her? What's all the fuss about.?!
"Listen," Gallart replied, obese, red-faced, and sweaty, "don't you see
how she moves her butt when she walks around the tavern? With that
butt, she's got the whole brigade crazy about her!"
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"Well, if that's how it ia," Picó replied ph ilosophically , "r give you
permission to beat the stuffing out of each ot.her;"
Each company drilled separately; ours was assigned to sorne
uncultivated fields outside town. But how could we teach the soldiers in
one day what we should have spent weeks and weeks teaching t.hem'ñ
It'slate, and L'm exhausted. Because of a11the uproar, no one in our
battalion's paid much attention to what the villagers consider the big news
of the day. Olegaria told me, "To think how the other kids would t.hrow
rocks at them and the grownups a11said, tIt serves them right, the
bastards!' And now it turns out they weren't bastards at all, the poor
dar lirig s!''
August 22
A day of triumph. The head of the brigade praised Major Rosich: "1
congratulate you, your captains, officers, non-coms, and troops. This is a
battle-ready battalíon our brigade can be proud of, while a certain
neighboring brigade should be green with envy .•. !t
The review took place on the grounds in f'rórrt of the monastery, the
only place in the whole district where an entire battalion could maneuver.
Our major decided to seize the occasion to return the mummies to their
tombs. When would he have another as solemn as this, with the whole
battalion in formation, its commander, and his staff? Ev;eryone in Olivel
had turned out and occupied the low hills around uso There were so many
people on Calvary that it looked like an anthill. The mayor, in his best
suit, cut quite a dash with his black silk sash and matching kerchief
around his head, new rope-soled sandals tied with ribbons, and a tasseled
staff. There wasrr't a cloud in the sky.
The commander of our br igade .is a tall, heavyset lieutenant colonel
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sorne sixty years old, very f'r-ieridly and courteous, who has one peculiarity:
he lost his hair when he was yourig as a result of sorne illness (the entír-e
brigade agrees on the diagnosis), and he wears a wig an d uses eyebrow
pencil. This makes him look like a Japanesé doll: a giant one, of course.
Would you believe that this chronic diaease lends him a kin d of aura in
the eyes of the entire brigade: officers, noncoms , and pr ivates? "A real
man! Tough as nails!" His shíny car stood by the monastery door; beside it,
. ve~ '-'--b'v-L_
our major's Ford looked like a poor re &tiO!\.. For the two cars to get
there, the entire battalion had to work on the path with picks and
shovels, widening it enough for a wagon to pass.
Those grounds swarmed with life beneath the brilliant s'un , while
in si de everything was still .•• The battalion drilled to the sound of drums
and bugles. 1 watched my meno "Who the devil could have taught them all
that?" 1 wondered.
A bugle call r an g out. The soldiers snapped to attention. Silence fell
on the crowd of civilians who were watching. The six village idiots who'd
helped the anarchist committee sat behind the mayor and were also dressed
in their Sunday best. They gaped at that .Iaparie se doll covered with
medals and decorations like a bunch of fish who can't figure out how they
got out of the water. The Japanese doll yawned, dabbing his lips with his
handkerchief, elegantly indifferent. The moment had arrived: the moment
to return mystery unto mystery, to again veil the macabre as though ít
were obscene.
Watched by the battalion and the villagers ("coram exercitu
populogue," inthe Orator's words--apparently he's another ex-seminarian),
those six fish put the mummies back in their níches. Our band played "The
Death of Ase." Those who were in the know glanced at Picó out of the
corners of their eyes. He played away as though it were no big deal. He's
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The Japanese doll kept yawning while the six fish sealed the tombs
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under the direchon of a bricklayer. But this wallíng-up lasted too long,
and people started getting restless. Finally, the last brick was in place and
the crowd be gan to disperse, but just at that moment Rebull, as our 1
political commissar, felt obliged to make a speech: "From this moment on,
kov~ ..
the spirit-- I mean the spirit of learning--will.~ aboye these cadavers,
for learning and hygiene are inseparable in á liberal, social, and federal--
t.hou gh nct clerical--democracy. No, friends, brothers, and comrades: make
no mistake. 'I'hou gh we are not clerical, we are liberal, radical, and federal
we are pillars of social progress .•. "
No one listened to him. The víllager s don't understand much Catalan,
and we're sick of such litanies. As our major said one day , "If only those
commis sar s would stop pestering us and let us fight thís warrin peace ..
"
The br igade will keep a picket posted at the monastery gate until it
can be restored to its owners, the Mercedarians. The lieutenant colonel
told the major, in a st.age whisper loud enough for all the officers to
hear , "The flatfeet could never have thought up somet.hirig as good as t.hís:
they know nothing of hygiene or culture ... " We all Iaug he d, feeling
flattered because he'd winked at us and embraced our major before getting
in his caro As it drove off, all the troops and villagers applauded as orie.
We all ag r ee d t.hat our lieutenant colonel was a swell guy. "Of course; hes
from Manlleu!" Gallart announced, sayirig he had gleaned this information
from reliable sources.
Back in the privacy of our club, as we ate supper, Picó cleared up
the funeral-march mystery. "This battalion's like a married couple. He'sin
char-ge , but I wear the pant.s."
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August 23
We've been successful beyond my wildest dreams. The mayor and .the
justice of the peace swear they already knew, that they'd heard Enrique
himself say so. The major's taken the matter to heart an d keeps hunting
up new witnesses. First the mayor and the justice of the peace swelled the
dossier, followed by the councilors and bailíff', The only holdout was the
town clerk. Apparently he's a radical, st.ron gly opposed to church weddíngs
f and even more ~ they're in articulo mortis, but the major had a
prívate chat wíth him and when they emerged, he signed along with all
the others.
1 was very eager to get this unanimous statement from all the
village's leading lights, inclu dirig the clerk and bailiff, because g íven the
current state of affairs, a purely religious wedding might not be accepted
as legal. Nothíng's been left to chance; all the loose ends have been tied
up; we now have a civil and a religious marriage.
My biggest surprise carne from Olegaria: she also insists that she
knew all about it! 1 mean, that she already knew befor e. My head
spirmirig , 1 asked her how she'd known. "Because everyone here knew!" was
her reply. They'll end up persuading me. Don't they say vox populi: vox
I went up to the castle. She received me in that little sitting-and-
diriirig room, and as soon as l'd entered 1 noticed that one small detail had
changed: beneath the rococo mirror, there was a small photo. Aman,
somewhere between forty-five an d fifty years old; an ordinary face,
chubby, with beady eyes, somewhere between stupid and rog uíah, beneath
thick eyebrows. l'd have taken him for the owner of a prosperous grocery
store.
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"My husband, may he rest in peace."
There was nothing forced in her voice as she uttered the word
"hu sband." She was wearing a black silk bodice l'dnever seen befare, and
a gold medallion with enamelíng and diamonds around her neck,
"He gave it to me for my Saint's Day. 1 didn't dare to wear it;
they're real diamond s."
Her eyes shone with gratitude. The door to the children's be droom
was open; l'd never seen it befare. It's very cheerful, painted glossy white,
with unpainted beams of reddish wood--perhaps they're savin. Along the
wall there's a trunk or hope chest made of unfinished pírie , smooth,
without panels or moldírig s. That's what they're like in these parts, where
chests are still a common piece of furniture. A rush- bottomed chair stood
on each side of the cheat, There were two small iron bedsteads, painte d
bright red, in a little alcove separated from the rest of the room by an
arched doorway. The bedspreads are made of cretonne with thick red and
white stripes--the same material as the cur tain hang in g in the archway.
Between the two little beds, there's a washbasin identical to the one in
my room at Olegaria's hou se, A scent something Iike lavender, Iike,
perfumed soap made with greeri almorids , like linen sheets stored with
quince or apples, wafted from that open door. Everything was extremely
simple, bright, and cheerful.
"I"m very grateful. Thanks to you, tbev 'Jl have a name and a place in
societ.y, You've done él. good deed."
1 stared at those two little beds and thought, "It hadn't occurred to
me that 1 was doirig it for t.hern."
"l'm delighted that I' could help. From now on we can call you "you r
ladyship. '"
"It doesn't matter to me. 1 was concerned about their future."
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"1 didn't do it for them. I'd be a hypocrite if 1 said 1 hado As you
know ... "
"I'm very grateful to you ," she cut me off. Her voice was a murmuro
She hurig her head, lookirig up at me out of those eyes , darker and more
brilliant than ever. What did she want that look to convey? 1 drank it in
silently, not daring to ventureinto the no man's land that lay between uso
Yes, we were Iike: two enemies separated by a few feet of no mans larid,
.I'he silence grew tense. Suddenly she raised her head and looked out the
window, wide-open as usual. The swallows flew back and forth, as they
c~..{.;).
alway s do. Their ~s didn't reach our no man's land; they belonged to
the world outside.
"I'd like to ask you something, Don Lluís;"
This unexpected "Don" hurt me. "1 don't call you Donya Olivela!"
"Nor should you. It wouldn't suit me. You have to be born with a
'Don ' before you r name. Yours is written on your face: you're a gentleman.
No; don't try to derryIt. Anyone can see it. You couldn't get rid of it
even if you tried. 1 know that from experience. 1 wanted to ask if there's
anything else 1 have to do to settle my sons' ínhei-itance."
"You should have all this notarized and take it to the nearest court
of first instance, since he died intestaté. The nearest court is about 125
miles from the front. As far as notaries are concerned, God knows where
the nearest one is."
Silence fell again. 1 looked at her; she gaze d off into the distance, as
though she were fretting about something she couldn't quite define. She
breathed deeply, and with every breath her breast heaved as if ab sor bin g
all the air in Olivel, that air so laden with memories for her. The breeze
brought the aroma of hot bread from the three communal ovens, mixed
with others like hay, cool cellars, sheep, and basil (every window in Olivel
,
¡
""You don't have to thank me for anything. L'm not kind. What 1 . "
U"B:r:: Unlvetsítat Autónnma de itQalona. Biblioteca d'Humanitatshas a pot of basil to keep away . mosquitos). Each sme11must have
roused a flutter of emotions like those flocks of autumn bfr ds that take
flight as one approaches, getting ready to migrate. 1 remained silent. 1 was
waiting for sorne magic wor d that would flirig open that sealed inner
world, so forbidden and dizz yírig , but she said not.hirig , refusing to grant
me that magic word.
"Olívela ... you promised to read my letter if 1 found t.hat register."
Emerging from her daydream like someone waking with a start, she
stared at me in surprise.
"Yes ... don't think I've forgotten. 1 read your letter, and of course
I'm grateful for your kindness."
That "of course" was like a scalpel cutting into my heart.
"You're very kind," she continued, looking out the window again. "1
dorr'f know how to thank you for everything you've done. l'd be very
upset if you thought me ung ratef'ul."
"l'd like a couple of day s to think it overo I'm sure you'l1 understand
that, with a11this turmoil, 1 haven't been able to fhink about anything but
my children. Put yourself in my place. When Santiaga brought me the
news, 1 fainted. I'd never fainted in my entire life, and I'm sure 1'11never
faint again. You can'timagine how waiting for somet.hirig like this can
wear on your nerves, when you've staked everything on it! No; you can't
imagine it. In your letter you shared sorne intimate details, details that--
\ I ~lc, L\
~ howAl put it.?--I'd never tell anyone. 1 hope you worr't; mind my telling
you 1 didn't care for those confessions. What does all that have to do with
me? Believe me: you should keep such fhírig s to yourself."
"I'd like to tell you everything, even my most shamef'ul secrets. 1
want you to under starid how much you mean. "
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"Dont go on," her stee lv gaze was more imperious t.han her words.
"Stop ranting and listen to me. Since you revealed such irrtimate details,
I'll tell you a few too. Perhaps then you'll understand me a little better.
No; don't get your hopes up, You know nothírig about me! You think I'm
someone else. I've had this impression since the first day we meto 1 was
born in Castel de Olivo. My father's a landless peasant, one of the poorest
in the area. It's been years, many years since I've seen hím. And 1 don't
want too,Anyhow, he's not around; he's in enemy territory."
"1 know all about it. They told me in Castel when 1 had no idea that
one day I'd meet you, that one day you'd ... "
"You know they call my father Cagor cio?"
"I'm aware of that. 1 know all about it."
"It's a ridiculous story, isn't it? Tragedies are always ridiculous. It's
not poverty; why should 1 mind if my father is poor? Nor am 1 ashamed of
his nickname, though there must be sorne reason for it, don't you think?
I've never tried to hide my background. No; it's something else.
Brutishness, lack of sensitivity ... It's easy to say we all have to accept
our fathers, especially easy if your name is somefhirig like Don Llu ís de
Broca i de Ruscalleda."
"L'm afraíd you're mistaken about that. I'm not "de Ruscalleda'; quite
the contrary: (Son of RuscaHeda. Soup Noodles.' If 1 told you ... it'd
take too long to explain. You're imaginin g things about my family. I'm an
orphan. 1 never knew my father or mother. And with my uncle, 1 had to
suffer everything you've said: brutishness, lack of sensitivity ... ",
"Say what you like;it's not the same. I've neve r met your uncle, but
I'm sure he's clean and doesn't drink or curse. Though sometimes 1 wonder
if it's possible to get drunk without drinking, since my father doesn't
drink, 1 can assure you. He can't use that excuse. He was cold, stone
"His mother played the piano very wel1: strange musíc, different from
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sober. Anyway, never mírid. Tragedies are ridiculous; that's why respectable
people avoid them. You're a lawyer, a second lieutenant, an d perhaps other
thtng s that don't figure in this dossier. Your wife is also well educate d.
L'rn sure she knows how to play the piano. The piano! Would you believe 1
sometimes dream L'm playirig it? Naturally, 1 can't read music. 1 learned to
read and write when 1 was working for Enrique's mother. It's goirig to be
har-d getting used to callirig her my mother. The good woman died wit hout
the slightest idea she might end up beirig my ••. She'd been very good to
me. She taught me to sew, embroider, r-ead and write, cook, and even talk
properly. Because 1 spoke the usual mixture of Catalan and Castilian that
you hear in these villages •.. "
She became more animated, and her eyes sparkled in a way l'd never
seen before. The memories seemed to f'arr the coals beneath the ashes,
makirig them glow.
anything l'd heard before. 1 liked to listen to her, 1 was in my litle room,
darning or ironing, while she played in the parlor. Once she'd told me the
names of the pieoes she was playirig: very odd name s .. , 1 felt like they
were from another world. How l'd love to hear them agaín: That would
make me so happy! But around here ... Would you believe 1 once asked
her to teach me? She didn't scold me; she was ver y kind. 'Olrvela, what
good would it do you to study music? That's not for you. Learn what'll
come in handy and forget about the rest.' She was right. Why should a
maid learn to play t.he piano? And she had no inklingthat L'd ever be,
anything else. Poor Donya Gaietana, she was such a lovely person! If she'd
suspected, she would have died of shame. She was getting old, but there
was no malice in he r. One year she gave me a week off so 1 could visit
Castel de Olivo for the village festival. 1 was fifteen years old. 1 hadn't
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seen my parents in two years. I was so excited! I loved my parents. Don't
you be líeve me?"
"Everyone loves his par ent.s until the contrary is proven. For
example, I'm crazy about mine, which doesn't stop me thinkírig sometimes,
!Would I be so crazy about them if I'd known them?'"
~ . ,
"Do you know wht it's like to arrive all excited at the house where
1'-
you were born and find ... ? Bah, tragedy is ridiculous. 1 don't want to
make you feel sorry for me. People have líed about me, said terrible
Lhirigs. They even smeared the doors when 1 arrived he re pr-egnarrt."
"I know."
"Well, would you belíeve I prefer to have them hate me? Pity revolts
me. It's a cowardly way people have invented to show contempt and still
feel virtuous. I'd rather have them spit in my face, smear my doors with .
"
1 was surprised to see her so impassÍoned--she, who always seemed so
cool and collected.
"You're very young. When you're my ag e, you'll realize that loneliness
is our daily bread, and there's nothing we can do'about it." Her
magnificent contralto, swept along by he r vehemence, took on its deepest
tremolo. "And you have to face up to it, take it for what it ia. Listen to
-¿ me. Please don't interrupto 1 know you won't u~erstand, but 1 don't careo
Why should you understand me? I get the impression that you've used me
in you r fantasies, and t.hats somet.hín g women don't like. We don't like
being taken for .angela: it's an awkward disguise."
"1 don't exactly take you for an an gel, "
"A vamp, maybe? Even worse. You'll be even more disappointed."
"Neither an arigel nor a vamp. "
"A maid?" her eyes were terribly mockirig.
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"Who by takirig great risks, manage d to become mistress of Olivel and
its cast.le."
She looked away. The silence grew heavy as the seconds passed. I'd
hit the mark. Havirig found her sore spot gave me intense pleasure.
Perhaps cruelty is passion's ultimate mystery. What pleasure could compare
to makirig our idols suffer to avenge the adoration they inspire in us!
Gazing into the distance, she spoke slowly, as though talking to
herself. "How could I pull myself out of that pit? I went back to
Barcelona. Where else could I go? The lady was understanding, provided I
respected the distance between uso She took me in, comforted me. Enrique
was. twenty years older than I was , which seemed like a hu ge difference.
At first I didn't understand what he was insinuating, the words he
whispered in my ear when we passed in the hallway. In fact, he seemed
even older than he was because he was so fat and his premature baldness
made him look very respectable. Furthermore, he was shy, poor fellow.
When the lady spokeabout my situation, she always sai d the same t.hirig:
.'Olivela, if your parents don't want you, you've got a home here. We're a
Christian family, thank God, an old-f'aahioned famlly.' Poor dear! She was
even more innocent than I was. She gave me Sunday afternoons off, on
the condition that I spent them at a convent on Consell de Cent Street. I
can see it now: the maids' convento Actually, the nu ns were very kind to
me. They'd have loved to have me as a novice. I could have become a nun
an d lived in that convent, which was coz y , friendly, clean, and spacious.
The mother superior adored me. I couldn't decide what to do. If the you ng
( ,
master--I mean Enrique--had been yourig an d handsome, I'd have become a
nun."
"L'm not sur-e I heard you right. Don't you mean the opposite?"
"The cipposite? Why the opposite?" she looked at me, surprised at my
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question. "If Enrique had been young an d handsome, i couldn't havehopedt for more than a pass ing flirig , the kind he wouldn,.p.dothered to
tell his friends about. Fortunately, he was fat and bald, quite a bit shorter
than me, an d, aboye all; he was old enough to be my father. That's a big
difference!"
"What kind of difference?"
She Iooked at me as though she'd suddenIy realized that she wasn't
aIone, that 1 was listening to her. She paused.
"1 want you to know the truth. 1 don't want you to think 1 hated my
father because he was poor." She was getting worked up again. "L've never
told anyone about thís: you'll be the first and the last persono It would
pain me too much if you, especially you .•. 1 never cared what anybody
else thought about me, but you're not like the others. What you said hurt
me. Get it out of your head; L'rn not a wicked woman." She was so upset
that she seemed about to burst into tears. "L've had such an unhappy life,
beIieve me!"
"1 do believe you."
Another silence. She made a visible effort fo calm herself. 1 was
t.hirikirig , "What if she really isn't a wicked woman? What exactly is a
wicked woman? A woman who makes you lose your head. But is that her
f'ault?"
"Of course you've heard the story about the washtub: a ridicuIous
story. And you be lieve d it, just like everyone else. Like Donya Gaietana,
like Enrique himself! lt's so easy to believe a story when it's truIy
ridicuIous, truly idiotic! My father didn't throw me out; 1 left. 1 didn't
even wait to dry myseIf, because it's true that 1 was takirig a bath in that
washtub. 1 t.hr ew on my cIothes and ran for my life! The main thing was
to get away! My fat.her+- 1 hate to say this--always had a brutish
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expression, but usually it was--how shall 1 put it--the expression of a
domesticatedbrute. I'd never seen the expression he had at that momento
1 never want to see another face like that one again. I'd rather die! 1
screamed and, as 1 r-an, 1 knocked the tub over."
There was another silence, heavier this time. 1 looked down at the
floor.
"If you knew how sometimes that stench of gar-lic comes back to me."
A transition; her contralto regained its normal timbre.
"Enrique, on the other hand , didn't scare me; quite the opposite. You
could see he was so helpless ... A bit repulsive, perhaps, because he was
sick, He'd been something of a playboy in his youth. He could offer me
security, peace and quieto Put yourself in my place. Naturally, 1 sized up
my situation carefully. 1 thoug ht if 1 could get the upper hand (which
would be easy), one day after his mother díe d , I'd be able to talk him irrto
marrying me. 1 was mistaken. 'Are you crazy? How can you expect me to
marry Cagorcio's daughter?'. tIn Barcelona,' 1 insisted, tno one knows about
it.' "Soorie r or later they'll firid out.' And 1 couldn't get hím to budge. 1
had to play rough, especially since 1 was over t.hir-ty. 1 couldn't waste any
more years. I'd already wasted too many!"
Once again, she seemed to be talkirig to herself, as though she'd
forgotten 1 was there.
vr used all my cunning to get around his precautions. How ridiculous
they were, my God! How pathetic it all was! And to think t.hat on account
of that, so many men talk like fools and even act likefools sometimes ••
. Though in truth, they don't usually act like fools; they u sually look
before they leap. Once 1 was sure 1 was pr eg'nant, 1 begged him by
everything he held sac re d to give his child a name. 1 was sure I'd win.
Once agaín , 1 was mistaken. tyou want to make me the laughing-stock of
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Barcelona! Married to rny maid!'"
1 glanced at that face of a prosperous grocer , without debts or
debtors, calm and shrewd. "In God we trust; all others pay cash." This was
Don Enrique de Alfoz y Penyarrostra, lord of Olivel and member of the
Aragonese nobility--as he was identified in the documents l'd had to pore
overo
"He must have caused you a lot of suffering."
"Suffering?" And again she looked at me in surprise. He contralto
grew faint. Her tremolo dissipated, as in the distance or ~e twilight,
like her "Good ev eriirig ' atthat crossroad. "Please: don't ask ~bout my
feelings toward him. Do men often have the urge to pry into such secrets?
If you knew how I hate being asked questions ... Be satisfied with what
L've told you , which is more than enoug h. You know all about my biggest
secr-et: the secret between you and me, our secret--the one my son s will
never learn!"
Her look was one of complicity, crafty and slightly mischievous.
"Olivela ... " I approached her and saw those four gray hairs, those
tenuous strands of spiderweb. "L'd like there to De not one secret between
us but ever y possible secret: all' the secrets of life and death ..• "
That mischievous gleam had disappeared, replaced by a look so
different, keener than any l'd seen before, as though it were penetrating
to the very mar row of my soul. I drew closer. 1 could hear her breathing,
but that lock had vanished and her usual expression had returned.
"No ... " her far-off voice said. "That would be too beautiful. Sorne
t.hirig s would be so wonderful if they weren't so dreadful •.. "
"We could be so tremendously happy just by letting ourselves go •
A moment like this can charige one's entire life!"--l didn't know what 1
was saying. "Stop wastíng your time on second thoughts that ruin the only
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thing that matters! We're bound to each ot.her: we're doomed to be
together! Nothíng matters except this momerrt of madneas!"
. "Please"--and she really seemed terrified, pleading for mercy--"calm
yourself. Can't you /3ee you've beírig unfair? Don't you understand what ai~L~' .
~espe7~-e temptation ... ? No one's ever loved me, and now you come and
say t.hirig s no oneever said before; now, when l 'rn old and stuck in this
corner forever ... now, when l'have no hopes!"
"We've found each other--blessed be thís war"--1 dídn't know what 1
was doirig but she stopped me. With another brusque transition, she said in
a casual tone, "Come back the day after tomorrow and we'll tal k about it."
She held out her hands to me as thoug h we'd been díscussing indifferent
matters, the weather or business. Only a certain gleam in the depths of
her gratef'ul, líquid eyes lent more meaning to her gesture and words.
She was born to be a great lady. She knows how to impose her
authority without your notícirig , comme alla:nt de soi. It's in her blood.
That was Sant.iagas hypothesis ... certainly, after that stupid incident
with the washtub, it'd be inf'inrtely better if what Santiaga suspects were
true.
Augtist 24
1nsistent rumors are goirig around of sorne major oper ation. The
battalion will leave Olivel, prohably forever. From my room, 1 can hear
Qaptain Gallart's deep voice singing softly in the main square. The
Orator's accompan yíng him on that cracked guitar. His son g is lan guid ,
monotonous, erier-vatirig; vile and sentimental as a thick, sweet liqueur--and
the South American accent Gallart deems appropriate makes it even more
so:
lloved a girl from Olivel
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but she dadrr't; love me.
He's referring to Melitona, of course.
August 25
We received our marchirig orders first thíng this mor nírig. We don't
know where they're sending us; we'll find out when we get there.
1went up to the castle. She was sitting on a low chair by the
wíndow, sewing.
t'We're leavírig the day af'ter tomorrow."
"Poor fellows, off again to Lord knows where ... " She smiled and
held out a letter. "It's the letter you wrote me. l 'm returning it so you
can burn it. 1 know that after a while ít'd worry you to thínk 1 still had
ít."
1 didn't understand what she was saying. A letter? A letter 1 wrote
her? What letter? Suddenly 1 remembered and understood ,what she was
dr ivirig ato
1 understood ever ythirig she meant to imply by g íving me back that
letter.
"But. . you know what it means that we're leaving? You know we
may never see each other again?"
"1 wish you good Iuck."
"Never again .•. do you know what "neve r again ' means?"
"Please , be quíet."
"For you , 1 .•. "
"Be quiet or speak more softly. The children are here; they're still
sleeping. "
"They could put me in jail ... and 1 have a son! Or don't you
realize the ser-ious neas of what you talked me irrto doírig?"
doirig. If the children came in ríght now ... "
Líke an ::.~ covered her hands with kisses.;~:,
"1 know exactly what L'm doin g, We're free. You're widowed • "
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"L'm quite aware of it. Calm down. L'rn extremely gratef'ul to you and
will be all my life."
"1 don't want your gratitude!"
My han ds were shakírig. 1 must have looked like a real fool. If at
least, like the other day , I'd been able to open a wound and shatter t.hat
infuriating composur-e ... At my feet, 1 saw that ridiculous abyss
.. s u-.:R.f'opening--the one that separates a man ~. away by passion f'rom a
woman cold as ice. 1 saw the abyss and leapt. I found myself kneeling
beside her.
"Calm yourself. You're ver y agitated. You don't know what you're
"But you're not;"
"I'm not married. 1 explained that in the letter."
"You're raving. You don't know what you're saving. You'll regret it
later, when you get over it. You think youd really leave your wife ..• to
marry me?"
Her sewing cushion was between her knees. Her laughter shocked me.
Where did she get that laug h from? 1 felt like the most wretched imbecile
on earth.
"You love your wife, no matter what you sayo All men love their
wives, however muchthey try to fool themselves. Even Enrique loved me
after his fashion. He was terribly bored in my company , but he couldn't .
live without me."
"Don't compare me with him. We have nothing in common."
"Are you su re? Well, then why don't you marry Trini? Why don't you
protect your son? Men are all alike! It's amorig women that you find a
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tremendous variety."
"And what variety are you? The kind who plats her- every move,
wit.hout the slightest trace of f'eelirig !''
"Now stand up. Can't you see the children could wake up at any
moment? If you could see you:rself in a mirror, you'd be appalled. You're
makin g a fool of yóur self'!"
"And why shouldn't we make fools of ourselves once in awhile?"
"If you don't stand up , I will. 1 don't like to see a well-bred yourig
man actin g like a fool, "
It's easy fallíng to your knees if you've lost your head over a
woman. The hard part is getting up again.
"Now sit down and listen to me." I obeyed her like a puppet. "Think
of my situation, put yourself in my place. How can you ask me to ruin
everything it was so hard for me to achieve? What I need now is for
people to stop talking about me, to forget me, to leave me alone in my
burrow. Youve doneme an enormous favor. Don't destroy ever-yt.hirig
.you've built just to satisfy apassing whim. Can't you understand? Don't
you remember how 1 once pointed out that I could be your mother? If you
were a sixty-year-old widower with six or seven children from your first
marriage, I'd t.hin k you were serious. Leave your wife for me? Admit that
such lunacy never crossed your mind until now, and if you thínk of it
later you'll be ashamed of what you've said!
"You're made of ice. Right from the start you un der-stood the effect
you had on me and how you could turn it to your advantage! You're
íncapable of lov in g!"
"I love my children. Who do you expect me to love? Every officer in
the Catalan army who passes through Olivel?"
"Who cares about the Catalanarmy? Is that all I am in your eyes:
";
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another officer passing through, one amon g many?"
"No. You're not one amorig many; you're not just another officer."
And her eyes again filled wíth gratitude, spar klirig with tremulous tears
that never quite cr-yst.allize d. "Ever since I first found out ... Lluís. But
it's so hard for you to understand! Believe me: after my child re n, L've
never loved anyone as much as you."
"That's a líe, ti
"Believe me ... Llu ís, Why won't you believe me. Why don't you
trust me a little? Why is it so hard for you to understand me? Such an
inte11igent, we11-bred yourig man ... It's so simple! L'm happy in this
castle, though it may seem incredible to you."
"You're ... tI
"Shut up and listen! I'm happy! AH you could do is ruin my life. And
it's been ruined so much already. Why should I go back to that? I don't
like being unhappy. L'm tellírig you this because sorne people seem to enjoy
it. 1 always see the r-idículous side of unhappiness. And so do you , don't
.kid yourself. You don't care for tragedies eíther, and you're afraid of
beirig ludicrous. Yes: you, ti
"How can you say you 're happy?"
"Why shouldn't I be? I love this castle. You say I'm incapable of
Icvirig , but let me tell you: I love this castle with 8.11my heart! This smell
of a big country house"--she had recovered her habitual composure--"this
sme.ll of comfort, of war drobes full of linen sheets"--she looked out the
window again and seemed to be thinking aloud--"this smell of a well-to-do
household, of big, high-ceilinged rooms, of fine wood and linen ... Of
course you don't know the stench of enclo'sur e and roto At most you've
smelled it for a few hours or days, not your whole life! There's not.hírig as
wonderful as the smell of a big old walnut closet all f'ull of .clean, dry,
I .
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starched, pressed, and carefully folded linen ... the smell of lavender and
fresh-baked bread ... The winters here are so long ..• 'I'he northwind
never stops howlirig , water freezes in the washbasins. If you don't have a
wine cellar, a pantry, ag ranar-y, a mountain of firewood near the
entrance, and big wardrobes full of underclothes .•. Because we're not
like people in Barcelona; here we don't wash clothes once or twice a
week. Since we do our laundry in the river, we can't wash anyt.hirig in the
winter. We wash clothes a couple of times ayear, at the beginning of
spring and at the beginning of fallo We load them in a wagon and take
them to the river, where women from the village do our laundry. For a
week 01' two that's all they do. So you can imagine how much underwear a
respectable household needs! Because we have to charige every two 01'
three days. The dirty linen piles up in the attic till the big washday
comes. Here we still make bleach the old-fashioned way, with ashes from
our fireplaces. You can't imagine any of this ... that howling northwind.
ijBelieve me; those howls would freeze your soul.
"But in Barcelona ... "
"l'd fe el as buried in an apartment in Barcelona as I felt in my
father's hou se. How slowly time passed in Barcelona from the moment
Donya Gaietana told me to pack her suitcases. I was dy ing to get back to
the castle. This castle ... more, much more than if l 'd been born here; I
love it as though l'd died here! l'd feel so lonely if I didn't have it to
keep me.company ... There are feelirig s too strange to tell, because
. ¿;rJ~'there's no word to . them. The big rooms in this castle, all its¿~t~~l .
fields and ppcper Líes ..• There's not.hírig I like as much as walking
f\
around them, especially at sunset. Often I take the children. That evening
we first met that you've reminded me of so many times, we'd walked to
the end of Deep Valley. Would you believe it takes an hour to walk to the
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end of it and back? And it's only one of our estates. Often I take the
kids, but I can assure you that I like goírig alone even better, like before
•.. like long before ... You'd have to hear the northwind howling from
the beginning of December till the beginning of April to understand all the
strange f'eelirig s I have. Some f'eelirig s are so strange ... as though I
were rememberíng t.hin gs that happened long before I was bor n ... "
"What a great actress she would have beeri!" I thoug ht, "What a great
actress! From the moment I met her she's been playirig a role, but so
realistically! So realistically that she doesn't even realize she's acting! And
her voice helps so much! What a contralto! The whole Liceu would give
her a standing ovation!"
"It's such a pleasure to be able to tell someone about all these
strange f'eelirig s ," she continued. "For this alorie , because you're the first
pez-son l've been able to share them with, l'd be full of gratitude and love.
You don't really think I take you for just another off'ice r. Beirig able to
tell you t.hís , to get out all these thíng s that are so hard to say ...
.There are spots nearOlivel that make me fe el as though l'd spent happy
times there, all alorie, But when? I was eight year's old the first time I
saw Olivel. We girls in Castel hired ourselves out to harvest grapes, olives,
and saffron. When we'd finíshed our day's work, l'd go off by myself and
wander around the castle's properties. At that time of day, when night
1 beg ins to fallo a smell rises from the earth like ~musiC D~nya Gaietana
playe d , a smell of Hea:ven. And this evening smell: I'd known it for a long,
long time. Fromwhen? My God, from when? To remember ... to
remember what? What does it mean to remember? Memories of my own life
don't mean anythíng to me: the life of a farmworker, a maid, someone's
mistress, whose doors they once smeared ... But these other memories,
this other past .•. How could 1 ever leave this castle? They told me so
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many stories about ít, they said it was So old ... When 1 used to come
from Castel with the other girIs and first caught sight of it in the
distance-- 1 was aIways the first to see it, outlined again st the sky on the
horizon-- how it attracted me! If you could only understahd ... 1 could
have love d someone , whatever you may think. 'I'alkirig to you like I'm
talking now, 1 .realize how much 1 could have loved, how pasaionately.
Believe me, Llu ís. 1 could have loved Enrique, but he hated this casfle, he
hated this countryside. He couldn't stand ít, When we were here, all he
t.hou ght about was Barcelona. After Donya Gaietana's death, he even talked
about se llin g ít, "I'he properties don't bring in any income, 1 could reinvest
the capital in something productive.' Enrique wasn't aman to run a
business. In Barcelona he killed time. Sometimes he'd stroll around the
port and see whatships had arrived, 01' he'd go to the excharrge and
watch the traders buying and se llirig wheat and barIey, 01' he'd stand in
the Plaga Reial listening to the speakers. He spent hours and hours in the
Liceu Café. There he .met aman from Reus who knew about sock
.manuf'actur-ing and needed a partner with capital. If he didn't end up
selling+:verything to start a sock factory in Barcelona, it was because his
~1tAwa~~d. POOl't.hírig , he had so little stamina ... And besides, he
("-
was so shy ... Imagine: in Olivel he spent all his time in the wine cellar ,
sitting in the dar k, not doin g a thing. He hated the castle and its lands.
And 1 could have loved him, believe me, T'd have loved him if he'd felt
Iike the heir to theselands, master of this castle, lord of this v illag e. 1
would have even understood why he didn't want to mar ry me. Lord of
Olivel ..• But he made fun of all that. 'In Barcelona, no one even knows
where this place is; you can't even put it on your cardo If I tried to
explain it, l'd sound ridiculous. Whereas a manufacturer ... ' He said all
that stuff about lor ds and castles was just history, but then why wouldn't
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he marry me? What was stopping him? He didn't do all the t.hing s every
. ~ iAV'-'"4 o-,¡-¡y"'-'-''- s.;
other lord had donm~ tUiti~ • The paupers who "ü:v€-6\ jl( the castle--as
. soon as Donya Gaietana was buried he sent them to the poorhouse in
Saragossa. Of course, you don't know what I'm talking about. Before, the
paupers in Olivel didn't have to go to the poorhouse because they could
eat at the castle. The paupers' kitchen is still here--that's wher e they ate
lunch and supper. The fire hasn't been lit since Donya Gaietana died. Me
even took away t.he "Village Barrel": a big wine barrel that stood at the
! entrance, un~r the arch leading to the stairs, always full of wine so that
anyone who wanted could stop and drink there, because back in the old
days they never locked the castle doors. In the víllage, of course, they
blame all these change s on me. Actually, in a village like Olivel, where
everyone has a house and a plot of land, har dly anyone's poor! An
occaaional cripple, a childless widow ... It hardly cost anything to feed
them! Why send them to a poorhouse, f'ar from their v illage , far from
everything that had been their lives? "I'hats all ancient history,' he'd say,
.but if it was all ancient histor y, what was stoppirig him from marrying
me?"
For the first time, 1 saw hatred in her eyes. And every other feelírig
paled besíde that hatred, like other colors beside bright scar-let,
"The castle ... 1 could tell you so many strange stories! With
Enrique, on the other hand, it was as though he remembered not.hing. One
evening Enrique Junior, who must have been four 01' five, carne down from
the attic with a little owl. 'Put it back in its nest,' I told hírn, !If you put
it back, you'll find a coin there.' Nobody had told me anything about
coins; 1 didn't even know where the nest was. A gold doubloon; the first
one l'd ever seeri. I could tell you so many st.rarige stories ..• There was
a head with a wig. Onenight . .. but why should 1 tell you that? What
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difference would it make to you? 1 lovethis castle. 1 feel so happy when
1 think my sons were born and have been raised here! It makes up for
everything I've had to suffer! 1 wish 1 knew how old these doubloons with
the wig s are. From our grandparents' time? Or even earlier? Our
. I
grandparents' grandparents? It's all so long ago , my God, so many years
ago! 1 getlost trying to imagine ít, And it keeps me company. It keeps me
company to think their grandparents' grandparents already líve dher-e , and
that their grandchildren's grandchildren will stilllive here. One person is
so insignificant! Children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren •.. that
counts a Iot more. 1 don't want death to end it all! Good God, 1 don't
want that to happen, and an yway , one person doesn't count for anything!
Children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren ... all born and raised here.
For them, this whole castle will be full of memories! Every night, after
putt.ing them to be d, 1 walk through the house. It's not that L'm scared of
bur glar-s. There aren't any around here. 1 do it because 1 enjoy it.
Ever-yt.hirig keeps me company: the mar e stampírig in the stable, the pig
.grunting, a mouse scurryingaround in the attic, even a termite gnawirig
away at a beam. 1 like seeing geckos on the waHs,'just as 1 like to think
there's an owl's nest in the attic. I'd like the gables to be full of
swallows' and swifts' nests ... All those lives make me feelless alone! A
manor house is like a stone frigate where we've all embarked together,
people and animals. We're all together in this big frigate that seems
motionless but is sailing through the sea of time. If you knew how
unhappy 1 felt in that apartment in Barcelona: so cratnped, so dead, so
empty, without swaHows' and owls' nests, without a cellar or an attic.
Once a Barcelonan asked me if 1 wasn't scared of ghosts at night in such
a big, solitary house. Ghosts? Believe me: if 1 ran into one on my nightly
rounds, l'd feellike I'd found a brother! When 1 carne to live here after
'1
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Donya Gaietana's death, I found a cradle in the attic. It was shaped like <iL
coffin except for the high headboard. Crad le s like that are still common
around here, in poor' households. They're made of pine, and the headborads
are no higher than the sides. The one I found was made of ve ry fine
wood, well polished. It smelled so pleasant! And the headboard was carved
with the family's coat of arms: an olive tree with a cross aboye It.
Enrique told me it had been his grandfather's cradle. I brought itdown so
Enrique Junior could sleep in it and I stored the modern cr ib with brass
bars in the attic. I liked the cradle because long ago the sons of this
house had slept in it and because it was like the ones poor people have
except that the wood gave off a nice smell and it had the family's coat of
ar ms. I also liked it because it was shaped like a coffin ... to be bor n
and die in this castle, to sin k deep roots into this land, like an olive tree!
I want Enrique Junior to feel tied to this place, to never even dream of
selhrig this castle. l'd rather die than see him marry a commoner. I want
him to marry someone like him, from a house with a coat of arms aboye
.t.he door, There's another one around here, the b~roness's hou se. She has
a daughter his age, Right now they're far away, ab road. The baroness is a
widow. The family's fallen on hard times. They had to mortgage many of
their properties, but what a good family! As old as ours •.. If they
hadn't mortgaged almost everything, perhaps it wouldn't occur to me. The
last thing l'd want is to see Enrique Junior ma~ry any old girl. He's the
heir to his family name , to this castle, to its estates ... "
"This castle and its estates: that's what you wanted. That and
nothing else. You ... ti
"If I were what you think I am, I wouldn't wish you Iuck."
"What do you mean?"
"You know my secreto The day after tomorrow you'll allleave. Many
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of you won't come back, to Olivel or anywhere else. One of them could be
i'
you. If that happened, I could fe el líke a weight had been lifted off me. I
can assure you it's quite the opposite. I can swear befare God that I wish
you luck. Now listen to me: love your wife , marry her as soon as you can.
Dorr'f you understand what a treacherous position an unmarried mot.her is
in? And yóu st.ill insist that you have not hirig in common with Enrique!"
"Don't go on like this. The two cases have nothing to do with each
other. Trini and I decided not to marry because of our ideas."
"Say what you like: everything's a matter of ideas, if you want to
look at it that way. The result is the same , believe me. I'm fond of you,
and I wouldn't want to be the cause of your doirig somet.hírig foolish. I'd
feel guilty the rest of my life! Marry Trini and forget about this useless
nonsense."
"Useless!" The coldness of this word hurt me more than anything
else. And she was sitting there in front of me with her sewing cushion
between her knees, as indifferent, splendid, and mons'trous as life itself. 1
. remembered somet.hirig I'd seen a while ago outside town, in a field
covered with stubble. I was Iyirig beneathan olive tree, t.ryirig to take a
nap until the midday heat had passed. A praying mantis was makirig it.s
way amorig the amputated wheatstalks. It was the big kind you see once
the hottest part of summer has passed, a ver y elegant grayish-green, long
as a firige r. Its head, gracious as a stylized heart, swayed aboye a shor t,
slender thorax that corrtr-taated with the opulence of its abdomen. It crept
.' '---'"
alorig for a short while and then stopped and lookedback, as though
something had cau ght its eye: another pr-ayírig mantis, smaller, that
approached it as if in dread. I understood what was happerring; the first
one was a female, the second a maleo I remembered reading something
about it year s ago, The male spread his wirig s with a kiridof shudder and
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mounted her, clasping he r between his -le gs. I observed it all with the
mixture of curiosity and diagu st we usually feel about the mystery of life
renewed. It went on and on. More than an hour passed, and that pygmy
was st.ill op top of the giant. A barely per-cept.ible shudder ran through
him. He seemed enraptured, ecstatic. l'd lit my pipe ano kept an eye.on
my watch so I could time the ceremony, and I thought of Soléras's rav ing s
... "Love is sublime for those who make it and obscene for those who
watc h;" The minutes passed, the shudders continued. Tired of watching, I
took a st.roll. A couple of hour s later, 1 returned to my observatory. The
cou ple was still there. The' rapturous male was still on top of her , but his
head was gone. She, with her gracef'ul head turned around, was slowly
devouring him, and it was impossible to tell if those last shudders were of
pleasure, terror, or both t.hirig s at once.
Suddenly, she focused her eyes on mine, with that shímme ríng , liquid
light, that underwater moonbeam that transfigures them sometimes.
"You're wrong if you think l 'm monstrously cold and un gr-atef'ul," she
. said, as though she'd been readírig my mirid, "You don't realize that if 1
judged you as you do me, superficially and wit.hotrt tr yírig to understand
you, 1 wouldn't think much of you. 1 mean, if you'd done all this not for
my children--or even for me, but generously-- but only in order to get me
to ... How vile that would be, my God! Don't you realize? I'd rather
think you're carried away, that you don't know what you're sayirig , that
you never wrote that letter, that you never said what you've said. l'd
rather think you acted in order to help me, to give my children a name
and a station. And I'd like to repay you, don't you understand?--because
I'm not at all ung ratef'ul, believe me. You have a son. If 1 could do for
1I him what you've done for mine ..• "
"L'm telling you:there's no cbmparison. It annoys me to hear you
"Life has so many ups and downs] Who knows if one day . If you
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insisto l've recognized him as my son, made him my heir. Everything's in
order; everything's been taken care of', DOJ;l'tcompare me ... it's
depressing"--and 1 glanced at the shrewd grocer on the wall.
ever need me, don't hesitate an instant. L'rn in your debt; whenever you
like, 1'11pay you back in kínd. ti
The Iight grew more liquid and shimmery. For a moment, 1 thought it
would crystallize in a tear. Suddenly her normallook returned, distant and
steely.
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riffe effro able de Dieu.
Sierra Calva, August 28
Once again we're on the road, marohirig by night and hiding by day.
From a hut comeaour major's voice, deep and boozy:
lloved a gil"1from Olível
but she didn't love me.
Olivel de la Virgen is gone. It's now just one of many villages
sínkírig ínto a phantasmagoric pasto Where are those roses the gir-ls stuck
in our lapels the day we arrived? Those dark-red roses, "the color of the
cloak on an Ecce Homo ... " They all came in their Sunday best, with the
mayor and his council, to beg us not to leave. They wer-e scared that if
w« left, the anarchists would come back. The major talked himself blue in
the tace trying to make them understand that staying or leaving wasn't up
to uso
"Don't you like it here in Olível?" they insisted.
As for Olegaria, big tears flowed from her red, rheumy eyes. Gallart
was there. Later , when the last houses were out of síght, he confessed,
"Damn, 1 had a lurnp in my t.hroát!"
We've occupied positions along the barren crest of this mountain
r ange. Before us stretches the steppe. With my binoculars, 1 can see the
zig-zagging enemy trenches. Behind them is Puebla de Ladrón.
The main erigag ernent is about nine miles to out' east. Two divisions, *'.are attacking the town of Chilte, a place no one's ever heard of, but
important because it constitutes an advanced enemy position within our
linet!Puebla ~e Ladrón ís the beg innirig of the bulge+-thats why we
wanted to take it. Our division is advancing in a pincer movement, with
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our br igade on the left an d the "flatfeet" on our right. ~
. ~ ~
Day is breaking. Suddenly, silently, a líne of little 'rises from
r-
the ear th on the far side of the enemy Iiries. I f'ocus my binoculars.
Another line, equally silent, rises up at this instant, but on our si de of
their trenches, between the trenches and the· barbed wire. The boom from
the first explosions now reaches me; it took fifteen seconds. About three
miles, I estimate. In fact, ít was close r, I must not have noted the two
times exactly on my chronometer. A third volley kíck s up lots of white
mushrooms in the fascist t:renches, following their zig-zags. "Beautiful,"
Picó would say; he feels a boundless admiration for gunners and
trigonometry. Now that our gunners have found t.heir r ange , they're
bornbar dirig the trenches with such rapid volley s that the boom of each
round fades into the next one. I didn't know our attack on Puebla de
Ladrón was goin g to start like this. It's the heaviest shelling I've seen in
1,
the war. If they can keep up this pace for an hour, assuming their guns
hold out, there won't be a soulleft alíve,
The first slanting ray of sunlight strikes the trenches, allowírig me to
see them through my binoculars with rare precisfon.
The fascists are abandoning them. They're civil guards: at times the
sun glints off the patent leather on their three-cornered hats. Re~ubtable,..-
civil guards, always wearing those hats! But what are they doirig ? They
climb out of the trenches, where our shells keep fallirig , but not to retreat
towar d Puebla de Ladrón. Quite the contrary. They leap over the parapets
and flatten themselves between the trenches and the wire. Motionless,
evenly apace d. now you'd take them for a bunch of alligators lazily Iyin g
on a riverbank. Someo~e should tell the batteries. They're wasting
ammunition shellirig empty trenches. They should adjust their aim; a few
yards this way and those civil guards would be flying in all directions.
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Doughty civil guards! There was no way for me to contact the gunners,
and now it's too late. Our infantry ís movírig , hunched over, toward the
wir es. The batteries have stopped firing. AHat once, the civil guards
r-etu rri to their trenches. Now 1 can hear the metallic, insectlike rat-a-
/f- tat-tat of their machine guris. Sorne of our men dro~"" .... ~""
1 dón't want to look. 1 return to the hut.
l 'rn wríting by the light from the fire. Mornin gs are cold on these
desolate heíghts. The simmering soup that will be our breakfast keeps me
company. The officers' eatíng clubs are a t.hirig of the pasto From the
brígade's commander down to the humblest recruit, we all get the same
ratíons. Blessed equality of army soup!
Síerra Calva, August 31
The fourth company has ,remained in reserve on this mountaintop,
while the other three advance toward Puebla de Ladrón. Yesterday, our
enemies finally abandonad their trenches, whích our artíllery had
destroyed, and took refuge in the village's houses, where they prepared to
make a stand.
Wehad to wipe them out with artillery and planes. Now, when 1 look
through rny binoculars, all 1 can see ís the shells of buil dín gs. The empty
interiors can be seen through the gapirig holes that used to be windows.
There's nothírig insíde; it makes me think of the mummies in Olivel.
Night's fallíng. Up until a few minutes ago , 1 could hear the insistent
tapping of a woodpecker in a pine grove. Now a vastcalm has fallen,
broken only by an occasional mortar shell and the crickets.
It seems that as 1 write, the Flatfoot Brigade is tak irig care of the
.Iast.pocket.s of r-esíst.ance in Puebla de Ladrón. To tell the truth, they
t"
fought magnificently, but 1 wouldn't dare say so to anyone in our br igade.
1\..
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Sierra Calva, September 1
We're still in reserve. The other companies are fighting beyond
Puebla de Ladrón, to our northeast. The enemy has la:unched a fierce0"'-n~~ ~ ' '.
counterattack. ~d by ~distance, the concert of mortars and
machine-guns reminds me of a cheerfully bubbling pot.
Every nig ht, we three lieutenants gather in the captaíris hut, in the
center of our position, which is a two-mile stretch of mourrtaintop. We te11
stories; Gallart has an inexhaustible supply. His forte is tales about hís
unrequited loves, includirig Melitona. According to him, he's always been,
rebuffed as a suitor, a tragic case of misfortune only comparable to
certain Romantíc poets. But he declar-es t.hat his most dramatic míshapsi . ~~V7Y",·0
( '- pale by comparison with what he suff'er ed ~ Melitona. "She gave me
sorne slaps that almost dislocated my jaw. That girl's got a heavy harid;
you stag ge r when she hit s you." His duel with Commissar Rebull is another
astoníshing epic , though there was no actual bloodshed. If only a11epics
. ended so peacefully!
The moonless nights on this barren mountaintop are phenomenal! Seen
through the dr-y,' desert air, the stars sparkle like piercing eyes that peer
r ight through you. 1 know the constellations, and 1 pass the time observing
the planets' charig ing positions from night to night. It was Cruells who
\
\
taught me the rudiments of astronomy; at first 1 couldn't tell one star
from another. When Ireturn to my hut a little before dawn, what astounds
me most is the strange peace. The men stopped theirkilling a while ago.
A111 can hear is the faint rustle of the night breeze and the far-off
cackle of a coal tit, who seems to mock our wretched victories.
Sierra Calva; September 2
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1 had a dream--I, who never dream.
It was a sort of ancient temple, in ruins, very big , on a cliff.
Someone walked toward me through its dark interior, and I could hear the
sea, like the steady breathing of a sleeping animal. The man coming
. I
towár d me wore a kírid of cassock , and t.hou gh his eyes were open, he
couldn't see. He clasped a portable telescope and peered t.hr'oug h it, but he
saw nothing. He was sleepwalking. There were lots of suitcases, hu ge
trunks, bass fiddles, pianos, and mummies. The sleepwalker picked his way
among them without bumpirig into anything, despite the fact that he
couldn't see. Arnorig the mummies was Soleras, and there were other faces
I recognized, but althou gh they were strangely familiar I can't say who
they were. How still those mummies were, still as the trunks and suitcases.
It was a disturbing stillness--disturbing like big suítcasee when you don't
know what's inside them. They saw me pass without looking at me or-
movírig , but they made a supreme effort to tell me some thírig: always the
same t.hirig. They couldn't talk. In the background, a big altar glowed. The
sleepwalker approached it aríd looked t.hrough his telescope at the image
above it. It was like a Virgin--perhaps a Mater Dolorosa? She had things
sticking out of her, but they weren't really dag ger-s. They looked more like
bayonets. Dressed in heavy silk, she was like another mummy, so still and
yellow, and the sleepwalker got closer but never quite r-eache d her. His
cassock had grown lon ger till it trailed behind him in an enormous black
tr-ain. 1 felt a confused terror and tried to pray, but my voice wouldn't
come out. I was another voiceless mummy, lost amorig the others, arnong
those suitcases and trunks. My voice wouldn't come out, as t.houg h a hand
. Y~~dí~'-
were choking me, and the ~ eyes glinted in the darkness like a cat's.
The vaults of that sort of temple slowlydropped; now it was like a cave
or tunnel full of spiderwebs and bats han gin g in clusters. Then the
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sleepwalker made a strange gesture, as though with his telescope (or had
the telescope turned into an iron bar?) he were striking sorneone who
stirred in the darkness--a sharp, terrible crack on the skull of someone ,
who stirred and moaned amid the shadows ...
1 woke with a start in the middle of this dream. At such moments,
before falling back to sleep, one possesses the lucidity attributed to the
dying. Eloatirig betweerir-ealit.y and what's beyond it, you see ever-yt.hing
clearly. Now I can't understand that dream. I only r ecall that it was
fascinating, oppressive, hot, ominous--and full of meaning.
Sierra Calva, September 3
At nightfall, I was makirig the rounds of the two miles of
mountaintop occupied by the fourth company. I was on guard duty. In the
ha:lf-light, I saw a tall, skinny man standing by the parapet with his back
to me. What attracted my attention was his costume, so different from
ours: velvet pants; high leather boots, well-políshed and with silver spurs.
He was in shirtsleeves, but matead of ~ khak his shirt was pale blue
A pale blue shirt, here? In over ayear of war, T'd- seen some bizarre
uniforms, but that pale blue shirt reaHy took the cake.
This mystery man , leanirig over the parapet as though he were
standing on a balcony, gazed qut at the shadowy plain at the foot of
ló-,--r- ~ ,
Sierra Calva. He seemed.aGSelf(ed ID thought. I could still hear the far-off
I
sputte ríng of rifles, grenades, and machine guns, interrupted from time to
time by a mortar's deeper note--all with that morendo a battle takes on as
it fades away at nightfall.
At my "Who goes there?" he turned around. It was Soleras.
I brought him into my hut for a drop oí cog nac, since it was cold
out. I was astonished to have run into him up here. And we talked all
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He talked about so many things .•. He said he's sick of beirig a
staff ser geant , of the transport section, of all those chickpeas. "If you
knew what phenomenal quantities of chickpeas the pigs in this brigade
. /
guzzle ••. " He's planning to ask the divisionto assign him as a plain
soldier to any infantry unit, "even one in the Flatfoot Brigade."
"As long as it's not yours. 1 couldn't stand being at you r orders!
Though reallv, what difference would it make? Maybe it would be a great
idea: a common soldier, precisely under your cornmand!"
"And might one ask what you're doirig up here?"
"I've come to enjoy the show. You have such a splendid view of the
battle1\the enemy's positions and ours, the troop movements, the
trajectories of those 85-caliber mortars--it's like an eighteenth-century
pr'int, The bastards taking part in it, on the other ha.nd , can't see a thing.
They can't see the wood for the trees, and besides, they have other t.hirig s
to think about."
tL,,~
"And where did you get tl:H-i\-extraordinary, uniform?"
"Humph. 1 designed it myself. 1 spend a lotrof time in the rear with
my seryíe~ í-;¡¡;ps LltlCk-- I think 1 already told you about that--and
between this flashy uniform and a few battle stories, they take me for a
~
hero. I keep quiet about ~ chickpeas; what business is it of theirs? On
the other hand , with a few can s of condensed milk+-~;;f~wd ... "
"You've turned into a hysteric."
Silence. Wewere curled up at one end of the hut, near the fire. L'd
lit a harig in.g oil lampo Its dim light caught the gna.rIe d trunks holding up
the ceiling made of branches an d packed earth. Field mice scurry over the
roof at night, attracted by the bread crumb s and other scraps from ourA· .
meals. ~ cold wind blew J:through the cracks. From time to time, a
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mouse dislodged sorne dirt, which rained down in a fine dust. The oíl
lamp's flame .flickered.
"A hysteric? Well, Wh;)Tnot?" he said , wiping the cog nac from his
lips. "Women think L'm 'riot like other men.' And they confide in me; they,
think T'm purer than the rest of you," and he laughed that obnoxious
cacklirig lau gh of his, staring straight at me. "To think Saint Philomena
appears to my aunt in person, as though it were the most normal thing in
the world ... "
"You're nuttier than ever, Juli. What's the poirrtof all this
nonsense?"
"You're an innocent, You admire me; you can't help it. And to tell
thé truth, 1 couldn't care less about your admiration. We shouldn't see
each other, Lluís. Why is that so hard for you to understand?"
"This time it's you who carne to visit me."
"Yes , .. that's true. This time it was me. 1 must have had sorne
weighty motive, believe me. Without sorne weighty motive, it's not likely
. that 1 would have done it. Let's see if we can figure out what the motive
was. Why did 1 come? It's so har d to isolate a single motive, especially
when it's truly weighty! Because don't kid yourself. We don't know a thing
about our weightiest motives .. Maybe 1 carne precisely because 1 shouldn't
have come, precisely because we shouldn't see each other. In detective
novels, which are the only ones 1 read nowadays, since 1 already know
('<. <-
Roland Cuckolded by heart, murderers always return to the scene of the l(
<;
crimt.' They're obsessed; they can't tear themselves away from their
victims' corpses. Maybe you're a corpse and don't know it; maybe 1 . "
"Me: a corpse? I'm not in any mood to put up with insults!"
"l 'm not asking you to put up with them. I'm not asking you to put
up with anvthírig. In fact, I'm asking just the opposite. There's something
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that comes between you and me,Lluís. Yes, that's it: there's something in.
the way. You're not a corpse; nothírig of the sort. But with you 1 Can talk
about corpses. You're one of the few people 1 can tal k to about them. The
macabre is banned from polite conversation, like the obscene. The
/
beginning and the end: it's forbidden even to mention them! With you, on
the other hand, 1 can talk about them as casuaUy as about the weather.
You're one of the few people able to listen and even--why deny it?--to
understand. But let's go back to what 1 was saving. What do you think of
women who sell themselves or, to be more exact, rent themselves out? For
a truly modest fee, extremely modest in some cases! Sorne of them would
foHow you to the ends of the earth for a can of condensed milk. But
they're so horribly passive •.. it's like sleeping with a mummy, don't you
think? Sometimes 1 wake up in the middle of the night and suddenly think
l 'm entwined with a mummy for all eternity ... We can deny the
existence of Heaven, even think of it as a Sunday school play. It's hell
whose existence no one can deny. ít foHows us wherever we go, like shit
stuck to the bottoms of our shoea."
"Theology's not my st.rong point," 1 replied, "but 1 imagine that if
there's an afterlife, it would bestrict justice. If we all behaved like you,
if out of some perverse cynicism we dug around in our nastiest wounds,
don't you think we'd all end up as neurasthenic as you? Get it out of your
head that you're more perverse than everyone else. Can't you understand
that it's not.hirrg butpride? We're all buried ina sea of mud, Juli. L've
done t.hírig s that ... L'rn sure you've never sunk so low! We havK to try\\j<J+ t c-,c. s~il-t a )r-
and keep the mud from covering our eyes! Tn. keep iigeej~ he stars ".' ."
"You're inspired today," he interrupted sarcastically, in his bass-
opera voice. He poured another drink from the canteen. "But what do you
know about stars? Does Cruells show them to you through his telescope?
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Bah, nonsense ••. Cruells is not.hírig but a sleepwalker,and if he keeps
wasting hís time star-gazing , he'll never get to be bishop. And anyway,
what wouldn't the stars give to be like us? Let's stick to the subject.
Women aren't mistaken about you; they can see at a glance that you're a
/
man like all the others. I, on the other han d . '.. 'I feel I can talk to you
like a brother ... ' Idiots! Since when could anyone talk to a brother?"
~ ~~Outside, the far-off sounds of battle had _ gradually -r v __j\ away;
pure, moonless night and nothing else. He sipped his cog nac, peering at
the aluminum cup from time to time with his nearsighted gaze like
someone examining arare insecto
"And how they love to confide in me! Once they get started there'sj!~,~::-~-t~ ,
no ~JNo one understands them, peor things! Theyhave such a
desperate need to be understood ... What a nuisance they can be if you
don't watch your ste p."
I listened to his blather, wondering where it would lead.
"It turns out that I have a knack for understanding them, as far as
l!
I've been able to make out. You, on the other handltsince you don't
~-t\l~cí lA..+ '
understand them, you go ~t f'or the jugular. You don't waste timef\ F
understanding them. You plow full-speed ahead. The strangest thing ís that
you and I are attracted to the same women."
"Listen, Juli: stop talk ing nonsense. The same women?"
"Don't make that idiotic f'ace. You look like our economics professor.
You implied as much yourself a moment ago: 'L've done t.hirig s that ... ' I
know exactly what you've done."
"What are you talkirig about?"
"About your latest adventure."
"What adventure?"
"Olivela! And aince we're on that subject, allow me to congratulate
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you. What a dame! Sensational ... She's worthy of those lines by
Baudelaire:
Ce qu'il faut a ce coeur profond oomme un abi
c'est vous, Lady MamrePl1U.4:illSanteau crime . , ."
"Nothing's happened between us , you understand? You must have
gotten these fantásies from ~ novels about . "
"About what?"
"About whores."
He stared at me with his nearsighted gaze, which nonetheless was so
penetrating and sarcastic that it made me blush. And still staring at me,
he slowly said, in his deepest bass voice , "Eppur si mueve."
#
1 would have liked the earth to open and swallow me up. My hands
trembled. 1 could feel my f'ace burning. He'd stopped staring at me and
was drinking a long swig fram the canteen.
"TelÍ me what .Y0U mean," 1 manage d to blurt out. "What you're
imp'lyirig is a dirty líe!"
"Call it what you Iike. You can't convince me that you fabricate
marriage certificates ... for not.hirig, Admit it: that registry was just
what you needed. Now tell me if I'm not a good friend, íf I'm not
generous, if 1 don't fly to the aid of a pal who's in a jamo And with
absolute discretion. Admit that until now it hadn't occurred to you that I'd
left it there. 1 could have sold it to you: supply and demando You
remember our economics professor? A perfect imbecile, unable to even
suspect that there were t.hirig s be yon d supply and demando But I'm an
imbecile too, even if I'm not a pedant. To think that canon law was my
specialty, and eapecially marriages in !3.rticulo mortis ... 1 knew
everything there was to know about them! The association has always
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fascinated me: wedding nights and death; the obscene and the macabre , ,
. One woul d think, therefore, that this idea of a wedding in extremis
would have been mine. But no; ít was he r idea. When I met her, she'd
already figured iit a11out. It's not that she'd studied canon law, but she 's
/
as sharp as they come. Sometimes L'v e even suspected ... "--he looked at
me as though wondering whether to say it--"and why not? He was
certainly a swine, and if we started hypothesizing • "
"I don't understand what you mean."
"Enrique was the last one killed. Why would they save him for last?
He was an utter nonentity. Let's face it: he was a moron, incapable of
~ ~.
~ ?olitical opinions of any sort. I don't even think he was a: Carlist.
Why should the anarchists have had anyt.hírig again st him? The idea of
killing him might have been suggested by someone else . "
"Suggested?"
"Olivela, as you know from experience, has remarkable powers of
suggestion •.. "
"I'l1 never believe that!"--and I suddenly thought of those two
praying mantises.
"So much the worse for you. She's more like a character in a novel
than you think. That was just my point: you don't understand them. Ame
~~
puissante au crime ... Ju st like a novel! She was wasted on you! ±-t'~
! -;""y. ··lf: ~.. .t I.L; -hL !~'V-'- J..- ( .
"If you understand her so well, why didn't you f.erge the ce\tifie~?"
"That idea, like so many good ideas, had one drawback: it wasn't
practicable. You're forgetting that at ~t;me Olivel was in anarchist
territory. I went there secretly, in civilian clothes .. Strictly incog nito, you
might sayo A church wedding in articulo mortis in anarchist territory
wasn't easyto arrange. How could you get an anarchist committee (an d
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don't for get that the mayor and his council had made themselves scarce)
to recognize the monks' signatures and the documents' authenticity?
Olivela, after suggesting the idea--as 1 said, she has remarkable powers of
suggestion, without the suggestion seeming to come from her--backed away
/
f'rom it. She hesitated. tNo; that wouldn't be right. It would be a forgery.'
She spoke as if l'a been the one to propose it. You see, she'd realized
that it couldn't be done as long as the anarchists ruled Olivel, Wealways, .
have parig s of conscience when we have nothing to gain by ignoring them.
The last time 1 saw her, she was sublime. tyou misunderstood me. Let me
tell you l 'm not interested in forgeries, and even less in your
propos itions. ,tI
"What propositions?"
"What propositions do you think? The same ones you made, except
that in your case she said yes, a trivial difference. Oof"--a sigh and a
~~~"~v~.
pause--"Don't you remember your criminallaw? Indecent ~1Vv<>A She has
a very delicate sensibility. 1 don't know if you've noticed. She's ver y pure-
-that Is, emotionless. Because to a greater or le sser degree, emotions are
always dirty, don't deny it. And 1 disgusted he r.r-I filled her with the most
exquisite disgusto 1 could see itin her eyes: a mixture of fear and disgusto
And believe me: dis guatirig someone is difficult. It's hard to keep the
conversation going and lead it arourid to where you want it to go without
someone breaking your train of thought! One day 1 asked her what the
deceased's favorite sexual perversions were. It would be very unusual for a
deceased like him not to practice some kind of sexual perversion . "
"Julí, you're a f'ool."
"T'hank you. Maybe you don't realize that 1 could turn you in as a
.forger and you'd get a few years in prison."
"Do as you like. It's up to you. But think of those two children:
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they' d be bastards again. It
"You did it all for them, right? For those two poor little or pharis.
That's really sublime, Lluís. Corigratulatíons."
"Don't be ~~ Answer me: would you really turn me in?"
"r already have. It
Silence. My hand, which was shakirig , groped for my back pocket, but
I remembered that my pistol wasn't loaded (I always keep it unloaded).
Very calmly, he poured some more cog nac into his cupo
1IIreported what you'd done, Lluís, not to a judge but to your wife.
I told her in full detail about your adventures with the most novelistic
lady in Olivel,"
"You're a jackass. What does Trini have to do with all this?"
"Maybe the jackass is you. You think she has nothing to do with it?
You think just because a woman's yours that you can leave her to fend
for herself? The poor t.hirig s complain that their husbands don't understand
them. 'I'hey complain, and rightly, that their husbands have betrayed t.hern."
I grabbed the canteen out of his hand and f'lun g it at his head. The
cog nac trickled down his face an d stained his pale-blue shirt. Without
altering his expression, he wiped it off with his handkerchief and said ,
"You think I'm insufferable, bút you're the insufferable one. One can't
discuss anyt.hirig with you!"
Puebla de Ladrón, September 19
Two weeks of phantasmagoria for all us poor sleepwalkers .
The f'our-th company was called out of reserve on account of the
enemy's fierce counterattack. We've suffered a lot of casualties.
Now they've gíven us a little rest here in Puebla, wher-e we've been
I
bombarded by howit.zez-s, mortars, and even stray machine-gun bullet.s.
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Their air force shits on us two or three times a day. We have lookouts in
the steepIe to sound the alar m, and that's exactly how they do it: "They're
shitting!" Because they only sound the alarm when they see the planes
release their bombs. If they sounded it every time a squadron passed, we'd
sperid all day in our cave.
Our "cave"is the cellar of the only house still standing, a solid stone
edifice, perhaps from the fifteenth century. The cellar has stone anches.
The bombs reverberate through ít like a prophet's 'voice through
catacombs, and the dust that ~d~wn the winding staircase makes us
cou gh.
-'-'",--
Puebla consists of virtually nothing but this house and a ruined
church. The rest is apile of rubble. The main street if full of parchments
and old documents. A bomb explode d in the parish archives and sent them
flying. 1 don't always go down to the cave when they sound the alarmo
After a while, you get tired of it, Sometimes 1 prefer to watch the planes
release t.hei r bomb s, They look like irisecbs dropping long eggs as they fly
()v-e-u- ,IN:> ,4\.1 amuse myself by reading the documerrts. It's strange how in the
fifteenth century, and even at -the beg innírig of bhe sixteenth, documents
in this area were still written in a mixture of Catalan and Aragonese.
These last two weeks, I've lived as though under the effectsof a
st.rorig dose of cocaine. 1 feel strangely happy. Now 1 know that we
reconquered Puebla, which the enemy had taken in its counteroffensive. We
didn't find a living soul except liceo Incrediblequantities of lice! We never
stop scratching!
Could Igive you a coherent explanation of what 1 did during those
two weeks? No. Battles leave no memories. You do and say t.hirig s as
though someorie else were dictating them to you. 1 vag uely remember that
1 moved--nothing else.
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1 remember a field, barren or covered with stubbl.e. The fascists had
positioned their machine guns as though they'd attended my lecture in
Olivel. The crossfire was at t.he level of our bellies. It was impossible to
move. And the order was to attack--without ccve r. We had no tanks.
Gallart, leading the company, was the first to fall, followed shortly
by the Orator. 1 remember lavender stems bent in the wind.From time to
time one of them snapped, as though cut by an invisible scythé. The
recruits were weeping; it was the first time they'd seen the face of war-,
The other off'icer , one Miralles, fell, and 1 found myself leading three
platoons. We lost almost half the company. We retreated to a grove of
pine and savin trees. Seventy-five caliber shells and mortal' rounds fell
among the pines, but compared to the field, it seemed an oasis of peace.
The wounded posed a problem. We heard them screaming. Some of their
voices broke in a kind of gurgle, like the sound of a cock being beheaded.
We had no way to communicate with the battalion. Behind the grove was
another tr-eeless field, also swept by machíne+gun fire. The recruits
r-ealíze d how forsaken the wounded are. We couldn't even think of trying
to rescue them! We'd lose more men than we'd save, 1 didn't know what to
do. How could 1 get through to the major?
As 1 was wondering, 1 saw an officer advancing with a few sol dier-a
across that field behind uso They crept forward on all fours to dodge the
bullets, but also to run something alon g the grourid. It was Rebull, the
commissar, with a telephone lineo
The major had finally managed to turn him into a sigrial corps
. {)wr L0 UN\--t
of:icer! Incredible as it may seem, when~battalion ","as ~t into battle,
headquarters still hadn't sent us a signal corps off'ice r. So here was
Rebull, replacing the ncn-existent officer as best he cou ld, He manage d to
stay closer to the grourid than the bullets whizzing around him like a
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swarm of mosquitos. He was sweating with terror. I thought of t.hose
stupid practical jokes we'd playe d on him in Olivel; now I could have wept
to see him wor king so har d. I couldn't help embracing hírn, He looked at
me in surprise, his pipe clenched between his teeth, as though my
expan sivene ss had struck him as out of place and sentimental. He handed
me the telephone. Major Rosich was on the lineo
"At your orders, major. Captain Gallart is dead, and l 'm áfraid the
two lieutenants are too. We can't hear their voices. I've taken char ge of
t.he company."
../...,j'Stayin those woods. I'l1 send you a pair of 85-caliber mortars to
)k~\.: cy-
~those damned machine guns ~ up."
"There are lots of wounded, major. They're Iyirig there bleeding in
the field." A l
. m~.~}"Don't try anything until the mortars arrive. ~ finish off the
. fourth company , the only one we have left. They won't take long to get
there. Remember my owl? It died too."
We spent a few days hidírig in that grove. In spite of the mortars,
the enemy machine guns mowed us down every tlme we tried to break out.
We'd finished all our rations an d water.
1 remember our last, desperate sortie as though it were a
hallucination.
The recruits followed me with blind fait.h. I had only one t.houg ht:
keep movirig! I heard the machine guns as t.houg h I were sitting in Uncle
Eusebi's office with his four secretaries all typing away. I heard them, of
course, in front of uso Suddenly I be gan to hear others be hirid uso Were we
trapped? They made a different sou nd: like partridges instead of
typewriters. They were obviously different guns, a different model. They
were our s.
Mortars ain g
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At times we even hear d , borne alorig on gusts of wind,,~ of the
sorig Picó had composed for his gunners:
an d bullets zirig
around the fascists .
The two mortar s kept busy. Wewere under the par-abola traced by
their shells, an d I must say they were doirig a good jobo A lot of them
scored direct hits on the "fascists'" machine-gun ne st.s. Who carne up with
that word? At the front it's what we alway s call t.hem, And the recruits
followed me. Sorne fell; the others didn't even look at them. 'Fhey were in
a trance ... What's this? What else could it be? Barbed wire! How could
we have reached it so quickly?
The mortar s had taken out sorne of the stakes. With our rifle butts
we tried to widen the breaches. Quickly; otherwise no one would be left to
tell the tale. Now we were between the barbed wire and their trenches.
Onlya hundred feet away! A hundred feet uphill; we'd have to make a. ~
dash for it if we wanted to get there alive!
"They're sur render-ing!" I heard people shouting to my left.
I saw a tall, very thin man standing on the parapeto He was dressed
in r-ags, with a two-week beard and covered with dust. A ~~, r
Gl-Lvv ....
thought. What's that~. doirig on the parapet?
"Stop f'ir-irigl They're sur-rendertng!" I heard sorne hoarse shouts from
my meno
It's a shame that it takes longer to describe than to live through a
moment like t.his, Brot.her-s! Stop firing! Let's not kill each other any more!
How could we have been so stupid? How lovely t.hat moment was •.. Had
we died and gone to Heaven? Maybe we were all dead and that fascist
dressed in tatters was an arig el comírig to welcome uso
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The ragged arigel was winking at his men, hidden in their trench. I
¡¡.
I
watched him through my binoculars. And he was secretly motioning to
them with his left han d like an orchestra conductor. Which symphony did
he want them to play? Something in our honor, obvioualy. "T'he Death of
Ase"? I understood it as though L'd read his mind. llave you r greriades
ready, and when they're about to embrace us ...
It was an old trick we'd playe d ourselves in similar circumstances. My
men threw down their rifles to have their hands free, overcome by
enthusiasm. I suddenly remembered that they were r-ecruit.s and didn't know
about such ruses.
"Don't let him fool you!" But they couldn't hear me. Shouts and
confusion; they were entranced by those arms reaching out to embrace
them. My God, how deep the wish to be brothers is!--and how we use it
to kill each other ••. "l diot.s!" I shouted again , but my voice -was lost amid
the uproar. My hand, as though thinking for itself, reached into my back
pocket, an d I found myself holding my piatol. I took careful aim at the
man gesturing on the parapet, Iinirig him up with the shiny sight. Gently
and voluptuously, I squeezed fhe trigger. As I released it, I heard a
ridiculous little click. The pistol wasrr't loaded.
A dead soldier was Ivirig a few feet away. I vaguely recalled t.hat his
name was Esplugues and he was from Arbeca. I took his rifle. Or maybe
his name was Arbeca and he was from Esplu gues. What difference did it
make? That wasn't the point! I felt the recoíl; magnificent! And the ragged
angel fell forward like a puppet.
My men finally understood. Now they understood everything! The
assault was a massacre. They plurige d their knives into the fascists'
bellies--even the ones who were on their knees begging for mercy. My
shouts were lost in the tumulto
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"Stop that, you jackasses! Leave them alone! That's enough killin g!"
At least now they were all dead; we couldn 't kill anymore. Our
throats were parched. What a torment thirst is! Picó manage d to send us
one of his mules with a waterskin. We drank greedily. Though warm and
~ ea-.....~ &.... / -t[.A4+e ~
muddy, it ~ like the most delicious water we'd ever ~.
What a atr ang e calm carne over u s, once we were full of water! We
didn't dare to look at each other, as though we were coridemned f'rom that
X momentkto share a guilty secreto After this, will we ever be able to
look each other in the eye?
An.d then other days, other battles, other trenches. It turned out that
the enemy, unlike us, had three lines of trenches. How demoralizing it
was, after storming one líne , to find another a few hundred yards away.
Everything we'd done counted for nothirig; we had to start all over again.
1 remember a wood burning on three sides. They'd firebombed it, We
couldn't get out. It was a flaming island surrounded by a sea of machine
guris. Weate our half-charred bread. 'I'he. saur smell of that grove has
stayed with me and often returns--and the recrufts' sad, obscene son gs,
We slept as best we could, in little hollows -each man caryed out.
What clear nights! Looking up at the sk y, hearing the whistle of an
occasional stray bullet--and aboye me Cygnus's cross, which Cr-uells had
taught me to find. Gazing up at that starry cross, 1 t.hou ght of you,
Ramon, and of Trini and of our son, and 1 fell asleep reciting a
paternoster. Howwonderfully the four nails on t.hat cross kept me
company, twinkling in the depths of the infinite! MyGod, how helpless wé
all are, and how desperately we need company!
September 21
One thing bothers me. 1 went through that dead secorid lieutenant's
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pockets, as we'd been ordered to do. 1 can tell you: it's the most
obnoxious part of our jobo But it has to be done. You never know what
you might find amorig an enemy officer's papers. Thís one had nothing on
him except some letters: letters from a girl, talking about how they'd get
mar-rie d once the war was overo Four letters he'd kept in a single
envelope. Without this single envelope, 1 wouldn't feel so bewildered. It
turns out his name was Antonio López Fernández.
Olegaria had never told me her grandson was a second lieutenant, but
he might have won his stripes a short while ago, and since she only heard
from him very occasionally, t.hrou gh the lnternational Red Cross ...
I'd rather think it was a coincidence. It's such a common name!
But I still haven't told you the worst part: the next day, when we
were burying the corpses in a big ditch, 1 found that someone had
mutilated hím. They'd cut through his pants ... T'd like to find the
coward who did it and shoot him in front of the whole company.
September 22
This incídent keeps weighírig on my mind. War has some really
horrible aspects. If 1 were killing someone 1 had a grudge against! Or
maybe it's better this way. We'd all die sooner or later, even if t.her-e were
no wars. The bad part, then, ísn't the fact that we kill each other but
rather our hatred. Let's kill each other, aince that's our duty, but without
hatred. As Soleras once put it, "Lebs kill each other like good buddies. If
I'm not sure what 1 should do: write to the girl? Her name and
address are on the back of the envelope: Irene Natalia Royo Jalón.
But what should 1 tell her? "Dear Miss Royo: It is my pleasure to
inform you that I've just killed your fiancé •.• " That's absurdo 1 should
try to for get about it, And it would be so complicated getting a letter
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through to her. By way of the International Red Cross, or t.hr-ough an
embassy ... "Dear Miss Royo: It is with deep r eg ret that 1 must inform
you of Antonio López Fernández's heroic death. Standing bravely on the
parapet as we attacked ..• " 1 don't have to say 1 killed him. "We buried
him with full honor-a, as such a valiant foe deserved." And that mutilation?
Silence! If 1 could find the bastard ... There's a soldier named Pámie s
who looks like it should have been him: a cunriin g , stupid expr es sion;
hunched-over like a whipped dog; a sly grimace like that mummy in the
monastery. But 1 can't shoot aman just because 1 don't like his looks!
1 can't possibly shoot him. It's not customary to shoot mummies. The
í+ vJ7"-'"
quarterma~er carne to tell me ~time to eat. The men were linedup in
front of the huge blackened pot, all dressed in tatters, with matted hair1"- -
and faces black as that pot--not to mention their grubby two-week beards.
It's lucky no one can see his own face, and it's terrifying to think how
we must stink, though luckily , we can't smell it. But at least our eyes
shine, oureyes look .and see; and dream . '1 • They dream of life, of life
hot and strong, without mutilations, that awaits us at the end of the war,
that always awaits uso Beyond all this misery, our- dreams persist in spite
of everything. "Line up , two by two!" They obeyed mechanically, holding
their tin plate s, those plates that are never washed (it's hard enoug h
>< get.tirig water to dr-ink l) and that give a rancid taste to whatever J:~
!t¡,ta .()'\>( ~hem. 1 inspected the men, an d as 1 passed, 1 looked into each one's
I
eyes and read his dreams: maybe a wife or child; maybe a modest little
apartment in Gracia or Barceloneta; maybe a kiss, never given, that would
have shaken the world ... Finally, 1 saw those dreamless eyes, those
mummy-eyes; those crafty eyes of one who believes in nothing. Just as it
had that other time, my mouth filled with spit; but this time the gob
silently hit that face and slid slowly down that stubbly beard like a fat
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worm. Pámies didn't bat an eyelash, the others' eyes were f'ull of their
own dreams, and a vertical cloud of steam rose heavenward from the pot
as in Abel's sacrifice, spreading a heavy wool-like stench: the eternal
mutton they always give uso God Almíghty: why dost Thou suffer Caín's
seed to survive on earth?
It's definitely hard for me to believe that the dead second lieutenant
was Olegaría's grandson. She'd never told me he was en gage d. -Ofcourse,
he could have met thís Irene in fascist territory. She lives far from his
village.~ Those four letters don't offer many clues: that she's not ver y
t,-J.tlL ,R. c.A..VLC-ztI c.\,-J}-
e'tlllttl~, as Picó would say, and precious little else. In particular, there's
an absolutely authentic "I luv you." But then, spe11ing mistakes are so
common ... Do you remember when our cousin Julieta wrote "Dareling
Lluís, I adoor you"?
Falguera de los Cabezos, October 9
The area we'd captured with so many casualties was a barren plain,
the color of gray clay, surrounded by equa11y treeless mountains. Their
peaks resembled geometric forms--pyramids and-truncated conee+-and at
sunrise and sunset, the oblique light cast shar p, angular shadows and the
whole thing looked like the buitrera in Olivel. The place cér taínly had its
t~-v-
.:E.asein¡tien: pure geometry and clean stone. Life is dirty. Leavirig Chilte
and Puebla de Ladrón behind, we wandered with what was left of our
battalion through that lunar landscape f'ull of craters. Nowwe were the
advanced pocket behind the enemy's lines.
Once we got cut off. It was two days since we'd eaten or drunk. We
were on the north side of a hill, where the enemy's artillery couldn't
reach us , but all the escape routes were covered by their mortars and
machine gun s. Two officers from our service corps manag ed to slip past
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them with a mule. As they were corning back, a shell burst a few feet
from the animal, and its belly opened like ~ big flower. Three days late!"
its smell reached us , carried by the breeze--what a cynical smell, amid all
that silence! Why can't we be solid, like statues? L"
{ V\,(l e: ,'') ti.. l c...A-/-"-
Nowwe're far from that plain. The~I1IJ{s -gíven up an exteriaive
--l.k\area instead of fíg ht.ing over our advanced positions as we thoug ht be
" ~
would. There's a long valle y between us , one to five miles wí de , that's
become "no man's larid." Its four or five hamlets are intact but deserted.
Los Cabezos is a mountain range covered with pines, cool and
verdant. It has spr-ing s and brooks. The shepherd's hut where I'm staying
is near one of them, and I can swim in a pool where the water reaches
my neck. The leaves on the elms and poplar s come in a thousand shades,
from yellowish green to reddish purple, and there are some lush meadowsto
by the brook. Men from the villages 7C our rear pasture cows and goats.
Life in those village s quickly returned to normal once a new front had
been established. I don't think they care much that a different flag now
flies aboye the positions that protect them. As Olegaria used to say,
"We're all the same."
The area around here is more rarige than farmland. There are no
tilled fields, but the sound of tinkling bells is delightful after so many
weeks of rattling machine guns and bursting shells. The goatherds sell us
milk that otherwise they would throw away, sine e the locals never drink
it. Their herds consist of mountain goats with long, silky hair and gracef'ul
horns.
Every day, when the sun sets, the woodpeckers at the bottoms of
wooded gorges make a sound that, with a little imagination, you might
take for a whíriny , which is why the locals call them "horses." It's their
way of bidding farewell to the dying day. After that, all you hear is
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hooting owls and cacklírig coal tits.
But the woodpecker's farewell doesn't express melancholy; on the
contrary, it's full of optimism and good cheer. Late one afternoon 1 was
alone in a pine grove. Lyin g on a bed of pine needles, 1 was smoking and
daydreaming. 1 kept so still that the woodpecker didrr't notice me. He was
busily wor.kírig on a tree trunk with pecks so fierce that they resounded
like blows from a hamme~ficth~e. The rays of sunfig ht filtering
through the boughs sometimes struck pis feathers, which flashed crimson,
green, and yellow speckled with black and white. With his claws embedded
in the trunk, he must have been engag ed in an extremely important píece
of work, sínce he didn't notice me slowly approachíng. When he finally
spotted me, ínstead of flyíng off he moved to the other side of the trunk.
He stuck his head out to see what 1 was up too 1 also went around to the
other side, and he repeated the operation as though we were playirig hide-
and-seek. He kept sticking his head out, and his bright, appr-ehe nsive eyes
were a joy to behold. I tried to catch him.sat which point he flew off,
callirig loudly as though he wanted to warn every bird in that grove.
From the top of Cabezo Mayor, on very clear days, you can make out
a bluish line on the misty horizon, lost in the distance to our northeast.
Sometimes I sit on a high rock and spend a long time with my binoculars,
trying to see those peak s covered wíth snow all year round. My heart tells
me that they're the be gírrnirrg of Catalonía. l've been away for almost a
~
year and a half; ayear and half without seírig Trini or our son. Up till
1'-
now I haverr'f felt homesick. Why this change? 1 canfeel something
strange that weighs on my chest; no, it isn't my chest. It's in my stomach.
As though l'd eaten something bad , something that bothers you until you
finally throw itup.
The paramedíc visíts me from time to time with his telescope. We
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gaze at Venus, which now sparkles like a trembling tear, till well after
sundown. It'sin its "maximum elon gat.ion ," Cruells told me. His telescope is
a.nineteenth-century sea captain's spyglass--or did 1 already describe it to
you?--whose parts fit inside each other. Packed up , it's less than a foot
long, but assembled it's more than a yard. These last few eveníng s.i venus
has looked like the slenderest sliver of new moon. That high rock is our
observatory, where the treetops don't come between us and the sky.
One evening, as we were sitting on that famous rock amusing
ourselves by lookirig at the crescent moon's craters and seas, he suddenly
asked me if 1 was feeling all right.
"Not bad. Why do you ask?"
"You look pale, as though you'd eaten something that didn't agree
with you."
1 stared in him in surprise.
"T've been feeling this way for a whíle. There's something weighing
on me inside. Maybe it's nonsense, but it upset.s my stomach. How do you
vomit up nonsense? Can you hear my confession?"
He shook his head gravely.
"L'm not ordained."
"1 don't care about that. AH1 want is for you to listen to me.'Who
else can 1 te11? 1 don't know if 1 believe in God, and maybe deep down 1
don't care one way 01' the other. But what+s undeniable is that there's a
weight in my stomach."
1 told him about that second lieutenant, inclu dirig the mutilation.
"1'11never rest easy till l 've shot the son of a bitch who •.. tI
"What good would that do?" He shook his head agaín, "He's dead;
don't worry about hírn; You did your duty and he did his. Pray for his soul
and stop freUing about him, believe me. That's what war is Iike."
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"Bu t what if he's Olegaría's grandson?"
"That's not likely. It'd be too much of a coincidence. Olegaria's
grandson probably doesn't have enou.gh education to be an officer. He
probably can't read or write."
"But that's not rea11y it. It's much, much more than that poor dead
mutilated officer. Basica11y it's the same old story: the obscene and the
macabre. Maybe this mutilation's a ritual that dates from prehistoi"ic times
and has been perpetuated throughout history. Melo mentions cases of it
during the seventeenth-century Catalan uprising. You can also see it in
several of Goya's etchings of the guerrilla war againat Napoleon. How does
this ritual pass from one war to the next, when they're sometimes
hundreds of years apart and the men who perform it have no notíon of
history? It must come from our instincts. So what instincts do we have?
God Almighty , what are our instincts? You're right: the best thing is to
f'orget about it. And after a11... after a11,that second lieutenant was
asking for it! Who forced him to stand on j.hat parapet, the dumb son of a
bitch? Couldn't he see he was goírig to get hurt? There are' other t.hirig s
that give me a knot in my stomach. It's not that second lieutenant. L'm a
second lieutenant too, and sooner or later 1'11die too. He would have
killed me if 1 hadn't killed him; so we're even. Requiescat in pace. The
he ll with him."
Cruells's lips moved almost imperceptibly.
"Don't start praying now. Don't be an asahole. You'll have plenty of
time latero Now listen to me."
;X And I blurted out t.he whole story ~ me and Olivela, without
hiding anything.
"So you can see what l 've come too 1 don't care much about the
for.ger y, to tell the truth. It's poor Trini 1 keep thinking of, so resigned .
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I left her all alone to fend for herself and led my life as though she
didn't existo My life, or whose? It's true that we have modern ideas, that
the idea of not getting married in a religious or civil ceremony carne from
both of u s , and maybe even more from her, since her family's anar-chiat,s.
Modern ideas o o o if I told you o o o ls that any reason to leave a woman
all alone and not give a damn what becomes of her? Is that what modern
ideas amount to? I told Olivela that for her l'd be willing to leave Trini o
"
"To leave Trini? You wouldn't really have done that, would you?"
"At the moment o o oLater, of course, I would have hated myself for
it, but at that moment I didn't know what I was sayírig, You, of course,
have never been in a situation like thís. It's hard for you to under-atan d.
If you don't exaggerate a little you ean't get them to love you, Falling in
love isn't about halfway measures; it's either sublime madness or o o oThey
have an extremely subtle sense of these t.hírig s. If you're not goírig to play
o.....~ S cr-....'.~1L-)
for keeps, then don't play at all! They're ~6fnend~s, Cruells; much better
than we are. Ask them to risk everything, life and death, peace and quiet,
c;Lv0'.~5 tfV.F~~
and they'll follow you to the erids of the ear-th. They're keIRen1~sj
, .
Cruells! It's not strange that women attract us so much when they're a
thousand times better than we are!"
"You talk as if this weren't your first adverrtu re."
"My first? Cruells, you're forgetting that L'm not a semínartan, My
first? God Almighty, if we went further back o • owe'd never end! Besides,
so much t.ime/s gone by that I wouldn't even remember sorne of them.
That's before the war, old hat! I repented before it was too late; please,
let's not talk about stuff that's over and done wíth. Out of all-those
women, there's orily one I think about sometimeso' I got myself into a jam
oo • and what a jam, God Almighty! Trini never suspected,of course.
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Maybe the worst thing is once you've gotten into a situation where there's
no way out, you can't tell the one person you could really open your heart
to and also take a load off your conscience: your own wife. You have to
keep it bottled up inside. At that time it wouldn't have occurred to me to
confess like L'm doírig now. 1 went through a rough period, believe me.
She was divorced, with a couple of kids she had to supportby herself
because her husband had skipped town. She'd had the bright idea of
marrying a South American, who vanished without a trace when she got
pr eg narit the second time. To support her se lf and the kids she played bit
parts in music halls on the Carrer Nou and lived in a rooming house on
Carme Street. Dark-skinned, a real knockout, with black hair down to her
waist and eyes r ig ht out of The Arabian Nights, but what a moron ...
God, was she stupid! She read trashy novels and listened to soap operas on
the radio. She acted like they were God's own truth and quoted whole
lines from the dialogues. 1 don't know how 1 stood it! 1 remember one time
she told me, 'Leve is masculine, but passion is feminine' (she always
~ . J
delivered ~e lineJ:n Castilian). Because she considered herself
passionate, and maybe she was, The problem was, she was passionate with
so many gu ys. If 1 told you sorne of the sordid situations 1 got myself
ínto, what 1 had to put upwith because 1 couldn't find the strength to
break off with that idiot! 1 was hooked, like other people are on cocaine,
and it lasted for months and months. 1 felt sullied, destroyed, as though
l'd fallen in a well and couldn't climb out by myself. Who could lend me a
hand? The only person who could have helped me atthe time was Trini,
and she was the last person 1 could tell what was happening. 1 spent a
few months in hell, completely out of touch with Trini and with the whole
world, as though they'd walled me up in a durigeon. Sensual women disgust
me, they've always disgusted me, and this one was no exception. How can
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you explain that mystery: t.hat you could be so hooke d on a woman who
also revolts you? And even so, she was a thousand times better than me, a
t.hou san d times more generous and giving. Anyway , why should we talk
about her now? It's alllike a dream. I can't imagine anymore how that
dope could rule my life like she did for four or five months • "
"Poor Lluís," was Cruells's only comment.
"But none of them got to me like Olivela! None! Of course, it was
because Olivela ... because Olivela turned me down; that must be the
reason. What a mighty fortress! If you could have seen me makirig a fool
of myself ... It's another diabolical trick of passion that what we ache
for most is precisely what we can't get! Olivela's not a thousand times but
a million times better than me, even if what Soleras suspects is true. It's
just a hypothesis, youknow? And after all, Enrique was a perfect
¡( scoundre~~the most despicable type of scoundrel: a craven scoundrel.
Naturally, she looked out for herself and took advantage of my stupidity
to assure her children's future. She everr.gave me sorne good advíce. Would
you believe it? I doubt that any man ever found himself in such a
ridiculous situation! "Mar r-y Trini and for get about this useless nonsense.'
That's advice, isn't it? Sensible advice; no one can ar gue about that ...
the only problem was that--how shall I put it--I wasn't Iookin g for advice
but ... aw, the hell with it! I really made a fool of myself that time!
Now don't go blabbing about forgeries, sayirig your conscience won't let
you keep quiet! You'll screw up the lives of two kids who never did
anything wrong."
"Peor Trini," he muttered. "Are you two planning to get married
soon?"
"Get married? But how? In a church? We're both atheists. In a
governmentoffice? Why should we believe in the state more than in the
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Church?"
Crue.lls gazed at me very seriously through his spectacles, silently
ag reeín g with what l'd sai d, Histelescope lay forgotten on the rock beside
uso He glanced at his watch.
"l'd better get goirig, Doctor Puig is waiting for me at headquarters.
It's a two-hour hike, You're righter than you realize. If marriage isn't a
sacrament, what is it? Otherwise night will fall before 1 get the re."
"1 don't want to hear any sermons. Sermons are depressing. They're
like the mess they feed us, the same for everyone, when everyone feels
that his problems are unique. Don't be like Father Gallifa, who ruined
everything with his sermons when the look on his face already said it all.
b\..ktv.: ~--':)
What do we mean when we say "sacr amerrt"? 1 know it has to do wlth the
.. r-
ceremony; you don't have to tell me. 1 got as good a grade as anybody in
canon law and 1 know Adam and Eve didn't go through any oeremony.
They just went right ahead. But how can you ten when it's a sacrament?
How can you tell when aman and a womanJare each other's Adam an d
Eve? Wait; listen to me. It's goirig to be a while before night fans. Let's
take Enrique as an example. Enrique! There's someone who had no sense of
shame! Did you know he wanted to sell his castle and estates to set up a
sock factory? Not to run it himself, naturally. He'd found a partner from
Reus who promised him a fortune if he'd invest twenty thousand pessetes.
"l'her es no business like socks,' he apparently told hirn, 'Ever y day they
wear out quicker. The more of a hurry people are in, the more their feet
sweat.' But let's forget about socks and get back to marriage. If Enrique
had married someone else with a full ceremony, which of the two, in God's
eyes, 'would have been his Eve?"
"God knows; that's not for us to decide. But as for you , your Eve is
Trini. You know that as well as 1 do. You know what that funny feeling is
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in your stomach? It's God's claw. What a great poet Baudelaire was!"
1 warrte d to shout after hím, "Come back! Explain to me about God's
claw!" but he hurried off down the path and soon was hidden by the
kermes oak and savín,
Falguerade los Cabezos, October 10
If the wind is blowing right, we sometimes hear snatches of chimirig
churchbells from sorne village or other ... in enemy territory, of course,
since there's not a single churchbellleft in ours. But what a comfort they
are! 1 feel happy. 1 dreamt A Trini last night. Would you believe l'dr-
never dreamt a&t her before? It's a pity the dream was so incoherent,
A
but 1 could see her very clearly. She was smilirig at me, and there were
b"ct-
tear s in her eyes--her eyes, like those of a wise..a¡\ trusting child.
¡
And on this Sunday morning, hearing some village's far-off
churchbells, Iyirig beneath a pirie tree, enjoying the ripe, mid-October sun,
I thought how happy she, I, and our son could be he re ... Why not?
With a cow and a few goats, fa!' from everybody. Let them leave us alone
for a whi1e! Those anoriymous chimirig bells sometimes mixed with the bells
on the anímals, and 1 kept thnking how lovely everything would be if it
were nice and simple.
But so many others have had that thought and so many more will
have it ... Everything so lovely if it were nice and simple •.. We'd
have to start by being simple ourselves. We'd hav e to start by being solid
like statues, without all these loathsome complications we cart around
inside us without realizing it.
The desolate plains around Puebla de Ladrón don't chan ge from
season to season except in temperature. They're like ovens in ~ummer
and iceboxes in winter. The vegetation looks the same all year round. It's
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pleasant to be in this neck of the woods, so different, and to come face
to face agaín with living--or rather dying--nature. To find that the leaves
are turning gol.d or crimson, that autumn is charig ing everything from the
ínside, that the woods are suddenly full of wild mushrooms. My orderly
gathers a basketful every day , and we eat them grílled. One time he even
brought me sorne wild honeycombs. His face and hands were horribly puffy,
but he assured me that he didn't feel a thing. Apparently if you have
enough st.ings they stop hurting. The honey was a little tart but delicious.
We have another dessert that's even better: grapes, from abandoned vines
in no man's land, that have turned into raisins and are sweet as can be.
The natives are appalled to see us eating wild mushrooms. "T'hat/s
food for goats," they mutter in disgust--they, who eat revolting gar bag e
like mortajo as though it were a dish fit for a king. You can't get them
to drink a glass of milk for love or money. "That's for sick people; it'd
upset our stomachs. It
Ourfootsteps in the woods send all.Lhe thrushes f'lyirig , and those
birds with such weird beaks--I think they're called crossbílls. High aboye
us, vultures glide toward the plairis around Chilte and Puebla de Ladrón,
the scene of our recent battles. They surely see no difference between a
battlefield and a buitrera. As híg h as them or higher, we can see stor ks
headirig south for the winter. They're the first birds to migrate , winter's
shock brigade.
You can see how calm life is after those nig htrnar-ish weeks. One
thing has stayed with me: 1 can't fall asleep without reciting a paternoster
to Cygnus's cross. "Take up the cross and follow me." Didn't your god say
something like that, Ramon? Among all the many gods , the only one who
interests me is the one who became aman. Why should the others interest
me if we've never interested them? If there is a God, He would have to
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become aman. How could He not do so? How could He leave us all alone
with our terrible intelligence--our lucidity in the void, an insignificant
fi.refly in the eternal, endless sea of darkness that surrounds us? If this
were the case, if we were alone, when we gaze at the night sky, the
vision of outer space would make us freeze in terror: an empty space,W-<-~¡.;J~unimaginably chilly, forever black, the universe's i~Gem:YJ.,--4'4):8i~1@
backdrop.
Why, then, does the night sky soothe us, keep us company, reassure
us? Why? Who keeps us company? Who?
So many t.hirig s exist without rhyme or reason. Couldn't God exist
too?
Falguera de los Cabezos, Monday, October 11
My promotion to lieutenant finally came through. The letter specifies:
"with the duties of an artillery captain. ti Major Rosich visited my hut in
.~
persono He was as sozzled as back in the good old days in Olivel. He
.vJ.)
embrac~d me, ~y moved as if they'd made me commander of the Holy
Roman Empire. 1 pointed out to him that our battalion has no artillery
(those 85-caliber mortars beloriged to the other brigade, and once the
fighting was over they took them back ).
"Dorr'f worry about that, Lluís. 1'11buy you sorne!"
For the moment, since the aboye merrtíorie d artillery doesn't exist,
I'm stillleading whats left of the fourth company. Every night 1 make my
rounds, and when I've finished, 1 sit down someplace where no one can
see me and search for Cygnus's cross. It's turned into a real obsession!
What is a cross? A simple, clever device invented by some ancient genius,
a device to prolong one's agony ... An atrocious thing. "Take up your
cross and fo11owme." Is suffering, then, the only way?
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Eheu, fugaces •.•
Olivel de la Virgen, October 15
I'm back in Olivel,with a 1020fever. A throat infection 1 picked u~
~vvL C'.N"""",'~'~ 0A (¡~~& {U> (Ot.k "'C o") ,'~~, \. vv?
on~bez~'s icy peak~ ThQyga e us a:e ect:i;ueleav.e to reorg~nité our
battalion in Olivel (only 150of our 500menwere stfll alíve) while we
awaited new recruits.Our return was sad. In rag s, our toes stíckíng out of
the cracks in our shoes, líce-eaten, many with scabies--and the day of our
arrival was overcast and depressing, dark at midday ás though níght had
fallen. Howdifferent it all was from that other day when weHrat got
here.
I'm back in my old bed. What a comfort this familiar saggtng
mattress is! What if that second lieutenant was reaHy him? Don't think
about ít; don't drive yourself crazy. It's over and done with. The bedroom
still smells ~ bittti!<1Z almonds. Picó, Cruella, the major, and the doctor
wouId sit around my bed and chat, and through my stupor 1 thought how
unknown they'd seemed ~ when 1 saw them fQu.rmonths ago in Castel
de Olivo.Nowwe're like family. The doctor gave me some pills. I don't
know what was in them, but amazing as it may sound, they brought' down
my fever. Olegaria also put in her two cents' worth. Without tellíng the
doctor, she brewed herbal teas 1 had to d:dnk pípíng hoto She even rubbed
my back with a gr-ílled tomato. She wouldn't have been able to sleep
without gtvíng me this treatment, which she claims is infallible for throat
infections, and after all, what harm can it do? It didn't hurf me to let her
rub me down, and it made her happy •.•
Every time she does something for me, she thinks someother old
lady is doíng the same for her grandson, wherever he may be. Her
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gr-andson ••. Maybeif 1 talked it over with her L'd find out once and for
all whether her grandson was a second iieutenant and was erigaged to a
gir'l named Irene. But every time I'm about to raise the subject, 1 find 1
can't get the words out. The only thing I've dared to ask discreetly is the
date of his last letter, in the hope that it was after our battle.
~t-.e J...., f cr _ ~
~nfortunately, it's ~ á long~ before the fighting around Chilte-/-
they only hear from himonce every three or four months, and the route
ts extremely ciruitous. 1 dorr't even knowwhere he was at the time, since
inthe enemy camp they 've forbidden soldiers to say where they are--
something we should do too.
One eveníng, as we were chat.ting, a soldier carnein with marchíng
orders they' d just received from the br-ígade. Itwas totally unexpected,
since our new recruits still hadn 't arrived and the battalion is as
undermanned as when they sent us here to rest and reot-ganíee, An ur-gent
order from the dívíaíon, The enemy had launched a counteroffenstve. We
had to be on the battlefield by dawn. 'I'he.dívíaíon was mustering all its
available forces, however ragged they míght be. 1would stay behind in
Olivel,alone with my infected throat.
They didn't seemvery cheerful; in fact, quite the opposite. "This
time~ere won't be a single man left to tell the tale.:r::d to think 'that
those flatfeet ... " Picó snuck off with my tobacco pouch; the major
swiped my raincoat. They thought I didn't notíce, but 1was watchíng out
of the corner of my eye. Whatcould 1 say? 1 didn 't need the stuff, and
they're convinced that my possessions are "Iucky." Youcouldn't have
gotten them to accept poor Gallart's overcoat for anything on earth! I've
comethrough every battle unscathed, and now !'ve got a magriíf'ícerrt
throat infection. So much luck must be due to the virtues of my pouch,
and raincoat. But when 1 saw the doctor, after gívíng memy Pyramidon
"You'll be all alone in Olivel."
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(the brand name of my pills), alípptng my pipe into his pocket, 1 couldn't
~ r.h/·Y resist .. v, ~~ "Tu guogue~'v
"Listen, Lluís: you think just because I'm a doctor that 1 don't have
the same neuroses as everyone else?"
Only Cruells had stayed behínd, gazirig at me silently with those owl-
eyes 1 find so reassuring. He stared at me as though it pained him to
Ieave.
"That's I:ight, Cruells, and to tell you the truth, I'm glad. I'm sick of
fighting."
"I'm worried about you. Relapses can be dangerous."
"Are you talkíng about my infection?"
"Youknow what I'm talkíng about."
"You're wrong. I'm cured. All those nights beneath the Cygnus cross.
1 prayed a lot, Cruells, even if you don't believe me."
"Whyshouldn 't 1 believe you?"
"Listen, 1 even prayed durtng our battles, but don't laugh at me!
When1 curled up in a ditch, wrapped in that raincoet the major swiped,
trying to sleep while 1 listened to whistling stray bullets, 1 stared at that
starry cross and prayed. fI'm a jerk, Lord, a jerk! Uncle Eusebi is a
thousand times better than me, and so ís Olivela. L'm not so sure, about
Enrique, but who knows ... Everyone, evervone's better than me, God.
Have mercy on me, even though no one's a bigger jerk. ,,,
"People don't say the prayers they want to say; they say the prayers
they can say," Cruells replied, serious as always.
1miss my battalion. It's the first time I've been alone since 1 joined
ít, Today 1woke up without a fever and 1would have even gone outdoors
if it hadn't been so dark and raíny, which is profoundly depressing in a
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village that's already in a kind oí dip. Olegaria looks after me like the
apple of her eye: chicken soup, cups of ore gano tea witñ:í-umand sugar,
fresh goat's milk, Youcan't get it out of her head that her grandson has
a t.hroat infection exactly like mine. A throat infection! 'I'hat poor dead
~ mutilated second lieutenant!
Frommy room, I can hear the víllage children playing in the main
X square in~~,the rain. I miss my battalíon like one of those IitUe
rascals would miss the rest if he were locked in his room. "L'mthe lord of
the castle; you have to obey me!" I hear one of them shout, I peer
through the half-closed shutter~. Isn't that Olivela's oldest son, Enrique
Junior? ••. Whenshe was pregnant with this snot-nosed kíd, they
smeared her doors with shít to universal acclaím and wit.hthe old ladies'
special blessing. Before, the kids wouldn't play with him; now they look up
to him, They obey hím. And how! If anyone hesitates, he gives him a swift
kíck+-and the others all find it just and proper.
October 16
I went outside today. It's odd Olivela hasnttseen fit to ask how I
was doíng in all these days. I don't mean she was supposed to visit me,
but should could have sent her hired hand. Maybe she's worried about
what people would say, or maybe she doesn't care about meanymore. I'm
an orarige she's squeezed dry •
.I went for a walk outside town. The red and yellow leaves on the
poplars along the Parral have begun to falloThe river looks much fuller
than when I rode along it on Bellota. What's become of her? Has she
forgotten me too?
That pineg rove where cicadas sang is now silent and smells of damp
earth .instead of resino The cold weather is starting; I could use the
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raincoat those idiots swiped froID me.
Everyone in town is busy with the saffron harvest, which has been
very good. The streets are covered with petals, which also float down the
Parral. Their perfume, not as intense but similar to roses, wafts from
every doorway. ~young and old, men and women, sit in low chairs with-/'--bíg baskets on either side of them. They take the blossoms from one, pull
out their crimson pistils, toss the piatils in the other basket and throw
away the violet flowers. Later they'll toast these pistils, whose dry powder
is saffron, worth its weight in gold, Olivel's treasure.
Sitting by the riverside, 1 watch thousands and thousands of violet
petals float by. There are so many that in some places they cover the
entire river, creating a very st.range effect.
The scent of saffron ends up obsessing you. And+- l'm not sure why--
it makes me think of her,
After lunch, Olegar'ía left me alone in the house, She had to irrigate
her vegetable plót; otherwise, she'd lose hez- turn till next week. There's a
strict system for sharing the water from the river.
This was the chance l'd been wait.íng foro My room's on the ground
, v
floor; hers is upstais. 1 snuck into it like a thief. The door was closed but
('--
not locked. The stuffiness of a bedroom never aired suddenly hit me like
someone's breath in my face. lnside, it was pitch black, Olegaria only
opens the shutter-s on special occasions, like that other time. 1 could
hardly imagine that one day l'd sneak back by myself ••• I groped my
way over to the window. If she came in unexpectedly, what would 1 say?
Anything but the truth. Let her think 1 was goíng to rob her , anythíng, 1
don't careo
I sat down on the bed. She has five mattreSses stuffed with wool, as
is customary and traditional with double beds in these parts. You sin k into
--
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them as into a cloud, because thev 're unquilted and therefore ahapeleas.
Olegaria's only visited Barcelona once in her Iífe, She had to see an eye
doctor; she'd begun to get cataracts. The thing that most stuck in her
memorywas the mattress. "Gosh, how can they sleep on something that
hard?"
, :lt
The photos looked down at me from their ~d frames. That foroed
smile, that frontal stare, the hair and eyebrows blackened with charcoal .
• . altogether, how idiotic! And especially you, you big jerk: who told you
to stand on that parapet?
That deep crease on the left side of his mouth, like a precocious sign
of liver trouble: didn't the second lieutenant have it too? Bah; after all,
everyone looks like everyone else! Whentwo people look alike, one always
looks more alike than the other. What does it mean to look alike? What
does it mean to have liver trouble? Aman who's just been struck, maybe
in his liver, by a Mauser bullet fired at thirty paces--it's understandable
that he míght look as though he had Iíven.trouble. Whoamong us, in
comparable circumstances, wouldn't have a sickly expression on his face?
This bedroom is stuffier than Father Gallifa'~ cell, which is saying a
loteAnd these touched-up photos ••• Whocan say for sure that they
present an accurate likeness? Especially this one, where he's takíng his
First Communionside by side with his grandmother, 1 mean his great-aunt,
¡¿¿JvI../VJ¿~
thanks to the miraculous handiwork of a photog rapher who thus =».
~lf twenty duros ••• twenty duros! That bastard, fleecing the
innocent! And this hideous frame, a gift from that "lady." "Areal lady: she
was our schoolteacher." What else except complications and unpleasantness
can you expect from people like these?
Olivel. the 17th
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It's SO cloudy out that ínstead of goírig for a walk 1W9Rt in,~the
tavern. Melitona carne and went, swayirig her butt as usual. Poor Gallart:
how lonely he looked, lyíng in that fíeld ..• The cornmissar had a
peculiar reaction: in all the days we spent in Olível the second time
around, he never once set foot in the tavern. "It wouldn't be right for me
to go without Gallart."
The major's written to me: "Stay in Olivel. These operations have
been botched. Wait for usoWe'll be back in a few days."
Is there something in Olivel's air that goes to my head? Why do 1
feel so good here? Autumn's thousand hues, flights of migrattng birds,
falling leaves, the river's gur-glíng waters--everything seems to say, "Don't .
let the best years of your life slip away. You only live once. Your minutes
flow toward nothingness Iíke saffron petals on the Parral .•• Your
minutes, which could be so wonderful!" l'd trade everything for one instant
of glory!
The day before yesterday was my t:wenty-sixth birthday. Lonly
ti- remembered it today. Awave of melancholy crept over me, like ~
for gotten music. Like some music that perhaps was_marvelous but we didn't
realize that when we heard it. And now, when we've forgotten ít, we
suddenly realize ... God, what becomes of the years we've lived?
#
This morníng, without notícíng, unconscíoualy, 1 found myself climbírig
the hill to the castle. Fortunately, 1 stopped myself in time. Where am 1
gotng? Why should 1 visit her? What would 1 say?
Olivel. the 18th
1 visited the castle.
Her hired hand led me to the attic, which L'd never seen before.
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There are eíght or nine enorrnous roorns, divided by continuations of the
walls below. The slopíng cetlíngs follow the lines of the roof, which is
supported by huge bearns. Where did they find such gtgantíc trunks? They
rnust have bee n centuries-old walnut trees; walnut trees like sorne I've
seen on rny rides along the Parral, seerning to touch the heavens with
their crests and hell with their roots.
Among these enorrnous bearns, not only on the south side but on the
n~rth ~ as well, are s~allows' nests, nests shaped differently frorn the
ones amorig the gables. I gather that each type is built by a different
species of swallow. But now there are no swallows. Geckos, however, still
scurry about. In sorne of the walls--they were never plastered--you can
see hollows that look like they míght be owls' nests. The untiled floor
creaks and rattles as you walk. There's lots of junk in the corners. An
antdque dealer would find more than one interesting piece. There are
worrn-eaten walnut chests, sorne with Gothic crests; desks with drawers
~\ I '~c~~*' (~(¡\pV\..J )
míaaírig; oadira de fr0-.- with broken lega; enorrnous baroque braziers; iterns
I can't even identify. My attention was caught by three paínttngs leaníng
agaínst the wall so that I could only see their backs, They're very big and
each has holes in the canvas.
She was in the srnallest of the rooms facing south. Instead of broken
furniture, it had cages with rabbits and hens and a srnall dovecote. On top
of two old crates, there was a reed rnat strewn with figs she'd floured and
left to dry in the sun.
She was sitting in a ~hair, busy with the saffron like everyone
else. Her aona, each seated on a stool between two baskets, did the same
with intent expressions on their faces. At that moment, a ray of sunlíght
broke through the clouds and, seemírig to shirnrner with tiny droplets, carne
to rest on the youngeat one's haír. I'd never realized how blond he ís, His
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hair sparkIed like old gold on an altarpiece.
Withoutrising or layirig aside her work, she asked meto sit down in
another chair. Friendly and courteous. Nothingmore. 1 didn't knowwhat
to say, so 1asked what those three pictures were.
"Enrique's ancestors. The anarchists enjoyed usíng them for tar get
practice. I brought them up here because I felt they were frowning at me."
"Doyou mind if 1 look at them?"
CA.....
Three equestrian portraits that, aside from beíng period pieces--from
Í'---
different periodJ: each case-- have nothíng special to recommendthem.
Third-rate provincial painting, of a sort that one can truly say gaíns with
the paasage of time, since as years go by they darken and the details are
harder to makeout. 1 imagine they depict, respectively, the deceased's
grandfather, great-grandfather, and great-great-grandfather, to judge from
the differences in costume. AHthree, very dressed-up and very stiff on
~~~»: their ho~ses, stare straight ahead without the sltghest ;:;~ of irony, left
hands on their pommelsand right hands on their bridles. In fact, they
have the same rigid, frontalstare as Olegaría's grandson, but whereas the
grandson's lack of irony goes with a kind of ínnocence, the three
equestrian portraits share the sameeyes, somewherebetween stupid and
roguísh, that grace the photo of their descendente Beneath the hor'ses"
front hoofs, rearing up spiritedly, there's an aristocratic coat of armst' ~
)
identicaI, of course: a silver olive tree on á. vert field, if I remember my
heraldry right. Olivela's sons haven't a trace of those neighborhood-
grocer's eyes. They don't resemble any of these characters in the least--or
Enrique either! The perfect motto for that crest would be: "In Godwe
trust; all others pay cash."
"Oneday you'Hhave to get them restored. After all, they're your
children's ancestors." ,
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"Yes, of course. Dorr't think 1 haven't t.hought of it."
Withadmirable deftness, she pulled the pistils from the flowers. All
around her, the attic's warped floor was covered with petals. The scent
seemed to emanate not from the flowers but from her. Bent over her
work, she didn't look at me. 1 gazed at her in silence.
"Mar-iade Olivel ••• " I mumbled, and then fell silent agaín, What,
could I have added'Jra pro nobis?"
She glanced up. There was that shadowy Iíght in her eyes that I
know so well,
"Did you say something?" Her contralto voice sounded utterly casual,
without a trace of the tremolo that had so troubled me. Had 1 dreamt that
tremolo? Could that voice ever have trembled?
"Yes, but 1 don't remember what I was goirig to sayo I think it had
~v<- .
to do with th6sj\.saffron flowers. Or maybe with praying mantises. I don't
know if you've ever read a book called The Wonders of Instinct: Chapters
in the Psychology of Insects, by a Provencal named Fabre. Very
interesting. 1was charmed by ít when I read it years ago; I was fourteen
'1-- or fifteen ~liIr~ at the time."
"I thought you were talkíng about our patroness."
"Yes; that too. Whynot? Wecould mixthe Virgin up in ít, sínce
you're named after her. Maria de Olivel, Olivela ••• what a lot of work
for those tiny pistils! And thepetals, so f'ragrant, are thrown away, good
for nothírig. The river's full of them; it looks purple in the dístance,"
"They're good for nothíng," And agaín she bent over her work. Her
fingers never stopped for a second. ()".(l" \
. l\.?ov<- "'-lVV ~ ..Á- \.. ./.;'
"Yes, of course they're good for nothíng, Instincts are prOdi1\])~ but
what's the good of them, really? What's the good of life itself if we miss
out on the one thíng that matters?"
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"Whatare you talkíng about now?" \
"Howshould I know? There are so many possible hypotheses! So many
hypotheses! Somepeople hypothesize without realizing what they're doirig:
Santiaga, for instance ... "
. (~:_:1
She looked at meas though she were thinkin~"He's gone ~."
Once he'd started hypothesizing, why didn't Soleras go further? These
children, so blond, with such big eyes: their mother's eyes •.• Precautions
are so easy to get around, there are so many possible hypotheses. We'd
never get to the end of it! If Enrique and Oliveia, for example, had been
,
brother and sister without knowíng it? Whynot? "There must have been
somekind of graft. Godknows who it was!" But then they'd resemble each
other, at least a little bit. The children would have something in common
with the deceased, who would have been their uncle.
It's odd. Whatmost attracted me t;:¡e~at that momentwas that
she'd brought those two splendid children into the world. Someobscure
instinct stirred within me, perhaps more of the plant than the animal
kírigdom,to sow life, potent and domínattng; to be like one of those
walnut trees along the Parral,with mighty rootsj-sowing a race of gods:
Eritis sicut dii, our most secret wish, the uncertain glory for which Adam
traded Paradise's certain and peaceful glory. The wonders of ínattnct, I
t.hought, The female, once she 's been fertilized, devours the male, who is
{. now good for nothing, Then she sacrificeshersel~o death for a
posterity she'll never even know. Everything for posterity! We're nothing¡
posterity is everything. But what is posterity? Abunch of morons, the
same as USe Basically, insects are as stupid as we are.
WhileEnrique was alive, maybe: then there were precautions that
deserved to be flouted. But now ..• now she's free ••• she has no one
to deceive .•. what interest would she have ...
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"They're good íor nothírig," I repeated. "Their only use was to
protect these red pistils. Once the pistils have been plucked, what good
are the petals?"
"Exactly"--and she kept busy without paying much attention to me.
"Then you understand what I'm sayírrg?"
"No;1 have no idea what you're talkíng about,"
"Doyou know what a praying mantis is? A :remarkable creature in
more than one respect."
~;
"Yes; here they're called beatas. There are lots oí them in. the íields
in the hottest part oí summer. Kids say if you get lost al'l you have to do
cr- tL...e...
is ask a mantis. They'll clasp their hands in prayer/and show you ~
~
way ~."
4Á
"It/s still nothing more than a hypothesis. Believe me: ií we started
hypothesizing, we'd never end! What 1 meant to say was: isn't it a shame
to throw away such pretty flowers? It's a good thing to keep the pistfls;
L'm not ar-guíng about that. But it's cruel etot.hrowaway the ílowers."
"What could we do with them? They're good for nothing."
"Goodfor nothíng ••• Like a womanonce she's had children. L'm
, ~lcYV~'\JZ.---c"v-v-"-'-"~''\. ~
not saving children aren 't worthy oí every respect; chíldren y:GnBBfP
/'....
,CUI selí, that is, as our major would put ít, But do we have to gfve' up
love, give up glory? Believe me, Olivela: useíulness isn't everything! We
don't have to act like ínsecte."
"Whichinsects?"
"Praying mantises, íor example, Oí course, 1 realize you don't know
what L'm talking about. The female praying mantis has sornehabits that--
how shall 1 put it--one can't altogethe'r approve of, And would yO'Ubelieve
. that in certain moments oí exasperation 1 envy the devoured male?At
least he had hís momentoí glory, however uncertain. Amoment, but such
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a long one! Enviable! Whyshould he live any longer? Amomentlike that
is worth all eternity."
."Howlong it's been since I saw a praying mantis," she said with all
the naturalness of a great actress. "Whenwe were ycurig, we usedto
catch them in the fields. We'd hold their tails between our fingers and say
'Nowpray.' And they'd pray. Howmany years ago that was! •.• Wealso
caught tadpoles in the river. We'd keep them in jars till they turned into
f'roga."
"There are so many possible hypotheses. In the whole world, Olívela,
you're the person who's suggested the most to me.Youwere talkíng about
tadpoles whích, if they don't die first, turn into frogs. That's what they
call metamorphosis. But actually, sorneturn into toads or salamanders,
because the world's as full of metamorphoses as it is of hypotheses. As
one goes through life, one's constant1y bumpírig into hypotheses. Cagorcío,
for instance, poor old Cagorcio .•• "
"Say what you mean. You think I'm (going to be offe:nded?"
vJWJv\'1
"CagorcioW-aefi~ your father. Youcan see that at a glance. From
a toad' s tadpole you get a toad."
"Doyou think that's never occurred to me? If I told you howmany
times it's crossed my mind and howmuch I'd like it to be true, for my
sake and for hís, Especially for his, It'd be so much better for him ..• "
"Yes, Olivela, and the other one."
"Whatother one?"
"The other brute: the shy, well-bred one. The híg h-class brute. Don
E~riqUe de Alfoz y Penyarrostra .•• Whata fool, what a ~~ If we
started hypothesizing we'd never stop. It's enough to make the annals of
cuckoldry • • ."
Her eyes flashed fiercely, blindingly.
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"We'llnever understand each other," she cut me off. "Believe me, l'm
sorry. W:hyís it so hard for you to understand?"
"To understand what?"
"What l'm líke, All 1 care about ís my chi1dren."
And she went back to her work.
The uncertain ray of sunltg ht, full of trembling, tearful raindrops,
suddenly carne to rest on the older one's hair. "L'm the lord of the castle;
you have to obey me!"And it also shimmered like old gold. The two of
them were intently pluckírig pistils. And how silent the swallows' nests
were!
Olivel, the 19th
An unexpected visitor: Soleras.
He showed up at Olegaria's house. "She told me you'd been síck. L'rn
delighted to hear you're feeling better."
1 asked him to sit down in the onlychaír, 1was lyíng in bed.
"You're a lucky son oí a bitch! Amiraculous throat infection lets you
take it easy ... precisely in the village where y'eu_rgirlfriend lives."
He took off his leather jacket and dropped it on the floor,
"1 don't have a girlfriend, here or anywhere else, so please don't
start trying to get on my nerves. Doyou want a smoke? They swiped my
pipe and pouch, but l've got sorne tobacco and rolling papers."
"1'd rather have sornecognac."
The guys in the Baby Bottle Club had left me a bottle of cane liquor,
which all of them, includtng the doctor, claimed was the best cure for
sore throats. He poured himself a full cup--my aluminum cup--and then put
. his feet up on the table, stretched, and yawned.
"Youand 1 should have a chat, Lluís, and not about your girlfriends,
"Is that what you call philosophy?"
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who don't interest me in the least. You know what you can do with them.
I'll tell you in all fz-ankness: it's an aspect of life I don't care about one
way or the other. After all, when aman and a woman kiss, all they do is
join their digestive tracts at the upper end."
"Yes, but of a very cheap variety: accessible to the most uncultivated
minds--yours, for example."
He laug hed that obnoxious cacklíng laugh of hís, and every now and
then he took a long drink from the cupo
"Take it easy with that stuff, Juli. It's cane liquor."
l t' evi 0--<.-..1\"'-v--l- <Á. ':> ' - .~ _
"Youand I should talk~, Lluís. Don't you think Macabre
/\
Wedding would be a good title for a novel? A auper'por-nog raphíc novel
worthy of the age we live in! Wouldyou believe the idea for that
monastery wedding carne from you ••• ' from you and Trini? You can't+D
deny that you're a pair oí mummies~ each other!"
"Keep a civil tengue in your head. You're goirig to make me lose my
temper like last time."
x
"Poor Trini! What you can't for gíve is that-she's true to you:- -.u
Et lire la secrete horreur du dévouement ••.
"Díd you come here to sermonize?"
"No, Lluís. I'm not that sublime yet. Don't worry. I came ti) tell you
that you and I will never be notaries. Notar-íes! Is it possible that we were
crammíng for that exam? God, how we pored over The Digest, and those
volumes of decrees! What a waste of time! Not to mention The Pandects!
Ugh! We've tasted glory, which leaves an aftertaste that makes you hate
decrees, The Digest, The Pandects, and even Papinian's Quaestiones et
_Responsa. We've been knight-errants, we've done this and that, we've been
free, we've been men, we've been cruel in ba:ttle ••• but any jerk can be
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a notary! War's a slut who -poisons your blood foreve r; everything else
pales by comparison. Ten me something: why do we still read The Divine
Comedy?••• assumíng, of course, that we do read it. Alter Roland
Cuckolded, it's the book L've enjoyed mostoWhy?Because in three
thousand years of literature, there's only been one Divine Comedy.How
much filth, on the other hand, has been secreted, what oceans of
monotony!Now,if one is written every three thousand years, that would
make three thousand Divine Comediesthree thousand times three thousand
years from now. However little algebra and trigonometry you know, you
can figure out the resulto And time flies. It seems like only yesterday that
diplodoci and megatheria walked ~the earth •.• Twohundred million
centuries have passed in a flash! So poor Dante, without knowing what hit
hím, will end up in sornecorner of an enormous attic fu11of books as
good as his that no one will read, because who could read thewcrks of
a11those millions of geniuses? Humanmemorywon't be able to hold the
names of the thirty or thirty-five millionDantes who'l1accumulate if this
planet, so remarkable in more than one respect, lasts the normal Iength of
time instead of blowírig up--which is by no means [mpoaaible. And that's
why L've decided not to write Macabre Wedding and why T've abandoned
the idea of becoming a second Dante."
"Very interesting, but I can't understand why you carne to Olivel just
to te11me this piece of news. Perhaps you have something in commonwith
Dante, but I certainly don't. "
"Youmay not have aspired to be another Dante, but you did aspfre
to be a notary. We11,for every Dante there have been approximately six
hundred billion notaries."
"r can see you've counted them up carefu11y."
"r did it one night when I had insomnia. If you ever have trouble
1/
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sleeping, do as I did: count all the notaries there are, ever have been, and
ever will be on this planet. You'll fall asleep more quickly countírig
notar-les than countíng sheep. What a multitude of notaries! You could
more easily count the stars in the sky oe the grams of send beneath the
ocean! I've always suspected that Abraham missed his métier. He should
have been a notary. What a great notary Abraham would have been! Read
all that stuff about how he bought the cave of Machpelah where he
wanted to bury his wife. Read it and you'Il see that he bought it for four
hundred silvershekels (Genesis, chapter xxiii, verses 7 through 20) and in
passing you'll see that no one could whip up a better deed of sale. What a
great notary! Belíeve me, Lluís."
"So what?"
"Believe me, Llufs: the substitutes man seeks for the one true glory
are false and ludicrous. Literary glory? Nothíng but paper .' •• To be a
book amorigmillíons of books, a mummyamong millions of murnmies,a
bust on a filing cabinet in the offices of 'Son of Ruscalleda. Soup Noodles
,tI...
"And what would true glory be?"
"Warand Iove, kíllíng and its opposite! There is no other. But ever
since my tenderest youth, L've had such dreadful tooth trouble •• ."
"War and love, kíllíng and its opposite ••. You dorr't think you're
Lf-
the first person to say that, do you? Once wasenough. Stuff like that
?v·~ ~_~:~
,gets bor-íngwhen you/alneady ~ it."
"or course it gets boring. Glory gets bor-ing; we can only stand it for
an instant. But what an instant! Weall live for that instant ••. Marriage?
who wants to hear about marriage? In fact, that's what I came to tell
you: that you can count me out! I dorr'twant to hear about marriage!
Marriage is their favorite sacrament, poor dears! Far, far more than
, •
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baptism! But leave meout of it! 1wanted a great love. Whodoesn't aspire
!- to ¡,,, tao p~"""st ef-a great lave? A great love+-that ía, one that has
nothíng to do wíth marriage. Not even as a joke, and you see, that's what
1 carne te tell you."
"To tell me? But I'm sure you realize that •.. Whatare you telltng
me for?"
"It's strange that you can't seem to get the point. If 1 kepton with
you, I'd find myself married a~d with children before 1 knew what ~it
me. That's not for me!Tbat's not for me at all! Don't try to drag me into
that! 1wouldn't mind a great love, which is always interesting, but don't
talk to me about marriage! And even less if I'm goírig to get saddled with
someone else's children ••• oof, that's all 1 need. Children, as our major
. lt~w.e_ ~ eit:::~:~.f always says, have to be ones .,oa harve&<>-".-'l\.-zse±f. Warand love, kíllíng
and its opposite: that's all right, but only if it lasts an instant. And come
to think of it, do you realize I've never killed anyone?"
"Picó told me you fought like a tiger."
"With that machine gun? That's not killing. It's more like tar get
practice. 1mean kíllíng, personally, for per-sonal-a-easons, someone you've
got it in foro Your best friend, for example. To kill himwith the same
voluptuousness with which ..• because they're both the same."
"Bah! 1 repeat: if you think you're the first one to discover ••• "
"1 haven't discovered anything. You get me?And 1 couldn't care less
"
"I'm glad. "
"To discover something would be a success, and only idiots succeed,
those incapable of attempting something hopeless. That's exactly what 1
carne to tell you: the only loves that interest me are hopeless loves. The
hell with marriage! Our only hope is hopelessness. Makea note of that:
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maybe it should be mymotto. l'd like so much to kili! Notwith a machine
, '
gun; with my bare hands, To grip a throbbing neck tiH I strangled
someone. !'ve got bíceps, you know? I've got muscles and sinews! You
don't believe me; you've never believed me. You've never thought 1was
worth beírig scared of. But r can kili! But :nl:,J\th my bare hands. You've
~, always thought I was a weakling. You're~ just like that lieutenant
colonel ••• "
"What lieutenant colonel?"
"The one at my physical, who wanted to reject me because my chest
was too nar rew ••• "
"Youalways said it was because you were nearaighted,"
"Bunch of idiots! Youdon't know there are two kinds of muscles:
visible and invisible. That foreigner, for example: so tall and broad-
shouldered, with a chest like a horse! ,Astunníng specimen! But if l'd
wanted to, I could have KO'dhim in a second. There are smooth, invisible
muscles •.• "--and Soleras rolled up hís sleeve and showed me his long,
skinny, shapeless armo"Withone punch, I could have . . ."
"Poor Juli, you've always had this obsession. You know any punk
could knock you silly. Forget about those invisible muscles, which only
exist in your Imagtnation. Youhave much finer' qualrtíes, I can't
understand why you worry so much about your muscles. Youwouldn't trade
placea, I assume, with a stevedore."
"Of course I would"--and he stared at me'in surprise. "Whyshouldn't
1 change places with him?Maybe that foreigner worked on a dock! So
blond and tan. Howdo you know he wasn't a dock worker in Oslo?With
,
those magnificent teeth only savages have ••• Youcan't imagine how
much trouble my teeth have always gíven me!An eccentric Swedish
heiress. She was much older than hím, one of those ripe, well-preserved
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Nordic types. He looked to be about twenty; she could have been fifty. A
magnifícerit couple! There'll always be a couple like that with a motorboat
who think they've discovered a completely deserted cove: a cove where
they can kick up their heels like a; patr of horses. And always, always,
there'll be a twelve-year-old kid hídíng in the fennel who'll throw up from
'watchírigbhem ••• Because dent delude yourself: there's no such t.hírig as
a deserted cove. Everything we do in secr-et is watched by tnnocent,
unfor-gfvirig eyes. Me,nearsighted? Don't make me laugh! There's nothíng
I'd like better! Not to see farther than my nose •.. like all of you. You
think it's fun seeíng the irraide of everything? For example--r'll gíve you
an example that'll help you understand. Olivela is a hell of a broad, like
that Swede. When you, Lluís, stare at Olivela ••• "
"Knock it off!"
"Wait: it's just an example, Whenyou look at her, what do you see?
Her eyes, her hair, her mouth. Your gaze doesn't pierce the surface. If it
were like Roentgen's rays, what would you see? Her brain, her nerves, her
larynx, her Iung s."
"If that were the case, no womanwould attract us."
"Whoknows? There are sorne gor-geous lungs! Olivela's, for instance,
or that Swede's. And the livers those women have! What terrific Iíver-sl
And exquisite shade of purple, marvelously iridescent .•. What a pity I'm
not a painter! I'd paint a vision--my víaíon+-of Olivela or that Swede
that'd knock you off your feet. What a pair of broads! Burstíng with good
health! What terrific endocrine glands: that's what makes them so womanly!
I, on the other hand, I'm sorry to say, have to modestly acknowledge that
my endocrine glands .•. "
"Stop jabbering about glands. You're talkíng nonsense."
"Nonsense? They rolled around in the sand, whinnying like a couple
"1 don't envy you those dames, Lluís. 1 assure you 1 don't envy you!
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of horses ... and I threw up. 1would have liked to strangle that cretin
and a11the cretins on earth!"
He stopped, fixed mewith his nearstghted gaze, and snickered.
Myambition was far loftier. But here's the problem: it's fine to repent
after you've sinned. That way you kíll two birds with one stone: first
ainníng and then repenting. Repenting is just another way of makíng it
last Iorigee ••• and a sin lasts such a short time! On the other hand, to
repentA: not havirig sinned is a. sterile emotion that gives no, JI\...
satisfaction. Blessed the man who can weep abundantly for his abundant
sins! It's like rain watering soil we11fertilized with dung; it makes for a
splendid harvest! I'm just the opposite: what barren soíl, and what a
persistent draught! You refuse to believe my aunt saw visions of Saint
Philomena, just as you refuse to believe it was 1who stole those cans of
condensed milk from the commissary. Eppur si muove. You'l1realize it soon
enough. Youwon't have to wait long, In fact, as soon as I leave this room
..• I'm talkíng about those cans of milk, not Saint Philomena. As far as
the latter is concerned, you'l1 just have to take 'my word for ít,Myaunt's
st.rong as an ox, which she attributes partly to the healthy life she leads
but mostly to Saint Philomena's special protection. As far as her way of
life is concerned, I'l1 te11you about it latero Ríght now we're discussing
Saint Philomena. We11,once my aunt had the flu: a flu like yours, with a
fever. Since she'd never been sick before, that flu with a I02-degree fever
was a major event in her life. Wecould even say it was a milestone, since
apart from that flu, ver y few thíng s worthy of mention have happened to
,
her. We11now, one feverish, sleepless night, Saint Philomena appeared to
her and said: Notemas, yo te salvaré. Why did Saint Philomena promise to
save her in Castilian? Howshould I know? Ask my aunt. 1 'suppose it must
"And let me point out that there's no love Iost between my aunt and
U"B
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be because at the time--during ~ dictatorship--Catalan didn't have
official status,"
"That'd really be somethíng, if even the saints in Heaven .•. "
Spain. On' the contrary, she's always had a soft spot for the Carlists and
therr holy traditions. But do you think I carne here specially to talk about
my aunt? If we started talkíng about Primo de Rivera and the 1920s, we
could reminisce for years! It was during the dictatorship that you and I
met, when we were about to graduate from hígh school, In 1929 we
entered college together. And it was in December 1930, if my memory
serves me, that we struck that momentous blow for freedom. You
remember? Trini was with us; you'd just started goíng out with her. We
climbed onto the university roof to hoist that flag: the federalist
republican flag! How many arguments -we 'd had about which flag to hoist!
Some wanted it to be black, others red, others red and black, others
republican (with the pecuHarity that, at the time, no one knew what the
republican flag looked Iíke ). It's curious that the simplest idea, oí hoisting
the Catalan flag--which we allr-ecognízed and which would have
represented us all--never crossed our mínds,
"When we put it to a vote, the federal flag won. More probleins:
what did the federal flag look like? We had to ask Trini's father, and it
was Trini who, following his descriptions,threw one together with some
scraps of cloth. There were red, yellow, and purple stipes and a dark-blue
triangle with white stars. We cut the stars from a sheet of thick white
paper and pasted them on. What a nuisance that damned flag was! Those
stars gave rise to new ar-gumente. Howmany were there supposed to be?
One for every federated state, but who knew how many federated states
there would be? To be on the safe side, we atuck a lot on: fifteen or
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sixteen, to make everyone happy! Then carne the practical problem of
sneaking it in. 1 tied it around my waist like a: sash underneath my
overcoat, and did it ever bulge! Itwas the only time in my life anyone
ever thought 1was fat! And finally ... to get it up there! Oof!Doyou,
remember how we crawled across those rooftiles th81tkept slipping beneath
us: first you, and then Trini and me? So many ar-gumenta, so much work,
so much effort, so much crawling over the university roof--aH so that
people walking through the square below could scratch their heads and
ask, tWhatare those students up' to now? Whyare they hoíatíng the
United. State s flag?'" ,
"ls that what they said? 1 never realized that!"
"Poor Lluís: you're always in a daze. What did you expect them to
say? What's the use of hoisting a flag even its own mother wouldn't
recogníze?"
"What 1 do remember clearly is that you'd found a can of gasolina
somewhere and were determined to set fire to the library. It was 1who
stopped you;"
"You've always been in favor of Iearriing, -Doyou really think it
would have been a great loss if the whole library had gone up in smoke?
But there's a:nother point that troubles me and that I''d be sorry not to
share with you before we part forever. Forever: there's a word that rolls,
~
off ~ tengue. The point that troubles me is the following: are we the
same throughout our lives? Doyou feel you have anything in commonwith
the six-year-old you were twenty years ago? When you're eighty--and the
day will come--will you feel you have anythírig in commonwith the Lluís
you are now? And if not, what are we? Think it over; make an effort. A
stone is always the same, its substance unchanging through centuries and
millenia, but we •.. till eternity transforms us into ouraelves ••• our
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cells are constantly beíng replaced. We lose old ones and gaín new ones.
At our age, we probably don't have one left from when we were sucklírig
babes. Are we nothing but forms, and changíng ones at that, whi1e matter
flows into and out of us líke water in a r-íver-? A form matter sets up
housekeeping in, like those rats in the donkey. In that case, the great law
of the universe would be: 'Maintain appearances! Nothing else matters!'
And this incorporeal form, the only thtng that exists: tell me who .
establishes it! 'I'he space that surrounds and delimits us? No. Poor space; it
has other fish to fry! Time? The same story! Space and time: what a pair!
1 assure you that if you start worrying about it, you'lI get a headache,
There's no easy answer. I'd like to know what son of a bitch determined
my form arrd made me look like a puny, nearsighted, introverted
schizophrenic. You think it's fun lookíng Iíke me? You, of course ••• Hold
your horses; don't interrupt! You think 1 enjoy keeping track of your
chickpeas? I've made up my mind; you'lI hear all about it. I'm fed up with
chickpeas and confidences! I'm sick of all of you: of you, of Trini .•. "
"Of Trini?"
"y es: of Trini. Why are you lookíng at me like that? Your wife is a
ver-y special person, Lluís, If anything should happen to me, sha'Il think
ies because of her."
"You'r-e losíng your mind. What do you think is goíng to happen to
you? And what does Trini have to do with 'it?"
"1 knew you were slow on the uptake, but not to this extent •••
Don't you know that women sti1l read the Romantics: Schiller and that
other guy, Goethe? Goethe: what a jerk! Take my word for ít, Llufs:
instead of reading Elective Affinities, read the artic1e under 'Bícycle! in
the Espasa Encxc1opedia, which explains it much more clearly: "I'he reader
should bear in mind that t.hese modern vehícles are appropr-íate for one
"Sornewomen ... And now 1'mnot referring to your wife--God
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person or even two, but by no means three, Whic~e daBgerobl-s.'"
"L'v e never had the slightest interest in bicycles."
forbid--or eve:n to Olivela. You never visited my house; you can't even
imagine someone líke my aunt. Youwouldn't have been able to appr'ecíate
that stench at its ful! value: that stench of a hidden and uriíque existence.
1 lived with it for many years: endless years, maybe tbree or four
centuries. Because believe me: it's not easy to date an aunt like mine. In
general, other aunts are from t.he seventeenth century, well before the
French Revolution, but mine is way ahead of her time and talks about the
French Revolution as though it had already taken place. She speaks of
Marie Antoinette as of a sister-in-law whomone basically despises but
who nonetheless remains part of the family. At other times, however, she
pluriges into the darkness c:f~ nebulous past, returning to prehistoric eras
-R.~- '1 -that are hard to date ~.ll\ At'such moments, you could talk to her--
not about Marie Antoinette but about 'I'utankhamen-e-and she' d stare at you
in amazement like sorne caveman incapable of suspecting that he was the
dawn of humanity! What a dawn, my God,what a dawn, and what a
h~manity! In any case, the stench in her apartment, tobe precise, is ~
1699.Not a year more or less! You, because your uncle owns a noodle
factory, think you're the misunderstood nephew par excellence. Don't kid
yourself. You could get a kick out of mailing him Blast. I had no such
luck •.• Don't think I didn't try ••. Don't be naive; all nephews have
had the saine idea. The problem is: we don't all have the same aunt. She'd
seat herself in her Louis Philippe armchair, don her spectacles, and •••
absolute serenity! Only after receiving Blast every week for many months
did she deígn to comment, 11 can't imagine who sendsme this st.range
magazine where they're always talkrng about someone named Bakunin. It
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must be from the Fathers of the Oratory.'"
"It's true: there are sorne really extraordinary aunts • "
"If you only knew. One year when by chance three boys we knew got
married within th~ space of a few morrtha, my aunt concluded, "It seems ;Z
m:;2í:t more boys than girls are gertírig married.' And another time,
. S~ )""'~~\A.l"""r
díscuasírig sorne of our eccentric relatives'y'~Peopl~do the opposite oí what
everyone does.' I've got a ton of them! If r got started, I'd never stop! I
could tell you so many stories about that apartment ... A cramped
apartment on Upper Sant Pere Street. The windows are kept shut all year,
with the shutters and curtains drawn, because my aunt suffers from
agot-aphobía and heliophobia. Let it suffice to say that in Godella, where
we always spent the summers, she never left her room, which she kept in
darkness, and needless to say she never set foot on the beach. The only
thíng that ever interested her, I mean from the outside worid, wae that
cave wíth the stalactites. Sometimes I think it's odd that stalactites didn't
grow in her apartment in Barcelona. An apar-tmerit like that--how can I
put it--suits me to a T. You feellike Tutankhamen, you know, like a
mummified pharoah reposing calmly in his cr-ypt-e-ín a word, like a fish in
water. I lived there for endless. years, for centuries. I can speak from
experience. My aunt can't abide electr-icíty (for example, she's never set
foot on a streetcar), so her apartment is still lit by gas. A certain odor of
gas, very 1899, mixes with the 1699 molecules, lending them a special
piquancy: the canean plus Jansenism. As for the walls •.. the walls don't
exist! Completely covered with píct.ures; abominablepictures, of course:
saints of both sexes, souls in Purgatory, deaths of the just and unjust;
there's ev[en one with all the monarchs of Europe. Before the Great War,
lI\.tLt;¡"V~,J "l.". . . . .
Qf e~8S> ~here's a ter-rtrying spread of kings sur-rounding-c-as though he
were the whole gangs patriarch--poor old Franz Josef with his phenomenal
1:,'
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sideburns. And then there are family portraits, lots of family portraits: the
ugly, repulaive faces of people to whom l apparently owe my eXistenc~
aunt sleeps in a windowless inner room, typical of such apartments. The
only air comes through the door, which opens directly onto the entrance
hall, which is ext.remely crampe d, about four feet by síx, Pay close
attention to this detail, which has considerable importance. My aunt sleeps
six feet from the front door, since the head of her bed's right upagainst
the wall between the entrance hall and her room. This means it's not easy
to open the front door at night without her noticing. She's got ver-y sharp
ears and is a very Iight sleeper , like all rich, eccentric old Iadíes, Well, I
managed it. As you see me now, I left and carne back after midníg ht
without her noticíng. She wouldn't let me out at níght, Only when I was
in the army did she finally give me permission. L'm grateful to her for
that: sneaking out at nig ht wouldn't have been any fun if it hadn't been a
forbidden fruit. The joys of hypocrisy, but don't misunderstand me: of
total hypocrisy. Sorne people are hypocr-ítes of virtue, but sincere in their
vices. What's hard is to be a hypocrite all the time, to live a double life.
Maybe it's diff'icult for you to understand, but baaícally it's ver y simple .
• • I slept at the other end of the apartment. L'd tiptoe down the hall in
my stocktng feet in pítch darkness, countíng my steps to know where I
was and keep from bumpíng into the furniture. With the utmost care, l'd
open the front door. And l'd set out, at one or two in the morníng, for
the Barri Xino. Why the Barri Xino, you ask,' lsn't that awfully corny,
goírig to the red-Iíght district? It cer-tainly ís, It's as corny as you can
get! As corny as class struggle and the liberation of the proletariat! That's
what attracted me. There I pretended to enjoy vice when deep down I''m
as devout as they come. In fact, sometimes T've even thought of becomirig
f,J-LuN ~ ~ D \/<4--t l.r"''-1Q ,
a ~ can see fro~ your-ra'ce that you can't make head or tail oí what
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I'm saving. What can Ido? It's so simple. You'll just have to wait and
hope that someday you'll see the Iight,
"If I could make you understand the subtle pleasures of
phantasmagoria! To be and not to be (poor Shakespeare); to be oneself and
another: to be and not exist, to exíst and not be all at the same time! A
split per sonalrty, total escape, a dizzying sensation you can only get from
a double life! I won't describe that den of iniquity, which was like all the
others: sordid, smel'ly, and dank, frequented by a few whores, always the
same ones. Morphine addicts in their fifties. On the wall, naturally, there
was a print of the Virgin of Lourdes. All those dens are alike. Once in a
while a homosexual would drop by and liven things up a bit, not mucho if
it hadn't been for that print stuck to the wall with thumbtacks, you might
have taken it for some corner of hell, In fact, it was like a bargain-rate
hell: a hell everyone could afford. They served the foulest rotgut you can
imagine, probably made from wood alcohol; you could buy morphine and
cocaine at reasonable prices; and fabuloua.obsceníties were uttered in the
most casual tones. At the time, you refused to believe I frequented places
of this sort. You always suspeeted that allJ did '0l! the sly was drink
lime-flower tea, at most addinga few drops of anisette. Eppur si muove,
you know? When I' was sixteen, I was already .get.tirig tired of it. Now
you'll hear what I really enjoyed about all that. I was coming home
sometime between five and six in the morníng, drunk as a lord and with a
tremendous need to ... I held it back, because that was the best t.híng
about it. There's nothírig like holding back an urge: an urge to do
anything, to hold it back! When I was a kid, I used to hold back from
drinking because water tastes so wonderful when you're really thirsty.
Maybe pleasure's just the other side of paín. Maybe the ultimate pleasure
I
is nothing more than intense pain mysteriously inverted. But let's go back
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to what I was telling you. As the níght watchman opened the door to my
X building, l~Beédedte~b~ly tk.M-I almost did it in my pants. He gave
mea lit candle, as was still the custom in that kind of neighborhood, and
cIosed the door, leavirig me inside, like a gravedigger who seals a niche
once the corpse is ínaíde. 'rhen J, the corpse, climbed the stairs with the
candle in my hand and that terrible need, which was reachíng its critial
phase, its unbearable phase. You see, l'd drunk lots of brandy, lots. I
reached the second-floor landírig in an extreme state of tension, about to
burst. I never told you that rnyaunt rents the second floor (since the
building is hers) to a highly respectable family: a notar-y, you know,
nothírig more or less. And the notar y has a daughter, who at that time
was almost fourteen: fresh as a daisy, an angelíc creature. With two black
braids and light-brown eyes, tall and slender as Desdemona.Nati would
have looked like a cockroach beside her--you remember Nati, the daughter
of the peasants who worked my aunt's farm? Where's that tobacco you
said you had?"
Af'ter rollíng a cigarette, he continued his monologue, "Both my aunt
and the notar y had gotten it into their heads that}t'd be a great idea f'or
us to marry--when we were old enough, of course. First l'd have to get
my degree. Then l'd become the notarvs assistantwhile I was studying for
the exam,and once l'd passed it ••. straight to the altar! But listen:
didn't I teIl you we'd never be notaries? It was a terrific idea, except
X they hadn't taken me into account. I reached the door, still hq(lJ)ngthat
candle, and with my other hand I unbuttoned my fly. I stood there for a
few minutes like someonecarefully aímíng a pístol, holding back my urge
,
in a final, supreme effort to prove mywillpower because, as Carnegie said,
willpower is the key to success. What?You're surprised that L've read
Carnegie? L've read everything, absolutely everything! Iricluding Bossuet's
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Funeral Sermons! Even thoug h, if you want to know my true opíníon,
there's something even more tedicus, which is Marx's Das Kapital. I'm sure
T'm the only person in the world who's read it from cover to cover. And
in the original German! Hey, don't think I'm trying to show off •..
Marxists ... hmm.•. They're nothírig more than Hegelians, left-wing
Hegeliaris. That Is, they took all the imagination out of Hegel. Don't trust
'j anyone without ímagination. Believe me) I've warned you before. They're
frightening! Without ímagínatíon, there's no sense of humor. In the same
manner that they'd behead half the human race to make Das Kapital
required reading in nursery schools, they're capable of the most punctilious
scholarship. It's a real pity you've never believed my prophesies, Lluís. A
real pity! Up untíl now, professors had to spout Krause's theories if they
wanted tenure. Well, I prophesy that a day will come when all pedants will
be Marxists! But what were we talkíng, about? About Carnegie? About
willpower? That's it: willpower! I was telling you how I exercised my
willpower in front of the door to that notacy 's apartment. When I'd proved
to myself Ihow much willpower I had, I released a regular flood, aimírig at
the crack beneath the door so it would seep íntó.the entrance hall. I'd
have liked to have enough reserves to flood the entire apartment,
íncludíng the bedroom where that vision of innocence was dreamíng of
consedrated wafers and angelfood cakes. To flood every notary's office on
earth! That's what I'd Iíke, But I was draíned, terribly drained; what a
. feelingof impotence! ..• And I continued ~ to our apartment, which is
5B, weighed down by an infinite sadness, an immense sense of failure, a
melancholy that afflicted me. I was sixteen, the age when you have those
kinds of feelirig s."
He sighed deeply and solemnly, as t.hough what he 'd just recounted
were really. the story of some hopeless adolescent love. I was so astounded
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by this delirious outpouring of gibberish that I couldn't think of anything
to sayo
"After all that, you'll understand my r-esponse to any possibility of
marriage, however remete, I've pissed on marriage ever since the tender
age of sixteen! That's the last thírig I need! No, no; count me out! One
night, after ret.urnírig from one of my expeditions to the Barri XiRO,af'tet-
I'd gotten into bed, 1 beheld a luminous visiono It wasn't ver y bíg, not
even two feet tall, and the Iíght emanatíng from it was very feeble, barely
visible. Itwas like a nun dressed in a white habit, but without three-
dimensionality, disembodied. "Sairrt Philomena,' I thought in terror. I
already told you there's no electricity in our apartment. I'd have had to
get out of bed to Iíght the gas, but I was too scared to move. I pulled the
covers over my head, but I couldn't get to sleep.Finally dawn carne. I
stuck my head out and looked. Tacked to the wall, there was a print--of
"'1 Saint Philomena, of course. A print that glowed in the dark&.s0mething my
aunt had bought, She'd discovered my noctur-nal jaunts and t.hought that
luminous print would be an edifying device. She didn't saya word--then or
anytime after. She'd said everything she had tosav with that picture of
Saint Philomena. The next day the print was gone. She'd taken it back to
her bedroom. Without merrtíorring it or explaírring. But one day, as we were
sitting around after lunch, she said, "I'he notar y and his family on the
second floor ..• are so upsetby what happened, They can't understand it
\ / p eJ\,- "10°'t- ... ~j\ iJn the future you could refrain .•• ,tI
He poured himself a last cup of cane liquor.
"I've come to say goodbye, Lluía."
"You're transferring to another brigade?"
"Not exactly."
"You'.re not goíng to join the flatfeet, are you?"
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"Don't tell me you believe that nonsense too."
"No. 1 saw them in action, The same as us; no better or worse. They
had as many casualties or more. The division's sent you somewhere else?"
"Maybe ... And 1 wanted to give you these letters. L'd been saving
them tm now •.. like a fool. L'ma fool too; much more of a fool than
you are, when 1 really set my-mind to 'ít, Except 1 hide it as much as 1
can. 1 don't want to keep them anymore. Take them. But don't look at
, them right now. You'll have plenty of time when L'mgone .•• L'rnleavírig
before 1 make more of a fool of myeelf, Goodbye."
Olivel, 20th
Ramon, 1wish you were here ••. and that 1 could cry for hours and
hours! These letters from my wife tooSoleras •.. Howcould 1 have
suspected? 1 left her so alone ... 1 read them with a dreadful curiosity.
This is,worse than any battle L've been in.
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PART TWO
Le malheur est ridicule.
Simone Weil
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December 26, 1936
Dear Juli,
What asad Christmas, yesterday ••• All alone with the kid, who
kept whíníng and askíng for hís father. Today it's exactly five months
since he left. "Don't you know daddy's in the war?" "WelJ¡.then 1 want to
)
go too!" Lluís and his son are so alíke fhat sometimes it makes me laugh.
Their gestures, the way they curl up in bed ••• ]jf you knew how alone 1
té~gt~~feel •.. The main r-eason 1 write to you is l\.. write bacW
yeUl: lettel"s saB keep--Hl:e<~0~He almost never writes!
Yesterday we had Christmas nougats and champagne. At least there's
plerrty of both in Barcelona, no doubt because all the nougat and
'Í- champagrie factories are in!epublican territory. 1 made a bíg effort to be
as cheerful as possible for the kid's sake, but my thoughts kept going
back to July 26th, when Lluís left. The raindrops from a summer shower
1- rattled agaínat the train stati~n's tin roof; ~trong smell of wet earth
mixed with the smell from the steam engínes. 1 felt like cr-ying when he
hugged me, because at times like that it feels good to cry, but ••• 1
know he carr't stand tears! Sentimentality, as he.put.s it, annoys him.
. . '~-~
Excuse me for getting all this off my chest ~lJ~.lvho else could 1 tell
;l r-
it to? If you knew how lonely 1 feel, how lonely I've come to feel-dur-íng
these interminable five months.
February 2, 1937
When 1 got home today, 1 found four let.ter s: two from you and two
from Lluía. 1 felt like hug girig everybody. Lluís's letters were full of good
news that dissipated all my anxiety. Now I just feel sad that he's so far
away, in Madrid •••
It's a kind of sadness, certainly, but somehow pleasurable because it's
U"B
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full of memories and hopes. Happy memor-íesof when we were first
together. 'I'hough he doesn't know it, Lluís has a talent for makirig people
love hím, and his son's inherited it. And I'm so glad they have it! It's
made me suffer so much not to possess it myself! As far as hopes are
concerned, 1 have so many! His most recent letter is loving. It seems he
misses me, that he's starting to realize how much we mean to each other.
The miracle will come to pass; 1 believe in it with blind faith. Andyou,
who are like a brother to us both, deserve a lot.of the credit. Don't deny
it. 1 can sense that you're doírig everything in your power to influence
him, to bring him back to me. Of course vou'Il never admit it. You're too
~-r. .~ctf1Unfortunately, there aren't many men like you in the world. But
we womencan sense these thtngs. Weknow whomto trust.
A small event in our monotonous life. Since the boy was often sick
with throat infections (another Iegacy from hís father), 1 had his tonsils
taken out. Lluís never agree d to have his own removed, but 1 don't want
the boy to have sore throats all his life, wJ.1enthey're so easy to prevent.
The operation only lasted a moment, but what a painful moment,poor kid!
Especially with the second tonsil, because with the first one they took him
b~ surprise. On~uard, he clamped h~smouth shut and kicked at the
doctor.
Anyway, it's over now, and I'm glad. That's one worry 1worr't have.
e.
T'mso happy about thftse letters from Lluís! And about yours too, of
course. Thanks for the kind words you wrote, and thank God1 don't need
them. They arrived at a momentwhen the world seemed fresh and new!
March 3
Your letters are such acomfort. Whydon't you believe me?
Especially now, when it's weeks since I've heard from Llufs ••• And I'd
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felt SO hopeful! His last note was in his old, telegraphic style •.•
If it weren't for your letters, l'd feel so utterly alone! And L'm not
like Lluís, who can get along fine all by himself. Ji feel crushed by
solitude.
April 7
It's not that Lluís is sick of me. That's not what 1meant at all,
Quite the contrary! 1 know he needs me and that sooner or later he'll
realize ít, One day he'll realize that everyone needs a hand to hold, One
day he'Il realize. If 1 didn't have this hope, how could 1 keep goirig?
C~ c\--
As 1write to you, Tm corrtemplacing that fabulous pile of condensed
milk,..FaaomeF~in the middle of the living room. Yes, 1 hadf--Zun
'¡, té'"
takíng them out of thecrates and píling them up in a pyramid. Beside the
pyramid of cans stand the five empty .cratesr in the middle of the living
room, where you left them when you unloaded the van. 1 should store
them in the cellar, but 1 hate the thought of doíng it. 1 feel so good
""
whenever 1 look at those ~crates.
It was so wonderful to see you appear out.of nowhere! After so many
mont.hs •.• Howmany? 1 don't even know! Since the begtnníng of the
war, the begínnírig of this war, which is starting to feellike the begínníng
of the world. Almost nine months, but what months! An eternity!
L'm sure if he wanted to he could slip away too. Youmanaged to do
it. And he's my husband and Ramonet's father .•• It's true that every
month he sends me all his payo He hardly keeps anything for himself. But
why hasn 't he tried to visit?
1 can imagine what a sacrifice these five crates of condensed milk
muat represent for you. Though yoU:didn't want to admit it, L'm sure
they're your daily rations, saved up for months and months, Howhandy
What a pity you couldn't have stayed longer, Wecould have talked
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they'll be! 1 didn't know where to get milk for the boyoEverything's so
difficult. Lluía has never been able to stand hearing about domestic
{ú-~~ ",
,;.""'"'~; but for a woman, they're almost all there isin times like these.~.L7\-'" ,
Sitting in my usual easychaír, beside the window that looks out on the
yard, L'rn gaztng at thís pyramid of cans and feeling so happy, so happy to
be so well provided for, th.at tears are streaming down my cheeks. It's a
gentle kind of crying, like spring rain" like the soft rain that right now is
ralling on the lime tree's new leaves,
about so many t.hings after all t.hese months! So many t.hinga, Juli ••. You
left so quickly, as soon as you'd unloaded those five crates! The pyramid
L've built is as tall as a Christmas tree. :E even feel like sticking candles
on it!
April12
Dear Juli,
Tm so lonely that 1 clíng to your every letter. They're my only
company! 1 save each one, and sometimes f roreadt.hem, You've written
much, much more than he has. The difference in thickness between the
pide of yours and hia+-I save them all--is enormous. It's been a month now
since he's written. Awhole month without a word!
You have to get rid of the depressing image you have of yourself.
Why shouldn 't you attract women? Espec!i.allysince you have the quality
we most appreciate: delicacy. You're so thoughtful, you can always imagine
yourself in another's place, you know how to stay around when you're
wanted and how to disappear when you're afraid you'll be in the way. Why
do you say no womanwill ever love Y0\J.?Of cour'se you'll find love.
You're the perfect man to make sornewoman happy. You'l1be a wonderful
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husband, an exemplary paterfamilias. 1 can see that from the way you act
with Ramonet. He's crazy about you. He remembers every single story you
told him when you used to visit us before the war. And the one you told
him the day you showed up so unexpectedly with those crates of
condensed mílk, the one about the three wise men from Poitiers--l don't
know how many times he's made me repeat it, laughíng and Iaughíng't
X. That eveníng, you asked ~ in amazement what made me decide to
attend Mass, and 1 promised you an explanation. Yes, Juli, 1 owe you.an
~ explanatíon, since it was you who first took me to that cer'emony ~ 1
considered so absurdo It's because of you that Tm goíng now"
Itwas long before the war started. Perhaps you don't remember ít,
At Santa Maria del Mar. Whowould have thought then that Santa Maria
del Mar would be burned, along with every other church in Catalonia? You
and 1were wandering through those narrow streets, pretending to seU
Blast. At the time Lluís hadn't joined our group and 1 didn't even know
hím, but you and 1 took long stroUs t.hrough the old city ~ with.a-
. {)(}_..r: f' \;Je- ~ .
stackj'of newspapers under ~ arm~Weh~ com~out in the square in
front of the church, and it must have been eleven in the morníng.
Sudderily you said, "Let's go in." So we díd.
Once we were inside, 1 knelt beside you because 1 saw you doing ít,
l'd never been inside a church. It was all new to me ... Kneélirig beside
me, you buried your face in your hands. Afterward 1 realized you'd been
cr-ying, and 1 felt a kind of annoyance. What were you trying to prove?
What did it mean? Howfar away those days are! Howquickly time flies! It
, . . tSl"\.vy..¿.&
must be seven or eight years now, yet how distant and ~ it all seems.
l'd just passed the science department's entrance exam, and 1was in love
with geology. As for relígíon, the thought had never crossed my mind that
it might hold sorne interest. In my family, we'd always felt an enormous
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respect for science and an absolute indifference toward what they call
"metaphyaícs;" For us, it was obvious that science, sooner or later, would
lead to a rational society--that is, to scientifically or ganízed anarchy. For
us, anarchy was the logícal consequence IOfscience. Wehadn't the slightest
doubt. You cen imagine, therefore, how much sorne of your cracks
disconcerted uso I remember one time when you remarked, to everyone's
consternation, "It's evident that when we know the exact age, with a
mar gín of error not greater than six minutes and three seconds, of a
diplodocus 's sacrum%. that a11 men will be brother-s."
J) _,
Why did you say those t.híng s? 'Didn't you realize that, for us, ma:king
fun of science was sacr-ilege? Or were you quite aware ~ofit? When you
said thíngs like that, you made us feel that you weren't one of uso That
you were like one of those foreign tourists--before the war!--who visited
Barcelona lookírig for local color, because our country seemed so
outlandish to them, when for us it was the most ordinary place on earth.
One níght, you even proposed that we hold our meeting s in the dar k,....,
forming a "mediumistic chaín." To us, you couldn/t have made a more
shock ing suggestion!
On the rare occasions that you'd talked to me about Christianity, it
had struck me like that "mediumistic chain," and that's why I f'elt'
uncomfortable when I realized, as we carne out of Santa Maria del Mar,
that you'd cried. I'd found that ceremony so mechnical, so boring, so void
of meaning. "But the Gregorian!hants .•• " you said, If you knew how
(. ()J -lY. vv--'24
monotonous they'd sounded to me; and those carnival~ ••• I knew,
because I'd read it, that Christians believe the host turns 'into Jesus Christ
when the priest bIes ses it, but what struck me was how long he took, like
~5 .a cat ;pl~with~ mouse. While you, kneeling beside me, buried you r
w"f? e. .. .
face bet:ween your hands, I had to force myself not to laugh at the
o.
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thought of a cat toyírig with a mouse.
And now 1 attend Mass every Sunday!
But not rea11yevery Sunday, because it's hard to find someone ro say
it. Masses are now as furtive as our meetrngs were then. 'Phat's why Uncle
Eusebi, when he found out 1 was goirig, exclaimed, "Secret Masses! They
must seem like ce11meettngs!" And my father, who also knows 1 attend,
hopes it's just my orneriness. "You're a true daughter of mine," he says,
"always swimmingagainst the tide! But Masses ••• don't you think that's
goíng too far?"
1 owe you an explanation, since it's on account of y:outhat 1 go to
Mass. But how can 1 explain it to you when 1 can't explain it to myself?
It's so complicated, and at the same time it's so simple ••• Too simple to
put into words! Sorneother day 1'11tell you the circumstances that led me
there. Today T'm not in the mood. So many weeks without a letter from
him!Doyou remember how one day you called on us with a bouquet of
hyacínths, No;Trn sure you don't remember. 1, on the other hand ••. will,.,
never for get; it! Surprised, Lluís asked, "Where are you goíng, with that?"
He'd forgotten it was my Saint's Day. I.f ~k~~ -¡he scent of those
hyacinths has stayed in my memory. It often comes back to me. It's funny
how scents can leave behind such vivid memories: memories that could
never be put into words.
If you knew how lonely 1 feel sometimes! Youmíght say, "But you
have the boy." That's true, but children aren't much company. It's the
opposite: we grownups have to keep them company. 1 could try to distract
myself, but what good would it do? Distraction is the most tire sorne thing
on earth. It's better to sta¡y at home and surrender to my sadness.
,,,j. ~< r~t ~+ u,jp~'r-Lf (r./I..-
I: Sadness, if you take it r~, c.4hbe as. soothing as spring rain. If we
knew how to make the most of our sadness, perhaps we'd discover that
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accepting it is the only happiness possible in this world. But sometimes
sadrieas shows its ugly side. Sometimes sadness is nothíng more than
emptiness, dryness, weariness of life, and then ..• Even so, distraction is
dzíe r and emptier. Distraction wiIts ever-ythtng it touehes. Excuse me agaín
for sayírig all this to you. You're the soul of understanding, my true
brother, because what do ]; really have in common with Llibert, apart from
\/ 6~v/ ~o.,-~~ .t- the- aB:mer IilT'ÁIDother?
ABril 16
The other day 1 talked about distractions, and don't think that was
by accidento People have never been so anxious to get away from it all.
It's painful to behold; you see all kinds of t.híngs •.• There were never
such long lines outside movie houses before the war. And if 1 don't go
. y¡t
myself, it's because L've always found the movies indescribably tedious. ~ I~
1 do somethírig ver y similar: 1 read book after book about geology. Shortly
after 1 got nv:.rried (íf 1 can use that wor dín my case), 1 felt sick of my
u~\ .
studies, art now I''ve plurrged into them again to keep from feeling so
- '
empty and alone,
The newspapers are fulf .of battles, of attacks and counterattacks, of
positions taken and lost. T've gotten used to it all and no longer pá.y
attention. The butchery has lasted nine months, and people Iíne up outside
the movies. The stupider the film, the better. And 1 can understand them.
1 myself find mollusks from the Carboniferous Period more interesting than
bulletins from the front.
At night, now, wh~n Ramonet and the maid are sleeping, 1 sit alone
in my armchair with a book open on the table, beneath the circle of light
cast by the lamp, and 1 take my mind off my troubles like everyone else,
except that.I do it in my own fashion. L'm no better than anyone else;
I .
I
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quite the contrary. In t'ragíc times like .these, isn't it much more idiotic to
puzzle over ti bone from a cuttlefish you never knew who lived five
hundred million years ago than to go to tbe movies?
Sometimeswhen L'mlike this, all alone at night, read.ing, 1 think J'm
seeírig that face agaín, t.hose eyes and that mouth open in astonisbment. 1
never told you about it--or Llufs either. 1 kept it to myself so as not to
depress youj-but it's so many months ago ... It was aftel!' mtdníght, the
>
first of August, a week after you and Lluís set out for the front. The
heat was unbearable that last night in July, so oppreasíve and muggy that
~ t~ U¿)v~L ciZ '
'-f-...b:aafl't be~ a~ to sleep. Shortly before dawn, 1 he~rd three explosions,
dry and sh~rp, in -uaF-mpty lot behind our house, L'd just dozed off in
my chaír , and 1woke with a start. At the front you don't see the horrors
in the rear, and it's better that way. In Barcelona, every níght, we heard
scattered pistol shots, but l'd never heard them so clost#~. 1
went outside. Itwas a little before four A.M.,and the sky was just
get.ting light down around the harbor,
Hewas very old, and his cassock was greenf'rom wear, covered with
patches and spots where it had been mended. His~yes and mouth were
wíde open. Terrified, 1 screarned and called the rnaid. She carne out, half
asleep and in her níg htgown, along with some neíghbor-s who had heard the
shots and rny screarn. The judge who was on duty finally arrived at síx
o'clock. The sun had risen and a few flíes-c-the big, g'reeri, iridescent kind-
-were buzzing around the rnouth and nose on that scarecrow Iyirig so stiff
in the rniddle of our circle. "Wefind them every day," said the judge,
"some days more and sorne days less, but there are always lots of t.hem."
"Can't you do anything to stop this butchery?" "We're doíng what we can,
which is next to not.híng, For the rnornent,no one can do anything. The
authoritiesare overwhelrned." "Whodo you think he was?" 1 asked. "Sorne
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poor country priest," the judge replied. "That's certainly what he looks
like. When t.hose anarchist flying patrols pass through a víllage, they burn
the church and kill the pr-íest, Often they bring the priest to Barcelona
first ..• Wefind them ever-y morriíng," he repeated.
Aweek later I found myself, quite unexpectedly, atteridtng aT
Su::: \¡-fo-t- ' .
~dMass. - .
A friend of our family lives in an apartment on Arc del Teatre
Street: an old lady, the widow of a printer who'd been one of my father's
best friends. Since she never had any children, she Iíves alone and makes
her living as a cleaníng woman. I was takíng her a "chit" for bread that
my brother Llibert had gotten for her, (It's amazing how his pockets are
always full of "chita.") Bread had vanished from Barcelona as quickly as
silver coíns, and everyone was trying to get his hands on those "chita."
Three weeks after the war broke out" a loaf of bread was just a memory. ,
I climbed the stairs to the eighth floor, where she lives, to give her~'Dj
t~at 18t~~ "chit" far bread! After \l;ugging me in gratitude, she
suddenly said, "Followme. I have to go upstaír-s. "'And I followed her to
the attic. I hadn't noticed that it was Sunday. 1 .had no idea where she
was taking me. In one of the attic rooms, we found about a dozen people,
almost all women. The heat was stifling, because the room was low-
cetlíriged and right underneath the roof, I hadrr't been to Mass since that
day with you at Santa Maria del Mar, and this one was so different •.•
Whyhad the widow told me to follow her, when she knew I wasn't a
Catholic? T' \ (\ .
. l~~VR~
The few sticks of furniture were ready for the~;".~ 1:'~~e.For an
altar, they used a beat+up, wobbly old chest of drawers Oft top u.J;litLle J
~: one of t.hose black chest~ of drawers with white marble tops that
you used to see everywhere and that now look so gloomyand old-
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fashioned. The strangest t.hírig of all was that the old man presiding was
the spitting image of that dead country priest.
If the anarchist's widow had whispered in my ear, "He's an apostle,
theapostle so-and=so," it wouldrr't have surprised me. Itwas all so
unexpected! An ordinary apostle, oí course: the most ordinary of the
twelve. He must have been about eíghty years old, and he was dressed like
an old worker in patched corduroy pants, a smock, and rope-soled sandals.
To say Mass, he'd pulled his chasuble over his head, but his pants stuck
--t"'<>=~~:out undevneath, lending him a alíghfly ridiculous =~Lrr=- His gestures
were heavy , as thoug h he had troubIe controlling his body. When he
genufIected, instead of kneelíng he fell like a sack of potatoes, and the
11·
boards resounded with the blow from hís knees. When he turned around to
bless us, his gaze reminded me of that murdered priest's open eyes •••
What a look, my God! Why do they say the soul is invisible?
1 went there a few other Sundays, maybe out of curiosity, maybe
because it was a way of protesting--even though no one would know and
. ~
. it wouldn't do any good-e-agaínat the "priest hunt" that during those
terrible weeks had spread throughout the land, C~ould have liked that old
man to preach, to say something to us, but he never did. "He says he
doesn't know how," the widow expIained. "He says he used to preach when
he was young, but now that he's old he realizes he has nothírig interesting
to say, that he 'a always been a pain when he's tried to preach and that,
-tY
besides, we already know everything he couId tell uso Once he said a few
words, or rather mumbled them. "My children," he said, "here you see the
Church back in the catacombs. Jesus shows us his face, cover ed with blood
and spittle as when Pilate said, 'Behold the mano,tI
i 'Those were the last words he spoke to uso One Sunday the w~w
(it was at the begínníng of November) told me there would be no Mass
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because the old man had disappeared. We don't even know his name, and
we haven't heard from him sínce, l'U never forget his weary, pleadíng
Iook, Sometimes, with.out realizing it, 1 commend my soul to him, 1 pray to
hím. L'm sure it's absurd to pray to someone who may still he alíve, but
when 1 remember fhat face 1 feel there's no barrier between this world
and the next.
Apri,l 18
1 received your letter asking for more details aboút what you call my
"conversion," perhaps with a touch of irony. My "conversion," as you put
ít, is nothing of the sort but rather something floating and nebulous. 'I'he
letter 1 wrote the day before yesterday included somethírig about it, and
perhaps it's not worth sayirig anything else. As far as geology's concerned,
T'm sure you'll recall that 1 gave it up ,when Lluís and 1 moved in
together. Though he alwayacur-sed the bourgeoisie, we could live ver y
comfortably on his dividends from "Son of Ruscalleda"--in whose offices he
. ~
never deigned to set foot, since as you know,' the manufacture of soup
noodles has always seemed revolting and ludícrous to him. 1 had no need
to work for a living, and since Ramonet carne along so soon--three weeks
alter we moved in together--my chores at home kept me busy.
Though really, the reason 1 was sick of geology at the time wasn't
what 1 told you and hím, l'd grown tired of life itself, but 1 hid that fact
'1
~roni both of you. 1 felt para~zed, hopeless, starting a few months after
we moved Into this house, You know this house is hts, an inheritance from
his mother. What 1 may not have told you is that Lluís, the day after he .
stopped beíng a minor, deeded it to me and Ramonet with the stipulation
that it would also belong to any other children we mighthave. You see,
Lluís is likethat sometimes, but on the other hand, when we were alone
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together , he 'd beg un to fall into those silences that could last for days
and days. You often carne to call on us in the afternoon, and those visits
were the only thírig I stilllooked forward too He'd alsocheer up when you
were around. Once we were havíng a cup of tea--it must have been our
eleventh or twelfth. The wi:n.ter sun streamed through the window and the
wood stove, crammed with log s, was red-hot and cracklíng. We'd been
talking, as usual, about a million different t.hfng s, jumpirig from one
subject to another: about life and death, spiritualism and magíc, the matirig
¿+ rituals of scorpions and W NO'\~::ea:n papuan7r:eral rites. You
interrupted him and, as if summíng up the conversation, said "In a
nutshell: we come from the obscene and we're headed for the macabre."
You like to say what's least expected. You don't realize how much
harm a few words can do. A few words we blurt out, that we drop
casuallv, can open an abyss at someone else's feet, a bottomleas pit •••
and perhaps that person suffer's f'rom vertigo. You enjoy strolling alorig the
edges of cHffs; it makes me dizzy! From that day on, I felt that
. ~
. everything was pointless: studying mollusks from the Carboniferous Period
or br-íng íng children into the world, since the wopld neither had nor could
have any meanirig. It was just sprawling outskirts-- but of what city?--a
chaotic space scored by sidíngs bristling with telephone poles and -wíres,
all purposeless: a dreadful, gray, incoherent industrial landscape enclosed
between two endless walls, the obscene onone side, the macabre on the
other. What was the sense of anything, if it was all reducible to this?
You don't know how lonely I felt at that time, especially when Lluís
was home. Ves, especially at his si de. Much lonelier than now, I can assure
you, Now he's far away and can't crush me with his silences.
April19
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I'm ashamed of the letter 1wrote you yesterday. WhenI carne home
from mailing it, I found two from Lluís that the mailmanhad slipped under
the door.
Twoletters so affectionate and sad that they moved memore than I
can tell, He says he misses me, that we'U start a new life when peace
comes, that the war has made him understand howmuch we mean to each
ot.her, Heasks me to for give him for the past and to have faith in the
future. And how could I not have faith in him?
Lluís is such an expert at fínding the words to make me cry and
for get everything that's happened ••. A couple of affectionate letters,
and here I am at his feet again. I dorr't know howmany times it's
happened. Whata fool I must be! He has a knack for makirig people
forgive him, so natural that he's not aware of it; he has no idea. If he
did, he'd be one hell of an actor! But no; it comes from within, so
spontaneously that when it comes .•. His son's inherited it, like so many
other traits. If you could see how he gets me to forgive him after sorne
. ~
monumental tantrum, and he has a millionof them! He sure knows how to
throw a tantrum, but then all of a sudden he'll decide to stop, and then
he can be so sweet!
Later, in the afternoon, the mailmancarne back to give mea money
order that had been held up: three second lieutenant's paychecks, plus
~ Vo·v''L vVI.~ . 4:; éJv'r-L .
~they give him for beírig in the field, whích .~llore than the basic
pay. Itwas a wad of bifls. I felt so happy that this mor-níng I couldn't
resist buying a secretary desk from the time of Queen Isabella II that I'd
seen in a second- hand furniture shop a while ago. I hired a couple of guys
to bring it home, and they've just unloaded it. 1 had them put it in the
living room, and above it I hung that oíl portrait of his great-grandfather,
the one who was a colonel in the First Carlist Warj the one you said looks
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so much like the boyo 1 didn't tell you, but 1 finally found a gílt frame in
an antique shop on Palla Street that was just the r-ight size, shape, and
style, so now L've frame'd that great-grandfather whom we'd been keeping .
in a drawer while we looked fo'r a frame that would fit hím, The frame is
tS
oval, the gold }geks old, and the picture looks splendid hangíng there. And
f\.-
it's true that they look alike. Just now Lwas star-íng at t.hem, the portrait
and the boy, and 1 could imagine Ramonet with those gígantíc sídebuens
and that huge red beret. 1 could die laughíngt If you knew what my family
')<. thinks of;¡;; Carlists! A~d coloneis!
Ramonet has turned out to be a real Broca. You can tell these Brocas
have war in their blood, He never stops whíriing and pieadírig with me to
let him go to war with his father. The older he gets, the more he
resembles Lluís ..• as for me, every day 1 feel older and more childish,
both at once. L'm twenty-one years old; -yeater day was my birthday. L'm a
growriup now.
May 3
Ves, Juli, 1 was baptízed. Hadn't 1 told you1. Forgive me. T'm in such
a daze that 1 can't remember when 1 wrote you last and what 1 said. Was
it two weeks ago? All 1 can recall is that it was before your second visit,
as unexpected as your first had been .•• But 1 want to be honest with
you: in spite of everything you said dur-íng that Iong+-and short!--night, 1
still wasn't sure. You thought it was very important, but as for me .•. 1
~ . ~as happy the way ];was: mere ~S· vaguely Christian, nothirig more. It
was har d for me to decide to do something like that just togive you
pleasure.
But 1 did it, and if you want to know the truth, 1 don't feel any
different. l'm writing to you in my chaír , by the window,and from time to
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to time I glance at that pyramid of canned mílk, which has shrunk quite a
bit. You didn't have to apologíze for not br-íngíng more. I imagine you
can't do it very often, and besides, I have enough to keep goil\lgfor the
time beírig, I felt so happy when I saw you show up unexpectedly again!
The níght passed so quickly as we talked .•. I remember everyt.híng you
said. I've been tur-níng it over and overin my mind, rooted to my chair
I
like my grandmother is to hers. Now,I mean right at this moment, I feel
annoyed at myself for gfvírig in to you. Why should someone as intelligent
as you attribute such importance "to an external cer-emonylike baptism?
Yes,I know all that stuff about sacraments and the dívine grace they
instill ••• but the only sacrament I really understand is marriage!
And when :I call marriage a "sacrament," I mean what theologians
mean: not the ceremony, whether it's religious or civil, and which strictly
speakirig isn't necessary. I mean the joining together of aman and wc;>man
# in a permanent bond ~ith the hope of traJmitting life. ~hat else
~ /\..
could thatbe .b:ttta sacrament? Something so horribly indecent it makes
e <- • . ~
me shudder to think of it!
But baptism ... I don't know what to sayo ls it real1y possible that
by sprinkling a little water on our heads and sayíng a few magíc words we
can save our souls, which otherwise would be damned? Is there really
anyone on earth still capable of believing somethírig so ••. stupid? Excuse
me, but I have to tell you how1 feel.
I know you'll reply that ies not that, that many among the baptized
will be damned and many who were never baptized will be saved, because
God's ways are inscrutable, e~etera, e1fetera, elfetera. Just as you like,
but in that case, what's the point of beirig baptized? 1 did it myself, but
only because you insisted. For no other reason, I assure you.
F'rommy armchair, thr-ough the open window, 1 can see the lime tree
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in the yard, bejeweled with pale green, silvery buds, and they remind me
·of the worst days in that time when I despised everything, absolutely
everything, even that poor lime tree. That was when your crack, "Wecome
. ~. Ir ~o ce .
from the obscene and we're headed for the macabre," kept :poundiag In my
~"~.~,, . " , A .-
~. Ramonet still couldn't get around except by crawling, and I watched
hi~ like someonewatchíng a kitten, and 1asked myself what right l'd had
to gíve him life when it could only end in death--this life which r~:t \.;
not.hirigmore and can be not.híng m?re than a long, hopeless~. And
nonetheless, lloved my son. I was crazy about the boy, but wasn't that
another trick nature played on us, a trick like the one that drives us to
the act that will transmit life? Wouldwe get any fun outof it ifwe
brought them into the world as they'll end up, the way my grandmother is
now, for instance? Itwas Novembe'rthen. The lime tree was bare, and the
gardener had trimmed it, cutt.íng it back so it was almost all .trunk. 'I'hat
lime tree seemed as stupid to me as everything else. Every year the same
story: los'ing leaves, sprouting new ones, and altogether, for what? With
~
what purpose? As stupid as Lluís's beard! Dur-íng that time, I heard him
every morning as I lay in bed, ·because he got up_earlier than I did and he
.liked to shave not in the bathroom but at the washbasin in our bedroom,
so that as I lay there half asleep, I could hear the razor scraping across
Lbl<.,{j)
his ~ As stupid as a beard you shave off each day and that sprouts
agaín, day in and day out. Everything on earth was monotonous, senseless
repetition. It;was then that I hated geology, which cynically reveals,
perhaps more than anythírig else, this endiJ.ess,useless repetition of
identical phenomena, the hideous monotony of layer upon layer of
sediments, each t-epr-eserrtírig tens or hundreds of t.housands of years,
cy-- .f.. t)..(. {".\.. .
deposited ~on top of th~other till they're miles thick: time's
<; lN\ ("LG./V\ . v .
mcoJBPPj\:ensib~ abyss that fills us with nausea ••• And that lime tree's
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trunk was an obscene stake driven into my head, driving me crazier than
all the migraine headaches on earth! It,stood there, silouetted agaínst the
Iíght, In that November, fortunately so far away, time crept forward
ímper-ceptfbly ,crushing me with its slowness as Lluís díd with his silences.
Time, which had seemed like a magícian when I was 'a little girl! As far
back as lean remember, lloved the WEj,ytime passed. lloved time and the
~{.l~ .;..r...
trail it left: the pasto Sometimes, in.thz\ narrow streets -Ett the old part of
tówn, where I was born and where my parerrts have always líved, I'd stop,
entranced by sorne old doorway with a date: 1653, 1521. r'd count the
years that had passed since people like us had built ít; and those stones
would make me feel less alone. The older they were, the more I felt their
company. Later, as I grew older , geology attracted me because those
sedimentary rocks that count the centuries by the millions gave me a great
•
sense of security. It's strange: if I make an effort-to :Fe~r, lean
·S
recapture my f'eeltnga when I wlt five or su and already savored this
indescribable pleasure of havíng a pasto It's hard to understand, but it's
5
true: a child of five or six already has a past like an abyss.
Toward the middle of that November when t.ime had stopped and
somet.ímes felt like a hand st.rang líng me, my mother visited me one
afternoon. I could barely foHow what she was sayirig. I felt completaly cut
off from the world, as though all contact between me and the out si de
world had been broken and there was no way to reestablish ít, She
chattered away as usual, talkíng about one t.híng after another, and I
. ~ri follow what she was saving, In the midst of those buzzing
té ¿! 6 .
words that I perceived like the babble of a distant brook, a few suddenly
stood out: she was telling me about an unusual everit that had caused a
senaatíon on Hospital Street. A girl had thrown herself from her seventh-
\! 4'?!~~:J . '. .'f-! .u-'fr apartment with her newborn son, itAyourig girl, quite normal--at
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least that's what we all thought. She seemed happy to be pregnant with
her first child.' No one can understand it." "But it's so obvious!" 1 blur-ted
out. My mother looked at .me like someone staring at a madwoman, shook
her head, and change d the subject. Whyam :E telling you this now?
-
Because shortly afterward you gave me--also for my Saint's Day--that
copy of the New Testament. Ever stnce then I've kept it on the tableo The
bookmark is still where you left it. When I opened it, I found the famous
passage where Jesus says that to be saved we must eat his flesh and drink
his blood. All the_ disciples, upon hearíng this monstrous idea, forsake him,
~~~~ .and his discjp t' also uncertain, begtn to leave too. Only.the twelv e'"
SL"'/-""'/~ k:",A lfA·l-t 1:h~
a~emai~nd Jesus asks them, "Will )rISO go away?' And you'd. ~ d .
underlined Simon's reply, "Lord, to whom shall Ago? Thou h~st the
words of eternal life." I werrt through the whole book, ..,~ú...:';' to see if
~\AC
¡.
you'd underlined other passagea, but you hadn't. Only this one! And on the
flyleaf you'd written, "The Cross or the Absurd."
TheCross or the Absurd ••.
<
R..~~.''''''
Sorne days later , one rainy .a:t:te~~I:at-l:-"W'ascomirig home ina
streetcar from the market. In one of those ooíncídences so rare in big
cíttes like Barcelona, I saw Lluís standing on a cornero Itwas dark out,
but he was under a streetlamp and the gaslig ht shone on him. I was
sttting by the window, gazírig out without seeing anything. Raindrops like
tears streamed down the streetcar window, and outside everything was a
.chaos of automobiles, streetcars, pedestrians hurrying along the sides of
. 'eitN,,~\e-....
the~ under their umbrellas-- I was comíng from the Boqueria
Market--while the central promenade was almost deserted beneath the
plane treE1s' bare branches. The rain glistened on the oilcloths the
(~cJvn .'
news~ ,had spread over their papers. And there he was on that cor ner ,
blurry amid the crowd. Wewere goíng through one of our worst periods,
o
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days and days without speakírig to ea:ch other ••• And there he wa:s, on
the corner of Carme Street, waitíng to cross alorig with everyone else. The
rain had soaked his hair and trickled down his eheeks: as usual, he 'd gone
out without a hat or umbrella. He looked so anonyrnous amid the crowd,
on that dark, raínv, Barcelonan November ~~'7..~~¡ so anonymous •.. A
person never looks more alone than in the midst of a crowd. His eyes
stared blankly ahead. He even seemed unshaven-v-unusual for hím-e-or maybe
he just had a five-o'clock shadow. I saw him through that rainy window,
but he didn't see me. For a moment I thought he was cr-yírig , but no; it
was the raindrops trickling from his haír, The eyes in his expressionless
face looked very big. It was their blankness that made them seem so. What
a hopeless gaze! l'd never seen a look like that on his face, and I felt
like getting off the streetcar, which had stopped, and running to hím so
we could cry together, so I could help him shoulder the burden that, ,
seemed to be cr-ushing him, though I didn't know what it was. But the
streetcar started up agaín, and once I got home and was alone in our
}
bedroom, I threw myself on the bed and weptand wept, thinkírig that
<: ~1./VJl-'
s~oner or later another streetc-ar would sta "j-(1' !=l~danother pane, even
místier, would separate us forever, that l'd see him but he wouldn't see
me, nor would he ever see me again, l'd see hím, more alone than ever;
more lost amid that seething, indifferent multitude; emptier than ever •..
and he wouldn't see me, he wouldn't see me however much he might long
to; then, when it was too late! I wept and wept, ridiculously, pitying him
and myself. Afterward, as after a cloudbur-st, the sky suddenly eleared, I
no Ioriger- hated Lluís; I felt sorry for him.
No, Juli¡ it's not that Lluís is sick of me. Don't ever say that again.
That's not what I toldyou that night; that's not it at all! I know
perfectly well that he needs me, even if he doesn't realíze it. He thinks
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he's annoyed by those who care about him. It's such an absur-d
paychologícal mechanism that it took me a long time to understand it. And
1 suffered a lot before 1 fínally under stood. Lluís is terribly unjust toward
. -t/')lA) (V'''-->--'-
those who love him; ~ his uncle, for instance. 1'11te11 yoú about it
sorne other day. Lluís is so contradictory. He was always talkirig about his
brothe~ Ramon, for example. You know hes nuts about hím, but he'd never
taken me to meet him. When 1 asked him to, he'd reply, "You'd be scared
out of your wits, appalle d. You wouldn't be able to stand it." 1 couldn't
get him to budge, but he kept on 'talking about him in a way 1 can only
call worshipful. He thinks he's an unbeliever , of course. Him, an
unbeliever! He can be a monster, sometimes he's been one with me, but an
unbelíever ...
F'inal'ly, one day he took me to the Brothers Hospitalers and 1 met
his famous brother Ramon. We hardly had a chance to speak. He was
feeding a bunch of idiots, who drooled and grunted: ten or twelve grown-
up idiots between twenty and forty years old, who were so painful to
)
behold--and he fed them and wíped the spittle from their chins as though
it were the most natural t.hing in the world, just _as 1 did with Ramonet,
who was eleven months old ..• One, while Ramon was feeding him
spoonfuls of soup, wet his pants, and Lluís, visibly u:ncomfortable, tugged
f!..t-./"~
at my sleeve and saíd, "Let's go. No one~bear this spectacle." For
day s and days it ,:¡.tu;~in my mínd. Sorne níghts 1 drearnt about idíota,
and 1 never dream. Imagine me tellíng you a11this! Let me just say, to
finish off this long letter, that a few weeks later 1 was síttmg in my
usual chair by the wíndow. It was a clear December afternoon, and 1 was
star íng at the everring star as it san k toward the horizon. It twinkled for
a momenfFnd then it seto Staring blankly, with my mouth open, 1 thought
1 saw one of those idiots, the one who'd wet his pants, and at the same
I
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time I heard a kind of far-off voice saving, "the obscene or the macabre,
the Cross or the Absurd." I tried to understand how the evening star could
have been there, shíning so bs-ight.ly, and now it was gone, as if it had
never been there at all! Howlong an instant can last, the íristant that
separates what is no more from what still was ••. The past from a
minute ago is as past as millions of centur-íes ago! Whowil1ever be able
to understand rt? And suddenly, it seemed as though that stupid trunk, the
lime tree's bare trunk that I saw silouetted against, the dusk, it seemed
that a transverse stake was sprouting from that obscene, macabre stake ••
. something to clirig to! "The Cross or the Absurd," I repeated to myself
without really understanding. Please don't laugh at me. It had nothíng to
do with Saint Philomena. Don't even think of such a comparison. But it
was then that I understood your .words: the Cross or the Absurd. Then I
understood that old verse: OCrux, ave, ,apes unica.
Don't laugh at me, I beg you. Maybe sometimes my letters seem
corny. We'd be in a real fix if we couldn't be corny from time to time. If
5
you knew what a comfort it ís to have a friend whom I can tell
everything that comes into my head, however cor_nyit míght be ••• As
you can see, I spend hours and hours writing to you. Of course I could
burn the letters after writing them, but l'd rather .send them. After all,
it's in order to communicate with someone that I write all this--and that
someone could only be you.
May7
You ask for more details about my baptismo It's funny that you
attach so much importance to it, when for me it has so little. If you knew
what an empty cerernony it felt like, how indifferent it left me ••• Not
knowíng where to go, and sinee you'd insisted so mueh,!mentioned it
fU"B
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to that woman, the anar~híst's widow. They¡ stopped saving Mass in her
attíc after the old Jesuít disappeared (she told that in fact he was a
Jesuit), but she knows oí. another house where they hold services almost
every Sunday. A hou~ where she's t~ned for years, and because of that
~-'\A.I\' e c",,/""'"'r {¿t'eII -
they have complete f~h..in her. ...L-'
I c-: l'uA \" ~
It's a house en a narrow street in the Saint~ neighborhood,
t-;
almost the same as the others around it: an old, gray building. But inside
..• I couldn't believe my eyes! l'd never been in a house like that one.
·lol ,
It's ~that the anarchist patrols haventt requisiti~ned it yet. They
must not realize that t.he crustiest old bluebloods have their palaces in the
oldest neighborhoods. It's also odd that so many of them have stayed in
Barcelona and managed to survive all the horrors.
When the anarchist's wídow, Ramónet, and I arrived, a group of
ladies, most of them middle-aged, was waítíng for uso There were pet-haps
twenty-five or thirty of them. I was astonished to see so many, and it
made me feel embarrassed, especially since Ramonet started whíníng that
)
. he wanted to go home, and t.he more they fuased over him the more he
buried his head in my skirts. Then, as often happens, he suddenly cut his
tahtrum short and decided to make himself ag reeable, to those ladies'
great delíght as they fought over his attention. While we were waiting for
the priest and godfather, who still hadn't arrived, I looked around the
room. It was immense, with a high ceilírig, the bíg gest drawing room L'd
ever seen, Needless to say, the doors and windows were shut, and to make
sure no one could hear a sound from outside, they'd even drawn the thick
green damask curtains. An enormous rock-crystal chandelíer he Id twenty or
thirty burning candles. They were real wax candles and filled the whole
room with their scent. Seeing my surprise, the lady of the house explained
that they were only lit on important occasions, "like today, ti she added,
'1-..
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fixing mewith the most gracious of smiles. The walls were lined with big,
gilt-framed mír-rors alternating with old paintings ("by Francesc Pla i
Duran ~t.9(,"" she saíd). The ceilírig was decorated with frescos
I
representing Paris's verdict or sornesuch mythologícal malárky. 'Fhere was
a sofa in each corner, surrounded by four ar-mchair-s, period pieces made of
mahogany and upholstered with red velvet, In the middle of one of the
waHswas a big walnut door in which scenes had been carved. Facing that
door were two lar ge windows, and in the middle of the other two walls
stood two bureaus, the biggest and most beautiful bureaus I'd ever seen in
my life. Each one must be worth a fortune. They're imposing in their
massiveness, with an abundance of exquisite marquetry and ca.rved latches
you could spend days and days gazíng atoBut the prettiest fhing was all
that space left over, all that blank, white waHon either side of the
bureaus and windows, and especially on.either side of tl10se double walnut
')~---.'i
doors. Whata joy bare white waHsare, how restful and ~ tó the
eyes.
)
In the middle of the room, beneath the chandelier, they'd placed a
table they called a guéridon, and on top of that guéridon a kind of silver
bowl, "Anold washbasin; it's been in the farnily for generations," the
mistress of the house told me, eager to satisfy my éuriosity. I gathered
~
that it was needed for what we were goirig to do. I had no idea::ó!fhowa
baptism is .perf'ormed; I'd never seen one. 1 already mentioned that almost
all the ladies were on the elderly side, fifty years or older, But one of
them was young and very blonde, apparently the other one's daughter-in-
law, and she began to speak so enthusiastically about the decision I'd
made that I felt uncomfortable and didn't knowwhat to sayoFinally the
priest arrived, .buatl'ing about like someonewho's always in a rush. Hewas
yourig too, under thirty, clean-shaven, disguised as a wor-ke'rbut
"Well, now that we're all here," said the priest, raístng his voice, and
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impeccably neat, his gesrures firm and quíck , almoat automatic. I'11 tell you
the honest truth: 1 disliked hím at first síght, To conque r this feeling, I
told myself he was risking his life to perform his dutíes, and that all
those ládíes hadalso placed themselves in danger-, The godfather still
hadn't shown up, emd the priest kept gfancing impatiently at his watch.
Each time he did so, he abr-upbl'y lifted his arm, peered at the watch, and
even put bis ear to it as trgh he were afraid it had stopped, annoyed at
the minutes we were makírig him waste. At last the godfather appeared: a
charming old man, very courteous, very shy, ver y likeable, who was
obviously delighted to see all those ladíes. He kissed sorne of their hands,
I would have liked my godmother to be the anarchist's widow, but they'd
decided it all in advance. It had to be the lady of the house, 1 would have
had to make a great fuss to charige their plans, And besides, 1 was feeling
more and more indifferent to all those ,preparations that meant nothíng to
me.
the ladies instantly fell silent. He'd slipped on an alb the lady had taken
out of one of the bureaus, and the ceremony began. The only fun in it all
was that it was clan destine. The priest explained the meaníng of each
thírig he did, but the more he explained the less sense it made to me.
Perhaps it would be better if they didn't explain anythírig, if they just
said the words they have to sayo The more they carry on, the more they
ruin it. Thank God Ramonet enjoyed himself; as far as 1'm concerned •••
it seemed so long and tedious. The priest was an energetic, resolute type,
and this was precisely what got on my nerves: so much ener-gy , such
resolve, so much convíctíont He spoke with an aplomb that irritated me.
How could he be so sure about such dark, puzzling t.hírig s? The other
priest, on the contrary, the old Jesuit in the attic, was so obviously
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unsure of everything! His look, that of a decrepit, beaten apostle, held so
little convictioh but so much faith ••.
I think that if the old Jeaurt from Arc del Téatre Street had baptized
me, I would have felt something. Maybe--who knows+-I would have felt
-'
profoundly moved. I remembered the old man's first Mass, in that slummy
old attic--where he lived in hiding , as I learned from the anarchist's
widow. In fact, it was she who had hidden hím, I gradually learned all thís
afterward. And the memory of that man brought baek the suffocating heat
C\.ll ~
of that dreadful summer when they were huntírig priests ;thPoughj\:t
Catalonia. Howsimply he said Mass, as though it were the most everyday,
ordinary t.híng, And since flies swarmed through the dormer windows, there
were always a few on his upper Iíp, which was beaded with sweat. He
didn't brush them away, and I felt I was seeíng the other face, the dead
priest's face with those other flies. If .he 'd baptized me ••• Whydidn't it
occur to me to ask him then, when he was stiU in our midst?
As for now... y
The priest sprinkled meand the boy from a scaHoped silver bowl;
also taken from one of the bureaus. They have everythíng in that house,
The mistress even showed me a "baptism suit" from the eighteenth century,
which all the sons of that house had worn since fhe archduke's time,
"because in this house," she saíd, "we support the Hapsbur-gs, of course." It
was a sumptuous piece of .clothing, made entirely of lace, but it was of no
use to uso Ramonet couldn't have fit into that suit made for a baby, and I
had even less chanceo "You should know," the lady added, "that it was
used to baptize one of the Prince of Darmstadt's nephews who was born in
Barcelona dur-íng the aiege of 1714.Wewere his godparents, too." If I'd
taken her words literally, I would have been obliged to think that lady and
her father-in-Iaw (for that was the old man's relation to her) had reached
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the venerable age of over two hundred.
The marquis (one of the other ladies had whispered to methat he
was the Marquis of X,and if 1write "X"it's not to Imttate novels about
lords and ladies or to protect himif this letter falls into the wrong hands
but simply because 1carr't remember the title she mentioned) seemed old
but nothat old and was genuinely charmíng, Whata considerate,
unpretentious old man,with .somethírig innocent and hopef'ulin his gaze!
"PIe'snearly ninety years old," said the old lady who had told mehe was
the Marquis of X, "and he refuses to go abroad. He's always been an
eccentric. "
Hehear d her and laughingly replied, "Atmyage, one prefers dying
at hometo living amorigstrangers."
1 just realized that tellírig you about these ladies and marquises, 1
míght give you the notion that they were dressed as such. Nothrng could
be further from the truth. 'I'hey were disguised as factor y workers, like
everyone else in Barcelona except myfather. Myfather not only refuses
to forgo his customary tie and jacket but ever since the revolution has
worn a hat, though before he went bareheaded. "T'herevolutionary circus,"
as he calls it, gets on his nerves. The st.rangeat thing is that you can see
they're aristocrats a míle away despite their dísguíaes. Perhaps it's that
they overdo it with their proletarian outfits and therefore look fake, or
maybe it's their way of walking, of movíng, of talking, which has always
been so different from construction workers'--because in reality, they're
disguised as construction workers, as though they didn't suspect that there
were other varieties, íncludírig sornewho are prosperous and as well-
dressed as anyone.
After the ceremony, the lady of the house served tea. A servant--also
disguised as a construction worker--brought us chaír s, ar-rariging them in a
t-
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circle around the guéridon; a general conversation began. The priest
glanced at hiswatch again and said he couldn't stay long, and that in the
meantime he'd record the two baptisms, He pulled O\Ü a book in which he
records, as far as I could make out, all the ones he's presided at since the
-
Church had to go undergreund, and he asked the lady of the house for
two sheets of fine papar so :¡; could havesome kind of certificate. He's
only fulfiHing his duties, bravirig all kinds of danger-s, but 1 can't help it:
fL¿l/V\.-
all those complications irritated me. They seemed so bur1tcratic! And one
small detadl upset me.
OnRamonet's ~ certificate, the priest had ~ritten: "Ramonde
Broca i Milmany,nat-ural son of Lluíe de Broca i Ruscalleda and Trinitat
Milmanyi Catassús ... " Wouldyou believe this "natural" cut me to the
quick? It didn't bother me that he/d put the same thtng down for me,
sínce I'm so used to seeirig i~ on my paper-a ..• I asked if he couldn't
just write "son" for Ramonet, without further qualification. "No,madam;
these are our instructions." "But it's not his fault that he 'a illegitimate!"
"He's not illegitimate," he replied, as though he found the word repugnant.
He explaaned that "natural" has no bad connotations, since the only
childreri who aren't natural are adopted and that natural children become
legitimate when their parents marry, "unlike Illegrtímate ones, the children
of parents who can't marry." Since you're a lawyer, it must make you
laugh to think I didn't know any of this, but I think a lot of people are
confused about it. "Of course," the priest added, smilirig and gesturing
toward those seated, "we all hope that as soon as your ... husband can
come to Barcelona, you'lllegitimize youz union with a Church wedding." I
realized that he thought we'd had a civil wedding and I wanted to let him
know that wasn't the case. "To us," he replied, "it makes no difference.
Marriage must be a sacrament."
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And that's how 1 feel too, Juli •. if it's not a sacrament, then what
is marriage? But 1 couldn't help ít, However much 1 agreed+-at least in a
certain way, which per haps he dtdrr't perceive--with many of the thirig s he
saíd, 1 didn't like that pr-íeat. His aplomb, his conviction, his energetic
expression and gestures .•• and those constant glances at his watch, as
t.hough he wanted to make us Jeel we were wasting his precious time!
Meanwhile, the ser vant had brought us a big platter of toast, which
he'd left on the guéridon. Itwas a solid silver platter, like the bowl
they'd used for the baptism, and -the plates he passed out were gilt-edged
Sé vr-es china. The elegant tableware contrasted wit.hwhat he served:
rationed bread, sliced very thin to make it go further and topped with a
thin layer of lard .•Itwas stilI hot from the oven, and everyone
pronounced it delicious.
"Whowould ha:ve thoug ht," one .lady said, "that the time would come
when we'd spread lard instead of butter on our toaat?"
"And we're lucky to have that," another replíed. _ C\ e •.. )
~~~~~"A few weeks ago," saíd another , "an uncI.~A m Ne::;ork sent
us a dozen cans of corned beef through the United States consulate.
BMore the war, we'd never heard of corned beef, and if someone had told
us there was such a thing as canned meat we'd have fainted with disgust."
"And yet it tastes so good," the lady of the house sighed. "There are
so many delicious thíngs we had no idea existed. After the war, 1 think
r'n go on usíng lard instead of butter and corned beef instead of roast
veal. I've never eaten with so much pleasure!"
Then she served tea. You can find all the tea you want in Barcelona,
no doubt because so few people drink it. What's totally disappeared is
\
sugar; but the lady of the house, along with her lar-d, had received a few
pounds of sugar from London, and that tea tasted so good to me, as
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sugary as when we used to drink it together! 1 still have tea at home, but
without sugar. As far as saccharine is concerned, some people like it but 1
find it revoltíng.
AH that, the toast with. lard and the tea with sugar, was of course
for a special occasion: our baptisms, which those ladies apparently
eonsidered an historic evento Jt made me uneasy that they attached so
much importance to it. 1 couldn't see what all the fuss was about. From
their euphoric comments, 1 gathered that for them it wasn't merely an
event but a victory.
1 gathered this especiaHy from what the yourig -blorrde told me. She
interpreted my decision as admitting they were right: they, of all people!
When 1 caught on, 1 thought it was funny, because 1 felt as alien among
. .
them as 1 would have felt amorig a tribe of Papuana. At one point, 1
expressed my surprise that there wasonly one man among so many women.
The yourig blonde stared at me in amazement.
"AH.the men have fled the Red zone. Didn't you know? Except for
grandpa, who always has to be .different. Imagine: when everyone else was
i afpUblican he was a monarchist, and now that <cyeryone's , , ,"
': "A fascist," he interrupted very gently, "L'mstdllthe íncor-regíble
liberal L've been all my life. 'l'hat/s it, isn't it?"
And tur níng to me with his dísarmíngly childi:sh smile, "Madam •••
or miss, since accor dirig to the reverend we can't consider you married
with a civil wedding .•. "
"1 didn't have a civil wedding either," 1 tnststed.
"The reverend has already told us that makes no difference. Would
you belíeve this is the first time in my life that 1 regret having no talent?
Ves, 1 never' minded having no more talent than the smidgen Our Lord
gave me, but now l'd like to havé as much as Stendhal so. 1 could write a
"Whoever wins, I've lost," he muttere d, stiU smílíng at me. And he
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novel called Neither the Red nor the Black."
"Don't mind him, Grandfather has always been a little ••. odd," the
yourig blonde told me, t.houg h 1 undez-stcod that he was actually her
husband's grandfather. "Would you believe he doesn't even listen to Radio
Seville? And if we tell him what we've heard, he doesn't seem to care."
hurig his head, as though overcome by a sud den wave of melancholy,
"But gran dpa, while our men are risking their lives on the battlefield
.•. Don't you think, my dear," she added, addressing me, "that in times
like these indifference is suicídal?"
Hearing her say "our men," referring to those on the other side, and
in a tone that assumed that 1 was with her all the way, 1 stared at the
anarchist's widow. They'd aeate d h~r in one of thechairs in their midst,
speaking toher from time to time with marked condescension. You could,
see she was delighted to be there, amorig those rich ladies, and didn't
seem to grasp the meanirig of what they were sayirig. "She's the cleanirig
woman," 1 t.hought, "overjoyed because for once in her life they've let her
l).vt' ~'-
sit among them." ,uddenly 1 understood (when s~e realized 1 was lookírig
, . [,-
at her, she gazed back, smilirig and with a slightly dazed expression) that
what made her seem so happy and so far away, so far aboye our
conversation, was that 1 and Ramonet had been baptized. I suddenly
understood that she was worth far more than all of us put together! Still
glancirig at his watch, the pr íest. took pieces of toast f'rom the platter.
The youngblonde grew more animated as she spoke of "our men," and
about the day+-soon to come, according to her--when t.hey lll reach
Barcelona. And 1 listened to her, t.hínkíng, "Who does she take me for?" At
one point I interrupted to let her kriow l'd been baptized on the advice of
a Red officer, and to emphasize it, I stared straight at her and added, "As
L
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Red as they come!"
It was she who used that ridiculous adjective to refer to you, the
J ~¡ ..e...)
republican soldíer-s. Amu~ed, the marquis looked at m¡{sympathetically. On
the other hand, It seemed--and how I wish I were mistaken+ethat the
priest was displeased by my outburst. In any case, the conversa'tion
Ianguíshed, the priest took advarrtage of the lull to excuse himself,
;( b ~L,~ 1:2.
appalle d at how much time . assed, the lady of the house saw him to. '
the door , and the gathering broke up,
All that was left was the finishing touch: as 1was also leavírig,
holding Ramonet's hand and with the anarchist's widow behind me, stnce
v'tLh
the hallway from the drawing room to the front door 7"t dar-k, I tripped on
the edge of the thick carpet and fell face down.
#
When I found myself out.síde in t.he fresh aír-, Ji felt as though a
weight had been lifted off me. Why should I kid you? It all seemed like a
bíg misunderstanding. And it left a nasty taste in my mouth.
The only thíng resembling the "divine joy" I'd read about in relígíous
books was what I felt some days later-, seeing ho~ much our baptism upset
m~ mother. Without remorse, I savored this intense, wicked plea:sure, and I
feel no shame in tellíng you about it. I've even suspected that r decided to
take this step not so much at your insistence but for the pleasure of
get.tíng in a quarrel with her, It makes meshudder to think how much
wickedness we have inside uso
May 13
You ask me how that meeting with my mother went, saying I
probably could.have char ged admission, and since you put it that way, yes,
I certainly could have.
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That apartment on Hospital Street where 1 spent seventeen years of
my life--now 1 feel 1 couldrr't stand it for severrteen days. Ner constant
presence would be especially unbearable, a presence that weighs on you. 1
don't know how to put it. My mother's ene of those people you can hear
even when they're not speakírig. They neither can- nor want to pass
unnotíced. My mother •.• it's sad not tobe able to love your own
mother! We have so much malice hidden inside us, and I've had it for a
long time. 1 disliked her even when 1 was a little gír-l. She's always
preferred Llibert, as is natural since they're so much alike ••• They both
see the world as a delicious pie they're not allowed to zsínk thefr teeth
ínto. Their only problem is how to get a alice. They're so different from
my poor father. He's always romanticized the proletariat. Years ago, they
offered him a job editing a' commercial magazine. Mis journalistic
experience at Blast would have stood him in good stead, he could have,-- "
made a decent living. He turned them down. He can't understand the idea
of writing with the sole purpose of making a good living. He cares so
little about makíng a good living! He wants to share the life of the
proletariat. Nothing could ever get him to leave that apartment on Hospital
Street and move to a better one, as Llíber-t is now proposing. If they made
my father move from where he's always lived, he'd 'pine away and die.
Ves; 1 went to see my parenta. 1 c1imbed that staircase, divided into
two sets of steps that meet atevery landing and then split apart again: a
waste of space that could have been used to make the apartments bigger.
Four doors on every landirig •.. The walls alorig the stairs are still damp
and peelírrg , even more covered with inscriptions in penciland charcoal, 1
remember that you called them graffiti and said they would be interesting
'y data for a study lttmass psychology. Once you even began to copy them
down. Now you'd see a'lot more: a few months of war have spawned a
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new wave of graffiti, both political and obscene, As far as that banister is
concerned, the one you pronounced a masterpiece of baroque ironwork, it's
being eaten a:way by rust because no one bothers to paint it. If you touch
it, your hand is covered with red. The building's a hundred years old. L'm
sure you'll remember the date aboye the front ent.rance: 1837. Romanticism
... Was It customary to spend everything on the staircase in that era?
The rail on the banister up to the first fIoor is copper and shineslike
gold; it's the only t.híng the concierge cleans. As long as the copper
shines, nothíng else matters. 'I'he steps themselves are also differentiated
by social class: the first flight is marble. After that, they're ordinary tiles
with wooden edges, and everything--tiles and wood--has been worn away
j by cr:many feet. A hundred years of feet wearing them down ••. Almost
as many as have walked down Hoapital Street, which is like a narrow
gorge always full of water. How sad those human rivers are! You can see
that a hundred years ago, different classes shared the same buíidíng s, but
the poorer you were, the closer you lived to Heaven. As far as I can
{ remember, except for the first floor, which has one ~ apartment,
inhabited by a doctor who also has his office there, the apartments on the
second floor are as cramped as those on the seventh, where my parents
líve, There's still that newsdealer on the ground floor, but his business has
expanded: now, in addition to newspapér-s and magazinea, he has cheap
paperbacks, not to sell but to rento For ten centims, he'll rent you one for
a whole week, and he has a big clientele in the neighborhood. As I
climbed the stair s, I passed fifty people comíng down, I'm not
exaggerating. I counted them: exactly forty-nine. After all, apart from the ~
I~~ f'". n "1(J~clY--'\'-jl't-- l' "",,-0'\ <r '-"""'. e; IJ
first floor, there are six floors with four apartments each: ~ 4 - 24 =]»:
-tW~-t1.--fo~ ..
¡!amIlies. And they're by no means small families.Ours, with only five
member s, was the exception. As I climbed the stairs I could hear
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Polícár-pia'n voice comirig from 4A. She spends her lite yellíng up the
airshaft, ar gutng with the woman in 5B. To fhínk that for years I heard
her shouts and hardly noticed them. Nowthey'd gíve me a splitting
headache.
How habit-rformtng comfort, peace and quíet., white wafls, and space
are--plus a few pieces of furr;titure, carefuHy chosen one by one. That
clutter of r idiculous junk: umbr-ella stand, sideboard, dressing tablea, rows
of chairs with imitation-leather seats lined up alorig the haHway to make
people trip ..• I thínk the sensation of squalor never comes from what's
~its $ r '--.J
laeking but rather, like that of luxury, from excess. Wihoknows, maybe
squarar and luxury ar-etwins! That same apartment could have a completely
different air if instead of addírig to ít they took thíng s away: the dark red
waHpaper, the print of Pi iManagall wrth his Phrygian cap, half the
chairs, the umbrella stand, and aboveall that heavy lamp, that gaalamp
'"converted to electricity, that hang s from the ceílig above the díníng room
, 1'--
table, threatening to crush those eatirig there.
-1- Father wasn't~home that day. Mother told me he's hardly been
around lately in order to avoid quarreling- with Llibert. It turns out that
Llibert wanted to move them into a first-floor apartment on the Passeig
de Gracia, confiscated of course from its owner, arrd father índtg nan'tlv
refused. "l'd die of shame," he replied. Mother says they had an extremely
heated argumento Apparently .since he's been able to sin k his teeth into ít,
this seems like the best of all possible worlds to Llibert. Father f'lurig in
his face everything that's happened these past months: all the murders, all
the churches burned to the ground, all the harmless citizens hunted down
like rabid dogs. Llibert listened with a superior smile, "There are always
fools who don't know how to adapt to chang ing circumstances," was his
sole comment, "eternallosers, failures." Beside himself, father told him to
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get out and never set foot in his house agaín, Mother had a lot of trouble
get.tírig them to make up, and even now it's more a truce than a real
peace, based on carefuHy avoídíng subjects that would make the storm
break out again.
She and 1 were on the back porch, which looks out on the airshaft.
You've never been in this par-t of the house, My parents don't like
outsiders to see it; it's whe re my grandmother lives. My grandmother
Trini, my' father's mother, 1 got my name from her, They say when 1 was
born, they ceuldrr'f decide whether to call me Vida or Alegria. Vida would
have been horrible, don't you think? But Alegria wouldn't have been so
bad, except--alas!--that it would have suited me so badly •.• Unable to
decide between these two names, my father finally opted for his mother's.
My grandmother's t.rapped in her wheelchair. From her chair she sees
the airshaft, which is narrow and deep as a well (ímagtne: seven stories),
shared by three apartments as shabby and decrepit as ours. The air in it is
stagnant and, except in summer, ~s dark, dense, and damp as water. It
always smells stuffy, like a room that's never aired. You can always hear
women shoutirig and ar guíng from one window to another. The porch
facirig ours has a few flower-pots with broad-leaved planta, along with a
parrot on a perch and a monkey on a chaín. This has been my aunes
entire universe for many, many years. A monkey and parrot who fight; the
~.( ~')iO_"'--ctJ];V.. ')t- monkey teases and the parrot.~
How many years? 1 don't know. 1 can't remember ever seeing her in
any other state, She hardly speaks; she expresses herself through
inarticulate sourids, There are days when she can't recognize anyone, not
everi my father, who's her only son. We talk about her in her presence as
though she were a new-born baby.
That day we talked for a long time. Most conversations in Barcelona
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have to do with rationing. 1 find it a tiresome subject, since discuasíng it
doesn't solve anything and it's idiotic to make oneself feel even hungr-íer.
Better to disuract yofself, to talk about something else. So 1 talked about
our baptismo
She stared at me in süence, as though I wer-ecrazy. It was only
after a long pause that she blurted out,"Whatsinister stupidity!"
"Whystupidity?" 1 asked, "And come to think of it, why sinister?"
"Dogma,"she replied, screwíng up her face. And 1 remembered that
she'd made that same face and also said "Dogma"the day I'd told her
about the poor country priest killed in the lot behind my house, T'd told
her how l' d found his corpse, howworn and patched his cassock was, how
old he looked. I'd explained the whole thírig to her, sayíng it cried out to
Heaven for the author-itiesto put an end to it. That's when she'd made
that face, sayíng "Bah, dogma!"--her sole comment,
. \ -
"So now you're a staunch Catholic, huh?" she added after a sarcastic
pause. "And you're happy to belong to the old guard? 1 suppose you did it
to annoy me: you know there's hardly anythírig that could annoy me as
much as this. There were no ígnoramusea in my family. Mygrandfather
helped burn monasteries in 1835,my father did the same in 1873--during
the First Republic--and 1 did the same in 1909."
"And Llibert, following this sacred tradition, took part in the one last
year," 1 replied. "But mom,I'm.not a traditionalist like you and Lliber-t,"
"Atraditionalist! The Carlists are traditionalists!" she shouted.
"They're the traditionalists, those toads who slurp holy water, sacristy rats
gnawírig holy wafers!"
And the next thing-- 1 could see it coming--was that nonsense about
nuns buried alive "in handcuffs." 1 don't know howmany times in my life
I've heard her repeatthis gibbez-íshand heard my father tell her not to
sorne har sh tfring s, which T'd rather not repeat, but it's not that. Feeling
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say it because it's totally untrue. When they burned the monasteries and
convents in 1909, the revolutionaries-- just like last summer--opened the
monks' and nuns' tombs. In one old convent they found sorne vertical
niches; apparently in that convent they'd entombed the nuns standing up.
This was what made people start saving they'd been buried alíve, especíally
since their arms were crossed over their breasts and there were chains on
their wrists. Accor dírig to my father, a doctor went to investigate, and
after examínirig the cor pses concluded that those chains were nothíng more
than the last vestiges of rosar-íes. Since the beads had been wood, they'd
rotted away, leavírig t.he chains they'd been strung oric But neither my
father nor all the doctors on earth will get it out of her=head that monks
h..e;, n <y.,./)
and nuns commit the most .atreei¡t crimes.
I have the impression that when you 'and Lluís rebelled against
bour geois prejudices, you had no idea what proletarian prejudices míght be
like. It's not just our baptísm that shocks her, She's also shocked, for
example, by the secretary desk I bought the other day, and even more by
the great-grandfather with the sideburns arrd beret. That's what provoked
her diatribe agairist, "traditionalists." She could have claimed that it was
dangerous to flaunt Carlist great-grandfathers in times like these, but that
-¡( wasn't wh~t it was ~bout. It's that she finds it aU, the desk from the
time of Isabella II and the great-grandfather with his red beret, "horribly
out of date." Instead of the secretary desk, she'd like me to have an
umbrella stand like her-s, one of those umbrella stands with a mirror and a
brass hatrack as well as a cylindrical glazed pot for umbrellas. I feel so
alienated from her, and not because of this business about umbrella stands,
of course. Not even because of her cracks about our baptismo She was
upset, and when we're upset we don 't know what we're saving. She saíd
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cut off from her goes much further back, all the way to my childhood. It's
sad not to be able to love your own rnother, and no rnatter how far back
1 try to rernernber, 1 find that 1 alr-eady didn't love her.
Youalso act sur-prdsed that :E didn't even mention what happened last
wee~ didn't write to you about it so as not to depreas you, the sarne
reason 1 haven't mentioned ítto Lluís. It'd be better if you at the front
didn't hear about these disgraces in the rearo And also because it rnademe
feel lazy to have to tell you such dísagreeable stuff, which after all no
one can really rnake head or tail of •.. so lazy! Perhaps it's selfishness,
but 1would have preferred not to know anythíng about ít, SornetirnesI'd
like to shut IJlyselfup in my house and not think about anything but
Ramonetand LluÍs--and you too, of course-- just think about rnyown life
and block out this insane world arourid uso Since we can't do anything to
make it better .•. It was another bloodbath like the one last July. They
\ '
say five hundred men died. Wespent sornerough days in shelters in
- ~A-
Vallvidrera crammed in with other families fleeírig Pedralbes. ~
G\J (¿~tl~ 'V~· ("-
Pedralbes ~ cONld hj\r ..too rifle shots and cann~ns far away, downtown,
but we didn't know what was goirig on. Then shells began falling in our
neíg hbor hood, but we didn't know who was firing them. Sorneneighbors
who always know everything said it was an enemy battleship that was
shelling us to spread ~panic. Later we found out that it was the
anarchists. They'd gotten their hands on a big field gun and were firing it
without knowing how to airnit. Sorneother neighbors said sorne
acquaintances of theirs who had a house in Vallvidrera had had sornebornb
shelters dug in their yard at the beginning of the war and that if we
warrted to go we'd all fit and be welcome.1wasn't sure whether to leave
our house and go live in a shelter. At that point one of the big shells fell,&-
right in the vacant lot behind our house, the same one whe're we'found
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that old priest. The explosíon was so tr-emendous that it blew out adl the
windows. That'put a:n end to my doubt.s, and the three of u s-o-t.he ktd, the
maid, and l--set out for Vallvidrera.
We stayed in. that shelter for four or f'ive days. I didn't know how I
was goirig to get food for Ramonet and the maid. Barcelona had turned
ínto hell again. Sometimes I even felt ang ry at the maíd, poor girl, at
havírig an extra mouth to feed when Ramonet's ~ady such a problem.
Who needs a maid, I thoug ht, when we've gone back to living like
cavemen? But I can't get rid of her. She's from a víllage in Galicia, her
whole family is in fascist territory; I can't just tell her, to go home, The
níght.s were-eold and damp in those shelters, and it was har d sleeping on
the ground. I told myself Lluís must never sleep any other way, always on
the grourid out in the open. Poor Llu ís; 1 wonder if sometimes the fault
wasn't mine, if I haven't been too har~h with him at times. We need so
badly to be understood and forgiven •.. But I do~eed to tell you this;
you must also sleep wherever you can, without even a shelter to protect
you from the cold níg ht airo How long this war is lasting! Barcelona is
now calm again. It's ver y hard to figure out what happened. Basically, it
was the anarchists' fault. Always the anarchists! Everyone's fed up with
the anarchists. And you know what: the most fed up of all is my father.
May 15
After the days we spent in that shelter in Vallvidrera, I 'wake up
sorne morning s astonished to find myself at home, in my warm, soft bed,
in this spacious, cheerful house, It's like a while back , when l'd wake up
astontshed to be a Christian.
Yes, I woke up astonished to be a Christian, and that was before my
baptismo I felt Christian, I felt it in the depths of my soul at the moment
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of wakirig. And yet, what did it mean to be a Christian? wm 1 stiU f'eel
that way when the Church emerges from the catacombs? Will 1 manage to
recognize Jesus beneath the disguises in which they'U inevitably clothe
Him? Itwas so hard to r ecog níze Him last July and .August, when they.
pushed Him along , in rag s, wearfrig a crown of thoí-na, His f'ace covered
with blood and spittle, toward Camp de la Bóta or the Rabassada highway
to finish Him off with a pistol. How could 1 not be fur-íous on His behalf
x
and fuU of sympathv, :when for two thousand years He's been dr-aggírig the
. fv:¡,iy,t ..e..V'"tl~
cross of our miseries down all the world's pathways? ~ to ~ Him,, A )~
we choose the most roundabout paths, the ones thát seem to lead us
farthest f'rom Him, and even t.here we find His footprints!
Lluís is incapable of suspecting that I'm a Christian, and you caug ht
on so quickly! Yes, you r-ealízed a long time ago that I couldn't stand the
void, that I needed to belíeve. "There's a kind of optimism that's not.hirig
. , '
more than vegetable unawareness," you once saíd, commenting on the
incomprehensible self-assurance of certain atheists.
Wewere talkíng about total atheists, so rare in reality. I've hardly
known any, with the possible exception of'-my brother Llibert--and even
1- then I wouldn't swear íit. Who knows what's hi~den inside him? What
can we know about other people, when we scarcely know anythíng .about
ourselves? My own mother, who t.hinks 'she/s such an atheist: why would
she get so upset talkíng about religion if she were a total atheist? How
could we hate something so much if we didn't believe in it in sorne
st.range way?
Itwas before I met Lluís in December 1930. You and 1 used to take
{lA-
endless walks alorig the Rambles or down those narrow streets in the old
~CL
part of town. We'd stop at a health-food store at the foot of the Ramblas,
/'-
buy two whole-wheat rolla, and get two slices of cheese at another store.
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When I think of those shop windows, full of all kinds of good thírigs to
(Á.
eat •.. We'd slowly stroll up the Ramblifs, munchíng our cheese
i:\ '1Á/-"-
sandwiches. By the time we reached Canaletes, we'd finished them and
· 0
would order hard cider at a stand. I remember that mixture of flavors:
whole-wheat bread; cheese; and cool, tarigy cider, whích were the flavors
1- of our walks togethe~ remember them so vividly that I can taste them
right now, as though I'd just eaten the bread and cheese and drunk one of
those bíg glasses of cider. Will such good thírig s ever come back again? At
the time, I'd joined the Women's Sporting Club, and sorne morriing s, if I
, f~
had a free hour between classes, I'd head for the Sainf sebastian"Battrt\.-
and go swímming. I remember it now because I remember how much you
disliked my joining and the fact that I enjoyed swímming, Why did you
dislike it? I never could under-stand, and even now I don't get it. What
was the harm in it? And anyhow, why should it matter to you? Back then,
· \ '
every December there was a race across the harbor. I took part in it for
the first time in 1930, shortly before all that fun at the university, which
was how I met Lluís. So at the time I still didn't know him.
While I was swimmíng I didn't feel the cold, because before the race
· &~ --
we id rubbed our bodies with grease, which afterward we washed off with
.¡¡s::
hot showers. After the race, I still had time to get to my last class ..At
the entrance to the university, I found you ar-guirig with a bunch of
students. You were discussing the r-umor-a t.hat were flyirig around, rumor s
of a militar y coup to proclaim a republic and other excitírig news: so
exciting that I never did get to class. I stayed to talk with you. And as I
stood out in the street, I began to feel cold and you noticed that I was
shivering. It was then that I told you I'd been in the race.
"Are you crazy?" you asked. "A race across the harbor? In the middle
of December?"
U"B
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1 started Iaughirig, told you howmuch fun that race had been, and
enthusiasticaHy described the boy who'd won it, "a real muscle man!With
W ¡¡'1A l&M: -r
every stroke ..• " You ~ even let me finish! "Is that what you
(\..
admire? Brute force?" No; í didn't admire brute force. I've never admired
it. But the sight of a great swimmerslícíng through the water like a~:~. ,·....~~.r:<1~has always fascinated me. The more 1 tried to explain, the angríer
you got, Whydid it irritate you so much that 1 liked to swimand admired
. ~~\.~L ~
those who did it~~?
You're very intelligent, Juli. I've always said so and 1 don't mind
saving it agaín. But you've always had sornest.range attitudes. Puzzled and
worried, 1 b·ied to understand why it bothered you so much that I'd been
in that race and enjoyed watching the winner. Later, when I'd forgotten
all about it, you told me your aunt had forbidden you to swimin the sea
even though you spent your summers on the coast, and that as a result
. , .
you' d never learned to swim.That made me think what had annoyed you
was that 1 admired in another a skill that you lacked, but isn't that a
very childish reaction? Noone can be good at everything. Youhad the
greatest gift of all, intelligence. Howcould you envy another whose gift
was so inaíg nificant compared to yours?
You're ver y intelligent, Juli. You're the most intelligent person I've
ever known. You're so far aboye that champion swimmerthat it would be
ridiculous to compare you. That champíon, so admirable in the water, out
of it was nothing more than a dolt one felt sorry for •.. Wasn't that
another reason to admire 'him while he was swimming,poor guy, since it
was the only thtng he could do weH?You're ver y intelligent, Juli, but
sometimes--excuse me for saving so--you act as if you weren't.
Lluís's uncle is the exact opposite: he's not very bright but
sometimeshe seems to be. Within a few hours of our meeting, he'd
lU"B
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guessed that 1was a Christian--when Llufs still hasn't the faintest ínkling í
Now1 can write to you about it without worrying about getting hím in
trouble. Till now 1was afraid someonemíght read my letters. 1 finally
~e:~o~~~ro::t tt:~~t:.~naJ~0r.~~ed~::~:_~~~at~el:!t i1-:tal:,-,~~~e.r
long odyssey l\...hidin.goutJ."i1Jth some otheps in the mountains. So now 1 can
tell you all about it: at last 1met this famous uncle, whomLluís had
always described so conternpt.uoualy.
He's a lovely person, and 1 can tell you this from fir st+hand
k.t.- .
exper-ience because j\ spent many-weeks hidírig iJ;in my house.
,
It's very odd, this tendency Lluís has to hold a grudge against
everyone who cares about him: against me, for example. Because his uncle
loves him far more than he realizes.
It was toward the end of October, three months after you and Lluís
had set out for Madrid (in his case) and the Aragonese front (in yours).
. , -
One Saturday morning, the maid came to saya militiaman from the patrols
wanted tospeak with me. 1went to the front door, where 1 found aman
1 didn't recogníze, short and round-faced, with a workman's cap pulled
over his eyes and a red and black kerchief that hid part of his face,
shabbily dressed, wearing rope-soled sandals.
"Excuse me for introducting myself like t.hís, L'm your •.. husband's
uncle. "
l:Ie'dhesitated to say "husband," Iike the priestwho had baptized uso
1 showed him into the living roomand asked him to sit down. He
apologized for havírig to tell me a "long and complicated story." At the
b~ginning of the revolution, he saíd, nothíng had chariged at his factory
thanks to a committeemade up of the cashier, the main foreman, the
oldest employees, and some of the most skilled workers. The first decision
of this "workers' council" had been to elect a "comrade in charge." They'd
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voted--not just by a majority but unanimously, he proudly told me--for
him, since they considered him the best quaiíf'ied to run the firmo Thus, in
his position as "comrade in char-ge" and supported by the committee, he'd
continued to administer his business with no more problems than those
caused by the general situation: scarcity of raw máterials, disruption of
transport, loss of markets in the center,west, and south of Spain. But a
couple of weeks ago, a bunch of anarchist agttator-s had stirred up the
workers, and the unskilled ones, who were the majority, had ousted the
skilled ones from the committee. The guy now in char ge had previously
worked in the warehouse--"a kind of. ~orilla~""Lunele Eusebi said, who
wv'1e > ¡C¡ ~ <... ,XC ~ .-rkv\-.J)
couldn't ev en B'ig-n his name and had tolJettve his ~rprint instead,
"apparently fro~ Medellín." I~
"Like Hernán Cor-tés]" 1 exclaimed.
"Exactly. Like Hernán Cortés," he replied. "Did Hernán Cortés also, -
sígn with his thumbprint? At this point, l'd believe anything. This Hernán
Cortés of soup noodles turned out to be a nasty character-, and hís first
. c1'c\. ~tc,¿J vc,*
ukase was to fire me. He started yellíng that .l.didn't ha:r¡e=toset foot in
(Jv"""- ~ . A- .
that factory again bec,~ae,they didn't need me f~r anything. So 1 was
apen dirig my days at home, resigned to beírrg bored stiff, when this
morriing the cashier--in whom 1 have complete confidence--phoned to warn
me that the new anarchist boss had shown up at the office in a worse
mood than usual, sayírig business was goírig badly since l'd left because 1
was sabotagíng it from the outside and that they'd have to tget rid of me'
alorig withthe rest of the Catalan bourgeoisie .•• 'As long as one of
them's alíve ,' he'd saíd, 'we won't be able to straighten out this country's
índust.r y.!''
Unele Eusebi has a round, sweet-natured face, but from time to time
a nervous tic makes hím blink hís small, bright eyes rapidly. This happens
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especially when he's about to make one of his wisecracks, which cans~*$<'~-Jsometimes be quite . g, and when this happens, he always stumbles
over the first few words.
"Y-you can tell howmuch they know about stl!:a:ig~ out
industjs in Estremadura! If Hernán Cortés had béen able to make a living
in Medellín,why the devil would he have run off to seek his fortune in
Paraguay?"
"And as for you, uncle: why the devil did you decide to hide out at
my house?"
"Well,you see: 1 couldn't figure out where to go..You're the only
anarchists l~know.And besides •.• 1was dyírig to meet you. L'm the nosy
type, you know? Is that a crime?"
Meanwhile,the maíd had dr-essed Ramonet, since it was time for him
to get up, and she brought him in, wa~h_edand with his hair neatly
combed. He'd just turned three. To my great surprise, since he's usually
shy with st.ranger-s, he ran straight to our visitor, stopped in front of him,
and examined him.
"Whois this gentleman?"
"Uncle Eusebi."
"Yes, sonny, L'm your uncle," he said, taking himon his knee. "To
think 1 had such a little rascal for a nephew and hadn't even met him!Is
that right, Trini? Am1 such amonster that Lluís should treat me like
this? Youcan see how this kid carne ru~ming as~soon as he saw me and
O"ct" ~--t ~v- I!-'<<y<,<, él." (k Lo.l>.v,
how happy he is on my knee. Xhe v e of inn~! What did you say
his name is? Ramonet? 1 have to tell you that when Lluís was a kid, only
six or seven mont.hsold, when 1 tried to pick him up he screamed bloody
murder. Howthe little devil howled! Hewas only six months old, and he
already couldn't stand the sight of me!It's because he's an aristocrat and
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T'm a plebían, you know? I've got 'Ruscalleda' written all over me •.. "
1 started laughírig, "1 as sume you're joking. How could a six-month-
old baby ..• "
"Joking? Not entirely. Not entirely, Trini. I've seen so many strrange
thírigs in my life. Sometimes 1 even suspect that people like him are born
with their prejudices, which they can't get rid of, They still have them
even when they can't remember them and aren't even aware of them. 1
could tell you about all kinds of unexpected incidents and st.range
reactions ... " ,
"In that case, Llu ís would _have it in for me even( morc>t~. L'm
even more ple bían. "
"
He stared at me in amazement, and his eyelashes began to flutter.
"You think that because youand your family are anarchists ..• ? Not
even if you spent your whole lives tossing bombs into crowds .•• Bombs
don't make one less aristocraticj quite the contrary! On the other hand,
manufacturing spaghetti and macaroni is the kiss of death, Prom a
geneologícal point of view, my crimes can never be expiated. Not only do
L
1 manufacture spaghetti and ma7\.aroni, but all kinds of other pasta, pastina,
and semolína, Semolina! Did you ever hear anyone say Geoffrey of Bouillon
set up a soup noodle factory in the Holy Land, however much his name
might suggest it? Honey, I'm the kind of man who, when 1 get too dressed
R~O'f ~ tLvJfL G\. 'cM\ R,.
up, when 1 put on a tuxedo, ~1 always take mefr waiter •...f\.- .'
These kinds of crimes can never be par doned!"
After thinking it over awhile, 1 decided he should sleep in the maid's
room, because it's on the top floor , cut off from the rest oí the house.
The maid would sleep with Ramonet. We told the boy that the "gentleman"
had just paid a visit and, when the visit was over, he 'd gene home agaín,
tCk<-L~S
So Lluía's uncle hid in my housefor five or six weeks withoutzhe ~.
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knowledge (besides,a few days later Ramonet began attending nursery
school). We took his meals Up to him, and often, when the boy was takíng
his afternoon nap or had gone to bed at níght, I'd eat lunch or supper
with him and keep him company, for which he was very gratef'ul, sínce he
was bored stiff in his seclusion. He talked a lot about Lluís, always
affectionately though sarcastically. "Llufs gets annoyed at how important I
think I am because I run a soup-noodle factory, but honey, if I didn't act
important, who else would think I was?" He made a lot of jokes like that,
which made me laugh and would have disarmed anyone but Llufs. "LluÍs?
You know what I think? All that stuff about living with 'you without
getting married was just to shock his family. No doubt about it! He acts/,
like a proletarian, a rebel, but I spent thirteen or fourteen hours a day in
that factory and he only showed up once ayear, to collect his dividends."
He told me lots of thírigs I didn't know.
"As his guardian, I could have forbidden Lluís to move in with you
because he was still a minoro He was only twenty years old. I considered
usíng this weapon, not to keep him from living with you-e-which would
have been inexcusable, since you were already pregnant--but to force him
tú get mar-ríed, I realized you and he would both refuse to have a Church
wedding, but a civil one at least •.• Whatever Father Gallifa might say, I
think a couple with a civil mar-riage is more respectable than one that's
unmarried. Father Gallifa got that idea out of my head. cAcivil marriage
is nothing ,' he said, cIt's not worth getting in an ar gument over somethírig
so trivial.' After all, I thought, ayear from now Lluís will be twenty-one,
able to do exactly as he likes, so let him do it now. Why should I try to
stop him? And Father Gallifa said I'd made the right decision."
Father Gallifa is a Jesuit Lluís mentioned occasíonally. I think he was
a teacher at his school. In any case, as far as I can make out, the family
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adores him and Uncle Eusebi asks his advice in ticklish situations like this
one. Come to t.hínk of H., if this Father Gallifa taught at the Jesuit school,
you must have known him too. How is it, then, t.hat you never mentioned
him? You and Lluís were classmates at the Jesuit school in Sarria. Maybe
L'm get.tíng confused and actually Father Gallifa never taug ht at- a school
but said Mass at the church Lluís atterided. Anyhow, while Lluía's uncle
was tellíng me all this, the phone rango It was the cashier. Once he'd
made sure 1 was Trini, he asked to speak to Uncle Eusebi. It must have
been alter ten. The cashier was phonírig from his house, not from the
factory.
When they'd finished talkíng, Uncle Eusebi told me as he hung up
/
the receiver, trying to hold back his laughter-, "You know what he just
said? That the 'comrade in charge/that gorflla from Medellín, says he
wants me to come back because he doesn't know how to pay the men their
weekly wages and tomorrow's Saturday. Did you know that not long ago av-,
t~
.be1p ~te.d ad appeared in PubliciW: 'Collectivized company seeks
(~
capitalist partner.' 1 saw it with my own eyes. I''ve subscribed to PublicitM'
for years. Guaranteed geriuíne! They must be havíng the same problem:
they've realized that payírig wages every week isn't as easy as they
thought,"
Poor Uncle Eusebi! One day when he was in a confiding mood, he
~
told me something that really surprised me. It ws also at nig ht, we 'd eaten
r-
supper, and l'd stayed to keep him company as 1 usually díd. l'd brought
my knitting with me. l'd started work on those two thick sweaters, one
for you and one for Lluís, since winter was comíng on and the war hadn't
ended. Do you remember how we were so sure, at the begínníng, that the
war couldn 't last more than a few weeks or at most a few months? And
with the paasíng weeks and months, it was already November. So 1 was
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knitting in the upstairs bedroom and havíng those long talks with Uncle
Eusebi. And that evening, taíkíng about one thing and another-, he
une:.x:.~ectedly started tellíng me about his daughter Julieta and how he'd
\.../
hoped to marry her to Lluís. It must be true what they say about mutual
attractions. I'd liked him right f'rom the first minute I'd seen hím, and 1
knew he felt the same way about me. And that's why, since we.'d taken
such a Iikirig to each other, he could share such an unexpected confidence
V and ten such a surprising ~ story without offending me in the least.
"l 'd have liked Lluís to mapry Julieta, my daug hter. So what if
they're first cousins? That's what papal dispensations are for! With money,
you can ar-range anything! As you know, a big hunk of Son of Ruscalleda'sv
stock went to the Brothers Hospitalers, thanks to Ramon's whims. If at
least Lluís's share could stay in the family! There's no point kidding
myself about my son, Josep Maria. 1 don't know if Lluís ever mentioned
him ..• "
Yes, he'd mentioned him in the cruelest way. It seems that his cousin
suffers from a severe glandular deficiency, congenttal, and has been
hideously obese since childhood. Uncle Eusebi told me they'd tried all sorts
of treatIilents, consulted all sorts of doctors, visited all sorts of spas: in
vaín. A little older than Lluís, almost Ramon's age, this Josep Mar-ia
apparently has the intelligence of an eighteen-month-old infant.
"And he's a good boy, Trini, a good boy! But what can 1 do? So my
only hope of passing the business on to someone in the family was Lluís.
Why are you makíng that face? Does it surprise you to think 1 hoped Lluís
would take over? You're still ver y yourig, Trini, and I'm a wise old fox.
I've seen so many t.hings in my life ... It wouldn't surprise me a bit if
Lluís, once he settled down, worked like a demon and ended up beírig one
of the biggest noodle manufacturers in Europe. 1 know he can do it if he
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wants to."
l.- As you can imagine, this prophesy made me burst out laughing,
"Don't laugh, don't. L've seen less Iikely cases. Now you'll understand
what a disappointment it was for me and my wife--especially for my wíre-
-when he got }:q.yolved with you. But what could we do? Now that 1 know
ll{tl>- -
'1.... you, 1 feel a..bif\...moreresigned."
And since his face expressed this resignation, so antagonistic to me,
1 Iaughed agaín.
"Don't laugh; listen to what l'm saving. As soon as 1 laid eyes on
you, 1 realized you were nothíng like what my wife and '1 had ímagíned.
e
Basically, L've come to see you're a sensible girl. Believe me, honey: L've
/1
always had my feet on the ground. There are stormy times, but sooner or
later the storm will pass. Nothing tires people out as much as constant
turmoil and anxiety. When calm returns, put sorne order in your life. A
lady living with aman who's not her husband doesn't inspire respecto You
don't want to be insulted by women who are far beneath you. Because it's
the women who'll eat you alive; men are more toler-arrt. Well, everyone
needs to be respected; we -need respect as much as bread. It's you who
have to set Lluís on the right track. It may be har d, 1 won't deny it, but
~§
you'll succeed if you~(~ your mind to it. Yes, it'll be hard. You don't
j\. - -
have to tell me. These Brocas aren't like other people, 1 mean like you
and me. You have to remember that his father was a lieutenant. What a
fuss there was in my house when my sister--may she rest in peace--got
- erigaged to him, WeRuscalledas have always worked like anta. My
g'randf'ather- manufactured semolina in Agramunt (which is where my
L¡¡V'-~~
family's from), and you ~{(say none of us has ever looked up from his
work and his ledgers. And all of a sud den the girl married an infantry
lieutenant wíthout a permy to his name, however aristocratic it might be
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and however many oíl portraits he might have of his grandfather in dress
uniformo My sister was older than me, and her name was Sofia. After a11
these years, 1 can still tell you it was terrifying te. see how crazy she was
about that Heutenant! 1 believe that if our father had forbidden her to see
him, she would have thrown herself off our- balcony, and in those days we
lived on the sixth floor. Itwas impossible to change her mínd, They got
married, had Ramon--who's nowa Brother Hospitaler--and then Lluís.
When Lluís was just a few months old, my brother-in-law was killed in
Morocco at the head of his company; they' d promoted him to captain in
the meantime. They promoted him posthumously to majpr and gave him a
medal for distinguished ser-vice, Sofia died of a broken heart shortly
/
thereafter. You could see she wouldn't last long without her husband.
·1
Women find those Brocás irresis~ble! They're a11gallant lads, brave,
impetuous, great talkers, but common sense? They haven't the slightest
idea! Well, from what I''ve observed, you have more common sense than 1
would have imagined. So it's you who, once thíngs calm down agaín, have
to gradually steer him onto the right path without his notícíng, because
it's plain to see you can lead hím by the nose."
¡,WA.k VlA.~
"Uncle Eusebi," 1 replied, "do you want me to ~ him into-a
bour geoia?"
"We11,if you want to put it that way ..• If getting married as God
says we should and doírig what everyone else with half a brain does means
beírig bour geoís ••• What's the use of a11this free-love nonsense? To
make other people look down on you: that's a11 ít amounts too And a
woman needs to be respected. She needs it even more than men do. You've
seen that for yourself. Now that 1 know you, l'm sure you '11want to be as
respected as any re spectable lady on earth, and you'l1 know how to keep
an eye on the factory(a fourth of it's yours, 1 mean Lluís's, and a fourth
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of that factory is wor-th a lot today). I'U even go farther, now that 1
know you: if Lluís keeps on despising noodle-manufacturing, who knows if
u)ev'-' r ,
you wouldn't end up attending shareholder meetíngs in his place (as you
,f'- '
know, he never sets foot in them); and maybe if you díd, you strike me as
someone who'd take more and more of an interest in the business as you
got to know how it works. Who knows .•• Maybe if Lluís refused, you'd
end up beirig that hardworking, level-headed partner I've so often wished 1
had (because believe me, it's hard havíng to run a huge faetory like ours
is gertíng to be); the partner Ramón could have IDeenif he hadn't joined
the Brothers Hospitalers .•. "
And after this long and unexpected lecture, he suddenly exclaimed,
/,
even more unexpectedly, "Is it a crime to manufacture noodles?"
No; it's not a czime.: Uncle Eusebi is quite right. Don't we eat
noodles? Of course we eat them, or rather we used to ••• And how good
they tasted! If 1 could find a box of the ones they sold at the corner
grocery .~ •.• 1 can just see them now ••• Though when it comes to
e
n0f..dles, 1 don't know who was more unjust: you or Lluís. 1 remember one
of our sessions at Blast when the two of you made so many cracks about
the noodle industry that my father had to call you to order. After the
revolution, he saíd, there would still be noodle factories, but they 'd be
workers' cooperatives instead of capitalist enterprises. Aside from that,
there'd be no difference. The more noodles, the better. They're an
excellent source of proletarian nutrition. You interrupted him, "If there
will still be noodle factories after anarchy is proclaimed, we míght as well
give up!" .
YOU~had a great time makírig fun of my father's good faith.
Once Ramonet started attending nursery school, Uncle Eusebi didn't
have to spend so much time cooped up in his room. He could walk around
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the house. "L'm dyírig of curiosity," he saíd, "to see how you've fixed it
up, This h~use," he added, though of course 1 already knew, "used tó
belorig to my sister, poor Sofia, m~y she rest in peace,"
"L've never been in a house run by an anarchist," he adde d, laug hírig,
t
..,.¡~~When he saw that bíg old -=-~Ac-vrucifix in 'my bedroom, he was
stunned. It was then that he said those words that stuck in my memory,
"You see, L'm not a heroic Christian. 1 burned all my prints and ímages.
The patrols could have shown up at any moment, and they're a nasty
bunch. 1 burned everything except the Sacred Heart. 1 didn't dare. lnstead,
1 carefully buried it in t.he yard. You see, my life was at stake. 1 wasn't
\
born to be a martyr!"
"
He'd seen the living room the day he'd arrived, since that was where
l'd received hím, but he'd been toonervous to pay much attention. Now he
stood there, enchanted.
"Honey , you've got much better taste than my wife. It's true that's
not hard to do, since poor Carmeta, who"s such a good woman in so many
respects, has no taste at all, When she was a grrl, she learned to play the
piano and weave tapestries, so the walls of our apartment are covered
with her artwork. The most spectacular ones are in the living room:tt~ \)í V' ',<A ¡'-/l c,,-,,-.-JI &J) ltL h o1f':J.-.... ~ ~ fP ~..r~
. there~ one deptcting .tlle Diy!\a past¡& s~rrounded by Iambsj' another with
the prodigal son feeding swinej and a third, a real knockout, depíctdrig
o...-
sorne camels trying to get through that famous 'eye of ~ needle,' since
accor díng to the Jesuits, it wasn't the eye of a real needle but the name
of one of the gates to Jerusalem. Did you ever hear of anyone usmg this. fo(
parable as the subject f-a work of art? Well, Carmeta had the courage to
do it, despite her youth¡ she wove the tapestry with the camels before we
got married. 1 suapect that her father-v-that is, rny father-in-law--put her
up to ít, Since he was loaded with dough, he was worried .about that
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camel-and-eye-of~needle business. '1'hat's the~Ory ~th the tapestries.
. ' ~ St~¡e~ 't~·
As far as the piano is concerned, Carmeta could pI Vals antllFunihIiyl!(liC
She tries so har d. She's so sweet 'and simple-minded. Once she visited my
office (years ago; she's hardly set foot in it since) and it rnade her sad to
see how cold and bare it was. 11'11fix it up,' she said, Ir'11cheer this
_tl~~~.' And to cheer it up, she gave mean enormous sofa with two big
~
armchairs, aUupholate red in black leather, Then, to make the place even
cheerier, she put a bust of Dante on top of my filing cabinet."
"What does Dante have to do with soup noodles?"
"Maybebecause he was Italian ••. I'd have prerér-red that statue of
General Prim on horseback, the one that was in Ciutade11aPark till the
1'.1
anarchists knocked it down; 1mean a plaster reproduction of it. Not that
General Prim has more to do with noodles than Dante, but at least he was
one of usoHewas from Reus, General Prim!Youknow, I've always had a
soft spot for General Prim; so liberal, so valiant ••. Wecould sure use
him today!"
So many weeks had passed that we'd forgotten he was in danger, We
thought he could just stay in my house till the war was over, especially
since at the time we still thought it wouldn't last long, at most until
February (1 don't really know why we'd fixed on that date, February, for
the end of the war). A few weeks before Christmas, a patrol showed up
unexpectedly at the front gateo
WhileI tried to keep them occupied on the ground floor, the maid
rushed upstairs to warn Uncle Eusebi. In the end, everything turned out
all right. Luckily, 1 still hadn't hung up that oil painting of ColonelBroca,
so theonly object that could annoy them was the crucifix in the bedroom.
They couldn't agree about it. Somewanted to take it down and "throw it
in the gar bagé," while others insisted that "Christ was an anarchist hanged
But it still gave us a big scare. We decided it was unwise flOr him to
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by the bourgeoisie. "While this controversy raged, 0 uncle had time to
hide in the maida wardrobe, and she had time to gather up everything in
her room that suggested a marr's preaencer ashtrays, socks, pajamas, shoes.
When the patrol got there¡ after searching the rest of the house, it looked
so much like a geriuine maid's room when they glanced in at the door that
they didn't even bother to go in,.
stay in Barcelona. On December 19th or 20th, 1936, we said goodbye. Poor
Uncle Eusebi, he was almost in tear s, and he's not the weepy kínd, "L'm
very glad to have met you, Trini. L'Il tell you the tz-uthr my wife and 1
had no ídeayou were so níce. l'm delighted, and ••. thanks for
everything you 've done."
Months went by before 1 heard from hím, All 1 knew was that he was
hídíng in the woods in La Garrotxa and Les Guilleries, along with others
in the same predicamento Getting out of the country, which had been
relatively easy at the begínnírig of the war, had become harder and harder.
The patrols kept a sharp eye on the mountain passes leadírig to France. 1
worried about Uncle Eusebi, because to tell you the t.rut.h, l'd grown fond
. oí him, 1 also hadn't imagined he was "so nice," as he put ít, How could 1
have imagíned him from Lluía's grotesque caricatures? Of course, at times
r
he does say sorne silly t.hing s, but is that a crime? It's no more of a crime
than manufacturing noodles. When he realized 1 was atteridíng Mass, heS-t-t ~ -r. .'
exclaimed, "Y-R-deFgF~nd Masses! They must seem like cell meetírigs!" And
another day he said, "Your Lhrís always called me a hypocrite, but only a
saint isn't a hypocr ite sometimes." He adores Father Coloma's novels and
told me he'd bought them all in a single volume: "His Complete Works, you
know? Father Coloma's Complete Works. There's no one like Father
Coloma." "But he's so superficial ••. " "Father Coloma, superficial? Why,
grows older, Josep Maria will always stay the same, and believe me, 1 hate
une
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that book cost me ten duros!" Another day, he said some suprising t.híngsr about Lluís, or' did 1 already te11 you1~~~ 1 get confused with
these letters ••• "Maybe you worr't, believe me, Trini," he saíd, "but 1
have a lot more faith in Lluís than in Josep Maria. Lluís will change as hé
to say this about my own son. Lluís is still trying t.híngs on for size. Poor
Trini, he's goírig to make you suffer befo re you fina11y tame hím. But he'l1
get over it in a few years, and when he does, he'l1 find that
manufacturing noodles has its att.ractíona," When 1 replied that 1 couldn't
believe Lluís would ever take an interest in the factory, Unele Eusebi
insisted, "Never say 'never," L've seen some amaz ing transformations."
w
That's when he uttered that improbable prophesy, "It wouldn't surprise me
a bit if he ended up being one of the biggest noodle manufacturers in
Europe. "
His letter from Italy took a few months to reach me, after fo11owing
a tortuous route t.hrough several countries, íncluding ~angier ~nd
~ ' ~ c~ r.. ~."
the la'iao4f)al-v;y ef Monaco. And it-'~ 1 ~ sti11 see his contrite
expression, like that of a kid ~ho's done something naughty ••• "L'm not
a, heroic Christian. 1 wasn't born to be a martyr!" Didn't Saint Peter deny
Christ three times? How moving 1 find Jesus's indulgence of this flaw that
we yourig people refuse to forgive: cowardice. 1 hate it when 1 reca11 that
yourig priest's energetic expression ... so much self confidence, so much
conviction, so much energy--it a11repels me. He was so ready to be a
martyrthat it makes me worry that ••• O God, don't let today's martyrs
become tomor-row's hangmen! Some people give the impression of beírig as
ready to suffer martyrdom under one re gime as to inflict it under another.
Between that priest's expression and Uriele Eusebi's, 1'11take Uncle
Eusebi's any day!
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Nowthat the boy'sj\.nursery school all day, time weighs on my
hands, He started goíng in the morning when Uncle Eusebi was at my
house, and it's remarkable how he wracked his little brain--he'd just
turned three--to find reasons for not attending. Since the idea of goirig
didn't appeal to himat all, I'd bought hima fancy, brand-new schoolboy's
satchel, "Yousee, it's a big boy's satchel. You're still too yourig to have a
satchellike this one, but when you start nursery school you'll be a big
boy and L'Il give it to you." That made a big impression on hím, From time
to time he'd ask me to show it to hím. He'd look at it respectfully and
'"
ask, "It's for goíng to nursery school, right?" And a minute later he'd ask,
~D (7"..A-e.... e .,.~ "') e «, O¡-
"Big;}[s C8n't ~ to hursery school without satchels', rtght?" And again,
'~ ~
"Little boys without satchels can't go to nursery school. Without satchels
they're too little, rtght?" Certain r'd done the right thíng, r answered,
"No;they can't go. They're still too little. But soon you'll be a bíg boy
and go to nursery school with your satchel."
The great day arrived and ••• his satchel had disappeared! The
satisfied look on his face as he watched mehunt for it gave him away.
He'd hidden it, convinced that without a satchel he couldn't go to nursery
school. Whenr told him that with or without a satchel, he was goíng to
go anyway, he threw the biggest tantrumin his life. "I don't want to gol
r don't want to gol" The maid had to drag him there. As she dragged him
, away, holding onto his hand, he turned and looked at mewith an
'1- imploring expression that broke my heart, but I'd made up mymin~
,x.. impl~. Hours 'later, r found it in the nesting box in that henhouse at
the end of the backyard: an abandoned henhouse, unused since Lluís's
mother died (Sofia, Uncle Eusebi's sister). The satchel wascovered with
U"B
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dead leaves heaped on the nesting box that made me auapect it was there.
At lunchtíme 1 asked if he'd liked nursery school, if it was f'un. "A
little bit," he admitted. "And the teacher , isn't she pretty?" "Alittle bit."
"And the other kids?" "Sorneof them are okay," "So you liked it?" "No,1
didn't." "But you'll go back tomorrow, right?" Then he carneout with one
of those disconcerting replies kids often give. Witha resigned look on: his
face, he sighed, "What choice do 1 have?"
Since then he's gradually gotten to like it, and recently the teacher
•
suggested that 1 let him go in t.he afternoons too. It's a very cheerful
school, with a cage like a little house full of parakeets in the backyard
and a big goldfish bowl in the classroom. All they do is play while the
""
teacher keeps an eye on them. She's very young, very fond of kids, and
very active. It's not RamonetL'mworried about. He's delighted to spend
all day there. It's that all of a sudden, without him around, L've realized
- - 1l~t;_:~~
how liUle 1 have to d~: 'I'he empty hours seem to crawl by •.• ~
~~li'_l~J_ -ftN ~'-hc~~~,\ t~
, . r~tifl~Ft(hours standing on line for' a couple of pounds of lentils or ,
three ounces of sugar, when there is any), 1 don't know what to do. 1 sit
in my armchair, stare out the window, and write to you--it makes me feel
so much less alone to write to you for hours on errd+-er-1 surrender to
~ daydreams, reliving the past as 1 gaze off into the distance,
t , 1. , ' • '
stfrr-íng up forgotten memories like the sediment at the bottom of a well
from which surprising objects emerge: objects 1 thought had vanished
forever.
1 know this pleasure in r-ummagíng through my deepest memories is
unhealthy, and l 'd get over it if 1 had more to do. But what can a
housewife do when her only child is at school all day? Before, she would
sew, knit, knead dough, bake bread and not only wash clothes but also
make soap and bleach. All t.hís filled her life, lending meaning to every
s, 1
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hour, every day, ever-v year. Sometimes 1'm SO sick of doing nothing that 1
even envy my great.-g reat+geandmothe.r in her farmhouse at Forquesde
Mont-ral. Did 1 ever tell you about that farmhouse?
It was Lluía's idea to gothere. 1 only knew that it was my
grandfather's btrt.hplace. At the age of twelve, he carne to Barcelona te
seek his fortune and never set foot in that house again. He considered
himself the victim of an injustice because the lands hadn't been divided
equally amcng the brothers (he was the youngest of thirteen), and there
was another reason why he didn't want to go back: they're Carlists in
Forques •
.It was at the begínning oí our relationship, those months that now
"".
seem like a dream. Wewent on long trips together, just the two of u
didn't have to lie to my parents. After all, there's sorne use in their beíng
anarchists. It was Lluís who had to think up elaborate excuses, trips with
groups led by his economics professor and other nonsense of the sort.
Sometimes we'd spend three days up in the mountains. We'd sleep wherever
we found ourselves when the sun went down, in sorne farmhouse's straw
lof't if they didn't have a spare bed. We told people we were married,
always provoking the same exclamation, "But you're so yourig!" He was
eighteen and 1 was fifteen, but we added four or five years to our ages
when they asked us questions.
What an exciting time to be alive, that spr-ing of 1931! Will we ever
see another like it? You, Lluís, 1, and all the revolutionary students were
outside the Generalitat on that afternoon, April 14th, when Colonel Macia
.. ~
proclaimed the Catalan Republic •.Xhi\. old colonel, veteran of so many
conspiracies, had such white hair and poetic eyes, which filled with tears
every time he carne out on the balcony to greet the crowd filling the
Plaga de Sant Jaume. Wewere all brothers in those days, when there were
U"B
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only Catalans in Barcelona. The sight of that mane of white hair and the
colors on that flag, whích h~d b~lon&edto aHof us for centuries, had
W~~ ··H~tt~v,
Gre~j{ a miracle. Howit f]app~,fn the spr-íng breeze! What joy in
everyone's eyes, as that flag made us all 'feel like one big family!Whata
glorious day: that April 14th!
The whole country smelled of flowering thyme, of earth thawíng after
a long winter. And we, so yourig and free, felt that by simply comírig into
the world we'd been able to change it! Itwas the glory of an April day,
but at the time we had no idea that it would be so uncertain. Whowould
have thought all that excitement would Iead, five years .later-, to senseless
butchery? ..• Youwere the only one who foresaw ít, but we paid no
1/
attention to what you said!
Whensummer carne,'Lluís, for the first time in his life, refused to
spend it in Calderetes with his aunt and cousins. He said he had to stay in
-~-r
Barcelona and get on with his research ~the library--research on
economics, of course, since the two of you always used the economics
professor, whomneither of you could stand, as a smokescreen for your
families. Wehiked through Les Guilleries, Andorr-a,Cadí, Alta Ríbagor-ca,
and Godknows where else! When1met Lluís, I'd never been outside
Barcelona, and 1was delighted to discover those peaks covered with snow
all year round, those fir and beech woods, those herds of mares in
Pyrenean meadows.The universe was new, everything was a surprise--from
.kó~~
the cuckoo's song in the depths of g.ro~ to the flowering narcissus in
. Montseny's fens. 1was discovering the universe, and it was wonderful to
discover it arrn in arm with Lluís.
One day he suggested that we visit the mountains around Prades and
stop in at Forques. Itwas his idea; it never would have occurred to me.
The only t.hírig 1 knew was that my grandfather had been born there; that
U
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was t.he only t.híng t.hey'd mentioned in my family. Myfather had never
been curious to visit that house where his own father had been horn ..In
fact, he wasn't curious about anythíng farther away than Les Planes. My
grandfather, once he'd settledin Barcelona at the age of twelve, never
left. He'd started workírig for the streetcar company when they still used
horses, and once they'd converted to electricity, he got a job as a driver
~ and kept ~t until he died. There were no vacations back then, and even
if he'd had time off, 1 doubt that he would have spent it visiting the
farmhouse.
He'd always hated it.
So the idea of goírig was truly Lluís's. Weplunged into steep gor-ges
-.ti'
covered with pines and yew trees, following mountain streams that
cascaded from one crag to another.There were no roads wide enough for
wagons, and there were barely trails for horses. Oncewe got lost and
ended up speridirig the níg ht in a farmhouse where an old man had died
Lv. , 0\
the year before without ever seeírig a wheel. When~realized he was
dyírig, he'd asked them to go down to Reus and buy hima chocolate bar.
He didn't want to leave this world without tasting it at least once. It was
late September, and they were busy harvesting hazelnuts. Menand women,
yourig and old, everyone from the surrounding farmhouses was gathering
hazelnuts and stuffing them in sacks. Weasked a ninety-year-old woman íf
the harvest had been good and she repIied, "It's hardly ever been as good
as this. We'vefilled more than six sacks. Tomorrow,the boy will take
them down to Reuson amule." Then she stopped short, as though
ponder íng an Insoluble enigma, and asked, "Whoin the world could eat so
many hazeInuts?"
Wefound Forques on a kind of plateau atop a mountain range, From
the yard, we could see the entire countryside around Tarragona, all the
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way to the sea. The farmhouse is very humble, as we 'd expected, but it
r
has so much charm! It's like a farmhouse in a nativity scene , with rough-
hewn stones and a low green and 'yellow roof covered with black patches
of moss and every variety of Iíchen. You 'wouldn't think it .was man-made,
it looks so natural. Its stones, originaUy yeUowish and now blackened with
age, blend into the cliffs around it. Lluís was enchanted. "If they ever
want to seU it, I'U be glad to buy it. What a marvelous summer place!"
t.kc~~
ActuaUy, 1 wasn't as RÚcha~ as him. The idea that it was my "family
\..
seat," as he insisted, was new to_me and I couldn't quite get used to it,
That farmhouse was very pretty, but it was so primitive ... Wewent in.
Everyone was out harvesting hazelnuts, except for an old man warming
'/1
himself by the fire.
He was wearing breeches and a ~a musca, ~h is a kind of
purple stockíng cap. I'd never seen anyone in that kind of cap except
porters in Barcelona, who wear brigh¡ ;ed ones, He rose from the';:¡;:
,
chalr where he'd been srtting hunched over-, stretching out his hands
toward the fire. Standing up, he was strikingly tall and corpulento His
bluJish eyes seemed clouded; later we learned that he had cataracts. He
V
was eíg hty+nine years old, he told us, and had stopped doírig outdoor
work--not because of his age but because of his cataracts. He owned the
farm and was my father's first cousín, My grandfather was more than
twenty years younger than his eldest brother, and that's why that man
was so much older than my father, who still hadn't reached sixty. While
Lluís was tellmg him 1 was the granddaughter of one of his uncles and
that he himself was my husband, the man nodded, as though trying to
foUow .it all, "So your wife," he saíd, "is my uncle's granddaughter. And
which one was he: Uncle Pere? 1 had twelve uncles in all, which made
thirteen íncludíng my father. Thirteen boys; not a single girl. That's what
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they've always told me. Many of them tried their luck down below, and
sorne were never heard from agaín : •. " 1 thoug ht t.hat if there were
thirteen of them and the farm waa as rundown as it looked, how could my
grandfather have objected to its not beírig divided into thirteen equal
parts? Howmuch could each of the thirteen have expected? Meanwhile
Lluís was tellíng the old man that his forefathers had also been Carlists,
that hisgreat-grandfather had been Colonel Broca, who had fought in the
First Carlíst War .•• If he'd recited sorne magíc spell, the effect couldn't
have been more immediate! The old man's jaw dropped and, upon heartng
the name "Broca," he raised his cloudy eyes heavenward and fervently
exclaimed, "Damn that whore Maria Cristina!"
/.
As he recalled his grandfather's times, the times when Colonel Broca
had campaigned, apparently around Prades and Montsant, the old man grew
more and more excited. He blathered on and on, he embraced Lluís, he
embraced me, and he repeated that surprising exclamation in a whisper--an
exclamation that in his mouth, from the tone in which he uttered it and
~~tPr~J \.,& . %: ~
his way of gaztng heavenward, was clearly Piou~ ;':'J.l:te1ft~.~·
. A'
He insisted that we stay to supper and sleep overo Our bedroom was
lar ge, with a rough wooden floor--there were no tiled floors in that
house--and walls that had never been painted. The bed was made of
wooden planks laid across a frame, with a straw mattress on t.he planks
and three others stuffed with wool on top of that. At the head of the bed
hurig a print of Saint Michael felling Lucifer. Lhrís was fascinated by
everything, more than 1 was. He pronounced the old man with the
cataracts "a real character." "r can see you Milmanys are good, solíd
stock." I thought he was saving that because he was in love, that he
glamorized everything connected with me at that time, but after hear-ing
Uncle Eusebi's stories, I now believe that a farmhouse, however humble,
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inhabited by an old Carlist who with every breath mentions the dubious
1"
virtue of a queen who died long ago is, from his point of víew, infinitely
more honorable than a soup-noodle factory.
The next morning, they invited us 'to have lunch with them in the
woods, about two hours from their farmhoU:se.Lluís set out at daybreak
with a dozen men and boys, all armed with shot.guns. They were from
Forquesand five or six other nearby farms. Our arrival was a big event
for everyone, since, as they told us, they could go for years without
seeírig a st.ranger, 1 left quite, a bit later with the old man and his
daughter-in-Iaw. Wewere going to slowly make our way to the stream
where they'd cook lunch, br-inging everything that was needed in a basket.
. v
1was surprised to see the daughter-in-Iaw packing nothing more than a
big round loaf of bread, olive oil, afew heads of garlic, some salt, and a
jug of wine. "But what's the main course goírig to be?" She laughed and
replied, "They'll find plenty to eat in the woods."
By the time we reached the stream, they'd already killed almost two
dozen rab bits. There was a spring near-by;:hidden in a ravine with big
slate rocks and lots of ferns. The daughter-in-law built a fire, and when it
had burned enough to leave plenty of hot coals, she took some pieces of
slate, oiled them generously, and placed them amorigthe coals, Once they
were good and hot, she spread the rabbits--skinned, cleaned, and well
salted--on the slate. 1 stared at her as t.hough 1were watching the
preparation of a paleolithic lunch, a genuine Stone Age meal!Withthe
aíoli the old man had made in a stone mortar while the rabbits were beirig
grilled, 1 can'f remember eating anything more delicious in my life. If you~,t .only knew howvividly 1 still recall that smell of , '. rab bit and ai 'e l\
And what marvelous wine to wash it down with! Now,when everything's
so hard to get in Barcelona ..• Somepeople say what we've gone through
Ili
,
,
But are they still alive? There have been sornemassacres of Carlists.
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SO far is nothing compared to what's coming. Those next-door neighbors
who always know everything say that from now on fascist planes from the
ltalian bases on Majorca are goirig to bombus every night, Up till now
they've shelled us mostly from battleships, and we've only rarely seen
planes, "but from now on," the neighbors sav, "we're really goirig to get
it." They also say this war will last for years and that, in addition to
beírig bombarded from the sea and aír-,there's going to be more and more
hunger--that what we've seen so far is nothírig. Actuallyyíf t.hings got
that bad, if they bombed us all the time, if it got to be so har d to feed
Ramonet •.. I'd take himand set out for Forques. I could help them, I'm
e
sure they'd take me in, and if I worked hard I wouldn't be a burden on
"
them.
MyGod, those dreadful massacres at Fatarella and Solivella, where people
say not one manwas left alive .•• The entire country shuddered, when it
~~+
seemed ~ after everything we'd seen nothírig could make us shudder,
Whyall this hatred of Carlists, when all they wanted was to be left in
peace in their farmhouses, with their memories of faded glories and
forgotten wars they'd lost. As for me, I can't think of Carlismwithout
recallíng that giant of an eighty-nine-year-old man raising his cloudy eyes
heavenward and fervently exclaímirig, "Damnt~at ~hore ~aria cristin~" ~
ti .,..\t II~ \r4lf\,.\ t') "".~\ ') ....-"'.~...\~ ~ lA-
together with the aroma ot glállai,r.a-hliit~ed wine we
drank from the jug and whose slight tartness made it even more
refreshing, alorig with the sound of that brook flowirig over its slate bed,
sur-rounded by ferns •.. Howvividly I remember all that, and how I long
to show up there unexpectedly with Ramonet, fleeírig this hunger and the
bombs,
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Howmysterious 1 find those who can't see mystery anywhere. 1mean
doubters who can't imagine how ahyone efse can' belíeve, Weshould pity
them, like obnoxious children one wants to lovebut can't •.
Fortunately, my father is nothíng like that. ,He's a believer. It may be
hard to grasp what he believes in, but he belíeves. Otherwise, how could
you explain the life he's led? Blast ... Doyou remember when we used
to sell it in the streets? Wenever managed to get anyone to buy a single
copy.
That ill-starred weekly newspaper sti1l comesout every Thursday. It's
"
now filled with articles about "cannibals disguised as anarchists" and
-/1
"jackals who dishonor the most humane of all social philosophies."
"Jackals" is one of his pet terms, although 1 don't believe he has the
remotest idea of what a jackallooks like. 1 don't think he could
díst.íngutsh an owl from a magpie, and aside from pínes, which-everyone
can recognize, 1 doubt that he could identify any other species of trees--
my poor father, whowas born and lives in the heart of the old part of
Barcelona and has never left it except to spend an occasional Sunday in
Les Planes, surrounded by greasy paper and empty sardine canso
Hemust be thinking of Les Planes when he writes about nature in
his articles for Blast: glorious nature, which would cure all the world's ills
if we let it operate unfettered. Mydearfather would reduce the world's
pharrnacopeia to lemon, garlic, amdoníon. Though he's not a vegetar-ían,
he's not far from it either, and if he's not altogethcr in agreemerit with
nudists, it's because he still has sornesense of the ridiculous.
That a person as harmless as my father could arouse such hatred in
other anarchists ... 1 don't know if you're aware that (sornenewspapers
carried ít, but 1 don't. know it they reach the front) a few weeks ago
U B
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?l sorne thugs from Solidaridad Obrera attacked ~'s offices. 'l!l:;l4-e-wttéi-S<eHl~--
~:--efore .~~ events that took place earlier t~s mo~ Of course,
Blast's office is our apartment on 'Hoapital Street. They took those piles of
back issues (the ones we could:n't seU) from our spare r'oom and threw
them off the balcony, Fortunately, the police showed up in time to keep
them from goirig f&:-ther. The government itself advised my father and his
(' , 1\.
friends to arm themselves so they could repel any future attacks. "The
only arms 1 wa:nt are ideas," and they couldn't get him to change his mínd,
A few weeks after you and Lluís set out for your two fronts, he
showed up one day at my house in a taxi, his face covered with blood. I
had quite a scare. Luckily, it was nothírig serious. It was Cosme, his
;1
Iífelong friend, who'd brought hím. Maybe you'U remember him: a short,
chubby guy with a pockmarked face, a lathe operator, who often attended
our secret meetirigs. Cosme is more on the side of Solidaridad Obrera, but. t% --
he's a great friend of my father's. He told me what had happened while I
washed my father's face with hydrogen peroxide. "Imagine," Cosme said.
"Imagine, Trini. Sorne anarchist volunteers were leavíng for Madrid and my
grandson was amorig them. That's why I was at the train station. Between
IIJW;~~
the volunteers and those wb.e ~d come to see them off, the place was
jammed. AUof a sudden I heard someone yelling at the top of his Iung s,
'What are you doírig , ~? Where are you goíng? To impose yourideas at
gunpoint? You've turned into soldiers? What about your principIes?' They
carne close to lynchírig him as an agent provocateur. It's a good t.hing I
spotted him! I had a hard time dragging him away. He refused to come. He
was so worked up that I don't even think he recognized me. As I dragged.
him out of the station, he was stiU shoutírig , ITo defend Madrid? The
octopus that sucks our blood?'"
My father keptsilent as I cleaned his wounds, whích luckily were
"One day he insisted on gívírig me a ride home so he could show off,
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just scratches somewomenhad gíven hím. Cosmesaíd, "1 love your father,
Tr-iní. Howcould 1 not love himwhen 1've known him all my life? 1 love
him and he knows it, but sometimes it's hard to foHowhím, If volunteers
don't head for the front, if wedon't fight this war with cannons and
machine guns, the fascíats will win and then we'll really be in for ít,"
"Yes," 1 said. "It's a little hard to understand how you can win when
you're opposed to any form of organized power." As soon as the words
were out of my mcuth, 1wished 1 hadn't said them. Myfather looked at
me very sadly. Up until then he hadn't said a word. "Everyone's a paCifist
in peacetime, 'I'r-ini.Cosmewas one too •• oand listen to him now. It's a
question of always beírig one, in war and in peace. Otherwise, it wouldn't
w
mean anyt.hirig. It'd be a waste of time saving you're a pacífist;"
He stayed at my house for a few hours. Itwas he who told mewhat
a big shot Llibert had become. "He's got an office like a minister's, with
twenty typists and 1 don't know howmany other under-lings at his orders.
He's got a huge, cream-colored car, enormous, with a uniformed chauffeur
who opens the door for him, standing at attention and salutíng. The car
was requisitioned, of cour-se. It must have_beloriged to the Marquis of
Marianao, and if you ask me, they must have requisitioned the chauffeur
along with the caro"
"1sn't Llibert ashamed of all that?"
and 1was the one who felt ashamed when 1 saw all those people who
know me so weHon Hospital Street staring in amazement at that
enormous, shíny, silent, creamy caro And when that loathsome cr-ingtng
slave opened the door and stood at attention, saluting us like a couple of
generala o• o1wished the grourid beneath my feet would open up and
swaHowme! If Lliberthasn't headed for the front like your husband," he
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added, "don't imagine, Trini, that it's out of loyalty to the pacifist
principIes 1 taught you when you were yourig, That has nothírig to do with
it! I'l1 te11you in a minute about his poster campaig n, He's not at the
f~ont because ~c¡ he considers himself more useful in ,the rearo
Accor díng to him, he's absolutely indispensable in Barcelona, irreplaceable,
since thanks to hím, as he'l1 be happy to te11you, we're winning the war.
We're winning the war, he says, thanks to his propaganda campaig n ..• ~
In fact, they'd made my dear brother something like chief of war
propaganda. It turns out that it was he who covered and still covers the
city's wa11swith those deservedly famous posters: "Build tanks, tanks,
tanks: the vehicle of victory!" or "Barbers: break your chains!" and so
"'"
many other s, in Catalan and Castilian, half and half, respecting the two
languagea' co-official status, which would make us die laug hirig if we were
in a better mood.
One of these posters makes me feel like throwing up every time I see
it: it depicts a wounded soldier, crawlíng alorig the ground, who raises hrs
head and, in a supreme effort, points at us and asks: "And you? What have
you done to help?" And this was produced by my brother and his buddies
Ol-t . -cy"
in theircushy desk jobs 1tthe propaganda offic~ Posters ur ging others
to set out for the front are their speciality. There's also a mysterious
school of abstract posters, like one that says, amid a mass of colored
blotches and shadows, "Libertorios de prostitución." No one I know has
been able to figure it out. Then agaín, others are easy to grasp: there's
one with a hen on a balcony that reads: "The battle of the eg gs." The
ímplícatíon is fhat if every Barcelonan kept a hen on his balcony, no one
wouldgo hurigr-y. As if hens didn't need corn to layeggs! As if they lived
on air, ~poor hens!
AHthis, then, is Llibert'sdoing, or at least that's what my father
U"B
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thinks. And he doesri't just print posters. The areas embraced by his
activities are numerous and complex.He's a walkirig encyclopedia! He's
behind various newspapers, somein Catalan and others in Castilian, all
. b rvt..t j.G(,~-t t:/v"v./" .
encouragírig others to to go to the front. He~s "chats".er\. the radio,
with a thrilling quaver in his voice. Hehas foreigners on hís prog ram,
world celebrities whomno one's ever heard of, He's organized "proletarian
t.heater " t.roupes ..•
This "proletarian theater" business deserves fur'ther explanatíon.
According to Llibert, "proletaz-iantheater" requires mass participation.
Fromwhat they've told me (L've never gone) the masses are on stage,
t
while the theaters are empty. Noone goes anymore. In other words, it's
. l'
the opposite of before, when there were only a few actors on stage but
theaters were crammedto·the rafters. Apparently that was bour-geois
theater.
Llibert's daring and dynamismwere undaunted even by the difficulties
of stagíng an opera season: proletarian opera, of course. Hetook over the
Liceu, and nowall you can see there is proletarian opera. 1 don't know
where my beloved brother gets his librettos and scores from. I've never
set foot in the Liceu, but a girlfriend from my student days, Maria
Engrácia Bosch, was curious enough to go. Wegettogether from time to
time, and it's through her that 1 hear about what's goirig on in Barcelona.
Otherwise 1might never find out. Wemetyears ago at the university, and
even through she's a few years older and was finishing her studies when 1
was just beginning, we felt close to each other because we're from the
same neighborhood. She Uves&: Sant Pau Street.
~ fott!- 49 R.~ lS\ c...- ')
1 ran into her not long ago on the ~ and she invited meto
have a cup of tea in a café. "I've got sornestories to teH you," Maria
Engrácia said. And she told me how, as she passed the Líceu so often
l.
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since it's on the corner of Sant Pau Street and a stone's throw from her
home, she'd gotten very curious about that proletarian opera they were
advertising and one evening she hadn't been able to resist the temptation
to go in. 1 should mentionthat nowadaya; a ticket to the opera is within
everyone's reach. So she was one of six people, exactly síx, who that
evening were the entire audience. It's true that, to make up for it, there
were a couple of hundred on stage, "Playirig the masses, you know? 1 don't
know where your brother found the score. It was one hell of a drama! It
tells the story of a mass movement. The exploited masses go on and off
stage, they exit on the right and re-enter from the left; constantly
chantíng hymns to the future and raising their clenched fists. It's hard to
/,
make out what they're saving, but 1 gathered that one of the exploíted
workers, the yourigeat, the tenor, in his efforts to practice free love had
gotten the clap. A case of revolutionary gonorrhea! Emerging from the
mass chorus, he advances toward the front of the stage, A bass drum
suddenly booms out, the masses fall silent at the sight of this tragedy, and
the tenor, gesturing menacingly toward the six-person audience, síngs the
first line of a touchírig aria: 'Cur-sed bourgeoisie, you shall pay for your
crimes!'"
1 couldn't believe it, but Maria Engr ácía had seen it with her own
eyes and heard it with her own ears.
After this proletarian opera, anything else 1 told you about my
darling brother Llibert would pale by comparison. Those who have been in
his office say he embraces all his visitors, calls everyone "comrade,"
addresses ever yone as "tu," and oozes triumph, dynamism, and charisma
from every pore. He's or-ganízatíon and efficiency incarnate, the savior of
everyone lookírig for a connecton or a ratio n book,
It makes me think of one of Uncle Eusebi's phrases, "Because we
"Who," I asked, "the ones with the wigs?" "No; they're nothíng but
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revolve around other's, we end up thinking those others revolve around US."
Ever since I can remember, my brofher's wanted the whole world to
revolve around hím, When we were kids, four times a day we 'd cross the
courtyard at Holy Cross Hosprtal on our way to and from t.he lay school
where our parents taught. He'd stop sometimes outside the "little yard,"
which was what we called the mor gue; lit looked out on a narrow lane with
onlya gr-íll separating it from the passersby. I had to hang onto the bars
and stand on tiptoe to see the corpses; there were usually three or four a
day, sometimes more. Since they were facírig the grill, what I could see
~'"~
best was their bare feetr yellow ... and dirty. How sad 'those feet made
me feel! "This is what's in store for us," Llibert would always say, "íf we
w
don't look sharp." I must have been six or severi; he was eleven or twelve.
In my eyes, he was already a "grownup," one of those people who know
everything, includíng the secrets of life and death, I listened to him as to
an oracle. So there was a way to avoid ending up like that, a way to
avoid showíng my dirty feet to those goírig from Hospital Street to Carme
Street. I thought when I was as old as Llibert l'd see it as clearly as he
did.
One morriíng we found they'd rerou~ed all~affic. There was a
funeral procession from the Bethlehem Church like none l'd ever seen
before: six huge horses, draped with black velvet, drew a kind of fancy
coach, black and gold, which held a coffin Iike a a gold and silver jewel
box. Some men on foot, dressed in breeches, with white wigs and black
dalmatics, walked on either side of the coach, followed by fifty or sixty
priests íntonírig funeral chants and--after them--a crowd of gentlemen in
frock coats and top hats. "This guy knew how to look sharp," Llibert saíd,
servants. "
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They haven't gíven him a fancy burial yet, though that'U come--
doesn't it seem incredible that anyóne could envy the dead?--but he's
already got a uniformed chauffeur to open the door on his cream-colored
caro
Maybe you'll thínk L'm getting too worked up, considering that it's
my own brother L'mtalkírig about, Itwas one of his sníde remarks that
reaUy upset me. l'd insinuated what 1 thought of that creamy car and
uniformed chauffeur. He didn't take it Iyirig down. "Yes, of course," he
shot back furiously, "you got what you wanted: a rich husband and, to
make thmgs better, an orphan to boot, 1 had to loek out for myself, you
know. L'm not a dowry-hunter!" My God, it had never occurred to me that-...
anyone could interpret my relationship with Lluís in such a smaU-minded
way!
Thank Heaven L've got a good supply of potatoes in the pantry and
don't have to ask him for chits. Because needless to say, sometimes 1 went
to ask him for chits. l 'm not goirig to let Ramonet go without bread or
potatoes because L've got it in for Llibert! 1 could have asked him for
another chít, but L'm determined not to ask him for anything that's not
a:bsolutely necessary; 1 mean necessary for the kíd, L'Il try to look after
myself as much as 1 can. This last time, 1 heard about a peasant named
"Bepo" in CasteUví de Rosanes who míght be wíllíng to seU me sorne
potatoes. He wasn't ver y eage r. He only wanted money from before the
war. Bills from before the war! •.• 1 can't teU them apart from the
others. On the other hand, those who can tell the dífference ~em 't
. . e , ~
and take them out of circulatíon. And 1 hadn't thought of takírig
silverware and other items of that sort, which was what Bepo wanted if 1
didn't have pre-war bills. Finally we reached an agreement: almost an
entire month of Lluís's pay for a sack!
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But the worst was yet to come: I had to get it home, Bepo wouldn 't
ag ree to even take me from his farm to the station. He didn't wánt to get
in trouble, he said, he didn't want to get nabbed as a black marketer now
. ~ ~-tv\ ,,-t- . .
that the laws agtril1~em are so Draconlan. The maíd had stayed home
t-:
, with the kíd, Maybe it would have been better to bring them alorig so she
could help with the sack, but then Ramonet would have gotten in the way
•.. Finally, for another fistful of billa, Bepo consented to take me on his
donkey to a. spot near the train station; not all the way, since it's often
watched by the police, but pretty close. After that l! was on my own.
How heavy it was! I needed four days of be d rest to recover from
that sack of potatoes!
Since the police keep a close watch on the train stations in
Barcelona, you have to throw your food out the window before you reach
Sants, when the train starts slowing down, and jump out after it. I have
'1 to admit that the trains slow down so ~~ch te, give ye~~U~4 that these
acrobatics don't have much mer-ít, The neason is that the engineers
themseIves are wholesale black marketers. /I'he spectacle of all those people
~
. Ol j.\k '-'V) • "'- ~
jumping out the windows of a. movíng train woul~ _be..a.prett~i~t if it
wer en 't so pitiful.
Once I was in Sants, all that remained was the ~ last ~ct:
gett.írig the sack to my house. If you'z-e very lucky , you can find a taxi,
but it's much more common to have to haul it yourself, sometimes on your
back and sometimes dragging it. And there's aIways the danger that the
, police will spot you and confiscate it or that those even hung rter than
yourself will steal it! And of these, God knows, there are plerrty, In vacant
lots where gar bage piles up now that it's almost never collected, you
always see skeIetal old men and women r ummag'ing around .•• I arrived
home exhausted, and 1 still have such a backache that the slightest
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mevemerrtmakes me see every star in the sky and a few more. At least
these vicissitudes have the virtue óf makirig us see how people lend each
other a han d, moved by the blessed sympathy that comes,from shar-íng the
.¡ ~ametroubles. When 1was stiB half a mile from my house and felt ~1
could go no further, two soldiers, who told me the-y were on leave in
Barcelona, offered to take the sack the rest of the way. With such
generosity, poor guys, that they wouldn't even tell me their names. All 1
know is that they were from Mollerussa. WouldyO'Ubelieve that before
these two soldiers' providential appearance, as 1 tried to walk witb. that
sack on my back, 1 thought of Jesus lugging His eros s down the Via
Dolorosa? It's always a comfort to think of someone rWhO had an even-...
lousier time than you; a st.range comfort, 1admit.
Thank God L'm now .home again, with a good stock of potatoes in the
lardero Homeagain, lookírig out at the lime tree, which humbly does its
duty: a duty that must bemuch more difficult than we think, since we're
bu..\'-IÍ~
not trees. Hownice it is to have a home, a ~o cur-l up in amid this
hostile, incomprehensible world that sur-rounds uso Howhappy we three
could have been--myself, Lluía, and Ramonet--before the war if it weren't
-
for Lluís's bad moods ... He had no idea of what's so obvious to me:
that we were happy, that we could have been happy if he'd wanted.
Owning this big house, collectíng his dividends from the factory: all that
seemed as natural to him as breathing. It never entered his mind that the
vast majority of his fellow men possess nothírig but the clothes on their
backs. Sometimes 1 think Lluís would love me if he were poor; 1mean
then he'd realize that he loves me. Because he does love me; the problem
I
is that he doesn't realize it. If he were poor, really poor, he'd discover
"'{... how good it is to have sorne little nook m- thi~ with atable, two
beds, and three chairs--and a wife and chfld. Basically, one needs so little
This is the third time you 've showed up unexpectedly with food for
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to be happy: a little love is the secret ing redient, That's all. A little love
of what you've got, and it's as though you had everything you could wish
-i for! L'm su.re 1 could be pooe ~ happy if Lluís loved me; I'm nothing like
my brother Llibert ... And that's why I get a selfish satis.raction, my
only consolatíon, from how long this war's laating, It comes f'rom my hope
that after all his har dahípa, Lluís will get more pleasuee f'rom his home
and~amily. Once, on one of our trips, a storm suddenly blew up. 'I'here
was a woodcutters' hut nearby. We took shelter in it and lit a fire. How
happy we felt l Llufs himself saíd, "It's nice hearing the rain when you're
indoors, even if it's only in a hut." We could be so happy, listening to the
rain on the humblest of rooftops. But he never was home, except those
-...
afternoons when you'd come. You'd have thought the chairs had tacks on
them! He was always jumpy, uncomfortable. It's because he asks more from
life than poor life can give uso He'H feellike something's missing till be
discovers that the best thírig in the world is a cup of tea by the hearth in
the company of the one you love while outside the autumn wind stirs the
fallen Ieaves. Uncle Eusebi used to say, "Lluís ~t ever-ythírig butr
sees nothírig." And as far as L'm concerned ... As far as L'm concerned, I
dorr'f think he's seen me yet!
June 3
--L. You came so quickly after receiving my letter! lf l'd Xuessed
your reaction, I wouldn't have mentioned that ill-omened sack of potatoes
the kid. I felt uneasy thinking of the sacrifice these new crates of canned
milk and all the other stuff you unloaded from your van must ~y :or _
you, and at the same time the hours I spent listening to you that..exJ¡Ilg .
"companíon." Accor-dirig to hím, free love, precisely because it's free, must
V . t>~ ..e~~~~ .
{,- be w~apped i:r.:l t~ aUlOtepest~ukity to avoid even the slightest hint of
promiscuity. 1 burst out laughing: a hint of promiscuity, with you! What an
U"Bcr, UniversitatAutonoma~~celonaBiblioteca d'Humanitatsníght went by so quickly! If my father knew l'd done it again ..• A
I ~ L~-'é ,orA:; vp .~
#f~!a s after the second time you' carne, I told him you'd s-pen.t ~ Lew. .
~S-1lI Barcdeaa.,. at my hous~lfrom ten at níght till four in the
mor níng." He shook his head disapprovingly. He told me he was shocked by
that nocturnal chat I'd had all alone with aman who wasn't my
absurd idea .•• If he knew that this last "nocturnal chat, all alone" lasted
from eíg ht P.M. to six A.M. . . . ~i '~ I
The ~ours flew by, as though time had bee" ,.'if..t"'7\ "Dawn's
breaking down by the harbor. These are the lorigest days in the year •.
. ," and 1 couldn't believe the clock,which said four-thirty. You'd just
,
uttered these words, with the annoyírig emphasis you add sometimes when
you're makírig fun of whomever you'r~ ¡alking J;th. With ev~n more
emphasis, you added, "1 hate these long days. Give me the winter solstice,
~~~
with its nevel' en.~g nights! l'd like polar. níg hts even bett~r: that way 1
. /IIA."\. ~ IA.L.AA
could sleep for six months st.raight and dream of_~ndless ~s."
I nev~r dream, or almost never, and 1 don't like craziness, but it's
odd that out of everything you said, these are t.he only words that stuck-. ,
in my memory. We'd spent ten hours chatttng: and it reminded me of that
cocaine addict you once introduced to me. so many years ago, Itwas
before 1 met Lluís, when you and 1 sold Blast on streetcorners. In reality,
since no one bought ít, what we did was stroH around,
It was drizzling that evening, and we'd taken shelter under the
awning outside a big clothírig store on the Rambla, not far from Sant Pau
Street. The Rambla looked pretty, glistening in that autumn drizzle, and
what with onething and another, we'd started talkírig about dr-ug s and
U
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drug addicts. It wasa completely new subject for me, and 1was astonished
to think there could be such people in the world. You saíd, "Come with
me. 1'11 introduce you to one," and you took me into a drug store on San.t
Pau Street: a tiny, decrepit drug store that looked more Iíke an herbalist's
~ shop. The only per son there was the clerk, who was studying to be 81
pharrnacíat, as you told me when you introduced uso He seemed very old to
-~ be a student; he looked over thirty, ma:ybe thirty-five. He had a dull
expression that was painful to behold. You asked him to tell me what his
sensations were when he too k cocaine. Out of everything he said, 1 only
/ remember these words, "1 take a -little o~ t};¡j::=;¡m'Hiel"-a~ten P.M., and the
next bhing 1 know the sun's coming up!" What a st.range pleasure,
aboliahirig time!
P.S.: My mother just phoned to say my grandmother ~ied.
June 13
You describe your grandmother on account of mine's death, and your
descriptions make me think of--and don't be offended--the "old lady in the
castle" in an English romance 1 read when 1wastwelve behind my
parents' backs, In my house, trashy love stories were forbidden. And
besides, I remember perfectly that you once told me you hadn't known
your parents or grandparents. Why do you get so much pleasure from Iyírig
and fooling people? Either you were Iyíng then or you're lyíng now. And if
f
X
you're Iyírig now, why did you invent this "grandmother who brought to
" ~~. mind spr-ingttma's first violets, hidden deep within the woods"? If you \
r:
knew how Iít.tle 1 like violetsl, /J ~
Whatever the case may be, l 'm grateful for your kind words about my
own grandmother's death. She was nothírig like the way you imagine her.
. 5~lc.~
She didn't make me think of hidden violets. The poor woman 4il"M1\.her
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clothes without knowíng what she was doirig ....
SG:&. G~
They say that before her stroke ~~ yery active. They say she
1- ~ .
loved me a lot (1 was three ye"!rs old when she became paral~zed). She'd
v-.AÁ."" .........~'\ .Á.~rf)"e,
been a maid befor-e ~8'Ei fHa.l . ~'my grandfather, who "kOl'lre ,~ a
streetcar. They had to make a lot of sacrifices so my father could become
a schoolteacher, My father would have paid her back with a peaceful old
age, but she was wouldn't have nottced, She's been unaware of evervthíng
for seventeen years. T'd like to think she was a total vegetable, but you
could tell from the 100k in her eyes that her unconsciousness wasn't total.
. <;~~~
Sometimes, when she'd EiiItieG her clothes, she'd weep.:
. J\.. . /
"Her death didn't make me sad; quite the opposite. Why should 1 lie to
you? It moved me; that's all. Now that she's no Ionge r in her corner on
the back porch, 1 feel that the world has chariged a little, not much..
Which leaves the true-romance grandmother you felt obliged to dream
up for reasons unknown to me. She and all the other "old ladies" whom
one encounters in novela for teenage girls perhaps arise from our
unconscious wish té find innocence at the end of life, since during it we
find so little. As though life were nothing more than a long battle to
achieve innocence: to attain it at the end, since we can't find it at the
beginníng. That's the only interest 1 can see in such characters. In any
case,1 beg you to spare me further hoaxes, especiaUy of the edifying sort.
June 14
Your eternal mumbo jumbo, Juli, as though you couldn't live without
1- it. I~t ~~ d~ know wheri you're kidding and when you're .
y serious. Once YOu~ me into the cathedral's cloister, as you often did.
We both liked strolling around ít, lost in our interminable conversations,
especially on rainy afternoons.
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That day there was no one but uso Outside the sexton"s office, there
i was atable covered with piles of ~-:;¡t.~5 beneath a aign t.hat said:
/ Please take, They were, oí cour-se, ~ devotional materials of the
i ~ort~ churches give out for free. You and Iboth had piles of unsold
copies of Blast under our arrns. As we strolled around the cloister, every
time we passed that table you'd stop and gaze at it in silence. 1 could.n't
imagine what was on your mirid,
"We could make your father very happy," you said our fourth time
around, "We could make him think that today, precisely when there's a
long article by hím, we sold every copy. How over-joved he 'd be! Who
knows: maybe ít would be the happiest day in his life!"
You didn't gíve me time to reply. You'd already picked up one of
those piles of leaflets so you could replace it with all the copies of Blast
we had between the two of uso
A few days later, as we were standing on the corner of Bisbe Street,
you saíd, "Why don't we go in and see if they're still there?"
And in fact, they were still there. Among the novenas, the triduums,
and the Messengers of the Sacred Heart; there, beneath the aig n saving
'\Please take." The pile seemed intacto Probably nobody had taken one.i "It worked~etter than I'd thought," you said. "No one's noticed.
Now we can try another idea."
"Another idea? What idea?"
"Another. I've got ideas, you know? Terrific ideas."
So sayírig , you tacked up a leaflet (1 later learned it had been
printed by a fr'ie nd of yours) on that bulletin board where they'd post
church activities and the times when they said Mass. The cloister was
deserted kthat day too.
"You see? I've been dyíng to do this for a while. FroID time to time,
I
I
I
x
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I'm overwhelmed by the wish to do l.0mething and 1 ~e to do it,
. '(&---....:.l kt s:.<-L
however stupid it may be. ' •"
The leaflet said in big black letters: "GREATPROGRESSINTHE
MANUFACTUREOFHOLy WAFERS."And it continued: "An industrialist in
Chicago has disco;vered a new technique that permits toe manufacture of a
milliona second," followed by more nonsense of the sort that 1 can't
remember anymore. Howcould 1 understand what you were doirig? When
were you faking: in that cloister or at Santa Maria del Mar? That joke,
more stupid than irreverent, annoyed me as it had annoyed me, that other
day, to see the traces of tears on your face.
" In my family we were atheists; my father had inculcated an absolute
indifference i~oward all religions. Making fun of Catholicism seemed
l e- c.
as senseless ~ as makírig fun of Buddhism or spir~tualism, and at that
moment1 thoug ht you were a perfect fool. 1 asked you why you'd printed
them in Cast.ilian. "Because it's funnier that way," you replied.
1 hadn't found it funny at all, "It's funnier in Castilian," you insisted,
irritated because Iwasn't laughíng, "WhenSaint Philomena appears to my
aunt, she always speaks to her in Castilian. Always in Castilian! She says,
'No temas, yo te salvaré ..• ,tI You'd already told me that bizarre story
about your aunt's visiono 1 knew it by heart, but 1wasn't in the moodto
laugh. For many weeks, 1 didn't want to visit that cloister with you. Your
"terrific ideas" seemed so empty to me .. ~
Then all hell broke loose at the university. Itwas December 1930.
# ~~*
Our student group had begun meeting in the seHar beneath ar-
delicatessen near the bottom of the Rambla, beyond the Are 'd~Teatre. 1
think it was called La Extremeña. Itwas a big, .dark~kFlots of
hams and salamis hang ing from the Ceiling)~ gtvíng it the air of a cave
"Yes, But if at least," you said, "if at least we could all get to be
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with stalactites. The air was impr-egnated with fumes from~ country I
hams and kegs of dark beer. The owner of this delicatesseh was a survivor
of the First RepubHcwho still had his Phrygian cap and saber from those
days. Itwas you who'd discovered this octogenarian follower of Castelar,
whomyou called "the diplodocus" and who struck all of us as a kind of
prehistoric relic. Youhad a lot of fun getting him to tell stor-íes about
everything that had been said and done in that "glorious era." Someof the
stories :"erli~teresting, but most of them were sad because they seemed
C;;) bl&.- fevo A (~~, .
SE\l -,werfio~ Wegot in the habit ~f calling that cellar the "diplodocus's
laír ," and we were delighted to have a hideout to conspire in. Oncewhen
twen1>y-fiveor thirty of us were there, the man came downstairs holding
his two relics and donned them in front of usoWithhis Phrygian cap on
his head and his saber girded to his waist, he told us, with tears in his
eyes, "1 don't want to die without-goíng out in the street like this again."
Wecr inged. Wewanted to believe with all our hearts that the
republic we dreamed of had nothing to do with what he :remembered:the
shabby carnival that had apparently been the first one. But it bothered us,
and I remember one day you told meas wE)were leavírig, "Sometimes~
have the feelírig that eighty years from nowwe'll be a bunch of old ~
too; yes, like the diplodocus, who can't mention Castelar or Lerrouxi without getting~ weepy."
"Doyou really think so?" 1 asked.
the owners of reputable delicatessens •.• at least that would be
something. Maybewe won't even get that faro 1 suppose Ler-rouxmust have
set him up in business with money from city hall."
Sometimesyou'd stay and have lunch there by yourself. Youliked
that lair, you said, because it was big and dar-k, You'd tellyour aunt the
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economics professor had invited you to lunch at his house. As he served
oyou, the old Estremaduran told írrterminable stories abut the First Republic
. 1'-.
ano the Tragic Weekin 1909.It seems that at that time he~dalready
set.tled in Barcelona and "it was the last time I went out wear-íng my cap
and saber." Youmade him recite whole long passages, which he knew by
heart, from Lerroux's and Castelar's speeches: passages like "the chariot of
state founders in today's stormy seas" ~nd "let us~ tn.e novíces" veíls,
. f\. .
elevating them to motherhood." Youhad the time of youn 1ife, but 1 found
it all so sad, so old-fashioned, so depressing. Whenthe l'est of us arrived. , ,. 5~t-r~
at around three in the after-noon, Qfr-'ffiOVA tban one oeQ,a~~ we found you
" (\..
sitting at a. table, havíng eaten lunch there, chatting away with that poor
feHow.He'd tell us what you'd had: snails vinaigrette, a couple ef slices of
. l. J--..:;:>I¿;vv.r-tV\. \...;:;\-
ham, and blue cheese. We'.dall have coffee together and &Hlbdl: k le endless
ideologícal arguments as though -he weren't presento There were
representatives of the most irreconcilable tendencies: anarchists, centrist
and leftist republícans, social democrats, separatists, ~ommunists. Wehad~~~r-Ofevery caliber and variety: Staliniats, T!.tSkYÍsts, Proletarian
Catalans, and even sornewho ~condemned the splintering of the
::Ot.. ~~Lk~~-
~ movement into g..rouYj\at each other's throats and who had
founded a new group devoted to "dialectical unification." They were always
blathering about Hegela dialectics; .they saw themselves as the synthesis.
Perhaps the most singular of the communist factions that met with us was
the one consisting of that guy who was so thin, tall, and fair and whose
namewas Orfila; and his friend, who was so stout, short, and dark and
whose namewas Bracons. Orfila and Bracons couldn't see eye to eye with
any of the other groups, not even the one devoted to "dialeetical
unification." They proposed a "syncretic fusion" of Marxismand
Freudianism, since according to them Marx's economicmater-íalísm could
I~
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only be complete in combination with Freud's sexual materialismoOne day
you told them, "If we add Freud to Marx, we're addíng two Jews toget.her ,
and 1 can't help worrying that t.his new path you've found wiHlead
str-aíght to the svnagogue. Goahead íf you want; me, I'm not írrter-eatad,
On the other hand, your fusion--as the ancients would have put it, de
cibus et veneris--is certainly; new and daring." Another issue that gave rise
to countless perorations was a certain guerrilla leader who operated in the
Jungles of Nicaragua or Guatemala, Sandino by name if I remember
.-1Luz-
correctly. At ~ time we all considered Sandino our hero: a hero of the- -
Latín American proletariat's struggle against Yankee imperialismoWhat ever
became of Sandino? It's so long since I've heard his name mentioned. It's
odd to think such endless, idiotic arguments could have fascinated us so
muchoWespent hours in that cellar, sure ~we were for-ging the world's
f'uture and that the universe was trembling with expectation. What fools
we were. Whoknows: maybe the most sensible one, after his fashion, was
the Estremaduran, whose mouth hung open in amazement as he listened to
~v-A1f _
all that-----TC~ h~ couldn't understand and who fínally , shakíng his head,
would mutter, "You'd all be better off joining the Radical Party."
But that's where I met Lluía, so even if 1 didn't for-ge the future of
the universe, I for ged my own in the diplodocus's lair, La Extremeña's
cellar. For better or worse: Godonly knows.
Hewas ar guirig ~ the other students--I arrived late that day. I
felt immediately that ~ feHowI hadn't met was very different from you
and the others. At that moment you were talk ing about pístols, a subject
that often carne up. Lluís examined a few that one of the conspirators had
brought and commented that he didn't think much of them. "AParabellum's
what we need," he said. "AParabellum!" you exclaímed, "You don't ask for
much, do you?"
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Rumors of posaíble military coups swept through the -peninsula with
increasing frequency, keepíng us in a state of constant excitement. One
day it waarr'f just a rumor but a news item in all the papers: a captain
from the foreign Iegion had rebelled in Jaca.
Twodays later-, the morníng papers were f'ull of news about that
captaín/a summary court-martial and execut.ion,alorig with another captain
who'd suppor-ted hím.Wewent into permanent session in the diplodocus's
lair. Wehad to do somet.hingspectacular: take over the university,
proclaím a republic. There were sorneheated discussions over which flag to
~-s-"t < :
~ Each group wanted its own, and I was amazed t~-learn that -every
group had its own flag: black, red, red and black, red and gr-een, and God
knows what else! I recall that at one point, you pounded the table and
suggested Baluchistan's flag.
"Since no one knows what it looks líke," you said, "it won't offend
anybody. And besides, seeíng what a bunch of non-conformists we are, it's
obvious that if we were in Baluchistan we'd hoist the Catalan flag, but
since we're in Catalonía, of course that would be frightfully vulgar."
Itwás finally the federal flag that won by a majority, perhaps
because no one there was primarily a federalist. Then another problem
arose: what did the federal flag look like? Weconsulted the diplodocus--I
mean the owner of La Extremeña--but he didn't know. He hadn't been a
federalist in illo temporej he'd favored a united Spain, as Castelar and
Lerroux hadoBy the way, at that time very few people knew what the
unitary republican flag looked líke, The diplodocus himself had only a
vague recolleCtion of it and even assured us that he'd seen his idol, Don
Alejandro, on mo!e t~n one occasion with "the monarchist flag stuck in
I.'~ Ivo"-
the band on his IS-~rawr~t." Itwas my father who finally saved the day.bY' .
Makíriga great effort, he was able to dredge up ou~s memoriesa
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certain flag that mygrandfather, who'd been a lifelong federalist, had
kept at the bottom of a drawer amorigother faded souvenír-s of his youth.
Youall asked me to sew that federalist flag we were goíng to hoist
aboye the university. Wewanted a really big one: big enough to be seen
clearly from the square, and makírig it was quite a chore. 1 needed l'ed,
yellow, and purple cloth, but in addition, in one corner there had to be .a
.dark blue tr-íangle with a white star for every fEtderated state. More
interminable discussions: howmany fedecated states--and therefore how
many stars--should there be? Myfather didn't know. As far as he could
remember, his father had never mentioned this aapect of federalism, which
the fe-deralists of hís generation must have considered secñndarv, 'I'hey
didn't care who would be federated; the important thing was to federate,
and probably they didn't .have too clear an idea of what that meant. We
asked the diplodocus agaín. He shrugged his shoulders. Itwas the first
time in his life, he saíd, that he'd hear d ef federated states and he barely
understood what we were talkírig about.
Howmany star-s did we need: four, seven, fifteen?
"Better too many than too few," you said. "We'llput a couple of
dozen on. That'll be easy enough to do, and then everyone will be happy."
The stars had to be big enough so that passersby could see them
from Pelayo Street and the Ronda de Sant Antoní, Youand Lluís carne
over to my house to help me.Wecut them out 01 heavy paper--we needed
a whole sheet for each one--and glued them on the tr-íangle, Spread on the
floor so the glue could dry, the flag filled the entire díníng roomand
even stuck out into the hall. (\
w~ ¡{K-<.'J--
Whenthe great morning arrived, YOu~ the flag around your waist
and threw on your overcoat to hide it. Boy, did you look fat! To cover
you, we entered the university as a group, clustering around you while
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everyone kidded usoWefourid our pals building a barricade with _",,""PM'Ir
~66bL0.tér"~ ,
atoRes from the square. 'Phe passersby .hardly noticed, sínce at that time of
C'- c;:>f" tW-",L .
year it was traditional for ~ students to' buíld barricades J{ demand
Ionger Christmas vacations, 'I'her-ewere only two ol['three pairs of
policemen--the ones they called Security Police, all elderly and armed with
sabers--who confined themselves to watching the students buíld that
e o()lr~ St,-v-J- ,
~iflg ¡;:~ barricade. Now,when 1 remember those old Security Police
from the monarchy, with their anechroniatíc sabers and gray mustaches
arid-e-above all--their patriarchal air, as though they all had huge families,
when 1 remember their blue uniforms and their helmets- that made them
look like firemen, so good-natured, so meek, so henpecked, and when 1
think of the horrors we've had to endure since .•.
As we walked amorigthe groups that were building ~barricade,
those who knew what we were up-to applauded rand shouted, "Long Iive
the republic!" Itwas then, upon hearing that cry, that a respectable
gentleman who happened to be passing by carne up to us and asked, "My
word: are you kids proclaiming a republic? ,1 thought you were asking for
"
more vacationT yOtl QO e-4~~n'aA:'ol:l:_na thia time."
"Yes sir," someone replied, "we're proclaíming a republic, but ít.'Il be
a republic based on order."
"1 can see," he sarcastically replied, "that between the foreign legíon
and you students, we'll have one of the most sensible republics in history."
Without wasting any more time, we crossed the vestibule, with its
gigantic plaster statues of RamónLlull and 1 don't know who else, and
went into the law school courtyard, keeping you always in the middle oí
our group. Weclimbed the stairs on the other side of the courtyard and
entered the Iibrar-y, There we were goírig to meet up with sorneothers
who would be there, pr'eteridírrg to consult the reference books. Meanwhile,
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when the librarian wasn't payirrg attention (which was most of the time),
they were supposed to examine t.he various hidden doors in the library and
determine which one led to the winding staircase that in turn led to the
part of the roof with the flagpole. None of us had ever gone up on the
roof. All we knew or thought we knew was that the door in question was
ene of those hidden amorig the bookahel'ves.
The library •.• how .rarely we entered it in those days. When I
think of it now, what I remember most clear ly is that stuffy smell of
/)vv--~
dampnes~ moldy, worm-eaten papero On the rare occasions that we did
, 1\ "tte-vv'-
go, it was only to look up sorne ~ in the Espasa Enc~dopedia, since it
was one of nhe few books we had easy access too If you ever chanced to
want a book that wasn't a volume of the encyclopedia or of Cesar Cantú's
world history, you had to.go into the librarian's office, where he received
you with a stunned expression oñ his sour puss. We called him "the old
grouch," because that's what he was. He-spent his days in that cramped,
bare office, which was more like a burrow, reading dirty books from the
eighteenth centur-y, He was always annoyed when we interrupted his
scholarly research into erotic literature from the siecle des Iumíéres, As he
nead hís: way through Mirabeau, the Marquis de Sade, Diderot, Choder los
de Laclos and other fathers of the French Revolution, he filled file card
after file card, which he stored in cardboard shoeboxes. With the patience
of a Benedictine, he prepared God knows what monumental tome about
that subject, at once so racy and so quaint. Outside his specialty, he had
no interests. Itwas mostly a waste of time asking him for book s, since he
never could have found them, Only a tiny fraction of the library had been
catalcgued.
I gathered that it mostly consisted of volumes from the monasteries
and convents shut down in 1835, books certain worthy citizens had rescued
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from the flames or picked up from the street and brought to the
university. That's why so many are theologícal tracts or bíogr'aphies of
saints, a mountain of books written by friars in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries and of no interest to anyone, Tens of thousands of
dead, mummified books f'ílling ~~lves and more ~[shelves, gently
turning to dust amid the soun<!i of gnawíng termites and the indifference
of that sex-rnaniac librarian.
There are so many of those books by seventeenth- and eighteenth-
cerrtur y monks and nuns--so many were gathered when Mendízbal closed
. e fvv\.l ~'l
the monasteries and convents--that they ~ossibl: fit in the university
and overflowed into my hígh school. There they occupy a big airshaft
covered by a skylight, a well three stories deep, its walls entirely lined by
books bound in parchment and exhalírig a powerful aroma of woods after a
rain, of wild mushrooms, of mildew. I almost never dream, but on one of
the rare occasions--years ago-- I dreamt I was falling endlessly down that
~
"book-well" ... You and Lluís, since you went to ~ Jesuit hig h school,
never saw ít, I should tell you that at the v:ery bottom, on the ground
floor where the dust and stag nant air were densest, we had our gym
classes. There we did breathing exercises. And to make it all even more
lugubrious, on the left there was a genuine skeleton, held together with
wires so (it would stand upright, since in that class we ~ot only
~~ (e..'. st~~<:.~ ~v\.~<- ~
jUrwp?t'ShriCaB:G blúabhing g8p1 d:ses but the rudiments of anatomy.
~ .~. .
But what's all this I'm tellíng you? Why have I wandered into these
c..t"
memories of the university library and the gym class ~ my hígh school?
Every day I apend more time remembering t.hing s from back then as my
thoughts drift from one recollection to anot.he r, I sit as t.hough paralyzed
in my armchair, star íng into space, unable to concentrate on anything, and
it's like a saraband of memoriesdancing before my eyes--trivial memories
·: . '.
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without interest or consistency, of thírigs dead and gone that could make
tJc..v-Ll'1
sense to me alone, and then only juat. \
.1\..
I was writing about the day we hoisted that flag, and I'd reached the
wl.vv-.
point ~e we were in the library searching for that hidden door that led
to the roof. Those pals of ours who'd set out to identify it had made a
mistake. The one they pointed out was the wrong one. When we realized
what had happened, it wastoo late to turn back; we were already on the
roof. That door had indeed led to an endless winding staircase, but not
the one leading to the flag pole. Emer-girig on the other side of that
~
immense roof, we saw the flagpole in the distance across ~ vast stretch
.J
of t.iles, like a mountain peak we had to scale on all fours.
Lluís led the way, foHowed by me and then you. Wecrawled forward
single file, while the tiles .rattled beneath our hands and knees. I'd insisted
on comírig with you. That adventüre struck me as too glorious and exciting
to miss. You didn't want me tocome. In the libra:ry, Lluís had thrown a
fit--in whispers of course. But I'd stubbornly foHowed, indifferent to your
opinions, and now that all three of us were .on the roof there was no time
to argue. Llu'ís told me to hold onto his foot, you grab bed mine with your
fpee hand, and we crept forward.
"From aplane," you said, "they'd think we were three cats."
It seemed we'd never get to the other side of that roof, and
meanwhile we heard shots in the square. Later we learned it was our
friends firing those two pistols, the only ones they had--the ones Llufs
had examíned in the lair and pronounced not very good. The Security
Políce didn't return their fire, since they were armed only with sabers, but
we learned later that since the students kept firing, they were replaced by
civil guards. AHthis occurred as we crept over those rattling tiles,
unaware of what was goirig on below. Those pistol shots surprised uso They
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hadn't been part of our plan.When Lluís hear d the shots, he turned to me
el Wt-V-> IA.'t ~~~
and again told me to go home, that ,t&~H,'eWtiS nothing for~}C to do there.
He was furious, but I refused to tur n back. 1 wanted to foUow you and 40
what you were doirig! I was swept away; it a:ll seemed wonderful to me.
Those shots below made it even more exciting. Lluís WBiS get.tíng more and
more exasperated. In that awkward posítíon, on all fours and stretching
out one of his legs so I could clirrg to ít, he called me a snot-nosed kid
and a pain in the neck and other, more vulgar insults too. While we were
~ tCí.~ ~ .
/'- at-guíng, you'd crawled past us, ~ the flag ~ .around your waist,
climbed onto that little metal platform around the tall flagpole, and were
atr-ug-gltng with the rope. You couldn't get it free. You.'ve never been very
handy, poor Juli. You kept gett.íng tangled up in that double rope. Finally
Lluís went over and, seeíng the rop.e caug ht near the pulley, stood on the
railing around the piJ.atform, hangíng onto the pole, to untangle it. You
climbed up too to help hím, You'd left the flag on the roof tiles and I sat
w~-rdown on it to make sure a gust of wind . 't blow it away.
Sitting on the tiles, I stuck my head out over the stone eaves. You
two were so busy trying to figure out how the pulley and rope worked
that, you didn't notice me. I stuck my head out, and how odd the square
looked from so hig h aboye! The center was deserted, without automobiles
CCl~'St~ '
or streetcars. On the near side was the paviag 6*'1\ barricade our friends
4-T'
had erected, and ~ the far side was the civil guar d on the Ronda de Santfl . .
Antoni.
There was no doubt that they were civil guar ds. I could clearly make
out their three-cornered, patent-leather hats. "Beat it!" Lluís shouted.
"Give us that flag and get the hell out of here!" But I was fascinated by
t.hat group of civil guar-da, Our pais , behind the barricade, kept firing
those two pistols from time to time. The civil guards were standing in
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formation on the cur-b, ímmobile, not returning their fire. One of the
officers had noticed uso He wa:s lookírig at you t.hrough his binocular-s and
motíoning to another officer aathough imitating what you were doíng,
You'd finally manage d to get the flag tied to the rope and wer-e hoiatirig
it. The wind unfur-led it like a sail, and it fluttered gracefuHy with all its
paper stars. You two were atítl standing on the nailíng around the
platform, hangíng onto each sideof the poleo It would have been childs
play for them to pick you off with their ahotguns, but they r'emained in
strict formation, with their hands on the muzzles and the butt.s on the
ground, while that officer gazed at you through his binoculars and kept
mctíoníng to the other one.
Weretraced our steps, crawling back across those tiles that seemed
to rattle even more on the return trip. As we walked through the library-
-the invisible Iíbr-ar-ian must have>been in his burrow, readíng de Sade--w.e
met sorne of our friends, who'd been impatiently waíting.
"Did everything go all right?"
"The flag is up ," you said, "and what a aig ht it is! Everyone will
think it's from the United States!"
"We have a big can of gasoline," they saíd, "but we derr't know what
to do with ít, Weought to set something on fire."
"Since we're in the library," you replied, "why don't we burn it?
What better spot? It'll burn like dry straw."
You were carrying that can toward the shelves with the Espasa
Encyclbpedia when Lluís, beside himself, started insulting you, callíng you
a swine, ír-re sponaíble, and other, less printable t.hírrg s. He grabbed the can
out of your hands and gave you a shove, You just shrugged your shoulders.
"If all this went up in flames," you said, poírrtírig to the encyclopedia
and Cesar Cantú's history, "do you really think it'd be a big loas?"
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"Let's head for the chanceller's office," one of the students said.
"How about the auditortum.v-saíd another, "where there's that oil
painting of the kírig in his Order of Calatrava robe?"
"Wecould buíld a bonfire in the square, right under those civil
guards' noses," Lluíasaíd. "and throw in that painting and all the other
stuff we find in the auditorium and the chancellor's office."
leC{ ~"~'J
The out.door stairs tl'ffit ler. up to the auditorium were jammed with
students. Somehow they' d gotten their hands on an enormous beam they
were using as a battering ram to break down the doors. Ten or twelve of
them were holding it, encouraging each other by chanting, "One, two,
three'!"
The heavy, double doors creaked and trembled as the latch and
hinges yielded a little more with each blow. Then one of the doors
unexpectedly gave way, and thosé holding the beam tumbled to the floor
with their momentum. The auditorium was ours! On the far side, aboye the
podium, Alfonso XIII smiled at us with a mischtevous gleam in his eye,
eL.
impeccably attired in ~ dazzling white robe.
"Let's try him!" someone yelled.
-
The auditorium had filled in a moment with a flood of people. We
improvised a courtroom, íncludíng judges and lawyers dressed in caps and
gowns someone had found in one of the offices.
"Let Soleras read the accusation!" a voice shouted.
And you stationed yourself on the right, beneath that grotesque
judge's bench, pu'llirig a black gown that was too short for you over your
head while the others yelled, "Silence! Soleras is goíng to accuse the
"Comrades, let's hear what the district attorney has to say!"
Strangely enough , that gown too small for you made you look taller
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and skinnier, even more like a greyhound than usual. It was a waste of
time callírig for aílence. You werit ahead and read the accusatíon, your
voice lost amid the uproar. Only those of us who were nea:r you could
hear what you were sayirig,
"We accuse you of beirig kírrg , of beíng named Bourbon, of havíng an
unlucky number," you recited monotonously, as In a litany, wag girig your
finger towar-d that oil painting. "Just as others are called Jaume Puig or
Anton Rafeques, y:ou call yourself Alfonso XIII, much to your subjects'
amusemerrt, Sorne people call you Mr. Thirteen, and they t.hínk they're so
,.fu.~~
w:iUfttñat they laugh tfll drool tr-íckles down theír chms. We accuse you,
Mr. Thirteen •.• "
Those of us who could hear .what you were saving stared at each
other in amazement. What.were you .leadirig up to? Unper+urbed, you
continued, still wagging an.accustng finger at that paintíng, "We accuse
you of having long Ieg s and a short torso, which have led the populace to
dub you 'Daddv-Longlegs" or tStilts.' Weaccuse you, Alfonso-Longleg s, of
not letting those good-hearted lads in the foreign Iegíon cheerfully rebel
whenever they feellike it and have a little fun stagmg a coup d'état .•. "
-
Now the few of us who could hear you looked at each other, not in
surprise but in horror, but you went on talkíng without notícing ua, "We
accuse you of having your portrait painted with this robe that looks like a
~~~~\j .
sheet. Weaccuse you because that ~ Austrian archduchess who was your
. ".
mother never caused a stngle scandal, and virtuous queens are so boring.
1Lu- .
Oj\..honorable and hard-working public's legitimate hopes of sorne juicy
gossip were dashed ... but aboye all, Mr. Alfonso Thirteen, we accuse
you of the most unforgiveable crime, a crime the university will never
pardon in the era that is now beginning: of being neither a Hegelían nor a
Nietzschean, neither a proletarian nor a superman! Intolerable! Youvé
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never gone beyond beirig a fo11ower of Krause, and who knows: maybe you
never even got that far! Therefore, your portrait deserves to be burned at
the stake!"
The crowd, which heard the confused mur-mur-of your' wor ds but
couldn't make out their meanín g, constantly i:nterrupted you with ovations,
and as they echoed through the auditorium, you stood there in silence,
,
modestly lookíng down as a11great orators do. The only enes not
applaudirig were the few of us who heard what you w:ere sayirig,
&?V'-' ~ .
When~ finished your speech, the walls shook with th'underous
applause. Sorne students were standing on a ladder, taking down that
portrait, which was much bigger than it had looked when it was hangírig
up. A bunch of us dragged it into the chancellor's off'íce, Since the
windows there are so big .and look out on the square, we thought we'd
.s
douse it with gasoline, set it on fire, and fling it out the window:. It fe11
onto the barricade, and the force of the blow knocked the frame apart
and scattered the flames, We poured more gasoline out the window, while
other students deferieat.rated other portraits of dead chancellor-s and God
knows what other pedants wearing gowns_cove red with medals, alorig with
a,dministrative files we dragged out of cabinets and anything el se we could
find that would make a nice bonfire.
The windows were wide open, and after defenestrating everything we
deemed easily defenestrable and inflammable, we piled up tables and chairs
to make a barricade outside them. Lookirig out, we saw the civil guar ds,
still in formation on the sidewalk alorig the Ronda de Sant Antoni, on the
other side of the square. They were standing there, stiff and immobile,
thetr hands on the muzzles of their shotguns. Only the two officers moved.
They calmly paced to and fro, walkíng past .that Iíne of guards as still as
statues.
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"What a shame my pistol's jammed," said one of those who'd been
cWlftjLst~
firing from the barricade.
r-
"I'm out of ammunition, "said the ot'her.
"We'd have a perfect view from here ... "
While those two frustrated sharpshooters gloomdly discussed the divine
pleasures they were missing, a guy came up to us, very excited. He'd just
come in from the street.
"I've got a Parabellum!"
At the sound of that word, "Parabellum," a religious silence fefl,
Everyone stepped aside to let him pass. "He's got a Parabellum," we told
each other-, lookírig at the newcomer in admiration; "a Parabellum,"'''a
Parabellum tI· ••• The word swept through the crowd. Everyone craned
forward, trying to see that prodigious student who'd ar rtved with a
Parabellum in his hand.
t-
Then you did one of those st.range thtng s you do, one of those
atrange thing s that disconcert everyone and that one doesn't manage to
understand, and then imperfectly, untíl Iong after you've done it. It's only
today that I understood what you'd done ~hat day.
You put your arm around that guy with the Parabellum and took it
from hím,
"A Parabellumt Let me have it, I'm a first-class sharpshooter!"
A first-class sharpshooter? That's the first I'd heard of it! But you'd
grabbed it. Holding it in your hands, you knelt behind the barricade
outside the 'wíndow and started firing at the civil guards. I can still see
that pistol now, It was shiny and dark, with a long barrel, very big and
polished. You fired shot after shot. As soon as you'd emptied it, that guy
who'd brou ght it and was kneeling beside you would pass you more
ammunition. All around you, the brass cases piled up, The rest of us gazed
t.hía, despite your efforts to make us think you had normal visione Any
'"
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at you, holding our breaths, fuH of admiration and in sorne .cases envy.
Meanwhile, at an order from that officer with the binoculars, one of
the civil guards had shouldered his shotgun. The others stayed where they
were, their hands still on the muzzles. I saw it a11perfect1y as I peeked
out over the bacrtcade. Itwas a single civil guard who fired back at your
Parabellum, while that officer stood beside him, as thoug h directing and
controlling him. He returned your fire very calmly, and his bullets a11
lodged in the ceiling: not toward the back of the room, as would have
been the case if hed been aímirig at us, but ~ as t.hough he 'd aimed
at the top of the window. The bu11ets made a soft thudding sound as they
sank 'Ínto the stucco. And you fired and fired.
Suddenly I thought, "Juli can't even make out the civil guards at this
distance. He's too nearsighted."
Dur-íng our strolls through the narrow streets in the old part of
,
town, l'd had plenty of chance to notice your myopia. I knew that at
thirty paces you couldn't tell the difference between aman and a tree,
and at forty or fifty you could barely see anything. I was quite aware of
allu sion to your myopia, any suggestion, however tactful, that you ought to
see an eye doctor and get sorne decent glasses, would put you in a rage.
Once when Lluís insisted, you told hím where to get off, "Go to hell! 1
can see better than you!" 1 suddenly thoug ht that from that window, the
building s on the Ronda de Sant Antoni would look like a vague blur to
you. Why, then, had you grabbed that pistol? How could you fire at the
cívíl guards if you couldn't even see them at that distance?
Sorne days later, we had a meeting on Hospital Street. You were the
man of the hour, the student who'd kept firing that Parabellum as long as
there were bullets. Even battle-hardened old anarchists,yeterans of battles
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with the company uníons, stared at you respectfully.
Everyone was lookírig forward to seeing you, to hearing what you had
to sayoThe crowd filled the dínírig room, the hallway, the foyer, the
bedrooms, the living room, and the kitchen.
~hen you began to speak, onde of the most -compact silences l'd ever---heard fell: a truly audible silence. Youbegan in a modest tone that
increased everyone's good will, "Everything we do, everything we can do,
poor Kierkegaardians that we are without even realizing it •.• " I don't
think .anyone present had ever heard of Kierkegaard, but it didn't matter.
They listened to you open-mouthed. Youwent on, "Everything we can do
is nobhírig compared to what the Hegelians are doíng and even more what
the Nietzscheans will soon achieve." Noone understood what the devil you
were talkírig about, and they began. to look at each other in perplexity, as
their silence turned to surprise.
,
"To sum up, brothers or comrades or whatever the hell you like to be
called, everything we've done, this heroíc hubbub, thisgIorious
pandemonium, this historic hullabaloo, is what we should have been doíng
in 1923.I could justify my not taking action at that time, seven years
ago, using the excuse that I was only eleven years old. But that's of no
Su
importance; it was then that we should have acted. To do~ow, however
bitter a pill it may be to swallow,however wounded we may feel in our
self-respect, is a bit .•• chicken- hearted. No,brothers or comrades: I
don't mind defiriírig myseIf as a humble chicken in Kierkegaard's barnyard.
If anyone present constder-s himself a Hegelian or.Níeaschean eagle, let,
him cast the first egg. Even if our flight had been less aviculturally
modest, we shouldstill support the kírig in his efforts to restore civilian
U-
g.G~~meRt rather than throwing our weight behind a captain in the
foreign Iegion who thinks he has the right to proclaim a republic whenever
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he feels like ít, Remember, brothers and comrades: bayonets are fickle. If
today we let them proclaim one thírig , let's not complain if tomorrow they
proolaim another."
They finally got the measage. They understood that you were
condemnírig the militar y uprising in Jaca, and índtgnatíon suddenly replaced
perplexity.All hell broke loose. You waved your ar-ms and yelled like
someone drowníng in a storm. "I've been to Russia and Germany! 1 know
what it's all about! 1 know what kind of nasty tr-íeks those Hegelians and
Nietzscheans are up to!" Your voice was lost amid the crtes of out.rage.
They were yelling in the dining room, the hallway, the kitchen, the
bedrooms. It seemed like the apartment was goíng to collapse amid those
shouts, stampíng feet, whistles, and insults. If I heard you, if I managed to
understand what you were saying, it was only because I was standing
between you and my father.
And the biggest surprise of all carne from my father. Undaunted, he
rose to his feet. I should say that he has years of experienee addressing
hostile, screaming crowds, He's so often told angr-y multitudes the opposite
. . rl\tle~
of what they wanted to hear! With a sweeping gesture, he .6pdel"~ fhe
t~mpes~ogpe,. still, ªTld tbe tempest obQyea-him. "Old-Milmany's going
to speak, tt everyone said, and the word was passed from the dínírig room
to the hall and frorn the kitchen to the bedrooms. Once silence had been
restored, my father be garr in a calm and deliberate tone, as though <~
..... .4-:or- " V'AlO
~ weighing each word before letting it fall iJt that sea so ready to tur-n
/. .
storrny again.
"It would ill behoove us, brothers (and by the way, I urge brother
-tu "
Soleras;;; never call us 'comrades ,' which is a militar y term and
J>-
consequently repugnant), it would ill behoove those of us who call
ourselves líber-tarfans to interrupt someone expouridirig his ideas. All ideas,
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of whatever sert, nave the r ight te be freely expourrde d, If we den't
respect ethers' freedem, in the name el what shall we demand that they
respect eurs? 1 agr-ee with you, brother-s, as you well know. 1 ag ree with
you that some of the thoughtabrother Soler-ás has just expressed are a
little •.. surprising. Especially expressed here in the effices of Blast, a
bastien of ceeperative anarche-syndicalism. 1 know brether Soler-ás, and 1
know how much he enjeys oonfouridírig other s wrth paradexes and
conundrums. But havírig recegnized fhis, and with all pessible reservatiens
in regard te whatever may seem excessive and shockírig in his wor ds, 1
will frankly admit--and amorig friends frankness is a stgn of trust--that in
some 'respects 1 would perhaps ag ree with him mere than you míght think,
1 de not now believe nor' have 1 ever believed in the use of force, in the
rule of pistels and even less bayoneta. In this respect, 1 ag ree with
'-S
brether Soler-ás. Between a civilian menarchy and a militar y; republic ..• "
>
"What? Yeu've turned ínto a menar-chist? That's the last straw!" his
great Iíf'elorrg friend Cosme exclaimed. He was sít.tíng' with us, chairing the
meeting. It was Iike a stgnal fer all hell te break loose again,
"L'm neither a menarchist ner a republican-; L'man anarchist," yelled
my father, but no.ene could hear him. Everyene gesticulated and
veciferated. The most vulgar curses and crassest insults flew back and
ferth. There was ene shor-t guy who, se they could see and hear hím, had
climbed ente the sideboard and bellewed over and ever again as though he
were about te have an apeplectic fit, "Fuck the kíng!"
When everyene was goirig down t.hose endless stairs, still ar guing
passienately and insulting each other , Lluís took my arm and held me back
en the fifth-fleer Iandíng. YouTl remember that en each landírig in our
building, as in most, building s of its type frem the last century, there's
ene of these wo.eden benches where you can sit down en yeur way up te
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eateh your breath and resto The ones in our building are wíde enough for
two people to fit in them. Lluís pulled me down beside hím. 'I'hose going
downstairs swept by us with a dull roar like a mountain torrent. Only an
oeeasionally word or sentencestuek out. "T'd rather see the Moorscome
baek than have that kirig around," Cosmesaid. The stream pluriged down,
and for a moment we heard your voice earried upward through the
stairwell, "Arepublie beought in by a military eoup! We'llsee in a few.
years howmueh you like that .•. " And again Cosme's voiee, "Student
radieals! A buneh of r-ích kids!"
But r'd st~ped hear ing or listening. I was alone with Lluís on that
y- e.-~'C<P ~~~ ~i > beneh, and he ~W~~ith all the strength in his arrns. Youall
pluriged down the stairs like a mountain torrent, still ar guirrg and
exchangírig insults. For me you no longer existed; nothtng on earth existed
'V
exeept Lluís. Years have gone by (it'll be seven this Deeember); Godknows
a lot of dreams have been shattered, one -afte'r the other, but the memory
of that day when he kissed me for the first time still stirs me as mueh as
it did then. Whatwouldnt I forgíve in excharige for that moment, the
most glorious in my life?
SometimesI think that if that old Jesuit in the attie on Are del
Teatre Street had baptized me, maybe I would have been as deeply stirred
as I was that day with Lluís. I've never, never felt an emotion that
strong--and I know I never will.
#
A few weeks later, the poliee arrested Lluís and sorneothers from
- .
our meetírigs in La Extremeña's cellar , íncludíng Orfila and Braeons. Sinee
they eouldn't prove anything, they only held them for a few days. They
told us that durtng their interrogation, they'd been astonished to find out
that the police knew all kinds of details about our diseussions in the
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. cellar, details they could only have learned from someone who'd been
there. For- example, they knew exactly who'd said what in our discussion
about the federalist flag. They eve n knew that someone had uttered a
certain incomprehensible phrase, de cibus et veneris, to whích they
attributed great impor-tance because they thought it was sorne kind of
mysterious and dreadful revolutionary code word. Wewere dumbfounded.
Could there be a traitor, an informer in our midst? But who? Now, so
many years later, 1 guess 1 can tel1 you that Bracons and Orfila suspected
you. Lluís and 1 stuck up for you, of course. They insisted that you were
odd, peculiar, that your reactions were unpredictable and your ideas
íncoharent, and anyhow your behavior was disconcerting. "It had to be
someone," they saíd, "and he's the type."
It took us a while to find out.the truth, and we finally found out by
'-5
sorne accident 1 carr't remember any more. The intorrner was the old
Estremaduran, the díplodocus, the follower of Lerroux. It seems that he 'd
made a deal with the cops. He lent out hds cellar for a11 kinds of secret
meetings. The police never broke them up+-that would have cut off their
flow of information-- but he had to tell them everything he hear d. Between
his cold cuts and what the cops paid him, he could make a good living. It
wasn't that he was a phony republican, a fake--as we naively t.hought
when we found out he 'd informed on uso Apparently for him, the two
t.hirig s were compatible: he was sincere when his eyes filled with tears as
he showed us the saber and Phrygian cap he'd worn dur-íng the Tragic
Week; sincere when, with trembling voice, he recited whole passages from
speeches by Lerroux and Castelar; sincere when he told the cops
everything we said; he was always sincere. At the time we didn't
understand. It's not that we understand now either, since sorne t.híng s are
incomprehensible by their very nature, but we've seen somany bizarre
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phenomena since then! Sorne of them really make my head spín. Do you
know: sorne days I suspect that my, darling brother Llibert ís basically a
sort of diplodocus ... We yourig people appreciate sincerity aboye all else,
but we don't realize that a certain type of person is sincere in whatever
he does. Duplicity, in such people, isn't a lack of sincerity but double
sincerity. They're sincere twice! And Llibert is distressing. He's
distressingly spontaneousand sincere, with that thrilling tremolo in hís
voice ... It/s nothírig more than a hunch, a vague and perhaps mistaken
suspícíon. In any case, he'd be a far more refined, subtle, and complex
diplodocus than the one at La Extremeña.
= But there's another mystery: how come the police didn't arrest you
and the others--me, for example? Why did the owner of La Extremeña give
them sorne names and not others. There's only one possible explanation: he
let himself be guided by his likes an d dislikes. !t's obvious that you were
especially in his good graces and he ~a~ted to protect you: =!s ~/ '
\ .'t ~'#--
L-t.\I\.V-~\ <
diplodocian psychology that we never could oJaFify. On the other hand, he
. , ~
must have despised Lluís and even more that inseparable pair devoted to a
syncretic fusion of Marxism and FreudianJsm: Orfila and Bracons.
-
Later, you published that long article in Mirador: "Youth in
Rebellion," which we all read and ar gue d about so passionately. At the
time, we t.hought the whole universe revolved around uso
They paid you five duros. You proudly told us about it, saytng
"They're the first I've ever earned." A few days later you added, "Not only
were those five duros the first I ever earned, but I suspect they'll be the
lasto The editors at Mirador turned down the second article in the series.
They said one's enough on this subject." .J....:--~
. e-l ~.\Q.. 0-- e
You didn't seem"upset; on the contrar-v, you were Q.:I;b~hoticr You told
e~ e...u:-ttN'r ~-c:~cc.t- o.-..t-
us, "The gHJ' 1¡;¡'cJ;;uil,r~Mirador is the one you'd least expect. You enter
year the author's stopped beírig youngand not even his own mother
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the office, and it's full of gentlemen who radiate importance--celebrities,
big-shot writers and polrtícíans-r-any one of whom looks like he could be
the editor-in-chief. Excep'tíonai intelligences, dressed by the finest tailors
in Barcelona, formidable talents. All ironical, all sceptical, all with Italian
X silk ties that cost a fortune, all ~ smoking fat cigar-s. Glories of
Catalan letters! In a corner, unnoticed, you see a short, thin man who
looks like he's wear-ing a shipwrecked-sailor costume. Decency restrains me
from describing his tie. Well, that shipwrecked sailor is the boss. Your
first impulse is to drop a couple of coins in his hat, but he 'a in char ge.
And this guy's really intelligent! He's miles ahead of ~us-!A sort of shabbier
~l ¡}.e.....-.x..
ver-sien of Tallyran d. With his worn -ou) shoes, G>9Q2i~ltfe~P"i'e~dk\.¡:,,,j,;yi;l;'J::l r-nmriilf,drree~r!'¡;r;::
. /"
sprouting mushrooms when it rains, he's the boss at Mirador; with his
threadbare shirt., with his face t.hatIooks like it's been years since he ate
a hot meal, with his disgraceful pocket.s-v-always stuffed with books! He
t-
sits in his corner and listens to the others. He rarely says a word.
HoweverbrieflyYOliC:-~ ~im,you-X;ealize he's got oneof the
{\.4 '
clearest minds in Catalonia, He's read everything, he knows everything,
he's aware of everything. It was he who told me, .IYoung man, we only
publishone article about youth in rebellion a year, so don't get your
hopes up. Our readers couldn't stand more than one article on this subject.
It's an article like--how shall I put it--like that other one,~he First
Chestnut-Sellers Are Out.'6tI could tell you to come back next year, when
there's sorne new ruckus at the university and students are in the news
againvbut every year we need a new writer forJtvouth in Rebellion ...tUIt's
not like the one about the chestnut-sellers, which can have the same
author every year. When it comes to youth in rebellion, in the course of a
remembers what he wrote.' He told me that right to my face, in these
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very words, "not even his own mother' ..• Like I saíd, an exceptionally
intelligent man!"
Why do these silly memortes come back to me now? 'I'hirigs you did
and said in those days, which seem so long ago ... How faded these
memories seem after ever-vthíng that's happened and is still happeriirig!
After everything we've had to see and suffer through, those days, which
~ seemed so turbulent, now seem'~ lost oasis of peace .•. You'd
TI"
taken that Parabellum from that guy for the same reason that the civil
cr- t:1,~~~ • ~ '
guards--w,hg a~superb marksmen--shot at the ceilírig. Willwe ever
see days like those again? { - .
June 15
Those days will never return, Juli. Something's happened to this
country that's poisoned it fore ver •.. If you knew; your encouragíng
letter, so full of hope, arrived whe~ l'd juat heard about Cosme's murder.
Soon it'll be ayear since this monotonous butchery began, How could we
have guessed that Cain's seed had been blown so far and wide in this
world, ready to germinate in a propitious momerrt? Howoften, during these
eleven months, we've believed the government would put a stop to ít, that
it already had, that it would br-íng those arsonists and murderers under
control; that if the war had to continue, which was sad enough in itself,
that at least it would be a clean war! Or has there never been a clean
war? Has the sacrifice of soldiers at the front--on both sides of the
front--always been sullied by the crimes in the two rears? Do we not only
have to kill Jesus but also crucify him between two thieves? If you only
knew. You speak of happy times, perhaps just around the corner, of a
"peace more beautiful" than any the world's seen before. You write that
your heart tells you you'll soon "touch Heaven," take a major step in your
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life, achieve what you most desire, most dr-eam of, most want "with all my
senses and soul." If you knew; 1 don't really understand what you mean,
what you're referring to, but if you're referring a time of peace or at
least a clean war--and who knows, maybe a clean war in its sadness would
be even more beautiful than a joyous peace--if this is what your heart
tells you, .Iuli, I think you 're mistaken. Cains range as freely as ever
through the world. Everything that happened last month, which had filled
us with hope, was for nothing.
In spite of everything, the murders continue. Sometimes l'd like to
ignore them, try to lead my own life secretly, on the -sidelínes of it all,
far f'rom thís cruel and incoherent world that surrounds uso But wouldn't
that be monstrously selfish? And even if I decided to shut myself up in my
own selfishness and indifference, how could I block out the news, so full
.5
of the world's stench? It would seep through all the cracka, followirig me
.
into my own bed when I wanted to bury myself beneath the covers: to
sleep and sleep like a hibernating animal; alJ,QBe el'l:e te wake me ~
1 couple of weeks ago I was walking down Pelayo Street. If you could
see the windows on those stores, once so bright and full of thíng s, now so
empty and sad! And the same crowds, as big as ever, but so sad and
weary, dr ag gírig their feet ... And I dr ag ged my .own, holding Ramonet's
hand. He was crying because I wanted to buy him sorne new shoes, which
he badly needed, and he didn't want new shoes; he wanted an accordion. I
could have said I'd buy him both fhíng s, an accordion and shoes, and put
an end to his tantrum, but that day I'd decided not to give in any more
to his whims, because if 1 always give in he'll end up beirig a spoiled brat
and it'll be my fault. Speaking of shoes, if you knew how hard it is to
find a decent pairo The ones on sale now are made of a kind of cardboard
that doesn't last and if you want real leather they cost a fortune, and
stopping, elbowed us as we spoke, and it was like beirig in the middle of a
i- swollen stream, battered by pebbles the ro.~;;to:rrent's torn from the
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Ramonet wears out a pair of shoes so fast ... So 1 was walking down
Pelayo Street, dragging Ramonet behínd me as he cried and whined, and 1
felt so sad and defeated amongthat sad and defeated multitude, when all
of a sudden aman 1 didn't know stopped me. He was an old 'man, short
and thin, very badly dressed, whom you'd have taken for an unemployed
constructioh worker who hadn't had a meaI in days, but what eyes, like
those of a helpless, resigned, good-hearted child--what eyes, my God, of a
tormented oId man who only keeps goirig because his hopes are fixed on
VV'-
somet.hing not ~ this world.
"Aren't you Trini Milmany?" ,) -
""Yes," 1 replied without knowing who he was.
"Don't you remember me? T'm your godfather •.. "
1 couldn't resist kissing him on both cheeks. My godfather, the
.s
marquis, whom 1'd comple tely forgotten! He lifted up the kid to give him a
,
kiss, and the kid immediately stopped whining , so intrigued was he by this
unknown old man--he also didn't remember him--who treated him so
affectionately in t.he middle of Pelayo Street. He looked so moved, poor
marquis. There were tears in his eyes. The crowd, which flowed by without
banks.
"Someday the waters will agaín grow calm," he said, and his eyes
seemed to stare off into the distance as blind people's do. "Then you'll
have to visit me often and bring Ramonet, who's my godchild too. If 1
don't invite you now, it's because in the current situation, it would be
dariger-ous for you to frequent a house like mine. Someday the victors,
whoever they may be, will realize ~ we're nothírig but harmless
_'i:~t:~....nd Jet us die outsJo~y .Jl::\t-;;;;l;;;¡!!:.~~. /l~'~~ ~ -. ~~
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Then he dísappeare d into the crowd agaín, a poor anonymous little
old man amid that gray , weary, atar-ved multitude that flowed ceaselessly
down Pelayo Street as down the bed of a stream. Not IOng;¡:;ter that
encounter, the anarchist's widow, the one who Uves on Are del Teatre
Street, carne to see me in Pedralbes. The marquis liad disappeared from his
house without a trace, his daughter-in-law didn't know who to ask for
help in firidírig him, and she'd thought of me, the only "Red" she knew.
She'd thought 1 could help her out, poor little me! The only t.híng 1 could
say was that I'd seen him a shorf while ~ Pelayo Street.
That 1 could help! And meanwhile, they'd mur dered Cosme.
"1 don't know if 1 told you that on account of what happened last
May, he'd broken violently with his friends at Solidaridad Obrera. To rise
up agairiat the autonomous government in the current situation, Cosme
said, was to play into the f~scists'~hands--something that, moreover, is
perfectly obvious.
What happened was that a judge, encouraged by the anarchists'
apparent defeat, decided to investigate a certain spot in the woods beneath
Tibidabo, near the Rabassada highway. Cosme, as- far as 1 could make out,
was unaware of the murders his comrades had been committing scot-free
for months. St.rarige as it may seem, there are many like him, many who
still don't know a t.híng about it or who blindly believe that this sinister
chaos we've been living through is a glorious revolution without the
':f-' slightest 'W •• k t. ai~ci.kS¡ng !jBIMo A glorious popular revolution ••.
Juli, if this were true, if it were a people's revolution, it'd be enough to
make you hate the people with all your heart! So much innocent blood, my
God!
,
By chance , Cosme ran across that worthy judge, and what happened
was that they'd hardly started dig gírig in that spot when they discovered a
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hidden cemetery: two hundred and thirty-six corpses. The eoroner
determined, as they were dug up one by one, that a11showed clear sigris
of havírig died violent deaths, genera11y caused by a bullet in the backof
the neck, Ever yone in Barcelona knew that during morrths and months, the
anarchists had taken thousands of people "for a rdde" to those woods;
they'd force them into cars and, once they'd reached t.hat spot, they'dt shoot them in the back of the~ecks as they got out. Everyone in
Barcelona knew, except for Cosme and thousands of other true believers
like him, The novelty wasn't in this but in the fact that a judge had
finally appeared ready to open an investigation and -that there was a
newspape r willing to keep the public informed. Most of the corpses were
from the early days. It was impossible to identify them unless they
happened to have some form of identification in the pockets of their half-
'-.5
rotten clothes, but a few w~re more recento Amorig these was my poor
marquis.
Cosme published articles about it in Blast, and for the first time
since that ill-fatedweekly had been founded, it sold out. Cosme's articles
didn't use a lot of fancy adjectives like my father's. lnstead he relied on
bar-e, hairraising facts, with names and details, precise dates and places.
All Barcelona hung on his series. If there'd been elections at that moment,
the judge, the coroner, Cosme, and my father would have won by a
landslide.
So a few days ago, Cosme's corpse also appeared, right near the
Rabassada, also with a bullet hole through his head, The judge and coroner
escaped to F'rance, but my father refused to follow them, "l'd rather die in
Catalonia than live abroad," and no one can budge hím. It's exactly what
the old marquis said, except he said it less rhetorically, in such a simple
way, "At my age , oneprefers dying at home to living amorig strangers." I
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was lucky to be able to persuade _~to hide in our house. It was hard to
make him understand that he should drop out of sight for a while and
suspend publícation of Blast for at least a few weeks. It was so har d to
make him líe low for a while at rny house, where .his enemíes won't come
lookírig for him because they don't know whene it Is.
So what do you think of that? My father's stayíng at my house
again, though not for long because he can't wait to get back to Hospital
Sheet and start publishing his weekly agaín. Hidirig out and suspending
publícation strike him as unfor giveable acts of cowar díce.
'My poor father's not much over sixty, yet he looks as old as the
marquis. I'm not at all surprised that everyone calls him "old Milmany."
His mustache droops weakly , like the flag of a defeated army, while his
'-.<
gaze expresses díaillu sionmerrt and exhaustion. He confides in me, tellíng
,
me long stories, sad despite his sarcasm, about his latest unpleasant
experiences with his family.
"1 told your brother never to set foot in my house again. I'd rather
not see hím. Let him lead his life and I'lllead mine. He's my son and I'm
his father, but it's better for us not to know anybhirig about each other. 1
. ~v>'""l <,
don't know if you've heard that he's moved into thatJp;Q'dlf; floor
apartment on the Passeig de Gracia, where he 'd installed his miatr-esa a
while ago. 1 don't know if you've heard of her. Her name is Llopia, a
celebrity on the Paral.lel. Llibert says she's an artist, a great actress, the
star of Catalan theater. Poor Catalan theater ... "
"What about proletarian theater? Has he given that up?"
"Not at all. Have you forgotten what he 'a like? Since the government
pays for it, we have more proletarian theater than ever: proletarian play
after proletarian play, without audiences of course. Llopia, on the other
x~
;'-
tM~
hand, fills the Espanyol to the rafters. That's where the masses gol
't~" 'C;-tve.t(.~-
Th~re's a line outside the box offic~ that ~ .all the way around the "-
block. The proletariat ... If I told you, Tr'Ini, that I've entirely lost faith
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in it! If I told you everything,poor Trini .•• 'I'o maintain appearances,
lest anyone accuse Llopis of beírig less proletarian than the rest, LHbert
díg s up revolutionar y ditties she can intersperse with her usual numbers.
She síng s about the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, those wicked fascists
and the libertarian dawn. They get everything in! AHmixed together with
striptease and old-fashioned vaudeville, And the Espanyol is packed; like
sardines in a can. Their ovations br-ing the roof down! The proletariat,
Trini ~ .. hmm ... At least--let's be fair--those perfor-mances at the
Espanyol don't cost the taxpayersanything. They're great business! The
ministry of culture doesn't have to bankroH them like they do with
proletarian opera and mas~ theater. On the contrary, they paya lot of
taxes. In this respect, they certainly can't be criticized. People are lined
up three hours before show time, and Llibert says that on Saturday nights,
the lines stretch ali the way to the beg innírig of Sant Pau Street. Among
the ditties my dar líng son's come up with for Llopis to síng , none's as
idiotic as this one:
Gee whiz, my o m]',
gee whiz, my o my,
how brave, how brave,
what brave guys are in the FA!.
I
"Llopis sirigs that?"
"Yes, kíckíng up her leg so it's a joy to behold! And winking at the
audience! She's a real hot tamale, sharp as they come! And 1 don't mean
that only in abad sense, Trini. This gir'l is genuinely sharp. She coined
one of the most celebrated and truest sayírig s in the history of this
",
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revolution. One day last August, when she showed up at the theater, she
found that a committee of stage hands and ushers, supported by the
1 -,
cleanirig women and the enes who ,work the refreshment stand, had deéided
to collectivize it. They told Llopis that in the future they'd follow the
principIes of libertarian communism, so that from the diva down to the
humblest usher, everyone would be paid the same, tOh yeah?' she saíd.
"I'hen let the ushers show their asses!'"
My poor father didn't laugh as he told me all t.hís; on the contrary,
he looked as sad as could be. You can tell a mile away that he considers
this "liason" between Llibert and Llopis a "mésallíanee" that shames the
f'arnily.
"I know that not long ago he and Llopis went through the motions of
a 'crvil wedding.' What's the big difference between a civil wed dirig and a
religious one? They didn't .ínvite ~e. In any case, I wouldn't have been
caught dead there. It's not these civil or religious costume balls that
honor the union between aman and a woman but the worthiness of the
companion one chooses. Maybe your mother and I have spent our lives
quarreling, but she's an honorable woman. Now, of course, we quarrel more
than ever ... She went to Llibert's city-hall wedding!"
My poor father: the first day I showed him around the house--he'd
never seen it all before--he stopped and ahook his head at the crucifix in,
our bedroom.
"At least it's good to see you've got it out in the open, not like
t.hose cowards who hide it."
He gazed at it for a moment in silence, as though he were thinking
somet.híng. Finally he said softly, as though talkírig to himself, "This Jesus
of Nazareth ... has always troubled me ... Sorne people say he was a
kind of anarchist, and I used to think so myself; but no. It's not that
1
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simple. Jesus of Nazareth •.• the Great Loser .•. the man who took
upon himse'l.fthe cross of our iniquities and miseries, who accepted a11our
failures ... He wasn't just an anarchíat. He was something else that
escapes me, that 1 can't understand."
He even had warm feelings toward Lluís's g:reat-grandfather.
"What a pair of sideburns! Those damned Carlists overdid it!"
He sat down in my armchair, beside the window that looks out on
the garden. "It's nice beírig in your house. 1 feel so good here! If you
knew how lonely L've felt lately in our apartment on Hospital Street ..•
It crushed me to see you turn into a reactionary, wheri-you were the only
one in the family 1 got alorig with. As for your mother •.• if you knew .
. • L've felt so disillusioned, Trini ... And L'm not just talkíng about your
mother and brother, no. Tm talking about everything, about this sinister
i
revolutionary circus we've been Iíving through for ayear. What a sinister
circus! 1 never would have ímagínedt I've ended up thinkirig that any idea,
~~~~however good, becomes bad once it's .'."
Another dayhe said, "Sometimes 1 feel so tired, Trini, so worn out.
A great longirig comes over to me to leave this world, where apparently
you can't fight againat one injustice without cominít.ting a bigger one. 1
feel such aIorig ing to say goodbye to everyone, to say 'L'm leaving. If the
rest of you want to stay ..• do as you like .•• ' Other times what 1 feel
is an overwhelming nostalgia, not because l'd like to be yourig agaín,
because 1 wish 1 were thirty or forty. No; 1 don't give a damn about beirig
yourig again! That's water under the bridge! 1 wouldn't go back for
anythíng on earth! No, it's not a wish to be thirty or forty that makes me
nostalgic. It's so you and Llibert could be yourig again and our ideals
could be as innocent as before. Our ideals were so beautiful then, so
beautiful when no one had tried to put them into practice! It's so
r
I
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beautiful to believe in something, to believe in it with all your heart, to
believe in it so fervently that your greatest happirieas would be to
sacrifice your life for your faith! And you, when you were yourig; even
Llibert, when he was three ..• to believe in an ideal, to believe in one's
children .•. Llibert was so cute when he was three; he was so clever.1- The thíng s he said! When you were young l'd take you to ~s Planes every
Sunday. That was my Mass, you see, my way of celebrating Sunday: to
"1- take you out in the country, to the woods around \as Planes. We had so
much fun, the three of us, while your mother stayed home on Hospital
Street, cookírig a delicious paella! What happy days we -sperit in ~s Planes, ,
sur-rourided by nature! You always asked me to tell you stories, fairy tales,
and 1 always tried to choose stories that were instructive, with somet.hirig
about geography or natural history. How intently you two would listen! A
father's like a god in his child reri'a eyes. Now •.. now Llibert ... Now,
after everything we've seen t.his past -y~l!r, how can 1 go on believing in
anarchism?"
"Why don't you believe in Jesus, fat.her ? He's never let anyone down
who believed in Himwith all his heart."
"l 'm too old. Snakes shed their skins, not meno Once we've reached a
certain age , our skins are too thick ..• "
#
He's told me a lot of things these past few days, íncludíng sorne odd
t.hirig s 1 hadn't known before. He loves this house of our s, unlike rny
mother, who thinks it rnust be "very depressing" living in Pedralbes, "so
far frorn the ceriter of town," "in a house all by itself, with no neighbors
around." It turns out that all his life, my father had preached that every.
working-class family ought to have its own house and gar den. In an effort
to achieve it, he'd always proposed building cooperatives and credit unions,
t
I
u
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LoV .G4.A-t, ""í' .
unfortunately failed aBd fiad te ~lape bankr-uptes', 1 didn't know a t~ing
about all that. And now L'm dtscover-ing , to my amazement, that 1 hardly'
knew anything about my father's ideas and that--even more amazing--many
of them aren't so cranky.
"This house of yours, of course, ís very bour-geois. It's a rich man's
house. Most people could never afford houses like this, t.hough that would
be ideal, that in times to come everyone who wanted a house Iike this
could have one. Who knows? If we pr-ogre ssed in that direction instead of
building more and more lethaI weapons .•. if the money the world spent
on arms and debauchery (inclu dírig the wretched debauches of the poor), if
all the effort that now goes into ~ ~ ¡;u?gS JHte ;;t::.went into
c::::::::::r- ~ # ea
~il4Ürg decent, comfortable housíng .•. You see, on this issue, líke so
many others, your mother and 1 have never ag ree d. We st~~ted ar guirig
about it years ago, You were too yourig to remember. One year, at
Christmas time, 1 won the lottery. It wasn't a big prize; l'd only bet a
pesseta, but it wasenough to buy a Iittle house in Sant Andreu or Poble
Nou with a yard big enough to plant a couple of pines. Lots of workers
had houses by that time. It's not at all incompatible with anarchist ideas,
if you under stand them correctly. Quite the opposite."
"The idea of yours L've never understood," 1 said, "is your pacifismo
If we have to be pacifists under all circumstances; if we can never defend
ourselves, no matte r what happens ... jI
"If we can't always be pacifists, it's better never to be pacifists and
to prepare for war in peacetime, because you should either fight a war
right or not fight it at all, What was the use of all those years of pacifist
and anti-militarist propaganda if when push comes to shove we let them
{
drag us into a war? The only use was to make our poor soldiers worse
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tban the others. They've bad to improvise every'thing, right down to t.ne
very idea of ;an army) which aU those yeat"S01 propagan~a had erased fl'om:
Catalana" awareness. If ve wel'en)i;: planning to be pacifists te the bitte1"
end, it vas criminal ro be pacifists. The ool}l"thing we díd was prepare 101"
.../ . I~~ t"---) "-l'- the bloodbatb our pOOl" soldiers (don.'t ldd yourself) are· .'. today. No
Il'
one had prepal~edthem for war¡: for years 'í",e*'dbeen telling them there
shouldi be no more wara • . ."
"So if 1 understand }l"O1.1.yo1.1wo1.1ldhave pl:'efel'red no }:'esist&nce ••• "
"Yea, however sta-ange it might seero: that's what 1 would have
~ preferred. To let the generals andt.~langists win right at the start? Yas,
it would have been better not to resisto They're going te win anyway
(there's no point in deluding cur-selvea}, and we'd have spared ourselves a11
the blood, aHthe murders., the arson and theft that have shamed uso Then
they would have had full responsibílíty. Not to go to war, after preparing
the workers for so many year s to refuse to fight! Sornepeople, realizing
how inconsistent they've been, talk about la war to end a11wara,'
-1-. "defending pacíftsrn with guns~ .. pathet.ic sophisms that don't make up
for anything. To fight 'a war to end all wars' or "defend pacifism with
guns,' we should have started preparing for war a long time ago, Since we
were unprepared, the best t.hírig was not to fight at all ••• But let'e
forget about that; it's too complícated. Let's go back to what 1was
sayín g. It turned out that those proletarian houses with a couple of pínes
in the front yar d have always disgusted your mother. She wanted to spend
all the prize money on a t.rip, whích she claímed would be both fun and
educatíonal.
'ItTravel is educational,' she insisted. I--how should 1 put ít--don't
understand what the hell you can see in Paris or RomeorMarseille that
isn't practically the same in Barcelona, People are the same the world
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over. She went on and on about how educational, how culturaHy uplifting
travel is, and as you know, if someone invokes education and culture, 1
\f
throw up my arms in surrender, an d not just because T'm a schoolteacher.
So we went to Paris and Rome.You and Llibert were still very young (you
must have been about one -and+a- half or two), so we left you with your
grandmother, may she rest in peace, poor dear. She stiH hadn't had that
stroke that confined her to her whee1chair. Wewent to Romeand Paris:
the first and last time 1 left Barcelona. Our money melted away because
you r mother wanted to stay in the very best hotels, 'r want to see how
the r-ulíng c1ass lives,' she said. tThis'H be our only chance.' That's what
our educatíonal trip carne down to: expensive hotels every night till 1 was
sick of it. My God, how it all got on my nerves! And when our money ran
out ... back to Hospital S.treet! Your mother's like Llibert. They hate the
. :-t"' ~
bourgeoisie because they ~ant whát ~ got! But don't misunderstand
me: they want to be spend money Iike ih~ bourgeoisie, not to worry about
makírig factories and businesses work. They refuse to see this other aspect
-tL- .
of 1\ Catalan bourgeoisie; they've never. wanted to see it. When you come
right down to it, your mother and 1 have never s.een eye to eye even
f
t.houg h we both c1aimto be anarchists. 1 don't know if L've ever seen eye
~~
to eye with anyone except poor Cosme, may he rest in peace, and thenr-:
not on all subjects. If anythírig l'd written and preached for more than
forty years had been understood, had sunk in a little or had sorne effect,
we wouldn't have seen these suicidal collectívtzatíons. Yes, suicidal, the
way they were done. They're kfllirig the hen that laid the golden eggs!
They think capitalism is magic, that all they have to do is take over to
~ make everything run smoothly! They haven't the slightest idea <*, a:ny~!
They're kílling Catalan industry, the result of a hundred years of good
sense, hard work, and thrift; Catalan industry, which kept us all alíve .
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You can't charige social systems from one day to the next. First the
wor kirig class had to reach an appropriate educationallevel and or-ganize
\
itself, and both thírigs take a 10nK time. People had to or ganíze first in
. (~
consumer cooperatives, learn how to,_...gl.U'lei'iiv. .e"'i;"lTl-'!~""",,,d..t""'allt"d..mlI';IiiTnrii~'9+t:Perthe m. Only
after years of practice in r-unnírig their own consumer cooperatives and a
few mixed ones, like that building cooperative 1 was tellírig you about,
only then could we start thínkírig about production cooperatives, which up
till now--we muat remember--have always failed. When production
cooperatives, instead of faíling , be gan to prosper, then we could think
about converting all industry, or at least the btg ge st-companiea, into
wor kers' cooperatives. Anarchism' s not somet.hirig you create in a day or a
. -
year! Precisely because it's the most grandiose undertaking in the history
of the world, ít requires many years, maybe even centuries. We have to
take it slowly, step by step, if we don't want to go wrcng .•. A project
of this kind can't be based on hat re d; 'it "has to come from love. And love
rejects no one; love asks for all the help, wherever it may come from,
that could make this world more beautiful, just, and comfortable. Do you
know whatt.he committee r-unning a workers' production cooperative would
do if it understood its responsibilities and sincerely wanted to see its
members--that is, the workers--prosper? Well, in most cases, it would
appoint as manager the one who's been managirig for years and who
~he owner. Because with very few exceptions, who's better.
qualified to run an industry than the one who's been running it all these
years so efficiently? So what do those cretins do: they decide to km them
aH .. "
Then 1 told hím about Uncle Eusebi, who a few months ago slept in
the same upstairs bedroom he's now in. 1 hadrr't told hím before, but his
last words made think of it. He listened to me very attentively and shook
U B
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his head.
"Yes, just as you say, he sounds like a lovely persono You can be
sure that since they ~ffi: f1ffi'f,"thenoodles in that factor y haven't"-
~;" c. -e,
come out right--if they come out at all. Right now, that good bour-geois
must be as appalle d by his side's barbarism as 1 am by ours."
"His side? You're mistaken, father. He's not on the other side at all.
In his last letter, he told me he'd decided to sail from Genoa to Santiago
de Chile, that he's in no mood to be on the other síde, 'whích doesn't
attract me any more t.han yours. Basically, they're all the same!' And he
adds, 'Whoever wins, I've lost.' I've heard so many people say that: the
poor-anar-qu ls, for example. Lluís 's uncle and the marquis--I know because
they told me themselves--on July 19th were with the autonomous
OVV'-.L O<.~ ~ '\ ·'1 ~ e. t ~ ,
goverment~ Ithe generals,~ike everyone~n Barcelona. But the next day,
when the anarchist patrols started r unnírig around bur níng and kílling , how
could they feel enthusiastic? Lluía's uncle had always voted for Catalan
Action and subscribed to La Publicitat, while the marquis voted for the
Regionalist League and read La Veu de Catalunya. Between the rebels on
the one hand and those anarchists r-unnírig wild on the other, what should
thev have done? How should they have reacted? 'Neither,' said UncIe
Eusebi; 'Neit.her the red nor the black,' said the marquis. tWhoever wins,
I've lost,' they both added. There's been a horrible misunderstanding in
our country. Everything we've seen since July 19, 1936, father, is like a
nightmare. No one knows where we're headed or why. My God, how could
anyone take UncIe Eusebi or the marquis for fascists? But Llufs 's uncle,
the boss of Son of Ruscalleda: how could he stay in Barcelona if they~-r ta k~\.\.l:.",", , ,
were _~±:j g Ljlll ¡~? He would have ended up like the marquis. From
Italy he'll sail to America, he writes, but with a great weight on his
heart. For hím, life outside Catalonia has no meanirig , it's absurd, he 'Il
U B
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feel like a failure, but what else can he do? In Santiago de Chile, he'll
start over agaín, f'rom scratch ..• "
v
My fathe r hurig on every wprd 1 said, shakírig his head. "We have to
unite not around ideas but around feelírig s. Whe:n1 think that in order to
abolish the death penalty, they're mur der-ing half of Catalonia .•. When 1
think that only now, when I'm over sixty, 1 finally understand that ideas
aren't worth a damn!"
June 29
Dear Juli,
I The day before yesterday, 1 got a letter from Lluís after weeks
without hearing from hím, 1 was so happy to find out you're both in the
same brigade. It was so long since he'd written. The only t.hirig l 'd get
from him was the monthly monevbr-der he always sends.
I've been very depressed. That's why 1 didn't write to you for such a
long time, after those endless letters 1 was seridirig. 1 wasn't in the mood
to write; and besides, 1 couldn't bear the thought of bothering you with
my eternal household worries.
His letter's very affectionate, which 1 attribute to your influence.
You have a lot of influence on him.
In a morrth, it'll be ayear since he left. A.whole year without seeirig
him ...
My father went home to Hospital Street. They say the dange'r has
passed, that the government's reined in those death squads, but isn't that
what they said back in May? In any case, the irreparable damage has.
already been done. It's too late to fix it now. It's a good thírig you
soldiers at the front don't know how hellish Barcelona's been for months
and months.
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It's hard for me to believe the murderers have rea11y been brought
under control. 1 keep worrying about my father. He's started publishing
Blast agaín, attacking those "carinibals from the FAI" more violently, than
. + ss:;:t "L~v~ r b~~::-""V\
~ver (and he caMs thEí7\.b, ~ names), with even more!~ and
panthers than before and long articles frame,d in black in memory of "our
l-l..,.úJt~..v\ ~----.:
true --an'il~ch.~ martyrs like Cosme Puig bó, savagely shot by t.hug s disguised
as anarchists." In his last editorial, he went so far as to say he's
beginning to su spect that what moves his sect, more than any proletarian
or libertarian ideal, is "a murderous wish to destroy the earth. that so
generously welcomed them and has never distinguished betweeil its natural
and zadopte d children." Those were his very words. 1 have the last issue of
Blast sit.tíng here on the tableo Poor Blast, and poor father ... He may
see more clearly than many, but what good does that do if no one pays
~ attention to him?
This war is lasting forever, and I'Il) not ver y brave, Juli. Yesterday
the evening papers came out with big headlines: BIG BATTLEONTHE
PARRALRIVER!1 oouldrr't; te11 you how anxious 1 felt. Why did there have
to be a big battle just when Lluís had arrived? 1 ímagined the worst. 1
imagi~ed him wounded, perhaps abandoned ):;r;;Ying in no man's land ...
AHmy joy at thinkírig he was in the same brigade with you turned to
~ MIl&..A' J.. '
despair! Why hadn't he stayed Wherg be 1\.S? Now, after a11those battles,
it's turned into a quiet front.
Today the morníng papers carried a rectification. The battle wasn't
on the Parral but rather on the Parval, which is another river a long way
away. I'm ashamed to feel so happy! As t.hough dead and wounded didn't
bot her me as long as they weren't Lhrís. Or you, of course.
As far as my beloved brother Llibert Milmany is concerned, would
you believe that despite the anarchists' loss of influence, he's manage d to
U"B
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about the good life he's leadirig , he replies, "You see, while we're waiting. ~
for complete equality, I have to look after my family." His family, for the
moment, consists only of Llopis. And then he winks at ~ to make sure .
'~- '~ .
~ urider-stand he knows how to ~ for himself,
~ -e-tl'
August 25
Dear Juli,
I got another letter from Lluís. It was so telegraphic and made me
feel so abandoned. Thank God I can tell you my trou bles; otherwise I' d be
(k II
~a10ne. I have the kid, of course, but how can you open your heart to a
kid? He's spent the last few days in bed: it's nothíng , just an upset
stomach. Any little t.hing will make children run a fever. Now that they've
removed his tonsils, he'll never have tonsilitis, and-thats a comfort. And I
can feed him: another comfort. Can' you imagine: I actually felt proud
when the doctor told me he had indigestion! We still haverr'f finished the
first crate of condense d mílk, and four more are waiting. How lovely they
look, stacked in the pantry! I think of you every time I see them.
Lluís, on the other hand ... Would you believe that all he talks
about is a guy who used to work in the science department and who's in
your brigade? Doesn't he have anything more interesting to say?
It's funny that you never mentioned this ex-doorman. In fact, I think
I remember him: a doorman named Picó. He was very handy, and the
physics and chemistry professors would always call on him when sorne
electrical gadget broke in the míddleof' an experiment or water wouldn't
come out of the faucets. This Picó could fix everything. He even knew
how to stuff the rare specimens that the biology professor would
sometimes buy fram hunters.
"You've always had a bee in your bonnet," my mother said one day,
U"B
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What a coincidence that this same man ís an artillery captain in your
brigade! But Lluís could write about other subjects too .•.
, ~
You insist that 1 tell you mor-eabout my life right now, as t.hough 1
hadn't told you everything in these interminable letters 1 write! T'm
worried about my parents, who refuse to leave Hospital Street. My father
would "rather die" than go live with Llíbeet, and my mother will "be
hanged" before she'll come stay with me. They oug ht to splít up: father
with me and mother with Llibert, but who could separate them? They need
each other, if only to have someone to quarrel with. And besides, they're
so at home in that apartment, so used to everything -in -it, they'd feel so
lost twithout their picture of Pi i Maragall in his Phrygian cap, without
that lamp in the dírring room, without their rows of chairs. They'd pine
away in another house, but in that one someday a bomb will blow them
sky-high along with all their neig hbor-s. Apparently the fascist pilots can't
aim very precisely and when they homb the harbor and the railroad lines
they scatter bombs throughout the old part of town. Every time there's a
raid, 1 feel more anxious about them. They, on the other hand, are so used
to it that when 1 bring up the subject they stare at me in amazement as
i;hough they couldn't understand what all the fuss was about.
"as if you were ashamed of beirig born on Hospital Street. You always
thoug ht our apartment was slummy. What do you expect? We're workers
and proud of it."
As though that were the point! The first bombirig raid made a big
impression on them, the second one less, the third left them indifferent,
and now they listen to the bombs as they'd listen to the rain fallírig. They
never go to the shelters.
Maria Eng rácia Bosch , who used to study science with me and whom
.,
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I've mentioned before, is from a family as working-class as ours ormore
so. She and her mother , whos a widow, live on one of those lanes that go
, ¡J
between Sant Pau and Barbara Streets. In comparison, Hospital Street is
positively high-class. Well, a few weeks ago, sick of bomba and sirens,
they decided to pick up and move to a little peasant village, I just got a
letter from her in which she describes the last raid in her neighborhood,
and I can't resist quotírig it since your'e' so curious about life in
Barcelona. "The sirens woke me up," Maria Engr-ácia writes, "and when my
mother heard me movirig around, she opened the door between her
bedroom and mine.
"tThey're bombirig us,' I said.
"tYes, here we go agaín;' she replied. tWhat a nuisance.'
"T'he electricity had gone off', From the noise they made, we gathered
that our neighbors were goirig do~nstairs to the shelter. I opened the
shutter s: so we could see. The .moonlight lit up the whole room. We could
hear firing in the distance, as though it were comirig from the sea, and
that made me think it was the fleet and not the planes. The boy was fast
asleep. "
ti- ~'he's referring to her little brother, who's six years old.
"tWhy don't you take him down to the shelter-, mom?' I asked.
"tAre you kidding?'
"We hadn't gone in a while: laziness, indifference, fatalism, call it
what you will. My mother lay down agaín on her bed, We heard those guns
in the distance, and compared with the racket the bombs usually make, it
seemed like apeaceful, soothirig patter. So we both went back to bed. I
heard her mutterv "l'he res nothíng to worry about. It sounds like it's over
now;'
"It was·then, when I'd gone back to bed and was fast aaleep agaín,
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that all of a sudden without knowirig how I found myself in the next-door
apartment. Mymother and the neighbors told me a bomb had fallen.,
They'd hear d it; I hadn't. If it we'rerr't;for-them, I'd think I'd flown
through the air like a witch, goirig right through the wall and landirig on
the floor next door. Thank Heaveri no one was hurto
"tWethought it was the end of the world,' they said. Loókírigout the
windows, we saw a cloud of smoke rising from the rooftops all the way
down to the harbor, It was whitish, but it gradually turned blacker and
meanwhíle we heard the bells on the ambulances and the firetrucks' sirens.
"It was almost time for the sun to come up, and I-wanted to go out
and,see what had happened. I'd gotten dressed and was putting on my
makeup in the bathroom when my mother said, tWe'llhave to get someone
\
to fix this wall."
"Till then I hadn't noticed the gap. I was still putting on my makeup ,- "ÍL" i ¡V'\ .J,,~' .. v c, l. , ,- i,c77L' Ci ~ (7"V\. \ \ ~\\ '-"- •
when we heard the rat-a-tat-tat of the aIl.tiair<WQiEge:n~R Pv{ontjt1i(\...
puffs of smoke from t.he explosions were almost right over our heads in
that sky that was Just beginnírig to get lighter. It was as if, suddenly, ten
or twelve little clouds had flowered amorig the few stars that still
twinkled, and all together, it reminded meof that blue flag with the
fleur-de-lis that Joan of Are held in the French chapel I used to go to as
a girl. Those puffs of smoke bursting in silence--the noise took a little
while to reach us--made me feel secure, protected, almost happy. They
were our antiaircraft guns, watchírig over us! It didn't occur to me that if
they were firing, there must be more enemy planes overhead.
"The second time I did hear it. A tremendous, violent explosion shook
the whole building. I could feel the floor swaying beneath my feet, as
though I were in a boatoItmade me feel like the ground was gotng to
f· ~ open and swallowus up. In front of me, st.rangely enough, was the
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bathroom mirror in which 1 saw my own face, stupidly calmoA violent gust
of air suddenly filled our apartment with clou ds of dust, makírig us coug h.
)!
The dust was so thick in the st.reet that we couldn't see a t.hírig from the
balcony. On my bed, 1 saw a big brass coffeepot that 1 recognized at once:
it was from a bar called The Date Palm, across the .street from where we
live. The smoke and dust didn't dissipate. We couldn't see a t.hirig , but we
heaJ}~~~ shpqLs ••A t. .
"Then we heard bells and sirens agaín, this time in our own street. 1
f'ound myseIf in the street, sur rounded by a crowd gawkírig at it all, Amid
the ruins of the two houses that had caved in 1 saw él: man--or maybe a
won¡.an--rise, all white, as thoug h they'd covered his clothes, his face , and
his hands with lime or chalk, Gradually others rose from the wreckage,
while others tried to get up but couldn't and still others lay still, and
they were all as strangely white as that man had been. Their blood,
againat that white, was so shockrng that 1 thought, ~I'd never imagined it
was so scar let. '
"An army ambulance had arrived, big as a truck, and~diers
from the medical corps started collectírig the wounded. One was a kid
about four or five years oId who kept yellíng !My mommy's in there!' and
pointing to that mountain of rubbIe. The firemen were hard at work too.
It was easy to see it'd take hours to pull out all the people. There was an
old man with half his body trapped under a huge beam that they had to
lift off him. Four big, strong firemen couId bareIy bu dge it. They sent for
the neighborhood carpenter so he could saw it in half. "Keep it up!'
shouted the old man , encouraging him in his sawing. Finally they pulled
him out. He'd lost a lego Meanwhile, other firemen hosed down the fires
that were bur níng. We could see bodies amorig the flames; sorne of them
were still movíng. It was impossible to get through to them till the fIames
"After all this," Maria Engr ácia concludes, "you'll understand how we
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were Under control. As they advanced, they pulled bodies from t.he coals.
Sorne were dressed and others were completely nake d, sorne all white and,
others all charred and black, Somet.ímes when two soldiers would try to
lift one of them, the body would break in two in their hands. Meanwhile a
man, stark naked except for his hat, shouted from a sixth-floor balcony on
a building of which nothírig but the facade remained. He'd been flurig all
the way up there from thebar at The Date Palm, where he'd been havíng
a cup of barley tea for breakfast, by the shock wave from a bomb that in
passing had stripped off all his clothes except his hato The soldiers yelled
back that he should be patient, that the firemen were bu sy right at that
mo~ent.
suddenly had the bright idea of comirig to this farmhouse, which belongs
to one of my mother's cousins. May God repay him for his hospitality."
What couldI possibly add to this ietter? That 1 feel guilty about
living in a peaceful neighborhood like Pedralbes, where all we hear are
distant explosions--except for certain rare occasions when a bomb falls a
little closer.
It's st.range to think so many people keep on living in t.hose
neighborhoods down by the harbor as though nothírig out of the ordinary
were occurring. One day, after visiting my parents, 1 took a stroll through
those streets so cruelly battered by the bombírig s. The same shopkeepers
as always were there. 1 spoke with sorne of them. They couldn't
understand why 1 was surprised to see them. Why should they leave their
neighborhood? Where would they go?
"What about the soldiers?" one asked me.
)< Another explained that he ate fa soup kítchen, There are lots of
them now, and this one's on the Passeig del Colom, all the way down by
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the harbor. The meal consists of a single dish. "If I'm lucky and there's a
raid at supper time, some of them make a dash for the shelter and 1 can
j'
have seconds."
Going back to that doorman in the science department who's now a
captain in your brigade, 1 recall that once Maria Eng rácia Bosch--she was
further alorig than 1 was and was working on her doctoral thesis--gave
/.. '
one of our physics classeswhen the professor was at a convention in
ftbv\.s.\... .
Korrigsber-g, This doorman would ~t iB/f! our classes whenever he could.
" ,
He'd stand by the door, hat in hand, listening to the discussions and
watchírig the experiments with great curiosity. ?-
r
That day, Maria Engácia was talkírig about freezing points and
f' '
specific heats when all of a sud den the doorman respectfully interrupted
her, "With your permission," he said, "I'd like to ask a question. You say
that distilled water at normal pres'sure freezes at zero ~, and if 1
understand you correctly, you define 'ze'ro de~ as t~e ~e~;erature at
f/!'"" _ ~ ...
which distilled water freezes at normal pressure. 1 certainly hope you
won't attribute what I'm about to say to any lack of respect for science
t~~and lear nirig , but that sounds like a ~~VU.J\'.>-J.L o:/J.<:J. "
Everyone roared with laughter, and 1 was by no means amorig those
r
laug hing least. Maria Engácía lau ghe d from her podium and the doorman
/'-
Iáug he d at the door, happy to have caused such merriment. And yet, what
were we all laug hírig at? Wewere laug hírig because a doorman had uttered
those words. We laughed like the fools we were. When years later, 1 found
almostthe exact same words in one of Einstein's early essays, instead of
makirig me laugh they left me profoundly perplexed.
August 30
You write to me about childhood memories and ask if my
What other childhood memories can 1 share with you, since that's
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grandmother's death didn't bring back any. Yes, but they're not related to
her (i can't remember ever seeírig her out of her wheelchair) and they're
not rose-colored ones either. 1 doubt there was ever a rose-colored
childhood; old ages maybe. Perhaps 1 already wrote this to you, but 1 think
innocence is somet.hírig very hard to achieve and that we can only manage
it after a lifetime of struggle. Wehave to win our innocence! Maybe that's
our souls ' highest aspiration ...
But an innocent childhood? My mother made me wear skirts much
~-L. -
shorter than other girls'. That was part of her "advanced ideas," strongers-
and more stubborn after she'd "been to Paris and Rome." The bad thírig
was, that the other girls made fun of me and that depressed me a loto One
day a new girl came to school: she was wearing a skirt even shorter than
mine! A circle immediately. formed around her, Everyone tried to find the
most insulting word, the cruelest;-Sand the most hurtful of all ..• was the
one 1 came up with! 1 was so happy' not to be a victim any more, to have
graduated to beírig a bully!
what you want to hear? Ah, those Sundays my father took us to the
woods around ks Planes. We'd sit under a pine tree and eat almonds and
peanuts. Under every pine tree there was a proletarian or lower middle-
class papa surrounded by children eatirig almonds and peanuts like uso Our
father told us stories that l'd listen to, open-mouthed. They were more
educational than fun even though, as a good schoolteacher, he tried to
join the two elements. There was a lot of geography, alorig with the
rudiments of physics, botany, household medicine, ethics, and the
emaneipation of the wor kirig class: these were my fairy tales, spiritual
nourishment for my early childrhood • And how 1 enjoyed them, since they
were the only ones 1 knew! The 1ess educational they were, of course, the
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better I liked them, the more my father for got about his mission and let
r
himself be carried away by his fantasies. We need fanta:sy so badly when
we're yourig lWeneed so badly to ,transfigure this world, into which we've
come without knowing how or why, with touches of fantasy and mystery!
But it's more than that: it's more than this thirst for fantasy and mystery,
1 mean for poetry, that children feel so strongly. They're afrald. AH
children are afraid: afraid of the dark, afraid of those they don't know--
people and animals--afraid of loairig their way, afraid of God knows what.
My parents, like all unbelievers, denied that this fear was innate. They
attributed ít to the bad habit--as they put it--of telling children about
scarv t.hings like dea:th, the devil, ghosts, woIves, and witches. But they'd
never toId me about anything like that and I can remember how scared I
was like it was yesterday, how scared I was at nig ht when I'd suddenIy
t 'wake up, those formIess, limitless fears that floate d. in the darkness in my
room. One day, when I was oIder, Tmet a girI in my school who told me
that when she was afraid at night she'd call on her guardian arrgel, She'd
say,
Sweet guardian an gel ,
-t~~t~\~
~ver forsake me
~
by night or by day.
I learned this little poem by heart without telling my parents, and
from then on when I woke up I'd recite it aloud. Once my mother heard
me and gave me a good scolding. My father, on the other hand, just
shrugged his shoulders and stared at me with a kind of tender curiosity.
I believe with all my heart that if we need poetry and faith in order
not to feel much more unlucky than if we'd never existed, it's because
poetry and faith are our very life, because without them this whole world
Ieg s: a forest of moving leg s. How sad they made me feel, all those men's
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would crumble into nothírigness- like a vain incoherent phantasmagorta. If
you could see how big Ramonet's eyes get when he's listening to stories;
that is, of course you know since xou've told him so many. And how he
likes to hear that his guardian arigel, the Christ child , and the Virgin
Mary are watching over hím, how it comforts him to know that! We'd feel
so abandoned in this world without another world to sustain us! What
difference does it make if the images we have of this other world are so
childish? Can we be, can we ever get to be something more than poor
abandoried children? Is there really much difference between our
understanding at the age of three and our under-standing when we're over
twep.ty? How could we ever imagine Divinity except in a childish way?
'1- One Sunday when we were in ~s Planes, it started raínírig cats and
\
dog s. Our father covered. Llibert and me with his raincoat, a very roomy
raincoat-- 1 can see it now--also véry worn and shab by: a true
schoolteacher's raincoat! And I'm st.ill touche d and moved when 1 remember
what a feeling of protection, of security suddenly came over me when 1
ducked under that raincoat like a chick bur yíng its head beneath its
mother's wirig. It's one of my earliest memories; 1 was about three years
old. Another very earlymemory, perhaps from the same per-iod, is of one
Sunday morning when instead of goírig to 'Les Planes we went to the
harbor. From time to time we'd take a trip on one of the excursion boats,
which we adored. But what stuck most in my memory wasn't the boat but
the legs on the people walking alorig the Rambla. We'd always walk from
our house to the water and that stretch of the Rambla..--Petween ;;lgPi¡:1
&E:reet ~i~ was always jammed with people on Sunday
. ~
mor-nirig s, Since 1 .was very little at the time, all 1 saw was Ieg s and more
and women's legs! But why am 1 telling you this? Because you asked for
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childhood memories,so here you have them ..• That's enoug h for one
day; it's a depressing subject. That gloomy forest of Ieg s was only broken
. ,
at¿ street crossings. At that ttme, at each street crossing there was a
porter with a red cap, waiting for customers, and a woman sellíng colored
balloons. Those porters' crimson caps andthe brilliant colors on the
balloons made me feel so happy, but what a short time it lasted! As soon
as we'd crossed, L'd find myself immersed again in that ocean of leg s ...
When we were kids, we used to call those colored balloons "bombs, tt
and now ... how those waxy faces come back to me as I write all this
. vJ .
childish nonsense that Peuldn't interest anyone. Sornebimes when I wake up
in ~e middle of the night, I see their open, sightless eyes in the dark.
WillGod ever forgive us? My dar lirig brother has turned them into big
\
posters, and as you walk .around Barcelona you run across them at every
~
..s.te-p, plastered -¿;:n walls, incomprehensible faces--faces of children for
e:
whom bombs are anythírig but color ed ballooris. Howmuch propaganda our
brilliant Llibert's been able to squeeze out of them. It makes me feellike
vornrtirig! Because I know what our side's hiding: I heard it from a middle-
age d man who was on a business trip to Melilla when the colonial troops
r ebelled. His wife and children were in Barcelona, and because of that he
was determined, however difficult it might be, to get out of Spanish
Morocco. He manage d to slip across the border, reached Casablanca, and
from there he took a ship to Marseille. I met him in our neighborhood
shelter, where I always take Ramonet and the maid when there's a
bombírig raid. He only shows up if it's worse than usual. So it's thanks to
I this gentleman, whom I hardly know, that I found out our side began it.
He says that a week after the foreign legion and the Moorish troops
rebelled, the battleship Jaume l bombarded Melilla. It was three o'clock on
a Sunday afternoon, when the Europeans have their siestas. And since
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because of the heat they get undressed, he says men, women, and children
ran out in the streets half naked, fleeing their bombarded houses. The
shells from the Jaume l fell all ov~r the city, but especially in the
Éuropean quarter. When one hit an apartment house, the upper floors flew
through the air "as t.hough they were made of paper," this man who was
there at the time says. The building s disappeared amid clouds of smoke,
and when they t-eappear-ed all that remained were piles of rubble with
bodies buried under them. That was July 26, 1936, only a week after the
war began. And unlike the Moors, almost all the Europeans were
r-epub.licanst So if I hadn't chanced to meet this buainessman from Melilla,
who must be over forty years old, l'd never have known. AHthe Lliber-ts
I .
in this world carefully concealed it so we'd think only fascists bomb citíes.
The details he gives are :::;0 similar to the ones in Maria Eng rácia's Ietter
that I quoted the other day. It's sad to have to admit it, but they're all
equally inhuman. And don't think we usually discuss these kinds of
subjects in the shelter. It's such a varied crowd, and you'd be amazed at
how frivolous and insubstantial the majority are, especially the women.
There's one, so brightly made up she looks like a parrot, who always
fhDWSup with a little Pomeranian in her arms. Except for worrying about
her little dog , you'd think she hadn't a thoug ht in her head, All she does
a. foJ\. e '
is lau gh and chatter away like a:tl id!1\. On those rare occasions when the
conversation turns to politics, she pompously announces, "L've always said
it's because of bad administration." Before meeting the man from Melilla, 1
felt more secure the nights the fleet bombarded us, but now I understand
that they have shells almost as big as bomba, an d their aim is better too.
He says they blewentire building s sky-high in the European quarter in
Melilla. And don't think he's not a re publican. He's as republican as we
are. I asked him how he could be after living through that horror, and he
Neri's Chut-ch. Now the monastery's in ruins, and the church's facade is ,
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sighed and replied, "What else can we be?"
And that's why 1 feel like throwing u¡pwhen 1 see those photos
plastered on walls, those childr-err'e faces that shrapnel turned into death
masks. They were children from Madrid, who'd been sent to Barcelona to
escape the bombingsvl don't know why, but lit the time we thought they'd
be safe here. They were staying in the monastery beside Saint Philip
pitted as if by smallpox. When 1 pass by, 1 always stop for a moment in
the square and stare at it,
1 look at what's left of that monastery and thínk. oí the Holy
1nnocents, not the ones in the Bible but a11of them: al! the innocents
I .
sacrificed in the history of the world by their bloodthirsty elders.
Why should we have a good time evoking and remembering our
childhoods, Juli? Wouldn't that make us frivolous and selfish when we
never knew the delights that we--"yes, a11of us--offer the children of
today? The first time 1 went to look at that monastery was shortly after
the bombírig. The newspapers were full of photos of mangled children.
Then 1 went on to the cathedral, which is so close by, and 1 sat down on
one of those stone benches on either si de of the monument to those who
died in the war against Napoleon, outside the door to the cloister, where 1
hadn't sat since one November evening when we both sat down there. 1'm
sure you don't remember, but 1'11never forget it. It was back when we
took those endless stro11s through the old city with stacks of the
un~~ble Blast under our arms. Wewere tiréd of walkírrg and sat downt' --
on one of those benches.
And you told me about your childhood. Without realizing, you were
obsessed by it. You told me about your aunt for the first time. Up till
then 1 hadn't. known whom you lived with, if you lived with anyone. Then
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1 found out that you were an orphan, that you'd never known your
parents, that you'd always Iive d with a maiden aunt, you r father's sister,
and that you and she were the.only eur-viv ing members of the Soleras
family, You told me about that maiden aunt wíth such emotion, such
fervor; it was all so unexpected. You've never talked about he r again as
you did that day. It was a wet November evening, and we watched those
sanctimonious old biddies entering the church to light candles to the
Christ of Lepanto while others carne out, havirig finished their prayers--
and you spoke rapturously (yes, rapturously!) about your maiden aunt,
whom you've never mentioned since except sconnf'ully or' Ironically and who
was also very devoted to that Christ who even then had always made my
I . .
hair stand on end.
1 gathered (since I've never met your aunt) that in you r childhood
you'd been entranced by her. 1 cah't think of any other word to convey
the impression you made thatevening, You told me that as a child, you'd
lived for her endless, fantastic stories, that nothíng made you as happy as
havirig the flu, because every time you carne down with it she'd spend
hours and hours keeping you company and telling you stories. 'I'hat even
now, you said, the word "happiness" meant havíng the flu, blissfuHy sick in
bed with a fever--though not too híg h a fever. "I've never known anyone,"
you said, "with so much imaginatíon. Her ímagínatíon, like sorne monstrous
plant, had grown at the expense of all her other faculties and st.rangled
them. As soon as 1 felt a little feverish, 1 knew what joy was in store for
me: reality would be abolished! Yes, reality was abolished with the first
cup of tea she made me drink, because after that tea carne those
incredible storiesshe'd make up on the spot. Later, when 1 was older , the
first time 1 heard about opium and its effects 1 could only imagine it as a
kind of rock candy, since my aunt would always sweeten her ineffable teas
•.1,
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with rock candy."
As you told me about your aunt, the drizzle soake d the pile of Blasts
we'd left on the bench beside uso You told me that through your aunt's
stortes, it was as t.houg h you 'd experienced every era of history in your
youth: successively a caveman, a martyr in the catacombs, a Knight
Templar, and a hero of the Vendée, "because naturally," you explained, "my
aunt favor s the Vendée." And you added, "What a pity we're anarchists! We
could br ing back the Vendée or ev'en the Knights Templars in all theiri glary! I've aften t.houg ht .~ll the warld's iÍls carne from suppressing
the Templars. Anyhow, I think we could have more f'un-pr-etendfng we're
r .
under ground Templars than anarchists. There's no comparison: reactionaries
I .
have much more imagination; and besides, the past is on their side. Sincer the future is pure nonexistence, they~O ttlO~e without imagination.
Yes, 'I'r-ini, you need a lot of imagination to be a reactionary, and that's
why there are so few of them. The 'only true example I've known is my
aunt."
I W~tastonished at what you' d saíd, Itwas the first time anyone had
spoken OL \~~1:1~~out reactionaries, I mean the first time I'd heard- ~ 1\
them spoken of as real people. How could there have even been
reactionaries if they'd been the way I'd always heard them described?
"Geoffrey of Bouillon," you went on, "would look like a Jacobin
beside her. He's as familiar to me as she is, My aunt talks about Geoffrey
of Bouillon as though he were the only man she'd ever met."
We talked about our childhoods then with ironic complacency, as
though they were far behind us and we'd been through a loto You were
seventeen and I was fourteen. That evening you saíd, "Someday we'll blush
to think we once were seventeen years old." "Why?" I asked in amazement.
"Because it's an ídiot.ic age. Imagine: we're the future! Pure nonexistence!
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We're still not.hírig , yet we've aIread y betrayed ourselves a t.housand times!"
"How have we betrayed ourselves?" "Once when we were sitting around'
after lunch, my aunt told me it w~s a shame L'd grown up when we'd been
SO happy together--she said--when 1 was five years old. !We'll never be
that happy agaín.,' she assured me. At the moment; 1 felt annoyed. How
could she expect me not to grow up? Well, Trini, since then l've t.hought
. ít over and it no lorige r seems so monstrous. My aunt's right. Like Jesus
Christ. "
"Jesus Christ?"
"Yes, Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ and my aunt.,...Wasn't it Jesus Christ
who said, 'Except ye become as little children, ye shall not enter into the
I .
kingdom of heaven'? Listen, Trini: I''ve thought it over a lot sine e the day
when my aunt made that od d comment, and the more 1 think about it the
righter she seems. And now l'm telling you because 1 feel like it. Maybe
r'n never tell you again , not because 1 won't think it but because 1 won't
be in the mood. For example, L'Il never tell my aunt, even though it would
}
be so easy and would make her so happy. On the other hand, what's the
use of seeirig t.híng s so cIearly if we can't do anything about them? The
spír ít. of chíldhood: who's got the cou rage to go back? When even those of
us who see it clear ly can't and won't! Maybe saírrts , but certainIy not all
of them ... Now we blather on about how we'll never betray our youth,
how we'll always be true to it. And yet we've already betrayed our
childhood! After that betrayal, why shouldn't we betray and den y our
youth too when the time comes? The great betrayal is aIread y
consummated. The cock hasn't crowed and we've denied Him three times."
But now, Juli, 1 beg you with all my heart: Iet's not stir up more
childhood memories! 1 find ít a painful subject, though L'm not quite sure
why. Maybe because of what 1 told you: that 1 see what it's like now and
Your letter arrived just at the right time; it seemed like an act of
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feel,guilty because ours were SO peaceful by comparison. Maybe because of
what you said that evening, that at the age of seventeen we'd already
betrayed our childhoodsand wer,e forever condemned to be that hateful
t.hírig: grownups. What I can tell you is that I've never known anyone so
able to identify with a child, to be a child with him. Howwell you know
how to amuse Ramonet, to put your self on his level, to enter the Illogical,
myster-ious world of chil dren ruled by laws so diffe rerrt from ours. He
listens in fascination as you weave stories and more stories. Then he tells
me I don't know how to tell them, and it's true that I don't have your
knack. Would you believe it: I bought .a book called The Art of
Storytelling, by a woman I'm told is a great educational expert, and I've
I .
studied it very seriously. Butwoe is us, when to practice an art we have
to learn the rules. Art should be like love, which can only be taught by
our instincts. "Except ye become as little children .•. " I'm sure that sums
up the art of storytelling, but how hard it is to learn!
September 10
Providence.
This morriíng the mailman ~rought me one from Lluís in Sierra
Calva. The most affectionate letter he'd ever written. He ended it by
askírig me to ~arry him. 5 ' ~
I felt as happy as someone who'f\. won a battle he'~ staked his whole
life on. What a fool I am!
The mailman carne back at midday. Your letter stunned me.
G-
I had to .shut. myself in rny room so the k~ wouldn't sée me. Lying
on my bed with my head buried in the pillow, I tried to cry. Impossible.
All I felt was a terrible dryness.
U
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Now 1 feel empty, but at least L'm calmo Dry and empty, but calmo
, .
Your letter carne just in the nick of time, and L'm gratef'ul to you for it.
How much worse it would be if we were married! And even so, you ask me
if you did the right t.hirrg in tellíng me everything!
How lucky that L'm not tied te Lluísforever! Could 1 love him more
than L've loved him? What a wretch who doesn't know how to return
another's love! Could 1 have needed him more, given him more than what
I've given him? You saved me from a cross, poor Juli: one of those crosses
that crush you with ridicule.
From now on, all he 'Il be is the father of my son.cApart. from that,
he 'Il be a stranger to me. Once a month, r'n write hím' a shor-t, polite
I .
note tellirig him how his son--who by chance is also mine--is doírig. By
\
pure chance; nothírig mor e! And Ramonet will always be my "natur-al son,"
just like his mother, and it hasn't hurt me any! It doesn't bother me; why
should it bother him?
1 couldn't express in words how much your affection means 'to me at
this momento Without you l'd feel so alone, so terribly alone, that maybe
, l'd end UC, in a madhouse. Loneliness frightens me, I don't know how to
~~ ri someone saw me now, he'd think, "She looks líke a typical,
dr-íed-out old maid. This woman's never known ~t love ~" 1 know that's
what my face looks Iike. l've been lookírig at myself in the mirror for a
long time.
September 12
Your ar gumerrts to prove L'm free to marry whomever I like seem
very odd. Of course L'm free! Why do you tell me? Do you think 1 don't
know? It's my one consolatíon. L'm single, obviously. Why do you remind
me?
tableo It still has your bookmark in it, AH1 have to do is open it to find
_I "1- those words you underlined in red. "To whom shan ~o?" 1 went wit.h
~ Llu ís, and you can see where he led me. You can see, ~ Juli!
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l'm free and single, not tied to him by anythíng, That's the br-ight
side of my misfortune, and thanks to this. stroke OI luck 1 don 't feel
crushed by the r-ídiculouanesaof my situation. But marry someone else? At
t.he very least--l don't know how to put it--it's an outlandish idea. Whom?
L'm not interested in Lluís, but L'm even less interested in other meno Who,
could this other man be? Such a farfetched idea never enteren my mind.
How could 1 give Ramonet a stepfather?
For years l've lived Iike a fool on dreams that someday Llu ís and 1
would formalize our relationship and be man and wife in the eyes of God
an d our fellow meno Now I don't give a damn. Bah, nothírig in this life'sro
wor,th get.tirig upset about. Do 1 have the right to tragically bemoan the
I
ridiculous incidents in my pr-ívate life after all the horrors we've lived
"through, are living t.hrough, an d a~e going to live through for months and
years to come? Our country devastated, so many families destroyed, so
many innocents killed on one si de and the other, and Trn goirig to make a,
fuss because Lluís betrayed me? God might punish me; and 1 can tell you,
Juli, with all my heart, that L'm more gratef'ul than ever to you for
operrin g my eyes to another life free of this one's grotesque absurdity. 1
always keep that Bible you gave me years ago, before the war, on my
If Lluís had died in battle, do you think l'd have wanted to remarry?
You know me better than that. In any case, 1 beg you not to tell him
anything 1 write to you. Don't tell him how upset 1 amoDon't try to fix
what's broken. Don't tell him how unhappy 1 amoA woman deceived and
also unhappy is doubly ludicrous. And 1 don't want to be ludicrous in his
eyes. 1 won't be fucked with anymore! Yes: fucked with, Let's call t.hin gs
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by their names! I'm not a nun; I'm the natural daughter of a cou ple of
anarchists who practice free love! He's not goírig to fuck wrth me
anymore! But marry someone else? What a shockirig idea!
September 15
Your letter, which 1 just received, made me cry, but 1 couldn't tell
you if they were tears of happiness, sadness, or what.
"A peaceful, trusting love, like that between a brother and a sister."
Is it possible? To have you near, as you always have been, myonly friend
and true brother, in the future as in the past and, i;t you like, from now
on more than ever, seems more than natural. It seems crucial. But Juli,
11 . -
,
wouldn't goirig further be ... 'inces'tuous?
For give me; I've alway s loved you so much as a brother!
And besides, if you could imagine the bad taste this thing called love
has left in my mouth: a dark tempe'st where faces blur till they stop beírig
human to expiate the crime of havirig tried to get too close .•.
ct n. há -<J1~
I've been makirig plans these last few days. IJ.ftt\c\lIlPletemy
unfinished studie~8eeleg", ;~apPIY fO: a teachin:;- jobo I've alread Y
~tarted the wheels turning. The science .department's offered me Maria
Erigrácia Bosch's position as teaching assistant in crystallography. So you
can see how much her decision to go live with her relatives in the
country helped me. They'll overlook the fact that 1 still don't have my
bachelor's degree and that crystallography isn't exactly my specialty. They
can't be too fussy in wartime. There's such a shor tage of professors! 1
already wrote to Maria Erigrácia (because the last thing I'd want is to
occupy her place without her express consent), and I'll have to start
teachíng next month, when the new school year begins: that is, three
weeks from now. Your letter caught me in the midst of a frenzy of
. .
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preparation, leafing through thick volumes I'd almost for gotten, erudite
,
treatises that had been gather ing dust on a bookshelf f~Qm ;W~l:l8Y -
b,a.Q.a) h~ since Lluís and 1 atar-ted living together in this house in
Pedralbes.
At one point inmy Iíf'e, I'd hated those books, when time's abyss had
suddenly seemed meaningleas to me. Now, on the contrary, 1 find them a
sort of consolatíon, a tr-anquílízea-: our domestic squahbles, our ridiculous
chagrins de ménage, seem so trivial on this scale. Our poor bones, if by
sorne extraordinary accident they tu rn into fossils instead of dust the wind
bloweth where it listeth, would be so insignificant....:-;.~o-insignificant buried
be:r¡eath ten miles of sediment ...
,
If a hundred million year s from now, a professor of geology like me
\
discovers sorne petrifiedbones, the last vestiges of myself and Lluís, how
~ ÍN2- \
could 1\ guess, and wha~ would.~ care, if we were hap~ or unhappy,
models of fid~ or out.rageoualyouckolded? How could~ guess and
what would sJ:re care, this geology professor, about my story with Lluís?
That's not much of a consolation, you'll sayo It's certainly not what
"
you'd call a happy thoug ht, but what can one do? Excuse me for
chattering on about geolog y, which 1 know has never interested you. Right
now I'm up to my eyeballs in it. I'd like to be entirely independent of
Lluís, have my own income, to be--with all its consequences but also with
all its satisfactions--a single mother. A single mother who doesn't have to
rely on her son's father for anything, who can hold her head up híg h. And
you can only hold your head up high if you're independent. That's what
I'm plarinirig to be.
; My only doubt is about this house, He deeded it to me and Ramonet.
Should 1 give it back an d spit in his face: 1 don't want anything from
you? But if 1 .díd so, wouldn't Ibe harrnírig Ramonet? Wouldn't 1 be
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blinded by pride, whieh is always abad eounselor? Wouldn't it be right
and just for me to keep it as compensa:tion for all the pain he's eaused me
for so many years? You're a lawyer; advise me. Could I, for example, deed
my part of it to my son--who's his son and the sole grandchild of his
dead mother, whose house this was--and thus calm my misgivings? TeH me
if I eould reserve the use of the par-t that's mine; after all, I llave a right
to a little shelter in this world. I'd like your adviee. In t.his, you see, in
this matter ofthe house in Pedralbes, I'll do whatever you say, whatever
you think right and fitting.
But as for the other part ... whether you and Lahould marry .
your other proposal ... what good would it do, my God? I'm afraid we'd
.¡
end up losing. We'd ruin our f~iendship, such a wonderful friendship that's
\
begírinírig to go baek so many years--I was fourteen when I met you and. . '
now I'm goirig on twenty-two ... This friendship that's sustained me in
the past and today, that keeps me f'rom feeling hopelessly alone,
Hopelessly alone! There's also Ramonet, of eourse; but as I've told you
before, a kid's not mueh eompany. Kids dorr't; keep you company; you have
"
to keep them eompany.
I'm trying to imagine our friendship change d into something else and
. I ean't do it. Forgive me, Juli: 1 don't mean to offend you, but it's
preeisely beeause I admire you so mueh that your proposal seems absurd to
. tl~-""-"'-~
me. You're too intelli~ent, and love is a jungle. A pair of wild ~_
howlirig aboye an abyss.
At this moment, love appalls me.
When I think of your hand, so expressive when you gesture in
eonversation or ar gument, but so unable to grasp anythíng , too white and
too nervous--your hand claspírig mine, I feel shocked, as by sorne
monstrous erime againat nature. I owe it to you to be honesto I' d like to
Or maybe it's that I'm not enough of a woman, t.hat I'm too childish
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love you with all my soul, but with nothírig more than my soul, And yet, 1
feel that lovin g only with the soul isn't loving, that a love like that would
be worthless because it would be too easy. And then 1 feel that 1 love you
more than t.hís , but I'm confused.
and too old at the same time, like cer tain fruits that don 't ripen, green
one day and rotten the next! I'm scared that the harm Llufs díd me has
marked me forever. He's hurt me from the day 1 met him, from the day he
hu gge d and kissed me on that bench on the landírrg. For me, that first
kiss was a brutal revelation, however much it made me-almost faint with
happiness. Yes, a brutal revelation. He's hurt me sínce the first day; he's
11 . -
,
always hurt me! His disgracefuJ adventure with that feudal lady in Olivel,
"the prettiest and most novelistic woman in Aragon," as YO¡r~\~in your
letter, wouldn't matter. It :va,s nothírig more than a sudden ~ of Iight
that made me see and understand. 'In its pitiless brilliance, 1 suddenly
understood that he never loved me and 1 never loved him; that what 1
loved in him was his youth, his power, his !mpulsiveness, his animalism--
everything that now revolts me.
Now 1 want to tell you something L've never told you before. Lluís,
to degrade you in my eyes, often would tell me certain details about
t.hirig s you said and did that, at the very least, were odd. Even now, in
some of the infrequent letters he's written since he joined your brigade,
he's told me all sorts of thíng s about yóu ... 1 remember somethirig
about a cave where he said you were readingsome book about
· . J,oi-'*ltCharlemagne or maybe Roland ... and . other nonsense that 1
often couldn't eve n understand. 1 never worried about whether any of what
Lluís said and wrote was true or not, since it was about you ... and
since it was him! When he's not wicked, it's out of laziness.
. .
.1
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What 1 believe with all my heart is that you 've always been good to
me and always will be. 1 know you won't hurt me. And L'm terrified of
beírig alone in this world, lost wrthout anyone to keep me company. 1 need
r( you and %-ust you absolutely. 1 trust you, and 1 abandon myself to this
trust. You decide; L'Ildo whatever you sayo
And besides, you love Ramonet so mucho L'm sur-e youdnever be a
stepfath,er to hím, Yesterday we opened the last crate of cans of
condensed mílk. Would you believe L've saved aÍl the others, empty, as a
keepsake. l'd thought of keeping them all my life in memory of these hard
times. Of cour se they're in the way .... One of these days they'll end up
in v= fireplace, poor t.hirig s, but 1 wanted to wait till you were he re to
\
burn them. To burn them all together , these crates that always remind me
\
of your' thoughtfulness. Who knows? The way thíngs are goírrg , maybe
when we hear them crack1ing merrily amorig the flames while we sit in
those two armchairs by the fire, yóu and 1 will be man and wife!
Who knows ...
One thírig 1 can tell you right now frpm my heart: that 1 was very
moved to discover, suddenly, that you're even more thoughtful and delicate
e,
~han l'd imag.ine d. Your silence during all t~e years ...
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PART THREE
His uncle, who was a biahop, was
surprised to see him wasting hís time
on astronomy.
Life of Copernicus
I
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As f'or me, I under stood too late that God fiad wanted to teach me a
har-d lesson. Those of my estate are neve'r very cautíous. When we think
we've sealed all the cracks, the subtlest one remains: pride. Werisk taking
b-Qge: '
our most .d}~ weaknesses for virtuous impulses. Every time we're called,
.,.; .,..... ~
we think it's by Grace, and sometimes we think we'reangels sent by
Providence when we're actually flying straight to perdition.
When, when will we accept this truth: that in this world's desert, we
can expect no company but God's? Solitude is our daily bread; and a hard
bread it is.
I
,
Doctor Gallifa, at the seminar y, once told me that the worst
\
temptations come not in our youth, as ene would think, but when we're
vJLIIl-
~ifty. It's t.hen that we feel our utter aloneness; when the heart
be~ns to harden and grie~eS for a tenderness it's' never kIlOWry ~ck of
d ~
loveY'!'he heaviest burden we must bear in this exile. Nothing weighs on us
as much as emptiness. I
~~.U-- "
A cup of tea by the fire ~ November winds stir dead leaves and
the scent of wet earth drifts in from the gar-den: a cup of tea by the fire,
a look of understanding between two people •.. O God, deliver me from
'1-- ~Cked~
#
Monsignor Pinell de Bray lived in Paris but often stayed at my aunt's
house in Barcelona. He was a bishop in partibus infidelium, oí Samarkand
if I'm not mistaken. I remember him as t.houg h he were standing here
before me, movírig among the Louis XVfurniture with the indolence of an
Angora cato He was tall and slender, and his extrernely white hair set off
his youthful, ruddy face, whose eyes glowed as softly and reassuringly as a
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dying fire. He spoke to me in the condescending tone we ernploy with
/, . {c-D ' .;l ~'1 -to '
{'-- children w:ae ftB:v et4t 1ea~f'tfte age-ef r-eason, 1 was twelve years ol'd at
the time--my aunt, to reward my good grades, had just given me that
telescope--and sorne of his veíled, velvety phrases, full of vague allusions
to thíng s :i couldn't under stand, made me think of certain passages in the
Apocalypse, which 1'0. just read for the first time. My aunt listened to him
as to an oracle.
Monsignor Pinell de' Bray was, in fact, our family oracle. My aunt,
who was his cousin, always held him up to me as an example, 1 felt proud
to belong to a family Heaven had blessed with such an-illustrious member.
It's as if 1 were seeirig it now: that hushed, shadowy drawing room
,
whose gilded furniture glowed amid heavy red velvet curtains; as if 1 were
seeirig him, so gracef'ul, E¡Oascetic, with his modest smile, so reserved, as
d-- kL¿,.,J' ,
though Jte could ~ his voice, grave and gentle as the low notes on a
A j'\.. ,
grand piano with the sof't pedal held down. It was 1931. Sorne of his
phrases come back to me: the recent catastrophe, the reestablishment of
the kirig dom of God ... He made veiled aU~sions to mysterious víaítor-s he
received in his ele garrt apartment on the Champs Elysées. But at the time
I couldn't understand such enigmas. 1 was too young, My aunt, who had. ro .
reasOns--ffl-rl\....understandi;Zgtlim bet.ter , was scared at times. "But you're
takíng great risks ... " He smiled gently, modestly. "We should be risking
T\AII-t-"
our lives for the ~ Cause." Sometimes he'd refer to our cardinal with
unctuous pity, "A man of limited vision, a weak character .•• " But at
that time 1 was very innocent and remained so until much latero
Now 1 know that the atrocities committed in His name are infinitely
~orse than those committed agaínat His name.
#
Once I'd f'inished my studies, I went to live in an industrial town on
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the outskirts of Barcelona dominated by the Rexy Mura factory's gray
masa. At níght its four hundred windows, a hundred on each side, looked
like so many eyes scrutinizing ever y nook and cranny in that neighborhood
of shacks, The fortune possessed by Mr. Creus, who n.y pronouneed his
name "Kroitz," had been a direct result of our o~';e. This
remarkable way of pronouncing his name was by no means unique in that
era. I should add that it wasn't till the end of 1945 that he gave up
"Kroitz" and returned to "Creus." According to him, a genealogist (dur-íng
those years genealogists were coíning it hand ovee fist) had researched the
matter in 1939 and had arrived--precipitously, as it turned out--at the
conclusion that he was of German origin, but the one at the end of 1945,
I '. -
after a more thorough ínvestdgatíon, leaned toward the hypothesis that
"Creus" míght mean somethírig similar to "Cruces" in Castilian, so that it
was highly likely that Mr. Cneus was descended from Geoffrey of Bouillon
in persono
He'd aIread y had a factory before, but it was hardly more than a
metalworking shop like hundreds in Barcelona. He'd had about fifty men on
his payroll. Without the calamity, he couldn't have even dreamed of
achieving his current grandeur. In 1936, like so many others, he'd had to
flee the country. He hasn't for got.ten, he'll never forget that during three
years his factory, converted for war production, was run by "Reds," as he
calls them. Itwasn't collectivized by the anarchists. The autonomous
government assured that it kept operating amid the hurricane. Upon his
return, Mr. Creus or Kroitz (let's remember that he didn't abandon this
pronunciation till the end of 1945), found it equipped with latest-model
~ v'\.,~..v
S~oda machinery and enlarged by the addition of four Be' enormous ~
~~;~"'" He felt no scruples about appropriating these unexpected
improvements. As soon as he was again seated in his easy chair in the
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manager's office, his first decision was to offer generous bundles of shares
to three or four people whose sense of tactics and strategy had led them
to situate themselves at the cros~roads between official prices and the
black market. After everything n.e'd had to suffer, what more fitting
reward than to buy at fixed prices and sefl at whatever price he liked?
Like all miracles, it was wonderfuUy simple. Mr. Creus didn't have much
trouble takírig his company, already imp.roved by Czech machinery, to truly
dizzying heights.
Add to that an ear-splitting advertising campaíg n. Ads for Rexy Mury
sp routed everywhere, as if by magíc. Immense, multicolored, astounding,
magníf'ícerrt posters. The great, indispensable Llibert Milmany had put his
two cents' worth in. Itwas he 'who suggested that they could increase
\
their business by manufactur-írig beauty products for ladies. Later he
realized that times had change d and they could sell them to men too. Our
~~
. brilliant comrade Llibert Milmany (more a comrade than ever~ the new
~~~ , r-
~), knew how to adapt all the tricks he'd learned as chief of war
propaganda to thenew situation. Barcelona hadn't for gotteri those posters
saying "Build tanks, tanks, tanks!" and others worthy of eternal memory. A
br-Illiant comrade! Now they were covered by others, bigger, more striking,
and more imperative: "No more baldness!", "Away with unneeded fuzz!",
q .,»:
"Taketcare of your armpits!"
[>
Grateful to Dkvine Providence, Mr. Creus decided to dedicate his
factory to the Sacred Heart. Not only that, but he decided to make the
Sacred Heart a shareholder in the enterprise. Since so singular a
shareholder couldn't attend meeting s or collect dividends, it was decided
that Monsignor Pinell de Bray would represent it. It was my relative who
blessed the factory, sprinkling the Czech machinery with abundant holy
water. From then on, there was one reception and soiree af'te r another at
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the Creuses' castle,for the Creuses now lived in a painstakingly restored
Gothic castle. Though their roots were pure Catalan, from the moment
they charige d their name to Kroitz they spoke nothírig but Castilian. One
of Mr. Kroitz's most dazz ling parties was to celebrate his admission ínto
the arder of the Holy Sepulcher. At the time, nobílrty was all the rage.
The popular magazine s published photos of that party, which caused a
sensatíon. I kept sorne of thern, alorig with others f'rom the peeiod that I
look at from time to time to make sure I didn't dream it aH. In one of
them, Mr. and Mrs. Creus are surrounded by their guests, all wearing party
hats and blowirig noisemakers, doubled over with laughter and c1early
showírig the effects of copious Iibations, Nothírig was considered as refined
in that era--one of desperate pover-ty for most people--as frivolity. The
\
saddest aspect of the party, since we're talkírig about the Holy Sepulcher,
was that sometimes a cardinal would come from Rome to preside over the
admission of a new knight or lady: In the Kroitzes' case, there was no
,
cardinal from Rome, so they had to make do with Monsignor Pinell de
Bray, but the frivolity went pretty faro He says that in the course of that
soiree, couples , sorne yourig and sorne older, would discreetly disappear
from time to time and only reappear af'ter a prolon ged hiat.us. What I know
myself is that Mrs. Creus had all the rooms in their castle locked from
then on as a precautionary measure whenever t.hey threw a party. The
poor lady, despite everything, had retained sorne ?f her principIes from
before the war.
#
I should mention that the Creuses had a daughter who at that time
was goirig on fif'teen. For her birthday, which was at the beg innirig of
summer, they threw a gar den party. The main event at that party was
supposed to be a "mock battle" in which, instead of confetti and
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streamers, the guests bombarded each other with pastries filled with
custard and whipped cream. According to persistent rumors, the idea carne
from our briUiant propagandist Llibert Milma:ny.It seerns he t.houg ht they'd
benefit from the scandal and was sure that Rexy Mura's standing would,
soar with the news oí that pastry-bacchanal, almost unbelievable in those
-ti~, '
~Ef\ Everyone in Barcelona hear d about it. For a while it was all people
J'!o.. _ . *-
talked about, and even Solidaridad Nacional felt obltge d to denounce him,
l'd hardly ever seen the Creuses' daug hter , because they didn't
usually attend Mass in the church near their factory. l'd only had one
conversation with her. Then l'd been stunned by her ignorance of
everything that had happene d in her country a few years back. She hadn't
the slightest idea of what Catalonia had been like before the war. When 1
\
tried to tell her, she stared at me as though I were crazy. I t.r-ied to make
her understand that before there'd been enough bread for everyone, that
you could buy it in any bake r y without a ration card and without standing
in lineo She looked at me, shakírig her head in. dismay. "But what chaos!"
she exclaimed.
Twenty years later, someone might think I was makíng all this up. 1
swear that t.hose were her exact words. r don't think she was mentally. Lu-u.~
retarded. She thought it was very chic to be cheerfully unconce~ned ~
anything except herself. In particular, she thought it was very feminine.
"O§' politics!" she'd say, makirrg a face, and for her anything that wasn't
fun was "politice." Moreover, her friends had the same attitude,and they
were by no means female, as became clear latero The life that girl led was
$U~Jlt~~~pfls empty as it was busy, always in tne eOHiPO:~ e 7 s who
~*' C!f1, _' /Ji11
whisked her off in their fast cars to all kinds of idiotic entertainments.
One afternoon, she showed up unexpectedly at the rectory. She
looked stunned.
Silence fell agaín. •
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She stared at me in silence. "Speak ," 1 said to her, Two tears trickled
from her unblinking eyes, while her face .showe d no emotion atall.
c-,
"Mother wants to take me ~o4:f\: doctor •.• 1 r-an away!"
After this sudden outburst, her eyes again became appallingly ar id.
"1 don't understand," 1 muttered. "You're young, attractive, fabulously
rich.l can't understand why he wouldn't want to ... fI
"There were seven of them,"--and she laughed nervously while her
,
eyes stared straight at me--"seven."
It was a mechanical Iaug h. Her hands were trembling, she couldn't
control them, while her appallirig'ly dry eyes stared at me and that nervous
laugh shook her body as thoug h someone were tickling the soles of her
feet.
1 promised l'd see Mrs. Creus and get that murderous idea out of her
head. But an hour later they'd set=out for France in her mother's hu ge
Cadillac, accompanied by the family doctor.
A few months later, they were again throwing lavish par ties at the
cast.Ie. 1 was astonished to find out she'd married Llibert Milmany. He'd
easily obtained an annulment of his previous marriage to a vaudeville
vedette during the war. After the war, civil marriages were considered null
and void. Many who weren't single got married as if they were, using the
excuse that their civil marriages were Invalid. This outrage lasted a long
time. Llibert Milmany used it to rid himself of that disreputable vaudeville
singer who now embárrassed him and hindered his rise in society.
#
Now1 live in a mountain village with less than two hundred
inhabita:nts.
1 fled that industrial town. l'm a coward. In fact, Monsignor Pinell de ...,
r
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.Bray saw it all clearly, "This industrial-town business is just a phase; he'll
1~vrk' <\.-r it." And yet, 1 owe my victory over my aunt to Monsignor Pinell
de Bray. My aunt ... When did 1, start finding her so repulsive? 1 have
·only a very vague mernory of my own mother. 1 was four year-s old whenel *ew~:eU-:p,-' :j ~-e- t~ l'~~"\
tBeiY- s~¡:.j,tHHi"'to li,=!,e_wifh my aunt--and however f'ar back 1 go, 1 can
('- 'v
rememberthis instinctive rel\ulsiqn. Later, when 1 was eight or nine, it
began to be mixed with admiration. Itwas a dark, complex feeling, similar
to that provoked by a mummified saint. She was always involved in good
-works. At that time she was concentrating on Aid to Vocations for
Ecc1esiastics, which she usually called by its irritíals: AVE.After lunch,
she'd expiJ.ainhow the organization--of which she was the factotum--was
evolving. "Admirable," the biahop in partibus infidelium would exclaím,
raising his cup of Colombian coffee to his nose and breathing in its
intense aroma. My aunt was an expert at makírig very st.rong coffee, which
we always drank from little cups. "I'he monsignor sipped ít, holding the
cup/s han dle between his thumb and index finger and ostentatiously raising
his pinky. After eating, he tended to get the hiccups. After each hiccup
he'd dab his mouth with his fine cambric handkerchief. He did everything
with exquisite grace, with refined manners that seemed out of place in our
century. He'd say "Excuse me" once his hiccup had passed, and the
conversation resumed.
"Admirable. AVEis a holy undertaking if there ever was one. "
After my aunt had given me that portable telescope (l'd gotten A's in
three courses in my sophomore year of high school, and the telescope was
my reward),l'd spend a couple of hour-s every evening on the roof,
lookirig at the moon and planets. When the monsignor found out, he joked
about it. "It's a good thírig he 'Il get over it. No one ever made a career
out of gazing at t.he moon." And layirig aside the foolery ap:propriate to my
When l'd reached the age of twelve, she granted me the honor of
r- assisting Xn her "works." 1 typed hundreds, thousands of addresses. My
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tender age and unworthy of his attention, he returned to AVE,to that
"holy undertaking" ~ my aunt had begun, She'd beg un it, she was at
pains to point out, not for the love oí mankind but for love of he r
Creator. "1 know sorne of the poor seminarists we give scholarships to will
not make worthy priests, but that doesn't mattez-, L'm doirig it for God."
1 •
What God, what God, O Lord, but one she'd created in her imagination and
according to her own taste and who was nothirig butan unconscious
idealization of herself? "It's a holy undertaking," our illustrious relative
insisted, and my aunt blushed and lowered her eyes. She cíted statistics l 1\
, ~l\.(,crr ~
and more statie: the number of parishes without priests, industrial ~
without 4;;;,,)\ She~new the number of students who entered seminaries i"- '
each year in all the bíshopr-ícaín Catalonia: a number that declined from
"year to year--a decline she attributed to the republic, though it had begun
long before.
"No one feels the call," the monaig nor summed it up, ecstatically
1~·
savoring the aroma of his cup of coffee. ".~are fewer and fewer
vocations. "
AVEput up Xosters all over the city, reminding everyone of
t.he lack of vocations and requesting donatíons to create scholarships for
poor seminarists. Howmany tables my aunt set up in the street, how many
bingo games she or gariize d for this pur-pose! One of her favorite strategies
was showirig up, very plainly dressed, at the best houses in Sarria. If the
maíd didn't r ecog níze her, the trick worked. "Tell the lady of the house a
poor woman has come to beg for charity and wants to see her in person."
The lady would appear and would immediately recognize her. It was
touching, edifying.
"2f
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aunt sent out incredible numbers of letters, circulars, and prospectuses,
always compelled by her obsession: that there weren't enough priestsl)
l~Ter8B'1;enotlgh :a!!it;~r-s. This obsession tormented her , and she passed it on
to me. I felt so sad sometimes, thinking of all those souls lost because .
e- ~ ___.-t- ,L. L-~ r U""'- t tk..
there weren't enoug h priests. 1 couldn't i 0-- soul~ be lost
through the fault of another-, which in reaHty is a ver y knotty problem. In
any case, my aunt's error wasn't that she wrestled wrth it, since the
problem doesexist, but that she thought it could have such a clear ,
simp1istic, automatic solution. For her, souls were lost through the lack of
priests to care for them, just as <mecan miss a train hecause no one's at
the ticket window. She eouldrr'f conceive that anyone would board a train
,. ~~anyway. And yet ... and yet, so many people have 'Yilftbed aboard
\ t. .....- f,
anyway, starting with Demas, the first who rode .wit.hout a ticket!
Since she. couldn't conceive of boar dirig a train in such a
"disreputable" fashion, for her the whole problem was to buy a ticket, and
thus there had to be plenty of clerks ready to sell them. She took it for
granted that there were first, second, and third-class tickets. In her
condescension toward the poor, which she un der-Iiried with her cloyírig
,smile and abundant diminutives, my aunt would have even have made
aHowance for fourth-class travelers. "We'have to give t.hern a chance,"
she often said¡ a chance to buy a ticket on the Heaven-and-Earth lineo
When everyone had a chance, when there wasn't a single hamlet without a
priest, only through diabolical wickedness would anyone miss the train .
.The admiration I f'eft for her non-stop activity had gradually erased
that instinctive repulsion l'd felt toward her in my early childhood. My
aunt possessed, among other properties, an apartment house on Balmes
Street, near the Diagonal. For us, the concier ge in that building was "the
v\ <; :-t< ~
concier ge" par excenenc~~~liging and devoted, she often <3aIfte- to (\isit us
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in Sarria. She had a son not much older than I was. One day she brou ght
him alon g and told us he was goin g to ente!' a seminary. With a
scholarship from AVE, moreover. Deeply moved, my aunt put, her arms
arourid him, saving "You've chosen the highest callirig. Even the angels will
envy you ... " I was a witness to that touchíng scene. My aunt even cried
as she embraced the concierge's son.
That night I couldn't sleep. My aunt's tears, the concierge's
excitement, the happy look on the boy's face: everything swirled around in
my brain. The idea bur-st upon me sud deril'y and seemed so obvíous. ,} felt
ashamed not to have had it earlier. How unworthy l'd been of an aunt like
mine! Unable to close my eyes, I impatiently waited for day to break. My
aunt's always been an early ri~er.
"-
She stared at me in amazement. "What's wrong with you?" She hadrr't,
had time to comb her hair. I expected her to take me in her arms like the
concierge's son, her tears ming lirig with mine.
"But ... " I could see she was upset. "Anyway, we'll talk about it
latero I don't think you have a ver y clear idea of how t.hírig s are."
Shortly thereafter, Monsignor Pinell de Bray carne from Paris and
stayed awhile at our house.
"The boy wants to be a priest," my aunt told hím, "a priest in a
working-class neighborhood."
She spoke in the indulge nt tone she so often used: the same cloyírig
tone she used in speakírig to the poor, pretending to be interested in their
x
homes, their children. God Almighty: how of'ten You could call us to task
f di inu ti f ~·~tt~:k~d ", or our mm rvea, or ourl'l atlo:Q..scon escensron:r:
Monsignor Pinellde Bray looked at me, half amused arid half
concerned.
"We'n have to discuss it," my aunt added,
tJ...,±"
"~ not in front of him,
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of course."
1 felt annoyed. 1 wasn't crazy. So why had my aunt told the bishop
in partibus infidelium about my ?ecisionin that tone of pit.yirig irony? 1
.stationed myself behind the door. 1 wanted to listen to that conversation.
1 heard the monsignor's insinuating, velvety voice.
I
"Sometimes poor priests go farthest. 1 know one, the son of sorne
sharecroppers on the Baron of Albi's estates, who's now a canon in
Tarragona. He'H get over that nonsense about a working-class
neighborhood, just as he 'Il get over his telescope. It's just teenage
foolishness. He'H have plenty of time to think it over before he finishes
high school. His idea isn't as harebrained as you think. Most active
bishops come from the secula~- cler gy, not from religious orders ... "
\
At that time a bishop in partibus infidelium had more prestige than
an active one, because in fact many of the latter had been "poor priests,"
as the monsignor put it. But 1 didnt feel at all inclined to "go farthest."
The expression disgusted me. 1 kept Iístening behind the door,
"I'm t.ell'in.gvyouagairi, Llúcia. The boy/s idea isn't as wíld as you
think. A secular priest can hold onto his money, since he doesn't take a
,vow of poverty, whereas if he became a Jesuit as you'd like ••. "
"There are more important t.hírigs than money," my aunt interrupted.
"1 myself am givirig everything I've got to the poor."
#
And so God plurige d me into solítude. Till the war 1 hadn't a single
friend, till 1 met Soleras. 1 had plenty of companíons, but 1 was hun gr y
for a friendo Not friends; a friendo Without quite knowírig how, when 1
still hadn't had my twentieth birthday, 1 found I'd joined the Catalan
Army. I'd gone to give blood at a hospital during those dreadful days in
July 1936. Then 1 was a nurse, a paramedic, and one fine day they
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assigned me to a brigade in the thirtieth division as a second lieutenant in
t.he medical corps. 1 felt comfortable in that brigade at the front. Why
not? It had been a regular, militarized br-igada right from the start. The
'soldiers' ideas and sentiments were basica11y similar to mine, and they .
were good people. Why shouldn't 1 have loved t.hem? Weren't they my
"
f'ellow men? Since then, people have asked me more than once whether 1
was unaware that while we were at the front, in the r-ear they were
~';i~~~~0
burning churches and lae~ g¡t prfests. Weweren't unaware of it; it was
impossible not to know. At the time we didn't realíee how many they were
kil'lirig durtng that summer, but we knew they were killing some. We
weren't unaware of it, but for us it was as if a plague had broken out.
You don't renounce your own count.ry because it's r avaged by a plague. We
were caug ht in the crossfire, andwe knew it.
When people ask what 1 was doirig with the "Reds," when 1 sometimes
ask myself (because L've also worrdere d about ít, and indeed 1 wondered
dur ing the war ), 1 always end up givírig the same answer: 1 couldn't do
anything else. Above and beyond a11the míxed+up ideological pretexts,
there was a geogr-aphical division. For the vast majority--of whom 1 was
,one--who didn't know anything about politics; there was this and perhaps
nothírig else. Wewere republicans becauS'e the area where we were, where
we'd been born, was republican; if we'd been born on the other side, we'd
have fought on that side. It's true that sorne people fled from one side to
the other. 1 myself, as 1'11explain, was about to do so, like Soleras, like
so many, but the vast majority fought beneath the flag s that geog raphical
division hadassigned to them. That's how it was for the vast majority,
and maybe that's how it always is in wars. In a:ny case, 1 can say that if
anyone was ashamed of the church-burnings, the kiflirig s, the disorders of
every sort in the republican rear, if anyone was especia11y ashamed of
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t.hem, it was USo
1 can't rea11y speak of anyt.hirig except our brigade, theoniy one 1
was we11acquaírited with. 1 can say that at times, eapecially at the
'beginning, we talked about getting together with other regular brígades
and marching on Barcelona to put an end to those anarchist gang s that
were navag ing our country. Someday the obscure mysteries of anarchism
will be unraveled. Right now, a11we know is that they did ever yt.hing
possible to lose the war,
1 r-emembe'r that at the beg innirig , not long af'tez l'd volunteered,
there was open ta:lk amorig officers and heads of brigades about a coup a
general and sorne colonels were planning to rid the streets of Barcelona: of
arsonists, thieves, and murderers. The names of famous militar y men--
,
Guarner, Farras, Escofet--filtered down through the ranks, and we were a11
in favor. But it ,couldn't be done without leavirig the front undefended.
1 remember a meeting of allt.he officers in our brigade (r-ight at the
beg innirig of the war) at which Soleras spoke. Sorne ar-gue d in favor of
that "march on Barcelona," but others raised the main objection: that t.he
fascists would pour through the gap we left in the Iirie s. With the lucidity
':that made him so many enemies because it was irritating, he prophesied
that if we let the rear "go to hell," we' d l~se the war. Someone
interrupted to remind him that an officer couldn't use such defeatist
~ lariguage, that defeatism In en :;;l;:r carried t.he death p~nalty.
Exasperated by this interruption, he stormed out, slammíng the door behind
him and shouting, "You can a11go to the devil!"
He was an odd fe11ow,abrupt, repulsive and attractive at the same
time. 1 felt tied to him from that day when 1 heard him speak so bravely
and lucidly, for despite his eccentricity he was braveo People told at.range
stories about Soleras; a kind of legerid had grown up around him in our
Our two aunts, his and mine, had almost nothirig in common. He felt
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brigade. The paradoxes he so enjoyed were meant to disturbo Just as that
day he'd been the firmest supporter of an attack on the anarchists ("An
arrny that leaves those in the r ear f'eelírig unprotected can't possibly win,"
Y- he'd said}, on other occasions he"d ~the mostastonishing apolog ies
for anarchism, "the only serious attempt to charige the world into that
hu ge mess we all Iorig for ." Accor-dirig to his whims, he'd deferid the most
incompatible ideas, so that many thought he talked g'íbber-ís h, when in
v~
reality he '1.$ {chemost intelligent person I've ever known,
tL",-*
He paid no attention to me. It's n0)ee avoided me. It was worse; he
didn't even notice my existence. One day I mentioned that meeting and
told him I ag ree d with what he'd said. I said I suspected that there were
fascist agents among the agítator-s who manipulated the death squads in
..
Barcelona. For me, they were more than vague suspicions· sine e I knew
Lamoneda, about whom L'Il go into more detail another day. Soleras cut me
off. "You're just stat.ing the obvious. It's not worth talking if all you can
say is what any fool knows."
My attempts to conf'íde about my private life met with no more
success. He interrupted me, "Weall have aunts who long to see us desert
to the other side."
"{
One day he hurled this phrase at me--a phrase he'd repeat on various
occasions, "Every nephew has the aunt he deserves."
a genuine tenderness toward his, however much he tried to disguise it with
his scornful tone. Mine, on the other hand, has always repelled me.
Despite his rebuffs, I was very fond of Soleras. His cynicism didn't
indimidate me. I guessed that he was a loner full of painful, secret riches.
"1- Was he a Catholic? J,a~y ~J\-te waacyrrícally Catholic. In his mout.h,
religious verities took on the most surprising forms, and often th.e most
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infuriating ones.
When, due to his unu sual conduct in a battle that's beside the point
right now, they stripped him of his rank of second lieutenant, 1 went to
as su re him of my undyírig friendship.
1 went in all my ínnocence, whích was still conaide'rable at the time.
1 thought he might need me at that moment, when they'd demoted him
(Lluís still hadn't joined our br-igade). 1 thoug ht a few drops of ba1m on
1 the bur-níng wound his demot.íon must have caused wou1d ..al%: be
welcome. Now, so many years later, it seems odd to think how much
ünportance we attributed to the loas of a second lieutenant's stripes (he
was a second lieutenant, though his duties were those ef a lieutenant)
rep1aced by those of a ser-geant-c-t.he next Iowest rank--but the fact is
,
that in the course of a few months of war we'd so absorbed the militar y
spirit that a demotion seemed an a1most unbearable diag race. After his
demotion, some of the officers tur-ne d away when they saw him.
L e \M-",.,-A SS ~ r-: .
1 found him in the see=iee 09FPS'S ~ surrounded by cans of
condensed milk and sacks of rice and chickpeas. Seated on one of the
sack s, he was absorbed in a book he was reading.
"Sit down," he curtly saíd. "1 was just thinking of you, since you're a
second lieutenant in the medica1 corps. 1 want you to tell me exactly what
the symptoms of gonorrhea are."
His eterna1 wisecracks ... but that day 1 wasn't expecting them and
1 almost burst out cr yirig. Because I've a1ways been a crybaby.
"Damn, don't take it so hard. I'm not asking for myself. It's a certain
.f'ellow named Casanova. Maybe you've heard of him. Casanova, a Venetian
by trade. 1 find his memoirs very t.roubling. If we're to believe him, he
recovered from his symptoms as easily as he got them. Is that possib1e?"
"In the eighteenth century, only by a miracle."
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"A miracle! What a great way to get over gonorrhea! But Casanova
was a follower of Voltaire. We'll have to discard that hypothesis."
"1 didn't come he re to talk about Casanova."
"Did you come to bother me with polítical chatter?"
At that time there were still a lot of conver-satíons about polítics in
our brigade. We talked about it so much that by the time Lluís arrived, we
were thoroughly sick of it. We ended up fighting the war as best we could
(since we were there) and not worrying about anything else. Soleras had
been the first to tire of political blather. He often made fun of the
eridless speeches the radio and newspapers spewed.
"Look here," he said, pointing to the sacks of chickpeas. "This is how
1 heroicaHy struggle against f'aacísm-vthat. Is, agaínst, the bad guys. We
shout 'Death to the fascists!' and they shout tDeath to the Reds.' Weall
mean the same t.hirig , 'Deat.h to the bad guys!' Everyone's again st the bad
guys. Everyone, always and every'where, has been in favor of the good
gu;ys. God Almighty, how monotonous! Isn't there anyone with a little
imaginatíon on this planet? But the worst thing about wars is that they're
iLater turned into novels. About this one (which 1 assure you is as shitty a
war asany), they're goírig to write sorne especially idiotic novels, trashy. . -
sentimental pornography. They're goirig to have wonderfully courageous
heroes, terrifically stacked, angelic heroines. Not you, Cruells; you won't
afflict us with one of these weighty tomes. But those foreigners ..• It's a
pity you don't believe T'm blessed with the gift of prophesy, because 1
assure you that those foreigners are goirig to turn t.his whole phenomenal
mess into sorne terrific stories about bullfighters and gypsies."
"Bullfighters? L've never heard, as far as 1 can remember . "
"Yes, Cruells, 1 know. No one's ever seen a bullfighter in the army,
and even less a gypsy, but foreigners can smell a good business deal.
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Business is businesss, they say, and time is money. And for a novel about
Spain to sell, it's absolutely necessary for the hero to be a bullfighter and
the heroine a gypsy. In the third chapter, you'll find them fornicating in a
tropical jungle full of wild bulls. Everything else is a waste of time, and
time is money. Foreigners are cretins. 1 can speak from experience,
because I've traveled. 'I'hirigs are never goíng to go right as long as there
\
are so many foreigners."
"So now you've got it in for foreigners?"
"What makes me maddest," he growle d in his bass voice, "ís to think
T'm a foreigner too. It's the first. t.híng you notice when you t.ravel. The
first time (1 was in the former kirig dom of Saxony) that a public official
treated me as a foreigner, 1 was about to haul off and punch him as
"-
though he'd insulted me-.'Me, a foreigner?' I shouted. 'Never l You're the
foreigner!' Because we all think the others are foreigners. We're all
foreigners! It's revolting! You have the illusion that only other people are
foreigners, when you yourself are the most hopelessly foreign of all."
"Poor Soleras," 1 said, "baaically what you say is true. The most
hopelessly foreign ... but what do you gain by, always trying to get to
.the bottom of t.hírig s?" . ~
, ~.
"All 1 gain is shit," he ang r ily shot back. "If 1 could be " . - like
everyone else! Take a glance at that newspaper Iyirig on those sacks of
chickpeas, look at that enormous front-page headline: !Workers, arise!' It's
a speech our brilliant comrade Llibert Milmany broadcast on the radio.
He's chief of war propaganda--but excuse me. I just realized you don't
know who he ts."
It was tr-ue. l'd barely heard of Lluís's brother-in-law--after all, 1
still hadn't met Lluís--even though he'd been a regular dynamo of activity
{- in tbe area of propagand.8 .i;since a few weeks after the war began, l'd '
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been at the front since the begirmírig , when Llibert Milmany was still
unknown, and at the front no one spokeof hím or any ofthe other
characters who appeared and disappeared in a saraband we couldn't make
head or tail of. Soleras, on the other hand, knew him very well.
"A brilliant comrade! He's our age and st.rong as an ox, but he's
indispensable in the rearo 'Workers, arise!' he says, seated in his hu ge
office in Barcelona. When you entered, I was strugglíng with a guilty
conscience. L'm sure you noticed that I was sitting on a sack of chickpeas
reading Casanova's memoirs, and nonetheless this newspaper says it loud
and clear: !Workers, arise!' Could I remain seated on those chickpeas?
Should I have arisen, as our brilliant comrade ur ged me to do? As far as I
can make out, 'ar-ise ' means !stand up.' But am I a worker? A terrible
\,
doubt! In reality, I'm not.hing more than an aspiring notary. I should write
the Hlustrious Llibert an anonvmous letter (anonymous because he knows
me too well), suggesting that he var-y his speeches a little. In the next
one, for example, he could say, 'Notar íea, arise!' or 'Phar-mactsts , arise!'
Good Lord, a little variety, ... "
After that encounter, we didn't see each other for several weeks. His
,job was transporting food from the rear in his:van, and sometimes he'd be
away from our brigade for days on end. One evening, he showed up
unexpectedly at the battalion's first-aid station where I was serving. He'd
e< < ""-_jJ
, {.~\.\AA. 7 .J
come, he said, all the way to that vtllage , far from the sE*'viee cOf'l'tS, to, .' f\
have a long chat with me. After supper, I took him down to the basement
where I slept. I brought another straw mattress down for him.
"If I told you that always, right from my tenderest infancy,"--it was
with these words that, as soon as we were Iyirig on our mattresses, he
began a monologue that would last for hours--"I've perceived the universe
as an ocean of womanliness ... Ah, those who can dive deep into its
U
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warm and inebriating waters! But T'm like a kind of Tantalus stranded on
the beach. The ocean's right there, but 1 can't dive in! You can pretend
you don't head for it because you're too virtuous. 1can't use that excuse.
I've tried everything, but women won't let me! On the other hand, my
case is especially complex, because l'm wildly Catholic! Sorne people don't
believe in anyt.htng , not even in Black Masses. They're the ones who
preside at them, of course, but they know not what they do. Extremely'f- eminent gentlemen,~eu~n~: managers of big corporations, pr-ofeasor s of
economics, distinguished pedants. They haven't a clue that, without
realíztng it, they worship the Anti- Eternal Father."
"The Anti-Eternal Father?"
"Yes , the Anti-Eternal Fathe r. That's what 1 can him, and if you
think it over for a minute, you'll see that it's most 'appropriate. L'm deeply
convinced that it's his true name, and if no one knows it, that's because
he likes to travel incogriito. He likes to take on the dullest forms in his
incarnations, whichare far more frequent than you think. He likes to melt
into the grayest crowds in the streets and get people to worship him
without realizing what they're doirig. He likes ~quivocation, ambiguity,
...J ~ vvt~· _.
l' ~~e likes luxury, not expensive luxury but blatant luxury--the kind
you find in dens of iniquity anyone can affor-d, because he's also mindful
of the poor. He never forgets those modest employees who can only cut
loose on weekends. Barcelona summers are long. The rrights are short but
hot and oppressive. Unforgettable muggy Barcelona nights! From time to
time L'd escape f'rom Godella, where my aunt and 1 always spent the
summer, sayírig the economics professor wanted to see me. l'd plurige into
that wor-ld 1 knew so well and that attracted me so mucho 1 knew it
mostly in winter, but in summer it seemed to open like one of those fruits
that burst in the heat, showirig their sumptuously ripe and overripe
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insides. Tormented by heat and insomnia, sorne people wander through
those narrow streets like butterflies goírig from flower to flower till they
find orie that has sorne kind of st.range attraction for them--much stronger
, ~~
than the others, though they eouldn't tell you why. Apparently ~ the
same, planted in a doorway or on a street corner Iike a sentinel doirig his
5~
duty. ~ has nothing special, nothing the others don't, have, but one feels
an irr!s;stible impulseto kneel befor't;t The iftWave no idea what
they're doirig. So many are idolaters without knowirig it! But the ancients
understood the Anti-Eternal's fascination: fascinatio fugacitatis. The
l
i:rresistj\ble fascination of what's fleeting, of what won!t last longer than
one short, muggy night! O idolatry of idolatries! To kneel before what will
be destroyed by sickness, age, and death. To kiss it worshipfully! To
\,
renounce Eternity and enslave oneself to Time! But at least L'mnot the
manager of a big corporation, nor do 1 pontificate behind a lectern like a
professor of economics, and afterward--always afterward!--I'd leave, as the
Iight of dawn was breaking over the port, to prostrate myself in sorne
forgotten church,dark and deserted, my eyes fixed on the light of the
holy altar as 1 surrendered to sweet repentance. Yes, sweet it is to tell
,that forgotten and crucified God, 'Lor-d, ,it was You who taug ht me this
trick, this marvelous trick, the publican's prayer. 'tI
In the dark, his precentor's voice vibrated like the lowest notes on
an or gan, It became more and more emphatíc, and it was hard to tell the
difference between emotion and mockery.
"Womanis an Ocean, and man is the Sahara. These two opposed
immenaitiea, water and thirst, exist side by side and will never míngle. If
they mírigled, the mostglorious of continents would be born, but it's
impossible. In the heart of the Sahar'a; where the sun beats down most
cr-uelly, lives a variety of cactus that can reach considerable heights. An
"What insects? All of them! All insects! Insectsj it doesn't matter
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occasional 'Tuareg caravan has glimpsed, from a distance, the only example
of this species (since it's a species with a single specimen). Its long,
vertical shadow stretches across the sands all the way to the horizon. It's
really the shadow, not the cactus, that the Tuaregs have glimpsed. Well,
besides beírrg a single specimen, this cactus has another peculiarity: it
r
lives a thousand years, flowers for a second, and then dies. You know, the
Sahara is remarkable in more than one respect."
"1 never heard of this cactus."
"No? It's extr-aor-dinar y. The moment finaUy arrives when it's
supposed to flower. IBah,' it says. IWhat's the use?' And it prefers to
expire without experiencing that second of glory. That second it had sperrt
a thousand years 15-_e~ preparing for! 'Plowe r? What for?' it says when
the moment comes. Yes; when the time comes it says IBah!' and expires
without deignirig to flower. You've really .never heard of it? That's
astoníahírigt Aman of scant education, as Captain Picó would sayo Because
it's a very well known cactus: the cactus solerassus. You've really never
heard of it? What about insects? Don't tell me you've never heard of
ínsects either!"
"W.hat-insects?"
which! It's funny how insects begín their lives in decrepitude, t.he opposite
of uso Which system is better? Sorne of them pathetically drag themselves
alorig for years, waiting foran instant of yout.h, of nuptial flight.
Basícally, it's the same story as the cactus soleraasus. As though
everything were a preparation for t.hat nuptial flig ht, for glory, but then
they wouldn't let us taete more than a smgle drop , a single instant! And
for this single drop, this single instant, for this flash of uncertain glory .
. . Bah, you get lost in a ridiculous labyrinth, an enormous mess! For
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example: when animallife hadn't gone much beyond the ínsect stage (eince
we're talk ing about insects), plant life had already achieved its most
spectacular flowering: the most monstrous and stunning orchids had burst
irrto bloom in the hearts of the thickest, hottest jungles when our
grandfather, the earthworm, was still crawling alorig eyelessly. At the time
you would have thought plants were destined to achieve the highest glory.
--
Nowweknow this wasn't so. God chose to descend f'rom the earthworm
rather than the orchid. You have to admit you could go crazy trying to
make head or tail of it."
It was pointless for me to try to interrupt his soliloquy. He was
carried away by his own rhetoric; his precentor's voice became more and
more emphatic. I knew he was ,gesticulating because the lit end of his
cigarette traced st.range arabesques in the dar-kness of that basement room.
He jumped from one subject to another, and I think he ended up
forgetting I was there.
"The least we can say is that everything but nothingness is
'inexplicable. It's remarkable how few people realize that by an infallible
algebraic equation, not to believe in anyt.hirig equals believing ini nothing~. If not.hing existed, there would be no problem. Everything
would be plain as day. Nothingness is the only t.hirig that's log ical,
rational, free of mystery, perfectly simple and understandable. But
nothingness is the only thírig that doesn't exist--by definition--and all
existence is mystery. Whichis the same as sayirig that thinking is a waste
of time since you never can get anywhere, or that there's not.hing, or that
if there's something, it's an inconceivable mystery. But then again, that's
not what we were talkírig about. Let's not change the subject. I was
sayirig it's women, not me, who don't want too Because chastity isn't my
atr-ong point, lean assure you. Since you're a priest or will be, you're
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obliged to listen to my confessions on this subject, which 1 imagine
accounts for ninety-nine percent of all confessions. So here's the essential
point: they won't let you, with honorable exceptions of course, but who
ever cared about exceptions? Exceptions •.. the ones who'lllet you ..•
as soon as they let me, 1 don't feellike doirig anything ... One has to
r-ecognize that there's a mystery here: mysteries all over the place! We
only truly feellike it with the ones who won't let uso Let atheists explain
that one; f'uckirig atheists! They dazzle us with progress! They go to
America and start off as newspaper boys. They make huge fortunes and
then come back and tell us how they made them, asthough we cared. It's
all the fault of progress, since in earlier times people who went to
America didn't come back and rnake nuisances of themselves. l, as 1 sit
here before you, have also been a newspaper boy. I sold an unsaleable
paper called Blast. But not in America, where 1 certainly would have made
f
,
a fortune, but in Barcelona, r ighton the Rambl~t's amazing how these
characters who return from America aren't ashamed of their fortunes.,
They'll tell you all about them without blushing, unable to grasp the
profundity of a phrase my aunt uttered. They'd irrtroduce d her to a very
elegant and distinguished gentleman. fAvery well-bred man,' she said
afterward. "I'hey say he had tomake his own fortune, that he worked his
way up, but l'm sure that's a slander.' Perhaps that gentleman had started
off sellíng newspapers on the streets of New York. Over there, it's quite
the done t.híng, it's in good taste, it's how all millionaires started off.
'1 They'd be ashamed of havirig sold them &n the streets of Barcelona, but in.
New York it's hig h-olass. Shame is another mystery l'd like those brilliant
atheists to explain. Of all the t.hirigs l've done, the one L'm most ashamed
of is answering an ad in La Vanguardia off'er-ing a "oonf'iderrtial Ieaf'let.' on
f how build ~ muscles in fifteen days. For fifteen pessetes: a pesseta a
o
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day, As you see me here before you, 1 was capable of speridirig fifteen
pessetes to learn the secrets of body building. Since L'rnconfessing, 1
might as well tell you everything at once. 1 even had a "pr-ívate
consultation' with Madame Zoraida, 'exper t in the psychology of amorous
conquests.' Naturally, 1 still couldn't make a single conquest: not even
Madame Zoraida, despite the fact that she was a gypsy oí the most
shameless sort. You don't believe me? Why, 1 even bought a tube of haír--
growíng lotíon, and not a small tube but the giant-sized one. How happy
I'd be if the razor made a little noise when 1 shave ... One new hair
sprouted; only one, t.houg h it was aver y long one."
He sighed, as t.hough burdened by a painful memory, and then
resumed his monologue, whích.now had to do with geology. At the time 1
couldn't guess what geology had to do with Soleras.
"1 even lowered myself to studying geology, 1 slogged through volume
after volume without under-atandíng a thírig. Because women love geology,
didn't you know? All in vain! The only thing that sank in was that only
by someextraordinary accíderit would weever be fossils. You see, they
~ won't~that consolation! Because previously, it had comforted
me to think someday l' d be a-fossilized skeleton in a glass case in a
museum, labeled Horno solerassus antiquus-, scaring kids on school trips.
Farewell, sweet dreams of innocence lost! 1 had to plow through a
whopping big tome to lose my illusions on that score. Only by an amazíng
fluke will 1 ever be a fossil. 1 can say, t.he refore , that my works and days
have been wasted.The hair-growing lotion, Madame Zoraida's psychology
course, my geologícal studies and everything else I've done has been a
._~~~
waste. And nonetheless, who is it ~ makes our hair grow? We ourselves,
of course, we ourselves, but not with our conscious wills--since then it
would be very símple-e-b ut with another kind of will of which we have no
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awareness, that's buried deep inside USo It's this other will, whose
existence we don't even suspect, that makes our hair and nails grow, that
shapes our faces an d bodies. Everyone has the face he wants, but--
-silence!--no one's aware of this other will. Silence, silence! Let's not
muddy the waters! I could tell you so many t.hirigs ... because L've '
ponder ed these matters deeply. All my Iif'e! And that would lead me to talk
<,
about my childhood and my aunt, so different from yours. For yours, life -
is as logical as a bank account. Howmany good deeds have you deposited?
Howmuch have you withdrawn? What's the balance? That's all. For mine,
on the contrary, everything's mysterious, dark, st.rarige. Her natural milieu
is the supernatural."
"Saint Philomena ... " I-ventured.
"Leave Saint Philomena alone," he cut me off sharply. "More or less
celestial visions aren't surprising. I can tell you something better, because
tonight I want to tell you everything. When will we have a more fitting
occasion? You won't breathe a word to anyone in the br-igada, because as
a priest, you have to keep secret what you hear in conf'eaaion, Remember:
I haven't told anyone you'rea priest. Sorne people in this brigade are so
boorish, so practical, so clever . "
"I'm not a priest."
"That doesn't matter. You will be, and you already look Iike one. Just
seeirig the way you look would give anyone a tremendous urge to confess,
I
I
I
I
I
to confess everything, even his darkest, heavíest, unhappiest secrets. As
though our shame rose from our stomachs to our throats, turning thick
and sweet as honey. Yes, Cruells, you'll have to listen to my stories
because torrig ht I'm not sleepy and I'm in the mood to talk till dawn, as
you can see. They're just stories, of course, but the kind that mark you
for life. I Iived in a rarified atmosphere from my tenderest infancy till the
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beginning of the war. For' many long years, interminable years--and des'pite
everything, I wouldn't trade aunts with you for any thirig on earth. Laws,
~ &..~.
according to Papinian, exist to give each man wfta:Is;i¡¡¡; P4ítfibly h~. Then let
-{-e ~ . ) "-
.each man stick ~ his own aunt. Suum cuique tribuere."
"That citation isn't from Papiriian. It's from Ulpian."
"Well, let's not ar gue about trifles. There are so many unexplained
phenomena ... "
From his tone of voice, I gathered that he was feeling unsure of
himself and uneasy but t.ryírig to hide it with his wild talk. He fell silent
for a long while after saving "There are so many unexplained phenomena,"
a phrase that disappointed me in its eb~clu;:banality. -His cigarette had
gone out, and he was so still that I thought he'd fallen asleep.
"There are so many unexplained phenomena," his deep voice repeated
after that silence. "Do you think early Christianity was much more
respectable than spiritualism? I mean to the profane; don't get mad, I
mean to those who don't give a damn, who have always been and always
will be the majority. Please: hear me out before you get mad. You,
precisely you, are one of the rare persons who could understand me, since
you told me you used to sleepwalk.· Everyone has to put up with his aunt,
and as far as mine's concerned ... "
When I was twelve, shortly after ~unt Llúcia had given me that
telescope as a reward for my good grades, I had in fact sleepwalked, and
Soleras was the only one in ou r brigadewhoknew about it, l'd found
myself strolling alorig the edge of our roof In Sarria, as though I were
gaz ing through my telescope, but my eyes were shut. U my aunt hadn't
told me about it, I never would have known, since once you wake up you
don't remember a thing. At_the time when I had that conversation with
Soleras, I hadn't sleepwalked agaín, so that first occasion, long ago, was
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the only one. Shortly thereafter, when Lluís had just joined our br-igade, I
sleepwalked for a secon d time. The soldiers on guard duty found me
wandering through the streets of Olivel de la Virgen, also actirig as if I
I"-Aj ,
.were Iookírig through !ttelescope, but that's beside the point.
We had this conversation around the end of November. While Soleras
was talkíng about aleepwalkirrg , rain began beating against the skylight,
which didn't shut right. A fine spray entered, alorig with gusts of cold
wind. He lit his cigarette again, and for an instant I glimpsed his face. It
tOOK me aback, as t.hough- I''d seen a ghost. He seemed skinnier than ever
and had an expression as if he were in the middle of a migraine attack.
With the cigarette in his lips and a match in his hand, he wiped his
forehead with his left harid and stare d at me out of his nearsighted eyes,
which expressed something like an attempt to hide- shameful suffering.
After disappearing into the darkness, he returned to his soliloquy.
"In her burrow without eleptricity, as far from light and air as a
pharoah at the bottom of hís pyr amid, my aunt (who's extremely rich,
Cruells) has invented a secret world for her private use. On the other
han d, that's the only truly enviable advantage the rich have, this chance
to invent private worlds, to do whatever they feel like doirig without
worrying about what people will sayo On certain nights, I heard a sort of
creaking sound. I'd always heard it fromtime to time, as far back as I
can remember. It was a faint creaking unlike any other, as though it were
comírig from inside the furniture. My bedroom is at the opposite end of
the apartment from hers and looks out on the garden behind a convento
For her bedroom my aunt had chosen the smallest, most inner room. Since
it's an apartment from the last century (she's never warrted to move), it
has a number of windowless rooms, an d she'd chosen one of these. The
only openingis the door, which leads to the entrance hall. One night
I •
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when 1 was goirig on thirteen, 1 heard louder creaks than usual. They carne
from the sitting room, which is next to my bedroom. It was as though
someone were sawirig through the mahogany console table or we re
.dr ummíng on it with his fingers. These odd sounds would sometimes get
louder till they sounded like a hor se gallopírig in the distance or two
people batting a rubber ball back and forth. Dyírig of curiosity, 1 got out
of be d, A ray of moonlight filtere,d through the shutters, was reflected in
the mirror on the console table, and bounced back onto an oil pairrtirig of
my grandfather. A heavy scent of orarige flowers wafted up from the nuns'
gar deri, because it was a June night. 1was barefoot. 'I'he sounds abruptly
stopped as soon as 1 entered the sitting room. A short while later 1 heard
them agaín, but fainter and comírig not from the sitting room but from the
hallway that led to the frontdoor. 1 tried to f'ollow-them, but the sounds
grew fainter, as though they were elu dírig me. As 1 followed, 1 found
myself in my aunt's bedroom. Are xou listening?"
"Yes. "
"It/s crucial that 1 explain all this to you, Cruells. Absolutely crucial!
The bedroom was stuffy, since my aunt always sleeps with the door closed.
Normally my footsteps, even t.hou gh 1 was barefoot, would have woken her
up since she has an extremely keen sense of hear íng , not to mention the
noise 1 made openirig the door. Normally, also, the darkness would have
been pitch- black, yet des pite everything 1 perceived a vague glow,
something bluish and indefinite comirig f'rom 1 don't know where, just
enough for me to glimpse her. Her eyes were wide-open and she was
smilírig. Spit trickled from one side of her mouth onto the pillow.
Motionless and smíltng , she couldn't see me. She was aaleep, but
nonetheless her eyes were wide-open. 'I'he mahogany night table beside her
bed was half suspended in the airo Only one of its three leg s touched the
"Why Bossuet's?"
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floor, and it balanced delicately, as though about to begin dancing a ver-y
slow walt.z, AHthis, which has taken so long to recount, lasted a second.
As soon as 1 walked in, the table brusquely returned to earth, the bluish
.Iig ht vanished, the noises stopped. Are you listening?"
"Yes," ]' repeated.
"The next day I tried'to talk to her about it, concealirig the fact
that l'd entered her bedroom. All,1 mentioned were those st.range noises,
those vague glimmers. She listened to me with a grimace of incredulous
contempt, and afterawhile she touched her forehead. "I'hats all nonsense,'
she said, "spír-itualíat mumbo jumbo. You'd be better off reading Bossuet's
complete works. '"
"It was obvious that my aunt hadn't heard a; thírig. It was obvious,
and yet she possesses a very keen sense of hearing (as well I know, since
I had a hell of a time sneaking out at nig ht, and by the time I was
thirteen l'd already started sneaking out). After ten at nig ht it was just
the two of us in our apartment, as that was when the maid--an old lady
who'd served many years in a convent befare we hired he r+-werrt up to
sleep in the garret, where she had a much híg ger and more comfortable
bedroom than my aunt's. 1 should tell you-the building is one of my aunt's
many proper'ties, certainly the oldest. We live in the smallest apar-tment.,
but the garrets are enormous. So after ten no one else was around, and
the trances--don't lau gh; that's what t.hey were--occurred between
midrright and four in the morning. Thus I made a great discovery: at that
time my aunt slept much more deeply. I took advantage of it in my
nocturnal escapades. I could walk down the hallway and open and shut the
front door, which is a few steps from her bedroom, without her noticírig,
She was in a trance."
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"Do you really expect me to believe . If
"Yes. I expect you to believe it because it's the only possible
explanation. You've sleepwalked, so you know from experience t.hat
.afterward you dorr't, r-emernber. On certain nights , my aunt falls into a
trance in her sleep and has no idea what's occurred. Let's say, simplifying
t.hírig s, that she's a medium without knowing it. You wouldrr't know you
were a aieepwalke'r if others hadp't told you. Need I remind you that
others have written prose without knowirig <it?How many thíng s we do
without knowing we've done them! On the other hand, my aunt's case isn't
as rare as you imagine. Many others of her sort have been studied.
They're more the r-ule than the exception. Most mediums aren't aware of
what they are. If my aunt, so devout, so loyal to the Fathers of .the
Oratory, had any inkling , she'd be appalled. Once when we were chatt.ing
after lunch, I astutely brought the conversation around to certain
parapsychological experiments t.hat had caused quite a sUr and at which
Einstein and Madame Curie had been presento She interrupted me, 'Never
talk to me about these t.hirig s, I beg you. They make me feel like throwing
up.' All I can say is that since then, she's never beeri able to hear
r-../ - ·,1 t~~.~Lw-f"'..- Einstein's name without t88Hng a ·wrel~l ii\~ stomach. Well, it's
precisely these significant nauseas that put us on the right track. Doesn't
her profound uneasiness at the thoug ht of parapsychological phenomena
come from the fact that she herself suffers from them? Not.hirig disgusts
us as much as what's hidden deep irraide us.Now, Cruells, you can
understand who I am: a hereditary freak, who lived till he was over
twenty up to his neck in air as dense as the water in a atag nant pondo
T'm not.hín grnor-e than the hysterical nephew of a semieplleptic aunt, the
, c:-
í.I"'-
only surviving male he ir t¡ta family of nuts. The only sur-vivírig male , pay
close attention, raised and pampered by a millionaire, visionary spinster
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aunt. 1 hor-ríf'y myself, Cruells. At night, when I'm alone at the end of
that big storeroom (because 1 sleep there), 1 get chills as though someorie
were blowírig on my face in the dark. The hair stands up alorigmy back
.Iike on a dog howlirig at ... howling at what? Dogs know; we dont, 1
suppose it's pointless tellíng you that spiritualists are generally nice,
straightforward people without fancy airs, happy when under the innocent
illusion that they're chatt.ing with their beloved deceased aunts. There's no
truth in what they believe. The poor stiffs never stick their noses in our
business. If it were t.hern.: everything would be simple, but it's not them.
It's something much more disturbing: ourselves. It's a question of our
'other will,' of that 'other ' everyone unwittingly carries around inside him.
It's this 'ot.her ' who acts at the very moment of conception, who or ganizest~ (btW)
matter into hands, eyes, and feet. It's -he- who at puber-ty suddenly makes
, f\.
all that su rpr-ísing hair sprout. And there's plenty to be surprised at! We're
'so surprised at mediumistic pheriomena that we refuse to believe in them,
and yet we're not a bit surprised at the way our nadls and beards grow,
though one thírig is as inexplicable as the other. That trickle from my
aunt's mouth was probably ectoplasmic, yes, but in the final analysis, so
are our nails and hair. So iseverything! Moreover, there's a
parapsychological phenomenon within everyone's reach: dreams. In our
dreams we see t.hirig s and faces, we hear sounds and voices. All this we
create ourselves, not with our conscious will but with theother. How
often we've longe d to control our dreams! Impossible. Our dreams would be
so wonderful if we could choose them! For example, we could dream of
sensational broads with terrific bodies and eyes full of the most
reprehensible and tenderest desires. And yet the ones 1 dream about are
hideous. If 1 told you how many times I've dreamed of that hag Madame
Zoraida! If we could exercí.se our 'othe r will' as we do our conscíous will,
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we could achieve somet.hirig even better than chooaing our dreams. We
could have faces like gods, thick beards, muscles like stevedores,chests
like horses. Imposaible, impossible, impossible! Wehave no power over our
.
"ot.he r will.' It's blind and gropirig; it can lose its way. Just as during
gestation it can or ganize matter into a hand or foot, a liver or spleen, at
anothe r moment it can or ganize it into a monstrous cance r."
"You've lost me," 1 muttered.,
"L've lost myself too," he said. "1 can't understand it either. It all
makes my head spin. Everyone has the face he wants, but the one he
'1- wants with his other will. And that's the worst part of it~ since it
turns out that everyone has the face he deserves, the one he himself
creates. Ves, that's the worst .par t, because my face ... Let's not discuss
it., please. It grieves me to think about ít. My f'ace appalls me. And this
automatism t.hat controls us , this unconscious wíll, this double abyss in
which we're trapped ..• 1 say double because it all occurs between two
mysteries, the beginrríng and the end, the obscene and the macabre, two
bottomless pits. Everything, everything comes down to this: ectoplasmic
phenomena and dreams alíke. It's not by accídent that spiritualists think
they see messages from the dead in that abyss, whose funereal air often
br-irig s them to mind. It's just that they've never been able to explaín the
other aspecto They're upset that their beloved disembodied aunts so often
send such silly measages from the great beyond."
"Always the same," 1 muttered wear ily: 1 couldn't foHowwhat he was
sayírig., an d on the other han d 1 was exhausted and blasts of rainy wind
from the skylight kept hitting me in the face.
"Yes, alway s the same." Soleras tried to light his eigarette again, but
the gusts of damp wind kept blowirig out his matche s. "And on the other
harid , the Freudians, the goddamned Freudians, see only the obscene side.
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They're like those giants 'in processions, who look out at everything
through the fly. The macabre escapes them, Everyone sees only one side of
the subject, but it has two! rt's a double abyss! We're up to out eyes in
.mu d in this double abyss. But despite everything, our eyes are free, just
free enough to perceive another abyss aboye ... "
He kept on unsuccessrullv trying to light his cigarette. The gusts of
wind blew out the matches. His voice grew more and .mor-e solemn in the
darkness.
"At that time, l'd be gun getting drunk as a lord. l'd wait till my
aunt's trances began and then tiptoe out, holding my shoes. Between
midnight and four in the mornirig , L'd live my other life in dives that
stank of cane liquor and piasv.in the heart of the Barri Xino. The
customers got sozzled on can e liquor and, for conv:enience's sake, pissed in
the corners. Since then it's been rumored that the city government set up
those dives for the tourist t.rade, but that's a dirty líe. I can swear that
in my time I didn't see a single tourist. I carne home, dead drunk, when
the suribegan to rise. One Monday I got into bed even more sloshed than
usual. The bed swayed like a boat and made me feel like throwing up. The
clock in the sit.ting room was striking four when a phosphorescent glow,
bluish-green and no bigger than an apple, formed almost at the heig ht of
the ceíling. It hopped around, staying at the same height, till it stopped
right aboye me. Then it took on a viscous consistency, orperhaps one like
dou gh. An eye formed in it and looked downat me. I was Iyirig on my
back, trying to ride out those waves of drunken nausea, and there was
that single eye, staring down at me from the ceilíng, The other eye never
opened. I could barely make it out in that whitish phosphorescent mass. I
could also vaguely make out the features on a face, ver y blurry at first
but then easily recognizable. It was mine. Yes, it was a face strangely
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similar to mine. And I hear d my voiee, a seratehy voiee like on an old-
fashioned Vietrola, or perhaps more exaetly like the voiee of somecine
who's lost his voeal eords and is makirig a supreme effort to speak. That .
.voice said: Eppur si muove."
Thoug h I was half asleep, I eouldn'thelp laug hirig at sueh an
unexpeeted turno
"Don't laug h," Soleras said. "It said eppur si muove. As sure as I'm,
he re talkírig to you! And as that faee with its single eye began to melt
away like wax, I still heard that voiee, seratehier than ever, saytng
'rnilhons and millions and millions of ... ,,,
"Mi11ionsof what?"
"I wouldn't dare to repeat it in front of you, ~rue11s, but that
doesn't matter. You ean imagine what it was. At that moment nausea
overwhelmed me and I puked up a11the eane liquor I'd imbibed at
Tanguet's dive--that was he r nam,e, or at least what they calle d her, one
of the most battle-hardened whores from Are del Teatre Street, you know,
overripe like a fig they forgot to harveatand that at the very end of
autumn f'alls under its own weight and bursts. I was faseinated precisely
by the smell of rot.tirig au tumn leaves that emanated from her. That's why
I frequented her dive, whieh .in any ease I think I've deseribed to you
before. Beeause one dreams of the most virginal girls, those whose gaze is
most brazenly innoeent and whose hair smells of thyme from the world's
first morning, shy and elusive as mountaín hares .•• yes, Crue11s, when
one's head is f'ull of hopeless dreams, of lon gin gs one ean't satisfy, one
iJU C7"1ÍV\....... ()-\.A-t'
finds a deep peaee in the den of a rea11y ripe, deeadent, t>rok(;'p ~n
whore. "
He sighed, flurig his empty matehbox agaínst, the panes on the
skylight, and after a pause eontinued, "Now you see me keeping traek of
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all the chickpeas you guzzle, but I was born forsomething better. Who, on
his deathbed, couldn't say with Maine de Biran: tJ'étais né pour qúelque
chose de mieux'? But what can we do? Wewere all born to conquer the
universe, but we don't conquer shit! The universe is beautiful but it won't
let us, like those virginal girls whose gaze is so bright, so brazen, so shy,
- "~
so wild. :It's all the same stor y. l 've tried everything: tamirig wild angels,
A
poring over geology, f'or-cirig myway Into the vtscous abyss of
parapsychology and Freudianism, ]'~~~~ slaves. How glorious it would
be to ~hem! But they won't Jet me. The workíng class won't Jet
me, probably for the same dark and therefore compelling reasons that the
universe, ectoplasms, angelíc peasant girls, and geology won't let me. Our
impotent voracity as we star-e.at that ocean of womanhood, stranded on
the beach like Tantalus, as we contemplate the entire universe--so
breathtakingly beautiful! Look at it one late-autumn evening and you'll see
what I mean. Why is it so beautif'ul if we never can possess it? Why this
immense hu nge'r and this immense universe, if t.hey- weren't made for each
other? There comes a time when aman says, 'Cut-sed hunger! You want
more than the universe. The entire universe wouldn't appease you! You'd
have to devour God Himself!'"
I was horrified, t.hínking l'd heard an enormous blasphemy. His
precentor's voice had taken on a kind of tremulous f'líght, not upward but
downward, growírig more and more solemn like a black bird in a
descending spiral. You'd have said the basement walls vibrated with that
resonant voice. And I broke out in a cold sweat at what I took as an
atrocious blasphemy.
"There comes a time when aman says, tlt's God I want to devour!'
And God lets hím."
1 suddenly urider-stood what he was sayirig , and curled up on my
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rnattress, 1 started weepirrg softly because 1 couldn't help myaelf; because
I'd understood hirn and the tears strearned helplessly down rny face.
"Don't take it like that, don't be ~,,, he said. "If God didn't let
.hirnself be eaten, hurnanity would have starved to death long ago! But
rnaybe we should go to sleep. We've talked enough nonsense for one níght."
- \
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I could hardly r-ecognize Barcelona in December 1937.
I hadn't been back in ayear and a half--ever since l'd set out for
the front. Not.hirig was left of that exciternerit at the begirmírig , of that
July filled with vociferous multitudes brandishing rifles amid smoke from
bur níng buildings. lnstead,· Barcelona's indifferent aílence was now its most, -
striking feature.
A smell of rot pervaded the city beneath its silence, its calm, its
grimness, its cold. Gone from the streets were those women with c1ose-
cropped hair, armed and dressed like men, who had formed part of my last
vision of Barcelona. Nowt.here, was hardly anyt.hírig but women in the
(
streets, yet they bore no resemblance to those "militiawomen" from the
first few months. On the contrary, long hair dyed brilliant colors was all
the rage: platinum blondes and br-ight redheads who left a trail of heavy
perfume. It made me dizzy to see so many of them. A surfeit of liberty,
child of ayear and a half of revolutionand chaos, had left a sort of
shadow of excited sadness in those blue, green, brown, and hazel eyes.
"Here we have it," I thoug ht: "The war has truly separated that ocean and
rJ·· Wt/\.Q L1Clt~ ~-~~l'\/ that Sahara Soleras -ueed te bla:t}~C;l'l~¡about: men at the front, women in
the rear"--and I suddenly found myself submer ged in the ocean.
What the devil was I doirig in Barcelona in December 1937? It's a bit
complicated to explaín. For the moment I wandered through the streets
feeling hopelesslyforeign in that city, which nonetheless was my own.
Much more foreign than in July 1936: the fever had abated, replaced by
something repulsive in its hypocrisy and incomprehensibility, somethírig
ironic, disillusioned. Barcelona, once drunk on strange shouts, was now
beaten- down, resigned, and cynical.
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The walls oí building s disappeared beneath a phenomenal number 'of
posters. The exaltation of 1936, dead and forgotten, struggled to sur-vive in
those posters, read by no one but me. For me they we.re new. When l'd
Jeft the city ayear and a half before, those astoníshing posters had not
yet sprouted and bloomed. Crowds with disenchanted faces dragged
themselves like a tired, muddy stream past those garish posters celebrating
i- the revolution, the proletariat, the "war agaínst lascism." People plodded
by without Iookírig at them, In one, a foot in a Catalan rope-soled sandal
crushed a swastika; in others one saw supposedly republican soldiers whom
1 never would have recognized as such in their arrogant poses and
impeccable uniforms. There was also that famous one we'd heard so much
about that urged--whom? the women in the rear?--to "build tanks, tanks,
tanks!" I knew that flood of multicolored, strident postwers was the
handiwork of Llibert Milmany, whom I hadn't meto I knew it from those
letters L'd read on the sly, but I would háve found out anyway in
Barcelona because everyone spoke of "Comrade Llibert" as a very shrewd
and influential fellow. Just at th.e time of my flying visit, Llibert was
abandonirig Solidaridad Obrera, which wasstarting to sink, and boar dirig
another vessel that was steaming full speed ahead or appeared to be. I
wouldn't meet him until the f'ollowing spring. Meanwhile, his fame was
broadcast far and wide, and whenever people talked about him they
pointed to those posters slapped up on every wall in town. "They're all his
doirig , every last one of them."
And not long before, l'd felt as tired and disillusioned as that gray,
sullen multrtude. Soleráa'e disappearance, quickly followed by Lluís's, had
made me suddenly feel utterly alone in that brigade, my God, so alone!
Soleras had vanished around the end of October. No one knew a
thing about hím, as t.hough the earth had swallowe d him up. Lluís wasn't
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the same after that. He was in a foul mood: something we attributed to
the disappearance of his Iifelorig friendo And in one of our last
engagement.s, which were rather bloody, he too had disappeared. Sorne
.thought he was dead; others said he'd been taken prisoner. As far as
Soleras was concerned, at first we thought he 'd gone over to our rivals,
the Flatfoot Brigade; but; we learned that the flatfeet knew no more than
we did about him,
Without Lluís and Soleras, our brigade seemed meaningless to me. By
now we knew, with utter eertainty and in considerable detail, many of the
horror s that had occurred in the rear while we were at the front. The
church-burning and priest-killing had stopped months before, but they'd
left a nasty memory that onlyLhe reestablishment of public worship would
have erased. Months went by, and we began to lose this hope, which had
sustained us in the worst moments of anarchist violence--the hope that
the disorder was temporary, that .the autonomous government would
reassert its authority and give the war the only meanirig that would be
valid for one and all: the defense of what united us, of what could have
united us despite our differences--our imperiled homelan d. Months went by,
and the st.range shouts were succeeded by other st.range shouts. I felt
bewildered, unable to grasp what was occurr-ing, more and more exhausted
and discouraged. So much sacrifice, so much blood, so much effort, for
what? What were we defending? Why wasn't the Catholic Church, to which
most Catalan s belonged, allowed to worship freely? Sometimes I felt guilty
or at least uncertain about fig htírig for the republicans. This feeling had
grown st.ronger sin ce l'd found myself so alone, without Lluís or Soleras.
Without them, l'd sunk into a depr-easion t.hat.riot.hirig could alleviate.
Moreover, our battles had gone from bad to worse, and routs were
increasinglyfrequent. Our infantry had to attack enemy trenches without .
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tanks or air cover, and' with insufficient artillery. They found the barbed
wire intact and had to cut it with pruning shears under crossfire from
machine guns. Sorne, riddled with bullets, remained caught on t.he barbs,
.where they dried out in the sun and freezing wind of the Aragonese
steppe.
Nonetheless, there was calm, a calm 1 recall especially because of
\
those huts 1'11describe in a minute: a calm that wouldn't last long. We
thought that the front, after shifting back and forth so many times, had
stabilized and that we'd spend the winter behind the lines we'd finally
occupied.
Autumn drew on; it wasver-y rainy. That landscape, so dry when we'd
first arrived, had turned into a sea of mud in whích men and even mules
could barely move. The mules sank almost up to their bellies as they
forded streams at the bottoms of gullies, and the atr-eams were swift and
f'ull. If the rains continued, and everything made us suspect that they
would sínce the clouds kept get.tirig thicker and blacker, the entire sector
would-be paralyzed by mudo The command told the f'ront line battalions to
dig in as best they could for the winter.
The soldiers in our battalion's four companies organized hut+buildírig
contests. It was no longer a matter of improvising shacks as we had in the
summer, or when we'd expected to remain somewhere f'or a few days, but
rather of building structures able to shield us from the heavy rains already
comirig down and from the snows and frosts that might per haps still find
us there. The votes were divided between two huts as different as
Catalonia's r-egíons, Six soldiers in the first company, all from Segar ra,
constructed a long stone vault with such skill--especially considering that
they used no mortar since we had none--that you would have taken it for
,.
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the last vestige of some medieval edifice were it not so modest in its
Jln:1~~_~_~ .~They supported it from the inside with clay they'd f'as'hione d
to the shape and size they required. Once the vault had been closed, they
.removed the clay and used it to apply a thick rainproof coat all around it.
At the two ends of that tunnel they built two walls, also dry, leavírig an
operring in one that could serve as door, window, and chimney. Wewere
amazedat how quickly they'd created such a solid structure, able, in
everyone's opinion, to withstand not only rain, snow, and sleet but heavy
artillery if necessary.
If this shelter garnered votes for its solidity, the other won support
through its íngeníous lightness. It was built by seven soldiers in the third
company, all from Cerdanya, following the practices of Pyr enean charcoal
burners who have to spend weeks in the woods watching over kilns full of
holm oak, They drove twelve trunks into the ground, leanírig againat each
·other in six pairs like flyirig buttr-esses and steadied by forked branches.
Over this structure, they erected a scaffoldirig of big branches, and over
the scaffolding they placed layer upon layer of thick, leafy pine branches
that overlapped like tiles on a roof, all facirig downward and so carefully
positioned that even the most torrential downpours flowed off them.
Stung in his vanity, Captain Picó decided to build a hut too. "It
doesn't look good," he saíd, "for a captain to be less handy than his
troops." Impartiality obliges me to confess that alt.hough the construction
he conceived and executed was lar-ger and more comfortable than the
others, it was built u sírig various tricks and lacked the elegant simplicity
we had so admired in the others.
He be gan by mar king the outline of the building--which he wanted to
be round--with a pickaxe. Helped by his orderly and a few gunners, he dug
a narrow ditch five feet deep all around the circumferen.ce. To ensure t.hat'
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the shelter would be perfect1y- circular, he had used a chisel on a atr ing
tied to a stake. Once the excavation was complete, he wanted to firid the
exact center agaín, because he said "you have to do things right; that's
. .
.why we're irrational." My hig h school geometry was still fresh in my mind
and I lent him a hand, a proof of learning that great1y enhanced my
stature in his eyes. In that mathematical center he planted a trunk. After
so many years, 1 have no reason to hide the fact that the t.runk was not
cut in the woods. Whether to save time or because he wanted them
regular, all the trunks he used were telephone poles from the nearest
village. The lines were out of service, of course. The viflage had been
deserted since the last offensives and counteror'fensives. He drove ten into
the grourid all around the circumference and between these ten and the
one in the middle, like spokes on a wheel, he naile d ten joists: actual
joists he'd taken from the village's ruined houses. Over the joists he laid
down reed mats, also stolen from ~hose houses, and he covered them with
roof tiles since, as he pointed out, "they're free for the takírig."
I visited him there from time to ·time, and I must admit that if the
soldiers' huts harmonized with the landscape, that bizarre monstrosity was
out of tune and even--why not say it?--induced a certain nausea. It was
excessively hig h, even though the poles had been planted in the ditch. To
make the waHs, he had nailed up old doors, boards, and other scrap lumber
scaverige.d from the ruins. Perhaps a sense of beauty was not amorig the
sterling qualities that adorned our captain, though I carefuHy refrained
from saving so. He'd furnished his hut with more ingenious tricks. Old
munitions crates provided the raw materials for atable and even a bed
that he filled with straw. (It was strongly suspected that the villages
mattresses were lice-infested, havirig apparent1y served the enemy infantry
before falling into our hands.) The center pole, bristling with hook s , was
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where he hurig his clothes, and halfway between it and the outside wall he
made a circle of stones for his indoor campfire. It was for this r eason
that he'd warrte d his hut to have such a hígh roof. The smoke accumulated
.on the ceíling and seeped out through a gap in the tiles. Even so you had
to ait-e-or better still, lie--if you wanted to breathe without~g. As
t~ c.,..- ~ ....
soon as you stood up you'd'be overwhelmed by a coughíng fit. Troubled by
this inconvenience, Picó didn't rest until he fou nd+-amorrg the rubble in
that vtllage+-a pipe long enough and nearly a foot in diameter, perhaps
originally used for irrigation, that he hurig from wires so that one end was
aboye the fire and the other outdoors. He placed it so that instead of
W\
beírig vertical--~ we would have thoug ht necessary--it was almost
horizontal. Wewere astonished when we saw how it sucked in the smoke,
which poured out the other end in thick puffs as f.rom a locomotive's
smokeatack.
If 1 arrived early enough i~ the morning, he'd offer me breakfast.
Evaporated milk had become scarce around that time, so mostly we drank
black coffee, which, though of extremely -bad quality, was still available
from the commissary. Holding a pan with a little oil in it over the coals ,
he'd fry pieces of bread. They he'd empty the bread into his tin plate and
pour hot coffee over it. Thatfried-bread..,.and-hot-coffee soup was
delicious! He told me it had been his usual breakfast back in the good old
days when he'd been a legionary in Morocco.
They'd built all those huts not far from the trenches. Since it was so
rainy and muddy, they thought it was a great convenience not to have to
walk far to get there and back when the guards chariged. 1 don't know if
I've already mentioned that our captain had enormous cor ns that made it
hard for him to get around when it rained. He said not even a barometer
was as goodat forecasting the weather. It was at the beginning of that
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unusually wet fall that 1 finally rnanage d to persuade him to do something
about his corns. Up till then all my suggestions had foundered on his
unshakeable resolve to keep them. One evening we ag ree d that the next
day T'd bring the necessary ínst.ruments. 1 had to remove them, "since if
Doctor Puig tries to touch me," he warned, "1'11order every machíne gun
in my company to open fire on him."
The next day, when 1 appeared, they told me he was in the trenches.
Itwas a sunny day for a change, and 1 found him chatting happily with
two gunners--not at the .bottom of the trench, which was muddy, but
sitting on the parapeto They were in a good mood, enjoying that sweet and
golden autumn sunshine. Wecould see the enemy trenches five miles away
through our field glasses. The front had been absolutely quiet for days. We
'-' I '
decided to perform the operation right there, aboye the muddy trench. 1
had Picó sit on a munitions crate; the parapet was wide in that spot,
where we'd made a machine-gun nest. He jokirrgly asked the two soldiers
to stand behind him and grip his shoulders, "airice this is the first
operation in my whole goddamned life and 1 don't know what my reflexes
will be Iike."
1 knelt before him and got ready to carefully remove the most
, spectacular of those corns, which were truly gigantic. 1 even heard him
say, "Don't be surprised if 1 kick you right into the enemy trenches. It
won't be on purpose; just a reflex, you understand," when suddenly what
we least expected occurred.
A tremendous explosion sent Picó's hut sky-high. Like the others, it
wasn't far from the trenches. Telephone poles, doors, joists, and roof tiles
flew in all directions. Other shells exploded in the others, which blew
apart in the same fashion, and fell on the parapets, bur atírig and
scattering the sacks of earth. The shock waves from one blast flung us all '
t,
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into the trench.
Picó and 1 picked ourselves up, unharmed except from the bruises
from our violent f'all; the two soldiers were dead. Sorne of the shells
struck nearby rocks, and iriateád of sínkírig into the clay soil they sprayed
shrapnel over a wide area. They hissed as they flew overhead. Sorne hit
the trenches, alícirig through the walls like carvírig knives. Shrapnel had
struck those two soldiers f'ul] in the face, since they were standing,
t
whereas Picó and 1 had been spared because we were lower down. The
bombardment continued, .and there was no doubt: they were softening us
up with artillery. An assault by the infantry was bound to follow, since
the enemy certainly wasn't waatírig gunpowder en ceremonial salutes.
For the first time in the war, 1 understood the nature of blood Iust.
AH1wanted was to kill-- just like all the others. -,
Instead of trying to find Doctor Puig an d the medics, 1 stayed in the
trench with Picó. Peeking through a loophole between the sacks, we saw
squads of enemy soldiers, widely separated, crawling through the br-uah. It
was as though they'd suddenly appeared not far from our lines. The
expression on their faces fascinated me: more than hatred, it was stupor.
Our machine guns mowed them down as they tried to cut the barbed wire.
They must have sent their tanks and planes to sorne other spot they
deemed more important, and perhaps this was no more t.han what in
militar y jar gon is called a "diversion." They rarely attacke d trenches
anymore without tariks. Two men had managed to slip beneath the wire.
Nowthey stood up and shouted, "Don't shoot! We're with you! Viva Rusia!"
That cr y, so absurd and irrelevant, might have warned us, but one of
our infantry lieutenants, who should have known better since he was a
veteran, stuck his head over the parapet and welcomed them. Qne of the
two climbed onto the sacks as though about to embrace him, The other,
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meanwhile, remained between the parapet and the wires and, shoulder-ing
his Mauser, shot the lieutenant, who silently toppled, f'ace down, into the
muddy trench. He was dead. The other soldier, standing on the parapet,
!1!L-was lobbirig grenades a[ uso He drew them out of a big alurig across
his shoulder and scattered them like someone sowirig gr in, callírig all the
while to his comrades to joiri in the attack and take advantage of our
surprise.
1 only vaguely recall what happened next. Picó sat behind his
machine gun, calmly firing, but he soon ran out of ammunition. Thank God
we had extra rifles, excellent Mausers, and a big crate of hand grenades.
There were only six defenders in our trench. Picó and 1 had eaeh picked
up a Mauser and, when the barreIs heated up from firing so much, we. \-
picked up~others while the first ones cooled off. From time to time he
'-
flung a grenade. "Bombs away!" Picó shouted. He looked strangely happy.
The ones 1 threw didn't explode. He showed me how to pull the pins just
before flíng ing them. 1 hadn't the altg'hte st idea. 1 also don't know how 1
figured out how to fire a Mauser, since l'.d never done it before. All 1
know is it was a thrilllike not.híng l'd ever felt.
Webeat back that assault; not so the ones that followed it with
tanks, planes, and far more troops. The line where we'd t.hought to spend
the fall and winter was smashed in a dozen placea. It was rout.
#
Perhaps it'll seem incomprehensible--and in fact it is--that right after
the adverrture l 've just recounted 1 tried to desert to the enemy. It seems
totally íncong ruous to me when 1 remember it. Maybe war and peace are
like aleepirig and wakirig: awake, we can't fathom the sleepers we were
before. Men at peace can't understand men at war. So many years later,
T'm equally ashamed of firing on our enemies and trying to join them
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shortly thereafter.
Itwas a huge rout. Brigades and entire divisions had collapsed, and
soldiers frOIDall of them mingle d in a chaotic stream of retreating meno It
was a panic, so similar to a nig htmare, 1 was lost in the midst of that
terrified, fleeing mass. 1 didn't recog nize a single face. 1 heard them
talkírig about divisions 1 hadn't even heard of: the Durruti Division, the
Líster Division, and God knows how many others ... No one could help
me find--not just our battalion and our brigade--but cu r díviston, as
unknown to them as therrs were to me. 1 spent days and days trying to
get my bear-ings, to link up with my friends. In that confusion, it was like
searching for a needle in a haystack.
And then one evening, out of the blue, a captain from the medical,. ,
corps "inducted" me into his company. 1 can't r-ecall exactly what division
it beloriged to; all 1 know is they were anarchists. The captain-doctor was
short and wiry, with a thin mustache that made him look like sorne
working-c1ass neighborhood's Don Juan. He winked a lot and had an
inexhaustible stock of off-color jokes, almost all about priests.
Why should 1 have stayed in that division, where 1 felt utterly out of
place? 1 couldn't stand t.hat regimen of scabrous anecdotes for long--in
any case they were always the same--and one night when the anarcho-
medical Don Juan was snoring ... yes, 1 rose f'rom my pallet and tiptoed
out. 1 took my knapsack and my portable telescope, whích 1 hadn't yet
lost and wouldn't lose untíl. the ver y end of .the war.
1 started mar-ching , alone, in the opposite dir-ectíon from our
retreating troops. The turmoil in the area was so great that anything was
possible. 1walked all night without anyone asking where 1 was goírrg.
The first líght of dawn found me in a grove of junipers. 1 spent the
whole day there, curled up in a kind of nest. The sileI?-cegrew dense and
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heavy. The solitude was SO suffocating that, when sorne stray bullet
whistled by from time to time, I felt comforted and less alone. Thetwo
armies were sorne miles apart, and I was approximately halfway between
them. In my knapsack I had four loaves of bread and four cans of
condensed milk I'd swiped from that anarchist battalion before goírig
AWOL,and that was enough to keep me goirig for four day s.
What I had in mind wasnt easy, since I didn't know where the front
lines were and, on the other hand, I wasn't sure exactly what 1 wanted to
do: maybe charige sides, or maybe reach the French border, walking at
night and hídirig by day. The truth is I didn't know and abandoned myself
to chance or Providence. The only thing I knewf'or sure was that I was
burdened by a consta:nt sadn,~ss that was eatírig me up inside. Soleras had
vanished from our brigade, Lluís might be dead, and how could I be sure
'-
that the same hadn't happeried to Picó, our major, and Doctor Puig? How
could I be sure anything was left of our battalion, our br igade, our entire
division when I could find no trace of them.
When night fell at last I set off agaín, takíng my beartng s from the
stars. First I wanted to find out where the fascists were, to get an idea
of the situation. But the only thing I knew was that they must be to the
west. I therefore walked toward Sagittarius, which at that time of year. .
appears aboye the horizon where the sun sets. When Sagittarius also set, I
used the Milky Way as my guide. How brightly it shone aboye the steppe
in that dry, clear air and intensely black sky! It's the most vivid memory
I have of those strange níghts. It was like a cloud of tiny diamonds, and
more than once I stopped to gaze up at it with my telescope, while at
other times I felt my loneliness like a claw at my throat.How I would
have wept--I, who am such a crybaby--how I would have wept like a lost
X .child without the stars to keep me company! (tnd the scent of thyme, the
.r->
Ir<
The next nig ht I heard far-off voices: the first L'd heard in three
',É
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sole vegetation--along with stunted junipers--in that deserted landscape:
the tart scent of thyme carried along on the wind's icy breath oo'o
Sometimes 1 wonder if it wasn't another fit of sleepwalking, so dazedly did
I wander with my eyes on the Milky WayoToday, many, years later, I wish
I had indeed been sleepwalking and that my conscious will had in no way
been involved, for now I feel it was treason, sorrÍething I never felt then.
But noo Sleepwalkers remember nothírig and don't even know they've
sleepwalked unless they're toldo
There's no point trying to delude myself, I was fully aware that I
intended to deserto
day s. Again I wondered what to do. I realized that itwas almost
impossible forome to reach the Pyr-enees. Should I turn back? But why, if
<,
neither Lluís nor- Soler-ás was with the brigade and perhaps Picó, the
major, and the doctor were dead or captured? I was about to make one of
the biggest decisions in mylife: to choose my enemy. Till then l'd been on
one si de without havirig chosen it, simply because of cir-cumatances. It
hadn't occurred to me that the others were my enemies; they were simply
"the ot.her-s." It truly had never crossed my mind! Not even when I was
. '. \~~
shootirig and tossing hand grenades at them in a ~ drunken~s that,
once past, had left me feeling deeply ashame d. My instincts hado
overwhelmed me, makírig me act as though I were someone else. The same
would have happened under the same circumstances if l'd been on the
other aide. To me that was plain as day. It really wasn't because they
were enemies that l' d shot at them in that moment of lunacy; it was for
other, more inexplicable r-easons, It had been that way ever since l'd
eriliated. L'd simply fought with the side where l'd found myself when the
war began, 'I'hat/s how it had been so faro Now I was goirig to choose;
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from now on, of my own free wiH, my former friends would be my enemies
and vice versa.
The voices were now right there, sorne thirty steps away.
#
r hear d them so vag uely that r didn't realize ~l couldn't make ~ut
r _ .'
what they were saving. It was only after a long 'whíle that I noticed:
those strange noises didn't include a single intelligible word.
"They're Moors"--and I crouched down between two junipers whose
branches made a kind of hollow. Those nasal and gutteral sounds were
more and more perceptible, as t.hough they were comirig closer. I cowered
like a cornered beast. I hadn't thought about Moors till I heard those
shar p, whiny voices, but as ~.strained to hear them they seemed less sharp
and whiny: they were simply incomprehensible. "Maybe they're Basques."
<,
I knew the remnants of the Basque army, sur-vívor s of its desperate
last stand, had disembarked in Gascony, crossing France to join the
Catalan troops. "Proví.dence is on my side," I suddenly t.hought, "T'hank
God! Better Basques than Moors!"
Sometimes the voices carne closer and sometimes they moved away, as
though a patrol were scouring the woods. Despite the cold, I was sweatirig.
I could feel drops on my upper lip, while another trickled down my back
like quicksilver.
Meanwhile, I caught sight of a campfire amid the junipers, about a
hundred yards :!:'rommy hídírig place. They'd just lit it, uairig dried furze,
and the flames crackled like fireworks. 1 crossed myself and crawled forth.
I had to find out once and for all who they were. I''d stopped sweatírig
and felt exceptionally alerto A thorny branch brushed againat my cheek
like a steel claw. I managed to crawl up to the clearing without beírig
notíced, enough to.see their faces, whích were illumined by the flames as
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in an old oil painting.
Wnat faces! God in Heaven! What faces!
1 stood up, ready to run for my lif'e. Itwas an utterly idiotic thing
. to do.
Bullets whizzed around me like a swarm of ravenous mosquitoes. I
had only one wish: to fly. And 1 did fly, but down instead of up •.• till
(J...A si"lA V'- vú.. &.. C\...I\
my flight was brusquely h~lted and 1 felt t<h.~ot"HPQr¡\ a bird felled by a
bullet;
1 tried to move my Ieg s, which wouldn't obey me, as though they
beloriged to someone else, They seemed alien when 1 touched them. 1 heard
the sounds the Moors made as they carne and went, their piercing voices.
Then all the noises stopped and a strrarige silence fe ll,
,.
Why couldn't 1 see the stars aboye my head? The níght had been
'-
clear until the moment I'd fallen. But fallen where? That silence, that
bitter cold, that impenetrable darkness, that inability to move my leg s ..
. O God, if only morriing would come! But as soon as it did, they'd find
me. As 1 lay motionless, the damp cold sceped irito my bones. Then the
voices approached again. O God, please make the night last forever!
But then--a miracle!--I understood them. 1 understood everything
those Moors were saving. My nerves relaxed, my legs obeyed me, 1 saw the
starry sky again-e-the Milky Way like a cloud of diamonds--and 1 burst into
sobs.
1 wept and wept, unable to contain myself. They were speakírig
Catalan. 1 wanted to shout to them for help, but 1 fainted.
"Shit!" Thls was the first word 1 heard when 1 awoke, And operiírig
my eyes, 1 saw the face I'd least expected: Major Rosich's cross-eyed
orderly. "Shit! What the hell are you doírig at the bottom of this millpond?
Good thírig it's empty!"
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And cross-eyes started tellíng me the latest news, still excited over
the battle they'd just been in. "Wepushed back the Moors. Those bastards!
Piles of dead and wounded everywhere.What a mess, but the rout's over;
. we're not running anymore. ".
"And the major: whe re is he?"
"Not far away. '¡'he Moors almost surrounded uso And guess what: we
found Lluís! Wefound him by chance in a field hospital, a long way from
our br-igade. He's badly wounded; a real serious wound! The medics from an .
anarchist division picked him up and took him to Almirete without
bothering to tell uso It's every br-igada, every divisio:n for itself, you
know? Did you hear about that anarchist division t.hat opened fire on sorne
Communists? Shit ... "
But it was hopeleas trying to persuade my aunt that there were
battalions and battalions, brigades and brigades; that the air we breathed
was healthy and had nothing to do with the stench in Barcelona. In her
eyes it was simple. There were two sides: wheat and chaff separated by
barbed wire. To avoid quarrels I would have kept away from her house
(she stilllived in that mansion in Sarria), but a ridiculous piece of bad
luck forced me to call upon her,
As soon as I'd gotten off the train, I took a streetcar, since taxis
were so scarce. At every stop, more passengers climbed aboard; we were
squeezed together on the platform like grapes in a wine press. And
suddenly I felt a warm, supple body pressed so tightly against mine that I
could feel her heart beating. Her thick red hair tickled my mouth, and her
perfume made my head swim. All at once, two yellow eyes stared into mine
with brazen lucidity. How could a pair of eyes be yellow? It was a calm,
cynical gaze like no other I've ever seen. I felt her squirm, rising on
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tiptoe to press more tightly against me. As best I could, I elbowed my way, ,
through the crowd and jumped from the movírig streetcar. "My God," I
t.houg ht, "it's all because of my uniformo My cassock made even the most
,brazen ones respect me."
Without thinking, I felt my in side pocket. My wallet was gone.
What was I to do? "T.his panther," I thought because of her yellow
eyes, "this sea-panther must have gotten off at the next stop and vanished
among the millions of anonymous faces. It'd be like searchíng for a needle
in a haystack." What's odd is I couldn't help feeling a kind of sympathy
for her: the skill with which she'd lifted my wallet filled me with
admiration. "This panther," I repeated, "this sea+parrthe.r ... " Why a sea-
panther? "A sea-panther floatirig in an ocean of women." Soleráa'a st.range
ramblirig s suddenly carne back to me.
With my hand against my chest--where the absent wallet had left a
depressing void-- I tried like a fool to remember whet.he r there had been
girls with yellow eyes before the war. That bothered me more than my
missing wallet. Suddenly r Xzed that r had no money to buy, lunch and
that l'd have to sleep on ~bench unless I went to headquarters. But how
'r'-
could 1show up there without the papers justifying my presence in
Barcelona, which had disappeared with my wallet? They'd throw me in jail
as a deserter until the matter was cleared up,
I had no choice but to go ~ to Sarria and ask my aunt for money.
After the inevitable emotional effusions, because after all we are aunt
and nephew, we had the absurd ar-gumerit l'd been hopirig to avoid.
"Who's forcing you to stay with that ragged rabble?"
"But if you could .see the others! They're even mor-eragged, I assure
you. After all, the whole textile industry's in republican territory."
"Don't you realize that your friends have murdered nine of our
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relatives?"
"What do you want me to do about it? Desert to the other side? Not
a day goes by without someone switchírig trenches, but it works both
.ways. That's what you don't understand. And they all do it for the same
reason: disgusted by the atrocitíes in the rearo Soleras, a guy who
disappeared with "no forwarding address,' as they sayat the post office,
talked a lot of nonsense but this time he hit the nail on the head. He said
if the war lasted long enough, all the republican soldiers would end up
with the fascists and vice versa."
My aunt wouldrr't, listen. In her eyes, the others were Knights of the
Holy Grail--taH, elegarrt, blond, smooth-shaven,. dres~ed in clean, neatly
pressed uniforms--and bearing swords, noble swords in their hands: swords
like lilies, like candles ...
#
But let's get back to what brought me to Barcelona in December
1937. Everything started with those letters I'd read on the sly. Ever since
my earliest memories, I've suffered from this disgraceful weakness: I'd
listen behind the door to my aunt's whispered conversations with the
monsígnor, I'd read letters she absentmindedly left on her table and even
, try to sneak a peek over the shoulder of someone reading a letter beside
me on a streetcar. I'm not sensual but I'm nosy, as though the att.ractíon
others feel toward the flesh were somebhirig 1 felt too-- but toward their
lives, which is just as shameful or more so.
Everything started with those letters Lhrís jealously guarded at the
bottom of his knapsack.
Once the front had been reestablished after all those retreats, they'd
sent what was lef't of our brigade to r-egroup on a "stable front." Between
our positions and the enemy's laya deserted vaHey whose five or six
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hamlets had been a:bandoned by the peasants because of the shells from~ , '
both sides that fell there. There were eig ht or ten miles--as the crow
flies--between our trenches and the fascists, which meant we were out of
,range of even their most powerful guns. Moreover, there had been a heavy
snowfall. As long as there wer-e three feet of snow in those mountainsno
new attacks were possible: complete tranquility!' That's why they'd sent us
there. We'd suffered heavy losses dur-íng our recent battles: lots of dead,
lots of wounded, and aboye alllots of missing in action--as is normal in
routs. The brigade had to be reconstituted. Wehad to get our wounded
back, find those who'd disappeared, receive new weapons to replace the
ones we'd lost or that had been destroyed. Andf'inally, we needed new
recruits to fill the huge gaps in our ranks. All this would take time.
On that "stable front," our battalion occupied two villages: Santa
'-
Espina del Purroy and Villar del Purroy. "Purroy" is the name of a stream
that f'lows through the two víllages. The highway, which is not.hirig more
than a dirt road, runs alorrgside the stream. Villar is six miles from Santa
Espina.
Both villages were uninhabited and rallírig into ruins. They'd been
captured, abandoned, and recaptured early in the war, burned by the
anarchists and fascists and bombarded dur ing the most recent battles.
Villar, which was more in the rear, housed the command post and medical
corps; the gunners were in Santa Espina, which was closer to the trenches.
The four infantry companies--or what was left of them--occupied positions
alorig the crests of sorne hills, lookírig down on the deserted valley and
fairly far from the two villages.
In those mountains and woods, more or less completely forsaken by
their inhabitants during ayear and half, wild game had multiplied
prodigiously. Our men shot more rabbits, hares, and partridges than we '
,l
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could eat, especially since the snowfall had made it child's play to f'ollow
their tracks. In the abandoned cellars we found o;i.land wine, almonds,
walnuts, and coal: everything those urilucky peasants had left behind in
.their hasty flight. And then there were the hamlets in the valley , where
the most unexpeCted thingacould be found: for instance a hurdy- gurdy,
which the gunners brought back in tr-iumph.on one of their mules.
-.
Sometimes our men ran into enemy patrols, with whom they shared the
booty amícably. Why should they kill each other when ever-ythírig was
peaceful on that front?
I resided in Villar with the head medic-- Doctor Puig--and often went
to Santa Espina to visit my friends amorig the gunner-s. Captain Picó had
settled into the one house that was still intacto It had beloriged to the
biggest locallandowner, Don Andalecio, murdered by the anarchists at the
'-
beg innirig of the war. They'd also tried to burn down his house, but the
extremely thick walls had wit.hatood the flames. There were bíg sitting
rooms and bíg bedrooms, for it was an enormous house, but the walls and
ceiling s were blackened by smoke and all the furniture was gone. The
dírring room occupied a lar ge part of the ground floor. The fireplace was
big enough to span three benches, which nonetheless were quite long and
.had very hig h backs. Picó had broug ht them from another house and had
placed one on each side and a third in the middle, makirig a kind of
three-sided square facirig the fire. I recall them so clearly because our
social everring s took place on those benches when I visited Santa Espina:
the interminable gather-ing s that fall and winter, before and after the
women's arrival.
Picó built hu ge fires, ustng beams he'd aalvage d :from the ruined
houses. Often, on rainy nights, we heard the noise of collapairig walls he re
and there in the víllage: a dar k sound, a confusion of toppling stones that
made me feel sad to think of some poor family returning to its native
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vtllage once the war was over and finding its home gone.
Once he 'd been released from the field hospital in Almirete, Lluís had
been assigned to the gunners' company, since nothírig was left of his
infantry unít, In theory, they'd assigned him to an artillery squad, b út the
guns (70-caliber field guns and 85-caliber mortars) only exis'ted in our
imaginatíons and on papero Apparently the hospital in Almirete had been a
real pigsty, but luckily Lluís hadn't spent much time there, just long
enoug h for them to extract a Mauser bu llet; from the muscle in his left
arm and for the wound to heal. But Lluís was actirig str-ange. We
attributed his bad mood to Soler áa'a disappeara,nce, since they'd been
inseparable since high-school days.
Wecelebrated Lluís's return with a supper at Santa Espina thrown by
<,
Captain Picó. The majo!', Doctor Puig, and I set out from Villar' in our
trust y For d, which had survived so many battles and routs, "more loyal to
the Catalan army," the major said, "than all those polítical commissars put
together." At that time we found ourselves without a political commissar--
perfectly fine from our point of view. The major, who couldn't stand the
stght of them, assured us that "they all ran away" in our recent battles,
an accusation by no mean s true--or at least not always true. What was
certain was that we didn't miss them in our battalíon.
"Now," said Major Rosich, "we can offer our soldiers a hurdy-gurdy
instead of a political commissar. Perhaps it's not so educatíonal, but it's a
hell of a lot more fun."
It was du rírig that supper in Lluís's honor that Picó told us about his
latest find in no man's land+-that is, in the deserted valley. He said it was
a silver goblet inlaid with gold, "certainly from Moorish times." He had his
cook br-ing it to hím, full of fine old wine , so he could drink to our
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healt.h.
"Captain!" 1 blurted out.
"What's the matter?"
"Where didyou find that goblet? That's a chalíce!"
The major started. "But Picó, did you find it in a church? Haverr't;
you ever taken Communion?"
"Communion!" and uttering this word, Picó dropped the chalice,
splattering wine on the flag stories. As I pícked it up he muttered, "Cruells,
if you think I don't know what a chalice is ... leven studied in a
seminary."
"A lot of good it did you," Doctor Puig commented.
Lluís looked gloomy. He barely said a word during the meal.
Nonetheless, he insisted that I stay the night in Santa Espina. Doctor Puig
-,
raised no objections, since the medical corps had little to do at that time.
It was t.he first time I'd spent the rright with Picó and Lluís. Later
on, I often made the journey from Villar to Santa Espina in the cabriolet,
which Picó sent to fetch me so I could eat supper with them and sleep
there. In a ruined stable they'd found a cabriolet, very Iig ht and with
enormous wheels. One of the springs was broken. Picó soldered it back
toget.he r one morning. He was remarkably handy. The trial runs were a
success. Drawn by one of the gunners' mules, it could cover the distance
between the two víllages in three quarters of an hour,
That cabriolet also proved very useful for expeditions to noman's
land. Sorne time after that first supper in Santa Espina, an order had come
down from the brigade's commander forbidding our soldiers to visit those
hamlets in the valley; only Picó and Lluís were allowed to go, The order
was in response to a phenomenon the commander found diag raceful: our
soldiers had organized soccer matches with those from the fascist lines, H~
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wanted to nip this fraternization with the enemy in the bud.
In Santa Espina all three of us--Lluís, Picó, and myself--slept in the
same room on the top floor, near the attic.Picó had chosen it because the
flames had barely touched ít, That night, the first one 1 and Lluís spent. V
there, Picó warned me, "No 1902s allowed out the window."
It's true that the window looked out on the main street, but the
street was nothing but apile of rubble.
"This víllage is a shít hole," Lluís gr-umbled, "You·don't really think
with. this goddamned cold we're goírig out to the stable in our pajamas to
piss!"
"'ro do a 1902" was a common expressioñ in our brigade; every
br ígade developed its own slang in the course of t.he war, 'I'he commander
of the Flatfoot Brigade was named Josep, "which in itself," said Major
Rosich, "is in no way reprehensible." For his saint's day, our major had
sent him a bottle of sauterne, "genuine 1902 sauterne," with a card: "1
,
send you this gift, to which all our officers have contributed." 1 needn't
bother to say what their contributions consisted of. "Wehope you will
accept it as a token," continued the card, of which many copies were
made , "of the brot'herly love that unites all republican brigades. May this
bottle remind you of our high r'egar d and fondest wishes."
So Picó forbade us to "do a 1902" out the window into the street. He
saw himself as the feudal lord of Santa Espina, and therefore responsible
for its inhabitants.
"This isn't Villar," he said, "L'm in char ge here, and 1 insist upon
culture, cleanliness, and propriety."
Then he showed us a "cultural tréasure" he'd amassed: a hu ge suitcase
full of books. They were slender paperbacks, dogeared, piled up in
confusion. Wedidn't have to por e over them long to figure out what gerrre,
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they beloriged tOo
"It's my anti-pornography oampaign," he explained. "The soldiers are
too yourig and ignorant for such 'complete works.' So I confiscate them.
That way I keep our men safe f.rom unfuealthy reading matter and also
consecrate my own evenings to Iíteratur-e. Two birds with one stone! A
little romance helps me doze off ... "
One rainy níght, wed blown out the candles but I couldn't get to
sleep. Picó was snoring: loud, regular, r-esonarrt snores that gave me a
feeling of peace and security. I slowly eased myself off rny straw mattress
(we each had one, spread on the floor). The corn husks rustled with each
movement 1 made. My intention was to do what Picó had forbidden, since
I was suffering from an ur gerit need that would brook no delay. Once I
was out of bed, the cold made my teeth chatter and I thought of Picó's
dentures. He'd left them on the only chair in a glass of water. Watch out
for that chair! The little window, low and paneleas, was outlíned at the
end of the room. I approached it on tiptoe, trying to avoid the other
stumbling block: that suitcase with the "complete works." I reached the
window. The rain, meanwhile, had turned to snow that fell thick, soft, and
silent. There was no Iight but the vague glow from the falling flakes. The
sky looked darker than the earth. A few stray flakes blew into the room.
Picó hadn't heard me and was still snoring. Lluís wa:s fast asteep too; I
could hear his steady breathing. I was gropirig my way back to bed,
hug ging the wall, when my hand touched Lluís's knapsack, hang ing from a
hook. That knapsack ... Lluís's knapsack. My hand slipped into it and
before I knew what I was doirig , it carne out holding that bundle of
letters.
That bundle of letters that had so piqued my curiosity! L'd watched
Lluís read and reread them obsessively. Once L'd asked whom they were
U"B
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knew.
'I'he temptation was too much for me. I took that bundle of letters.
and went downstairs. A blast of Arctic air blew up the stairwell, and my
teeth kept chattering. On the landírig , I exploded in a tremendous snéeze,
1 didn't move for a few seconds. Silence. They hadn't heard me.
There were live coals in the fireplace. 1 stirred them with the tong s.
The embers glowed with a t.hou sand tiny lights. How cozy those embers
were on such a chilly night! 1 lit an oil lamp and, sit.tíng on one of those
long benches, bagan to read.
Now I feel a sense of shame, that weig hs on me like a boulder, ;r
know that reading those letters was one of the most díag racef'ul acts in
my life. What small, delicate handwriting; and the sweet warmth from
those embers! 1 read avidly, more and more intrigued by the unknown life
I was discovering. My concern grew with every letter as 1 sensed an
-unhappy ending--unhappyfor Lluís ..• What a relief! Nothing irrevocable,
nothing ruined forever. 'I'hírig s could still be patched up. All they needed
was a third party wílling to try; and that províderrtíal third party would be
me!
A wave of tenderness flowed over me. Life was beautiful! There were
good deeds to be done, wounds to heal, troubled friends whose lost
happiness could be restored. At that moment, 1 even felt that the impulse
to read those letters had come from on high. Yes, it was quite clear: a
voice had called me! 1 could do so much good, now that 1 understood the
problem!
It was very late. T'd spent five hours reading letters and more
letters. 1 tiptoed into our bedroom and put the bundle back where it
. beloriged.
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"Líf'e is beautiful, ti 1 thought as 1 crawled into bed. "If 1 could
consult Doctor Gal'lif'aabout this matter ... ti But where could he be? And
what if it was him? The most ordinary of the apostles ... With a
. delicious shiver, like a cat's, 1 curled up under my four cotton blankets.
Picó was still snoring, Lluís hadn't heard a thing , the snow feH steadíly.
The snow! 1 had a sudden inspiration. This was al.read'y a "stable front";
now, with the snowfall ... A few days earlier, we'd fourid out that the
officers in the Flatfoot Brigade (stationed on that front, just like us ) had
secretly sent for their wives to come and spend Christmas with them. Lluís
,couldn't go see her in Barcelona. There were no leaves allowed; the
Ministry of War was very strict on this point. But she could come to
Santa Espina. She had to come; it was crucial that they make up.
My bed had warmed up, and 1 snuggled under the covers, full of hope
and tender ness. Life was so beautiful! "Other people's lives!" 1 thought
abruptly, and 1 suddenly felt like crying. 1 was overcome by drowsiness
and self-pity, but that drowsiness and that self-pity were poig nant and
sweet. It's so nice to drift off to sleep feeling good, generous, better than
others; so nice to curl up in a warm, dry bed while outside it keeps
snowing and snowing ...
#
And that's why 1 was in Barcelona in December 1937.
But my wallet was gone , and with it all my papers, those precious
"travel documents" we'd all drawn up toge the r: the report from Lieutenant
Puig of the medical corps to Major Rosich informing him that "it is of t.he
utmost necessity that Second Lieutenant Cruells journey to Barcelona in
order to procure much-needed medicines for our valiant soldiers in their
struggle again st fascism," followed by an officialletter from the brigade's
commander to our major (the commander had promised to look the other
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way); and f'inally , a lett.er from Majar Rosich to Second Lieutenant Cruells
ordering him "to go immediately and in person to Barcelona on thisvital
mission." All this paperwork was duly stamped by the inevitable guards at
every crossroad on the way. If at least that sea-panther had left me my
documents! As soon as, thanks to my aunt, 1 had money again, 1 sent a
telegram to my battalion aakirig for a new set of papers. If the militar y
police stopped me in the meantime, how would 1 justify my presence in
Barcelona?
My first visit. had been to Doctor Puig's wife. She lived in a
conspicuously sumptuous apartment with an exceas of gilt-framed mirrors
and imitátion-crystal chandeliers. A uniformed maidahowed me into the
drawirig room. 1 felt guilty about the footprints my militar y boots caked
with dried mud left on those parquet floors polished to a high gloss. Those
footprints stood out like rabbits' tracks in the Aragonese snow. Mrs. Puig
,
made me wait half an hour. L'd been foolish enoug h to go in the morning,
and perhaps she was still rnakirig herself up. Her toilette, as 1 later
learned, was in fact both elaborate and painstaking. Finally she appeared.
She wririkled her nose slightly as she haughtily looked me overo She was
tall, elegarrt, and curvaceous, with platinum-blond hair and aquamarine
eyes, intensely blue--one of those women who are conscious of their
splendor. I've always felt abashed with women of that sort, and though 1
tried to speak naturally, 1 felt 1 wasn't br ingírig it off. She listened with a
mixture of curiosity, shock, and surprise, mildly ironic, glancírig at me
mistrustfully out of the corner of her eye. She'd already received a letter
from her husband and knew the basic plan. She was willing to make the
trip "since my husband wants me to go and 1 must obey hím." 1 explained
the situation, begged her par don, and got lost in a maze of trivial detaíls,
"It's a unique opportunity that may not come again (arid God knows
.,..Al \.
how much longer this war~ last): a front ~his stable, with so much snow
on the grourid .' .. "
(
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unable to shake off my shyness.
"Why doesn't he come to Barcelona? That'd be a lot símpler ,"
"It can't be done. They're not giving leaves. Wewere lucky to get
one for our entire brigade on a totally quiet front. For the time beírig , we
can't ask for more. A front with no activity whatsoever '.•• We're out 01
range of their artHlery ... 70-calibell' field gurrs, for example ... a field
- '-t-~
guns r'ange is a kilometer ror every centimer of calibe r , and we're more
{\
than seven kilometers from their Unes. "
I''d gotten thoroug hly tan gle d up in these ridiculous explanations,
while she gazed a:t me as if to ask, "Why should 1 care?"
"L'm tellírig you all this because 1 see that in Barcelona people don 't
understand what a haven of peace a atable frontcan be. Women and
children can spend Christmas there in peace and quiet, much better fed
than here. Wehave more food t.han we can eat!"
"1 wouldn't dream of br-íngírig the children," she replied with the
dignity women of her sort affect when they talk about their chldren. "1
try to shield them from bad examples ... "
After receiving her husband's letters, she'd decided that the kids
would stay at her parents' house. Her father, Doctor Puig had told me,
owned the biggest por k stall in the Boqueria Market; filthy r ich, When 1
found myself in the sheet again, my mouth was dry from so much
blathering. A new wallet pressed agaínst my heart, stuffed with bills
thanks to my aunt. What peace of mind a fat wallet can bestow! There was
a kind of buzzing in the air , and 1 heard far-off explosíons. The streets
were empty, as if the errti re city were dead. Suddenly sirens started
,
"How do you know that's what 1 am?"
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wailing and 1 realized what was happenirig, The blasts were get.tirig closer.
"1 started walking. Picó's apartment was only a half-hour away on foot. On
the way, 1 stopped in a bar~-the only one in whích the owner had stood
his ground instead of headirig ,for a shelter--to quench my thirst and
satisfy the opposite nee d. "For you soldiers," he said when 1 emerged from
the toilet, "these ah' raids must be kid stuff, L've even gotten used to
them ... "
Mrs. Picó let me in. 1 found myself in a small, cheerful apartment
whose wooden chairs the mistress of the househad painted bright colors
~.~
(she herself told me this): fire-engine red, f::'I'J\- green, and canary ye11ow,
with gold knobs. She looked between twerrty+fíve an d thirty years old,
small, slender, very dark, excitable, expansive.
"My husband also studied to be a priest," she told me, gr-innirig as
.....
though the very idea were hilarious, "so you know L've got a soft spot for
seminarians. ti 1
"He said so in his letter. He wrote meall about it, He writes so well,
and his handwriting is just beautiful! 1 know everything: who you are, why
you carne to Barcelona. And L'm so happy! Ayear and half without seeirÍg
him ... 1 bet he's been up to a11kinds of tricks! 1 also know it was you
who thought up this wonderful idea for Christmas. But ... "
As she looked me up and down, her eyes widened in astonishment and
she said, "Hur'r y up, come in the bedroom and look at yourself in the
wardrobe mirror! You must be very absentminded!"
Staring into the mirror after she had charitably shut the door, 1
understood what she'd meant. 1 hadn't buttoned my fly In the bar's toilet,
and my shirt was st.íckírig out.
She was waitirig for me with a glass of vermouth when 1 returned to
U"B
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"Listen, it could happen to anybody. Don't worry about rt."
She laughed merrily. I t.houg ht it was lucky somet.hirig so ludicrous
had happened to me there. If it, hed been at Mrs. Puig's house! Mrs. Picó
apologized.
"You'll have to drink it without olíves, anchovíes , or potato chips.
There's not.hirig to eat! But you can buy all the liquor you want;"
Then she showed me various proofs of her husband's talents. I'd
already noticed that she called him by his la:st name. "Picó's so clever+"
She was especially eager to show me the extremely complicated overhead
light in the dirring room, which had bulbs of different color s that could be
combined in various ways: red, green, blue, yellow, or mixed together. She
showed me ot:p.e; gad gets he'd invented. "It's because he's so clever that
OJ, ~ Lt1~ o: J J\;- (,V~' <,
they ~mitted hi,,-...te-thE{science department at the university." I fhoug ht
of that pedal-driven fan Picó had contr-ived to keep away the flies back in
the good old days in Olivel.. In fact, he was a brilliant do-it-yourselfer an d
I could see that his wife idolized him.
When I lef't, I set out to see Major Rosich's wife, who lived in a big,
dark apartment on Cervelló Street: one of those narrow lanes that lead to
the Boqueria Market. The furniture was from the end of the last century,
heavy, inherited, out-of-date, and respectable. Mrs. Rosich was short and
dark like Mrs. Picó, but plump and with sorne gray haír s. You could see
she was well past forty. Ser-ious but affable, she called Marieta to come
and meet me. The girllooked tall for a nine-year-old, skinny, with a
sallow complexion and hu ge dark eyes. Her mother told her to greet me,
I
and she made a little curtsy. Suddenly she let fly a question that she
would repeat over and overo
"They won't kill my daddy, will they?"
"We'll take the train to Puebla de Híjar. The war zone begins there.
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"Of course not!" I exclaimed in surprise. "Of course they won't kil'l
/
hím. Why should they kill a w'onderful man like him?"
Mrs. ,Rosich asked how we could get past the militar y checkpoints.
The presence of women--except those who alr-éad y lived there--was strictly
forbidden at the front. Sirice the Rosichs--unlike tbe rest of us--were a
mi1itary family, shewas the only wife who asked this question.
Our Ford will be waiting at the station. You'll slip sorne peasant clothes
over the ones you're wearing, and everyth:ing will wor k out fine. The
peasant women often ask for lifts in our cars and trucks from one víllage
to another. We've found lots of peasarrt clothes in no man's land: all
shapes and sizes! We've thought of everything! Needless to say, once we
reach Villar you can take off those clothes and make yourselves
comfortable. Your husband's in char ge there. We'll be (in our own fief,' as
Picó says. There's nothírig to worry about."
Those "travel documents'" still hadn't arrived. In my te leg ram to
Major Rosích, I'd asked him to send them to his wife's address. I was
starting to fret about the delay, which could sink the whole carefully
planned operation. I told Mrs. Rosieh I'd come back in the evening.
It was two o'clock. I was starving, and 1 could feel the warmth of
that fat wallet agairiat rny heart. I found myself in the labyrinth of narrow
streets around the Boqueria Market. 'I'he aig n outside a tavern caug ht my
eye: sea bass with herbs and gar líc. The smell of bakírig fish made my
mouth water. I sat down at a round, marble-topped table they had set out
on the sidewalk. Despite the time of year, I preferred the street to that'f- tavern's rather ",".Wo;tíggki ..g interior. More than the cold, 1 felt the
dampness of those Barcelona neighborhoods near the sea, a damp that
seeped through the soles of my feet and crept up my legs. From my table
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I could see the vast market, disturbingly empty. Hardly any thírig had been
sold there :for months. A woman dressed in rags, who/d been pickirig
through the meage'r garbage, passed by and shouted, "Stuff yourself, draft-
dodger! My son s can do the figb.ting!"
I wanted to tell her this was the first day l'd spent in Barcelona
since the war be gan, that the sea bass was all l',d eaten and would eat all
day. But .she was already far away, though I still could hear' her cur-ses,
"T'hev 've all the same! Bunch of bastar d'sl Fascists and r-epub licaria: all
son s of bitches!"
That one dish cost me twenty-five duros. This was what an entire
month's room and board had ooatvbefor-e the war. My aunt hadn't wanted
me to be mixed up with the other seminarians, "who might be the sons of
concier ges or God knows who else ,' and so she 'd placed me in a residence
'<,
for seminarians of good family. I suddenly recalled--l'm not sure w hy-v-t.he
big room where twenty of us slept in as many iron bedsteads. As the night
wore on, the air grew thíck as water and we were like twenty rapturous
fishes, lethar gíc stur-geons each Iyirig in his narrow bed while our dreams
leaked forth like a gas heavier than airo The long white walls were like
screens on which absurd subconscious images were projected. Our steady
I
, breat.híng was like a muted concert ... Why did al! this come back to me
now as I stared at the check? The sight of that exorbitant price made me
suddenly understand how hateful I muat have appeared to that old woman.
I knew, as everyone at the front knew, that in Barcelona people ate little
and badly. We knew it but couldn't imagine exactly how it worked.
Suddenly I understood the feverish look that had surprised me in the eyes
of so manygirls, that those greedy mouths and slender waists were caused
by hunger and hunger alone. "Poor sea-panther," I thoug ht, and as I rose
from the table, I saw her!
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Right in front of the tavern, on the other side of the street, there
was a híg h, narrow door that had caught my attention because it was
surrounded by copies of the sajne poster: Liberatorios de prostitución." i['d
already seen it in the course of my warider-ing s, alorig with "Bufld tanks,
tanks, tanks!" and other justly celebrated specimens. That one had left me
puzzled because I couldn't figure out what it depicted: a house? a woman
sitting and sewing? various women, each reading a book? or holding
bables? WeU,that hig h, narrow door had just opened and in its shadowy
entrance, to my amazement, 1 saw the girl from the streetcar. Her yellow
eyes gazed at me calmly. Appar errtly she didn't r ecog nize me.
"r was goirig out," she said. "This is a bad time of day."
"When should I come back?"
"After midnight."
She had a strong foreign accent. At that moment the old woman
reappeared at the end of the street where there was apile of trash, and
as she poked around in it she shot us a look full of hatred and malice.
She began singírig, loud enough so we could hear her:
Allons, enfants de la grand'pute,
le jour de merde est arrivé.
"She's crazy," the sea-panther said. "Don't pay any attention to her.
she knows I'm French, so she sings t.hat to make me mad."
"Did you say I should come back after midnight?" I asked, surprised
)
at the hour. "Anyway, all I want is my papers¡ the money doesn't matter.
I'm even willing to give you more in excharige for those documents .
five-hundred, let's say."
#
She peered at me.
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tiCome on up. ti
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The steps in that narrow, dirty stairwell were worn. Wewent through
a little parlor, furnished in appallingly bad taste, where other women who
didn't even glance up at us were srtt.ing, She led me to her room, at the
end of a long corridor whose doors were numbered as in a hotel. In fact,
I thought we were in a hotel: a fleabag of the lowest or der. In any case
her room could have been a monk's cell--it was that small an d bare. There
was even a plaster image of the grotto at Lour-des on the nig ht table,
alorig with a wick buening in a glass of oíl.
The panther started pu llírig her blouse over her head.
"What are you doirig ?" I exclaimed. SheIooke d at me, puzzled,
perhaps wondering if I was crazy. "AHI want is my papers! The militar y
police ... I need them! You can keep the money but give me back my
papez-s!"
"What the hell are you talking about?"
I could see she was mad , an d now I realized that her hair was black,
while the one on the streetcar--as I weH remembered--had been a redhead.
I tried to apologize, embarrassed by my blunder, but my excuses were so
clumsy that she understood nothing except that I'd taken her for a
pickpocket. As I stumbled down the stairs, she stood on the landírig,
showering me with the foulest curses I'd heard in my life.
#
It was four o'clock when I reached the house in Pedralbes where
Trini lived. She wasn't there. The maid showed me into the drawing room,
saving she wouldn't be away long. Everything I saw filled me with
surprise.
It's not that her letters had conveyed a false impression. In reality, 1
hadn't thought much about what her house was líke. AHI knew about her
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was what Lluís had told me and what I'd read. At the time I didn't ask
what right I had to meddle in t.he private life of a woman I didn't know. I
felt certain that I was doírig the right thing, that it was my duty to help
Lluís win back his wife's love. I didn't realize"'that the path was slippery.
All I saw was the good I could do for Lluís and Trini--Trini, that
converted anarchist, daughter of a oouple who ,practiced "free love" and
herself in t.he same situation, who :was about to take another false step
and perhaps ruin her- life forever.
I looked around: not a trace of bohernian disorder. The house, in the
upper part of Pedralbes, was surrounded by pines and cypresses. An
enormous bougainvillea peeked in at the windows, in full bloom even
though it was December. The windows commanded a view of the entire
city, with the sea in the background. The few pieces of furniture seemed
to have been chosen as one chooses Iif'elorig friends. In front of one of
the windows stood a Louis- Philippe armchair with a wiriged back,
upholstered in green-and-yellow striped satín and with lace edging around
the wirigs. From that chair one could see the yard, with a bare lime tree
in the foreground. I marveled at the sight of that armchair,' that lime tree.
Everything was just as she'd described it in her letters, so real and so
close. "This is the armchair," I thought, "that's the lime tree; there's the
table and the lamp, here's where she was reading about geology when she
heard those shots ... " In a corner, I saw the mahogany secretary, so
Iight it seemed to be trying to pass unnoticed; and aboye it, the oval
portrait of the Carlist colonel. Itwas the only pictu re in the room. The
white, bare walls made me think of lovingly ironed linen tablecloths. The
winter light streamed in obliquely, filtering through the curtains, and carne
to rest on that mahogany polished by years, on the yellow-and-green-
striped satin, and on that romantic colonel with his big red beret and
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enormous sideburns. The Iight caressed everything like a delicate and
expert hand, and when the sun was about to set, a last ray struck the cut
glass on the chandelier--a chandelier so small it was almost a toy--and
,.~
made it glitte:t"iti all the color s of the r-aínbow."
j\..
How long did I wait in that room, corrtemplatirig its details and lost
in my musirig s? Howcozy I felt! It had such good exposure (all three
windows faced due south) that you hardly noticed the chill of that
.. <t-:. .
Bar-celonaa December. The fireplace was cold, so was the coal stove, but
-tlAst- \1' --- .
the sun had been warming r-all day and you for got that winter was right
outside. What a contrast with the room where I'd slept in that residence,
so glacial, so drab with its twenty identical ir-on bedsteads and its
interminable walls ...
#
At that moment, Trini entered.
Now that I know she was to mark me for life, I try to recall my
first impression, but st.range as "it mayseem, I don't remember anything
that spectacular. The woman standing befare me corresponded to none of
the images aug geated by her letters. She was a girl of twenty-one or
twenty-two (I'd had my twentieth birthday a f'ew months befare), tall and
slender, with very pale eyes and a determined expression that disconcerted
me. Lluís had already written to her, explainirig the purpose of my visit,
an d she didn't seem very eage r to talk. I committed the error, as Ilater
realized, of su ggeatírig straight off that understanding and indulgence are
essential between man and wife. I'd meant for her to interpret this in a
general sense, not as a reference to her situation--which at the time I
knew about only from her letters. The clumsiness with which I broached
the subject ledher to take it as an attempt to interfere in her affairs, to
get her to make up with Lluís. I tried to explain myself. She cut me off
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and told the maid to serve tea.
"1 should warn you that you'Il have to drink it without sugar, 1 can't
even remember what sugar tastes like. On the other hand, you can buy all
the tea you want, since no one drinks it in Barcelona, It was Soleras who
introduced us 10 It, He'd ~a~~, and it's sometbing tbat, once you
get use'd to it, you can't do without. What a pity one can't live on tea
alone! Today, to get ten pounds of dry, wormy marrowfats • "
#
1 t.r-ied to br-ing the conversation around to that trip we had to
or ganíze in th.e next two days. She kept interrupting me.
"They were expensive too: yellow marrowfats as big as horses' teeth.
You could see the worms wiggling around at the bottoms of the holes,
Maybe we aren't as hard-up as we think in Barcelona. In a real famine,
we'd be delighted to find worms in our marrowfats. Protein!"
1 kept trying to get her to say whether she and her son would join
our expedition. She cut me off again.
"1 know from Lluís's letter that you were studying to be a priest, so
1'11speak to you as frankly as 1 would to a confessor. Moreover, 1 assume
that 'it was in this capacity that you allowe d yourself to give me that
edifying advice, Unfortunately, I'm in no mood to take it. For me, Lluís is
finished. It would take too long to explain why, but you should realize
that's how it is. 1 beg you, therefore, to drop the subject."
The cool tone in which she uttered these words pairied me. 1 would
have preferred a tearf'ul scene, thoug h other people's tears always
embarras s me.
"You're a Christian," 1 said.
"How do you know that?"
How? From her letters, of course. It wasthen that 1 first felt, in a
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wave of shame, that I had no excuse for reading them. I blushed. She
looked at me curiously.
"What's goirig on here? Even Lluís doesn't know, so he couldn't have
told you."
I looked down.
"Why don't you tell me the truth?"
"T'he truth ... " 1 stammered, without raising my eyes.
"Yes, the tr-uth: it,was Soleras who told you. You and he talked about
it."
"She doesn't know Soleras gave that bundle of letters to Lluís," I
thoug ht, trying to pull my ideas toget.her. "Otherwise, she wouldn/t think
Lluís doesn't know she's a Christian."
"Soleras could have spoken to me about you," I replied evasively. "He
could have told me, before he disappeared from our br igade, that you'd
told him about your conversion. He could have even told me you were
baptized. I could have found all 'this out from Soleras."
"God Almighty, I'm so hungr-y!" she exclaimed as if she had scarcely
l.: · paid attention to the words I'd had so much trouble getting out. "Would
you like sorne chartreuse? There's plenty of that. It's too bad those
marrowfats take so long to cook; we could each eat a hu ge bowlful while
we're chatt.ing, Would you like to know what I was doirig while you were
waiting for me? I'd heard that an Alger ían bar ge had manage d to sneak
past the fascist torpedo boats and slip into port laat night. They said it
was loaded with white beans. White beans! Are there still such t.hiriga on
earth? WeH,yes, they still exist, but you have to look sharp to get them.
I didn't get there in time. The white beans were all gone. All they had
was worm-eaten marrowfats. I'm not complaíníng. Sorne people were even
less lucky. By the time they got there, even the marrowfats were gone, I
·!
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brou ght them home on my back , like Santa Claus with his sack. Nowadays
no one even looksat you. We've gotteri ove r that kind of nonsense.
Everyone's got his hands fuU just trying to stay alíve. There was an
alar-m, the sirens sounded. Lhad to go down into a subway entrance and
sit on those filthy, crowded steps, clutchíng my sack. My God, if someone
had stolen it after a11that trouble! They'l1 rob you blind during air raids.
Sti11, it wasn't so bad down there. Blasts of hot air smellíng=of tar carne
out of the tunnel and kept us warm. I've always Iiked t.he smell of taro
And the f'eelirrg, of belongíng to a herd, of sharing the same danger-s, the
same huriger , the same cold, the same filth with thousands of st.ranger s ..
. makes you feel less alone. Everything deperrds on not beirig the only
poor devfl."
v.
"No one's apoor devil unless he wants to be," I replied
'-
absentmindedly while I poured myself another-g lase of chartreuse. I'd have
to try and break the ice.
"A11owme to be totally f'rank. I don't think you've understood the
situation. You're attr-íbutíng a ridiculous amount of importance to a trivial
adventure. You, who are so inte11igent, should be more under standing."
"Lluís is even more intelligent, or at least that's what he thinks.
Shouldn't he be even more under standíng-r- I mean if thing s were the other
way around? Let's suppose--and this is just a simple hypothesis--that,
takirig advarrtage of the fact that he's far away and never thinks of me,
I'd had a little fun with sorne feudal lord here in the rearo Or does he
think such people don't exist? That there are no feuda:llords left in
Barcelona? Oof, we've got tons of them! What does he think my brother
Llibert is? And there are plenty of others. With the excuse that they're
emancipating the proletariat, they've emancipated themselves. And how! If
we started in on this subject we'd never stop talking. But let's get back
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to the matter at harid. Sorne t.hirigs, once they're broken, can never be
fixed. And be sidea, it's so bor ing 'to talk about it!"
1 felt defeated.
"So we'll have to make t.he trip without you? YouTl be the only one
"
"o no! You misunderstood me. 1 wouldn't mías a chance for my son to
enjoya little peace and sorne good meals! At the front, far from bombs
and food shor-tages ... " And she started laughing.· "It's amazing! 1'm about
to go on vacation from the university. Everything fits perfectly! You had a
brilliant idea!"
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With Trini's and Mrs. Picó's arrival, Don Andalecio's house had
.,
. undergone a radical transformation. Each one had put he r ideas into
practice, and incredibly enoug h, there had been no friction between them.
Now, for example-v-arrd this was Mrs. Picó's doing--there was 'a clothesline
.J .r,+VlN"',.t- sbe1;e;~ across the diriirig noom with underclothes hung up to dry by the
fire. The day after her arrival, she 'd tried to hang her washíng outside. It
was so cold that the clobhes had frozen insta:ntly in her hands, "stiff as
boards," she said.
e>-: ~ '\
Now the smell of clean undérclothes ~ by the fire was part of
the house 's atmosphere. Moreover, Trini had discovered a sack of lime in
one of the abandoned houses and, helped by Mrs Picó, the two orderlies,
and a few other soldiers, she'd whitewashed the walla. When she'd
finished, she filled the dirring r~om with furniture she'd also found in
abandoned houses, furniture she'd polished and polished till the old walnut
shone. That room was no longer blackened and empty except for atable
and three benches with hard backs, which was how we'd known it before.
Now it was cozy and comfortable. We spent long December nights enjoying. ~bn .Wtctvot ~
the ~ from the fire, alorig with four or five oillamps placed on various
'" r •
pieces of furniture. Rows of copper chocolate pots--we found one in every
house--gleamed on the mantel. Presiding over one of the walls, which were
now bright white, we even had a big old pairrtirig , dark and baroque,
depict.ing an elderly anchorite: San Onofrio, according to big Roman letters
on the frame. He was the sole surviving saint from that villages parish
church, which had been burnt to the ground.
Trini remembered the ex-doorman, thoug h he had only a vague
recollection of her--as was natural, since there are few door-men and many
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students at the unívezsttv. He was delighted to hear she was now a
professor and felt honored to have her as a guest in his "fief at Santa
Espina," as he put it, As soon as the women had arrived, hehurried to
~'
show Trini his latest discovery: a seventeenth-centyry treatise on
, 'tV'N'-~
agr-ículbure, _in Catalan, that had appeared in a ~ in an attic in one of
the víllages scattered around that abandoned valley,
As far as Ramonet was concerned, the cold, crisp airund plenty of
~ i!o:¿pq~ut sorne color in hís face. Every morning, if the sun ',. ¿I.i- '
was shiníng , his father took him for a ride in the cabriolet. They followed
the dirt road alorig the river un they were halfway to Parral. Somet.imes
Trini and I went with them. On the first few days, the boy's eyes opened
wide in amazement at the sight of those frozen water-falla, He'd just
turned four.
I divided my days between Villar and Santa Espina. In Víllar , the
major's wife killed time knítt.íng sweaters for her husband. L've never
known anyone with so many sweater-a, all knitted by his wife. It was odd
how much they resembled each other: the same dark olive complexion, the
same vivacious black eyes. Their daughter was surprisingly serious, more
than was appropriate for a girl of eight or níne, She seemed traumatized
by all the horror s she'd heard about ever sínce the war had begun and
was still hearing about--seventeen months, a very long time for her. She
could barely remember what life had been like before. In spite of this, she
was a sweet-natured, docile girl, but sometimes she did very odd thmgs,
One morning in Barcelona--it was her mother who told me about it--she'd
i1, _ ~ ,
"\~\f
slipped out of '~ apartment on Cervelló Street, stationed herself at one
of the entrances to the Boqueria Market, and started askíng passersby for
money. "I'm an orphan," she told them. "Sorne bad men killed my father
and mother and now my stepmother beats me." .An event that surprised
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everyone, especially her parents, made me suddenly feel aspecial kinship
with her. In Villar, the soldiers makirig the rounds found her between one
and two in the morning in he r nig ht.gown in the middle of the street. She
was walkírig very stiff1y, unaware of the coldr with her eyeshalf shut. She
had a painf'ul shock when they shook her to find out what was the matter.
"A sleepwalker" was Doctor Puig's diagnosis. "Now there are two of you in
the br igade." He gave her sorne ordinary vitamin pifls and, in response to
hee parents' anxious questions, he replied, "Don't attach the slightest
importanceto it. Look at Cruells here, chubby as a bad ger-," The fact that
she also suffered from these strange fits made me feel toward her as I
would towar d a younger sister, and she also suddenly felt closer to me.
Whenever I returned to Villar from Santa Espina, she'd run up and give
me a hug, and often she'd ask the same question that had surprised me
when I'd visited her house, "They won't kill my daddy, will they?"
At mealtimes in Villar, all six of us would gather around the table:
the major and his wife, t.he doctor and his, Marieta, and myself, as though
we were one family. The major had made the rectory his headquar'ter s, and
the dírring roomwas big. Before the war, it had also a:pparently been the
parish office, and the priest had had someone paint big letters cm the
wall:Cursing Forbidden. The anarchists hadcrossed out "forbidden" and
written "allowed" aboye it. Captain Picó, on his first visit to Villar, had
asked the major in the name of culture to restore the original wording.
But no matter how often he repeated his request, it fell on deaf ears. The
room was heated by a big iron stove, There was a broken grándfather
clock , and naturally it was Picó who managed to get it working again
after spending a whole morning f'iddlirig around with screwdrivers and
pliers. It was a joy to hear it chime like a carillon. We felt that a little
bit of peacetime had returned. By the stove, listerring to the grandfather
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clock's ticktock, the major's wife spent hour s and hours knitting sweaters,
seated in a rocking chair that muat have belonged to the priest's
housekeeper in forrner times.
Marieta invariably refused to touch her food at lunchtime. Wehad to
cook her an omelette, which was the only thírig she'd eat. Her lack of
appetite worried her mother a lot, so you can imagine her amazernerrt
when she found out that one day the girl had showed up af the soldiers'
kitchen as soon as the bugle had summoned them. "My parents starve me,"
and she'd wolf'ed down three bowls of mess. Ever since l'd brought her a
~~
frog grown sluggish ~ the cold and showe d her thatif she left it by
the stove it'd wake up and start hopping arourid, Marieta would explore
the river banks searching for f'rog s hidden under piles of dead leaves.
v,
Once she'd woken them up with the heat, she 'd tenderly mother them and
play with them as if they were dolls. She'd talk to them as to a baby,
make them bowls of soup, and feed them from a bottle, which of course
they refused. Afterward she'd for get about them, and the frogs would end
up accidentally stepped on and squashed in sorne corner of the house,
As far as the major and D~ctpr ,.Puig were con,?erned, ever since their
~v,lrt.l~ ~~ L~u--rr
wives had arrived they'd abstained from aloeftolic b ~s. They'd taken
a solemn vow the day before the women had come. The two of them had
gone with Lhrís and Picó, whom they'd "summoned as witnesses," to
",solemnly throw a bottle of rum, "a symbolic bottle," into a hole in the ice
~ cr.
~ the river. From then on , there was to b:. not.hirig but .ta)!He wine in
Villar, and even that was to be stored in the cabinet in the parish off'íce
(where we kept food). The major collected all the casks and barreIs in.J::
the village cellars, locked them in the sacristy, and gave the key to his
wife. Every drop of liquor in town was now accounted foro With perfect
justification, Doctor Puig could say someday future generations would find
e
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out that they'd known' "how to die of thirst like real meri."
The first-aid station and medicines were in a basement room in the
r-ector-y. My superior and I would meet there every day at fixed times to
treat whatever soldiers showed up. Hardly any showed up, however, so
most day s we whiled away the hours chatting around a stove we'd
installed. Since wehad almost, not.hírig to do--the battalion had been
reduced to a fifth of its former strength, the crisp air and good food kept
the soldiers in excellent shape, and in those deserted víllages they couldn't
get any of the classic venereal diseaSes--Doctor Puig began to confide in
me: "intimate secrets," as he put it, that generally had to do with his
troubled marr;ied life. At first, since he was faithful to his "solemn vow,"
he limited himself to let.tírig off a little steam by describing his father-in-
law, a very rich pork butcher--the richest at the Boqueria Market--whose
only daughter was Merceditas. I said there was nothírig shameful about
beírig a pork butcher's daughter. "But can't you understand?" he exclaimed.
"Don.'t you see? She has not.hirig to be ashamed of! It's you and I who are
good for nothírig!'' <-h\.h 'h:>
But alas, he didn't ke.~ his "solemn vow" for long. One
day when I went down to the first-aid station, I surprised him takírig a
swigout of a bottle. He hadn't heard my footateps. 'I'akirig advantage of
the darkness, he triecl to hide it among the medicines, but l'd seen that it
was a bottle of Fundador, the famous Andalu sían cognac, which caught my
eye because it had been completely unavailable in the republican area since
shortly after the war be gan.
"Yes, it's genuine Fundador," he saíd, half embarrassed and half
. jubilant. "r was lite rally dyirig of thirst, Cruells! A few days ago, Lluís
showed up with a bottle of colog ne. You can imagine it wasn't for me. So
I asked Picó, tSince Llufs finds cologne in no marr's land, couldn't you find
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1me a Iitfle Fundador?' To give drink to the thirsty ís an act of charity!
What a lucky break! Picó brou ght it back from no man's land. I know it's
fascist cognac, but I don't give a damn! Real pals are the ones who
1 remember you when you're in .~~d\~ don't you ag ree? Well, Picó's one
of them. He remembered me, whereas Lluís on¡y remembered my wífevPoor
Lluís, if you only knew how earnestly he tries to please her. It's when
you're down on your luck that you find out who your true buddies are,
when you're really down in the dumps and a friend br-ings you a bottle of
good cognac instead of chasing after your wife."
He was more euphoric than usual. 1 could see he'd had time to drink
before L'd gotten there.
"1 know it's fascist, but so is she! She'd like me to desert to the
other side ... tt
"Like my aunt!" .I innocently exclaimed.
"Exactly;like your aunt! They're all the same, an d Merceditas is one,
of them! She's the kind that, when she walks down the street, makes
colle ge students yell, tHey, good+look.ing!' A fascist, just like your aunt. 1
oug ht to have her shot,but Lluís wouldn't like that."
He sighed. "Don't you think it's funny how Lluís and Picó find so
much weird stuff in no man's lan d? When 1 think how earnestly Lluís .
hmm ... when 1 think that half the human race ... You want to know
what 1 really think? Everyone in this brigade used to bad-mouth Soleras,
but he was the one who put his finger on it. An asshole, agreed, but he
put his finger on it. Since he disappeared, this brigade hasn't been worth
a damn. Soleras used to say, 'Ever-yone 'a got the horns he deserves, with
honorable exceptions.' Well, L'm an honorable exception. Merceditas has
never cuckolded roe. Quite the contrary! To cuckold me, she'd have to
make another man happy, and she'd rather die than do that!"
"And you, dar líng," she replied--she was in the habit of callírig him
unB
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From then on, he of'ten drank in that basement room. At lunchtime
he manage d to control himself arid keep his wife from realizing he' d had a
few too many. Beaidéa, she was rather incliried to pay no atteritíon to
LJ.,V
anything outside herself. 'I'here are other women of ~ sort. Wh.en
they're very good-Jookirig , and this was the case with Mrs. Puig , their, . .
stupidity is dazz lirtg; just as a millionaire's stupidity seems underlined by
his millions. Apart from that, she was a good woman. She only lived for
herself, hut her self included her family. If she hadn't been so attractive,
so blond, so we11built, we would have just said "She's a good woman."
Because basically, that's what she was, Her husband made fun of her but
was also scared of her. Often h.e'd say t.hirig s deliberately to make her
mad. One day we went to Santa Espina to trea:t a soldier with a dislocated
foot. When we'd gotten back to Villar and were havírig lunch, he started
prais ing Picó's wife tot.he skies, "What an adorable woman ! She was so
charrning , helpirig us snap those bones back into place, without anesthesia,
you know," and he looked at Me.rceditaa, "because we'd forgotten to take
any alorig. She was the one who kept that soldier's spirits up. She could
turn a steer intó a bu11!Dark and passionate, hmm!"
"dar-lirig " a11the time--"are an ass and, what's worse, you don't have any
manners."
When we were down in the basement again, he said, "You heard her,
Crue11s. An ass! Is that why 1 pared over pathology and anatomy: so a
birdbrained broad could ca11me an ass? Ah, Crue11s, if you only knew! Ah,
Crue11s! 1 adore that birdbrain! Yes; 1 adore her. That's the worst part: 1
adore her. Ah Crue11s, Cruells, if only you knew! You don't know, but l'11
tell you, l'11 te11you an 'intimate secreto ,,,
He very mysteriously went and shut the basement door, and after
Isitting quietly for a while like someone pondering his confession; he
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opened his heartto me in the foflowingfashion, "Merceditas is one of
those broads who knock men off their feet. Especia11y teenagers, hmm,
teenagers! Teenagers stare at .her Iike: a starving man in front of a pastry
shop window. They look her up and down, you know, those goddamned
teenagers! Right in the middle of the sidewalk and without the slightest
regard for my humble pez-son."
"That's not her fault," 1 ventured.
"Her? Her father is the richest pork butcher in the whole Boqueria
Market! King Bacon! Every year, the por k butchers' association used to
hold a dance. A ton of silk and díamonds: The men in tuxedos, the women
in evening gowns. They narned a panel to choose t.herr 'princess,' and 1
was the secretary. The head of it was Josep Maria de Segarra, who never
~
missed a beauty contesto He judged them a11!On that occasion, we didn't
have to worry about votes and finalists because we a11ag ree d right from
the start. Wewere wild about Mer-ceditaa! Amid great waves of applause,
Segarra proclaimed her Princess of the Por k Butchers' Association of
Barcelona, Miss Bacon!"
1 again ventured to come to Mrs. Puig's defense.
"You say qualities? Of course she's got qualities! Who doesn't? She's
certainly got qualities. She's got a rump like a Renaissance popess"--and
repeating "a rump like a popess," an expression that surprised me, he made
a broad, circular gesture with his hands. "A rump like a popessX: is
that what you call "quelit.ies '? Yes, 1 can't deny it. She definitely has
¡
qualities. For example, she has, if you only knew, a birthmark ... hot
and spicy as a peppercorn ... oof, qualities ... "
1 tried to stem that flood of "intimate secrets," which were begirmirig
to get out of hand, but he suddenlygot mad.
"Aren't you my subordinate here? Can't a roan get a load off his
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chest with his subordinates in tfiís damned brigade? Can't one talk about
anything in this brigade?"
After this scene, the fir~t time 1 went te- Santa Espina 1 asked Picó
not to give the doctor any more bottles of cog nac, He glanced at me slyly.
"But he insists," he said, "and I'm at hís.rnercy. 1 can't do without
h' "1m.
1 had no idea that Doctor Puig was treating hím, Hadn't he sworn up
and down at one time that he'd have aU his gunners open fire on Doctor
Puíg before letting him laya hand on him? 1 had no idea. And besides, he
took me by surprise and 1 didn't reply beca-use 1 was afraid of putt.ing my
foot in it, since you never know. 1 vag uely recalled that Picó, in forrner
times, whenever he'd told us about his years as a legionnaire in North
~
Af'r-ica,had declared in sibyline terms that "sorne of those girls clown in
Moroccb give you something to remember them by." In any case, Doctor.
Puig had never breathed a word of it to me. One afternoon I'd been alone
in that basement, tidying up our supplies. In the biggest cabinet, whose
contents 1 was ar rang ing , 1 found a little bottle I'd never seen before. The
label sadd: Polierotikol. The next day 1 showed it to the doctor.
"You finally found it," he saíd, "and yet I'd hidden it as well as 1
could. I've got ideas, you know, ideas! Like Renaissance popes. Yes,
Cruells, don't make that face like a Jesuit. You're not goírig to try and
convince me that there were no popes in the Renaissance!"
"1 don't know much about it," 1 replied, "but it seems to me you
shouldn 't resort to sexual st.imulants. They say they're bad for your health.
I've always heard that cantharides"--I'd seen the ingredients on the label--
"are very darrger-oua,"
"Me? As far as I'm concerned!When you're yourig at heart you don't
Shortly after this conversation, it occurred to Major Rosich that
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need that stuff! It's Picó who needs ít, but don't t.ell anyone 1 told you. A
professional secret! He found it In no man's land. It's incredible what he
finds there! When you got that bright idea of havirig the women come,
Picó started worrying. 'You have to realize, doctor,' he told me, 'that l'm
more than twenty years older than my wife and it's been ayear and a
half since L've hadany practice. l'm out of shape!' PIewas afraid of
makirig a fool of himself. You never know with guys who'vebeen in the
foreign legíon; they a11have bad prostates. They've all had 'love troubles,'
as Picó put.s it. So to make a long story short, he asked me for somethírig
that would diac reet.ly help him acquit himself honor ably. In a case like
this, when a man's honor's at stake, the'res not.hirrg Iike Polierotikol: a '
classic cure that's stood the test of time. The problem is that there's not
a drop of it left in republican territory. 'Dorr'f worry about that, doctor,'
Picó saíd. '1'11find plenty of it in no man's land.' It's astonishing what he
and Llu ís manage to find there! But Picó would have drunk ít.down in one
gulp! He'd have puffed up like ti. bu11frog! That's why 1 keep it he re and
dole it out to him in "small dioceses,' as he puts it. He's deIighted;
according to hím, he feels strong as an ox."
Saint Lucy's day was comirig up (in reality her day, the thirteenth of
December, had passed) and that Saint Lucy was the patroness of
'X. inf'antr-ymen. We tried to show him that he 'd made a double mistake; that
the patroness of infantrymen, as far as we could remember, had always
been the Virgin of the Immaculate Conception, whose day is the eighth of
December, not the thirteenth, and that besides, it was aIread y December
sixteenth. It was a11a waste of time. He wanted to throw a "gala
luncheon" in Víllar "in honor of our holy patroness," and by God, that's
what he was goírig to do! At least everyone ag reed on one point: that
U"B
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Saint Lucy, whether or not; she was our patroness and whatever her day
mig ht have been, was one of the 'saints who most deserved to be toasted.
Now, when 1 recall those events blurred by time, I'm shocked by their
grotesqueness in the midst of one of the most -atrocíous wars ever fou ght
(the battle of Teruel, in which thousands ef soldiers would die of gang rene
and frostbite, was about to begin or perhaps had already be gun ), But we
X were ona tt~ront," a~.d for us that battle was as dis'tant as if it were
on the other side of the earth. 1 imagine all wars are like that: those
who've lived through their horror s and know there's even worse to come
go in for the silliest pranks when they have a lít.tle time off. We never
talked about dead comrades, and there had been thousands of them since
the be gírirrin g of the war. Anything that might depress us was taboo, the
same as those sublime patriotic and revolutionary sorig s only su ng by draft
~
dodgers in the rear, though the political commissars had tried to shove
them down our throats at the front. Those song s seemed unbearably corny
to USo
!)"vV '
Now, when 1 think that shortly after ~"gala luncheon" we started
seeing fleets of bombers flying overhead on their way to and from Teruel,
~ltlllL
now that we know what a frozen horror that battle in the ~t of the
. . - . ~ 1'--
Aragonese winter was ... but 1should describe ~ "gala luncheon" as ít
was and not as it should have been--if indeed it could have been any
other way.
In addition to the six people who normally ate together in Villar, the
major invited Captain Picó, Lluís, their wives, and Ramonet. The major had
a soldier on his staff who was a calligrapher and who hand-lettered the
\
eleven menus in Gothic script that we found at our places: "Cabbageless
partridges, jugged hare, wines from our own estates ... " To appreciate
the bit about the partridges, one had to know that a while back a humor
"Before the war," muttered Doctor Puig, who was seated beside Mrs.
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magazine had printed a joke in which aman walks into a bar and orders a
vermouth without olives. "It'll háve to be without anchovies," the barman
replies, "because we're out of olives." This joke had been a huge success I
in Barcelona, where at that time it was impossi-ble to get food, but
apparently Mrs. Picó had never heard it since she asked in a puzzled tone
why the menu specified "cabbageleas par-tr-ídges."
"They had to be cabbagele ss ," the major kindly explaine d. "We'd have
cooked t.hem without truffles but ... "
"We're out of them," the doctor wearily added.
"Wines from our own estates," of course,meant the ones we'd found
in the village cellars and that had been locked up in the sacristy. For that
"gala luncheon" they'd sebup a big table covered with a linen tablecloth
\.
brought from no man's land. All together, it was quite elegant. They'd
-wanted to impress Mrs. Puig, force her to admit that our brigade had
class, that we were all as refined and genteel as could be. Ever yone tried
to remember his "manners," "manner s" from before the war, all to make
her see we weren't like the flatfeet but real men of the world with all the
savoir-faire she could ask foro
In order to do everything by the book , we separated the married
couples at the tableo The lunch be gan ver y well amid animated
conversation.
"Despite everything, madam," the major said to Mrs. Puig, who was
, seated between him and Lluís, "we're not nearly as uncouth as the fascists
claim. Of course the fascists would be quite right if they were referring to
the Flatfoot Brigade. Ah, Mrs. Puig: if you had to dine with their officers,
you' d be appalled."
Picó, "r had my shoes shined every Saturday. But now ... "
"Traddy" is my father-in-law, as I'm sure you'll understand," the
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He raised his leg to show her his worn-oút officer's boot. Even Mrs.
Picó was on her beat behavior, glancírig out of the corner of her eye to
see how the others ate their partridges without touchíng them with their
f'inger-s. Picó was telding Mrs. Rosich one of his yarns.
"Indubitably," said the major, leanirig toward Mrs. Puig , "our brigade
has olass, unlike those flatfeet. You hear what Captain Picó is telling my
wife? Nothing you couldn't tell a nun. We're remarkably weH-bred in this,
brigade."
Mrs. Puig generously acknowledged that the "banquet"--and she said
it in French--"ne manquait pas de tenue." As I've said, Llufs was on the
other side of her, and it was him she tried to erigage in conversation. But
Lluís was rather taciturno After the partridge, they served white wine.
v,
"Since we have no fish," the major explained, still addressing Mrs.
~ -
Puig , "we'Il have to drink white wine after the partridge course. I'm sure
you'll excuse us, madam, given the circumstances."
Trini barely took part in t.he conversation. They'd placed her beside
me, but she was hardly there. From her distracted air and LluÍs's silence 1
,
gathered that they'd had a quarrel just before our 11gala Iuncheon." At that
moment, the major decided it was time for his first toast.
liToour marvelous brigade!"
olAÑ /,5
The white wíne seemed Iight but it went to7 head, T~e doctor
was beginrrin g to feel its effects. He'd already drunk three big glasses and
now, ímítatíng the major, he raised his fourth in a toast.
liTomy father-in-law, who can 'f sneeze without coins falling out of
all his pockets! 11
"1 assume, dar ling ," his wife interrupted, "that yo'u're not tr-yirig to
make make a joke at daddy's expense. 11
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doctor explained to Mrs. Picó as he sat down. "What 1 don't know, Mrs.
Picó, is whether you've heard about what Letamendi did in his student
days when t.he man he'd hoped would be his father-in-law told him to get
lost. Letamendi was expectirig It, He was a starvírig student, whereas the
gentleman who displayed such reluctance to be his f'athec-fn-Iaw was. as
loaded with doug h as mine. But Letamendi was prepared. He was no slouch,
the great Letamendi!"
At this point in the story, t.he cross-eyed orderly entered with the
jugged hare. Once we'd finished it, they served red wine, and again the
major apologized.
"We should have champag ne after such an exquisite dish, but 1 be g
you, Mrs. Puig , to use your imagination. With imagination, red wine can
,-
taste just like ohampag ne, What champagne would you prefer? Veuve
Cliquot? Not.hirrg stops. us f'rom imagfnin g we're d~inking Veuve Cliquot."
Since "t.he champag ne had been served," he felt obliged to offer
another toast.
"The only "veuve ' here is Veuve Cliquot. And may it stay that way
for many years!"
Getting more sentimental with every toast, he be gan staring at
Ramemet and Marieta. The two kids sat f'acirig each other, pelt.ing each
other with pieces of bread. Marieta, naturally, had refused to touch her
~'~.Il~
partridge and hare. As usual, the cross-eyed orderv.y:-had ~Je-. her an
¡;S"J - ...
omelette. Her father got up again, raising another glass of red wine.
"To the comirig generation! Home+grown children!"
He emptied his glass and repeated, "Home-grown! But they're t.r-yirig
to turn them into orphans!" He poured another glaas and repeated his
toas~"To the comirig generation! May they never be orphaned!" ,
It was one of his favorite expressions, "May we keep t.ur nirig outr
J ,
"Darlirig.," Merceditas interrupted him, "we weren't talkirig about
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home-grown childr-en f'or many years to come!" but it sounded odd to Mrs.
Puig and ahe asked Lluís what it-rneant, He shrugged his shoulders. "It's
just his way of talking. They talk a lot of nonsense in this br-igada." Picó,
11' who was sitting at the .head of ~he tabl'e, winked at him as if to say
"Lluís, this is star+íng to get out of hand. The major's drunk as a lord."
The doctor notíced.
,
"Calm yourselves, citizens! The dange r has passed; it was a false
alarm! Look: here comes cross-eyes, one the Catalan Army's most glorious
heroes, bringirig us our coffee. No barley tea, citizens! It was a false
alarm! This is genuine coffee; no barley tea forus!"
"Found in no man's land," the major explained to Mrs. Puig.
"In no man's land," the doctor said, "they find fantastic íngots of
pur e coffee, inexhaustible c~ffee mines."
"Madam," said the major, "you'U have to excuse us once again. It's
not real mocha. It's from Guinea, you know: fascist coffee. It's by no
means the coffee that you deser've ... "
"It's delicious," she replied. "We haven't had coffee like this in
Barcelona sincethe beginning of the war." And she helpedherself to a
second cup.
"I'U have another too," her husband satd, but instead of coffee he
fiHed his cup with red wine.
"Darling , I'm sure you don't want red wine after your coffee."
"Since it's not mocha ... " he apologized. And tur níng to Mrs. Picó,
\/ . . .. ~~f'- he added, "The great Letamendi had a million ... t ideas ... Let them
say what they like: Letamendi was a real character. When he went to ask
for the girl's harid •.. "
Letamendi. "
, I
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"But," Mrs. Picó said in surprise, "if your husband wants to tell an
antidote ... "
"She must mean an anecdote," Mrs. Puíg condescendínglv corrected
her, t.urrring to Lluís.
"An antidote: that's it! That's what 1 wanted to discuss. The great
Letamendi's antidotes!" And he exc1aimed, "Letameridi had some pair of
antidotes!"
"You're makirig a fool of yourself, dar-ling."
And he repeated everimor-e vehemently, "A phenomenal pair of
antidotes!"
This silly phrase had quite a f'utuz-e ahead of it, and from then on we
were always talking about "antddotes" in our brigade. After a sfig ht shrug
of her shoulders, Merceditas lit a cigarette. Lluís had offered her a pack
of Camels that he'd also found in no man's larid, -
"Goddamned no man's lan d ," the doctor snarled. "You can see it's a
regular forest of tobacco shops '... huge cigar trees ... There's
something rotten here. Yes, rotten!"--he repeated, staring straight at his
wife, as thoughdefying her--"Can't 1 taik about anything in this brigade?
'/.- They ought to make RoIand Cuckolded required reading -7ta11Catholic
girls' schools. Maybe then there wouldn't be so many dumb blon des in the
world. What a ter-rífic book, Roland Cuckolded! They've put horns on the
hero by the time we reach the third page, That's the kind of book 1 like,
one that doesn't waste your time with descriptions of landscapes. And
when you get to chapter síx, entitled 'Agonizing Doubts,' the plot's gotten
so thick that poor Roland exc1aims: 'By Jove, there's no two ways about
it: I'vecuckolded myself!' Because you should know, Mrs. Picó, that the
woroan he t.hought was anothe;tife turns out to be his own: family
complications tba~~en 'i( worth goirig into. The ill-starred Roland had
. '1'-
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married by proxy, sight unseen. He didn't know his wife was a real
bombshell. 1 should mention that though the novel doesn't describe
·landscapes, as far as the girl is concerned ... mmm.•. there's plenty of
description ... there's one chapte r in particular, where she's getfirig
dressed. Damn, that's my idea of great literature! No detail rs omitted! As
for drama, chapte r eleven, entitled tDog Eat Dog' ... That's when the
plot gets so convoluted with the horns the two families have st.uck (m
each other that unhappy Rolarid, raising his hands and eyes heavenwar d,
exclaims: !Has the world ever seen horns as enormous as mine?'"
"How about quieting down for a while," his wife interrupted. "You
don't even know what you're blathering on about."
"1 don't know? 1 don't know what L'm blathering on about? 1 know
,.
perfectly well! In the last chapter, numbe r fifteen, entitled 'Peace Treaty
~+ ~ -i\.Cape Horn,' Roland seems more resigned and comments, at the banquet
they throw to celebrate: !What a mixup, God Almighty, what a mixup! 1
was t.uz-rring into my own f'ather+irr-Iaw or at the very least my own
brother-in-law! Not even Sherlock Holmes could have untangled this one!'"
And without any transition, he told Picó's wife, "If you want to make
Merceditas mad, all you have to do is say "st.reakv bacon' in front of her."
At that moment, his wife was chatting wit.h Llufs and didn't hear
hím. The stove, jammed with wood, glowed red-hoto Wewere sweating.
"Daddy," Ramonet yelled,. "why didn't you put me next to Marieta?"
"T'he child is quite right," the major's wife, who was sitting next to
him, remarked approvingly. "He talks just like a little man."
"Would you like sorne more mocha?" the major asked Merceditas, who
was helping herself to a third cup. "There's nothing like mocha. Perhaps
you don't know where the word comes from. It's a cítv in Arabia,
imagine!"
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"r know perfectly well. That's where Na:poleon is buried."
Doctor Puig started upon hearing his wife's comment and stared in
puzzlement at the tip of his nose. But then he returned to his private chat
with Mrs. Picó.
r
"This story about Letamendi that I was goírig to tell you is about
love, you know, but in this brigade they won't let you open you r mouth.,
I'l1 have to go tell it to th~ Flatfoot Brigade, where it would.~:{he
. }\
success it so richly deserves."
"If it's a love stor y ••• " said the captain's wife, lookírig at the
doctor more intently. "r thought doctors never- talked about leve."
"Never talk about love, madam? Why, we scarcely talk .of anything
else!"
'o
"There's not.hirig like education," Picó commented sententiously to the
~ ~ -
doctor's wife. I have a,weak spot for Napoleon Bonaparte."
a.tl l1'5 u,, ,
"We speak of love," the doctor continued, "iri-elfuiJt aspects: theO\Í \ e..
und praxis."
"It seems to me we're getting cení'used here," said the major,
"Napoleon Bonapar-te? Mmmm... You mean that stiff buried in Mocha
isn't ... mmm... r'n be hanged if I can remember."
"We11,who else could it be?" asked Picó, lighting his pipe and
glancirig at him out of the corner of his eye.
"Let them ar gue ," the doctor murmured to Mrs. Picó, "about whether
Napoleon and Bonaparte were or were not the same persono It's one of
history's darkest enigmas. What's undeniable is that Napoleon had a
phenomenal pair of hor ns , remarkable in more than one respecto Back in
my day, students used to sírig a French ditty about Napoleon and
Josephine. It's a pity I can't remember it because it was a very lively
little number ,"
"In rny time," Doctor Puig began , "there was a funeral parlor next to
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"Don't listen to this quack," the major cut in, leanirig toward Mrs.
Picó from the other síde. "All doctor s are charlatans. 1 believe he'd be
capable of deserting to the Flatfoot Brigade any day just for the pleasure
.-~
of telling off-color ~~ 1 al~o kriow-t his ditty he sang in his youth,
and 1 can assure you it's not appropriate for mixed company. 1 suppose
you 've noticed those letters painted on the wall: Cursing Allowed. 1 wanted
to paintover "allowed" and write "forbidden" instead, but he, the doctor,
. __ ~1t?c;0V1~~1)
was againat it. He says we have to fight again st ·'r~.i~~l and 1 can
tell you that at least in this ar-ea, he matches his words with deeds. He
~
.\ .: -'V"- ~ , .,... , '-e CL' ,,-,'D ~ ~ . ,e;-=. .- ~oév 5 ~ ~
hasn't the faintest no ion of ~~fi_or b.;reeding.tl' 1 ~<LV\. ,
At the word "education," Picó pricked up his ears. He .looked at his
K
wife and the major, who were deep in conversation, and suggested to Mrs.
(CD<;: <..~ -
~n his mostcour-tlv tone, "Madam, perhaps we should apply the lex
talionis to t.hern."
He was very proud of knowing thisexpression, which he considered
extremely learned and had found in the title of one of the novels in his
suitcase. The major's wife nodded. She certainly had no idea what the lex
talionis was, but everything sounded good to her, she alway s ag ree d with
everyone, and in addition, after meals she usually felt drowsy. Norrnally
she went upstairs for a little nap, but on that day, since it was a "gala
luncheon," she didn't dare to leave and one could see she was makirig a
great effort to stay awake. We'd reached the cognac stage, and the cross-
eyed orderly was pouring genuine Fundador into our glasses. The major
and doctor, ustng our glorious patroness as a pretext, drank glass after
glass. The situation was getting worse by the momento
a cer-tain house we students frequented. Because back then they held
real funerals, unlike now when they bury men like dog s. What good times
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we had at that parlor! No, wait a minute; I've made a mistake. The good
times weren't at the funeral parlor but at the house next door. It was a
very well appointed house, a house 'comme il faut.' There was even a big
~lt ~
photo of Angel Guimer á in a ~ frame in one of the rooms. A house of
excellent repute, as you can see, and not far from the hospital whereI
was an interno Very well situated, well known to all the students. Perhaps
you're unaware that medical students sometimes swipe anatornícal specimens
for their practical jokes. Well, one time 1 took the Ieg off sorne poor devil
who'd diedof cancer arid, without the slightest respect for Guimer'á, 1 hid
it in the bed in that room."
"Is this the kind of love story doctor s tell?" asked Picés wife, very
disappointed.
"By no means. The lo~e stor y is the one about Letamendi. He'd
stolen--how shall 1 put; it--ce~tain 'things no gentleman would merrtion in
:front of ladies."
"By God, it's a pleasure to see how well bred we are in this brigade,"
the major interjected. "But anyhow, what exactly did Letamendi do?"
"Maybe he built tanks!" exclaimed 'Mrs. Picó, roaringwith laughter.
'tlBuild tanks, tanks, tanks!' Did you know there are thousands of posters
in Barcelona that say just that. If 1 were as handy as my husband, I'd
have gotten te work right away."
"It was when 1 saw that poster," Mrs. Rosich innocently added, "that
1 decided to knit a gray sweater for my husband."
"It wasn't sweaters but tanks you had to knit," the major scolded
her, and then he immediately called over to the doctor, "Let's find out
once and for all: did Letamendi make tanks or sweaters?"
"Letameridi, hmm"--and Doctor Puíg poured himself another glass of
cognac. "Letamendi had a pair of sweaters, a pair of tanks ... "
on the table with anote sayirig "Sí nce 1 won't ~eed these anymore •
,,,
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"Yes , big as a buH's! Wealready know that!" the major interrupted
impatiently. "What we want to hear about is what happened with his
father-in-law. "
"When that father-in-law, who was filthy rich, denied him his
daughter's hand in marriage, Letamendí left a very nicely wrapped package
The major and Picó laug hed and laug he d till tears streamed down
their faces. It was this stupid, macabre joke that brought the conversation
around to Soleras. He'd disappeared from our brigade "without leavirig a
forwarding address," as our major put it. At the time we assumed he'd
joined another republican brigade and sorne, given his extravagance, even
suspected he was with the anarchists. The major, when he could control
his laughter, exclaimed, "Lo'ok at this: to celebrate our patroness's dayaH
we talk about is stiffs ..Have we at least ag ree d oñ who's buried in
Mecca?"
"Mecca?" asked the doctor.
"Yes, Mecca. Weren't we talk ing about Mecca?"
"1 assure you that Letamendi's not buried in Mecca."
"Agree d," Picó added, "but we were talkírig about Bonaparte, not
Letamendi. "
"Now there's a stiff for you!" the major shouted. "He's as dead and
buried as the celebrated Ase."
"!The Death of Ase,'" Picó explained to Mrs. Rosich, "is a piece 1 can .
play on the trombone. Our band plays it too. "
And to demonstrate his musical talents, of which he was justifiably
proud, hepuffed out his cheeks and started íntonírig "The Death of Ase,"
imitat.ing a trombone.
"Oof," the major protested. "That's enough 'Death of Ase.' This Ase
"Soleras was a jerk, ag ree d; but he got to the heart of the problem."
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always makes me think of Soleras, not because of beirig an ass but because
of beirig dead. You have to admit Soleras looked like death warmed over .
"
Trini looked up, surprised. She'd barely said a word dur-ing the entire
meal. No one but me noticed that in those br-ight eyes, two shocked tears
sparkled. That shocked look has stayed in my memory ever sínce. Now,
many years later, 1 can stfll see those eyes, wide-open. The conversation
,
continued, more and more disjointed. Itwas impossible to stop the major
'f.. and the doctor in their ~USh towar d intoxication.Mrs. Puig, absorbed
,/ f.l~~J-....7'-- in conversation with Lluís, puffed on her cigarette arid ~n.'f\... up at the
ceiling with the expression of a resigned martyr.
"Yes, he likes to pretend he's more crass than he r eall'y is to upset
me. Because he knows I'm hYpersensitive."
"Orie can see that at a glance, madam," Llufs replied.
"Imagine, Lluís: I'm so hypersensitive that whenever Llook at a full
moon 1 feellike cr víng."
"No! The f'ull moon?" Lluís exclaimed. "When 1 see it 1 burst out
laug hirig;"
"I'm surprised at you," said the doctor's wife, "because a person
who's not affected by the full moon isn't truly sensitive. I'd have been so
happy if my husband had taken me f'or walks in Barcelona's Gothic Quarter
when there was a full moon ... "
At this moment the voice of hez insensitive husband, who was
immersed in a heated ar gumerit with the major, cut through the general
buzz of conversation like a clap of thunder.
"What about perfidious Albion?" shouted the major. "1 haven't heard
anything about that for a while." '
"Who is this lady?" Picó's wife asked the doctor.
U"B
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"I'U tell you in sorig ," he r-eptíed. And he be gan singmg in his
powerful baritone voice,
~
"
(~ J When the English faU,in love
IL~~·1 l~ they write lettersevery morrth.
'~~I "Perhaps you're unawa:re, Mrs. Picó," the major said, "that you can't
\,/ 'v '
have bullfights in the rainy season because buUs have no fight in them
when the sun's not shínmg. WeU,in Englan d it rains constantly. Imagine!
A disaster! Once, at the beg innírig of the war, an MP from the Labor
Party visited our trenches. He found fault with everything! The rifles badly
oiled, the troops badly disciplined, the officers unshaven .•. It was
Soleras who put him in his place. 'Ever y nation has the clímate it
deserves,' he said."
r-
Soler-ás/s quip delighted Mrs. Picó who, since she was short and dark,
thought of her self as a "hot-blooded southerner." She warrted to learn that
ditty by hear t, and as she sarig' "When the Eng lísh fall in love" she
snapped her f'ínger-s, imitating castanets. Loud enough so everyone could
hear hím, the doctor shouted from the head of t.he table, "Picó, you never
told me you had such a vivacious wife. And dark as a gypsy! Hmmm,that's
what 1 call sex appeal."
"Are you trying to get fresh with me?" and Mrs. Picó suddenly got
the giggles, while the captain smiled at the en d of the table, flattered by
the praise the doctor heaped upon his wife. Mrs. Puig could stand no
more. She whispered to Llu ís, "This is diag racef'ul. Did you hear that,
Llufs? Get fresh with her ..• "
"Fresh!" the doctor exclaimed. "That reminds me of another antidote.
Once there was a stiff in Mecca. Yes, Mer-cedrtas , don't screw up your
face at me! Weren't we talkrng about Mecca?"
U"B
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anything for a while. She was far away, as if in a dream. From time to
time she sat up with a start, trying to fight off her drowsiness, smilírig
vaguely and staring in the dír-ection of whoever was speaking. Marieta and
Ramonet were ar guírig.
)
"Mohammed's buried in Mecca," Marieta said,
Unfortunately, she said it so lou dly that everyone heard her. An
embarrassed silence fell. Mrs. Rosich, brusquely awakened by that awkward
silence, sat up. She had the impression that her daughter had satd
. something inappropriate.
"What do you know about it? You're too young to know about such
t.hírigs. "
"It's in a book we're .st.udvíng' at school."
'~The one I'm stu dyirig." Ramonet retor-ted," "says just the opposite."
"Just the opposite, mmm•.. The oppostte of what?" t.he major
growled.
"The opposrte of cuckolded," the doctor interjected. "That'd be a fine
kettle of fish, if books said just the opposite."
"Maybe Soleras took off for Mecca," the major said,
"Soleras in Mecca!" Doctor Puig exclaimed. "That's all we need!"
"It's a hypothesis," the major said, as though apologizing for havirig
offered it,
"Who is this Soleras they're always talking about?" Mrs. Puig asked
Lluís.
"1 often wonder that myself," he replied. "When you come right down
to it, who is Soleras? A hypothesis? A riddle? I'd give anythírig to find
out."
"Soleras, madam," the major declared, "is someone who disappears
without a trace. Pharrtasmagor-ia: that's it in a nutshe11."
U"B
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"Let's grant that Soleras is nothing more than phantasmagoria," the
doctor acknowledged, "but the colog ne certain obsequious yourig lieutenants
find in no man's land is an undeniable reality. Something's rotten in
Denmark."
J
"In Denmark?" his wife asked in aur-pr ise. "What does Denmark have
to do with Mecca?"
"And what does your rear end have to do with ember days?"
Merceditas blushed with indignation but manage d to control herself.
Lluís hurriedly lit her third Camelo "T'hank you," she said in a trembling
voice.
"Yes , Denmark," her' husband continued, addressing the captain's wife.
,.
"In Denmark you can find anything, from bottles of Fundador and colog ne
to coffee beans and Camels. Absolutely anyt.hirrg] They find jars of
Polierotikol this big. Apparently they grow a11over the place in Denmark.
Everything's rotten in Denmark'."
"What they grow in Denmark, my dear quack ," Picó inter rupted calmly
with a sly glance, "is bottles of 1902 sauterne for those unable to keep a
professional secreto You'11never taste another drop of Fundador if you
don'.t shut your trap."
At that moment, the major unbuttoned his jacket and shirt as though
the heat were suffocating him, He rose to his feet, raised his hand for
silence, and solemnly announced, "Officers, noncoms, and soldiers, heroes
of Catalonia and the republic: I'm drunk as a lord!"
His wife rushed to his side. He was beating his breast.
"What's the matter? Are you sick?"
"As a lord!" and he burst into tears, embracing her. "1 swore 1
wouldn't drink while you were here and now just look at me: drunk as a
lord. "
U"B
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"It's only one day," she said, comforting hím. "There's no shame in
get.tírig drunk at a gala Iuncheon like this. The patroness of infantrymen!" .
Husband and wife decided that the best thing would be to go upatair s
and take a nap. Marieta an d Ramonet were playirig on the ot.hee sideofi .the roomf'romthestove, whichwaf~~1t*it~"!;; these desertions, the
conversation be gan te languish.
"You should be ashamed of yourself, darling," said Mercedltas, lookirig
at her husband. "And you wanted me to bring the chHdren ... What a
bad example!"
i "You're quite r-ight, madam,"Picó said. "Thatrmen of such
culture •.. "
"Who asked you, Pic6? Who the hell asked you?" the doctor
exclaimed. "Culture? Culture; you can shove it up your . "
"Dar Iing , you oug ht to go sleep it off too."
"r don't feellike it! Culture, as far as L'm concerned ... Can't you
read? It's written up there in big letters: Cursing Allowed. You're all
witnesses! A nap? Bah, all it takes is one injection. One injection and your
hangover+s cured!"
"One injection of what, darling?"
"Of streaky bacon, sweetheart." _
Merceditas blanched. She flurig away her cigarette and rose ta her
feet. Her husband calmly poured himself another glass .of Fundador. She
opened her mouth to say something, but then she closed it again and
stormed out, slammirig the door behind her.
"Now f'inally," he said, staring at the tip of his nose, "I can talk
freely. Poor Letamendi, sent packírig like that! It's a wonder my father-in-
law didn't do the same with me, as loaded with dough as he ís. Merceditas
doctor who saved a whole city from chole ra, and she thought 1 was like
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conned him into it, you know? She'd just seen a movie about a poor r
that doctor. But without a penny, without chole ra, without patients, how
could 1 ... And to think 1 joined the army in or der to find a Iitt.le peace!"
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~nd every Iife is a path of solitu de,
Marius Torres .
Our brigade was idle, since we were still waítírig for the arms and
)
recruits we needed to reconstitute it. As we had not.hing to do in my t-
section, I spent more and more time in Santa Espina, where I often ~
6veJ·
~. In case of em emergency, Doctor Puig could alwayscall me on
the field telephone that linked the two v illages. But there wasn't a single
emergency. ..w '- l -t .. t- l''-''->- (.AA. \ '-
When I ~¡eer~ I'd sleep in that room up by the attic. It still
corrtairied three mattresses, but since the women had arrived I slept there
by myself. That's where I kept the chalice Picó had found in no man's
land, I said my evening pray~rs before that chalíce, which I place d on a
wobbly tab le.L'd found. I prayed to the memory of what it once had
contained. At those moments, I óften thought of Doctor Gallifa. Havirig
heard not.hirig further about him, not even knowing whether he was dead
or alive, I sometimes found myself praying to him. Itwasn't as though I
were pr'ayirig to a saint. It was more that l'd have conversations with him
in my head, as if I were asking him for advice. Like a fool, I thought
tp.en tpat he would have approved of what I was trying to do. How ~
\;-a cl(.;y el Ii\RL&.a. s, '
l"'could ~av9 H~d. his advice on that slippery slope!Doctor Gallifa, so far
removed from everyday banalities, possessed arare perspicacity when it
carne to crucial t.hing s. Beneath my apparently generous intentions, he'd
have sensed the sinful inclination that moved me without my beírig aware
of it. And it's not that Doctor Gallifa was a nit-picking confessor; quite
the contrary. Right up to the war, l'd been burdened by bad dreams and
had often asked God to stop my dreaming. I'd also tried to confess my
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dreams to Doctor Ga11ifa."Son," he ínte rr-upted me, "dont waste my time. 1
There are people wait.irig in Iine." He was, in fact, a very popular
confessor and sometimes the line reached a11the way to the chu rch dooc.
Wi9'\Ádl
So I was left with my dream, a,s with a counterfeit coin no one ~1 take.
I couldn't pass it along to him.
And yet dreams are real. From the mornent we have them, in one
sense or another we carry them around inside uso Each person's dreams
are a part of himself. What a st.rarige, incoherent part, ano yet they're a
part of uso 'Fheir mearring eludes uso The Freudians' interpretations are so
simplistic. Our dreams are much more varied and fantastic, more murderous
at times, than anyt.hirig that's been said about them. Their meanírig eludes
us , and nonetheless it seems st.rangely clear when we're actua11y dr-eamirig.
It's afterward that we don't understand them. Awake, we don't understand
the sleepers we were a momerrt earlier. That's t.he sou rce of the
embarrassment a wakirig man feels about the alee pirig man who was himself
but also another, the embarrassment at not controlling this other part of
himself, his dreams. "Dreams are a no man's land between life and death,"
Soleras once told me, "between the obscene and the macabr e."
What does it mean to be in love? A quarter of a century Iater , I sti1l
.don't know. Perhaps my heart has never dared to ask itself. Could it
perhaps be a desire to share the mystery and thus free oneself from it?
The mystery of Iife and death, of the obscene and the macabre; a very
desi h ~t b Y - hana It 1vague arre , owever f*Of!el~l may e. es, ver-y vague. Per ps 1 on y
~ ¿ -;r .
becomes precise in the depths of our dreams, but then it flees when we
wake up. In all this there's somefhirig not much clearer than those
phenomena Soler-ás spoke of one unforgettable nigh@ ~lessed are those who
~
are like the birds of the air, who live and die without worrying about life
and death. But I, tormented since childhood by bad dreams, by
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sleepwalking, by scruples and worries ... I, poor me ... I would have
liked to fly through the air in broad daylight! So much darkness
asphyxiates us, Lord. We'd like to live aimply , in broad daylight, in the
open air , freely. We'd like to líve as You said , like little children, satisfied
with the world as it is, with t.hirig s and people as they are, aince You
created thema11.Toaccepteverythingasitis.asit comes to us, humble
of spirit, in utter símplicitv; to live in utter simplicity, but with her,
When aman and a woman love each other, a hut is a palace. This is
an old secreto Don Juan knew it we11enough, even t.hough a11he knew of
love was its fleeting aspect; because our whole problem, O Lord, is this, is
our fleetingness. If we could make certain moments that alip away eternal
... the world would be mar-velous ... Because happiness cannot be found
,.
in t.hirig s but only in leve; and the spirit of acquisition comes from the
emptiness we try to fill with things because we rack love. The spirit of
acquisition is relative. One strives to obtain what others don't have, but
love alone is absolute-e-Inclu dírrg when it's fleeting, íncludírig when it's
sinful, inclu dirig when it's murderous, for in truth it's murderous to covet
one's neighbor's wife. However brief it may have been, however wicked,
however murderous, it was ataste of the absolute! Don Juan knew this
well¡ and with him all those who have loved wisely or foolishly, for an
instant or forever, blessedly or murderously but with a11their hearts and
souls. ~
This breath of absolute~is enough to transfigure life and death!
(\..- . ...
This breath of love makes everything glorious. That blessed house in
Nazareth must have been so humble; hardly more than a hut. Yet it's the
house we think of when we imagine a happy home, our very idea of
happiness! Those sunlit days in Galilee, the humble, hidden peace that
enveloped Jesus, Joseph, and Mary ... The story of Christ's passion would
The call of crucifixion ... is war anyt hirig but this? Of course they
,
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lack its full meanirig wit.hout the story of His childhood. Often it's seemed
like a str-ing of fairy tales, har dly believable in the Iight of critical
reason. But can critical reason ever understand love? The horror of the
crucifixion would have no meanirig if it weren't the same Jesus of Galilee,
the same love, the same poetry. The Gospels teach us to accept the cross
when our time comes, but don't they also teac~ us to accept happiness?
Wasn't this our great cr-irne: to reject happiness and poetry, to nail them
to the cross? Happiness is sacred; it's what the Almighty wants for mano
To reject it is terrible.
Yet despite everything, we'll all be crucified. Every Iif'e must
inevitably end in death.
We'll all be crucified, but hush! Don't let the children hear you.
Instead speak to them of m~nkind's wonderful fu'ture. And why should
mankind's future be so wond~rful? Poor mankírid, how can it ever have a
future? It must always live in the present, an atrocious present, always
torn between two calls: happirieas and crucifixion.
brandish excuses: noble causes, big words--and how empty,
incomprehensible, and even ridiculous they .seem .to later generations! Can
we understand why our great-grandfathers fought over the Bourbons' male
and female lines of succession? Now it seems comical, but our great-
grandfathers killed for it. Our great-grandchildren will Iaug h when they
find out we killed each other over the proletariat and the bour geoíaíe or
the Aryans and the Jews, yet Hitler's and Stalin's concentration camps
were created in the name of these empty, silly words. Silly words, empty
pe darrtr y, but the an gry masses follow. Poirrt to a scapegoat and they'll
follow you. The aristocrat, the bour geois , the priest, the Jew, the f'asciat,
the Red: it makes no difference. Since he's the villain, it's his fault.
What drives them? Not the "cause," since no one knows what it is,
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What's his fault? Ever-yt.hirig. Death to the bour geois , the priest, the Jew,
the fascist, the Red! Hurrah for death! Burn, kill, gor ge yourself on blood:
"qu'un sarig impur abreuve vos sillons." Always the same butchery.
One day when she and 1 were alone in Santa Espina, 1 asked her why
she t.hought all those people, so varied, had gone to war: Lluís, Picó,
,
Soleras, the major , the doctor, all of them, on ~ur side and the other,
"Reds" and "fascists." She replied, as thoug h surprised that 1 would even -
ask the question, "1 suppose it must be for the cause." "The cause!" 1
exclaimed."1n any case, the cause would be different for each one ...
but what is each person's cause? No, no; it's not for emy cause. They've
come to be crucified. All of them, on both sides. It's the same story in
every war, an d that's why there will always, always be wars. Because man,
\-
who was created to sit by the fire with the woman he loves, nonetheless
r- ~
lorigs to be crucified. ,If you could hayo ftesn all those fools, those drunks,
those idiots at our 'gala luncheon'! You can't imagine what suff'er-ing they
can feel and inflict when the time comes! Yet they march forward and are
cut down, one after the other, and they still advance."
but glor y, which everyone lorig s foro But what glory, my God, if no one
willever know the names of all those soldiers killed in battle? Posterity?
That's stupid. If posterity had to recall all those who have died in so
many wars, all those who have written on sand ... Even their closest
comrades for get them after a while, sometimes within a few weeks. There
are so many of them! So they're see kirig a glory that mankind can't give,
but what they really seek is crucifixion. War has no other meanirig , but
this meanirig is so vast! No sacrifice is wasted, no matter who wins or
loses. "Take up your cross and follow me;" they've taken it and followed
Himwithout realizing it, perhaps without believing in Himor thinking they
U~ 4
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don't believe in Him, sometimes even cur sing His name.
AHthe mysteries of life and death are resolved in Christ's
crucifixion! It doesn't matter íf it's requited, if it's unappreciated¡ solitude
makes no difference if one loves. What idiot spoke of hopeless love s?
Where there's love there's hope; whece there's hope there's faith! How
many who thought they didn't believewill be saved by love, how many
will be saved by hope ... 'But Soler-ás, who saw so olear ly, was sorely
mistaken. Perhaps without realizing it, at times he strayed into illuminism,
the most repulsive of heresies, or ínto a pessimism that barely preserved
the slightest vestiges of hope in the supernatural. Of course he saw it all
clearly, but at other times ... Those most to be pitied are always the
"-
victors, whoever they may be.l tI pity with all my heart those who will
find themselves with a víctor-y on their hands,l\ he often said. As far as
the vanquished are concerned, the vanquished of all centuries and all
causes have been redeemed by their very defeat. They thirsted after glory-
-for this and not.hirig else is what drives men to seek crucifixion--after
everything great, heroic, and absolute. They wrote on sand and cerrtur-ies
of winds have obliterated their words. They have vanished from men's
memories, as though they'd never existed, but all sins but blasphemy
again st the Spirit will be forgiven, and doesn't any man who seeks
crucifixion for a cause he deems just proclaim the Spirit? No one risks his
Iif'e without believing in something worth d'yirig for, and this something
can be nothing other than the Spirit.
He wrote on sand and was crucified. And you, vanquished soldier,
whoever you may be, need only raise you r eyes heavenward to see Himas
we saw Himin those final days, the nightmarish days of our final disaster,
when entire armies,pulverized by artillery, tanks, and bombs, set out on
. tve\-0.
endless if.l:B:l'C~S leavirrg behind trails of the dead, the dyin g, the sick, and
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those too exhausted to continue. Often at dusk, on sorne distant summít,
amorig the outlines of soldiers bent beneath submachine guns, 1 thought 1
saw His silouette agairrst the evening sky. Also bent beneath a weight,
that of His cross, he marche d ahead of us , vanquished amorig the
, -
vanquished, as though showirig us the way to faHure, ready to share all
. grief, defeat, and shame. He dr-agge d Hís bare, bloody feet, and l'm by no
means the only one who saw Him in those day s. How many eyes opened
then to the sight of Him!How coul'd 1 ever for'get the moment when,
havirig reached the top of the Pyrenees and lookirrg down on that vast
plain dotted with smoking towns and villages, as a fareweU to the
crucified nation we were about to abandon, we sang Ver-daguer+s hymn to
't(: .
the Vir gín Mary! Everyone, even the anarchists, for in those last days we
were all mixed up together In the indescribable chaos of that supreme
rout.
Yes, Soleras saw t.hirig s clearly, but he lost sight of the fact that an
ideal persists even in triumph, -however grotesquely it may be caricatured.
Had we won, we would now feel the shame of so many other ill-fated
victors. But our ideals would persist just as theirs have. A violin's st.r-ings
are made of catgut, but Bach exists. Love exists an'd is as immense as the
t l & "('O 1'5.e. ~ .........t¡Jl... .\. -
~ despite the wretchedness of our means. And God Himself? Did He
appear amon g us as a young victor, resplendent in His glory? Gentlemen,
please ... It was also Soleras, naturally--always Sole rás l-e-who got to the
heart of it that night. "We don't have a clear idea of what a crucifixion
was Iike ," he said, and added "It's as unbearable to see God in His glory
as in His shame."
#
1 kept quiet and listened in the darkness, curled up on my mattress.
He was talkírig about Constantine,. who abolished crucifixions and replaced
"Neither can 1. No one can stand to imagine the cross. So you see,
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them with the gallows. "If he'd done it out of pity, to spare ~
condemned such a long agony, he would deserve our eternal gr atit.ude, but
he did it so criminals wouldn't die like Hím. Like Christ, who had wanted
to die líke a criminal! Did you know, Cnuells , that during the first four
centuries Christians avoided representing Christ crucified? They knew too
well what it meant. It was only long after Constantine, when everyone had
for-gott.en, that the first crucifixes appeared. They didn't give much of an
idea ... "
1 listened, open-mouthed, unable to halt that flood of outrages that
so upset me. "T'hose sentenced were stripped naked. Only a cretin could
imagine that those executioners had a sense of modesty! There was nothirig
resembling a wooden base on the crucifixes. Their feet were nailed r-ight
to the stake, so they had to bend their knees and push their thighs apart
"
"Stop," 1 said. "1 can't stand any more."
poor Cruells, what we did to our Creator once we had Him in our power .
klMM~ "'-té.,-r
But Soleras erred when he refused to a.Gkr40wr\d$ the wretchedness
of our means. However wretched we may be, life is immense! Ifit's
"
cowardly to spurn crucifixion when God calls us to it, it's criminal to
spurn happiness when God want.s us to be happy. Soleras spurned it; he
fled from it. He couldn't take his eyes off the obscene and the macabre,
as though they'd put a spell on him; he, who knew better than many that
God had taken on all our shame. Isn't this Christianity? This absurdity,
the madness of the Cross? Christianity is sürange, Christianity is absurd--
but strange and absur d as it may be, it's the only answer. God taking on
the immensity of our wretchedness and therefore stripping Himself of His
'.
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immense glory, offering Himself in crucifixion, in an obscene and macabre
spectacle to redeem the obscene and the rnacabre •.. "Eli, eli, lama
sabachthani." How can 1 complain of my loneliness in this world, knowírig
that PIefound Himself far more alone?
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On the riight of September 21st and 22nd, when we were all fast
asleep in Santa Espina, our battalion's barid , which we hadn't been
expecting, rudely awakened us with a blast of reveille. They'd walked the
ten miles of dirt road from Villar. Grumbling, I rose fram my mattress,
thinking it was another of those stupid practical jokes we were always
playirig on each other--a particularly stupid one, since it was freezing cold
out. As 1 went downstairs, I found Picó, Lluís, and 'their wives on t.he
first-floor landirig , cold, sleepy, and cursing "those damned idiots from
Villar who won't give us a moment's peace." In the dirring room, "those
idiots from Villar" were whoopirig it up. Sorne were dancing on the table;
others sarig or bellowed, Iyirig on the benches: and others made as much
racket as they could with trombones and bu glesv Still others were helping
themselves to the bottles of rum and cognac we kept in the cabinet.
Major Rosich, the doctor,' and t.heir- wives had followed the band in
the For d. In fact, he and the doctor were among those on the table,
bang íng out a tap dance that shook the walls. You could see a mile away
from their red faces, bright eyes, arid grandiose gestures that they were
a11thorougly sozzled.
"Gloria in excelsis Deo"--shouted the major when he saw us comíng
downstairs, "and the hell with the Platf'óot-Br-igade!"
In a corner, far from the fire, Mrs. Puig kept he r distance. She
gazed at it all, profoundly shocked and scandalized. When I went over to
say hello, her only reply was "T'hey 'f-e worse than those sinners in Sodom
and Simorrah."
From certain half-incoherent phrases, we gathered that this wasn't
just another practical joke, that somet.hirig had occurred to justify it all.
·,0.. ,
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It was hard to find out exactly what it was. Finally, we managedto get it
out of them: a phone call had come through from our brigade's
headquarters armou nc in g that the re publican s had taken 'I'er uel. When we
f inally got the point, we joined the party, bellowirig and dr inkirrg till
sunrise, when they returned to VilIar, accompanied by screeching bugles
and blaring trombones.
Then, in the stlericeand pale light of that glacial dawn, I
remembered another day , in June, exact1y six months earlier. I'd gone to
Parral del Río to see if I could hunt up Soleras. Lluís had joiried our
br-igada the day before, and I hadrr't; met him yet. As far as Soleras was
concerned, he wasn't around that day. Captain Picó took me to the front
lines, where we thought we'd find him. From there, we could see the
sinuous lines of poplars alorig the river banks, and in the distance, the
brick steeple and houses in Vivel, a v illage in fascist territory. As we
were admiring the view, all the bells in Vivel bagan r-ingin g furiously. We
heard a brass band playirig , alerig with shouts of joy and cannon volleys.
Picó and I kept quiet, makirig a great effort to aét as though we hadn't
noticed that noisv celebration. Wewere both thinking the same t.hirig: that
they -yverecelebrating the fall of Bilbao. In fact, we eventually read about
it in the newspapers, which always arrivedlate. Now six months had
passed and we were celebrating the fall of Teruel. We didn't know then,
and we wouldn't find out till much later, how horrible the battle had been.
Moreover, the worst wasn't the capture of the city but the fascist
counterattack that would drag on for weeks and months.
But we knew nothírig about that at the time, and our Christmas was
merry and hopef'ul. On the morning OI the twerity-fourth, one of the
heaviest snowstorms that winter be gan, It tapered off toward rrightfall. The
snow had caug ht me in Santa Espina. Often, when I stayed at Don
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Andalecio's house, I'd "show movies " to entertain Ramonet dur-ing those
¿~~~ ..
long winter everring s. That ~' because of the snow, no one went
outdoors and even the grownups attended, since they had nothírig else to
do. I "showed movies" in Lluís's an d Trini's room, which was spacious and .
had an alcove with a bed separated off by an arch. With the larrter-n f'rom
. J.
the cabriolet, 1 projected a circle of Iíght onto a sheet I hun g from the
other si de of the arch, instde the alcove. I'd cut sorne characters out of
~~~~~ .
oar-dboar d, and I F~¡;;"d fliem in f'ront of the lantern, creating a kind of
shadow playas they appeared enlar ged on the sheet. The audience, which
normally consisted solely of Ramonet and his mother, watched from the
lar ger area they used as a sitting room.
That everring , when the show ended, a bountiful supper awaited us by
the fireside. Wewould have had to go to Villar, where the major had
invited us to a "gala supper" to celebrate Christ-mas Eve, but we were
snowed in. After supper, Lluís wanted to take the boy, buridle d up in a
heavy woolen blanket--not one.of our army blankets, which were cotton,
but one found in a house in the village--for a walk in the snow.
It had stopped snowíng. The clouds had shredded into ragged tatters
that streaked the sky, and we could see Sirius twinkling through one of
0'P S r
theteats(\There was an argumento Trini t.hcught it was "downright stupid"
to go out with the boy on such a cold night, It was one of the few times
x
they ar-gue d in front of the rest of uso
e... .
Since Lluís ,/\ouldn't be budged, Trini decided to go along. The snow
was dr y and powdery. Our boots plurige d into it without getting wet,
makírig a r ust.ling sound like thick silk. She was wearing militar y boots t.he
captain had given her. Since they were too big for her, she had to pull
heavy woolen socks over her stockírigs. She never got used to those
coarse, heavy clodhoppers, but st.rangely énoug h, they suited her. On the
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other hand, everything she wore seemed to suit her,
From the front door, 1 watched them walk down the main street,
leavirig behind the houses where soldiers lived in the less bombed-out part
of town. The men wer-e ain ging Christmas carols, accompanied by the
hurdy-gurdy. They'd built a bonfire in the middle of the street, crackling
and sizzling as it .melted t.he snow, and were makirig a joyful racket. The
moonless night was calm and icy.
When they'd disappeared around a bend, I went out by myself. I went
to the lower part of town, where there was nothing but r-ubble. I could
hear the soldiers' sorig s and the shrill hur dy+gur-dy, more and more muffled
in the distance.
In the middle of one of the streets, I saw a big for ge half buried
beneath the snow, looking like a giant's corpse partially covered by a
shroud. It was by no means the only bizarre object one found far from its
natural home, There was a carpenter's bench, a church beH, an oil press, a
spring mattress, and other ju nk, As I walked among that clutter like the
remains of a shipwreck, my boots sank into snow up to my knees. In one
corner of the square outside the church, which was further down, right at
the edge of town, lay the scattered remains of a harmonium. It looked as
though they'd thrown it out the rose window up by the choir lof't, after
first smashing the window, and it had remained there, immobile, stunned
by its fallo
The church, without its door, resembled a huge black mouth. A mouth
that exhaled a freezing breath that seemed to come from beyond the
grave. I crossed myself before entering.
There was nothing inside but bare stone. I placed my chalice on the
main altar, lit two candles, and be gan praying.
You'd have thought the silence, as sharp as the cold, was goirig to
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freeze solid. Through that almost crystallízed silence carne sorne barely
perceptible waves of sound. Bells. It was har d to say if I was hear ing them
or imagirring t.hem. I stopped praying and listened. Bells on Christmas Eve!
Sometimes they carne through more clearly, though still from a great
distance; so pu re , so distant that they too seemed made of ice or cr yatal.
I wondered at t.he sound of them, Could they be the bells in Heaven? How
could they be earthly when no church bells had rung (moreover, hardly
any were left) since the beginning of the war?
Suddenly I understood. They carne from enemy ter-ritcrv.
Enemy? What meanirig could the word have on the night before
Christmas?
I understood they were celebrating Midnight Mass in sorne víllage in
enemy territory, beyond no man's lan d, That polar air's unusual clarity and
stillness had made them audíble. The mystery was solved. Now the bells
pealed joyfully, reminding me of pip ing toads on hot summer nights.
I left the church, fascinated by those far-off bells. I found myself on
the dirt road, outside town, near the frozen r-iver. I could no loriger hear
the carousing soldiers or the hurdy-gurdy; only those distant bella,
perceptible or not as the breeze shifted. The snow was so brilliantly white
that I could see as beneath a full moon. I walked uphill, through a pine
grove. The dry snow rustled as my boots sank into it.
Pine branches sagged beneath the snow. Their needles, coated with
frost, sparkled in the stars' faint light and made me think of that rock
crystal chandelíer in Trini's sitting room when l'd visited her, The stars
twinkled like f'rost crystals. Sirius, always Sirius, shone brightly through
shreds oí drifting clouds: blue sparks in the ver-y heart of that frozen
universe.
l'd reached the top of the hill but I couldn't see a t.hirig , l'd hoped
. . . ".... f. y'nMmd' U'ñnOm!:ilí.fu.,lo~
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to see the Iight.s , the soldiers' bonf'ir-es in that village so I eelli:ld lcao';19 --}\
where the bells were comirig from. I could still hear them at times, but I
couldn't see a thing.
I slowly walke d back to Santa Espina. A vague, puzzling glow carne
from the church. I went in.
It carne from the two candles :E'dleft on the altar. They'd burned
down to almost nothing. Between them, the silver chalice inlaid with gold .
;;¡-glimmer-ed. r knelt an d prayed for a long time.,
I prayed to Doctor Gallifa. It was the first time]' trulyprayed to
him, like someone pr ayirig to a saint, and nonetheless 1 st.ill didn't know if
\
he was dead or alive. I knew, or t.hought I knew, that the old Jesuit on
Arc del Teatre Street had been him. That gradually had come to seem
obvious to me. I prayed fof a long time to my ex-teacher at the seminary,
asking him to help me, not to forsake me at that-crossroads where L'd
beg un to feel l'd loet my way.
#
The last time l'd seen him was at the house of one of his brothers, a
rich landowner from Vic who spent most of the year in Barcelona, where
he -had an apartment on the Riera del Pi: an old apartment, very big, with
high ceílíng s. He received me in his room: a. room whose four walls
disappeared beneath fourbookshelves that reached the ceiling , leavírig just
.enough space for the door and a window. Hís bed was hidden in a tiny
alcove. He was sitting with his back to the window at atable strewn with
books and papers. Except for the table, the only furniture was a rush-
bottomed chair he sat in and another f'acírig it. The room smelled of old
books and snuff, because my teacher was amorig the few people who stiU
took snuff. As he read, which he did for hours every day, he took pinches
of snuff from a box he left open beside the book; a box I can still
U" I
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picture, made of tarnished silver. The smell of snuff was inseparable from
his person, as t.hough he were impregnated with it.
He could have returned to his monastery when they stopped enforcing
the anti-Jesuit laws in 1934, but because of his advanced age an.d.cíelicate .
health, he preferred to stay on at his brother's house. So he lived with
his family as a secular pr-íeat and went each day to teach his class in
Christian ethics at the seminary. Since he'd left the monastery, he took
more snuff than ever. Perhaps his frequent ailments and migraine
headaches were due to chronic potsonirig caused by all the tobacco powder
he 'd irihale d. At the time he was close to eighty years old.
That smell of snuff and old books was accompanied by the slow
ticking of an old grandfather clock that couldn't be seen because it was in
the alcove. He'd had them place it right beside his bed. He suffered from
insomnia and assured me t.hat the grandfather c-lock's steady ticking kept
him company during those hours that otherwise would have_been so long
as he lay in bed in the dark. He also liked to hear the neighborhood
church bells chime the hours and quarters of an hour, so he wouldn't lose
'f- h¡" 1~~~ime. l 'm describing these details, which basicallv have no
significance, to give an idea of the atmosphere that surrounded Doctor
Gallifa in the last months of his life: an atmosphere that seemed truly to
belorig to another cerrtur y. Itwas calmirig to be in that little room on the
Riera del Pi where one could think one was in the eighteenth century, yet
it was only a few steps from the Rambla, the heart of the feverish city .
. l'd spent long hours ther-e, tadkirig with ilim, for then--before the war--
people had time to talk.
The last time was just two days before the war broke out, but we
hadn't the slightest inkling. Or rather he'd heard rumors through one of
his nephews named Lamoneda: a nephew he was justifiably concerned
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about. He talked to rn:eabout this nephew, whom I'd known for awhile.
He was very wor-r-íed.
The time has also come for me to .go into some detail about
Lamoneda, who would later turn into my private ghost. This st.range
nephew was like Doctor Gallifa's shadow. I knew him quite well by then,
t.hough I had no idea t.hat he'd later turn into mine as well. When I say
shadow, I mean someone who follows us everywhere as thoug h he emanated
from us and who nonethe1ess is our negatíon, the same way they say evil
is God's shadow. In my eyes--I still hadn't reached twenty--he was an old
bachelor, His uncle said Lamoneda was at least forty, t.hough he himself
would only state evasively that he was "over thirty." He still hurig around
the university, where he was supposedly studying to be a pharmacist. How
many years had he been a 'student? Doctor Gallifa thought he knew, but
everything about this nephew was fuzzy. He'd succeasívely studied law,
philosophy, an d medicine, wasting a few years on each one. }Vhen I met
him, he was working as a cler k.In a drugstore on Sant Pau Street that I'd
been inside a few times. It was such a small, modest drugstore that it
looked more like a neighborhood herbalist's shop. It was there that one
evening the police arrested him on suspicion of dealirig cocaine. Since t.hey
were unable to prove he'd sold it without aprescription, they had to let
him go, but the druggist r-ef'uaed to take him back. He always tried to
.persuade us of his innocence, he always said he'd been the victim of a
misunderstanding. His uncle believed hím, or at least pretended too
.. .
I, on the other hand, have always thought the police were on the
right track. MOrethan that, I've often suspected that Lamoneda himself
was a cocaine addict. I'd sometimes seen him with a stupefied look on his
face that was painful to behold: his mouth half open, his eyes seemírig to
stare off into the distance. That drugged exp:ression--quite different from
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a drunk's--had struck me as very suspicious. He went throughflush
periods, though 1 never knew where the money carne from, and it was
during these good times that I suspect he secretly indulged his vice.
Usually he was rather hard up, especially after he'd been fired by that
druggist on Sant Pau Street.
Lamoneda's father, who was a widower, lived all year in the country.
Doctor Gallifa's sister, the mother of this nephew, had married the eldest
son of a peasant family as well-off as the Gallifas themseives. She'd died
shortly after gívírig birth to Lamoneda. He lived alone in Barcelona on the
t1:~ w-~
money his father sent him. ~c,te was an only child,~is father had
gradually resigned himself to letting him lead the life of an eternal
student.
Lamoneda also consi'dered himself eternally young. Forty years old
accor-dirig to his uncle's calculatioris, he went on talkíng obsessively about
"we yourig people." He was tall and skinny, with a blotchy, pimply face.
When he walked down the street, he held himself very erect and tried to
i ' give himself a militar y air by strutting alorig stfffly@ne ffie@h:Etni~.
Moreover, he'd always enjoyed wrapping himself in mystery, as thoug h he
were involved in very important, secret affairs. He lived in a boar dirig
house, but he'd rented a kind of garret onTallers Street. He called that
garret his "garconníé re," and on a few occasions he'd taken me up there
and read me f ragmerrts from his notebooks. I remember one afternoon he
read me sorne errigmatíc passages about Baron de Koerrig, a shady character
. ) .
from the First World War about whom I, who was born at the end of that
war, had only the vague st idea. It seems he'd been the talk of Barcelona
in histime, but who had this baron really been? "A genius," Lamoneda
assured me that day , "a pioneer, far ahead of his time. He realized long
before anyone else how to make use of the anarchists. It was through
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them that he killed off the Catalan industrialists who supplied the Allies
with war material, a11in the name of libertarianism and the workers'
revolution. Even now, many people don't understand that the kaiser was
behirid the anarchist gunmen ... " At the time I didn't pay much attention·
to t.amoneda's ramblin gs, which I thought were product.s of his overheated
imagination, Many years later I discovered, to my horror and shock, that
his chatter had been far more coherent than L'd thought.
And even so, at the time I already knew he had sorne bizarre
acquaintances. I knew (though his uncle didn't) that he hun g around with
a:narchists. He himself once specified that he had dealirig s with gunmen,
though he didn't explain what exactly he had to do with them. Neither his
uncle nor I have ever been much interested in politics, and even less in
underground, terrorist groups. Now I know (though I didn't find out till
many years later) that back 't.hen Lamoneda already had secret connections
with Llibert Milmany, but it wasn't his political activity that worried me
at the time. His uncle t.hou ght he was "a pei\so? of littlé substance" who
-t(-L. (~IM-~ clL~
lived in the cloud~~believed ~nigmatic allusions to his important,
secret activities were merely the result of an unhealthy desire to make us
think he was a big shot, "A poor devil," he said, "and nothírig more."
Doctor Gallifa was unaware of an aspect of his nephew that would
have certainly charige d his mind. Lamoneda believed in nothing, t.hough
with his uncle he pretended to be a devout Catholic, and he was fixated
on certain kinds of erotic adventures. He t.houg ht he was a second
Stendhal. Doctor Gallifa didn't know about these literary activities, but
Lamoneda sometimes read me long passages on those afternoons when he
brought me up to his "gar-conrrier-e" on Ta11ers Street. Basícally it was
not.hírig but pornography, though he presented it as "experimental fiction."
He read aloud to me with the expression of a fool who thinks he's terribly
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clever. How painful it was to see that already withered face of a middle-
age d bachelor who thinks hes a Don Juan, and how it all stank of the
most sordid kind of self-enclosure!
Was he my uncle's Judas? 1 broke out in a cold sweat ever-y.rtime this
suspicion troubled me, because in fact Lamoneda was one of the very few
people (two or three) who knew where Doctor Gallifa was staying ... 1
myself never manage d to find out. That last time 1 saw Doctor Gallifa, he
talked for a long time about his nephew, who troubled him more than
ever. He told me that the day before, Lamoneda had come to war n him
that he was in "great danger ," "1 couldn 't make head or tail of it," Doctor
Gallifa said. "1 don't know what he's up too He say s he's working with
sorne secret committees and God knows what else."
He went on belie ving , as he always had, that his nephew's talk was
nothing but fantasies born 01 idleness. "He seems to think he's living in a1~ novel, and it's getting worse. I'm afraid he may be goirig insane .
. ." That was what worried hím, not the "great dariger " Lamoneda had
warned him about. "He tried to persuade me to go into hi dirig , that l'm in
extreme dariger , but who could wish me ill? What l 'm afraid of is that this
aimless life of his has affected his brain."
Less than a week later, 1 recognizedLamoneda amorig the crowd
burning a church in SantGervasi.
"Fascist!" they shouted when 1 tried to stop them. l'd recog nized
Lamoneda despite his diaguise. He hadn't shaved for seve ral days, perhaps
since his last conver-sation with his uncle. He was wearing a machinist's
overalls, and ab ig red and black bandanna covered half his face. He carne
toward me, also shoutírig "Fascist!"
"Lamone da," 1 whispered, "aren't you ashamed of yourself?" "Fascist!"
he repeated and grab bed my arm and pulled me after hím. He wove his
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way t.hrou gh the thick of the crowd, dragging me alorig with him. The
f smoke pouring from the ~ made us cough. Flames leapt from the
chair s they'd piled in the ~i dIe of the nave. The incendiaries, with soot-
lN..¿t &.t I-l , ~¡yVY" .
blackened faces, Ü~rf,till shout.ing. He dragged me out of the church,
which had begun to burn and crackle.
"Aren't you ashamed?" I repeated.
"I warned the two of you," he replied in a whisper. "Now get the hell
outof here or' they'll lynch you. It's not my f'ault if you never pay
attention to what I say!"
The incendiaries be gan to crowd around us, visibly intrigued by me.
It's not that I was wearing a cassock, far from it. Dur-ing summer .
vacations I never wore one. But I was the only person not disguised as a
worker. I wore a neatly pressed, white cotton summer suit. But not.hirrg
could have attracted more attention at that timeJ Sorne of those brutes
were already sayirig to each other, "If he's a fascis~, why don/t. we kill
him?" When Lamoneda heard them, he stretched out his hands for silence
and said, "Comrades, this man you see before you was a priest, but he no
lorigér is one. He just told me he repents and wants to join in our
. ~.
struggle. Long live anarchy!-tIIaI1~r free love! Make way for youth!" I
was struck by how easily he swayed that ragged mob. They hurig on his
every word as though he were their oracle and frantically repeated after
. him. The last slogan stuck in my memory more than the others: "Make way
for youth!" Howmany times, and in what different circumstancea, as
strange or stranger than those, would I hear it repeated; how many times
... When I finally manage d to get away (an d I can say in all truth that I
owe my life to Lamoneda), I rushed back to the house in Sarria where I
lived with my aunt. I was dyírig to look at Barcelona through my
telescope. You could see a good part of the city from there, and in fact I
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saw that all the chur-ches were smoking at the same time. All at the same
time.
That evening we learned that they hadrr't; just burned churches.
They'd also killed priests. As soon as dawn broke, í hurried down to the
Riera del Pi. Doctor Gallífa'a brother told me he no longe r lived there and
that for safety's sake, they didn't want to tell anyone outside the family
circle where he was hidirig.
Well, 1 didn't belong to the "family circle," but Lamoneda did. He
knew where Doctor Gallifa was hidirig. Barcelona burned and crackled
under a pitiless midsummer sky and garig s of immigrant.s from other parts
of Spain, dressed in r ag s and masked with soot, ran he re and there,
~~ h.~ll~",~ c::y--
hurrtírig down;!riest~hªy p~ te fl1a:SS~lCre,
That implacable hurrt lasted for months and monthst and Lamoneda,~ teN' &,,-l t ¡'\ c-
the leader of one of these gang s, knew whete~e was. I don't doubt that
J'.-
at first he wanted to save him, just as he certainly saved me. But what
might have happened af'te rward in his twisted mind? Could he have ended
up sellíng his uncle in a moment of weakness?
#
And so, on that Christmas Eve, 1 prayed to him for the first time.
And nonetheless I didrr't.k now, at least forsure, if he was dead. I prayed
for a long time in that church in Santa Espina, as bare and chilly as a
tomb. I prayed for 1 don't know how long to my ex-teacher, whe rever he
might be, in this world or the next. When I left, those church bells had
1;'~~~~-\· . "stopped ~.JI halted for a moment at the door because I saw
something ver y odd: in addition to my footprints, there were two other
pairs of boots. Two people had come in and then gone away while 1 was
praying, because 1 remembered that there had been no footprints but my
own when l'd gone in for the second time. Two unknown people had
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entered the church while I was pr-ayirig; and 1 hadn't heard thern.
J
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VI
Merceditas and Mrs. Picó returned to Barcelona the day after
Epiphany. The major's wife and Trini,decided to sté),yon for a few more
I -r- -" ~ lb Ieq-tl-t- '"'-\
weeks, since the fresh air and ~~~~;~-~~t 'fooa seemed to do the two
'1'--
children good. Fleets of planes based in Majorca were bombirig Barcelona
more and more frequenUy, and it was harder and harder to get food there,
so we all thought Ramonet and Marieta should stay on as long as that
M front was covered ~ snow. 'I'hece was complete agreement on this point.
t.. .. ."
That the batUe of Teruel had taken place despite the snow didn 't seem
like an objection, since that's what had enabled us to mourit a surprise
attack. So Trini requested a twó-month leave from the university, and 1
recaH that the dean, in his reply, jokingly congz-atulate d her on enjoyirig
"such abundance and tranquiIity at the front."_
It was by nomeans our only quiet front. There were ,lots of areas as
calm as ours, and the case of 'J;'rini and Mrs. Rosich wasn't as unusual as
it might seem now. We'd gradually sunk into that peace and quiet, that
winter, as into a chronic disease that one ends up getting used too In any
case, despite the batUe of Teruel--which struck us as so exceptional and
remote--none of us thoug ht there could be any fighting in those mountains
till the snow melted. As though to reinforce our delusions, the generals at
headquarters never got around to sending us the arms and r-ecr-uits we
needed to bring up to strength all those brigades an d battalions destroyed
during the summer and that were now in a kind of hibernation among
those frozen peaks. The reason I'm goírig into all this is to justify myself,
since in Trini's decision to stay till the beg innírig of spring, a decision
that was to have such dramatic consequences, my opinion weighed
heavily.
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A few days after Mrs. Puig's and Mrs. Picó's depar-tures 1 decided to
spend the day in Santa Espina. 1 often went without phonírig first, and
this was the case on that day. 1 found that Lluís and Picó had gone off
on one of their more and more frequent expeditions to the deserted valley,
no man's land. So Trini was alone with her little boy in Don Andalecio's
house.
She'd found somet.hirig the day befo're and wanted to show it to me: a
mahogany arrnchair , apparently from the time of Louis XVI, that had
appeared in the attic of the bombed-out rectory. She'd installed it in their
room, in front of a bíg window the sun streamed through at that time of
day. Lookírig out, we could see the fields around Purroy buried beneath
three or four feet of snow. A big baroque brazier, another of her finds,
warmed the room. They'd fourid sacks of dried olive skins--what was left
after they'd been pr-ease d+-dn every house in the village, so it was no
problem keepirig a brazier lit in every room. When 1 entered, Ramonet was
amuaing himself by drawing il1 a sketchbook. An only chfld, he was used to
playírig alone and sometimes would talk to hímself aloud, even quarreling
with himself as he would have with another child.
1 sat down in that armchair, f'acirig the window, while Trini sat in
front of me so that 1 saw her against the light. 3f: sunlight--a January
~!~c-(~~
sun that could be dazzling in that ~r crrsp air--sparkled on her hair.
r-
That day was the first time 1 realized she was a redhead. Itwas a very
subtle shade of red, only noticeable in ~ direct sunlíg ht, and that's why
1 hadn't spotted it bef'or-e, Ramonet came'u p and asked me to make him a
car dboar d doll, but his mother told him to leave us alone.
1 understood that she wanted to tal k with me, and this gave me a
feeling of comfort and satisfaction. 1 felt so good in that room with her,
"1'm happy," she said. "L'v e never seen the boy lookírig so healthy.
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This front suits him to a tee. ti
tlIt seems to suit you too, ti 1 replied.
"Bah, as far as T'm concerned ... ti
(,ve"l.k •
A silence fell that, clumsy as 1 am, 1 didn't know how to ~ 1 .
~&t~ s: lN~~ ~/)'
didn't understand what she Wª:¡;; drivj~, why she wanted to tal k to me
alone. 1 felt so good in that room with her. She must have found sorne red
ocher in one of the empty houses, because the floor tiles were now shiny
arid' their br ílhant red contrasted very pleasantly with the whitewashed
walls. "Howm:uch everything's chariged since she carne!" 1 thought. The
most surprisingthing was the chariged aspect of all that junk from other
centuries: those chairs, that writing desk, that baroque table, that hope
chest. Trini had had them brou ght up to her room, which as L've said was
very spacious, with an alcove and a sitting area. She'd plug ged the
wormholes with wax and poli-shed and polished with a coarse woolen cloth,
coaxing forth a warm glow from the old walnut that was soothirig to the
eyes. She'd placed mortars, oí] lamps, candelabra, chocolate pot.s, and other
copper objects she'd found on various pieces of furniture. She'd scrubbed
and polished them too to get rid of the tarnish, and now they shone like
red gold. When one of the winter sun's slanting rays, slippírig almost
horizontally through the window, struck one of them, it flared up like a
fire. They weren't all purely ornamental; she used the candelabra and oil
lamps. When night fell, and it fell early, she lit them to make those long
winter everring s less gloomy. "How amazing," 1 thought. "It's as though
someone had waved a magic wand over this room. It's ~so cozy ... ti
In that room, you felt as if you were in a prosperous peasant's house,
rustic and patriarchal. There was an intense smell of lavender, because
she 'd place d buriches of it everywhere. "The scent of fields and woods," 1
thought, "the scent of a bíg house run by a yourig bride." It was the first
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time L'd realized that Trini, without beirig aware of ,it, seemed to have
been born to be the mistress of a big, old , stately ancestral home, 1 felt
good in that room, near her, even though the two of us were silent. You
have to feel very good with someone to sit toget.hef in silence without
embarrassment.
"As for me," she added, breaking thet silence,
lru--t-
"l'm not.hirig ~~n
a failure."
"A failure?" 1 exclaimed in amazement, because in truth this was the
last thing l'd expected her to come out with. "A failure? That depends on
you and you alone."
"Don 'f think l'm sayirig this because L've broken with Lluís. Please .
~ CJJSLv..~,. .
Life is absurd, but not te tlait p~ 1 don't care about Lluís one way
or the ot.her."
Her gaze was hard and metallic. 1 looked gown. Suddenly she asked
another question 1 wasn't expect.ing either.
"Do you know my brother ?"
"Llibert?" But 1 caught myself in time. Everything 1 knew about
Trini's brother l'd learned from her letters.
"Lluís hates him, and rightly so. 1 hate him as much as he does. At
least Lluís and 1 ag ree about something."
"Lluís told me a little about hím," 1 lied, for in fact Lluís had never
mentioned him, or barely. "Soleras too .. , excuse me for merrtíonírig
Soleras. "
"Excuse you? It was precisely to falk about Soleras that 1 invited you
up he re, L'm dyírig to talk about him with you ... we'll get around to
Soleras. Right now let's stick to my brother Llibert, who's the exact
opposite of Soleras. Llibert belorig s to the race of t.hose who only believe
in success."
"Right now you hate him .•. and hatred's like a warped mirror that
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"1'm familiar with that raee," 1 said, "but who knows if Llibert ... "
"Please , 1 implore you: leave Christian eharity aside. It'd be ver-y
boring to talk about Llibert in a spirit of Christian eharity. Llibert, as 1
was sayirig , belong s to the raee of winners. For him all faith, religious or .
otherwise, exists only to eonsole the losers, 'opium for a vast army of
losers': those were his very words. Beeause he's a wiridbag , you know. He's
one of those people who listen to themselves when they talk. "
"All those of his raee are like that: eonsumed by their own rhetorie."
"Well, 1 hate the raee of winners as mueh as 1 love 1i+i;;;-losers.
When 1 said 'L'm a failure,' 1 meant I'm of the same raee as Soleras. You
see, I've given you a clue."
"But Lluís ís nothírig Iike Llibert. He's not a 'winner,' as you put it.
He's not a windbag."
"Lluís? How little you-know him! Cruells, _you're mistaken about Lluís.
Unfortunately, 1 made the same mistake. Right now, Lluís is more
interested in women than ban~notes. His sueeesses are of another order,
but isn't it basically the same thing? Why should we only measure sueeess
in terms of money? The world is vast and varied, there are many other
equally selfish goals. Llu'ís ... oof ... you also have to bear in mind
that, unlike Llibert, Lluís has never been poor. Why should he have run
after money when for the moment he had all he needed? Lluís is still very
yourig , and what attraets him most is women. But who knows? Perhaps one
day he 'Il be the biggest noodle manufaeturer in Europe!"
She said it in a disagreeably sarcáatíc tone. All she'd done was repeat
Uncle Eusebi's prophesy that 1 knew about from those letters I'd read on
the sly. 1 tried to defend Lluís.
distorts everything."
'.
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"Someday you'l1 be forced to admit I'm right. There's a rapacity in
Lluís that up till now has only manifested itself with women. Talking
about Lluís makes me queasy. I don't want to talk about Lluís or Llibert
in particular but about their race in general. The race of winners rev01ts·
me. Everything except succe ss is nonsense to them, and the only success
they care about is quick, easy, and worldly. Now you know I'm a geologist;
or let's say, more modestly, that I teach geology. In geology , centuries are
a aigh and millenia a dream. Only millions of years make a difference. No,
I'm not plannírig to bore you with chatter about geology. The only thing I
want to know is what sense the success of one of these winners can have
in geology. Perhaps less than that of a mosquito in the Carboniferous
Period who succeeded in beírig fos sílized in a drop of amber."
I looked out the window and kept quieto I was trying to figure out
how I should answer her and how I could manage to lead the conversation
in the direction I wanted. "I'l1 have to go the long way round," I thought,
"but where should I start?"
"A mosquito?" I asked. "A mosquito from the Carboniferous Period?
Please ... Lluís ís no mosquito ... Not even Llibert ... It's not that
I'm trying to deny, sínce it's too obvious, that by our own efforts we can
~ never be more than dust ~ the winds ofcenturies will scatter, less than
a mosquito fossilized in adrop of amber. I know fossilization is an
extraordinary stroke of luck, For an unbeliever, death is ut.te r failure.
That's why unbelievers are obsessed by success. We should be so indulgent,
so understanding with those poor unbeliever-s. For them there's nothing but
success, worldly .succeaa, as quick as possible. Only this can give meanirig
to their lives. You call them winners; you could also call them complacent ,
since they a11pretend to be satisfied with t.hemselves. They pretend to be
satisfied so we'l1 think they've succeeded. Howwe should pity all those
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who go arourid actirig smug, those who, if they stopped to think about it,
would like to be fossilized for all eternity with smug looks on their faces!
But are they reaHy as smug as they act? Of course not; quite the
contrary. Or rather, they're satisfied with themselves but not with other .
people or t.híngs. Because don't for get., Trini, that if to be self-satisfied is
truly laug hable , to be satisfied with other people and thíng s isn't merely
good; it's saintly."
"That's not what 1 was talking about at all," she said. "1 wasn't
talkíng about saints but about Lluís and Llibert."
"1 don't know your brother and wouldn't want to imply anythíng
about him. It's always rash to judge an individual. 1 was only referring to
a certain way of beírig, 1 was referring to those obsessed with success,
who pretend they're successful when every instant turns their success into
failure, as every instant br-ing s them closer to deat.h, which for them--
since they're unbelievers--is the ulfimate failure. Blessed are those who
feellike failures! A feeling of faílure is the first step toward the only
possible success. Where, then, is the success of the satisfied-- 1 mean those
satieffe d with themselves? They are 'the great failures, and that's why
they're obsessed withsUccess. As far as your brother Llibert is concerned,
1 didn't mean to imply ariythírig about him,God forbid that we should
judge anyone! Only God can 'see into our souls; only He can ju dge uso
lnvariably, and this must be an experience you 've had at times in your life
as 1 have, when a person reveals for a moment what's really in his soul,
he inspires sympathy', cbmpassion. Weall deserve pity! Precisely because
hardly anyone likes to inspire pity, it's extremely unusual for anyone to
allow us to glimpse his soul."
"Yes. We'd rather die than let anyone know how miserable we are."
"So let's leave Llibert out of this. As far as Lluís is concerned ... "
"The other day," she said, "r thought of that 'gala luncheon' in Villar
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At that moment, Ramonet interrupted us to show me a house he was
dr-awírig in his sketchbook, "a house where wolves live," he explaine d, "and
J' ~ 0.r¿ f) ~Q .JSf'--" these wolves have everything:~, hammers, scissors, Y f\-' . ,)
grandmothers." r suggested that he draw a pot so 'the wolves could cook
soup. Talking with the boy took a weight off me, as awkward as r felt
with his mother. r was starting to feel vaguely scared of Trini, and she
knew ít,
when you talked about those who 'are unhappy but brazenly deny it.'
"I'her-e are a lot of people like that,' you said, "people who would rather
be thought shameless than unhappy. Plenty of peop1e would rather be
considered cunnírig or even wiCked than unhappy. Notice,' you said, "how
all the words that imply that someone de serves pity--like "pitiful" itself or
"pathetic"--have taken on negatíve connotatíons •.. We're ashamed of
misfortune; unhappiness makes us feel crushed by ridicule1' You told me
this and many other bhírig s at ,that 'gala luncheon,' and yesterday it all
carne back to me. You talked a 10t about that teacher of yours at the
seminary whose name r can't remember. r gathered that you're very fond
. - .
~ v'V"
of hím. Didn't you sayhe was the s~me Jesuit who was the priest ~ 1'-
VV\.iM.ii~t\ '. ~
Lluís's cong re gation? Llúís t.alk@d,aee'j( him once or twice, ~ this
Father Garrofa or Pellissa or whatever his name is, but in very different
terms."
"That 'gala luncheon' ended deplorably," r said; "but we were talking
about something else. BasicaHy r ag ree with you, but we shouldn't go too
faro There are legitimate successes. To bear failure with resignation is the
sign oí a true Christian, but to seek it deliberately ~ Iike suicide.
This was one of Soler-ás 's errors. It seemed as thoughhe'd set out to f'ail
at everything, and this isn't Christian because it's not human. Blessed be
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failure when it COmeSin the form of poverty, illness, others' lack of love
or understanding, defeat, or sorne great and frustrated lorig ing that
(g~ ~¡ ~kV\.)
perhaps was our reason for .J3.eing;blessed be failure because it will make
/' A
1,1Sbetter, but it's wrong to deliberately seek it. Blessed be death when it
"
comes, but we mustn't try to hasten it! Soleras was gravely mistaken in
this as in other t.hirig s. Once he even told me, (If I haven't gotten around
to committing suicide, it's because I'd rather be a frustrated suicide, a
failure even in suicide!' Yes, those were his very words on one occasion.
Perhaps it was just talk, but his talk often betrayed his true feelings. And
agaín, excuse me for mentioning Soleras so often."
"Excuse you? But I've already told you Soleras is precisely what I
want to talk about. Is it forbidden to talk about Soleras?"
"At that (gala luncheon," it seemed that you didn't want to hear him
talked about."
She fell silent and looked me straight in the eye.
"What do you imagine t.her e is between u s?"
"Nothing, I'm su re. It's just that I seem to detect the influence of
his ideas on yours, which doesn't su rpr-ise me since he influenced all of uso
It's impossible to know someone like Soleras without beirig affected by
hírn! It's funny how t.hree orphans ended 1,1pin this brigade: Lluís, Soleras,
and myself, all raised by aunts, Don't lau gh; anyone raised as an orphan is
always an orphan. Our childhoods mark us for life. Soleras use d to say
everyone has the aunt he deserves. If you knew my aunt! My aunt Llúcia .
. . If you knew her ... Did I ever tell yciu my greatest dream was to be
a priest in sorne industrial town on the outskirts of Barcelona? Well, these
last few weeks I haven't been so sure of myself. I don't really know what
I want. If you knew my aunt Llúcia! The exact oppoaite of Soleras's aunt .
. . I've never known the warmth of family lif'e. I have only a vague
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recollection of my mother, who died when 1was four. My aunt's ver y
devoted to 1~)Urfamily, but as far as warmth is concerned •• oL'd actually
e --rvIAJ' ~0 ~~
en!ged UF b?\ing her kind of devotíon. She made me hate it; she's so .
blindly loyal. Sometimes 1wonder if it wasn't loyalty that kept he r from
marrying; the idea of aman from outside our family appalls her. Of course
she's unawa:re of it, but her instincts would lead her into incesto Keep it
all in the family! Even when 1was a little boy, 1 felt there was something
wrong withthat st.ifl.ing family atmosphere like a stuffy bedroom that's
never ai re d, My God, even the holiest t.hirig s can be perverted! Because the
family is holy. Jesus lived for thirty years in the bosom of his f'amily. Now
1understand: it was my aunt who made me hate ít, In these last few
weeks, L've suddenly under stand that 1was created to head a famíly."
1 took a deep breat.h. There was ailence.
"From what you've just told me," she said, "1 gather that you no
lorige'r want to be a pr íest, But for someone who's not a Cat,holic o
whether you become a priest qr not o o owhat importance o "
"But you're a Catholic!" 1 said, diaconcer-te d.
"1 wanted to be ene. Yes, 1 wanted to be one, perhaps only because
he is, L'm not talkírig about Lluís, natu rally. That would be st.upid. And
now . o owhere is he? And without him oooCatholic! What does 'Catholic'
mean? Something like Buddhiat, spiritualist, Muslim, Mormon? There are so
many religions o o oHow could we ever choose one over the others?
Catholic o o owhat does it mean? Let's not say Catholic; let's say
Christian, which is bz-oader. But everi t.hen, what does it mean to be a
Christian? No one knows! On the other hand, sorne people know exactly
where Soleras is!"
1knew absolutely nothing about his whereabouts at that moment, an.d
Trini's unexpected outburst took me by aur pr-ise. What did she mean? How
"Don't try and fool me, Ci-uells. That's why 1 was so eager to have a
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could she expect anyone to know where Soleras was when we hadn't .hear d
a word from him? It's true that I'd often wondered, as Doctor Puig had,
at all the thirig s Picó and Lluís found in no man's land, but althoug h I'd
suapecte d-e-and in fact was certain--that they had dealirig s with the
fascists and probably bartered with them, it had never crossed my mind
that this could have anything to do with Sole ráas disappearance.
"Yes, don't play dumb," Trini said bitterly. "They know exactly where
Soleras is, but they won't tell, You remember when Lluís and 1 went out
for a walk with the boy on Christmas Eve. Llufs carried himin his arms,
wrapped in a blanket. Wewalked ver y slowly because of the snow; those
army boots the captain had lent me senk into it up to my knees. As we
walked alorig we heard sorne bells pealín g far away, almost inaudible, and
-
Llu ís blurted out, 'Maybe Soleras is at Midnight Mass.' 'Soleras in fascist
territory?' 1 exclaimed, in dig nant that Lluís would aug ge st such a t.hing.
'Anything's possible with Soleras. Maybe deep down he's nothing more than
a traitor.' That's what Lluís tOfd me, and despite all my nag ging I've never
been able to get another word out of hím. AHtheir trips to no man's
land, all the unexpected t.hírig s they find there, their secretiveness .. 'J
"What do you mean?"
"Not.hirig in particular, because 1 myself don't understand it. You all
tell us over and over again that one fine day Soleras vanished from this
brigade and you haven't heard from him since. Well, 1 have the impression
that you know quite well where he is."
As the time 1 really didn't kriow .añd insisted that 1 was innocent.
long talk with you today when they're not around. 1 want you to tell me
where Soleras ís. I'm sick of you all makírig fun of me!"
The oddest t.hírig was that while she talked about Soleras 1 was
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thinking of Lamoneda, And yet what díd he have to do with Soler-ás 'e
disappearance or with Trini? 1 was thínkirig of Lamoneda and Doctor
Gallífa's disappearance, about which 1 knew no more than 1 did about
Soleras.
"1 don't know where he Is," 1 said, "nor do 1 know if he's dead or
alíve. "
"Soleras isn't dead!" she exclaime d,
"1 didn't mean Soleras; 1 meant Doctor Gallífa. Perhaps he was
betrayed by a Judas. Yes, he had a Judas at his side, líke a shadow. His
name was Lamoneda ... "
"You're makirig fun of me!" she cut in bitterly. "What are you trying
to get at?"
-
"Get at?" 1 felt Iike.rrepl.ying, "How should 1 know? When everything's
so murky ••. If 1 told you sometimes Lamoneda_strikes me as a caricature
of Soleras. A grotesque caricature, granted! More than likely they don't
even know each other, but th~ fact is 1 can't remember one without
remembering the other." l'd have liked to say all that, but 1 kept quieto
The look in her eyes made me understand that she 'd never follow me down
,l· l1J)t2 \J-jj"
{' thts twisted path where 1 myself would have g~LLen:iW0f'\
"You know," 1 muttered, "this Lamoneda was the first one who made
me aware of certain things I'd never suspected •.. Since you're from an
anarchist famíly, perhaps you've heard of Baron de Koenig."
"Now it's Baron de Koenig?" she asked, and her gaze turned mockirig ,
almost cruel. "What do 1 care about Baron Koerrig? Why don't you tell me
about Soleras?"
"Soleras is a riddle, just like Lamoneda. Like all of us! But Soleras is
a more puzzling riddle than the others. The more you puzzle over it, the
less you understand. There are much more troubling enigmas in Soler-áa'a
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case than the one you're worrying about. Because after all, íf he'd joined
the fascists, that would be understandable. Many others have done the
same. Why I myself, on one occasio n ... No; Soler-ás 'a enigma isn't so
simple. I should tell you exactly what I think, Trini. I should tell you
J
about one of my last conversations with him, I should tell you exactly
what I think: maybe Soleras has been good for you up to now, but from
now on he can only cau se you irreparable harrn. Soleras is a r iddle, and r: .
. ~.~í(V'-~Lh ~
you'll never find the answer. He can only lead to your ~"
Her green eyes shone with painful eagerness. She listened to me,
open-mouthed. More than Iisteníng , she drarik in my words.
IItWhat does "adoptive father" mean?' he asked me the last time we
had a long talk. At the time, I had no idea what he was' referring too tThe
other's ghost,' he continued, 'would always get in the way ... ' I couldn'tt understand what he was saving, Imagine, he w<:.st~lking aboutZ what he
called the 'adoptíve heresy.' tIf Jesus were only God's adopted son,' he
said, 't.he other would oversh~dow God, and then we'd really be screwed!'
Those were his exact words. The same old crazy talk, you know, but now
I'm begínnírig to understand what he meant. I have to be frank with you,
Trini; it's my duty. There are sorne very odd sides to Soleras. Another
time--this was quite a while ago--one November níg ht, he spent hours
telling me about how at his aunts house, between midrright and four in
the morning ... t.hirig s that would make arryone gape in aatoniahment, Did
he make them up? I doubt it. He seemed so ashamed of himself! 'I'hirig s
like that only embarras s you when they're true. And even if he'd made
them up, since anything's possible, such a wild imagmatíon ... always
taktrig t.hing s to such extremes ... He growled sarcastically, tThe other's
ghost would always get in the way. Isn't it enough that we have to put up
with our own? Now you want to saddle us with someone else's too?' Take
from love, plun ging us into such shadowy depths . "
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the good parts and protect yourself from the irreparable harm he could do
you in the future. Yes, Soleras can do a 19t of harrn."
A sort of rain-swo11en cloud now floated in her eyes. "More than
harrn, bet.te r that harrn," she muttered r-eserrtf'ully; "There are t.hírig s no
one can understand unless he's lived through thern. What do 1 care about
harm if it comes from him? A woman loves this kind of harm more than
a11the good on earth. But you could never understand me. You've never
been in love!"
G~
"Never in love? What makes you so sure? Do you think people who~ .
want to be priests belong to a different species, but since you yourself
seem to be egging me on •.• no doubt to make fun of me •.. l 'm a shy
person; 1 know it and 1 suffer for it. The worst t.hirig about people like me
is that we know we're shy. That's what upsets us: knowing it. Since we're
shy, we never know what w,e should say and w~at we should keep quiet
about. It's so hard for us to say what we should say that we end up
blurting out what we should keep to ourselves."
"Why don't you just say what you want to sayo That's always best."
"What 1 want to say?"
"Yes, Just say ít." -
"Sometimes one wants to say what another may not want to hear ••
" 1 said, feeling very uncomfor table.
"Say it anyway."
"What L'want to say .•• We11,1'11te11 you: nothíng matters except
love. If it weren't for love, which transfigures men and women in each
others' eyes, we'd hardly be anything ••. But our dreams take us so far
"What dreams?" she asked.
"A11my Iife L've suffered from nightmares, and T've even sleepwalked
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a couple of times. I think I told you about it. The strangeness of these
t.hin gs (and I don't mean only sleepwalkírig but ordinary dreams as well )
belorig s to a family of psychic phenomena Soleras discussed on that long
November night I mentioned. Except for what Soleras told me and what l'd
read in sorne books we atu die d at the seminary, I know very little about
them. Apparently these phenomena that so astound everyone are closely
related to sleepwalking and hypnosis. Almost everyone denies the reality of
the former but acknowledges it in the latter, which nonetheless is an
inconsistency. Moreover, without havírig to refer to sleepwalking or
hypnosis, aren't ordinary dreams, the kind almost everyone has, in
themselves inexplicable? And nonetheless, who can deny that we have
them? Wehave them, yes, but who can say where they come from?"
"r never dream," she replied, flor almost never."
"You have no idea how lucky you are, because it's hard to bear this
bur den of inexplicable t.hings. Weknow not.hing about ourselves. We're fuH
of thírig s we don't even suspect. We're especially incomprehensible to
ourselves. "
Trini seemed not to be following my train of thought.
"For-give me, I beg you. On the other hand, it was you you ur ge d me
to say what I like. Didn't you tell me to say what I want to say? Let's
start over again. What does it mean to be in love? No one can answer
that one either. People say they're Catholics, apir-ítualfsta, Mormons,
fascists, republicans, in love, but what do these words mean? What does it
w~~
all mean? All these ~ are they anymore precise than our dreams?
What are dreams? What is faith, idealism, love? Everything's so conf'uairig
... Everyone carries around a well inside him whose bottom he's never
reached, assumíng that it has a bottom. Sometimes we go down into it, but
that's in our dreams. And once we're awake, we can't make head or tail of
"Doctor GaHifa . "
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them. For gíve me"--she stilllooked as t.hough she couldn't follow me--"but
you urged me to be straightforward."
"If this is what you call beírig straightforward ... " she said.
"Well then, 1'11tell you more simply. Love, like faith, is a tree. It
spreads its foliage in the open air beneath the sun, but its roots plurige
into mudo 1'11te11you as simply as possible: there's an incomprehensible
and unbearable duality in uso Operi air and sunlight attract us, but so does>~: ~ d... tl.lr"" 'l k~,~ ~
mudo You ~ El~f 1 lel7\. what beirig in love i~ 1- dSfi't but
neither do you."
There was another silence. She seemed to be pondering my last
words.
"I'dnever thought about it this way," she said, "but maybe you're
right, Crue11s. In any case, what difference does that make to me? Why
should 1 care what beín g iriIove is, as long as it exists? It exists, and
that's enou gh."
"Doctor Ga11ifaagain?"
"But .•• "
1 felt tired and depressed. The priest in that attic had been Doctor
Gallifa! It could have bee n no one else! That look without conviction but
so f'ull of faith; the most ordinary of the apostles, the octogenarian bowed
beneath years and infirmity, defeated but undefeatable. It had been him, it
could have been no other, but how could 1 te11her? Would 1 ever get up
the courage to tell her l'd read her letters? 'You saw him! It could be no
other!' 1 wanted to scream, as in a nightmare when one tries to shout but
the cry sticks in one's throat. Again 1 stopped myself just in time. To te11
her everything 1 wanted to say? Impossible! 1 was dyíng to talk about her
letters to Soleras, but 1 couldn't do it, A bur ning shame rose up inside me,'
une
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makírig me blush: shame at havirig r-ead t.hem.
1 made an effort, because 1 saw her gaze turn mockírig again as she
watched me redden.
"1 don't know if 1 really have the right to speak to you so frankly,
but since you yourself ur ged me ... I'll open my heart and tell you that
over the past few weeks, I've come to feel that for me, the priesthood
isn't the way to happiness. Don't interrupto í'm in love. I've never been in
love before, so it's not surprising that 1 don't have much practice."
I'd shut my eyes, and 1 sat there in silence for a while. Then,
without opening them (1 was afraid of the look on her face), 1 slowly said,
"I'm free to marry. All 1 have to do is leave the seminary and enroll at
the university. But she •.. is she free? Yes she is, She lives in
concubinage, as canon law puts it. Excuse the expreasion; 1 don't like it
either, but it's the exact legal term and therefore the clearest. Marriage is
either a sacrament or it's nothing. 1 mean the only thírig that makes it
indissoluble is its sacred character, which comes not from the outwar d
ceremony, as so many people who haven't studied canon law seem to think,
but from the intentions of the two partners. Can we say that such
intentions have been expressed in the case at hand? No. I've thoug ht it
over carefully before arriving at this conclusion. If you knew how many
times, in Doctor Gallifa's ethics olaas, we'd gone over and over these
subtle, tricky points ... But don't get upset; I'llleave Doctor Gallifa out
of this. 1 won't mention him again. In brief, after wracking my brain
trying to figure out if the person who interests me is free or not, I've
come to the conclusion that she is and always has been, not because of
the lack of sorne outward ceremony, Catholic or civil, which basically has
very little importance, but because she and he never intended to form a
permanent union."
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At that moment, Ramonet tugged at his mother's skirts.
"Mommy,I'm hurrg ry ... "
"Go play for a while more. Can't you see I'm talking with this
gentleman?"
Sad because we refused to pay attention to him, the boy went back
to his sketchbook by the brazier. But a momerit later he returned and said,
\
"He's not a gentleman; he's Cruells."
"Don't bother us now, Ramonet. Go on. 1 was getting very interested.
You were saving that accor-dirig to canon law, the person in question lives
in a state of concu binage ... "
"In fact, she no Ioriger does. Even this obstacle has disappeared!
She's as free as 1 amoS~e's broken with him, The two of them try to
keep up appearances; t.hey pretend they're still a couple. It's absurd!
What's the point of keepirig up appearances if they were living in
concubinage?"
"None, really. It's not worth the trouble .."
"With the peculiarity that she later converted to Christianity. Now
that she 's a Christian, she has to make a decision: either she consecrates
her union or she breaks it off forever. And then . "
"Then you and she ... "
Her green eyes looked at me, disappointed at this all·too predictable
eridirig. That disappointed look was hard to bear. Despite everything, 1 felt
calmo
In fact, 1 felt like someone who's taken a load of his chest.
"My novel is disappointing. It's hardly more than a corny romance for
twelve-year-old girls. But it's mine. It's the only one 1 have. And for me .
. . for me it's gripping. Just to imagine sitting with her by the fire sorne
"And he st.ill Ioves her. He'e never stopped lovirrg her. He loves her ,,'
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fall or winter evening ... Because one has to sit down from time to time;
man was not created to stand eternally. Right now, both sides would like
us to be constantly on our feet: 'Spaniards, arise!', 'Catalans arise!' But
nonetheless, one has to sit down from time to time. To spend our whole
lives standing up would be intolerable. Man was created to sit by the fire
on winter evenings besíde the woman he loves. As you can see, my novel's
simple-minded. rt's plot is short an d dull, But to me it's deeply moving.",
"And what about he r ... "
"Her! Wouldn't it be better, since they're no loriger a couple, for her
to make a clean break? Think about it, Their relationship can't go on
indefinitely. It's a farce neither one of them could live with. It's .
stupid."
"r ag ree."
"There's one complicatirrg factor," r said, feeling my hands tremble,
"an d it's this: he's one of my closest friends."
She looked even more disappointed.
"What a coincidence," she said sarcastically.
more than ever and she's makírig him suffer."
"Yes, Olivela's certainly makinghim suffer."
"Stop joking, r be g you."
"Then the doctor's wife?"
"Stop jokirig ," r repeated. "The doctor's wife? What does she have to
do with this mess? The doctor's wífet-She 'a a nitwit!"
"Pr-ecísely. That's why he's after he r, She doesn't have to be another
Madame Curie. Cologne, packs of Camels ... What wouldn't he bring her
f'rom. no man's land?"
"Don't joke about it. F'm talkírig very seriously. My friend's made
l
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mistakes, like everybody. But she won't forgive hím. And yet she's a
Christian, you know • "
1IAChristian ... "
1IBut she hasn't understood that a11Christianity can be summed up in
a single word: for givenes's."
"I'm glad to hear it," and her green eyes fi11ed with tears. She had
to blow her nose.
"Do you think I'd commit a vile action, that I'd betray my friend, if
1 confessed my feelings to the woman 1 love? What should a man in my
~
situation do?"
Trini blew her nose noisily and pushed away Ramonet, who was
tugging at her skirts again and wanted to show her another drawing.
"Don't kid your self , Crue11s. You can't imagine what Lluís has put me
through. When 1 lived only for him and our child •.• He had me by his
si de and didn't even see me; whole days without sayírig a word"--Trini got
upset again and blew her nose--"weeks and months without writing a
single line ••• It's not this ridiculous affair in Olivel, as you seem to
thínk. Let me finish; don't interrupt me! What do you know about my life?
Excuse me for sayirig so, but you can't see what's in front of you. You
always give the impression of havirig your head in the clouds, Don't be
offended. 1 don't mean this as an insulto You're a dreamer, Crue11s!
Couldn't you see how he and Merceditas were f'lir-tirig a11those weeks?
Yes, he and Merceditas •.. You think 1 didn't notíce? Poor Crue11s, you
have no idea what women are like! In cases Iike this nofhirig escapes us, 1
can assure you. Olivela, Merceditas, and a11the others 1'11never know
about •.• You manage d to palm off an entire sermon on me, Crue11s. You
figured out how to make me sit still ~ very erid. Now it's my turn to
talk. You're mistaken about me. That' you've tried to make me believe
e ..... v
~
about Soleras ... yes, ~' .. you ... exactly like Lluís ... like all
e e "'.
of you ... Why, why do you hate him so much? Why? Because he's a
thousand times better than all of you put together, than this whole lou sy
brigade, than the entire univer se ... "
She burst into scbs , to Ramonet's enormous surprise.
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At the begínnirig of February, sorne peasants returned to the two
víllages. The calm in the entire area, which had lasted for months, had
encou rage d them. Each ene fixed up his ruined ho:use as best he could,
just enou gh to have sorneplace to sleep and cook. Then they plowed sorne
of the plots down by the river near the víllages, 'I'hey plowed with
donkeys, since they'd lost their mules--requisitioned by one army or the
j
other. More cautíous than we were, for the moment they didn't dare to
br-írig their wives and children.
Thus we began to hear , amid the blackened rubble, almost forgotten
5 D ¡,VV\~
y~ of peacej, brayirig donkeys, bleatírig lambs and goats, and cluckirig
hens. That resurrection, however tentative, seemed like a dream and
certainly played a great role in our feelírig of utter security, from which
events one day would so rudely awaken uso
Teruel seemedmore distant than ever, since all news reached us days
or even weeks late and moreover was distorted by the war censorship. Our
battalion--or more precisely, what was left of it--scraped alorig in those
two out-of-the-way villages, which for us were the eritfre world. Wewere
barely in touch with the rest of the army. Our arms and recruits still
hadn 't arrived. They would never arrive. Later 1 found out this was the
case in manyother battalions cover-íng. an extensive area on both sides of
USoHundreds of miles of the Catalan front--the Aragonese front--were in
effect unprotected, and our sbldierssank irito the ~slothof that long,
snowbound winter.
Sure that the two children were better off with us than in Barcelona,
we kept put.tirig off the women's departure. Thus we reached the begirinirig
of March, tlÍree weeks before the first day of spring. We'd decided that
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they should definitely leave on thefourth. They'd been with us for almost
three months.
Well, that day Ramonet woke up with a fever. Nothirig alarrnirig;
childrén so frequently run a fever!
"A common or garden variety flu" was Doctor Puig's diagnosts , "but
he should spend 'a few days in bed. He can't undertake such a long and
difficult trip in this cold with a 1030 f'eve r. "
So the major's wife and Marieta set out in the Ford LbYtheselves.
I Q'U e,etC' ~>... ~
She didn 't want to postpone their departure, since she ~as ~ead~~x:¡¡¡#J¡a \1W.' f' .
.J:.bat~ The next mor-nirig 1went to Santa Espina to see how Ramonet
was doing. 1was about to open the door to their roo~ when 1 heard Lluís
and Trini ar guírig in furious whispers.
"You can't understand," Trini hissed.
"You're dying to be,.understood," Lluís replied. "That must be why you
wrote him all thos~ long letters.' He under stood you, r íght?"
"Shut up."
There was a moment of silence. 1was about to knock on the door .
when 1 heard Lluís's voice agadn.
"What's the point of understanding? Do you think you understand me?
You think this war is more fun than a barrel of monkeys, and if you only
knew .•. why, sometimes it's even more boring than peace."
"What about me? Do you think it's fun starving in Barcelona while
you advance heroically, assaulting one feudal dame after another • "
"Feudal dames? What are you blathering about?"
"An d medical dames too! Yes, feudal and medical!"
"Stop talkírig nonsense. That's. stu1tid!':t ; S l
~. ve; .~ WL.M2- &. V\ ~ k I e
"StUPid?1.lWIl't¡feUJl,.J.t!" L ,
"We've both suffered, Trini, each in his own way. Do we have to
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haggle over it? We've both suffered, and the thing now isn't to try and
figure out whosefault it was. Suppose it was all my fault. Is that any
reason to go on torturing each other for the rest of our lives? Can't two
people be man and wife and stilllove each other?"
"We're not man and wif'e," Trini shot back without the slightest
hesitation. ,1
"But we could be. It would be ver y easy."
"It's too late for that. "
Silence fell again.
"Don't kid yourself about Soleras," Lluís's voice finally said, "He's
not.hirig but a hopeless neurotic. 1 could tell you all kinds of stories .
but you wouldn't believe me.".
"That's right."
"Basically, he's nothing more t.hen a traitor."
"If you sayso ... "
"1 could tell you exactly what fascist unit he's in right now."
"You're a liar! Why would he charige sides?"
"Why not? He's always been a traitor! He betrayed me, his bosom
buddy! Tell me: how would you describe what he tried to pull with you
behind my back? And after betraying me, then he went on to betray you!
He made himself scarce as, soon as the prospect of marriage reared its
ugIy head! As a suitor or lover or whatever you want to call it, Soleras is
remarkable in more than one respecto Hopeless loves are the only kind he
goes for! As soon as they might become less hopeless, he vanishes without
a trace. If we didn't go so far back and 1 didn't have proof to the
contrary, his bizarre behavior would lead me to believe he's a ... well,
let's say lackirig a-;omething or ~ ... But 1 know him, oof; 1 know
him backward and forward. He's cracked in the head; he's off his rocker,'
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And he never washes his feet. Ask Captain Picó."
"rt's over between you and me," Trini coldly interrupted. "You're
. JA.A
waatirig your time with this or-gy of ~ and insults, just like it was a .
waste of tjme sending ';;¡-an emissary."
"An emissary? What 'emíasar y, if you don't mind my askíng?"
"Yes, your emissary! Cruells!"
I pricked up my ears.
jT~~~~"I don't know what you're 0-. a15>out."r-
"An d nonetheless, it was you to pointed him out to me the nig ht
before Christmas when we were comirig back from that walk."
"Me?"
"Yes, you. rt was you who noticed that Iight in the church, you who
whispered, !Let's go in. I'm sure Cruells is in there sayirig his prayers, and
you'll see: he'll be so absorbed that he won't even notice ú s." You took me
in there, and I have to admit it was striking to see Cruells so absorbed,
so alone, in that cold, dark church. Ves, it made an impression on me. I
found it very movírig. What I didn't realize at the time was that the two
of you had cooked up that Christmas pagearit to make an impression on me
so that a few days later you could send him as an emissary. Because when
he came from Villar that day and I saw hím, I felt like havirig a long talk ,
but it wasn't me who'd sent for him, He'd come of his own volition. You
and Picó had gone off to no man's land; what a coincidence •••
Afterward, when Cruells had made me sit through his entire edíf'yírig
sermon, I understoodeverything.What a disgusting scheme! Ves, then I
understood why you were so eager to get me into that church on
Christmas Eve, to get me to watch him praying. He played his part so
well, he seemed so absorbed in his prayers, as thoug h he hadn't realized
that we were there and were watching him ..• tears even streamed down '
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his cheeks .. , what an actor ..• it's revolting ... "
"None of this is true! You're raving. You're imagirring horrible t.hirig s,
Trini. Please, come back to your senses. Try to get yourself under
control. "
"Everything was planne d perfectly to get me te swollow his sermono
A cunrring trap, I must admito I fe11 in feet first! I hear d hírn out to the
bitter end."
"You don't know what you're sayirig , Trini. 1 don't know what sermon
\
you're talkíng about. I don't know anything abo~t t.his: 1 don't understand
what you're driving ato But what I do know ..• What you can be sure of
... Yes, you can be su re; if you and Soleras ever . if you ever went
with another ... "
"What?"
"If you ever • "
"Don't come .near me! If you touch me I'l1 scream!"
1 heard a slap. I knocked on the door.
Trini's eyes were red. The boy's fever hadn't abate d. He amused
himself by Iyirig in bed, drawing figures in his sketchbook, unable to
understand what his parents had been quarreling about. Lluís was staring
out the window.
"Make me an outlaw," Ramonet said, "and a house with a front door
so the o~tlaw can go inside and come back out again, "
r- sat down at his bedside with sorne knissors and car dboar d. "My
mommy's naug hty ," the boy whispered. "She hits my daddy like a wicked
stepmother." I r \_~v---t k> j~1: ~ ~ \\1.-
"H,nwQgeS he 1 ok Lo 'rt?" Trini asked •
. "He still has a fever, but it's not.hírig seríous. The flu's running íts
kl~
. course. You know any little thírig will give~ a temperature."
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But 1 felt vaguely uneasy. 1 thought 1 noticed something in the boy's
appearance that didn't go with a case of flu. His voice in particular had
surprised me.' It had change d much more than~ ordinary. It wasn't t.hat
it was hoarse or that he 'd partly or entirely lost ít, as is common in
colds, His voice sou~ded odd, but 1 didn't know what to attribute it to,
given my lím:iJtedknowledge of medicine. 1 decided to go straight back to
--Ix Villa~ and ;íiorJ~~t my friends, who'd expected me t~ have supper
with themand stay the nig ht as 1 so often did. 1 wanted to talk to the
doctor right away.
As soon as 1 entered our first-aid station, 1 heard, at the other end
of the basement, as though from a great drstance, the muffled notes of
"Voi che sapete" played on the violín. He'd brought out his old violín the
day after his wife had le,ft. Apparently she couldn't stand even the sight
of it. He played for hours on end, alone in t.hat basement, sitting in a
beat-up armchair wed found in sorne attic and installed next to the wood
stove. He played without a score; he had an amazirig memory for music.
Within reach, on a lít.tle tab le on the other aide of the stove, he always
kept a bottle of Fundador. He played the violín and drank for hours on
end, ever since he'd found himself without Mercedes while the wife of the
X ~~-hiS great drinking buddy--was still in Villar, Moreover, Major
Rosich couldn't bear Chopin or Mozart, beirig among the most fa:natical
Wagnerians I've ever meto One mornírig when Doctor Putg and 1 were alone
in the basement and he was playirig "Cherubino alla vittoria" while 1 sang
alorig with him (he often had me sirig arias while he played them), the
major carne downstairs in his socks so we wouldn't hear him, tiptoed up to
the first-aid station, and flung a hand grenade at uso Of course he didn't
f'ling it right at us, but it landed pretty close, in a corner where we piled
.empty bottles. The din from t.he explodírig grenade and shattering glass
quite a while before, but he'd carried on with the gay bachelor life he'd
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~he stone vaults~as though they were about to cave in. The
major ran back upstairs, shoutirrg that he'd do it every time we didn't
"play Wagner like everyone else." The doctor replied with the same word
Cambr-orme had used at Waterloo. Practical jokes like that were our daily
bread and we hardly not.ice d them.
My chief was so alcoholized by that time that all he needed was one
-tlu
slug of cog nac (he'd drink it straight out oí the bottle) to be tipsy from r-:
morníng on. That was what he drank to achieve, that state of excitement.
He'd reached the point where without alcohol-o-as he himself put it--he
felt unable to do anything. "When 1 wake up, t! he said, "1 feel crushed by
the weight of the universe. This lasts till my first swig of cog nac revives
me." L'm a witness to the fact .that he played most beautíf'ullv, with the
greatest inspiration, when he'd achieved a state of total inebriation. T've,-
often wondered, over the years, how a man so refined, good-hearted, and
talented could destroy himself with alcohol. L'm convinced that without
that vice, which made him good for nothing , he could have become an
excellent doctor, one of the best in Barcelona. What 1 pieced together
from his comments was that he'd been one of those devil-may-care student
types--of whom there are so many--who only worry about havirig a good
time and then can't adjust to the monotonous, prosaic demands of adult
lif'e. He'd met Merceditas, attired in a sumptuous evening gown, at a
dazzling ball thrown by the pork butchers' association onJanuary 17, 1923:
Saint Anthony of Egypt's Eve (he's their patron saint). 1 recall this date
so clearly because it was the most important in his life and he often
reminded me of it. He found himself married to her, madly in Iove, when
he was well over thirty--fifteen years older t.han she was--but still hadn't
manage d to establish himself in his profession. He'd completed his studies
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led in his student days. He hadn'tbuilt up a good practice. Since his wife
was rich, he slipped into living off her, but his carefree attitude hid a
shameful feeling of failure. Perhaps it was in order to escape this f'eelirig
that he'd enlisted as a doctor in the Catalan army r ig ht at the beginning
of the war. At Ieast thatswhat he implied with that banal phrase he
repeated so often, "1 joíne d the army in order to find a little peace." In
any case, 1 believe that besides dissatisfaction at beírig a professional
failure, something else was troubling him.
Something else was eatírig him, but what? There was another
dissatisfaction, but this one was murkier, harder to grasp and to put into
words. If 1 spoke oí his failure as a husband, everyone would understand
me and nonetheless 1 wouldnt have said anything precise. 1 believe that,
despite what Trini said--and 1 should mention that Picó shared her
l.
suspicions, but Picó was over ly cynical about such matters and didn't
deserve to be tak,m too seriOUSIY--Merce'f had always been faithful te
him and that aside from beirig a birdbrain, was an irreproachable wife and
mother, entirely devoted to her husband andochildren. 1 even believe that
when she had seemedto flir-t with Lluís, this had been caused by her very
innocence: that is, that since her intentions had been pure she hadn't
bothered to conceal anything. Lluís once confessed to me that he'd never
met "such an insipid woman," and this despite the fact that it was hard
for him to find any woman insipid if she was attractive. What 1 suspect,
when 1 think about it, is that Doctor Puig suffered from a kind of
frustration that was hard for me to understand at the time and that
wasn't only caused by what he called Merceditas's "frigidity" (because he'd
sometimes taken the "intimate secrets" he shared with me to this extreme).
No; if it were only that, it would all have been straightforward. But what
do 1 know about these subtle cracks into which a man can fall? In any
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case, frigidity was what he complained of when he declared so
,1
picturesquely that she'd never cuckolded him; quite the contrary. Beneath
. ~l1
this st'1Pid expression, 1 thoug ht 1 glimpsed a painful frustration, but qdd
~1~~ ~ . ~ f\-
~ly knOW!(J,a~ angle of contradictions an~ complexities áfs Jnside each
one of uso The only thing I know, and this r can swear to, is that never,
not even in his drunkest moments, did he ~ speakabout any other
woman; he always talked, with piercing, obsessive sorrow, about
Merceditas, as though she were the only woman in the universe.
That day L'd gone to Santa Espina and come back in the Ford, which
the major had lent me on account of Ramonet's íllness. Night had fallen
by the time 1 r-etur-ned. As L've said , he was playírig the violín all alone.
On the table, beside the eternal bottle of cog nac , a can dle burned. He
stopped playírig and turned his drunken gaze in rny direction.
l.
"1 thought you were goírig to spend the night in Santa Espina."
"Ramonet's fever has gotten worse," 1 interrupted hím. "There's
somet.hirig odd about him. His voice doesn't sound normal."
"He's got tonsilitis. It's so common it's jlardly worth mentioning.
Tonsilitis"--and so saying, he grabbe d the bottle and drank a swig--"It's
tonsilitis. Too bad the kid can't take a good dose of this. It's ideal for
tonsilitis!"
"Ramoriet has no tonsils."
"What do you mean? 1 saw them; they're inflamed. lt's so common I
didn't attach any importance to it. Just an ordinary sore throat."
And he charig ed the subject. He.was so certain that he'd seen those
inflamed tonsils that he didn't pay any attention to what 1 was saving. He
whistled, hummed to himself , and talked about Merceditas.
"Ever since she left, I dream of her every night. I try to drown my
sorrows in cog nac; see what I mean?"
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"Wehave to talk about RanÍonet," I inaiate d.
"Wait a minute," he replied. "Leave Ramonet out of this. Don't start
in about Ramonet. We'll get around to him, Right now I want to tell you
an 'intimate secret.' Only one, and I promise it'll be the lasto 1'11never
te11you another; you can rest assured."
He waswell in his cupsthat evening. I coul'd te11from the dull,
wandering, glazed look inhis eyes, his inability to follow a train of
. thought. He jumped :from one subject to another.
"I don't know if 1 ever mentioned a cer tain birthmark, of which
Merceditas is justifiably prou d, But since she's got it into her head that
she's hypersensitive and her nerves are bad, she can't go to bed without
first drinking a cup of lime-flower tea laced with a few knockout drops.
. ~'~ ~ ~cC5'f-f;L
'L'm very high-strung,' she says. !~4:i be 'los.t without rny sleepihg medicine.', 1\-
But I can assure you that it's quite the contrary: one of the clearest cases
of f'emale frigidity ever known. Now, if you add lime-flower tea and
knockout drops to that ... íf you pour lime-flower tea onto frigidity ....
oof, it's the North Pole, let me te11you!"
"I assure you that Ramonet doesn't have ton:sils. His mother had them
removed over ayear ago, I know that for a fact. I beg you, Doctor Puig:
listen to me."
"Weweren't talking about tonsila; we were talk ing about birthmarks.
A guy l 'd studied with, and a psychiatrist to boot, once advised me to try
and take my mind off it. 'Youv e got a birthmark complex,' he said. 'That's
for sure,' 1replied. 'You have to get over it.' 'I'd love to, but how should
I go about it?' 'Well ... with other women.' With other women! What
nonsense! For me, there's no woman but Merceditas! I'm te11ing you,
Cruells: psychiatrists are a bunch of charlatans ... "
It was impossible to get him to pay attention to Ramonet"s case. He
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was br-íngíng the bottle towar d his mouth again when I snatched it out of
his\ hand.
"I beg you, Doctor Puig. Make an effort and listen te>me. Ramonet
carr't possibly have tonsilitis because he doesn't have tonstls."
"He doesn't have tonsils? Then he's a freak. AHchildren are born
with tonsils. "
He'd risen from the armchair and he was gropirig aroun d in the
cabinet, trying to find the bottle I'd hidden amorig the medicines. I
manage d to slip a bottle of cou gh syrup into his hand,
"Husbands should stick toget.he r, have more team spirit. It was a
dirty trick for Lluís, who belorig s to the club, to try and make time with
Merceditas. 'Huabarids of nitwits , uníte!' should be our slogan. That's what
Soleras used to sayo He also used to say, if you remember, that the two
fronts ought to get together and clean up the mess in the two rears, and
if you ask -me, t.hat was a damned good idea! But why is this cog nac so
sweet and thick? It's making me cough like the devil"--and in fact he díd
suddenly have a coug hin g fit that left him hoarse--. "The two fronts
hmmmmm... what's the matter with this Fundador? Before it was a
marvelous fascist cog nac. Now I feel like spitting it out. Has it joined thef- republicaI}: ~?"
He stumbled over his violin, which he'd left on the floor. It gave out
a loud groan that sounded almost human. He suddenly stopped his drunken
babble. He stood there in silence, staring at me, as though he'd abruptly
begun to grasp the situation.
"Were you saying something about Ramonet?"
"He doesn't have tonsils!" I screamed. "For the simple r eason that his
mother had them taken out over ayear ago! 1 know because she told me!"
"Don't shout so lou d. I can hear you. He doesn't have tonsils ... "
"Dipht.her ía?" 1 exclaimed. "That's impossible!' There's not another kid
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"His mother told me about it a while ago," 1 Iiéd , since 1 knew it not
because she'd told me but from reading her letters. "They took them out
at the beg innirrg of the war. Please pay attention to what l 'm saving.
Make an effort, 1 be g you in the name of whatever you hold dearest, in
the name of God who's Iisteníng to us! There's no other doctor anywhere
near here!"
He stared and stared at me out of his drunken eyes, as though a
vague terror were creeping over him. He stared at me in silence. Now his
eyes expressed fear, as thoug h he were ímagíning something dreadful. He
collapsed in the armchair.
"Oof," he saíd , "are you sure? He doesrr't have tonsíls?"
A tense silence. Then he added, lookírig down, ",]"hose swellings 1
casually took to be his tonsils ... "
He hesitated before uttering the word, "Dipht.her-ia."
for miles around. How could he have caug ht t.hat?"
"The cow," was his only reply.
Picó, shortly before the women had arrived, had in fact brought back
a cow from no man's Ian d , alorig with two calves. "Fresh milk," he had
triumphantly announced. The acquisition of that cow was celebrated with
all the joy such an opportune occurrence deserved: thanks to that cow,
the women and children would have plenty of fresh milk during their stay.
~g~~~" .. Picó, with a bee in his bonnet about fr~sh mílk," he
soliloquized. "Was ít Napoleon or that Borgía pope who bathed in milk
every morning? Yes, now L'rn sure of it: that cow had diphtheria. You
remember how it slobbered, how much trouble it had breathing? God damn
it, J 'm not a veterinarian! You can't know everythingl It seems to me one
. of the calves wheezed too. 1 couldn't observe it long since we roasted it
"It's one disease that's beén conquered by science."
"t4\v~
1-
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and fell upon it like a bunch of cannibals."
"Diphtheria's very dangerous."
"It used to be. Now there's a serum"--and as though suddenly
tranquilized by the idea of that serum, he eontinue d in a cheerful tone, .
Every day in e'ver y way,
Progress marches on.
. (W~v"'""-\.
He hummed and winked at me, over-seme by a str-ange wave of
. ('-
euphoria, "Today, diphtheria is nothing more than a rnemory, Cruells! 1
haven't the slightest doubt that that cow was diphtheritic. Unfortunately,
1 didn't pay enough attention to her-, After all, one can't be everywhere at
once! And then she died, tak ing her secret to the grave."
"But are you sure~ the boy ... " ~
"Now 1 am; absolutely positive! It's well known that those membra~r
~~
lUtOgPQwt:Rssomet.ímes look like tonsils. If you auscultated Ramonet--
~ ....
somét.hirig 1 stupidly neglected to do--you'd hear a wheezing noise from
the air tr-yirig to get paat those growths."
He glanced at me astutely out of his bleary eyes, and 1 could see he
was makirig a great effort to think straight.
"Before the serum, you know, those growths would end up blockirig
respiration. Kids choked to death. There were also sorne who pulled
through. Everything's possible. They were crippled for Iíf'e. What a filthy
profession medicine is: nothing but death and deformity."
"We'll have to war n Lluís."
"Bah, Cruells. Why should we upset him? 'I'oday diphtheria's no big
deal. Less dangerous than a case of flu! There's a serum. We live in the
age of science. What you'll do is take the Ford and head straight for
. Barcelona. "
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Two days later, 1 sent Doctor Puig a telegram from Barcelon~ that
had to cover the laat lap on our field telephone from Villar: "No serum in
republican territory,"
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VIII
1 scoured Barcelona, from the Holy Cross Hospital to Saint Paul's
Hospital, from the army medical corps headquarters to the ministry of
healt.h. Then 1 visited all the private clinics. The head of one of t.hern,
after listening to me, sílently led me into a room where a three-year-old
girl was Iyirig in bed. She must have once been pretty, with her pale
chestnut hair and big dark eyes. But by that time ...
Her parents sat by the hedside, quietly listening to her wheezing as
she tried to breathe with a blocked larynx.
"She sounds like a locomotive," her father muttered.
At that time we still had steam locomotives. The man's face
expressed the befuddlement we feel when faced with abs~d situations. The
. ~k 5~
mother sat stiffly, as t.houg h frozen. ktb,QHg~t sbA déraN,0st in prayer, but
when. she noticed me and the chief standing beside her, she said without
movírig or lookirig up at u s , "Out of all the children on earth, why did it
have to be our s?"
"Are you goírig to let this girl die?" 1 asked once we were back in
his office.
"r can't work miracles."
He was a wiry, enengetíc-Iookíng man sorne fifty years old, grayirig at
the temples and with the air of someone who suffers from liver trouble.
"1 can't work miracles. They've ordered us to hide it, not to tell
anyone, but 1 don't want to deceive you: there's no serum in republican
territory. 1 even asked the minister. We're friends; we were students
together. There was nothing he could do. You won't find it anyplace! Don't
~ waste your time lookin g for it. ~ ~unch of bastards!"
As Ileft, 1 found myself in pitch darkness. The searchlights on
yU B
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MoJ;l.tj9:lOytacross those from Tibidabo, and that cross of ligh~reflected
off the low rain clou ds in the sky. Th~( couldn't find the planes, which
G~ '1
were flying so hig h that I could l<ttrrdi" hear their hummirig. There had
been bombirig raids the past three nights.
~lMMVU-~
I ~ through that thick darkness, where hundreds of other ghosts
groped alorig. Traffic ~ad come to a standstill; one could only move on
foot. As I cut across sorne vacant lots alorig the street, I heard trains
paasirig , invisible in the darkness. At times]' felt like a piece of flotsam;
at other moments I seemed to be walking across the body of a dying
giant. The planes were bluebottle flies that had come to lay their eggs on
a city that, though still alive, had be gun to smell like a rotting cor pse.
I wandered down broad avenues in total darkness, bumpirig into
telephone poles or plurig ing into piles of gar bage that gave off a strangely
l.
sweet smell. I felt a piercing grief, because that motionless mother's face
carne back to me arid I realized that she hadn't been praying; she'd been
in shock. Her unblinking gaze accused the entire universe. Did it also .
accuse God? Weren't the Virgin Mary's eyes at the foot of the cross
equally shocked and unblinking ... and I thought, "Not even the minister!
But these are strange times. Everyone says so. They say the~ are people
with much more power than ministers. They say the ~I1~nd Catalan
governments don't count for anything ... That's what everyone says. W'hy
not give it a try? After all, he's his uncle!"
And I found myself in the great man's waiting room without knowing
how L'd gotten there ..The great man carne outand led me into his office,
past those who'd arrived before me, putting his arm around my shoulder in
a broad, protective gesture.
It was a luxurious office, wcr thy of a great mano I felt lost there. He
was yourig , handsome, dark, cordial, optimistic, energetic, and important.
·.
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His black eyes shone with tenderness that softened his aggressive manner.
It was well known that he was easíly moved to tears during his speeches,
something that--along with the inflections and tremolo s he gave his voice-
-had contributed enormously to his success. He had a powerful bar ítone
voice, a voice that could hararigue o'r quiver with emotion as the occasion
warranted. "Here's the great man," 1 kept thinking, "here 1 am at last with
the great man himself." This was the first time I'd seen him, t.he fír-st time
I'd entered his office. The walls were adorned with his most celebrated
masterpieces: "Build tanks," "The battle of the eggs," "And you? What llave
you done to help?" and dozens and dozens of other immense, gau dy , eye-
catchirig posters. At the moment 1 entered, two young men in impeccable
uniforms had just spread a ne.w poster 011, an enormous tableo It depicted a
boy about four or five years old in a republican soldier's uniform
l.
cheerfully aimírig a submachine gun. The great man smíled at me
condescendingly. He listened to me and replied whíle examining that new
poster and givirig instructions to his subordinates: "Make this red brighter.
When they print it, have them use the reddest ink possible •.. " He
smelled of colog ne, and his elegant uniform, half mílitary and half civilian,
was made of the finest wool. Once he'd checked ..that new poster, he led
me over to his desk.
"L'm always so busy . but I'm listening."
As he spoke, he kept opening letters and telegrams and consulting
statistics and memos. Ves, he was very busy, crushed beneath the burden
of his enormous responsibílities, but he addressed everyone as "tu," and his
duties didn't prevent him from beírig a friend and comrade to anyone who
carne to see hím, He called me "comrade Cruells" and "tu" as though we'd
known each other all our lives, when it was actually the first time we'd
.meto Every time he called me by my last name he had to glance discreetly
U
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at the datebook where his orderly had written it down, along with the
purpose of my visit and how many minutes it would probably lasto
"He's my nephew, as you know, and yet 1 can do nothing for him-.
For him and tor thousands of workers' children! It's painful, Comrade
Cruells"--he'd momentarily laid aside his documents, figures, and telegrams
and fixed his warmest, most heartfelt gaze on me--"very painful indeed.
l 'v e sacrificed my entire life for the proletariat, yet 1 can do nothing to
save these f'utu re workers who suffer from diphtheria. There's no serum!
Our borders are closed, the for eig n powers have abandoned us, we have so
many problems! L'mworking myself to death, as you can see, but we
receive not.hírig from abroad. Nothing! Neither fertilizer for our peasants
'/- nor feed for ou r !ivestock norsu{~;;r for our chemica! planta ... L'm a
chemist, Comrade Cruells, and 1 could show you statistics from these past,.
few weeks: production's fallen precipitously ... "
"All L'rnas kin g for is a little diphtheria serum," 1 muttered.
?
"But comrade, didn't 1 just tell you we're receiving absolutely nothing6)
at t~Qment,. France has cl~sed the border. ~The fascists sink any ahíp
that tries to approach our shores. The outside wor ld shuns us like the
plague. It's one of the greatest tragedies in history. These small, personal
tragedies pale by comparison. Our struggle is on a cosmic scale. We have
to accept our private misfortunes, which are the price we must pay to
redeem the workers of the world. He's my nephew, as you know, and 1
can't help crying"--and in fact the great man's magnifícerit eyes glistened
tearfully and his seductive bar itone voice trembled slightly--"but we have
to behave like men, conquer our :weaknesses, sacrifice our selfish interests,
see the big picture!" His voice was now energetic, heroico "'This is my
advice to all comrades: never mind what may happen to each comrade in
'f particular and ~lOOk at what will happen to the proletariat in general. e
Comrade Cruel.ls , Comrade Cruells ..• 1 felt a vast, obscure desire to
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1 don 't; know if you comrades at the front realize what dangers we brave
f in the rearo It's lucky ~we're here, lookírig out for your interests.
While you face the enerny in battle, fifth colurnnists would stab you in the
back if we weren't heroically protecting you. You should know that right
now, we're f'acírig a grave dange'r in Barcelona: a clerical conspiracy. Yes,
sorne of the conspirators have brazenly dernanded that we open the
churches. And incredible as it rnay s~U~d, among thern are certain
rninisters in the Catalan and ~br gever-nments, 1 can see frorn the
look on your face that you don't believe me; well, it's true. This
conspiracy exists. Luckily, we're tirelessly defending your interests. Open
the churches again? AHour heroisrn would be for nou ght! Our sacrifices,
the rivers of blood we shed! AHin vain! But never fear, cornrades at the
front. Never fear, Cornrade Cruells. We're here, ready to face any threat .
"
weep and to urinate.
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IX
1 pulled Lluís aside. He couldn't ~ what 1 was saying.
"You're joking of course."
He glared at me. "Sot.he g reat Llibert ... " He grabbed my arm and
yanked me alorig towar d the outskirts of Santa Espina. The snow had
be gun to melt; my boots san k into the mudo Wereached the barn where
they kept that famous cabriolet. He hitched up the mule without saving a
word.
"What are you plannírig to do?"
"Get in."
With one crack of his whíp, he set the animal gallopin g toward that
deserted valley. Did he think we'd find diphtheria serum in one of the
i ,
abandoned víllages? Aside from shouts and curses to urge on the mule, he
n •
said nothing dur íng the entire trip. He constantly cracked his whip, which
sliced through the air with a sound like r ippírig cloth. He only spoke to
me once, in a voice choked by hatred, "So the_great Llibert ... our
brilliant comrade ... "
The dirt road turned upward for a mile or so. When we reached the
top, where we could see the next valley--no man's land--the mule ,
unnerved by Lluís's curses, started downward in a kind of cavalry char ge.
Itwas a wonder the old carriage didn't fly apart on that rocky road. In
less than an hour we reach~d Cruyllas, beyond Nogueras. I'd never
ventured so far into t.hat valley. In f'act, I hadn't been there in months,
ever since the major had announced that only Lluís and Picó were
authorized to visit it. The woods be gan a little past that village, Amid the
trees, halfway up the mountain, barbed wire glittered in the set.tirig su rr.
We'd left the mule and cabriolet in the square outside the church and .
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were walking silently down the main street.
Far from showing the effects of war, the víllage was intacto 'I'hough
it had never been burned or bombarded, its inhabitants had fled after
finding themselves between two armies and so close to the fascist lines.-
J
That deserted village was far more ghostly than Villar and Santa Espina.
The set.tirig sun r-eflecte d on its snow-cove:red roofs like honey on a slice
of bread, and the streets smelled like a big empty house, lntact and
empty, it was eerie, like a living body without a soul. This eerie effect
was enhanced by the brilliant white houses, even the humblest ones, as
though their inhabitants had whitewashed them just before the battles that
would force them to fle~Qd s;2:t:d.
~ c...- - •
Welef't the village behirid us and started up t.he hill toward the
barbed wire. Lluís strode alon g as fast as he coul d and it was hard for me
l.
to keep up with him. After a quarter of an hour walkírig amid box trees
and kermes oaks, he motioned me to stop. Wewere a hundred yards from
the barbed wire.
"Don't be af ratd;" he saíd. "We stole th~ir cow, but they're forgiving
types."
Bells of all shapes and sizes hurig from the wires, and the stakes
were topped with the skulls of goats and men. L'd seen skulls like those
before, white and polished as marble. Our soldíer s, like the fascists, would
collect those they found--in places where there had been battles months
before--and stick them on top of stakes. 1 don't think they did it to make
fun of them; quite the contrary. It was a kind of homage to those
unknown casualties--friends or foes. An outlandish homage if you will,
even one hard to understand, but 1 believe this was their intention. The
novelty this time consisted in those goats' skulls interspersed with human
ones, something l'd never seen before. Beneath each skull was a stgn
these pyramids," and other historie phrases. I still hadn't grasped--though
, I
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nailed to the stake: "Forty centuries look down at you from the heig ht of
I was beginnírig to suspect--why Lluís had brought me there, and I gaped
in amazement at those goat skulls and sigris. He, on the other hand, acted
as though he'd seen it all before.
"Those are his ideas," he said.
"T'hough we may die, we never aur-rerider ," said another of those
sígns. The stakes cas~ long shadows in the setting surr'e slanting rays,
while the skulls seemed to gr-ín. 1 found one that was very small, like a
toy, and must have beloriged to an infant. It also had a sigri: "Suffer little
children to come unto me."
#
Lluís, cuppirig his gloved hands together, bagan to shout. Since no
one answered, he started shakirig the wires. Sorne of the skulls fell off,
while the bells tinkled grotesquely. Strange as it may seem, no one
appeared. Wecould have cut the wires and attacked. He stood in the light
so they could see him.: scr eaming and jirrglirig those bells frantically.
Hidírig amorrg the bushes, I yelled out to him, afraid that at any mom~nt
he'd be mowed down by machine gun fire. He didn't even hear me.
Finally four soldiers appeared in ragged uniforms and with blear y
eyes, obviously annoyed at beirig awakened. Lluís shouted to them in
Castilian that he wanted to speak with their lieutenant. One of the four
went off and carne back a while later with another man as ragged as the
first bunch. Two little gold stars glittered on his fur-lined overcoat.
Itwas Soleras.
"There's no serum!" Lluís shouted. "You hear me? Cruells will explain
I don't understand it; a cure for diphtheria ... "
l'd remained a few paces away, calmer though not entirely at rny
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ease. Wewere still tWO.against five. Lluís mot.ioned to me to approach. r
stayed where r was.
"Now you want serum?" Soleras asked. "Aren't you capricious! You
ask for the weirdest t.hirig s. Who do you want it .for? For your latest doxy ,
like that colog ne? Has t.he doctor's wife got diphtheria?"
"There"s not a dr-op of it in republican territory. Cruells will explaín.
It's for Ramonet!"
Soleras stared at him in astonishment.
"What's Ramonet doirig here?"
"It's quieter here than in Barcelona. Ever sínce you r pals started
bombirig ••• "
"You mean to say . " Soleras couldn't get over h"is shock. "You
mean to say Trini's with you too? You had her come with the doctor's
wife? She and Ramonet? You're crazy! Get them out of here immediately!
Something bad could happen to them!"
~úV
"J 'm not askírig your advice."
"Something batould' happen to them," Soleras repeated.
A gusty wind had blown up and kept me from hearing everything
they said. r watched them gesticulate and open and shut their mout.hs , .and
,
when the wind died down r heard them again.
"Something bad could happen to them!" Soleras repeated for the
second time, now yelling into the wind. "Get them out of he.re r ig ht away,
before tomorrow!"
"r didn't come he re to receive lrders."
"And you think T'm the crazy one! You'll force me to tell you
L'Il tell you latero First let's talk about the cow. You'd promised not to
swipe her. You went back on your word."
"Fuck the cow. This is no time to bring that up."
"Why do you think? After that packet of letters ... Hell, let's not
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"1 can see you're a generous soul, Lluís. You forgive me for the cows
"you steal from me as magnanimoualy as you forgive the slaps you give me."
"Listen, this is no time to tal k about slaps ... "
"You think L'm a miracle worker? You think 1 manufacture dipht.he ria
serum he re in the t.renches? What do you think 1 make it from: dried
shit?"
"You jackass, if you think ... If we can't find any serum, the
doctor'll have to stick a red-hot poker down his throat!"
Doctor Puig had told us that before the serum was invented, they'd
tried to burn away the growths with scaldírig water "or better yet, with
red-hot pokers. You can see it in one of Goya's paintings: at the time, it
was the only way to keep kída from dying of asphyxiation ... Goya
painted it all, absolutely everything!" At that moment the wind be gan to
l.
gust more fiercely, and for a while 1 couldn't hear a t.hirig,
"You're alway s the same: when you wa:nt something, you go after it
without stopping to think. That's why you're such a hit with women .
Why didn't you tell rneTrini was in Santa Espina?"
talk about that now; this isn't the time! L'd belt you like the other day
and right now 1 don't want too That's not what 1 carne foro Forget about
it!"
From what they were saying, 1 gathered that sorne weeks before Lluís
st\fl.{ e~'( .
had ~ Soleras ... Why? 1 never found out. I never had another
chance to talk to either of them about .ít, and now, so many years later,
it doesn't make any difference to me. But 1 have a feeling that it wasn't
over Trini and those letters but on account of sorne crack Soleras had
made about Merceditas, since as l'd just discovered, it was Soleras who
obtained the bottles of colog ne and packs of Camels Lluís passed on to
"If you want to put it that way •.. Me, 1 couldn't care less! She's
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her. That was why he knew of her existence, but this wasn't what worried
me dur ing those tense moments.
"Come closer. 1'11tell you a secret that'll be just between you and
me. 1 don't want Cruells to hear. Yes, a secreto They could shoot me for
tellrng you, but 1'11ten you anyway."
"What about t.hisbar-bed wire?"
"Don't be so impatient. There's a gap, the same one we used to milk
the cOW.You steal our cows and you still expect us to ... "
He disappeared and then reappeared an instant later on our side of
the wire. His four soldiers, tired 01 waiting for that incomprehensible
conversation in Catalan to end, had Iain down on the grourid and seemed
to be asleep. Soleras was now.whispering in Lluís's ear, and from the look
\
on his face as he listened, 1 could see he was sur-pr-ised at what he hear d,
"Well, what did you expect?" Soler-ás asked aloud, "Did you think this
would last f'or-ever ?"
"You yourself once told me there'd never be action on this front."
"And you believed me? You're a bigger fool than 1 thought. Men
always turn out to be bigger fools than they seem; women, on the other
harid ••• "
They started whispering again. Suddenly Lluís exclaimed, "You mean
she's a spy?"
trying to look out for her self'; that's all 1 can tell you. She's got more on
the ball than you and me and all of uscombined. Broads like her have it
in their blood. We can't keep up with them! Of course she had to be ready
for a possible charige. A spy? What does that mean? All she wants is her
f castle and ~states; she doesn't give a hoot about anyt.hin g else! And
besides, the charige wíll be just what she needs, everything she's ever
1,,'
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dreamed of! As if all she had to do was put out a pot and partridges
would f'all into ít , already plucke d. Maybe you don't know Cago'rcio died
not long ago in a skirmish."
"Trini will never go alorig with it. "
"You dorr'c have any ímaginatíon," Soleras replied. "Of course she'll
go alon g if Ramonet's life is at stake. And even íf ít weren't, are you
such a fool as to think she and Olivela wouldn't like to get to know each
other ... Even if the kid weren't around, Trini would be delighted,
"delig hted to make your acquaintance, madam.' It's incredible how lit.tle
you know about women. You can be sure both of them are dyirig to meet
each othe r They're women; noaíneas is in their blood. And besides, there's
the kid. That's nothing to be trifled with! "Suff'e r little children to come
unto me.' 1 as sume that sounds familiar to you; 1 assume you saw the sign
"
Soleras took a deep breath, as though trying to fiH his Iurig s, and
then bellowed as loud as he could, "The whole universe isn't worth the life
of one little child!"
And without transition, he continued in the most normal of tones,
"Cagorcio's another story. He never trusted anyone. His death is a murky
business; one of those deaths that stink to high heaven. An enemy bullet?
Of course! Any bullet that enters your head is by definition an enemy
bullet, and even more if it enters the back of your head. 1 can: gua:rantee
that he was shot in the back of the neck. Believe me, this dame doesn't
miss a trick! You're an innocent; you t.hirik they're less novelistic than
they really are. She'll do everything necessary beoause she's grateful to
you. You did her a big favor, but she doesn't hold a grudge. It's the first
time I've seen generosity taken to such limits. She's magnanímous. And
more attached to that castle than ever, determined to harig onto it no
U
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matter what! She'l1 end up owning the entire district. People already talk
, 7~ s~IJVV U'v-
about her in tones of hushed mystery, fA great lady, B.eipe88re one of the
olclest families in Aragon, daughter of a hero and wife of a martyr.' A
legends growing up around her. What? That doesn't matter now? You
don't care about Ohvela? A11you care about is that diphtheria serum? My
dear f'ellow ... You still don't understand what l 'm talk ing about! 1'11
make sure it's at Olivela's house by the time you arr-ívev Is that clear
enough? Not everyone who wants to be a legerid can be one, believe me.
And with a little Iegerid you can go far nowadays. They're the erres who'Il
divide the pie. Us soldiers? Phooey! Everyone'll shun us like the plague.
You're lett.irig them play you for a sucker, Lluís, the same as 1 am. Yes,
exactly the same, because try as one may, it's not so easy to become an
unscrupuIous bastard . Far from it! You have to work at it, like
anything else."
He no longer bothered ~o whisper, as though he'd for got.ten 1 was
there. Lluís said something 1 couldn't hear, and he shot back, "The cow?
So she had diphtheria! We11,that's not my f'ault, How could 1 have
imagined you'd steal her or that Ramonet was with you ... Let's not
discuss it. For-get about it; may the old dear rest in peace! After a11,what
can you expect from a cow? She, on the other hand, wi11go faro She's
just hitting her stride! Life beg ins at fifty for dames like her."
"Fifty? You're crazy!"
"You never can get these broads' ages straight! Using the excuse that
1 needed it to make sure her marriage in articulo mortis would still be
valid if the worm turned, 1 asked her a few weeks ago to send me her
baptismal certificate. She was born in 1888, an easy date to remember.
Count it up on your f'iriger s if you can't do it any other way. ,You'l1 find
she's just turned fifty, a nice round number, because she was born on
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March first. Life beg ins at fifty for dames like her! You'll hear plenty
about her. She's just started! It's not SO easy getting to be a martyr's
widow ••. Sorne husbands refuse to go alorig ; you have to give them a
little shove from behind. Llibert will go far too. He's no chump, let me
tell you, the great Llibert! Our brilliant comrade! What? Of course he is!
The same as her! 1 never mentioned it because 1 assumed you aIread y
figured •.. Damned right! What did you expect? What? You don't believe
me? Listen, pal: you've never believed me! 1888 is an easy year to
r-emember , The first Barcelona world~air! The big attraction was the
captive balloon. People lined up to go inside it .•. What? You'11never
believe Olivela was born back in Rius i Taulet's time? We11,1 swear it. 1
saw her baptismal certificate! It's not my fault you never believe me. And
1'11tell you another prophesy you'll remember a few years from now: it's
people like her who'll divide the pie. Not you and I!We've swallowed too
much dir t, eaten too much carrion, scratched too much scabíes. Trench life
leaves a mark you can't erase. Everyone will avoid uso Our brilliant
comrade Llibert, on the other hand ••. if 1 told you that from now on •
. . You've never believed my prophesies. Time will charige your mind. When
you .see the showcases on the Ronda de Sant Antoni f'ull of furniture in
the style of Isabella II .•. yes, l 've told you several times before: (mee
the war's over, that stUf?]; goirig to be all the rage! What does furniture
have to do with war? How should 1 know? A111 do is prophesy! Furniture
~
in the style of Isabella II and Eugeni d'Ors's complete works! Yes, once
the war's over you'll see Eugerii d'Ors's complete works all over the place.
You'll find them in your soup! Why are you lookirig at me like that? Didn't
you ever hear of Euge ni d'Ors? He has nothirig to do with diphtheria? But
listen: we can't spend our whole lives talkirig about diphtheria. T'm talking
about Eugerii d'Ors, god damn it!"
1
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When we got back to Santa Espina, Lluís had a tal k behind closed
doors with Picó. Then he started packing. I helped hím. Trini wept
uncontrollably. I ,1'11 ~loJ\'L tLvl ~ \.0 """::)
"They'll ~tlt theíf\..eyes," said Picó, who'd just madea call on our
field telephone. "They'll put you down as missing. But get a move on."
Trini, holding the child bundled up in her ar ms, climbed in the
ca:briolet. Lluís embraced Picó.
"You know l 'Il never .•• " He didn't finish his sentence, perhaps
afraid of saving something corny. With one leap he was in the carriage
and had seized the reins. Picó and I had gone out to see them off, but he
didn't even look at uso Neither did Trini, who was wrapped in a big
blanket and held the boy agairrst her chest. The cabriolet set off at a
furious clip and disappeared around the first bend.
I stayed the night at Santa Espina.
A tremendous din rwoke me the next morning shortly before dawn. It
was March 9, 1938.
The enemy had opened fire with its artillery alorig the entire front
occupied by our brigade and those to the north and south of uso At least
that's what it seemed like from one of our lookouts. Picó had hardly slept.
He'd spent the night preparing and talking on the phone with the major.
He'd loaded his machine guns on mules and taken them up a nearby
mountain alon g with his entire company. He'd told me to go ahead and
sleep and head for Villar at daybreak and report to rny lieutenant. But
instead of takirig the path to Villar l'd made for that mountaintop.
I found him on one of those peak s we called lookouts. From there,
we could see puffs of smoke alorig our front lines all the way to the
horizons to our north and south. The bombardment seemed heaviest to our
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south, supported by squads of planes that flew overhead, more numerous as
day broke.
"They're bombirig the Flatfoot Brigade," he said in a st range voíce.
He wasn't wearing his false teeth. tn~l~
An hour later, the major arrived and began watchírig , through his ~
~~~ .. s, that barrage almea at the flatfeet. The doctor and sorne
sergeants and soldiers on his staff had followed him. So far, not a single
shell had fallen in our battalion's trenches. It was as if they'd forgotten
~t uso Welooked out at that sinuous line of smoke an d dust and heard
the booming guns as though they had nothirig to do with uso
Our soldiers called an ultra-high-speed field gun "the loon." It was a
novelty at that time and the fascists had just obtained it. The shells
weren 't very big, but they carne almost as thick and fast as machine gun
bullets. Needless to say, after leveling the Flatfoot Brigade's for-tíf'ícatións,
l,
the air force and ~"loori" started in on ours. Bombs and shells felllike
hail on our trenches. In sorne places they caved in and the surviving
soldiers fled, covered with dirt. The planes flew very low--we had no
antiaircraft guns ofany sort--dropping str-ing s of little bombs on us , while
big shells sent sacks of earth and stakes flying through the airo They'd
finished work by midday.
Our fortifications had been utterly destroyed, our parapets pulverized,
our machine gun nests smashed by bombs and shells. Our men still stood
their ground, hidirig behind whatever theycould find: trees, rocks,
scattered sacks of earth. They thought that when that infernal artillery
stopped and the fascist infantry finally appeared, they'd easily stop it with
hand grenades. They'd driven it back so many times before with not.hirig
else!
Now the fire from those "loons" and the squads of bombers moved to
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our nor th. A11of a sudden, bombs and she11s stopped falling on uso It was
the silence that always precedes an infantry attack. Wehad to take
advaritage of that pause to collect our wounded. That's what 1, the
stretcher-bearers, and the doctor were doirig when the enemy appeared.
But tanks led the way. A mass of light tanks protected the infantry
in its advance. At that time, we didn't even know such tanks existed, able
to go up mountainsides. Their appearance took us utterly by surprise.
The men fled in panic ...
I ran alorig with the others. There was a stimulating odor of damp
woods, sweat, and gunpowder. Groups of infantrymen were all around me,
fleeing in disarray. Someone near me was shouting, "A field gun took his
head off," while another asked, "Did you see a11those tanks?" I couldn't
find the doctor. l'd got.ten lost and no lorrger knew where the doctor,
stretcher-bearers, and wounded were. It was a terrifying rout, a chaotic
nightmare. I sat down, overcome by a wish to cry, because I was t.hink ing
about one of the wounded men who'd been calling for his mother.
Suddenly a ver y sma11tank appeared in front of me. It had gotten
ahead of the others and had ended up lost in those woods. It made its way
alorig a ridge like a caterpillar walking alon g a branch, very slowly. I
stared at it in fascínation. It seemed so odd in that spot; as unexpected as
a streetcar. It was then that I realized I was alone; it was just me and
that armored vehicle. To my right, in a dip, a btg almond tree had burst
into flower. The tank fired its toy gun and the shell grazed the earth in
1- front of me, t-íppírig up a clump of rosemaryh.fore fina11y explodirig
farther away. The tank was now a hundred steps from me. I ran for my
life.
I ran and ran till I was out of breath. Then I co11apsed on the grass.
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"Look at them r un," someone said behind me. "It's the tanks that
made them panic. But those tanks are no big deal! They're just machines!
If we'd stood our ground, we could have knocked them out with hand
greriades under their transmissions. If people were better educated ... "
Without his dentures he Iooked like a wilv old peasant. He was calmly
filling his pipe. Then 1 saw the mules at the bottom of a gully , with the
machine guns Ioaded on them.
"There's not a soul on this mountain," he added after takírig a few
puff's. "Only the corpses are Ieft. The infantry's stopped trying to cover
uso They ran like scared rabbits. It's every man for himseIf! We'll have to
try and make contact with the major, assumírig he's ..• "
At that moment we caug ht sight of some more tanks. Six or seven
\
had suddenly appeared, outlined against the sky. They opened fire on our
mule s. We had to get out of there.
To find the major ... that was easier said than done. It was as if
the earth had swallowed up our routed battalion. We waIked for hours,
men and mules, without seeing a soul. Night was about to fall when, near
a vtllage called Castelforte, we heard a dull murmur comin g from a cave.
You'd have thought it was a group of monks sayírig prayers.
Inside we found the major. He was sitting on the ground, surrounded
by his staff and the doctor. A lantern illumined that curious scene. Very
curious indeed, since in fact they were sayirig rosaries while f'ar' away,
toward the north, we could still hear the artillery.
"Do you know the Ora pro nobis?" was the major's only greeting, and
without waitirig for our reply, they went on with their prayers.
Picó shoved me out of the cave. He didn't saya word but 1 could see
he was furious. He led me to the top of a ridge where we could see, in
the distance far to our south, a line of dust about fifteen miles long. With
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my telescope 1 manage d to make out, in the setting sun's last rays, a
motorized column in that cloud of dust the dying light had transformed
into a fantastic aureole.
:rt was an endless string of trucks loaded with troops. At that
distance, they looked like toys. Toy trucks f'ull of toy soldiers ... They
advanced very slowly.
"This daring advanc.e would cost them dearly if our brigades had any
kind of joint plan. It'd be so easy to cut them off! But you can see what
f they're like: a bunch of drunken~ ••• "
The major called out to us from the mouth of the cave, "Orders from
division headquarters: we have to head for Lomillas!"
Our field telephone was still working, keepirig us in touch with the
division. Lomillas was a village in the rear, quite far away, that we
reached in a single marcho
We'd just fallen into a deep alee p when the sourid of reveille jolted
us awake. Major Rosich, who wanted to have a trench dug before
daybreak, climbed to the top of the vi'llage steeple to get a good view of
the area. The doctor and his two staff secretarie,s accompariie d him, AH
four of them--major, doctor, and secretaries--stank of rum and were
yellírig an d gesticulating.
1 stayed with Picó, who was searchíng for t.he best place to mount
his machine guns. The sun be gan to rise. Before us was a plain, with a
cloud of dust in the distance.
"The cavalry," said Picó, peering through his binoculars. "If they give
us a chance to set up our machine guns, we'll mow them down, It'll be a
splendid piece of work!"
He started giving orders. It was already too late. The Moorish cavalry
was char-gin g at full speed. Even without binoculars, we could see clearly
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that they were Moors. Our men ran for their lives again in a fury of
7~e-v'-KS ., .
~ dust, confusion, and conflicting orders. Groups of soldiers streaked
(:\..
past and we no lorige r knew if they were ours or the enemy. I would have
run for it too if I hadn't been with Picó, whose presence of mind was
oorrtagious. He had us load his machine guns on the mules again, as though
,¿'
his only worry were that he might lose one of them.
The major was nowhere to be seen. Picó and I set out with our
mules, aasur irig each other that he couldn't have stayed in that steeple,
since he'd certainly sighted the Móorish cavalry in time. Picó, calm and
~, Jet his instincts guide him. He found a deep, narrow ravine where
we could take cover, far from Lomillas and "out of sight and range." Stray
squads of infantrymen straggled in to join us, bab blírig hystericaHy and
11'" incoherently, "They kiHed our lieutenant" or "They surrounded us" or "Not
one man was left to tell the tale." Picó remained calm. "If they'd
surrounded you, you wouldn't be he re now." He listened to th.e disastrous
y stories those fugitives told as if he already knew all about it and it ~
even part of his plaris. He gave curt orders in the most natural tone of
voice, and watchírig and listening to him, you'd have thought he'd foreseen
everything long before and found it quite unsurprising. His tranquility was
contagious. Just seeing and hearing him transformed those panicked bands,
which had been wandering aimlessly, ínto disciplined, confident fighting
meno They let him bawl them out Iike a schoolteacher and kept swelling
our column, which lerigt.hened by the hour. A battalion shattered by panic
is as disturbing as an oppressive, feverish dream. Slowly, Picó broug ht a
little order to that chaos. His instinct hadn 't deceived him; it never
deceived him. That ravíne went on and on. It wasn't the blind alley l'd
feared. It was a kind of sheltered path, just as he'd intuited. Once we'd
reached a spot he liked, he aas ig ne d various chores to the hundred or so
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men following us and mounted his machine guns.
"We'll have to stop for a while. We've been on the march for twelve
hours straight and we didn't sleep last night. But we'll have to earn our
rest."
And sure enough, the enemy soon showed up. It couldn't have been
more than a reconnaissance patrol, since a skirmish, a little concert played
on our machine guns, was enough to get rid of them and let us rest for a
few hours.
Picó wanted to continue our ret.reat as soon as the suri rose.
"We'll find the major in Malluelo," he said. "That's the only place our
1
battalion could possibly regroup."
There wasn't a living soul in Malluelo, militar y or civilian. The
streets were cluttered with all sorts of objects--including an enormous and
surprising 81~I ~ player piano--and the houses stood open, with gapírig
doors and windows. While we explored them in the hope of finding
something to eat, big-caliber shells be gan falling on the village. Its modest
dwellín gs flew through the airo Picó ordered our men to evacuate despite
protests from the soldiers who, tormented by hunger , wanted to keep
ransacking those pantries.
As we left the last houses behind us, a soldier in r ag s and with a
crazed look in his eyes ran out of a barnyard an d threw himself at Picó's
feet.
"Oaptain! Thank God!" he shouted. "Finally, some familiar faces! 1 was
hidirig there, in the durig ... "
It was one of the secretaries who'd been with the major in that
steeple in Lomillas.
"What happened to the major?" asked Picó.
"He's had it!"
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"What do you mean he's had it?"
"They finished hím off. "
He scratched hímself furiously as though he'd picked up an entire
brigade of ticks and bedbugs in that dung hill.
"Finished him off? Spit it out! Who are you talking about?"
"About the major!"
"F'uck you!" re plied Picó, who couldn't abide secretaries and especially
this one--a ser-gearit who'd once been a pillar of the Baby Bottle Club. The
man was obviously very distraught. Hís face was red and his days-old
beard was black and bristly.
"T'hey trapped uso They surrounded the víllage," he went on ravírig.
"Lomillas: you know which vfllage 1 mean! The cavalry, you know which
one, the Moorish cavalr y, those sons of bitches •.• What a racket they
made! The filthy bastards! 1 and the other secretary threw ourselves on
the floor, but the major stuck his head out and started firing his pistol,
alon g with the doctor. The others fired back with their Mausers from
below and the bullets ricocheted off the bells! It sounded like a
cele bration. "
"What happened to the major?"
"He ran out of ammunítion."
"And then?"
"He stood in the window"--at that moment, the man manage d to
extract a hu ge tick from his hairy chest--"he stood in the window,
harig ing onto the clapper, and •.. "
A laug hirrg fit suddenly carne over him, makirig it impossible for him
to continue. He roared with laughter till tears streamed down his face,
"You jackass: you think this is something to laug h about?"
Despite Picó's insults, the man couldn't stop his convulsive laughter.
i-
He could barely stammer, "Vintage 1902."
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Picó stared at hím, touching his f'inge r to his head.
"Virrtage 1902? What the hell are you talkírig about?"
"Sauterne, captain! Sauterne, vintage 1902! 1 swear to God! Since he
had no more bullets ... Re kept shoutírig 'For-ty centuries look down at
you from the height of these pyramids' till finaUy he fell from the
window, clutchíng his bel'ly."
Picó stared at me in sílence.
"What about the doctor?"
"1 don't know what happened to him, Between him and the major,
they'd drunk an entire bottle of rum for breakfast. A shell burst in the
steeple as 1 and the other secretary were crawling down the winding
staircase that led to the sacristy. We hid in a big cupboard where they
used to keep the hosts ... "
"Shut the fuck up!"
Night after rright, traversing one deserted village after another, what
was left of the fourth battalion retreated, following our captain. Wehad
no idea what the general situation was. We didn't know where t.he other
troops in our brigade and our division were. It seemed as though the
entire republican army had evaporated and rall that remained was that
e
band of a hundred men following uso We gathered that the rout must have
been total over a broad stretch of the front. For example, all the bridges
were still intacto Other than inconceivable sloppiness, the only possible
explanatíon was that the engineers hadn't had time to blow them up. Our
lines must have collapsed all at once.
We guessed that a massive attack must have broken through the
Aragonese front at all its weak points, those areas lulled into sloth by
long híber-nation. That was what we guessed, but we were lost, like a
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handful of ants crossing an endless deserto Wecouldn't find the slightest
trace of other units from our army. Wemarched by night and slept by
day. One mor-nirig we camped, half dead, outside a town, deserted like all
the others, near a very old bridge with a long string of arches, Dawn was
breakirig and we wanted to sleep for a few hours amorig the poplars on
the r ive r bank. Just as we were drifting off, Picó had the bugle blown.
"A hunch," he whispered to me.
Wewalke d for half an hour till we reached a pine-covered hill. From
there we could see the whole town, the bridge, and the poplars alorig the
banks. The rising sun illumined them obliquely, but the castle and1- .eOl~ church, both made of reddish stone, rising up aboye the rest
again st a deep blue sky in the west, received the rising sun's rays
directly. We'd just lain down among the pines when we heard a buzzing
sound, far-off at first but growing steadily louder. Wecouldn't see them;
we only heard them. By now they must have been right overhead.
Suddenly, a cloud of black smoke rose silently from the bridge, rising
higher than the poplars, the town, the castlel.'and the church. Th.en we,
heard explosions. Wecould no loriger see the town, the bridge, and the
poplars. Everything was submerged in a blask, thick, repulsive cloud.
"They're bombirig the exact spot where we were aleepirig " was Picó's
only comment. Then he went back to sleep.
The next morning, at daybreak, we set out across a híg h plateau
devoid of vegetation. As we looked for somewhere to take cover before
, ~r
the sun got too high, a "rat"--that's what ~f'-. soldiers called the
reconnaissance planes--appeared and circled overhead. "We'll nave to find
sorne woods before the fighters arrive," the captain said. They arrived
more quickly than we'd expected. There were three of them: more than
sufficient, once they started strafing us, to wipe out our hundred meno
1
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Just at that moment, an east wind blew up, blanketing the plateau ~
fog. Wewent on walking for a long time, maybe hour s, through that fog
which made us invisible and soaked us in a fine, cold drizzle. Not a single
man was lost.
We ate whatever food we could find in those deserted villages. Once
. c~()...(,,~
we were lucky enough to ~ a communal oven full of stale bread,
the last they' d baked before the inhabitants had ~he .houses were
(J\.,: · e~:¡€J
always empty. Everyone had fled with whatever he could tak8 JA~\bim.
There was also the last olive harvest. We found them still beneath the
trees, spread out on burlap or in half filled sacks. They were big, tart,
black olives, very nourishing.
Then carne the steppe. First the mountains had ended, then the
woods, then the olive groves. Now we found ourselves crossing a
monotonous wasteland, with no other vegetation than occasional clumps of
gorse and thyme as far as the eye could see. By day we kept as still as
. we could beneath the rare shadows t.hat treeless, uncharig ing terrain
afforded. Planes flew overhead without seeirig us, so skilled had we become
in the art of camouflage. They never would have seen us if it hadn't been
for the mules,
Picó was determined to save the mules at any cost--essential for
.carrying our machine guns and ammunition--as though hís very honor
depended on it. One midday, when the sun was directly overhead, a squad
of planes unexpectedly appeared. We hadn't noticed their buzzing, and
when we finally did, they were right aboye uso I crouched beneath a
solitary hawthorn, trying to curl up in a ball so that no part of my body
would stick out beyond the shadow, whíle those in char ge of the machine
guns forced the mules to líe down in the few other shadows the landscape
offered. One of the animals , frightened by the noise from the erig ínes , got
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Up and bagan t.rott.ing toward my hid ing place. It stopped right beside me.
That mule beneath the blazirig sun caught the pilots' attention. One of
them be gan turning, followed by the others. They carne in low, strafing us ,
círclíng and returning over an d over agaín till they finally ran out of
ammunitíon. It lasted a couple of hours, t.hough they seemed like centuries.
While the fascist air force kept trying to hunt us down, it had been
days since we'd seen a foot soldier , friend or foe, so that without the
constant hum of fighter planes and Junkers we'd have thought we were
the only survivors in the entire universe. That steppe went on fot-eve r. We
didn't march in a straight line but in broad zigzag s dictated by Picó's
intuitions. For example , we'd march--always at night--north for síx hours
and then east for four more. The next day, as soon as níg ht fell we'd
march five hours south and five east. Sometimes we even marched back
the way we'd come, toward the west, without my eve r beirig able to
understand how Picó arrived at these st.rarige azimuths. When I asked him,
he just shrugged his shoulders. "Hunches ," he replied. All I can say is that
his instinct never failed him, that he always managed to avoid beírig
trapped, and that he saved those hundred men who'd entrusted their lives
to him and obeyed him like a father. From time to time, we'd find all
sorts of jettisoned equipment: helíogr-aphs , goniometers, and other gadgets
whose use we couldn't divine. Of'teri we found piles of unused shells in
their shiny brass cases. One day we carne across a fifteen-and-a- half-
caliber field gun, hu ge and solitary amid that barren plain.
Wepassed all that flotsam from our immense shipwreck with scarcely
a glance , since of course we couldn't take it with uso Scattered around the
field gun, in sorne cases at a considerable distance, fragments of the
gunners' bodies dried out in the sun, apparently blown to bits by a bombo
Not long afterward we spotted apile of small packages , neatly wrapped in
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wax paper, which we might have taken for bars of expensive soap. Picó
picked one up.
Jkc..~
"TNT," he saíd. "This ís t.be con~ ..'6iOfi those damned engineers should
have used to blow all the bridges sky-high before they retreated, but look
at it: they threw it away like it was shit!"
#
A few days after we'd found the TNT, one of the widest rivers in
Ar-agon blocked our way. It was too deep to ford, so Picó sent scouts up
and down it to see if they could find a bridge. They returned and said
that just a couple of miles away there was a magnif'icerrt bridge where
they'd run into a bunch of engineers. "They said we should hurry up.
They've been working on it for three days and they're goin g to blow it up
today."
It was, in fact, a splendid modern bridge, irrtact like all the others
we'd seen. Twenty men commanded by a lieutenant were hard at work in
water up to their waists. On the other side of the river, about a mile
away, was a low hill covered by junipers and stunted pines: the only trees
~t~t..k&-~J~ (J.~~
on the gray plain that strgghed 'e~e uso After talkírig with the
lieutenant, Picó told me to take our troops and mules to that little wood
while he and five veteran gunners stayed behind to help with that delicate
jobo The truth is they didn't need Picó, but 1 knew him weH eriou gh to be
sure he was dyírig to snoop around and see how they' d blow up the bridge.
He wouldn't -have missed that show for anyt.hirig on earth.
The first Iight of dawn began to break. Seen from that hill, the plain
f- around us seemed endless, ~l;calm, and utterly deserted. Picó had told
me to keep an eye on the horizon to our west with my telescope, which
was quite a bit more powerful than his binoculars. AH1 could see was that
steppe, as gray and monotonous as despair, crossed by an empty highway.
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Sudden1y 1 thought 1 heard a buzz irig in the distance. The daylight was
still too dim for me to make out anything fifteen miles from my lookout,
and 1 didn't want Picó to kid me for sounding the a1arm just because 1
fe1t vague1y uneasy, but 1 felt more and more uneasy with every paasirig
minute.
All of a sud den the sun rose, hu ge and red as a waterme1on, and
there, on the highway, almost at the horizon, 1 saw something movirig.
But 1 couldn't figure out what it was. M/'i~~~whiCh 1 rested 7-
a fork in a tree so it wouldn't move--wasn't good enough to make out
more than sorne tiny specks that advariced very slowly, makirig me think of
almost-imperceptible bacilli seen through a microscope. 1 tried to keep
them in sight but they vanished for long periods as if they'd never
existed. While 1 was busy observing them, the twenty engineers had left
the bridge and, widely scattered, were calrnly makirig their way across the
fields. That friendly lieutenant carne to tell me Picó and his five men had
stayed beneath the bridge. "They decided they'd blow it up when the right
time comes," he told me. "We 1eft everything ready. All they have to do is
connect the wire that'll activate the TNT." "Isn't that hard to do?" 1
asked. "It's simple," he replied, "very simple. And we've got to get goirig:
we have other work to do."
t~~C;,t::1 returned to my ~s and, to my surprise, 1 again saw those
specks that had so intrigued me, but now they were motionless. So
motionless that 1 doubted whether they had ever moved. They were too far
away for me to tell if they were patches of tar on the highway or
shadows; but shadows of what, in that barren monotony? While 1 peered at
them, the five gunners arrived. Only Picó had remained beneath the bridge.
He'd written on a scrap of paper: "Wait with the troops. Stay where you
are. Let the men get a little sleep. Keep an eye out and tell me if you see
Now 1 could see what they were: ten or eleven troop carriers, ver y
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told me he was hidírig among sorne reeds on the bank, two or three
hundred yards from the bridge. "From there," they said, "he can't see
anyt.hirig but the top of this hill." 1 nervously kept my telescope focused
on those unmovírig blotches or shadows. It wasn't till after midday that
they finally stirred. There were about a dozen of them, but a dozen what?
At that distance, they seemed to move with excruciating slowness, one
behind the other. For a while they disappeared in a dip in the terrain.
Toward two o'clock they reappeared.
slow and cumbersome. They couldn't have been goirig much faster than a
walk.
As on other occasions, 1 marveled at therr resemblance to toys when
seen from a distance: a column of ten or twelve toy trucks lumber íng
down the highway without the slightest precaution--whom should they have
been afraid of?--and now 1 could make out the men like toy soldiers.
Another couple of hours passed. 1 kept Picó informed of everything
through a messenger we sent back and forth. 1 kept those troop carriers
in sight, my eye glued to the telescope. The messenger carne back with
exact instructions: "Pile up sorne dry brush, and when the first one
reaches the bridge, Iight a fire so 1 can see the smoke." They stopped
again for over half an hou r. Then they started up again, still at a snail's
pace. They looked like a cross between trucks and tanks, ver y big, very
heavy, and ver y old-fashioned. Their occupants, without a worry in the
world, were now clearly visible in those steel museum pieces from which
their torsos stuck out. At the age of six or seven, I'd had a troop carrier
based on that model with toy soldiers also visible from the waist up,
sitting on benches. There were slots in the benches that held pivots
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attached to each soldier's rear ... suddenly they disappeared behind a
grayish undulation and then reemerged nearer the river. "Wait for me till
nightfall," Picó had written on the last scrap of paper he'd given the
messenger. "If I haven't come by then, set out with the troops."
- {~
It seems like a dream when I remember ~ dry, half-decomposed
brush L'd piled up and the smoke, so thick and white at first and then so
black and acrid that it made me cou gh. Our soldiers gradually awoke and
stared at me as though I'd gone mad (they didn't know this was the síg nal
Picó and I had ag ree d upon ). Ves, as though I'd gone mad: who else but a
lunatic would light a fire and let enemy planes know where we were? And
suddenly their eyes widened as they saw that line of troop carriers
crossing the bridge--the first was about to roll off while the last had just
~
rolled onto .it, exactly as if they'd made7bridge to measur'e for that
armored column! It was early evening, the sun was low when a cloud of
black smoke silently rose from the bridge alon.g with fragments of toy
soldiers, steel, and stone all mixed together. Everything in silence, a few
~ ---seconds of silence, and ~ tremendous blast, a phenomenal boom that .
rocked our little hill and made the branches sway on the pines.
It's like a dream when I remember our wild joy at the sight of those
fragments fly in g through the airo What an explosion! Like a dream, those
fragments that weren't toy soldier s but men who could have been my
friends and comrades, whose friend and comrade I'd wanted to be not long
before, and nonetheless I felt drunk on the savage joy of watching them
fly in all directions. "Nice work!" muttered the soldiers around me, beside
themselves with admiration, "nice fucking work!" And it was then, yes
then, that I had a strange wakírig dream. Suddenly everything disappeared:
the blown up bridge, the soldiers aroun d me, frozen in admiration,
muttering "Nice fucking work!", that endless steppe, the setting sun. I
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could see not.hírig but the face of Doctor Gallifa, as t.houg h it had filled
the entire horizon.
Re smiled sorrowfully, in reproach, but then his face faded away in
the sunset and all 1 could see was a dungeon--what a black dungeon!--and
the sun reached the horizon and was a red watermelon agaín and he was
down in that durigeon because the sun's red ball turned into that black
durigeon and in the depths of that durigeon 1 again saw his face. It was
covered with blood.
And in one corner of the durigeon, some men swarmed like a pack of
rats around a dead animal and amorig them, as though trying to pass
unnoticed, I saw him and recognized hím. Yes, I saw Lamoneda, his face
half hidden by a red and black bandanna. I saw him with rare precision--
l 'd never seen anything so precise in my entire life!--when Picó shook me
out of my dr eam. "Rey, wake up! The sun's set! Let's get a move on!"
Another evening, during another glorious sunset aboye that endless
steppe, we saw a little wooded dell in the distance, an oasis in the deserto
After all those days, we were going to run across a civilian; only one, but
what a civilian! A madman perhaps; cer taínly an apparition. A big building
was hidden amorig those maples and laurels, those magnolias and
arborvitaes. The grourids an d building were so unexpected that we might
have thought they were a mrrage. The civilian we found there later told us
it was aspa famous for its mineral apr ing s. Fascinated, we went in. It was
a sort of Swiss chalet of vast proportions, and everything was neatly
L ~ J.- cr-'-t'
arra:tJ.ge-e- as thoug h they were expecting their habitual clientele, but there
J\
was no one, of course; only him.
Alone in the diriirig room, a middle-aged man, very well dressed,
stood behind the bar an d showed not the slightest surprise, as though he'd
been expecting uso
"Come in. Please be seated."
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He was formal but welcoming. The tables were set with plates and
f Q..L cutlery. ~hina, silverware, and goblets: everything was of the finest
quality. It was an elegarit spa, famous before the war, and we all gaze d at
each other in silence, stunned by its order, cleanliness, and luxury.
~ ~ l~k
Through a big window we could look out ~ the grounds, =r:and
shadowy in the setting sun's last Iight, We sat down, yielding to that
gentleman's entreaties, in parties of four or five around each tableo He
switched on the electric lights, which in those circumstances seemed like
11'
magic to uso He explained that they got the electricity from a waterfall on
the property and went into great detail about how the generator worked.
Shaking his head, Picó looked at the gentleman a~d then at me. "Home-
grown electricity!" he chuckled, but he then he cau ght himself and stopped
short. 'I'hirikín g of the major was too depressing. Huddled in our rags in
that ele garit dínírig room, we suddenly realized that our beards were black
and bristly, our shirts torn and stiff with dried sweat, and our hair and
armpits full of liceo We suddenly realized that we stank atrociously of
rancid sweat. But our host didn't notice a thing.
"Eat gentlemen, please. Don't stand on ceremony."
And he spoke Catalan! That Catalan-speaking civilian made everything
seem even more unreal.
"Eat," he insisted. "The settings are nationalist, but the menu is
republican."
It was the first time we'd heard anyone say "nationalist" instead of
"fascist." Naturally, there was no menu. That must have been why our host
called it "republican." At a aignal from Picó, we took those loaves of stale
bread, hard as rocks, and those black, shriveled olives that looked like
goat turds out of our knapsacks. The gentleman carne over, sat down at
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the table Picó and 1 were at, and shared our provisions. He wolfed down
everything we gave hím, bab blíng incoherently despite his pompous tone.
Weand the soldiers had empbie d all the food we had, which wasn't much,
onto the tables: all the remaining loaves of stale bread and olives. And we
were so surprised to be eatirig there, at such welllaid tables , that we
silently devoured every single dry crust of bread andolive, staring at each
other in. amazement. That fantastic supper was inter:rupted by a big shell
explodirig on the grounds. Another quickly followed it, and another and
another.
"Four: it's a complete battery," said Picó. "Turn off the Iights ,
please. "
But the gentleman paid no attention. He wer;.t on talking to us in
t.hat formal tone, as though he took us for sorne of the usual rich guests
at his spa.
"Y:Ouknow, 1 have nothing to fear"--and he smiled enigmatically.
Thinking the second round would probably include a direct hit on that
Swiss chalet, we hastily strapped on our knapsacks.
"Come with us," Picó told our host, but he was at the entrance to
the díriirig room, which was still brightly lit, standing at the top of the
three steps leadirig down from the door.
"Go ahead, gentlemen, go ahead; don't standon ceremony" he
repeated in the most cordial of tones. "Don't stand on ceremony,
gentlemen. "
Picó looked at me in puzzlement while a second round burst, this
time on the other side of the spa. Standing in that dark, thick wood, the
soldiers awaited their captairr's orders. Our column set out, while the
gentleman, still standing in that blazing doorway, waved goodbye. "Good
night, republicans, and always remember: the set.tirig s are nationalist, but
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the menu's ... "
He wasn't able to finish his sentence. A third round scored a direct
hit on his establishment, seridirig glass, tiles, and walls flyirig through the
air with a terrifying din. Despite everything, the lights still burned
brightly as we hastened to put sorne space between ourselves and that
chalet. We could still hear the man's voice shoutirig cheerfully, "Don't
worry about me. 1'm on their side, not yours. They have nothírig against
me!"
There were four more explosiona, and now everything left of his
chalet collapsed in pitch darkness, followed a few seconds later by
crackling flames. We quickly left all that behind us and found ourselves
again surrounded by barren steppe. It was a moonless night, chilly and
bracin g, The spa and its owner, who had been blown to bits toget.her , had
already bee n forgotten. The next evening, after sleeping all day hidden in
a ravine, we carne across a farmhouse.
It seemed abandoned, which moreover was quite natural under the
circumstances. We started ransacking it for food. In the pantry, to 04r
joy, we found a ham, a big slab of salt pork, and four fat sausages
f hanging from ~ beams on the ceilirig. An enormous earthen jar stood in
one corner, full of oil and hunks of por k they'd been pickling. Picó began
giving orders. We had to share that booty fairly.I acted as his secretary.
Just when we'd lugged that jar outside--it was so big and heavy it took
four of us to lift it--and were about to divide its contents among our
hundred men, we saw an apparition.
We stopped dead in our tracks and put the jar down on the ground.
She was hardly more than a girl, around fourteen years old. She was tall
and very thin, very pale, with jet--b lack eyes and hair. She was dressed in
mourning. Standing motionless on the landirig atop the stairs, she looked
,
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down at us reproachfully. She held an oillamp, whose dim light shone
directly on her face.
"Aren't. you ashamed of yourselves?"
Her voice seemed to come from far away. She spoke in Catalan, like
the owner of that spa, but with an Aragonese accent. Wewere frozen to
,<'
the spot, fascinate'd, listening to that voice.
"Cowards that you are, you can't defend us, and now you want to rob
us too, right in your own country! Wewaited for you, thínkíng you were
our brothers, you finally arríve~ and what do you do? Where is the Vírgin
'-'
Mar;? Where are the saints in Heaven? Whom shall we turn to? Everyone
shuns you like the plague. L'm all alone here. You can take everything; it's
all of you agairrst me •.. "
That night we marched on empty stomachs,
Shortly befare dawn, we reached a river bíg ger than any of the
others we'd crossed. We didn't know it at the time, but it was the Cinca.
Picó didn't want to try and find a bridge, "because, ti he said, "we have to
avoid bridges and roads more than ever now that we're getting near the
new front. ti While we tried to ford it in water up to our necks, we saw
other groups like ourselves upstream and dcwnatr eam: little lost groups
that converged on those few miles of fordable river. The sight of cthe r
Catalan soldiers after so many days encouraged uso Wewere no longer
alone! The r agírig current carried away amule and a few meno There were
bluffs on the other side.
It was there, once we'd for ded the Cinca, that we finally found
republican positions: there, on those bluffs. They'd improvised trenches and
strung barbed wire to keep the enemy from crossing. It was the first line
of trenches we'd seen in three weeks of rout. They told us that behind
that Iíne, our army was starting to regroup for a counterattack. The
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scattered bands that straggled in, like our s, were in fact reassigned to
u
new units beín g cr-eate d.
We saw a big town on a hill, about a mile and a half to our rear
toward the east. It was topped by an old church with a steeple you'd have .
taken for the tower on a castle. AHt.his was outlined in black againat a
6"1\.
sky that was begirining to glow like the gold background J\-an altarpiece.
On top of the steeple sorne storks were nesting. 1 could see it clearly
through my telescope: a nest as big as a wagon wheel. The mother and
father flew back and forth between their nest an d the river, carrying fish
that wriggled and flashed in the first rays of sunlig ht and that their
nestlings hurrgr-ily devoured.
"It's spring," Picó said. "Spring is here. The storks are the first to
leave and the first to return. The weather's goirig to be good from now
on."
1 thought of those storks Llu ís and 1 had watched at the end of
summer when they were getting ready to fly south, How many thing s had
happened since then!
One afternoon, takírig advaritage of the fact thatthere was no more
f'ightirig (the enemy offensive had f'ínally ended), 1 walked to that town. It
was full of stray soldiers who'd been in the most diverse brigades and
divisions; and civilians, mainly peasants, who'd fled the battles. A whole
chaotic world had formed around that town. They slept in hastily erected
shacks, in caves, or out in the open. The old, women and children, the
sick and wounded. The fascist air force had bombed and strafed them as
they fled in their wagoris. Those poor souls were unaware of the most
basic rules of camouf'lage, They'd traveled by day, without the slighest
precaution, alorig the main roads, crossing treeless plairis. Behind them
they told us they'd left a trail of smashed wagorrs, disemboweled nag s,
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corpses and those too sick to continue.
What misery, my God! They lived on leftovers from the soldiers' mess.
Picó had never mentioned Lluís, Wenever uttered his name between
uso Why should we have taIked about him? An oId lady from Castel de
Olivo recogníze d me. She was Iinin.g up with lots of other people to beg
for a bowl of soup outside an arrny kitchen.
, " ~"We saw Don LU1S~ the day before the troubIe started," she told
¿ ,.¿ .-
me. "He didn't see us; he was staring straight ahead. He was in a carriage
with a woman wrapped in a blanket who looked like Our Lady of Sorrows.
They tore straight through Castel and turned off toward Olivel de la
Virgen."
Olivel had fallen the first day of the off'eriaíve, a few hours after it
had begun. There had been almost no resistence.
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PART FOUR
Quant a moi, je serais bien
content si un jour on venait a
prétendre que Henri Bergson n'a
pas existé.
Henri Ber gson
UniVersita~t~a de ~~celona
Biblioteca d'Humanítats
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I found out by accident, on account of my relatíonahíp with a small
group of Catalan nuns who súrvived, half in hídíng , waiting to sail for the
.~ .
Carib bean. They serit our poor nuns far from home: to America, to Africa,
the n:xt,. ,she made va~ous unaucceasf ul attempts to get into the castle on
1't1l""--t\ '-'-1 e, « M ~
~ At severi m- th8 e~venjng on the 10th, she finally got to see him
through the bars, three yards away. "He was very calm and spoke to me in
the same clear voice as ever." Two days later , she saw hírn again. They'd
let her into his cell. He embraced her, she wept, he tried to comfort her.
His back and leg s were so sore from the beatírig s that he could har dly
stand ~ "T'm fifty-eight years old," he told her, "How could r have
t (. .,
dreamed of a more beautiful death?" On the morning of the 14th, he was
tried by a militar y court. They wouldn't let her in; she had to wait outside
the door. At eleven, the officers be gan to file out. The one in char ge of
his def'enae told her, "He's the ca:lmest person in the courtroom. He puts
us all to shame with his serenity." At mine in the evening, the same
officer showed up at the apartment where the nuns were living. "Make
'y-' tO ~t,,\,AIV\- I • S\
{"" arrangements for his bur'íal." She decided tOcFe~ to MontjuÍc.... ~
didn't have a pass, but she got in anyway. He stuck his head through the
bars. "Horiey , where are you goin g? What are you up to at this time of
nig ht?" Because it was almost midnight. When she told him she wanted to
hug him one last time, he replied, surprised, "But, if they were goirig to
execute me right away, they'd have moved me to death row." Then one of
the guards said , "They're goírig to read you your sentence soori." "r see,"
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he calmly replied. "1 thought they'd move me to death row." They let her
into the cell, where she spent three hours with her brother. Then they
told her she had to leave. The next day, Octobe r 15th, was dawrring aboye
the Mediterranean. At half paat six he was shot in one of the moats
around the old castle. He'd taken his shoes off so his feet could touch t.he
land for which he died. Amorig the yellowed papers L've kept from those
now far-off days is the letter Sister Ramona wrote me. Every time 1 read
it my eyes fill with tears: "Afterward they handed his body over to me. He
was smílirig. It was the morning of Saint Teresa's day, and 1 told myself 1
had to be st.rorig like those women we r-ead about in the Gospels. Beside
his burial niche, 1 cff'ere d my life if need be so those far from our
country or wasting away in prisons might return home. 1 prayed to Saint
Teresa for our nation, to shield it from those foreígner s who want to
destroy it and destroy all of uso Then 1 said aloud to those present,
"Gerrtlemen , may God forgive you, for you know not what you do.' 1 said it
without clenchíng my fists or holding out my hand; 1 said it crossing my
~~ ~~rt~~ '-'-\~c.. tt~L.' '-'1
arms over my breast, on Saint Teresa's""d~ iMmpgj:udiüÍ\.) J
out at the sea."
#
It's natural that we should see it through the mists of the past, that
war as remote as our youth--and nonetheless, Iike our youth, as though it
were yesterday. Or maybe L'rn like a grandfather clock that's stopped.
Perhaps any clock that's marked a moment of glory, of uncertain glor y ,
stops there forever. L'm ashamed to admit l 've never recovered from my
youth or from my war. Like an infection, they're in my blood an d always
will be! 1 miss them both, with a loriging as sinful as it is invincible ...
that scent of youth and war , of bur nirig woods and rain-soaked gr ass, that
wandering life, those nights beneath the stars, when we f'ell asleep
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enfolded in a st.range peace, 'for when everything's uncertain, one doesn't
worry. The heart's uncer tain glo~y, and war's, when we're twenty and war
and our hearts are new and f'ull of hopeo War is stupid; perhaps that's why
its roots in men's heartsif~ep. Kids play soldiers even if no one's
t.. - "
taught them. War is stupid, an unquenchable thirst for glory, but can love
be quenched? Can we achieve love and glory in this world? And all youth
is nothirig more than the uncertain glory of an April mor-ning, a dark
tempest traversed by flashes of glory, but what glory? What glor y, OGod?
One must awaken, and awakeriirig s are sad after nights of fever and
delirium. Perhaps the worst thing about war is that it's foHowed by peace
... One awakens from one's youth as from a delirious fever, but one
elírig s to the memory of that fever and that delirium, that dark tempest,
as though nothing else on earth were worth the trouble. L'm nothírig more
than a survivor, a ghost, 1 Uve only in my memories.
After that delirium, 1 entered a tunnel. 1 groped alon g in the dark,
hearing muffled cries as 1 advanced. How long that tunnel was, how dense
the darkness, how muffled the cries. AHthat lasted for years and years.
We drifted like the remaíns of a shipwreck. One found oneself cut off
from all one's friends an d acquaintances. If by chance one r-ecognized a
face amid the scattered flotsam, a familiar face amid so many corpse-like
. faces floatírig alorig the streets, one felt uncomfortable. One never knew
what that person might have done during the fever and delirium, what he
might do now, One tried to slip away, vaniahirig into the gray, famished
crowds. We distrusted one another. Everyone, moreover, was crushed by his
selfish worries. The port was empty, most of the railroad lines had been
destroyed, there were neither trucks nor gasoline. Everyone was starving.
Who bothered to listen to the bombastic speeches the radio ceaselessly
vomited? One's only thought was to survive another day, to make it
i
¡
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through to tomorrow. They'd had to put old streetcars back into ser-vice.
More than once 1 saw one of those crocks fI!QDlt~t fall apart
beneath the weight of its passengers, who then fe ll upon the next one,
batt.ling those already riding it. Cost what it might, one fiad to get to
work, to toil sixteen hours a day in order to buy a few rotten potatoes!
Some people escaped across the Pyrenees. Over there, another war
had begun and 1 too, sinner that 1 am, felt tempted at times by that other
tf1AP-
war, that other hopeo But l'd Ioat heart. 1 asked myself: can ~ ever have
, .~
more than one war? Love more than one woman? Burn again, as ~ once
burned so utterly? Can there be another love, another war, besides the
one love, the one war? What difference does it make if we win or lose? 1
lost in both cases; L'm not.hín g but a ghost. 1 can live only in my
memorie~nd when 1 dreamt of war--and how often 1 dreamed of it
during those ten yearsL-it was always the same, our war, the one we'd.
fought, just as 1 always dreamt of the same woman and still dream of her.
The gasogerie ... 1 can see it now, that clumsy cast.-fron contraption
mounted like a hump on the backs of the rare automobiles one saw. It
burned coal dust or hazelnut shells. There was no gasoline, A few bizarre
hunchbacked automobiles and a few bizarre streetcars from another
century: thats what one saw on the streets of Barcelona. It was the war,
always the war, which had now engulfed the entire continent. One wished
the war had never happened, that one could open one's eyes one mornirig
and find one's country beirig reborn, its hopes still intacto
But in reality ... it was like meeting a girl one had known when
she was yourig and idealistic, now chariged into God knows what, her face
old and caked with makeu p, lit by a streetlamp's harsh glare on some
notorious cornero 1 wish that orgy of hatred, those first f'ew years after
the war, had been abad dream, and thev.ve stuck in my memory as
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though they were abad dream. The gas chamber-s were already smoking in
Germany; and heavy trucks set .out from vacant lots on the other side of
l)ov.>-t-
the Llobregat and srossed Barcelona on their way to the ~ potter's
field. How slowly they advanced with their heavy loads, at rright, covered
with lumpy tarpaulins as though they covered sacks oí pbtatoes. Sorne
people followed them, hopirig a bump in the road would knock off one of
t.he sack s. One time when I was standing by the highway, near a bridge
across the river, one of them did fall off, but it wasn't a sack of"
potatoes. It was an old mano They didrr't. bother to piek him up. They
knocked him off the road with their rifle-butts so he wouldn't block
tr-aff'ic.
The gas chambers were aIread y smoking in Germany. Himmler was no
dream. He carne to Spain. Amorig the names of the welcomirig committee
~~:t
~ appeared on the newspapers' front pages , I saw one I knew only toó
well: Lamoneda. At that moment, he was a pu blic figure.
#
l 'd only spent nine months in a concentration campo They'd let me
out so I could return to Barcelona and finish my studies; because in spite
of everything, I wanted to finish my st.udies, I wante d to be a priest.
k
I was in a daze. My Aunt Llúcia chattered away ~ I couldn't follow
what she was sayirig. "Why are you staring at me like that with your
mouth open?" she asked, annoyed, but I couldn't help it. My spirit was
drifting far away. I felt cut off from everything that fiad been my life
before. l'd fallen into a kind of stupor inwhich I stared off into space
for hours on end, my mouth hang ing open. Three years later, I still hadn't
manage d to find out anything definite about Doctqr Gallifa, nor did I know
, \>o~ S ~ -t-e .\,
what had become of Lluís, Soleras, or any of my other friends. l'd ~
all the building s on Arc del Teatre Street, sear chirig for the anarchist's
As far as Soleras was concerned, the only thírig I manage d to find
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widow. Finally sorne people told me she'd disappeared a few months before
and they didn't know where she was. I'd written to his brother, who now
~""";J
lived on his estate. He replied that they hadn't heard ~ about him
since the end of 1936. Everything was like that during those years: lost
trails, vanished lives, people who might have been dead or alíve. At least Ir
f'ourid out one thing: Doctor Gallifa had indeed lived in hídirig in that
attic. Without Doctor Gallifa, Lluís, and Soleras, I felt cut off from
everything and everyone. I floated like driftwood, I was nothing but a
ghoat. I ended up beirig so p rof'ourrdly cut off from everything happening--
and plenty of t.hirig s were h.appening--that sometimes for hours on end I'd
think of nothing but my telescope, that telescope from my childhood that
had been with me throughout the war and that I'd lost at the very end, in
our final rout. It never occurred to me that I could buy another. Another
wouldn't have been the same , the one from my childhood, the one through
which Lluís and I had gazed at the stars in those days--the war--which
now seemed as blessed and distant as Paradise lost.
out, three long years after the war, was that his octogenarian aunt lived
in Grenoble. Apparently t.he family was or ig inally from Grenoble, something
he'd never told us , and they had sorne distant cousins there. The aunt, I
learned, had gene to live there at the beginning of the war, a detail
Soleras had also concealed from uso I gathered that once her nephew had
disappeared, she'd decided never to return to Barcelona, where everything
would have reminded her of him. But these are just hunches on my parto
She didn't answer the letters I wrote askirig for information about him,
unless one considers an answer the colored eng rav íng , a devotional
erigr-avirig of the commonest sort, that I received from Grenoble in an
envelope with no return address or anything else in her handwriting
L
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except my address (which was once again Aunt Llúcia's house in Sarria). It
depictedSaint Philomena.
It wasn't t.ill, the end of one rainy December that I found out
any thirig more definite about Soleras and Doctor Gallifa. It came to me in
the most unexpected fashion, through another ghost as cut off from
everything as I was.
#
l'd finished my studies shortly before but hadn't been asaigne d to any
parish. While I wa:ited, I lived at my aunt/s house a:nd took long strolls
through Barcelona, where I had almost not.hirig to do. One morning I went
into a bar on the Ronda de Sant Pau. I hadn't eaten breakfast and I
ordered a croissant and a cup of barley tea. Coffee and milk were still
hard to get and expensive. There was no bread either, but you could buy
as many croissants as you liked if you could afford them. In order to dunk
my croissant in peace, I'd chosen atable ~ th:e ';:¡u~hra at the back of
the establishment. This was on 'account of my cassock. At that time a
priest in a café was still frowned upon, and I couldn't very well explain to
one and all that I'd just quarreled with my aunt and while I was lookirig
1 for a boar dirig house and still sleeping in m~r ~eEl~ in Sarria I led a
wandering life and kept body and soul together with croissants dunked in
barley tea.
So I was at the back of the establishment, and at the front I saw
the fishbowl--I mean the terrace, which they'd glassed in for the winter.
#
And there was another ghost, sitting at a little marble table dunking
a croissant in a cup of barley tea, just like me.
He stared through the glass at that avenue, which despite everything
was still bustling and colorf'ul. Those bizarre streetcars rumbled by, like
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mighty ante diluvian dinosaurs, rattling their loose ironwork and almost
disappearing beneath loads of' passengers hangírig on for dear life.
Occasionally a lorig.black car, with a hump awkwardly fastened to its
back, would also pass, while endless crowds trudged alorig the sidewalks.
Moreover, it was a cold, gray morning. Those overloaded streetcars
reminded me of dead animal s attacked by swarms of aÍnts, and the neon- v..
stg ns, which had been turned off when the sun rose, had the unhealthy air
1iL t:IU.A<...' A A _
of someone awakening after a night of ~ .,¡ • -..J: "Rexy Mura, NoMore
J\
Baldness!", "Rexy Mura, Away with Unnee ded Fuzz!", "Barcelona by Night"
and lots of others, all stupid and depressing with their laconic elogaris.
Yet despite everything those sidewalks were full of people and those
people, though ragged and hungr y, were life! The other ghost stared out at
that human river. He looked over fifty. 1 could only see him from an
an gle , agaín st the light and at a distance, so 1 couldn't get a good look at
him. He vaguely reminded me of a shipwrecked sailor who, from the reef
on which he's run ag roun d, stares out in despair at the ocean's immensity.
Only the glass separated him from life, but he sat there as thoug h the
glass had cut him off from it forever. He also gave the impression of
wearing shoes with soles so thin that the cruel dampneas of that late-
'f- Deeember morning -~~f¿-.P t.hroug h him like an insidious eleetrie
current.
He dropped bits of croissant into his cup like someone throwing
bread crumbs to fish--that is, without conviction, knowing full well that
fish are urig ratef'ul. At that moment a steamship blew its horn, something
~\~
rare during those years whe~ ~t was usually empty. It distracted my
attention from the ghost. At ~ time (ít was before they sent me to the
Caribbean), except for the few weeks L'd spent in a French refugee camp
L'd never left Spain, and the horn seemed to beckon me to glamorous, far-
L
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off tropical larids , islands of eternal spring on the other side of the ocean
that I'd only known in dreams but that one day, alas, I'd know for real.
When the horn's tones had vanished in the cold air, 1 looked at him again.
Imagine my surprise: the ghost, holding his cup and croissant, was comirig
toward me.
It was Lamoneda.
#
There was somet.híng in his gaze that made me think of a dead man
gaz ing at me from the shores of the gr-eat beyond. His wizened features,
shadowed by a four-day beard, gave off a sense of disillusionment. You'd
L~_ .,t~~
have thought he was a ~dog who expected nothing but ~ and
beatírig s from life.
He sat down beside me, muttering, "1 as sume you don't mind •.• "
and without waiting for an answer--an answer that never came because 1
was dumbfounded--he added, "The last time we saw each other was in July
1936. And now ... I've just turned fifty, with nothing to show for it."
These were his opening words. And he repeated, "with nothing to
show for it." 1 felt even more strongly that we were a pair of ghosts and
recalled Soleras (at the time 1 still thought Soleras was alive, even if we
didn't know where). It reminded me of one time when we were ar guirig
about ghosts and Picó had told us that scientific-minded types like him
didn't believe in them. Soleras had interrupted, "You mean to say there's
anything else?" So now Lamoneda's ghost was sitting beside me, pickirig
his nose and glancing toward the terrace. The human stream flowed
ceaselessly by while 1 did some mental arithmetic: if he'd just turned fifty
with nothing to show for ít, he must have been forty-three on the eve of
the war, when he was still studying to be a pharmacist--his eternal studies
that had only helped him get arrested on suspicion of selling cocaine! He'd
"What do you want to know about him?" he interrupted, as though
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started reciting a long monologue, and 1 listened to him without listening.
I thought someone had plaved a -trick on me by placirig him there beside
me, seated at the same marble table, dunking a croissant identical to mine
in a twin cup of barley tea, and agaín I thought of Soleras and how he'd
once told me about the pictures with which his aunt had covered every
square inch of wall in their apartment. It seems she was appalled by Iight
and open spaces and that blank walls made her uncomfortable. And one of-the pictures was an eng raving of all the kirig s on earth--before the trrst
:;::
~rld ~r, of course--depicted as t.houg h they were all sít.tíng toget~r
~ ~ I
("and there were fifty or sixty of them," Soleras had said) like one big
I~
happy family around their patriarch, Emperor Franz Josef, but the most
i interesting touch, he'd said, was that his aunt had carefuHy covered X-
the teenaged Alfonso XIII with a bearded personage who was none other
than Don Carlos de Borbón y Austria-Este in person, the Carlists' beloved
Carlos VII. And all this carne back to me then because I felt someone had
played a trick on me, tu rriirig Soleras into this ghost who went on reciting
his monologue. He recited his monologue but I couldn't grasp what he was
sayírig: he said so many things! I couldn't figure out what he was talkíng
about: bitter distllueíonment.s, ingratitude, disappointments. And time went
by and there wasn't a trace of croissant or barley tea left and he kept on
talk ing and talking. I gathered that my cassock made him take for granted
that I'd been on his side, a frequent error at that time. 1 was about to set
him straight when I realized that if 1 kept my mouth shut he'd tell me all
kinds of t.hirig s I wanted to know. :t
~""The first and main t.hirig 1 wanted to w was whether he knew
what had become of his uncle.
the subject made him uneasy. "You probably aIread y know everything there
"An orphan!" the fifty-year-old orphan exclaimed with a sneer. "They
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is to know. They've given him up for dead, and sorne fools even talk about
miracles. 1'11 ten you latero First let me ten you about my tenant farmer.
He's responsible fo.r the state L'm in ... dire poverty."
Dire poverty ... But hadnt he been a big shot? Or had 1 imagine d1- those front pages?;" t~e ~e~ Th: ghost glanced at me suspiciously .
.¡ "You didn't imagine them ... As I'm sít.tin g=: ~ou, 1 was
one of the top authorities. As for now ... "
And he pointed to the tattered clothes that made him look like a
shipwrecked sailor.
"But you have your farm," 1 said. "T'hat big farm near Vic, if 1
remember right."
"Not all that big," he bitterly replied. "Not all that big. My father
had mortgaged sorne parts and sold others behind my back. Accor dirig tor 1f;t"his will, he'd ¡,ad to ~ to pay for my studies. That was a líe. What
he'd wanted was to reduce my inheritance so the other'.s would be bigger.
l'd better explain what 1 mean. It's a bit complicated but spicy. It turns
out my beloved father had had a little fun, you know, without teflirig his
family, very discreetly. It wasn't till after he died that we found out he
, V'At
had another son, a bastard who turned up in hiswill, So 1 have a brother,1 1\.
as sure as J 'm sitting her~iel:e~. A brother! lsn't an illegitimate son
what's commonly known as a ... ? My father made me his heir on the
condition that 1 fork over fivet:mdred p~ssetes a month throughout my
life to my ... brother. And that's not all. If 1 die childless, the farm will
go to hím."
"But aside from this unexpected brother, you were his only child ..
"
pay me ten thousand pessetes ayear to rent that farm. L'Il ten you about
into the world. WeH,once you know that you know as much as Ido. My
~ father never said a word about her, My father ••. R..mmm••. never
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it in a minute. I have to give five hundred a month to my brother. You
can figure it out for yourself: l'm a~s broke! That someone should be
screwed because his father, .J:tu';1t "go, had a Iittle fun ••. If 1 told
you what I've been through • First of all, I never knew my mother, as
you know."
I thoug ht that I hadn't known my mother either, or barely, and the
same was true of Lluís an d Soleras, but at least Lamoneda had known his
father, who'd lived to a ripe old age.
~ ~ 5~~ n., Gi~.
"My father? +\mmm, my father . It,!.ebetter llat '\;9 hlk abolJt him'f\-
You know my mother was the sister of this Doctor GaHifa you're so
worried about and that she died in an accident shortly after br-ing íng me
mentioned her name."
Without any transition, because he was constantly jumpirig from one
subject to another, he started talkírig about those who'd envied him and
plotted and schemed to get rid of him when he 'd been one of the bosses
in sorne office or other.
"You try to do the right thing and they'H eat you alive! It's
scandalous, it cries out to Heaven! I, who'd sacrificed myself, who'd braved
so many danger-s, who'd carried out important secret missions; I who, as
l 'm sitting here beside you, welcomed Himmler"--that detail carne back to
him as one of his most glorious moments--"who was one of the biggest
shots around ... but they slandered me, you know. They dragged my good
name through the mudo They did everything possible to trip me up! The
spirit we had at the be ginrring quickly evaporated. The real heroes have
been shoved aside. The envious are out to ruin uso Newcomers attack us
from all sides. To hear them talk, they were all fifth columnists! AHof
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them! If you add together those who were republicans befare and those
who are on our side now, you'U get twice the population. Sometimes I
even suspect ... Ves, at times I have this terrible suspicion. ru tell you
in the strictest confidence: I suspect the new police chief is a liberal."
He pulled a thick wallet out of the inside pocket in his jacket, a
wallet that, as far as I could see, contained nothing but newspaper
clippings.
"l 've kept them, you know. I keep everything! Look what he had
them publish just after they fired me. Tell me if this man isn't a
Freemason!"
I still have the clipping, because he gave it to me. He had several
copies in his wallet, and apparently he handed them out to Etv~e he
knew to persuade them that the new police chief was an extremely
It~
dangerous Red. The statement read: "From today o !we shall only accept
accusations submitted in writing, guaranteeing the accusers' absolute--------------~----------~anonymity and promi ing to return their accusations once the facts therein
have been verified, as anonymous accusations by telephone and letter have
caused and continue to cause constant anxiety in homes whose tranquility
is disturbed day after day by GOB:t~l:lS false information. Wetrust that~,(;,;'-. will understand our purpose in imposing this regulation and that
from now on, when accusations are made in the name of our holy cause,
they will not sully it with unfounded slander ... "
"It was because of my accusations over the phone that he threw me
out in the street. L'm too good, too straightforward, too idealistic: that
was my downfall. None of the others had credentials like mine, and their
revenge was to make my life a living hell, So here I am, broke. L'm broke,
and on the other hand that druggist ... You remember that druggist on
Sant Pau Street back in 1930 who called the cops because he claimed I
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was raiding his stock of cocaine? Well, in spite of that, in spite of the
fact that he'd called the cops on me in 1930, he's selling his concoctions
again, as happy as can be. The first thírig the new police chief did was
set him free . . ."
He was overwhelmed by in dig natíon at such scandalous outr-ages when
suddenly something distracted him from his sorrows. One of those women
V L~~G- ~ " ..
/" who frequent the Ro es sa1I7~1li a:nti Sant Pau had come in: one of
those women who catch your eye with their flaming red hair and spike
heels. This apparition gracefully slipped onto one of the stools at the bar
and ordered breakfast, while also glancirig at us and smiling.
"This broad has somet.hirig that makes you sit up and take notice,"
Lamoneda muttered. "1 know her. Her name is Malvina. She doesn't
remember me, but 1 remember perfectly that her full name is Malvina
Canals i González, Boy, do 1 ever remember her .•• 1 remember
everything and everyone! I've got a good memory; too good, in fact. That
was one of the t.hirig s that ruined me, because in these times amnesiacs go
farther. Yes, that broad's name is Malvina, but we weren't talkírig about
her. Wewere talking about rny tenant farmer"--and he explained that
before the war his father had rented his farm to a tenant with libad
f ideas," so bad that in 1934 he'd voted for the repUblican~ "My f~ther
got rid of hím, so we didn't have a tenant. When the war carne, they
collectivized the farms. My father had to go into hidirig in Barcelona. As
for me, I'm sure you know 1 fled in September 1936. 1 got letters from
him t.hrou gh the International Red Cross. In one of the last ones, he told
me he was starving to death and couldrr't; afford to buy bread on the black
market. In one of these difficult moments, the new tenant farmer made his
~1~).J,.y appearance. ~met ~ because they were both fifth columnists. He was
from our village and was also in hí dírig in Barcelona, but he had money
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precisely because he was involved in the black market. Not only did he
~ -fe-.t~
lease the farm from_i\., even though it was collectivized and he wouldn't
be able to work it t,ill God knows when, but he paid him a bonus of a
hundred thousand pessetes, apart from the ten thousand ayear that they'd,
ag ree d upon. He paid him the bonus in cash, in front of a notar y who'd
drawn up the lease. My father wrote to me praising this man's generosity
to the skies. 1 quickly replied sayirig he shouldn't tr-ust "himand should
make sure the bills were from before the war ... Gee, that Malvina sure
looks good!"
He'd interrupted his monologue to gape at her,
"So were they from before the war?"
"What you do think? 1 found them when 1 carne back. My father had
died a few weeks before 1 got here. A hurid red brand-new thousand-pesseta
bills, hot off the Reds' presses! When 1 took them to the Bank ofSpain,
they told me that if 1 felt like wallpapering my apartment with them,
they'd give me as many sacks as 1 wanted. 1 tried to get the leas e
cancelled; the supreme court said it was valido There was only one way
out: to have that tenant shot as a Red. But he was just the opposite! L've
really had a run of rot.ten luck!"
At that very moment, Malvina swiveled around on her stool, leaned
back agaírrst the counter, crossed her Iegs and fixed Lamoneda with a
brazen stare.
"What a bombshell! 1 can see you're washed-up. 1 can see a gor geous
dish like her doesn't do anything for you. As for me ... J 'm no Jesuit! 1
have no use for cassocks. 1 go for broads, not cassocks!" and he laughed
idiotically as though he'd just said somet.hirig witty. "Me, l 'm a real red-
blooded he-man! That was my downfall ... This new chief of police, this
disgraceful liberal, this Freemason in disguise, this Red, even claimed that
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1 had certain yourrg ladies like Malvina arrested as Reds when the only
t.híng red about them was their dyed hair ... Someday l 'Il have to show
you my novels. Stendhal pales by comparison! So what? When you're a real
(9"V' \. j C>r'
man, it's '7?..tnatural ... j,f'ye~~l've always had a weakness for
redheads ..• What? Do 1 stiU write novels? More than ever! Since 1 have /
f
nothing else to do! They're. better than Stendhal's, with more style. My
style's more ele garit than Eugerií d'Ors's. One day 1'11sh~w them to you.
Would you believe they're as unpublished now as during the masonic~~
r epu blic? Editors still turn them down. 1 wrote anonymous letters accu sirig
a11of them, but now, with this new police chief .•. Christ, what thighs!
She knows they're sensational an d is makirig sur-e we know it too ...
Nothing like Saint Pandulfa's, wow!" and again he laug he d that idiotic
laug h of his.
1 kept silent, but my look must have seemed disapproving because he
continued in a more defensive tone, "Listen, Tm no Jesuit. 1 despise
hypocrisy. Why should 1 deceive you? You want me to pretend I prefer,
Saint Pandulfa to a dish like Malvina?"
T'd never heard of this Saint Pandulfa. From what he went on to say,
1 gathered that she was worshipped in a very small area consisting of his
víllage, He started in on a long, involved story about someone in his
family in the eighteenth century, a younger brother of his great-great-
.~ grandfather, "not on Gallifa's side (ji ta.~it:r but on the Lamoneda side,
which was completely different," a r ich canon who'd made a pilgrimage to
Rome and brought back a relic: Saint Pandulfa's mummy. "And that's why,"
he explained, "all the women in my family since have been named
Pandulfa, though actually it's been a long time since there was a woman in
my family."
"The mummys rather repulsive, of course," he added, "but she works
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miracles. The canon had a crypt dug at his expense beneath the main
altar. He placed a big glass case in the middle of the crypt, on top of a
black marble base.To save money, he had them make the base hollow, and
they laid out the mummy as though she were sleeping in that case, where,
you can see her. The crypt is always locked, so you have to ask the
sexton for the key. In fact, you have to turn the key three times to open
it, because that holy stiff is íriside. She's still there. Arerr't you curious to
know how come my village church and the crypt and Saint Pandulfa's
corpse weren't burnt by the Reds? Well, it was the other tenant farmer,
that clodhopper my father threw out because of his bad ideas. He had the
bright idea of saving everything. He was the mayor, and he guarded that
village like a watchdog against the patrols that were driving all ove r the
country in requisitioned trucks. He even formed a special militia, and they
'1- opened fire on th~anarchists. And so he saved the priest's life and the
chut-ch. AHthis will show you what a dariger-ous Red he was. How could he
have kept the anarchists from killmg and burning if he hadn't been a ver y
influential Red, a Red of the worst sort? He even had the gall to stay in
that village when the others were r unnirig like scared rabbits. That's how
we manage d to catch up wrth him."
With a weary sigh, Malvina had finally gotten up and walked out,
rolling from side to si de like a caravel. Lamoneda followed her with his
eyes.
"There are sorne"sensational broads," he muttered, "but aH they care
about is your wallet. 1 know from experience that this Malvina, if you
offer her less than twenty duros, willlaugh in your face and say, !Who
the hell do you think 1 am?'" And without any transition, "Do you
remember the last time we met? It was in that church they were goirig to
burn. And you tried to stop them! What a number! 1 just missed out on
r.i-.
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another terrific lay for want of a twenty:-duro bill! I always have bad
luck!"
Malvina--if t.hat was actually her name-- had be gun walking briskly
back and forth on the sidewalk outside, so that she appeared and
reappeared through. the glass, glancirig and smilirig at the more prosperous-
looking passersby. Lamoneda's eyes followed her comings and goirig s-v-she
was wearing very hi gh heels and strode purposefully--while he continued
his monologue. Beyond t.he glass, the human river flowed endlessly by, and
the whole t.hirig reminded me of an underwater scene. Amid all those gray,
anonymous conger a, that redhead with spike heels seemed like a bright
tropical f'ish. Time flowed by too, and the ghost's voice grew more and
more monotonous. I couldn't figure out what he was talking about. "How
could we have defended the Church if nobody had attacked it?" he asked,
and perhaps he was referring to that tenant farmer, the previous one, but
I couldn't follow him. "Of course he was a Red. Otherwise, why would he
have cared if we gunned down the priest and burnt the church? They
caught him and he got what he deserved. Imagine: at his trial he spoke
only Catalan! It's true he couldn't speak anyt.hin g else, he'd hardly left his
village, but it wasn't him, it was the other, the new one I'd have liked to
shoot. What rotten luck!" and then he started in on a bunch of people
who'd refused to help him, and I couldn't make head or tail of his ravíng s
~U~~
which were like the noise of rushing water and now he was ~
about sorne anarchist, a character he considered very important. "What do
you mean you've never heard of him? He's as famous as they come!" And
sud derily a Iight bulb went on in my head.
"Did you say Milmany?" \. A\. \, (r ( ±-
k¿,..;"",, v Ir eL.(\. \.;'-<::AI,\ l ~L ......J e..J
"That's right, the famous Llibert Milmany, the potentate, tb~~8:PHlg9r.
fl;¡ Rexy Mura. "--and Lamoneda winked at me--"Have you delved into the
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secrets of Rexy Mura? The same concoction that makes men's hair grow
keeps it from growirig on womerrl With a secret formula like that, you can
go far! Do you know he's the son of a dangerous anarchist? How did I
find out? Imagine! I've known him for year s ... How did I meet him?
Don't make me laugh, Cruells! If you could see the look on your face!
Anyhow, it's strange you haven't heard about old Milmany's execution. Of
course the newspapers don't print these kinds of t.hirig s, but word gets
around all the same, They garroted him not long ago. You must know he
published a weekly throughout the war in which he accused the
incendiaries and murderers of beirig agents provocateurs. An old fool, as
you can see; so different from his son Llibert •.• so different! The son's
as sharp as they come. He knows that with the same concoction you can
get diametrically opposed results. He knows how to kill two birds with one
stone, our brilliant comrade! But his father ..• whew, as different as
could be! Imagine: at the end the war, he refused to leave Barcelona. !I'd
rather die in Catalonia than live abroad,' and no one could budge him. You
remember how my uncle Gallifa also refused to go into exile? Llibert was
extremely anxious to send him as far away as possible so he'd be
forgotten, because a father that compromising can really be a nuisance.
Let's say he was as eage r as I was to see my uncle in France. Well, the
old man was respected by a lot of Catalan workers. They offered him an
important post in the new unions. All he had to do was charige colors like
everyone else and he could have been a big wheel, a kind of minister. He
refused. They had to imply that it was a choice between that post and his
"
Lamoneda heaved a deep sigh. "His son makes millions nowadays. The
last time I tried to see him, a liveried servant slammed the door in my
face. I've even known this servant for a long time. I know every last one
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of them! He's a regular gorilla. That's why Llibert hired him as his
bodyguard. Bis name is Gutiérrez and he's from Mede11ín.During the war
he ran a colleccivized factor y that manufactured soup noodles--and now he
works as a bodyguard for our brilliant cornrade Llíbert Milmany, who's a
millionaire while T'm broke. What a crazy mixe d+up world! That jerk
Soleras saw it comirig ... I!
He'd said "that jerk Soleras;" 1 could hardly belie~e my ears. 1 had
no idea Lamoneda had known him. How could 1 take this ghost seriously,
jabbering away--and my God, in such a monotone!--about such bizarre
f
occurp.nces, such insane theories, such incredible dark hints? But he'd said
"that jerk Soleras," and 1 started from the drowsiness that had stolen over
me.
"Soleras? You knew him too?"
"Sure 1 knew him .•. " and he looked at me mistrustfu11y. "1 know
everyone, even if no one knows me or is willing to admit it. Did 1 know
Soleras? l'd known him ever since 1930! He used to drop in at the
drugstore on Sant Pau Street from time to time. Yes, he was interested in
cocaine for a while. He wanted to try it. He quickly got bored. He got
bored with everything, never had the stamina to fo11owthrough. He didn't
have any atay ing power! He wasn't like me. When 1 start somet.hirig 1
finish it. He was no Nietzschean superman, Soleras. In fact, he was quite
the opposite. Did I know Soleras? 1'11say 1 did! Imagine: at the end of the
war we were in the same battalion. Did 1 ever know him! And why are you
so interested in that damned Soleras? Did you know him too? What do you
want to know about him? He disappeared right at the end of the war, and
no one's heard from him since. You see, he'd tried cocaine but he got
bored with it. He had no stavírig power."
"You say he disappeared •.. "
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"That's right, and no one's heard from him since. "--and the ghost
glanced at me out of the corner of his eye. "You sure are the inquisitive
type. l'm amazed t.hat you knew him too. 1 don't remember you ever
talkírig about him."
"That last time we met I didn't know him. I met him during the war."
"Well, since you knew him, you'll realize he never did anyt.hirig like
tAlw cWY1 . .
everyone else. He used to say, 'People do the opposite of what everyone
1\.
does.' He was always talking nonsense like that. He was nothing but a
jerk. Why are you so interested in his disappearance? So many people
disappear in a war •.. Wasn't it my uncle's disappearance that interested
you? My uncle! A kind of old Milmany! Another character: L'd warned him
V k~ll -t ~~ .«t> over and over again that they were goirig to ~t ~ ~~t.rtthe pr-íest.s
and especially Jesuits. He wouldn't believe me. IWhocould wish ~l?' was
t ~ L
his answer. 1 could have put him on a ship to Italy with a republican
passport thanks to my connections with the great Llibert; all in vain. He
said Mass in secret, he heard confession, everything. He even gave the
Viaticum to people on their death beds, can you believe it, ínclu dirig Reds!
The last time 1 saw him in that attic was in September, shortly bef'or-e I
fled Barcelona. It was still hot as hell. His face was dripping sweat. I tried
one more time to persuade hím. He just looked at me sarcastically. 'Leav e?
Run away like a coward? You should know, my son, that the worst thirig a
~
priest can do is act like a nun .•. ' All those Galli)\s are tough as nails,
each in his own way. My maternal great-grandfather, my uncle's
grandfather, was a Carlist and in 1837 he held out for six months in the
woods up in the Guilleries with a handful of men agaín st a whole brigade
of government troops. "
"Doctor Gallifa was no Carlist!"
"Who said he was? I wasn't talking about him but about his
"Caug ht on to what?"
U"B .
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grandfather, Major Gallifa from the Seven Years' War. Each Gallifa's nutty
in his own way, but deep down they're all the same: stubborn as muIes!
Tell me: is that anyplace for a Jesuit to live , that alley, Arc del Teatre
Street, where in every filthy doorway there's a whore sellirig her body to
passersby, who are mostly drunk? He cooked his own lunch, the days he
ate lunch, because where could he get food? I learned all these details
from an old lady who lived in the same building, a very devout old lady
always clin gin g to priests' and monks' skirts. At one glance she'd figured
out he was a Jesuit, 'Diaguised as a worker, but with that face ... ' This
type of old biddies have very keen noses when it comes to sniffing out
reverend fathers from the Society of Jesus, no matter where they are and
however they're dressed. And besides, as you'll remember, my uncle had
one of those faces you see in pairrtirig s: I mean those blackened paintings
in antique shops and old churches where you see priests from way back
*--../ _,~~~r:;f¿ - l'-~ bug-eyed like they were gaz ing at the moon. He would have
starved to death if that old biddy hadn't brought him a package of
rationed beans every now and again, Just beans, you know, because she'd
caught ori."
"I don't know if you remember, but my uncle took snuff. At first she
gave him everything she could find: mainly rice, and bread from time to
time. In short, she shared her rations with hím, Since she had the key to
the attic, one morning when she thought he was out she went up to clean
it. She caught him red-handed, sitting there absent-mindedly taking snuff!
He'd traded his bread and rice for it. He sheepishly mumbled, !I can get
alorig without bread, but without this ... ' Then I had to sneak out of
Barcelona and didn't hear anything more about him till the end of the war.
In 1939, shortly after our victor y, I went back to that building on Arc del
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Teatre Street. The old lady still lived there. She told me my uncle had
disappeared toward the end of November 1936. She talked about him as if
he were a saint. She said she prayed to hím, novenas and other baloney.
She told me sorne weir-d stories, miracles, aU sorts of drivel. Listen, I'm no
choirboy. I've been shavirig for years and don't need to hear that kind of I
crap. That'd really be somet.hirig if even my relatives ... how can they
try and make me believe someone I knew •.. tell me someone 1 knew is a
saint and works miracles? A saint? He let himself be caught like a rat in
a trap: that's it in a nutshell! After a11,he was asking for it. Who forced
him to stay in Barcelona? As for me, if other people want to act like .
fools, what can I do about it? It's not my fault!"
The ghost interrupted himself to ask in a whisper, "Could you buy me
,
another croissant?"
It was in this fashion that 1 first heard about the supernatural acts
attributed to Doctor Gallíf'a, though it wasn't till years afJj"~
cQ.Dv~rsaA;ioB:,dt;,Ia l.amoned.a that the inexplicable cure took place, so
upsetting that incredulous doctor that he turned into the most fervent
advocate of beatification. 1 kept silent while Lamoneda dunked his second
croissant in his second cup of barley tea.
"Now, if you want, I'l1 te11 you about Soleras."
He carefully wiped his lips with a paper napkin after finishing his
second croissant and glanced at me suspiciously again.
"Actually, how is it that you know him too?"
"I knew his aurrt," I lied, "arid I met him during he war, like I told
you, but I didn't have much to do with him."
"Rrnmm,another old biddy very devoted to Saint Philomena. What you
may not know is that he was a Red before joining our side. What a fool!
He'd deserted from a Red brigade, taking all sorts of confidential plans
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and information with him ... "
"What you 're sayírig ... "
"Is based ori first-hand experience. That was why in spite of his
bizarreness they handled him with kid gloves. He was lucky, that jerk!
This aunt you mentioned not only was very devoted to Saint Philomena but
was a millionaire, and he was her only nephew! Even though I suspect his
influence didn't come from his old aunt but from anothe r ... another
woman much younger and less pious . "
"Another woman?"
"Yes , a real character!"--Lamoneda winked at me again.--"It's a
complicated stor y and I haven't figured it all out. It seems this lady gave
our side most of its reports about a certain stretch of the Aragonese
front, just as our information about another _part not far away carne from
Soleras. I could never get it straight. I was in the secret service but not
in army intelligence, which reported to the top brass and where we
weren't welcome. It's complicated, I can assure you, and besides, I don't
like to talk about it. "
He glanced at me suspiciously agaín, but my face must have reassured
him since he coritinued, "The only thírig I know is that with scraps of
information gathered he re and there, often by chance, the army was able
to slowly piece toget.he r lar ge sections of the enemy lines, as in a puzzle.
Apart from that, she must have been one hell of a broad to have so much
influence. It was she who got Soleras sprung from where they were
holding him as a pr-isone rof war, You must know that's where they stuck
all ~ republican deserters, and it wasn't easy to get out. NaturaHy, they
didn't trust them. They might have been spies, saboteur-s, or God knows
what else. They'd reach our front lines shouting, 'We're on your side!
jArriba España! Franco, Franco, Franco!' but they could have been putting
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on an acto We sent spies over to their front lines claíming they wanted to
join them. In fact, guys were deserting all the time from one side to the
other and it was easy to slip an agerit in every now and again. For
example, almost every single Catalan the war caught doin g his militar y
lt.c.~1\
service on our side managed slip ~ and join the Reds. My beirig Catalan
I>
was one of the reasons they never fu11y trusted me. They couldn 't believe
a Catalan could be on their side! Since almost a11the Catalans ended up
deserting ... But let's go back to what I was saving about Soleras.
Thanks to the influence of a great lady whose name I neve r could find
out, he manage d to get out of that camp in a few weeks, and moreover, as
a lieutenant! What luck that idiot had! I was nothing more than second
lieutenant. I could never get promoted. I've never gotten alorig with
military types. In fact, instead of promoting me, seve ral times they almost
demoted me. But Soleras had a11the luck! Not only did they make him a
lieutenant but they sent him to a front where there was no action. Can
you imagine what luck? They sent him there, I gathered, because it was
f'acin g the Red brigade where he'd served. Are you star'tíng to get the
picture?"
Yes, I was starting to get it. I'd started toget it that day long ago
when Lluís, Trini, and their son, who was close to death, set out from
Santa Espina at a furious gallop in*abriolet. Lamonedahad ~ the
last shreds of veil from that enigma, but in fact he'd told me nothing I
hadn't suspected at the time.
"His job was to run into his ex-pals in v íllages in a deserted va11ey
between the two front lines, and usmg excharrges as his excuse, keep up
as steady a relationship as he could. I don't know if you realize bartering
was common on a11the snowed-in fronts. Wewere short of clothes,
especially socks. They'd trade Catalan socks and shirts for tobacco, coffee,
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and sugar: stuff we had plenty of because it came from Andalusia, the
Canary Islands, and Guinea. Soleras was such a virtuoso that he even
manage d to or ganize soccer games in one of those víllages. Thanks to a11
sorts of tricks, our generals ended up knowing exactly what the sítuation
(}Je.. ~
was behind enemy line~ could always choose ~ weak points, the
. W f\- t ~,
least fortified and worst armed, with the fewest troops, or the ones where
they'd been lu11ed info a false sense of security and least expected us to
attack. Our offensive was a stunnírig success; we took them completely by
surprise. They promoted those who'd contributed most to it, so Soleras
became a captain. During the last few months of the war, he was a sti11 a
captain but his duties were those of a major. I wa:s already in the
battalion when he took char ge of it, That's how we met up again after so
many years; we hadn't run into each other since 1930, the last few times
he'd come by the drugstore on Sant Pau Street. What luck that dope had!
If the war had lasted a Iit.tle longe r and he hadn't been such a dope, he'd
have ended up a colonel. fI
"Soler-ás, a colonel?"
"He was lucky, but he was a dope. It would take two weeks to tell
J:l..,! PF'I!" ~~
you all the stupid t.hírig s he did. They'd ~h:º'tt~e out of another
battalion a couple of months befor-e. The major had gotten wind of what I
was up too He was a monarchist, a supporter of Alfonso XIII, and he
suspected that I was keeping an eye on him. Anyhow, he made my Iif'é
y . ~~t {trVU A. ~ T-J CL$lft1'- miserable tm h:z:g.orme ~ esk for a transfer. Yes, I asked to be
transferred to another battalion, but it was the same as if they' d thrown
me out because if I hadn't requested it when I díd, that camouflaged
liberal, that pillar of Freemasonry wouldn't have just gotten rid of me but
would have also demoted me. He was hellbent on it! He'd started
proceedings and taken testimony from lieutenants and captains, who were
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jealous of me and claimed I acted like a chicken during our attacks and
counterattacks. A chicken, me! I've got more balls than any of them, you
know, but they're always out to get me: petty jealous types trying to bury
me beneath a mountain of Iies. All together, it would take too long to
explain--what can you expect from supporters of the Bourbons' liberal
wírig? They're all now or have been members of Jasonic lodges! But after(;, ~
all, none of this has anything to do with Soleras. The fact is they forced
me to transfer to another battalion, and shortly after I arrived, they put
Soleras in char ge of ít, That's how by chance I ended up under his
command during the las~nths of the war. He gave me a desk job, but
r
don't think it was so cushy! He knew I couldn't stand the trenches and
took advantage of it. He amused himself by sayirig t.híng s that were hard
for me to swallow, offensive cracks and nasty jokes, especially about
Miranda's daughter."
It was the first time he'd introduced this character who, as I later
discovered, obsessed him. Naturally, I had no idea who she was. He told
me that just before the war, his father and hers had taken it into their
heads to marry them because their properties were near each other and
the gir 1was an only child.·
"She didn't seem very excited about it, even though at the time she
didn't know my father had mortgaged most of his lands or that I had an
illegitimate brother. No one knew it at the time, and besides, she was
goirig on thirty, but despite everything, that prospect of marr iage left her
cold. She was stuck-up because she'd gone to a boarding school run by the
Sisters of Saint Maur in Lyons and had spent a lot of time in Par-ís. There
she'd met a ne'er-do-well, a starving would-be painter who'd had shows
but had never sold a picture. I don't know what the hell women want! In
any case, it had been a mistake to educate her in a country as immoral as
did it. Well, I decíded to do the same with Soler-ás 'e phcto, which wasn't
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France .•. Soleras knew the whole story because l'd told hím, Toward the
end of the war I still assumed-that once it was over we'd get married.
Our fathers had painstakingly ar ranged everything. How could I have
imagined she'd be so blind and obstinate? So I was sure she'd become my
wife as soon as the war was over. But Soleras always predicted the
opposite. 'Poor Lamoneda,' he used to say, "no one understands you.
Womenwill never appreciate your qualities. They don't like to marry
cuckolds.' tWhat you're sayirig doesn't make sense,' l'd answer. tHowcan
anyone be a cuckold before he's even married?' 'Ever-y thirig+s possible in '.
this world,' he'd say, "and their intuition never fails them. It's amazing
what they can intuit. Everyone knows about feminine intuition! l'd swear
on a stack of Bibles t.hat her intuition tells her you'll be a cuckold.' Yes,
that's the way he talked. It was hard to swallow, but he was my
commandírig officer and I had to put up with it if I didn't want him to
drag me out of that office and send me back to the trenches. So I kept
. , ~
my mouth shut and he kept r-aggirig me about ~ Miranda girl. One day I
thought L'd get back at him by playin g a little joke. Wewere always
playírig them; practical jokes were our daily bread. l'd found out he had a
photo of a woman hidden .at the bottom of his su'itcase (l'm sure you
realize that nothírig in the others' suitcases escaped me, however carefully
they t.hought they'd hidden it); a woman, but nothing special. I don't know
what he saw in her. The rest of us collected girlie shots, which are always
nice to look ato Blond, leggy movie stars, you know? I don't know why the
hell movie stars always have such long Iegs, Maybe it's so there'll be more
of them. Often, when the others weren't around we'd have sorne fun
paírrtin g mustaches on their movie stars: stupid pranks, I know, but we all
any movie star and which he'd hidden away so carefully. He caught me in
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the acto If you could nave seen him! Like a raving lunatic! He grabbed me
by the lapels, shook me, flun grne againat the wall ... And nonetheless,
she was nothing special. She wasn't blond or leggy. In fact, you'd have
taken her for a drab, overworked housewife. 1 don't understand what he
saw in he r. A sort of round face with beady eyes. 1 don't know how to
put it! It's hard to describe a face when there's nothing special about ít,
and she was dressed like the exact opposite of a movie star. She looked
like a schoolmarm, and as for me •.. no; that's not my type ... those
women who instead of showirig their Ieg s show you how to do algebra •
uh uh ... 1 don't want to hear about women who know it all! Give me
k{~ :t
sex appeal any time! And that was the photo Soleras ~t so llCat and
1'-
carefully at the bottom of his suítcase. 1 told you he was nuts! But he was
lucky! The last winter in the war •.• "
#
"T'he last winter in the war," the ghost had said. The last winter in
the war, my God, what a mild winter that was! There was no ice or snow
in t.he middle of January, not even on mountain~):Ps. The fascists were
ctv\V\·~1 ·K~
pu~h:í~ What was left of the Catalan br-igadas the battle of the Ebro
toward the French border. Our battalion, which Picó commanded now that
he'd been promoted to major, had been reduced to a handful of men as
lA t:J1AA ttUc..
after the co11apse of the Aragonese front and again led a waa.ecy;eg life,
but hotly pursued by the enemy this time, always about to trap uso In the
course of our wanderings, we ended up climbirig Montsant till we reached
a plateau that was nothing but bare rock. Rocks of Montsant, 1'11never
y forget YOU~aS-lolI~ 1 l:ive, It seemed impossible that a11this was
happening when the weather was so míld, the sky so blue. 1939 had beg un,
and we found ourselves on that rocky plateau. The Moorshad camped
below the mountains. They contro11ed a11the passes. Wewere fina11y cut
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off. For the first time in his life, Picó's instinct had failed him. Wewere
caught like rats in a trap. Whena few days later, the Moors started up all
the trails at the sarae time, many of our soldiers tried to save themselves
by jumping off cliffs. The cliffs on Montsant are sheer wa11s. Sorne
survived; others ..• At nig ht we could hear their groans, which sometimes
were like howls, for hours on end, r-isirig from those abysses. The peasants
who lived nearby didn't dare to help them for fear of Moorish reprisals. It
was such a relief, my God, when those howls fina11y stopped .••
1 don't know how, but Picó found an entrance to a big cave. That
entrance was so small we had to crawl through it on our hands and knees.
There were only seven of us left, inclu dirig him. We lived for a few days
in that remarkable hideout, maybe four or five, 1 couldn't say for sure
because we lost a11sense of time. We couldn't see each other. Our eyes
never got used to the pitch blackness. We stayed huddled together to keep
from get.tirig lost in that darkness which we guessed was immense and fu11
of pits and labyrinths. There was plenty of water, and we still had a few
crusts of bread in our knapsacks. When we'd finished the last one, we
decided to venture out.
It was an oddly balmy nig ht for the middleof January, and how the
Milky Way sparkled aboye that rocky plateau! There was no moon, and
nonetheless we were dazzled when we staggered forth. That broad plateau
was deserted. There wasn't a living soul, not.hirig but silence. The front,
we found out later, had been pushed far to our northeast, toward
Barcelona. Without knowirig it, we found ourselves in enemy territory.
Maybe someday 1'11ten the story of how Picó led the six of us through
our occupied country till we rejoined the Catalan forces. We rejoined them
in time for the last battles. When we reached con d'Ares, where in
February there wasn't a single patch of snow, when we reached the ridge
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between Molló and Prats de Melló, between the two parts of Catalonia,
between France and Spain, Picó sat down on the boundary stone mar-kírig
$. the border and, tur ning4 :he south with tears in his eyes, muttered,
"This is the en d of culture •.. "
Someday 1'11tell this whole story and how the remains of so many
pulverized brigades straggled onto that ridge, all mixed toget.he.r: regular
e~:t""l~ íc;t.5 .
brigades and volunteers, r.iatj0jn¿i6t~ and Communists, anarchists and
Christian femocrats, republicans andsocialists, syndicalists and federalists,
( ",c. Or-
an indescribable jumble of~ disordered brigades and divisions, of
mules and trucks, artillery and machine guns we had to throw away and
that piled up in the ravines. And suddenly, rising from that vast jumble,
X we all sarig Verdaguer's ~o the Virgin Mary, gazing out at those
smoking cities, towns, and víllages, amid the dying rays of a February
sunset, before corrtiriuirig our march, now downward and northward, into
exile.
#
So here this ghost thought l'd -been on his side, was sure 1 couldn't
have been anything else, and continued in his monotone, !"We'll be in
Barcelona within a month,' we all said. 1 imag ined myself back in my
house, in my father's house, living high on the hog and lording it over
~4-~
everybody. My father~ust died, l'd marry the Miranda girl, our toaant:
f~ hired hands would have to look sharp or they'd get a swift
kick in the pants. She still hadn't married that would-be painter, and as
they hadn't opened my father's will since they were waitírig for me to
show up, we didn't know anything about all those mortgages an d that
illegitimate brother he 'd left me to remember him by. As far as the lease
was concerned, 1 thought like a f'ool that it'd be easy get.ting it cancelled
since it had been signed when the Reds were in char ge. How could we
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have guessed the supreme court would still be run by liberals and
Freemasons, as if not.hirig had happened? I was his one and only heir, and
L'd arrive transformed into a hero. They hadn't promoted me during the
war, but I was a second lieutenant, A second lieutenant's something, god
damn it; watch your step! L've always lived in a dream world ... I can't
help it. L'm an idealist! To tell the truth, L'd thought the war was a pain.
AHI cared about was that moment, the moment l'd enter my village in
riding boots, holdírig a whip, wearing an impeccable second lieutenant's
uniform, like a hero'l+-and the he ro stuck his finger in his nose and dug
around obstinately--. "T'hat/s why I was so displeased when the top brass
called a halt to our offerisíve."
ItAhalt to your off'en síve?"
Silence followed this question.
"Soler-ás had guessed the reason." That monotone took up its soliloquy
again. "Yes , he saw it more clearly than I did. He was a dope, but often
~~~ .
he saw more clearly than anyone. They could have ended the war, for
j\.
example, in 1937, when the anarchists rose up against the Catalan
government and left whole stretches of the Aragonese front almost
entirely undefended. But why should they hav~ ended it? The Ioriger it
lasted, thé more the anarchists carried on in Barcelona, the happier people
I
would be to see uso A moment would come when they'd be so sick of the
war and the anarchists that our triumphal entrance would seem like a
dream come true! So it was worth makirig them wait; yes, it was definitely
worthwhile! It was Soleras who saw it, who understood why they halted
our offensives when we could have rolled straight on to Barcelona: the one
in 1938, for example , which smashed through hundreds of miles of front.
Hurige r and the bombírig raids had made Barcelona a living hell. Let them
suffer for a while! The lorige'r that heHlasted, the more overjoyed they'd
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be to see us! Wecould have even dr ag ged it out a couple more years if
Hitler hadn't been in a hurry. He wanted to finish that meal befare
starting in on a much bigger one, a real banquet! Well, Soleras had
foreseen all t.hat and because he talked this kind of talk everyone thought
he was a jerk. And he was. What a jerk he could be ... One rright he
pulled me aside. He often pulled me aside for long chats. He and I were
the only Catalans in the battalíon, and that was a línk between uso I
already told you there were hardly any Catalan s because they all went
over to the enemy. We had long chats and I put up with his taunts as
long as he let me keep my desk jobo Trench lífe didn't ag ree with me, you
see, and if l'd wanted to be a martyr I wouldn't have left Barcelona. I
could have stayed there líke my pigheaded uncle 't-e-and the ghost chuckled-
~ ~tlso Soleras pulled me aside. For a few days he'd been actírig crazier
than usual, irisu ltirig me more often, makírig nastier cracks about Miranda's
daughter, but I thought, tSticks and stones will break my bones. As long
as you don't send me back to the trenches, Majar Shitface ..• ti And
besides, I couldn't have done my job if I hadn't worked in an office: an
extremely delicate job l'd already done in much more important places; at
the very top, imagine! But the eternal backbit.ing, the líes, the snares to
trip me up ... yes, they'd gradually pushed me anta the sidelines till they
finally buried me in a small-time battalion. Soleras, like all the officers,
had no idea that I was on a special mission. My mission couldn't have
succeeded if they'd suspected me. We did our work so well and so
discreetly t.hat. Himmler himself once congratulated uso Soleras might have
caught wind of something, but either he didn't really get it or pretended
not to ... or didn't give a damn, which was quite possible consideripg it
was hírn, Those last days, he wouldn't let up with his cracks about the
girl. I could see he was jumpy, in a weird mood, I mean weirder than
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before. He pulled me aside and to¡..k me outside the campo 'Lamoneda,' he
said, 'we weren't born to win. It's written all over uso Don't kid yourself:
victors don't look.Iíke you and me. You can't see what you look like, no
one can see what he looks like, and thatsfamned .lucky.' He hu ng onto my
arm because he was shaking. He'd had too much to drink that everiirig ,
something he did more and more. toward the end. As he talked, he
peered into my eyes and 1 could feel his breath on my face: such boozy
breath that if I'd lit a match he would have burst into flames. He defied
me with that look and that breath. tWhat I'm plannirig to do,' he said, 'J 'm
goirig to do right in front of your nose so you'll realize 1 don't give a
shit.' 1 glanced behind me. The two of them were there . "
"The two of them?"
The ghost fell into an uneasy silence. After a while he glared at me
resentfully and added, in a hoarse voice, "Why are you so interested in
Soleras? After all , he was not.hirig but a dope. 1 was getting sick of his
blather. That business with Ibrahim had already happened. That night he
jabbered on and on, tyou have to understand, Lamoneda,' he said, "you and
1 may be a couple of morons, 1 won't ar gue with you about that, but
that's where we're from .... Didn't you tell me you'd read every word
Stendhal ever wrote. There's a passage in Stendhal that fits your side to a
tee ... ' He often took it into his head to talk about my "síde ,' as if he
hadn't change d sides hímself, as if he'd forgotten that now he was on my
side too. 'Listen to what Stendhal had to say: "une rage sauvage les
animait, surtout ils n'entendaient pas un mot de cette belle langue du Midi
et leur fureur en était rédoublée: ils croyaient gagner le cíel en tuant les
ProvenQaux ... " 'r haven't killed any Provericals! You're crazy!' 1 shouted.
tWhat? You mean you never noticed this passage? Well, it's in On Love,
an d 1 thought On Love was your bibIe! After all, a Prove ncal is more or
divoree, just as we can possess someone else's child through adoption, but
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less ... a dead cat can also be a very ~bie; the only relatives one can
choose are one's wife and one.'a .cat ... ' 'But what does a dead cat have
to do with Stendhal?' 'Not.hírig. It's just that back then it was the
Albigenses. Doesn't that word ring a bell? You're like that minister of
education, Parisian through and through, who once visited Avignon, whe re
they showed him the castle the popes had lived in. "But," he exclaimed in
astonishment, "I've never heard any thirig about popes in Avignon!" Cats, on
the other hand, when they go on crusades, something that invariably
occurs in the month of January ... Hell, 1 don't even know what ];was
talking about. Haven't you ever heard their moonlit concerts of meows in
January? It's a cr-usade , you see, but only for cats. If you want to take
t.hírig s to an extreme, you can choose not only your wife and cat but your
chíld, employín g the legal fiction we call adoptíon. But a cat? O no, not
on your life; a cat never betrays his home and country! Never, never! We
found them in those villages in the deserted valley, in the middle of no
man's lan d. Each cat had stayed put, faithful to what everyone else had
forsaken. Sometimes, when we entered one of those abandoned houses at
night, we'd see in the dark, at the back of the kitchen, standing guard
beside the cold fireplace, two little green flames ... Pussycats are a
thousand times better than you and me!' tBut Soleras, 1 as sume you don't
intend ... ' 'No one can make another's cat his own. With women, we've
figured out a trick to get someone else's wife through the fiction we call
a cat? Never! You can't adopt someone else's cat! He'll r-un away and go
home ... Pussycats are a thousand times better than all of us put
,
together! Pussycats and aunts; yes, aunts. Aunts are faithful to the bitter
end! Have you noticed that the only adoption recognized by law is of a
child, just as the sole divorce is between husband and wife? You can't
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adopt someone else's aunt or divorce your own! An aunt is forever, like a
cato 1 lived wit.h mine up until t.he war and 1 assure you, Lamoneda, that 1
wouldn't trade her ~or all the aunts on earth. To each his own!' So you
can see how much malarkey Soleras could talk once he got goí ng , and. ~l
even so 1 had to be grateful that he didn't start in d.~Miranda's daughter.
!I don't know why,' he'd say, "but 1 imagine Miranda's daughter must be a
real bombshello' "She is,' 1 answered, 'and especially her leg s o o o' "I'hat/s
what 1 figured: a terrific pair of gams. If you actually get to marry her,
you'll see your ancestral home 'f'ill up with f'r-ierids." 'Fr-íends? 1 don't have
any friendso' 'But you will have; don't worir y. With gams like those o oo'
He was always, taunting me, t.ryirig to get on my nerves; and besides, 1
had grave suspicions, you know, because of that f"y business with
Captain Ibrahim oo o1 didn't want him to put me on the spot with sorne
other st.unt, 1 knew he was capable of anything, and 1 was sick and tired
of his c.rap."
"Captain Ibrahim oo o" 1 said. "Who was Captain Ibrahim?"
"You want to stick your nose into everything, don't you? Maybe you
think o oo"
"What do you expect me to think if I've never even heard of t.his
Captain Ibrahim? Anyway, 1 har dly knew Soleras;"--I lied again--"I met him
by chance and didn't have much to do with hím. It was his aunt 1 got to
know because of a miracle Saint Philomena had supposedly perfor-med.
That's all there was to it¡ 1 already told you."
These words must have reassured him because he. sighed and aske d,
"Could you buy me another croissant?"
"We'd gotten quite far from camp," his monotonous voice declared,
resuming its soliloquy, "when Soleras said, 'Now, Lamoneda, everyone talks
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about Spanish atrocities, everyone points to us in horror. Just wait a little
while and this'l1look like kid .atuff. L'v e lived in Germany and 1 know
I
what they're like. You'l1 see: it's the most civilized country on earth.
They're goin g to do t.hírig s you never dreamed of! Take note of this
prophesy, Lamoneda, and remember me when you see it come true.' One of.
Soler-áa'a peculiarities was prophesying, prophesying about everything and
anyt.hirig , prophesies that made no sense! He prophesied sorne of the most
ridiculous nonsense ... Anyhow, that time he was right. Yes, he guessed
the war was fina11y goirig to end because Hitler was in a hurry. That's
when he said, IHewants to finish this meal before starting in on a much
bigger ene; that's why he's so impatient. And what a meal! A real banquet!
~ This is goirig to !ook Iike nothing! A snack l;¡tcom,pariSOn!' And he
predicted that in no time we'd be in Barcelona. 'But listen,' he added, 't.his
imminent triumph chariges a11my perspectives. You can count me out of
your victory march t.hrou gh Barcelona.' IWhat do you mean?' "I'hat you can
count me out!' he shouted furiously. 'And it'd be better if you kept out of
that glorious circus too .•. You think you an d 1 can enter like
conquering heroes? It'd be like cuckoldirig our own fathers. You'l1 say it's
a big mess there. We11,so is this! To each his 0w:nmess .•. and ours is
the other one •.. If l'd thoug ht your si de was goin g to win, 1never
would have joined you.' 1 was getting annoyed and said 11'11 be hanged if 1
can understand what you're getting at, Soleras.' 'Lamone da," he replied,
"all you care about is Miranda's daughter and deep down you're nothing
but a .•• ' lAwhat?' lA horny son of a bitch. Don't get mad. We're a11
the same; we've al! got ~Cking out of our foreheads. Compared to
that, saving our skins doesn't make much difference. Lots of insects are
ready and willing to die for it. Our skins aren't our own. They've been
used over and overo Since or ganic matter doesn't change, we hand it down
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to each other: plants, anímals, and meno If I eat a steak, the steak turns
into Soleras. If you'd eaten t.he.aame steak, it would have turned into
Lamoneda. That was what made hard-working, upright cavemen turn to
cannibalism. Because it's a truly amazing t.hírig that if I eat you, what had
been Lamoneda will turn into Soleras. Let the materialists explain that
one! Matter is always the same, a suit handed down from one living
creature to another for millions of centuries.' 'What you 're sayírrg is
bullshit, Soleras.' 'L'm referring to the fabric, not the cut,' he answered.
"Thecut's a more subtle matter. The cut's more personal, a family affair.
For example, as far as styling's concerned, I'm a copy of a great-
grandfather I know not.hing about. They won't let us choose the cut any
more than the fabrico Wehave to wear predetermined suits, whether we
like them 01' not.' 'Your e talking drivel.' 'We transmit our forms from
parents to children. This power of transmission goes to our heads, and
rightly so! For an instant we're almost the same as God! But our power is
limited to form; not.hin g more than formo Neither spirit nor matter! A
form, and that's it; like what they call a ghost, Most people don't realize.
Lucky for them, because if you start broodírig over it you'll get the
migraine headache of your life! The more you puzzle over it the more you., .
~ sense that we're not.hirig but forms, evanescent phantoms. The water we
drink has been drunk thousands of times, 01' rather millions of times since
the 'ady Precambrian Ira by millions and millions of plants, anímals, and
¿. ..... (. ~ <,
human beirig s, I know something about it, because for I while I was
reading up on geology. If you make an effort and use your imagination,
you'll end up feelirig an unbearable nausea. The water's always the same.
The vast oceans have been drunk and pissed a thousand times! Lamoneda,
all you do is drink what I piss. '"
#
"He was off his rocker," he continued. "'Too bad it's so late. 1 could
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At that moment, the ghost interrupted himself to ask me what time it
was because he didn't have a watch. 1 then realized to my surprise that
we'd been there for three hour.s, three hours in which he'd kept up his. -
dronirig soliloquy.
tell you hundreds of them. He talked non-stop gibberish. ISOmuch fuss
over nothing,' he told me, ISOmuch fuss when one slight charige in our
reproductive behavior would pull the rug out from under three thousand
years of literature. If there were three sexes instead of two, for example
... You lau gh , Lamoneda. It's funny how numbskulls always bust a gut
laug hing at the idea of a third sexo Why does the idea give you numbs kulls
so much pleasure? Because believe me, it's no lau ghirig matter. If we
reproduce through two sexes, that's contingent, not necessary. There are
plenty of fissiparous species amorrg the lower orders; it could have
continued up into the higher ones an d t~en ... Farewell, Miranda's
daughter's sexy gams; farewell, Stendhal. Farewell, On Love, farewell! Why
don't fis siparous species make you numbskulls lau gh? It's astonishing how
the idea of a third sex makes you happy, whereas fissiparousness puts you
in abad mood ... What's the big difference? They're all types of
reproduction. But let's stick to our subject, which as you'll recall was dead
cats.' IDead cats again?' 'Dídrr't. 1 tell you that under certain circumstances
~r:.t: +6 ~,,~~ .
they can be very ~~ Wewere talkirig about dead cats, adoption,
divorce, all that crap.' And he repeated several times, 'Adoptíon, divorce,
what crap, what a bunch of dead cat.s." tBut why is that crap?' 'Cr-ap fit
for teeriage romances, sugarcoated shit.' I'm just quotirig exactly what he
said: sugarcoated shit. I'd gradually caught on that he had what they call
a complex, a kind of chink in his character, that showed up in hís raíling
agaín st adoption and divorce. He'd go nuts when he talked about them, and
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he talked about them a loto What was he: the adopted son of a divorced
couple or something? 1 often suspected as much, but 1 never did get it
. WCAA{ G'V' vÁ~l.
straight. He d:.l:ag~ecl~t his peroration, 'Fair-y tales to make us think
storks br ing babies ... How could someone else's child be yours; how
coul d someone else's wife be your wife? As if aH that ... as if ... as íf
one could escape one's own obscenity! Maybe you could even escape your
own, but someone else's? The other's shadow would always come between
you ..• l'd rather be fissiparous t.han put up with t.hat!"
Lamoneda winked at me again and poked the middle button on my
cassock, "L'm just repeating his exact words, 'How could y0U sleep with
someone else's wife? Can't you see the other's shadow would always get in
the way?' He was off hís rocker. When it comes to females, L'm the
i opposite of Soleras; l'm up and ready, ~mmm~ as far as I''m concerned,
hell, any female, as long as she's got good ... mmm ... Even if she's
slept with every guy in town, with Nebuchadnezzar in per'son! As long as
'j. shes got ~mm ... But 1 was fed up with that lunatic. He'd aIread y got
me in trouble on account of his shenanígans with Captain Ib rahim. Oof,
that was a bizarre story."
"So in fact there was someone named Captain lbrahim?"
"There had been but no loriger was. This lbrahim was the dead cat,
the d~one he was talkírig about."
t e ,.g
"Ib rahim?"
Once again he glanced at me mistrustfully as t.hou gh trying to decide
how much to tell me, and then he chuckled again. "Bah, that's wart What's
the point of talkírig about it? Basically Soleras was a jerk: that's the long
and short of it. It's not worth bothering about. He lef't; that's what
happened."
"He left? To go where?"
"You say he left . "
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"To rejoin his old pals. Luckily, I'd taken the precaution of havirig
those two characters foHow me, men 1 could trust. He didn't notice them
discreetly shadowirig us, and 1 ... 1 kept them in sight ... ~H!: •• ,el
but why stir up the past? What's the point? Let's forget about Soleras. I'm
tired. "
"I'm tired. L'm sick of talking about the past! That's enough Soleras!
He made for the Reds' lines and 1 haven't heard from him since. That's
enough about him! What time is it?"
1 told hím the time agairi, and all of sud den he acted surprised that
it was so late.
"1 have to get goirig. 1 can't waste any more time. They're waitíng
for me in court."
"1 didn't know you were a lawyer."
"L'm not a pharmacist either," he sighed, "but 1 make a little money
as a witness."
"As a .•• "
"Don't get the wrong idea; it pays starvation wages. Before the war
it wasn't so bad. There were only a few of us, so we could get alorig, Now
the whole profession's gone down the d'rain. Too much competition!
Nobod.y's wílling to stick together! Scabs drive down the prices, ready to
testify to anything for next to nothing."
He'd gotten up and winked at me roguishly agaín. "1 don't know
why," and he leaned over to whisper in my ear, "but 1 get the impression
you're disillusioned too. People like us should get together more often.
Give me your address."
1 told hím, Iyirig , that 1 didn't have one at the moment, that 1 slept
wherever 1 could while 1 waited to be assigned.
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"Like me," he said. "That's what I thought. I've also just barely kept
my head aboye water these la.st few morrths. But I still have that
"gat-connié re" from before the war. Do you remember? You were up there a
~. .
~
few times »r I read you passages from my no~els. Now, with the rent
freeze, it's dirt cheap and that's why I can hang onto it. I've fixed it up r
like an artist's garret."--and he winked at me again--"Stop by sorne time.
We can have a long chato Those of us who are disillusioned should
or ganize .•. "
And since I seemed evasive, he added as bait, "If you come I promise
to tell you lots of other stories about Soleras. leven have anote book he
kept ... "
And saving this, he made his way toward the fishbowl, turning around
to wink at me once more, and I remembered the vision I'd had that day
when Picó had blown up the bridge and all the troop carriers crossing it
y ~~ -1~-tD
('- an d I'd '\.a..LJ\d.-at that red sunset. Th~ ghost slipped away, winking, and
disappeared into the outdoors beyond the glass. He'd fled Barcelona in
September, but Doctor Gallifa hadn't disappeared till November. The dates
didn't fit, so my vision had been false, and nonetheless ... nonetheless
his ghostly presence--Did he even exist? Mightn't he have been an essence
. -
without existence; that is, a symbol?--had left a subtle scent of carrion in
the airo
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II
l'd only sperit a few weeks in that refugee camp in France. What
good could I have done outside my own country? I asked for permission to
return. They held me for nine mont.hs in another campo At the time prison
camps were sprouting f'rom one end of the earth to the other , from
Algar-ve to Kamchatka. I wasn't able to return to Barcelona till almost a
year after the war ended. Once there, I finished my studies. After that the
sequence gets mixed up in my memory, I do have a clear recollection of
the time of year and what the weather was like when certain t.hirig s
~C(¡AV~ ~C>
'MtPP€Ir. For example, when r had that unexpected encounter in a café on
the Ronda de Sant Pau, it was a damp , gray day toward the end of
December. But what year was it: 1942, 1943? I would have liked not to see
him again; I found him too upsetting. Everything about him was so
sinister, so ambiguous. What was he doirig , what had he done, who gave
him orders, what were his intentions? Was he just mentally disturbed,
perhaps on account of all the cocaine he'd taken, someone lost in his
fantasies, tr-yírig to project an enigmatic image he thought was romantic?
This was more or less what Doctor Gallifa had always suspected. The one
" .
thing that might have made me seek him out was my wish to hear more
about Soleras and his uncle, but it wasn't as strong as the disgust he
inspired in me.
As for his uncle, shortly after that ghostly conversation, I heard
from the anarchist's widow. She'd moved out of her apartment on Arc del
Teatre Street a few months after the war had ended, so by the time l'd
gotten back to Barcelona she was no loriger there. She hadn't told her
neighbors where she was goirig , so her trail seemed as lost as thousands of
others in those years of enor-mous confusion. My efforts to locate her had
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come to nothing. But one fine day, perhapsthree year-s later, she wrote to
Doctor Gallifa's brother, who in turn got in touch with me.
Now she's dead. She died not long ago. Then--in 1943? in 1944?--she
"
was about sixty and sti11worked as a cleaning woman. Her name was
Alberta, and she'd moved in with one of her nieces so she wouldn't be so,
alorre, She said she'd been out of touch a11those year s because she hadn't
rea11y wanted to see anyone. What she'd had to witness during the war
and after it had left her feeling cut off from the wor ld. Now she felt
more like herself again and wanted to tell us--was anxious to teU us--
everything she knew a:bout Doctor Gallifa, and especially certain st.range
phenomena related to him that had occurred continua11y since the day he'd
disappeared.
The little apartment in Hostafrancs where she lived with her niece
was very modest, of course, but cozy. The niece, who looked to be about
forty, was as convinced as Alberta that these phenomena were real.
'I'hough at the time 1 felt rather skeptical about his supposed miracles, 1
was eage r to find out what his last days had been like.
One evening at the end of November 1936 a woman they didn't know
had showed up at his attic. Alberta had pulled Doctor Gallifa asid~CDon't.. "
trust anyone you don't know.' "She says someone on his deathbed sent
he r," tWhat if it's a trap? Don't take chancea. All kinds of t.hirig s have
happened ••. ' 'As long as 1 have a little snuff,' heT;oked, tI can keep
goirig for a while," Because I ~ J e was exhausted.
1t ~
"H.aviR~ ;¡¡;;Lh~e headed for the toilet. In that building there was
r '
one on each floor, and at the moment it was occupied. He had to wait
awhile. The poor man had to go a lot toward the end. 1 thinkit must have
been that filthy snuff that gave him dysentery, especially since he'd
started living on wormy beans. If 1 gave him bread or rice, he'd trade
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them for snuff •.. 1 felt sorry for him, so old and worn-out. The woman
was waiting fon him downstaír s by the front door. Everything was dark
because of the air raids. You had to grope your way alorig the narrow
streets in our neighborhood. F'rom the front entrance, 1 watched him walk
away arm in arm with that woman. They walked arm in arm so as to avoid
suapicion. They were still hurrtirig down priests at the end of November .•
"
He'd walked away, arm in arm with a woman he didn't know, like an
old customer with one of the whores on Arc del Teatre Street, into that
pitch blackness. His last words to Alberta were odd. "Ask everyone to
S~~ S~ t.\ lNL/x.
forgive my bad sermons," s.he @B;,OS 1]\told her as they said goodbye at the
entrance. He was eighty years old. No one's heard anything else about him.
Soon afterward, accor dirig to Alberta, those inexplicable occurrences
be gan: hopeless illnesses suddenly cured and other mysterious favor s
~ I &.. 1t~u-WI)l,c~ ~ ,)... ,
obtained by people ~new T¡{'a~ prayed to him, askírig him to
intercede. Every night she asked him to watch over her. At that moment,
the supposedly mir-aculous acts she recounted wererr'f so extraordinary that
they couldn't have been due to chance, and 1 didn't attribute much
importance to them, or rather 1 remained skeptical. As far as commeridirig
herself to him, 1 did that myself an d told her so. Alberta was very
relieved to hear it, because she said she'd feared that it might be sinful
to pray to someone without knowing for sure if he was dead or alive.
That business with the X-rays didn't happen till 1950, sorne years
latero One of the niece's sisters-in-law had cancer and the doctor only
gave her a few weeks to Uve when Alberta suggested that she pray to
Doctor Gallifa. The tumor, which had been perfectly visible on previous X-
rays, suddenly disappeared. The doctor, who'd scoffed at mirac1es, was
stunned. He was now themost impatient of us all; he personally took the
-
L'
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X-rays to the-bíshop. He couldn't understand why 1 wasn't very eager to
support his campai gn, Ye~, we'll go, 1 thought, we'll go. Wewon't hide our
Iight under a bushel. We'll testify on his behalf, but this young doctor, so
incredulous a few days ago and now struck by the incomprehensible as by
/.. a bolt of lightning: what will he think of us~? ~f all the bureaucratic
routines and paperwork to declare someone a saint? This miracle will get
lost in an ocean of paperwor k, poor miracle ...
And ít was then, on account of my testimony, that 1 again saw
Lamoneda.
#
Like all Doctor Gallifa's relatives, he'd come to testify. They
summoned all his friends and relatives, anyone who'd known him and could
say something about him.
And there he was, amorig the friends and relatives, with a sly look
on his face. What could he testify to, what was he doing there? Since he
was incapable of believing in miracles, why did he waste his time listening
to the interminable testimony of distant aunts and nebulous cousins,
clin gin g to family ties that were lost in the mists of geneology? Lamoneda
made a big deal out of the most trifling details to get them to ask more
,. .
questions. He made up arnazrng tales, determined not to be outdone in
tL~-t
supernatural phenomena. Yes, it's sad to sayr-W he invented miracles--and
what stupid miracles--to attract attention, to make sure he got a piece of
that fabulous pie: glory, which for him consisted of getting his name in
the newspapers.
We'd all gather in the waiting room in that palace 1 knew so well
and that I've been to so many times since; that vast waiting room with its
heavy furniture from the end of the last century: Mesopotamian sofas and
armchairs dripping passementerie, all entombed in a warm, heavy penumbra
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pervaded by a smell like that of camphor, Dur ing our long waits, the
family members scrutinized each other on the sly, as though takírrg each
othe~measure, an d conversed in whispers. When the archbishop entered,
I .'
silence f'ell. He'd always appear alone and unannounced, emer girig from a
Iit.tle door papered like the walls. He'd look at us with that look oí his,
the look of someone who doesn't understand but wishes he did. Years
later, he was struck down by a brutal stroke. Old and infirm, he no lon ge r
had to be the colonel-archbishop (an army colonel) who'd arrived, with as
much energy as incomprehension, shortly after the war. Now, as I write
this, he's been dead for months. The last few times I saw him, his waxy
skin and frozen smile made hirn look like a corpse. His illness, his age, his
disillusionments had transformed hím, At the end, when in his presence I
could aIready catch the scent of his impending death, I was surprised by a
memory of what he'd been like in 1950, that shepherd unable to
understand his sheep.
He'd appear suddenly, unannounced, alone, noiselessly in that hidden
doorway and listen to us for a moment till we noticed his presence and
fell silent. "What's the matter?" hed ask, "Has someone forbidden you to
.speak Spanish?" Years Iater, struck by apoplexy or pivine ~race, old and
l /.. .. .. '-
worn out, he'd exhaust himself in obscure, obstinate battles in his flock's
defense, trying to undo the harm he himseIf had done when his ignorance
of the diocese irrto which he'd fallen in such unwonted fashion was
urrshakeable. In 1950, he found it inconceivable that anyone in the world
would speak differently than he did except out of sheer orneriness. It took
a quarter of a century for God's grace , aided by a stroke, to shake his
convictions. He was, as I carne to understand once I'd gotten to know him,
good as gold but incredibIy stupid and stubborn. At first his sheep took
him for a wolf, but actually he was amule.
,r
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He was good as gold, by my God, he was so stupid! O Lord,
. ~
sometimes You send ~ aaírrts who are fools when this world n~eds saints
as clearsighted as ,.Doctor Gallifa! Years later 1 un der-stood him, an d once
l'd understood him 1 began to love him. 1 understood him all of a sudden,
as íf my eyes had suddenly opened to the fact that what L'd thought was
a mystery oí iniquity was actually a mystery of narrow-mindedness. 1 know
that now--thirty years later!--it'll seem that l 'm makirig this up, but
persons in whose word 1 have complete trust told me that at the
beg innírig , one time when His Grace had gone out for a ~ the Gothic
Quarter with sorne relatives, they chanced to pass a crowd of children on
their way to school. His Grace stopped and listened to them, wíth a more
and more shocked look on his face, tall he fínally couldn't help exclaímirig ,
"So yourig , and t.hey already speak Catalan!"
He wasn't a mystery of irriqu ity ; he was the more modest mystery
embodied in Calderón's Portuguese hidalgo. What L'm about to say will
perhaps give a fairer idea of what he was like. 1 witnessed it myself. It
was a while after L'd returned from the Caribbean, when His Grace often
summoned me to his palace because he'd come to fe el a fatherly concern
for my welfare. He had to go out and we were in the courtyard. We'd both. .
gotten in his car, but the chauffeur was havirig trouble star tírig it and
cursed under his breath. "Don't say that," His Grace responded, "Iriatead
say 'Lord, ple ase help me. ,tI The car immediately started. His Grace
exclaimed.J'Heaveria! If 1 hadn't seen ~t 1 wouldn't believe it!"
When 1 returned from the Caribbean, when he embraced me to
welcome me back to his diocese, 1 saw tears in his eyes: hjs beady peasant
. ~h
eyes that had never seen the sea till they appointed him~ishop. And 1
heard him murmur as he embraced me, "My son, what harm would it do to
preach in Castilian? Do you think we're devils?" It was then that 1
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suddenly understood: he wasn't wicked but stupid to an incredible degree
\ ,¿Lv~~ ~
for someone ~ in one of the world's densest and most
r-:
complex dioceses.
At that time he'd kept intact all the ideas he'd arrived with, and he
tried to nudge the witnesses' testimony in this direction. For him, Doctor
Gallifa had to be a "martyr in our crusade," a "hero in the national cause."
He was astonished when everyone without exception, even Lamoneda, told
him that Doctor Gallifa had never been interested in politics, that he'd
stubbornly refused to flee "Red territory," and that he 'd gone on
administering the sacraments to everyone without exception, "Even to
Reds?" he exclaimed in amazement. "Even though they'd been
excommunicated?" His shock reached its climax when he finally
understood--and it took him a long time--the most astonishing fact of all.
"But are yo trying to make me believe that Father Gallifa didn't speak
~ ,
~~~;'!!:1{\?If\1 The idea that Doctor Gallifa might have spoken like a
l t.. - tI \ (c)~ Ó c~&. c.....
character in Gente ~ was so unexpected that even Lamoneda burst out
Iaug hing.
#
As far as I was concerned, the paasirig years and disillusionments had.. ,
filled me with bitterness. l'd turned into a surly, hunted animal that felt
more and more trapped. My aversion toward certain persons had feste:red
with time, like a sore one keeps sc ratchírig till it turns into a maltg nant
cancer. My God, what monster was inside me? Whereas before L'd seen evil
nowhere, now I saw it everywhere. The worst part of the postwar per iod
was the part I carried around inside me. If only someone could have given
me back the dark storms l 'd Iive d through when I was twenty, those "' .L-~" "')
L\\M/) '('~~
storms that were sometimes so terribly dry but that suddenly molt~ a
flood of tears!
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My aunt Llúcia ... in 1950 she t.hought she'd voluntarily embraced
poverty in the Lord's servlce. 'I'he falling pesseta, combined with the rent
freeze, had reduced her real income--nominaUy the same--to a tenth or
less of what it had been. She, however, refused to admit this and, finding
herself like so many of the elderly who must Iive on fixed incomes, she
believed ~her acts of charity had ruined her.
At the time, I never went to see her. Itwas she who sometimes carne
to the mountain vtllage where, after my return from America, l'd settled
in as a country priest. She carne in the same big black car she'd always
had, driven by the same old uníf'orrned chauffeur, since inasmuch as
everything in this world is relative, the Christian poverty in which she
thought she lived didn't stop her from keeping he r car and chauffeur. She
was no loriger concerned about the lack of vocations. For her, this
problem had ceased to exist at the same time as the republic, though it
k~~
was after the war that the problem ;t.ecAme acute in many rural parisheS(D
witfioaL "s.'""Now she'd consecrated herself to another edifying
~~ lIKcampaig n: her issions or~. She and other elderly women, all
spinsters like herself, visited the shantytowns that had sprung up around
Barcelona. They went to teach Christian doctrine, though actually these
.\ l.
spinsters' strong point was teaching the women who lived in those shacks
how respectable wives should behave in society.
Sometimes when she carne to visit she'd get so carried away by her
enthusiasm that she'd start preaching sermons to me, for get.tirig she was in
~-8&-->a rectory. I must admit that my wobbly table, ~ raw chair, and
mattress on the floor might have confused her and made her think she was
in a shack. Country priests had never been so poor. Later, as soon as I
could, I got rid of that mattress and now have a bed likeeveryone else so
as not to scandalize those who might think I was trying to play the role
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of a saint. I got rid of it reluctantly, because I loved that mattress. I
slept so well on it! Like in (the war ... When, after a gr uelirig Sunday
(four mountain parishes, widely separated, require a lot of walking) I
curled up beneath the blankets, the cotton blanlt~ts we'd also had back
~ y-W> th"'-"J
then, how happy it made me to hear the crJ1~Ghin1\traw in the mattress J
and the scur-r ying mice till sleep bore me away into those hours of irrterise
peace that can be found only in war; like that nig ht, a nig ht that so often
comes back to me, at the end of fall 1938, two or three months before the
end, a cold, rainy night when we had to take a strongly forti:fied camp on
top of a treeless mountain. Wehad to advanc.e up a steep slope, without
tanks or artillery, for five hundred yards without vegetation. Toward the
end a11our battles were hopeless. Picó proposed a "scientific plan." :'With
a minimum of scientific method," he said, "if we spread out in small groups
covering each other alternately and protected by machine gun fire ... "
"Come off ít, Picó," the oldest captain interrupted. IIWe'l1char ge a11at
once, blindly, like a bunch of illiterate morons. We've done it so many
times before! It's cog nac that wins battles!" Weadvanced in the dark,
through the rain. I fo11owedbehind with the stretcher- bearers. Every
officer, every soldier, had a canteen fu11of coffee and cog nac-e-iri almost
equal proportions--that we had to gulp down in one swig before char ging.
I felt more nausea than terror. Picó was the only one who'd refused his
ratio n of alcohol. He led his battalion, on his hands and knees like the
-tk,,-t
rest of us , and just at.t.hjt moment a liason arrived from our brigade. with
an order. The attack had been called off. In the little valley where we
took shelter, we found sorne barns with straw. What a good night's sleep,
what peace, how warm and soft that straw mixed with goat and sheep
droppings felt, what a pleasant goatish smell, how comforting to still be
alive ... Howmuch less alone the raindrops on the barn's leaky tiles
J
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made me feel, alorig with t.het smell of goats and that sc ratchy blanket,
like a grandmother's rougb' hand . . . Lq..-¡- {h.~'
Bu~~nt Llúcia: how could she know about Ufe.? How could she- '
know the wondrous peace that can only be found in the heart of war or
pover-ty? leven enjoyed seeirig the disgust in her eyes at that mattress on
the f'loor. She scolded me with cloyirig sweetness, ur girig me to charige my
ways and stop beirig a "r-ebel. ti
tlThe harm you could do! The scan dal!"
She couldn't sit still. Every five :minutes she glanced at her watch.
She always had so much to do, was in such a hurry to get home. She was
almost eighty but hadn't change d since my first memories of her when she
was fifty. She'd embalmed herself forever. She was a mummy, but a
mummy caught up in a flurry of activity. She'd get up, walk over to the
battered shelves in a corner where I kept my few books, and look at the
titles on their spines. She'd seen them often enough, but: each time she
started. "Are you reading t.hís?" She'd gaze at me with infinite compassion.
Sometimes you'd have t.hought she took me for someone else, that she
believed I beloriged to the Communist Party. She'd tell me pointedly and
insistently about all the bizarre t.hirig s she claimed were occurring in
,. Ij
Russia. To hear her talk, one would have thought yourig lieutenants in the
Red Army raped ninety-year-old women (perhaps, I ended up thinking, she
hoped she wasn't too old to be raped), yet this didn't seem to go with her
descriptions of Russian women's unbridled lust, which made them, from the
age of ten or twelve on, the world's most insatiable nymphomaníacs. She
declared that she'd learned all this from unimpeachable sources, and who
knows if she hadn't gotten it out of sorne magazine published by nuns,t because ~that p±i¡'~they printed all kinds of things ••.
When, a few years later, the first Russian satellite caused such a
- ,
.;.
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sensation, my aunt refused to believe it. In Russia there were only hordes,
the famous "Red hordes," sto she found a Russian sputnik as incredible as
if a tribe of New Guinean cannibals had launched it. Later, as the Russians
. ~ teAM t~h.rc.r----
continued their space program, 1 couldn't. . t the atftliciollS ;~leB;~~ ~
:t {c,l \.rL r ,.- .
g.gt fl'Offi falldng about it with my aunt whenever she visited me. One day ,
l\:
1 told her 1 wouldn't be surprised if the Russians sent astronauts to the
moon or even Mars or Venus. She gazed at me pit.yirrgly.
"1 don't believe anyone e1se in our family's ever been interested in
this ast.ronornícal nonsense."
The family! It was still he r' godo That's why she resented me so mucho
In her eyes, 1 was nothing but a tr-aitor: a traitor to our holy family,
which I'd had not.hin g to do with since the war. And nonethe1ess, who was
her family? What was 1eft of it? Monsignor Pinell de Bray had died sorne
years back. I'd let her down, so who was 1eft? Well, she'd manage d to
rebuild her family. She hadn't rested till she'd found another nephew to
u.L.",-'"'I"'\
fill the place I'd occupied. She'd found one who was ~ twenty years
old , a certain Raül de Valldemil, a nephew once removed (the son of one
of her cousins), from an poor but aristocratic branch--poor because of ill-
advised specu1ation in G~rman marks after the ~irst World War. My aunt
thought she'd found in this nephew, who was poor but with a glorious
name (glorious in her eyes, 1 mean), the very quintessence of the romantic
idea she'd formed of our family, an idea derived from God knows what
naive and nebulous concept of "Christian chiva1ry" she'd picked up from
the books she'd read in a Catholic boar dirig school at the age of thirteen
or fourteen and that had marked her for life. This Raül de Valldemil was
as tall, slender, blond, and b1ue-eyed as his novelistic name promised, and
my aunt enlisted him in her edifying campaig ns as she'd once en1isted me.
She a1ways praised him to the skies when she visited me, she spoke of
She was beside herself. "They're incorregible, they're like animals ..
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that "boy"'s angelíc innocence--she thought of him as a "boy," a nineteen-
year-old boy!--and acted ver-y touched by how fond Raül had grown of her.
Everything went smocthly till she founded her "Home for Christian
• I
, Training" or HCF, one of her most brilliant strokes of geníus. In her rage
to always be doirig something, to or ganíze , to control, she'd taken sorne
thirty girls from the shantytowns into her home in Sarria in 1952 or 1953
with the intention of turning them into proper mother s. "1 want to make
them proper mothers in the full sense of the word," she said, a goal that
was fulfilled, in one case, with unexpected ease but not exactly thanks to
myaunt.
." A more unexpected and painful turn of events awaited her: Raül offered
to marry the gír l. "But what have you got to do with her?" "Aurit Llúcia,
you don't think this was se:;~f ímmaculate conception ••• " 1 know,
and this is the worst part, that she tried to talk him out of it. 1 suppose
she acted with the same unawareness as when she tried to dissuade me
from becomirig a "common parish priest." At that point, Raül began comirig
to see me. He was lookirig for an ally against her. 1 must admit that his
unshakeable decision to mar r y the girl--the daug hte r of sorne gypies from
Granada--made me love him. 1 encouraged him as much as 1 could to do
what 1 thought was his duty, overriding my aunt and the whole universe if
necessary.
When my aunt threw that fourteen-year-old girl out, 1 even took her
into my rectory so she wouldn't have to return to the shack in
Somorrostro that she shared with her parents, grandmother, and thirteen
brothers and sisters. 1 also have to admit that 1 deluded myself about
. / ~í..v'\. "'- : V"Á <\?'- ~hem, that if my aunt trashy novel s about knights and ladies, 1~~~;~ .'?<- j\ equally trashy ones about the proletariat. In reality, there
her projects, this pearl of a nephew started writing a massive monograph
f- about the ~irtues of that Marquise of Valldemil, Raül's grandmcther
and my aunt's aunt, who it seems was a kind of turn-of-the-century-style
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wasn't much to Raül. The mar ríage was a failure. The girl fina'l.ly ran away
with a guy who looked like a gypsy, worked in a grocer y store, and had
very black sideburns, leavírig the baby with Raül, of course •
.JY .v
His place was taken in my aunt's heart by another nephew, a distant
~
~ of whose existence l'd been entirelyunaware. L'm not sute how '
she tracked him down. This one really did seem like a "genuine saírrt." "A
genuine saint," my aunt said, "even if he did go to publíc school." He was
a poor relative, not a relative who'd come clown in the world, which is
very different. He was t.he grandson of another first cousin, from another
branch of the family that had nothírig to do with the Valldemils, a couaín
who'd made abad mar-riage. She'd married a lowly bank employee who'd
never mariag ed to get promoted. As soon as my aunt had recruited him for
Llúcia. This exemplary yourig man didn't neglect to illustrate his
voluminous study with a complete family t.ree, makirig it clear that the
"saintly marquise" was my aunt's grandmother's older sister. There was no
doubt that this yourig , pioua, and scholarly nephew would come into the
considerable wad that despite the falling pes seta and frozen rents, my aunt
would leave in her will.
#
And because of my aunt, 1 be gan to detest that industrial town. 1
saw myself in her as in a mirror: my hurige r for action, wasn't it merely a
reflection of her s, a family tic? 1 be gan to suspect that 1 was a hysterical
type of no use to anybody, that 1 lacked the necessary grace. 1 saw my
own gracele asneas in my aunt's and in our ineffectualness. Because good
works without faith are as dead as faith without good works. Works
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demand faith; that is , grace that can only COmefrom God, because all
grace is Grace just as all lóve is Love and al! glory is Glory and nothírig
j. outside raod can be grace, love, or glory, and whoever has Grace acts
with grace, but my aunt and 1 tend unconsciously to preach our own
religion to others, and if it's ours ít must be false, for the only true
religion is God's and belon gs to everyone. "Love thy ne ig hbor ," that is ,
whoever is near- you, seated next to you by chance on the bus or subway,
serving with you by chance in the same battalion or br-igade. Christ never
saíd, "Improve thy neighbor and mold him into what thou thinkest he
should be" but "love thy neighbor"--love him as he is.
But what if you can't lov~ as he is? Then run {lway, seek
r ' . ~<-J ~e-¡Ld.;~
solitude. Live without neighbors. Either love 7\.1 or avoid him. If your
neighbor get.s on your nerves, if you're incapable of love, if you're
impotent, go hide your impotence and shame in solitude. God will take pity
on you íf you confess your impotence. L
How for gívírig He can be bDwa~ow~~~ ~J,ª:;-p~ntk7hey
f'.-
confess their cowar dice and impotence. L've taken refuge he re in the
mountains because that's what 1 am: an impotent coward. 1 have to seek
God far from me~I.lack the courage to se~k Him amorig them
because what I've seen of men is horrible. From 1917, the year 1 was
born, what an endless nightmare, what an ocean of blood, wars, and
revolutions, "jours de gloire" giddily proclaimed but always followed by
monotonous butchery, always butchery and nothírig more thanbutchery.
Year after year of butchery, what monotonous bubcher-y from Algar-ve
. .
to Kamchatka. They hid it from us; Europe was shrouded in silence from
1939 on. We lived for years and years beneath a thick sheet of ice.
OccasionaHy a rumor arose, like an almostimperceptible breeze that barely
~ the graas and leaves no trail behind it, One never was sure
ót~g
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whether one had felt it or dreamed it! And the vast majority acted as
though they knew nothírrg while Hitler and Stalin reigned and little Hitlers
~~(,.fL "
and Stalins ~009\ed everywhere ..• the vast majority ... ~i1-unt
:::;:..
Llúcia looked at me as though I were crazy. "Come come," she said, "how
can that be possible? It'd be in the newspapers ••• " And she would add
sneeringly, "You've always been a sleepwalker ... " The gas chambers were
going full bIt; crematoriums belched columns of smoke, like temples of the
new religion; death camps proHferated, giving us a glimpse of what those
"men of the future" would be like. And they went on shooting and
harig ing , hangírig and shooting, while the vast major íty lived as though in
utter ignorance, f'r-ivolous and carefree as t.hou gh all that had not.hirig to
do with them. Whatever happened, people wanted to live! Perhaps people
are like nature, indifferent to catastrophes. Perhaps it has to be that way,
tf\M5c:r""""
nature has to be indifferent and unconcerned so it can S;PF~ again after
{uf'
each flood or earthquake. Perhaps the multitudes' frivolity is necessary~
the world's survival in eras like ours.
That's all there is to it; don't look for anything else.
And one drifts like a ghost amon g those starvírig , frivolous multitudes
who worship the Molochs of the momerit: Hít.le r; Stalin, or their small-time
imitators, and one can do nothing but c;f.l~f:;in one's lair like a trapped
beast if one refuses to participate in the i=:9"¡:;¡''¡;;,~ spectacle. One
cling s to the bitter comfort of beírig amon g the defeated, of havirig
not.hirig in common with this world's victors--especially nothírig in common
with the species, perhaps even worse, of those who lick their boots. My.fl¿J- <l~~
only consolation after thirty years, a wasted life, is =r: arnong the
defeated.
Now I've prepared everything for my death, when the time comes, in
a ..¡;¡.~g home for penniless old priests. I've arranged to donate my eyes
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for cornea transplants. Lord, 1 for got 1 still had eyes. 1 thought 1 had
not.hin g left in this wor-ldv'L'm truly my aunt's nephew! Two ug ly, myopic
eyes. 1 felt embarrassed to offer them to Doctor B. He told me myopic
eyes can also be useful. Be useful to someone; be good ror something.
Maybe someone will r-egain hís sight thanks to my ugly eyes. That's a
. comfor-tín g thought. My sojourn on earth won't have been entirely in vain.
Because in truth, my life has been more useless than my aunt's. L'm a
much more unworthy priest than she imagined. She's unaware and always
will be of the saddest epísode in my life.
1 spent two weeks in hell. Like a sleepwalker. Like what 1 amo
~~
Whe,nthe-btshcp forbade me to preach in Catalan, 1 disobeyed him.
Then he suspended me from the priesthood. 1 couldn't say Mass until
further notice. 1 wasn't even allowed to wear a cassock. My aunt knew all
~ evv--:.L iP-
this; for her it was a stain on the4affi-ifr hbnor. To others it was a
martyr's halo. They were mistaken. 1 was no martyr. 1 reacted vilely.
1 lost my faith.
#
At the end of the war, or more exactly when they let me out of the
Spanish concentration camp , she scr-upuloualy handed over my inheritance
from my parents (l'd turned twenty-one toward the end of the war), which
at that time was still a considerable sumo In 1949 1 still had it. My
suspension in no way affected my economic situation, because 1 was rich.
1 lost my faith. One day 1 woke up and it was gone. I didn't have it
anymore, the faith that had never forsaken me and in which l'd never
wavered. 1 woke up without my faith as someone might wake up without
his wallet, stolen by a thief in the night.
But 1 had my wallet, which was very fat at the time, bursting with
bills, l'd fallen asleep prayirig the night before, and when 1 woke up 1 no
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longer had my faith. I felt not.hirig but a void, a numbness inside me. l'd
fallen asleep praying, as l 'usually did, and when I woke up my faith was
gone. l'd lost it in my sleep. Which of my dreams had made me lose it? I
couldn't recall the dreadful dream dur-ing which the amputation had taken
place!
Because it was truly as though someone had amputated something. I
looked at myself in the mirror and grimaced in disgust at the
unrecognizable ímage I saw there.
"Now you can finally see yourself as you are," I said to that
unr ecog nízable image. Everyth±ng seemed like a huge joke, an endless
carnival,~bscene chaos, from microscopic viruses to the most -distant
galaxies, "So many galaxies ," I thought, "so many galaxíes, and for what?
Billions of galaxies , all the same, at equal intervals t.hrou ghout boundless
space: what monotony, what a lack of imagination! And I made faces at
myself in the mirror because at that moment I was thinking of all those
galaxies that seemed so idiotic in their monotony and also about the new
bishops, and I thought, "Maybe they're on the right track. Why shouldn't
the Church be like everything else, a good deal for operators and a
torment for suckers? Jesus was a sucker and Caiaphas was an operator:
that's the Bible in a nutshell! And moreover, centuries later Caiaphas,
pr-eciaely because he 's an operator, has exclusive rights to represent poor
Jesus." My cassock was han gin g at the foot of the bed. The sight of it
made me sick, And I winked roguishly at myse1f, at the image I saw
reflected. "They stole my faith, but they left my wallet." And I found
myself uglier than ever.
That night I be gan my sleepwalking pflgr-image.
I didn't have much idea of where I wanted to go or what I planned
to do. Something was f'ollowirig me like my shadow. No, no; it wasn't
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shame. It was something much worse. I hugged the buildings, seeking out
the darkest, narrowest, most windirig alleyways. I abandoned myself to
chance, since I didn't know what I was lookirig foro I sensed that other.,,- ,
thing behind me; I could feel its cold breath on my neck.
. --tk ve '\:' bc¡ lKt JA S rV)' e,-t rt-f- It was the first time l'd seen t:.. T6uched by night's finger, Uief'cd
'f.- Jight ajbet opened magically before me like an overripe melon worms had
riddled with t.urmels. 'I'hr-ough theearly-December fog, how many dives
shone like eyes, bargain-rate hells whose blasts of stale air hit me in the
~(4 ~ lb od< b· ~ -ttu. ~ if!N -rL)
face as when one {\:flO 3'wifldew· ~a bedroom that's never aired!
Everything about that nocturnal vision astonished me. The most lugubrious
joints were illumined by dar-k purple lights, and far-off, amid the mists,
the phosphorescent eyes of a night-stalking panther seemed to watch me.
The strident orchestras added to the illusion of an ambrguous Amazon, but
¡}..)evJ
the air was chilly and the nightftamp in that neighborhood down by the
sea. From time to time it drizzled, and an occasional downpour soaked the
4'IN'-" ~ w-¡:t-
streets, which gave off ~ of dl'01~h:ed dogo For the first time in my
life, I observed the cautious comirig s and goirrg s of those mature or even
old men, so sad they made me feellike crying, the shame in their faces
and those shameless women. My shocked eyes discovered long lines of
,. ..
emaciated women, half naked despite the bitter cold. Those shadowy violet
lights outlined them eerily without dispelling the darkness. I ended up
feeling as though I could see in the dark like a panther, and as 1 passed
them I sniffed their heavy, warm perfurnes--cheap, to be sure!--and those
~
orchestras' strident laughter sent chills tt my spine like the sound of a
fingernail scratching a pane of glass.
Sorne of them clustered around the doors to cabaret~ these were the
. {&V\-r~ .-'..
noisy ones. They smoked and chattered away, and 1 got ~ trying to
imagine what each one's life was like. Perhaps, I thought, they're like the
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galaxíes , billíorrs of galaxies scattered throughout the universe at equal
intervals without rhyme or' r'eason. Deep down everything is the same:
billions of identical t.hirigs, galaxies or prostitutes, scattered at equal
l'
intervals in space that's nothing but an endless vacuum--what a vacuum,
what stupidity!--and time, another equally st.upid vaCUUIDthat never, never
S {)Z<.l.--L- ~~ends! ~ and without rhyme or reason. But others stood by
~ .
themselves, stationed in black doorways, and those solitary prostitutes
seemed older than the others, taller and gaunter than the others, colder
too. They pulled their shawls tightly around them an d stood motionless in
those doorways, and I saw one who was taller and skinnier than the rest,
more solitary t.han the rest, far from the others, not in a doorway but on
a street cornero At first I hadn't noticed her; there were so many of them,
A'~sl *all the same, like big wingless birds, big¡\sick birds whose ie~h eyes
couldn't stand the daylight. I didn't notice her till L'd passed by many
times without her movirig or lookin g at me. She didn't see me. She was
stationed there like a serrtinel, Her two eyes stare d unblinking into the
darkness, lookírig at nothing. Their emptiness and fixedness made them
look bigger and oddly beautiful. Since she was standing there on the
corner at an acute arig le formed by two streets, facing into the damp,
gusty wind that blew from the port, her thin, worn clothes clurig to her
body and at times she looked like one of those wooden statues on the
bows of old frigates. You would have said she was stationed there like a
S' lt-("~"'fAA &e,ve. ~ -
sentinel from an army that, though defeated, had never ~h ¡i ¡re She did
her grím duty, facing the night, the rainy wind, and fate: that sordid old
companion.
And I felt a great desire to fall into an endless abyss as sometimes
happeris in dreams, to fall and fall endlessly into a multicolored abyss, and
still I felt that cold breath on my neck and an inner voice tyrannically
1
I~
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ordered me to do what l'd l'h\lnaw~to do. I had to follow through to the
end, and I did it like a tedíouschore, like an onerous duty, always with
that cold breath on my neck.
That wretched whore's jeers made my disgust complete. "You mean
it's really your first time? But you're a big boy!" I was over thirty; and
despite evcr-ythírig I lived with her fo'r two weeks. Yes, I wanted to live
with her, much to her amazement. The first two days, her pimp was
~
discreet enough to ~ away. The third day he showed up, astonished
e l'- '-
that I still hadn't cleared out. And I, overwhelmed by revulsion and
sadness, told him he could stay with us , that I really didn'tcare. Not.hírig
mattered to me anymore. "The more the merrie:r\." I said, when actually I,
felt like crying. I gave him money too, and it was shockirig how much
money they could waste on the most incredible junk, but I gav e them
whatever they asked foro That man, who was no longar young--one could
see he was well over forty--very dark and with very black sideburns,
didn't spare me his mockírig glances, nor did she. In his eyes I must have
been a fool and, what's worse, a fool of an unknown and unfathomable
sort. She had nothing in common with the mute statue l'd glimpsed on a
street corner; her chatter gave me a splitting headache. It dazed me. I'd
" ..
hay e given anything to be far away, but I had to live with her because
that cold breath tingled on my neck whenever I wavered. I was beirig
watched. I was trapped! The invisible was r-ight behind me, breathing down
my neck to remind me that it was there, that it saw me, that it could
t&\.,s k
read my mínd. I had to obey it, to carry out that unpleasant ~ to the
bitter end.
And .she fed me stories about movie stars; she was a gold mine of
information. She knew them all, male and female, every detail of their
V\
divorces and marriages, and she couldn't believe my igorance when I
t:
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eonfessed that 1 didn't even know their names! This started right on the
first day. From the third dayori, 1 also had to put up with her pimp and
dogo Yes, the pimp had returned with their dog , of whom more latero
There was only one room for the four of us--her, the pimp, the dog , and
myself--a single room with only one small window that looked out on an
airshaft dark and narrow as a well, That well brimmed over with
-t~luP
ineoneeivable stenehes and sorig s vomited by radios ~o~:-full blast and
~ sounds of f'luahirig toilets near and far, as on ealm everring s in the
hamlet.s around. These were our an gehra bells: toilets near and faro She
eountry when CInehears angelu s bells from all the unseen villages an d
laviahe d the most touchirig attentions on her dogo It's as thoug h 1 eould
see her now, sít.ting on the edge of the sag girrg dívan that also served as
our bed , holding the dog in her .lap while she hunted for fleas with saintly
1- patienee and squashed them one by one bet~een her thumb and ::;;; index
finger; as though 1 eould hear of the eruneh of each squashed flea .
and the day her pet came in f'rom the street with a bíg tick. What a
melodrama, what excitement ti1l a ~1::hbor showed her how ... ee~
ti"~9W a drop of oil on the .,;t~ would make it easy to pluck out.
She and the pimp were always gabb ing away as though 1 weren't
there~ust as they would have chatted in front of the dog , so incapable
)
was 1 of takirig part in those disjointed conversations 1 found so
incomprehensible. 1 huddled in my cor ner-, listening to the sound of their
voices , dumbfounded. One evening, to my surprise, they happened to talk
tlM4~ \: t
about God. 'I'hat day she'd visited the church in the Plaga del Pi ~ lir<:t a
candle to Saint Paneras, to whom she was very devoted, and he made fun
oí her. He made fun of that saint the pious pray~ to for health and
work. Angry , she told him to mind his own business sinee lighting candles
to Saint Paneras didn't hurt anybody, "and if you don't believe in Saint
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Paneras or in God, tell me who made the world, people, dog s , and
everything else!"
"Of course I know," he replíed without the slíghtest hesitatíon. "It
was Christopher Columbus, the one with the statue at the bottom of the
Rambla. And then they killed him, which is whát always happens."
One eveníng thís philosophical pimp showed up with a gírl who had
no place to sleep, or at least that was his explanatíon. There was a
dreadful scene. He pointed out that she'd brought me home and he'd put
up with me. She insisted that I "was different" because I was a
"gentleman" who gave money to both of them, to him as well as her. He
started bellowirig that he was the man, he wore the pants in. that
apartment, and all this was laced wíth most fabulous obscenities on both
sídes whíle ~ newcome r cowered in a corner, waiting for the storm to
pass. And in fact, she spent the night with the pimp on the floor, while
the mistress of the house, l, and the dog occupied the divan. A cou ple of
days later, the gírl told us she'd found a room to stay in, and then it was
the pimp who decided to move out with her.
And so we found ourselves alone again for a few days, and on the
morning of one of those days I had a bizarre experience. She'd gone out.. - ,
with her dog to shop for groceries, an d I was alone in the room.
I was alone, sit.ting on the dívan, all alone, without even the dog ,
which she always took with her when she went shoppirig. Suddenly I felt
that I was not only alone in that room but in the entire universe. L'd
become terribly alíenated from everything: from that divan, from that room
imprisoning me within its four grimy walls, from that líttle window looking ,
out on íts weH as it might have looked out on the absolute emptiness an d
X, cold of inter-galactic space!time, on the whole absurd universe! I myself
was afrozen vacuum. Within me, there was nothing but absolute emptiness,
,
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absolute cold, absolute darkness. 1 existed, since I continued to experience
myself as existing, but I no longer was. I was no one; I was empty. I felt
like a mummy. 1 looke d at myse lf from the out.side , as t.houg h l'd become
external to myself.
It was unbearable.
1 sat there, nailed to that divan. My eyes, wide open, stared at a
point on the wa11,the hole left by a tack that had disappeared God knows
when, and that black hole was everything! I felt as though 1 were f'rozen
in that position, my gaze fixed on that black spot, and could stay that
way for a11eternity. I was an Object: an unusual and seriseleas object that
would remain forever in that room, sitting on that divan, immobile, my
eyes fixed on the tiny orifice an old tack had Z-left. "And in those
days shall men seek death, and shall not find it." l 'd have liked to have
the strength to get up and grab the knife 1 saw on the table and cut my
arm so I could feel something that would bring me back to myself.
lmpossible. 1 was frozen.
She found me in that position. She called me and 1 heard her, but I
couldn't answer. I was there, but 1 was far away. I heard her as a dead
man hears the living gathered aroun d .his coffin.
,. "
She shook me but 1 didn't move. Alarmed, she went to fetch her pimp
from the other woman's room. The two of them shook me, and 1 heard her
telling him, "If he dies we 'Il be in big trouble." And I thought how
wonderful it would be to die if 1 could but 1 couldn't die because 1
couldn't do anything.
Till 1 suddenly burst into tears. It carne over me as swiftly as what
l-. had preceded it, r wept, and between sobs r moaned ~to myself, like
.sof't howls--l could feel myself again--and I couldn't stop weeping and the
two of them gaped at me in amazement and I heard her say, "He's crazy.
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1 always had a feeling he was. tf But 1 was deliriously happy sobbirig and
moanin g and howlirig and that cr yíng fit lasted a whole hour--they told me
afterward. An hour of nonstop crying, without movírig , without saying a
word, my eyes fixed the whole time on that hole in the wall.
From that day on, they took advantage of me more than ever. They J
were constantly ask ing for money and more money and calmly, brazenly
makírig fun of me to my face. The dog, who had slept at our feet on top
of the quilt, now slept under the covers, betweeri her and me. She made
me go alorig with all kinds of whims because now she knew for sure: 1 was
~ 'h~a ~rlc ~.
Till one day, before the sun came up, 1 made my getaway after
poisoning the dog, whose name was Bob, 1 gave him a poisoned meatball so
he'd be too busy devouring it to bark. l'd carefully prepared it the night
~ before. l'd taken a little meat out of the refrigerat0t?(~he'd bou ght a
refrigerator with my money; just what she needed to fill that room with
so much junk that no one could move in it ), l'd carefully chopped it up
like a master chef while the two of them were at the movie house on the
cornero l 'd mixed it with white powder, a fine white powder l'd bought
that morning while she ~as out shoppirig for food. 1 had to do that, Bob's
stomach had to burst once and for all and with it those two weeks of
hell. The dead dog was the souvenir 1 planned to leave them.
1 had to step over the pimp, who was snoring on the floor, and 1 put
my shoes on once 1 was outside, oppressed by a feeling of mortal sin.
What joy! 1 finally felt something again, even if it was only my own
X. iHlP~g damnation! 1 wandered around the neighborhood, since 1 didn't
know what was left for me to do, where to go or what to look foro But 1
was free. The invisible had stopped tailing me, 1 lon ge r felt its cold breath
on my neck. 1 wandered down narrow streets 1 didn't r-ecognize , stoppirig
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here and there to gaze idly in the windows of junkshops that sold the
trashiest flotsam from squalid shipwrecks: umbrellas, parasols, Chinese
vases, chamberpots, beat-up kitchen gadgets, enemas, rubber gloves, gray
top hats, wind-up Victrolas, crystal radio sets. My eyes wandered from
that jumble of objects to the cobblestones soaked in horse piss, those
mossy red and green cobblestones, green where the sun never reached
them, and here and there I saw one of those big squashed yellow spIotches
~ .~ .
made by~horse '=""'r::. a truck has r un over, because there were still wagoris
in Barcelona back then, twenty years ago! I can see them now: those b:ig
w~[tOA ts-.-(s¡../AA~T e .
horses drawing heavy wagons' to arid from the=r.And the river of
misery flowed ceaselessly by: old women in r-ags, sorne of them drunk;
skeletal girls with goosebumps on their bare Ieg s; bent workers with
cigarette butts they'd picked out of the gutter in their toothless mouths.
Who could describe the sadness of those butts sucked as one sucks on a
last hope, the endless misery of those long years; the huriger , the misery
and desperation of those years while the radio vomited triumphant
speeches and there was one ceremony and victory parade after another?
Who could ever describe all that? And I was a priest who'd hurig up his
cassock and who'd just lived for two weeks witha withered old whore and
in my bitterness l'd have liked word of my fall to reach ~ ~unt Llúcia,
for her to know her darling nephew had come to that: an unfrocked priest
living in concubinage, the most revolting odor her exquisite nose could
ever smell! And I could see my aunt and the monsignor. Yes, I saw him
with others of his sort--and these weren't in partibus infidelium, they
were real bishops--on top of flatbed trucks bedecked with field guns like
carnival floats ... I still have magaz ínes from that periodo Perhaps
without those yellowihg photos L'd end up wondering if it wasn't abad .J
lL,1 ~~V~ ~A~7-
dream. They all gave the Nazi salute. And as I wandered aimlesslYj\--';;-1f-, ""'-""-.~
) /'-
...
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stat-e o~Nal:~t'l1 saw a poor woman, still young, sitting in a' filthy old
doorway. She huddled agaírrst t.he cold in a big woolen shawl that
compiJ.etelycovered her, and huddled with her in that shawl was a baby
she was nursing. Everything but one of the baby's eyes was covered, but
that eye, that single eye, that infants eye was thoughtful and clearsighted
and sent shivers down my spine.
~OOked at me, lucid and per-spicacious , with such gentle
resignation, with such berrign reproach. And behind the mother and child
stood an older man with graying hair: the babys father or grandfather?
Standing behind them in the doorway, he stretched out his hand to
passersby, silently begging for charity. And suddenly 1 clasped that hand,
thrust my wallet into it, and fled in terror because on a calendar in a
grocery store window l'd seen the date after losing track of time during
those two weeks.
It was December 25th.
#
And then 1 saw hím.
He was walkirig in front of me; 1 couldn't see his face.
He walked with slow, steady steps, never IOOking-*~an old
worker bowed beneath his eighty years. 1 could see his back, bent by age
and weariness. His roped-soled sandals left footprints as in the snow, but
there was no snow. Then 1 saw the sig n at the corner: Arc del Teatre
Street, and 1 be gan weeping softly.
But he'd vanished. Only his footprints remained. Following them, 1
+:
found myself kneeling in the confessional at Saint Ma:(rona's Church.
#
1 want to be with You, Lord: a sucker like millions of others who
are, have been, or will be, because operators are with t.he Other, and the
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Other terrifies me. One must choose. There's no alter native: either You or
Nothingness. Operators choose Nothingness, and I'd tried to choose it too.
ft~L
I'd sucked on it Iike a ~ cigarette butt plucked from the gutter, but I
want to be wíth You, like Doctor Gallífa. He who bent his back beneath
the burden of atrocity, anonymous amcn g the anonymous, lost among t.he
lost, never utteríng the atrocity's name. Because it's You who have called
those broken by wearíness, the countless army of this world's defeated.
Lord, I want to be defeated, a failure, because those operators appall me.
In another era, at the beginníng of each Mass we called You ~
~ -
the joy of our youth," words inysterious yet clear because st.rarige as it
may seem, this is what You want: for us to be forever you ng , even
beneath the burden of eighty years. The spirit of poverty is nothing more
than the spirit of yout h, youth unconcerned about anything but ídeals, The
only path to eternal youth is total consecration to You. Otherwise, one
must bend before this world's demands. Only one entirely consecrated to
You can enter an old people's home, when the time comes, with the same
alert, joyous curiosity with which he once entered a school, a dormitory, a
university, an army: that joyous, carefree curiosity with which we marched
off to war in 1936! Everything's an adventure, everything's joyous for the
.. "
young. If only one could sink one's teeth into life's last loaf of bread as
joyously as one ate the first!
Let operators squabble over this world like dog s scrappíng over a
Ll~f'bone in a gar bage 'T Let them kneel down and worship the Lie, which is
.their godo Let them chase after Nothingness and Vainglory: Vairiglor y,
which is no less grotesque for beírig bloodthirsty.
How many times, throughout the centuries, have we felt that our
"jour de gloire" was nigh, that it had arrived, and yet it has always turned
into a vicious massacre. I should hate war, since I know it, yet despite
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everything I still dreamed back in those days that I was again with Lluís,
with Soleras, with all of themt In my dreams we advanced among the reeds
alorig a big river foHowed by a hu ge army bristling with artillery, preceded
..
by a swarm of tanks and protected by another swarrn of planes. We
advanced and advanced alorig the banks of a broad river that perhaps was
our million dead .•. And in those dreams, I wasn't an inoffensive
-i~
paramedic but an artillery captain leadirig my company against enemY0
f'-
~. My dreams were sin f'ul. They were murderous. As always! Because
war is atr-ocíous and yet my heart bursting with bitterness could dream of
nothing else.
There's only one~ to avoid betraying one's youth, other than
dying young. It's a narrow path, so narrow one can't walk down it arm
e-
lA/'- -a.¡i arm with a woman. One has to foHow it by oneself.
Arm in arm with a woman, as l'd dreamed in a moment of madness .
that would be too lovely! The path is narrow; one must walk it alone.
Trini .•. And it's only fitting and proper! A mother's dreams must
\./. ~~{ . be full of hose warm darkness hides all manner of good
t.hirig s for her ch.ildre n. soft blankets, fresh s~eets, clothes pleasing to the
touch. My dreams, mine, my dreams in those days were worse than sínful.
They were stupíd. She does her duty, she devot.es herself to her childrenbi,*~and her , to her comfortable house, a house as cozy as a
grandmother, and all that ... all that costs money. A mother must fear
poverty. The spirit of poverty, of eternal youth, of unconcern is only
possible for a celibate.
If someone, on this world's pathways, ffnds a family both indigent
and happy--and they exist, for this world ís as broad and varied as it is
dark and iPC;~r--let him know that this has a ':lame,the
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heavenly name of Nazareth.
But L'm nothing more than a failure. If only 1 could be on~ ~
a..wttl~SIi\1 humbly and honestly, accepting my faiiure in its entirety!
Because happy is the rnam who is a failure and accepts it without rancor;
acceptance of one's failure is the only possible success. And how ugly
success's Tace can be, how many successes I've seen bursting with self-
sat.isfaotion! Howmany corpses l've seen removed from their niches--a
parish priest in an industrial town has to preside at so many burials--and
with what indifference gravediggers take out one an d shove in another. So
many people die every day in a city like Barcelona! They wouldn't fit if
we left the old corpses where they were. A minion deaths every twenty
, '
years. The city of the dead grows faster than the city of the living,
because the dead don't die. And they throw the old bones in a common
pit, a hu ge pit where sooner or later all successes wind up whether or not
they've had fancy funerals with a hundred precentors. We, the living, are
only a handful compared with the millions and millions who have died
since the world began. It's as though we were sitting on a mountain of
bones! The dead would have buried everything long ago if they didn't
fortunately turn into impalpable dust! This world's successes, its víctor-a,
the self-satisfied can have their hordes of slaves construct astoundíng
pyramids, imposing Escorials, fabulous vaHeys of the dead. Nothing can
stop Cheops, Chephren, and Mikerinos from someday tur ning into dust and
nothing more: pulvis es et in pulverem reverteris. That's why they're so
obsessed with success, víctor-y, triumph. They're in a hurr;r to gor ge
-tL--.'\.t M ~ + e,,~-r
themselves on them before they end up in tae IIiffiXa of bones that have
been piling up since the world began!
But my God, even this vision imagined by a hopeless neurasthenic,
these Himalayas of bleached bones at the bottom of human history, can
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never come into my mind without f'anrring my hottest, most sinful desires .
l see her hair , such a delicate shade of red, fluttering like a flag in
the cold wind of a winter morning in the Aragonese mountains; her green
eyes •.. She, I, and Ramonet were standing beneath a cliff that stood out
dark agaírrst the snow, a cliff so steep the snow couldn't cover it and that
seemed atr.angely naked in that universe clothed in soft whíteness. The sun
was glorious, the cold st.ingirig. We could hear but not see--they were
flying too high--enemy planes on their way to Teruel. Sometimes we could
catch their glitter, like specks of dust in a ray of sunlight. And how far
away that battle aeerne d from our peaceful nook, Santa Espina! We lived
on our quiet front like sluggish frogs beneath apile of leaves. Three
months of inactivity had made us forget that after all we were at war and
W~(~ ~ -
our turn~ come ~Hi agaín when we least expected it.
That morning we'd gone out because the sun was radiant and because
l found it hard to believe what she'd told meAn one of our long chats on
-)
those benches by the fire,-about calcareous cliffs: that the layers of rock,
)
sometimes hundreds of yards deep, that form so many of our mountains ~
(~~~
mael:~the she lls of tiny creatures piling up at the bottoms of seasf\ ,. ~ "
during millions of centuries. JJ:p (lptil then, T'd never taken an interest in
geology and knew not hírig about it. Now l realize that everyone knows
how calcareous rocks are formed, but at the time 1 found it incredible.
She'd brought a little hammer with which she chipped off bits of lí'OCK that
she had me examine beneath a magníf'virig glass. l saw all kinds of shells,
invisible to the naked eye, like snails or mollusks or God knows what
microscopic creatures. "Practically the whole cliff's made of them," she
said , and asthe two of us peered through her magníf yirrg glass l breathed
in the perfume of her hair br-ushirig agaín st my cheek. l was amazed to
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discover that those rocks, apparently SO solid beneath our feet, were
not.hírig more than the dust ]eft by myriads of lives. 11 triomfo de11a
Morte, 1 thought, but beneath that oddly dark, bare cliff, her perfume was
the triumph of life. Her thick woolen sweater outlined her gracef'ul body,
the wind made he]!' hair flutter like a flag, and her green eyes, half
teasing and half melancholy, troubled me as nothing else in this desolate
world has ever troubled me.
How many years have passed since then? My God, a good thirty! l 've
also turned fifty with nothirig to show for it. There comes a moment when
fu-J'Y ,
a11of us, i~ that we are, reach life's crest a:nd suddenly realize that
we're no lon ge r who we were before, that we're others. Our youth has
fled! Who would dare to stubbornly go on claimin g to be yourig once he's
reached the peak of fifty, when the path turns downward? Yet despite
everything ••• Despite everything, when 1 see her again in dreams or
memories, my heart pounds as furiously as it did then! Then, when its
pounding struck me dumb and almost took my breath away, while my hands
trembled and 1 felt my face burn ..• then, when 1 wanted to shout , "He
was Doctor Ga11ifa!" but my voice wouldn't obey me, as in oppressive
rL"~~~~~~~~-
dreams when we want to cry out and an invisible hand -'<,I:etl~
.. "
He was Doctor Gallifa! That octogenarian Jesuit whom she'd known and
r
f-
who had so impressed her, but how could 1 say so? How could 1 te11 her
l'd read her letters o,t..l. ~ly? And now the case for his beatification,
dormant ~ so many years, has been reopened on account of a new
miracle and L'Il have to go and testify again. But 1 won't tal k about what
1 saw that Chrístmas morníng. 1 won't te11 how he appeared to sílently
''f. guide me across the Paral.lel to the confessional in Saint M{Í?ona's
¡(' Church. r'n keep that~to myself. It's no one's business but my own.
Why should anyone care about my life?
\
r~ alElo thoug~ tbose deYOllrg,Q. U"B
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Que l'échec soit lié a la
structure du moL cela ne
signifierait-il pas que l'homme
ne se suffit pas l..lbei:abe C\.. tIA' VV\e~.E..
gn'il rJOJ:We achevé par un
autre?
Jean Lacroix, L'échec
At least 1 hope they're not ~ight, Lluís and Trini and the resto
Yes, Lluis and Trini. 1 heard them t.alkírig about me the same way as those
priests at the archbishop's palace. "L'm afraid he's turned into a hopeless
neurotic," Llu ís said. 1 hear d him perfectly. 1 was about to open the door
to his suite at a fancy hotel, but when 1 heard their voices ]; stopped ...
Yes, 1 stopped and Iiateried behind the door as l'd done in Santa Espina.
"It's a miracle," Trini replied, "that all thosé poor- priests aren't half crazy
"
The same words T'd overheard a few days earlier at the archbishop's
palace! 1 was in His Grace's waiting room. He'd summoned me to explain
certain irregularities. It seems one of my parishoners hadecomplained about
me, 1 don't know whích but naturally 1 suspect the most sanctimonious old
biddy in my cong regat.ion. As 1 passed the off'íces on the ground floor, 1
thought 1 heard someone mention my name behind a closed door. 1 stopped
to listen. "Neurotic?" one of them said. "All those priests in mountain
villages are half crazy." "Did you know," the other asked, "that this poor
Father Cruells fought with the Reds in the war, a volunteer from the first
day to the last? What a case!"
They were two priests who worked in the offices. 1 recognized their
voices, and 1 thought that ít was like the war, always like the war. There
are aIways two worlds: lou sy bastards ín the trenches and those with
cushy jobs in the rearo You can bet your life that pair had never been
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priests in mountain viHages! 'I'heir' voices had the unctuous, pitying tone
we men of the cloth know so .w~Hhow to adopt, but 1eould tell they
were thanking God they hadn't ended up like me. From that day on 1
loved our archbishop even more, so stupid but so good, so misunderstood
in Bar-celona at that time. He was one of u s; he id been in the trenches!
The only difference was that he'd been in the tr-enches on the other side.
Perhaps someday it'H be understood that in all wars, those eaten by lice
in trenches all belorig to the same race ...
But my God, what if it's true that I've turned into a hopeless
neurotic? "Poor Catalan priests," Trini said. "It's a miracle they haven't all
ended up that way." 1 heard her. 1 was Iist.erring behind the door, as in
Santa Espina, as always!
Neurotic ... why not? Why shouldn't 1 have turned into a neurotic?
Whowould have stopped me from becomirig one? In any case, I'm at peace
with myself. I've arranged everything so 1 can enter that home for old,
penniless priests when my time comes if indeed 1 ever grow old. I've
arranged everything so that my sole possession of any value, my eyes, my
nearsighted eyes, will be of use to another when 1 no lorige r need them.
Lord, inconceivable t.hirigs happen, things that could happen anywhere, for. .
murderers rule the universe, but he re there's silence. You've given us
mouths to speak and eyes to see and ears to hear, but they steal our
mouths, eyes , and ears; they won't let us speak, see, or hear. How could 1
not be a neurotic, my God, who would stop me? Neurotic? 1 could be much
more neurotic than 1 am! Yes, much more than those two priests in the
archbishop's palace think. Back then, those with cushy desk jobs in the
rear also thought those devoured by lice in the trenches were a bunch of
neurotics. If 1 were as neurotic as they say, 1 wouldn't love Lluís. I'd hate
him! Yet every time he comes to Barcelona we embrace and my eyes
.,
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inevitably ffll with tears. I've never felt anything but joy every time I've
seen them. And the hours I spend with him and Trini fly by so quickly
'1 and are so happy~ the happiest I've spent in year s-ae-é ,Js. Since the
war, O Lord!
Lluís, tanner than ever and graytrig around the temples like a fifty-
year-old sportsman, is still tall, of course, but now he's also stout, with
.the beg inrring s of a receding hairline. Each time he hu gs me, he pats me
on the back with the protective air of a successful businessman. The first
time they visited Barcelona for a few days, in 1958, he sent me a telegram
and I hastened to meet him at his ritzy hotel. I'd never set foot in one of
those hotels, and it's a good thing I had the telegram with me. Otherwise
they wouldn't have let me in. At the entrance stands a character who
looks like he's wearing an admiral's or field marshal's costume from an
operetta, with an extravagant top hat--what a top hat!--red arid gold Iike
his livery and the big umbrella he holds. Despite my astonishment, I
gathered during his stern cross-examination that he'd been stationed there
to bark at you if he senses that you don't belorig to the race of his gods
and to bow deeply íf you do. If you do an d a couple of drops of rain fall?
a:t thaL llIomeríf, he even shíelds you with hís ímmense umbrella as though
you were Hís Holiness and he were leadírig you alorig beneath a canopy.
My country priest's clodhoppers sank into that plu sh carpet as into
warm, red snow. I couldn't help thinking of that refugee camp, where they
sank into a quagrnir-e of shit. It was at the foot of the Pyrenees, in
France. In the indescribable chaos of our defeated ar-my crossing the
border, ít seems that sorne peasant mules, females, had mingled with the
males used by the army. All this carne back to me as I tromped like a fool
across that carpet, so deep, red, and luxurious. I glanced around me at
vast lounges full of elegant women emtombed in the depths of easy chair s
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too big for them, women who were very ~ and slender and smoke d,
crossing their Ieg s and lookirig bored to tears. How bored they looked,
how miserable, and how long their leg s were! And the soldiers, brutalized
by boredom and the filth of that refugee camp, gathered around them for
amusement, since t.hey had. no other. Amorig those bored, smoking women.
were a few men of the species one normally sees in ritzy hotels , the type
who always look forty-five years old, always exactly forty-five, and who
always seem to be worrying about extremely weighty and complex business
deals. The soldiers shouted as one shouts at a soccer game or prizefight,
ur ging the mules on in that vile spectacle till Picó, redder with iridig natíon
than T'd ever seen him before, exploded, "It's shameful enou gh that we let
'k~ .
the fascists whip us! Let's at least ~ we have sorne manners!" That's
what I remembered as I tromped sheepishly through those louriges and they
stared at me, those eternally forty-five-year-old men and those women
bored stiff, staring at me in astonishment as I walked amorig them. And in
truth my greenish cassock, worn shiny at the knees and elbows, must have
made quite an impression! I can imagine the impression because another
day when I also stopped to listen to Lluís and Trini behind the door after
saying goodbye to them!, he said "Poor Cruells has taken on the color of
poverty."
L'd have gotten lost on the upper floor if the manager of that hotel
in person, knowing I was Lluís's friend, hadn't led me clown those
hallways, How long and wide those hallways were, how shiny theír
parquetry, how thick and red their runners. I felt that my country priest's
clodhoppers were leaving footprints of refugee-camp shit behind me, what
an ocean of shit from Algar-ve to Kamchatka! What a vast ocean, what a
mare tenebrosum! As I walked by, I glimpsed a bathroom whose door was
open. It was absurdly sumptuous. It looked like a royal throne room with
(U"B
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the toilet in the middle as the throne. There were even sorne ~'ibl:B;I iumf\. '
6! ..~ e. e
built into the the black mar ble walls, an d exotic tropical fis h flashed in
the shadows, It W9-S all as profound and mysterious as a crypt used by
sorne secret religious cult whose altar was the toilet , and 1 felt sadder and
sadder because luxury is as sad as poverty or more so. Poverty ••. bah¡
what do 1 care? If 1 weren't so neurotic ••. And 1 remembered the ex-
chef from a fancy hotel who used to confess to me, back when 1 was in
that industrial town, and once he told me that when he'd been a chef he
of this world. It was during those years, when everyone was starving. One
~ / ~1v-fih la 1r ,f'- day th~ caug t him and fired him on the spot.
#
Yes, 1 love Lluís. 1 feel happy with him when he comes to Barcelona-
-he's come more and more often s4.-J:ic~-but it's on account of the
Lluís 1 knew during the war, so vivid in my memory, because this other .
• • this other Lluís disconcerts me like someone whose inner life one once
knew and who now doesn't have one, who has no inner life for himself or
>< anyone else. Ever sincethey let them ~ome, quite a few efÍ~ have
ventured back to Barcelona for a few weeks. They' all seem ashamed of
havirig been defeated, the only thing the world was able to offer God! As
though seeking to hide their failure beneath their success, they come to
dazzle us, tossing around fistfuls of dollars. How naive the poor devils ar e.
His brother died two or three years after the war: Ramon, who once
had so much influence on him. 1 never actually met him, thoughwe
occasionally corresponded between my r elease, from prison camp and his
death. But once he'd died, 1 started goirig and still gG from time to time
to visit that home for the mentally retarded where he'd lived surrounded
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by barely human beirig s. Three of them are still alíve. If anyone mentions
"Brother Ramon" in front ófLhem, they utter guttural, inarticulate cries.
One of them, upset, grunts and growls noisily while drool trickles from his
lips. As good a way of weeping as any other ...
He died in 1942 of anthrax of the nasal cavities, which inspired one
ofC¡;~unt Llúcia's classic phrases, "Anthrax! And you claimed he was a
, , • I
saint!"
And .•. Trini?
Trini, who was no beauty at twenty, is one at fifty.
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IV
1 hadn't aee n him since those meetings at the archbishop's palace to
promote Doctor GaUifa's beatification. He'd again given me the address of
his "garconníer e" and ur ged me to visit him, but it upset me too much. to
see him, Then there'd been my conflicts with the archbishop, my
suspension a divinis, my f'all, my repentance, my two-year stay in the
Carib bean: t.hings that would take a long time tCYrecount and that perhapst I'U never write about. Theyi" s~nt me there as a kind of penance. Once
I'd returned, 1 no Ionger warited to work in an industrial town. I'd asked
to be tranferred to a rural parish and, amorig those vacant, had chosen
the one farthest up in the Pyrenees.
1 carne down to Barcelona from time to time because the archbishop
often summoned me. There was only one bus to Barcelona early in the
morning and another in theevening going back, so 1 had to spend most of
the day in the city. That's how 1 happened to be there on that day. Wa;s
it 1952, 1953, 1954 perhaps? The years have blurred in my memory, and
what difference does it make since they were all the same in that dark
tunnel? But something incredible happened that day, something that even
now, sorne twenty years later, is a mystery. No one knows how it could
have been or ganize d, if indeed someone did organize it: a general strike in
Barcelona. 1 knew nothing about it. As I've said, 1 happened to be in town
for other reasons.Suddenly 1 realized that the streetcars were empty, the
stores were shuttered, and that crowds of those who should have been in
factories, workshops, and offices filled the downtown streets. They walked
alorig in silence; all 1 could hear was the tromping of thousands of shoes.
How silent a crowd can be! There were no shouts or banners; they weren't
" ~
needed. 1 walked up and down Pelayo Street, lost in .~ crowd, hearing
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t.he trampirig of ~ SROeSon the worn sidewalk, interrupted from time
to time by the clat~er of on~ of those streetcars the police kept running.
1 walked up and down, fascinated by the spectacle, so unusual at the time:
a big city shut down by a strike, when all of a sudden, amorig thousands
of faces floating in that silent river, 1 spotted one 1 recognized.
It was an old man's face; but oddly enough, it was also Lamoneda's.
\
1 instinctively tried to slip away through the crowd. Just when 1
. "
thought I'd lost hím, 1 felt him clutching my armo
"Anyone would think you're trying to run away from me," he
muttered, "and yet we're old·buddies. Wehave so much to tal k about . "
His voice was plaintive.
"In fact," he continued, t'we're right near my ~rgOnniere!non't you
remember? It's on TaIlers Street. Yes, the same one as before. Since 1
rented it before t.he war, it's dirt-cheap. I'm on duty right now, but that
doesn't matter. They won't know the difference. Come on up; we can tal k
for a while. I've been trudging up and down this street for four hours
straight."
He gripped my arm and pulled me alorig , elbowing his way through
the crowd. IÚs~gargOnniere,ras he called it, was a kind of storage room '
(. &.' ... e \, c.
atop an apartment building from the last century. To enter the elevator,
he had to drop a coin in á slot in the brass doorknob, and the ancient
machinery began rattling as we slowly and noisily ascended.
"You see, I've furnished it like an artist's studio, and not only that
but in oriental style"--and he winked as he said "in oriental style," as
though the very idea of the Orient were terribly risqué. Wewere in a not
ve ry lar ge room with cushions strewn about the floor and a very low
ottoman, not placed again st the wall but r ig ht in the middle. Everything
was shabby and dirty, but that oriental-style gar-conníer-e 's most notable
r,
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feature was its mirrors. There were big mirrors on all four walls and even
on the ceilirig, Wherever a patch of wallpaper showed, it was wet and
mildewed. Ever-vthirig seemed sod deri wít.h the damp that must have seeped
~ d.Q,i~\he bU~ld¡ng'S .roof",which was directly above us, imp;egnated
with countless year s of damp an d dirt. Everything was dirty, faded, cold,
a:nd gloomy, but he seemed unaware of it. He poirrte d to an incense burner
beside the ottoman and winked at me agairi as though it were the most
racily oriental object imaginable.
"The boss won't notice Trn gone," he said, carefully lockírig the door r
behind uso "One has to rest f'rom time to time. 1 couldn't take it anymore.
Four hours trudging up and down that sheet!"
He lit a stick of incense in my honor. It gave off an acrid, rather
enervating smell, and 1thoug ht, "The ghost manage d to lure me to his
lair. Now how the devil am 1 goirig to get away .•. " He poured me a
glass of Pernod from a bot.tlé that stood open and half empty on a low
tableo As we drank he pointed out that he'd positioned those mirrors that
had so attracted my attention "so ingeniously that when you're Iyirig on
the ottoman you can see yourself refIected on all four sides." Since the
only window was shuttered, he'd switched on a light. The sound of people
tramping alorig Tallers Street just as they had on PeIayo Street was barely
audible. Wewere so cut off from the outside world that 1 feIt a kind of
anxiety, a burning need to at Ieast open .h-window.
rJh 'L-t -f o-r '4--}CV
"~ are you doirig tha)Z" he asked. "It's nicer with everything
and bolted, but if you prefer ..• "
shut
Once it was open, 1 discovered that his room Iooked out on the dome
~U)l-t- t-o q..---
of the church ~ the old army hospital ~ across the street and on a
sea of rooftops all the way down to the harbor. The sound of t.rampirig
feet now entered, alorig with the cool air from outdoors. As 1 gazed out
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the window, he sat on the ottoman and said, "If you knew what fantastic
or gies have been reflected in these mír-ror-s ..• l 've enjoyed life. L'm not
a Jesuit Iike you! You see that carved Arabiah chest on top of that trivet?
That's where 1 keep a sensational co11ection of photos ... 1'11show them
to you Iate r, 1 keep them together with my manuscripts. 1 come here to I
write when 1 feel inspired. If publishers weren't a bunch OI stupid old
~~ ~
~, they'd have realized what a hit my complete works "ould be,
especiaÚY if they were illustrated with ~ app ropr-íate photos."
When 1'd run into him in that café, he'd mentioned a notebook
Soleras had kept and had repeated it when we(agairi) met~years later at the
archbishop's palace. Though 1 was dyírig to see that notebook, my disgust
. at the mere idea of his ;;ar90n~iere;:ad been st.ron ger , but now 1 found
myself trapped t.here." Now, since 1 was already there ...
"Yes," he replied, "that's what 1 told you. You have a good memory.
J 've got a ton of clip pirig s in that chest, alorig with my photos and
manuscripts! Clippin gs certain parties wouldJt:::i~i~~tllt iR geld for .~re. lPI.:.
.. For example , l 've got a complete collection of everything related to our
illustrious Llibert Milmany! The only thing missing is the note book you
just mentioned. 1 don't have it for the simple reason that ít never existed.
And it never existed for the simple reason that Soleras never wrote
anything but an article for Mirador entitled "Youth in Rebellion." He told
me about it himself one time. So you can see: everything he wrote would
fit on four printed pages. My writings, on the other hand, my complete
works would fill seven or eíght thick volumes like those in the Espasa
Encyclopedia. "
"Then if that notebook doesn't exist," 1 asked, "why did you br ing me
here? 1 can see L'm wasting my time. L'm leavírig."
"Don't be that way," he replied. "Soler-ás is notebook does existo L've
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got it right here"--and he tapped his forehead.--"He didn't have to keep a
notebook since 1 recorded everything he saíd. l 've got a phenomenal
memory; 1 never forget anything. In my line of work, memory is our most
important tool. Laying aside false modest.y, 1 can tell you there may not be
another like mine in the whole universe. Himmler was astounded!"
It carne back to him as the most glorious moment in his life, and he
be gan gr-ipirig about all the injustices the envious had made him suffer,
how they'd plotted and schemed to trip him up an d oust him from the
important post he'd held for a while. Now they'd readmitted him, it was
true, but at the lowest possible leve l.
"An underling, as you can see. And yet 1 was the one he singled out
for his heartfelt cong ratulatíoris. He understood, he was a genius! But our
country doesn't appreciate talento For example, 1 could repeat everything 1
overheard on Pelayo Street. 1 could repeat it ayear from now or twenty
\
years from now! But in our country .•• men of talent .•. dire poverty!
So you see, it'd be easy for me to rattle off one of those tirades Soleras
kd t\.~W\. e. ¡).,
w,.aeelto dj\!a:iffi (because he did seern to be declaim~ng a lot of the time)
on one occasion or another, but why do we always have to talk about
Soleras when he was nothírig but a jerk? And besides, didn't you tell me
you barely knew him? l 'm amazed that you're always gr-illirig me about
. ~ fo+~(k ~~+ t ~
someone so boring when there are so many ~ interesting thing~
w~ My collection, for example , my photo collection. 1 can assur~you--
maybe 1 shouldn't say this, but laying false modesty aside--that it's unique
in the world."
Needless to say--he showed them to me ~they were nothing but
pornography. 'I'hey made me feellike th~g up. 1 pushed away that
album crammed with hideous, iIlQ'?JRep;~e~le, appalling photos. He seemed
disconcerted by my lack of interest in Ieaf'irig through them.
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"They're one-of-a-kind! Photog raphy is another essential skill in my
profession. 1 hate to say so; but J 'm one of the top photographers in
Europe. It's too bad all you want to talk about is Soleras. 1 could tell you,
so many interesting stories .•• Once 1 made a big kíllírig as a private
eye. A millionaire hired me to take photos to prove his wife was
unfaithful. If you knew the stunts 1 had to pull to get them! 1 gave him
the negatives and told him 1 hadn't kept any copies. Of course I've got all
the copies in this album. What? You want to hear about Soleras? What a
one-track mind! How oome you knew him too? Yes, now 1 remember. You
told me. You'd met his aunt on account of one of Saint Philomena's
miracles. 1 already knew him back in 1930, when 1 was wor kirig in that
drugstore on Sant Pau Street."
"You told me all that," 1 interrupted him.
"What else would you like to know? He was always ragging me and 1
had to put up with ít, What else could 1 do? Once he started running off
at the mouth about Jesuits. tDo you remember, Lamoneda,' he said, "how
when you were a kid the Jesuits would always warn you about the
temptations that according to them you'd have to overcome when you got
older? And you, admit it, could hardly wait for those famous temptations
l' .. •
to appear, not to fight agaínat them ... ' 'Nat.ur-ally," 1 answered. 'Eig ht
agaínst them? What crap!' 'Natu rally;' he said. tIt'd be a shame to fight
again st a temptation when you're lucky enough to run across ene. But
admit t.hat those damned temptations haven't been as exciting as you'd
imagined.' 'Ever ythírig in good time,' 1 replied. 'L'm still yourig ,' because 1
hadn't turned fifty yet. 'Dont hold your breath,' he said. 'Peor Lamoneda:
you still haven't caught on that the only, temptations worth bothering
about are precisely the ones we'll never see.'"
He filled our two gIasses with Pernod agaín, and after takírig a sip
UniVersita~t!!'~celona
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he lay down on the ottoman. Dur in g the rest of our conversation, he
remained in that position, gazing up at the mirror on the ceilirig.
"tPoor Lamoneda,' Soleras used to tell me, 'voure another Stendhal.
'"
My aunt, on the other hand, has nothing in common with Stendhal even
though she was born in Grerioble. For example, if l'd told her Nati
attracted me, she'd have replied, tWell, then marry her.' !Whois this Nati?
The woman in the photo?' Because Soleras kept a photo of a woman at the
bottom of his suitcase. I told you about it, didrr't 1? 'Dont be a f001,
Lamoneda;' he replied, acting annoyed. !The one in the photo's quite the
opposite, like me. l'm quite the opposite; always quite the opposite.' "I'he
opposite of what?' 'or everything. Of Ib rahim, for example. L'm not fit to
drink.' You can see what nonsense he 'd talk."
His face, staring up at t'he ceilirig , again became that old man's
visage that had so startIed me on Pelayo Street. How could it be that his
face was sometimes Lamoneda's and sometimes that of an old man l'd
never met? 1 remembered that when we'd bumped irito each other in that
café he'd said he'd "just turned fifty, with not.hirig to show for it;" How
many years had passed since then? Ten, eleven, tweIve? He couldn't have
been older than sixty or sixty-two, but cau ght between the electric Iight
from the bulb, reflected in the mirror on t.he ce'ilirig , and the twílíg ht
entering through the half open window, his face sometimes looked Iike
that of a ninety-year-old.
#
That mixture of faint glows--the naked bulb harig ing from t.he ceiling
and the twilight coming through the little window--Ient an air of unreality
to our conversation as he lay on the ottoman and 1 stared out the window
as though the air inside would choke me. And as 1 tried to figure out how
old Lamoneda might be, he startled me by whispering, "Are you wondering
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how old 1 am?"
It was the first time he surprised me by guessing my thoughts as
though he could read them in my eyea; and yet he wasn't even lookirig at
"me. He was staring at the ceifin g.
"Are you wondering how old 1 am? Well, L'm over sixty. Why should 1
hide it? L'm not ashame d. Sixty years a:re nothing. Everything chariges:
that's progress. Nowadays, lots ofpeople a:re sixty years old."
And then he delivered a piece of news that really shocked me: he
was married. Yes, he'd been married for a little ove r ayear. When hed
turned sixty--he told me--he'd decided the time had come to settle down.
"1 thought if 1 didn't make up my mind once and for all, some ~
would start callirig me an old bachelor. Yes, 1 was waíting to give you the
big news: J 'm married. You don't believe me? 1 know you don 't. No one
believes me. That's why 1always carry my marriage license around with
me."
Without getting up from the ottoman, he pulled a crumpled piece of
paper out of the inside pocket in 'his jacket. It was in fact a civil
marriage license (cer-tif'yirig that a religious wedding had already taken
place) for Rodolf Lamoneda i Gallifa, sixty-one years of age, and Malvina
Canals i González, thirty-four, both previously unmarried, both born and
residing in Barcelona.
"Do you believe me now?" he growled, putting that pie ce of paper
back in his pocket.
"Malvina Canals i González ..• 1 could swear, 1 don't know why but
that name's familiar to me."
"It's the same woman," he said. "You know her. There's no other. The
one who came in, sat down at the bar, and had a croissant and a cup of
bar-ley. tea while you and 1 were chatt.ing. Of course you remember. On the
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Ronda de Sant Pau."
"The redhead?"
"The ver y same one. I brought her here to live, transformed into
4
Mrs. Lamoneda. She should have been grateful, right? Nothing doing. She
wasn't up to it, l'd had my hopes, but nothing doin g, You should know
that around then I was flush and could show her a good time. L'd struck
gold. Malvina thought I was rich, and I was careful not to disillusion her.
Why should I have disillusioned her before I had- to? She'd be plenty
disillusioned later on. That's what marriage is all about: disillusionmen.[
i ., ~
You should have seen her, poor Malvina, so proud of havirig conned a rich
old fart into marrying her; because she thought she'd conned me! And it
made her so happy! She wasso proud and happy! And it was easy for me
to let her go on dreaming. lsn't it good to make women happy when it's
so easy to do? One day I overheard a conversation between her and an old
girlfriend from her days on the Ronda de Sant Pau. tYes, I married an old
bachelor ,' MaIvina was sayin g, 'arid don't think it was easy. He was
slippery as an eel. He's Ioaded with dough. Listen Greta:r.f'because the
other one is called or claims to be called Greta),q;irls {inVo~rbusiness
V'A&t e "
~ more poor young men than we know what to do with, but rich old
I~ q[{Y '.
farts are hard to bag.([I'his was back at the beg innirig , you might say
during our honeymoon. l'd given .he r to understand that we'd move', that
this ~ar90nnierecr:as temporary until we found an apartment on the
Passeig de Gracia, or even better, a mansion on the Passeig de la Reina
Elisenda. Why not? I promised her everything I could think of, and she ate
it up. How could she not believe me when she saw me flashing those
thousand-pesseta bills around? leven let her think L'd take her to the
Liceu all dolled up in a fancy evening gown, and that, dressed in a tuxedo,
l'd introduce her to Viscountess Rocaverd--you know she is-a distant
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relative of mine, right? This bit about the vizcondesa--Malvina always says
it in Castilian--drove her wild. It turns out that not long ago she saw a
SP~ movie about one. Imagine! Since when are we related? How could
we not be when her father's and my mother's parents were second
cousins? I must admit that the eme time I tried to call on her, not only
did she refuse to see me but she told the maid to warn me never, to set
foot in her house agáin. But I had a feeling that if my cousin--because
that's what we are--saw me in a box in the Liceu- dressed up in a tux
with an elegarit dame like Malvina in an evening gown .•• damned right.
You bet your life: as elegant as they come! She'd have been a real
knockout! You think the viscountess wouldn't have believed Malvina and I
were married? tWell, dear cousín;' I'd have replied, "she 's my lawful
wedded wife.' And I'd have shoved this license under her nose. That's why
I always carry it. Be pr epar-e d. Yes, I'd have shown it to my cousin and
any other bígwíg or his wife who doubted me so they could see that when
1 do something, I do it right. A civil wedding and a Catholic one! And
since seeing is believing, I always carry that mar riage license just in case,
Malvina wouldn't have had to worry about anything but lookírig good, and
c¡:f,0
those thousand-:eesset~. bills kept on flowing.lWell, instead of being
"
grateful and rising to the occasion, you know what she did? Anytime I
wasn't around, she brought her boyfriends to my gar-coriníér-e. As soon as
I'd turn the corner, they'd be lined up outside the door! I couldn't always
be here. I had work to do, lots of work. They didn't give me those
thousand-pesseta bills for nothing! I decided to lock her in, and that put
~ >
my mind at rest for a few weeks--till I found out one of her boyfriends
was a locksmith. I couldn't be wasting time. I had too many important
thírig s to do. I was makirig good money, but 1 had to sweat and slave for
it. 1 was a, big wheel. 1 couldn't let a bunch of punks, just because one of
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them had a key (he was an altruistic locksmith and lent it to the others),
make a laug hirig stock of me. When a man's struggled to achieve 8J
respectable posi~ion in life, he has to make himself resp~~, by God! r
had to be in my office every day; it was no joking matter.\ rn ten you
exactly what the story was, since it's old hat now. l'd fou nd out t.hat a
certain shoe manufacturer, who'd had a lot of t.rouble in the forties
keeping his little factory afloat, was now steamíng full speed ahead and
had more doug h than he knew what to do with. He even exported shoes to
the United States, imagine! Well, in his youth this man had attended a
r~sonic lodge, and I knew it. l'd left him alone during the forties because
( ",' ~ cueJ \bc~ .
~he had his hands full just trying to survive. All l'd have gotten
was the satisfaction of seridirig him to jail. What? Just because hed been a
Mason? That's what it was like at first. Don't you remember? lt's true
that apparently he'd only been in a lodge for a few weeks, long before the
war, when he was seventeen or eighteen, but it was a fact that he'd
attended one and I had the papers to prove it. When I showed up at his
office with those papers and my membership car d, he turned white as a
~~~ t,~
sheet ..You have to realize that his oldest brother w¡;e. arrested in 1940 for
the same reason. He immediately ag ree d to the solution I proposed: that I
spend a few hours in his office every day keeping an éye on the books,
and every month l'd take a cut of the profits. That's what we'd done the
first few years in a lot of cases líke hís , and I made him believe it was
still common. The truth is, by that time everything had chan ged, Nothing
was like it had been at the beginning. If they caug ht you red-handed, you
were in big trouble. They'd taken the wind out of our heroic struggle, our
struggle againat the the nineteenth-century liberal bour geoíeie and the
international Jewishtasonic plutocracy. Gone was the imperial-proletarian
(. .....
idealism that had inspired us back in the good old days. How could they
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have 1et us persecute Masons when the Masons had begun to reorganize
" 4L{YX an d were secretly trying to get rid of uS?IP:mthe didn't knowanything
about all that. He was living in a dream world and had no idea of those
interna1 power strugg1es, which to tell the truth were pretty Byzantine,
and he thought not.hirig had chariged. He thought someone like me, with
my membership card, cou1d do as I like~ with someone 1ike him, with those
p1umb-lines and T squar-es in his pasto He thought he was totally in rny
power and coughed up without a peep)lathetically gratefuI to save his
skin with a few thousand-pesseta bills. One dayhe timidly suggested that
"i.
I really didn't have to spend so much time ~ in his office. l 'd told
Malvina I was his partner in the shoe business. Going to work every day
made me seem more important in her eyes, and that was one of the
reasons I liked goirig there. On the other hand, every day I had more
proof that she took advantage of my absence to see all kinds of
characters, inclu dirig a few who were pretty shady. So I found myse1f
havírig to keep an eye on two t.hirig s at once: that business and Malvina,
and I couldn't han dle both. I thought Malvina was more important; and
since that shoemaker ur ged me not to work myself to death in his
business-- he even said it wou1d be bad for my hea1th--we finally decided
that it'd be enough if I showed up once a month. So l'd call on him the
last day of every month and he'd hand me a wad of bills. I had to trust
him. He assured me that he was paying the cut we'd agreed upon, and 1
believed him. I naively believed him, My naivete has always been my
1- downfa:jttell. the last time 1 called on him, sitting in the same arrnchair
where I used to sit was the chief of police, waitirig for me with a smile
that chilled my blood. The shoemaker'd caught on that I was wor kirig free-
lance and had decided to spill the whole story to the new chief of police,
who wasn't one of us, includirig the bit about the lodge and his brother
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whod been executed! I'd have been in hot water without my card, which--
layirig aside false modesty--was one of the first few ever issued. Without
my glorious, heroie past, there'd have been hell to pay! They didn't do
anything to me, but the goose that laid the golden eggs was dead and
gone. As a eonsolation, so 1 wouldn't starve to death, they gave me the,
job 1 have now, a low-Ievel job at starvation wage s. When Malvina caug ht
on that the worm had turned, when instead of br-íngírig home a wad of
thousand-pesseta bills at the end of the month Í- brought home a few
hundred-pesseta ones, she Iau ghe d in my face. 'r always t.houg ht there was
somet.hing fishy about you. So you're aetual1y a poor old fart? If 1 want to
be poor but happy, there are plenty of youn g guys around. It's a damned
good t.hirig 1 didn't eompletely waste my time. 1 hereby inform you that
thanks to me, you've got horns so big you eouldn't get through the main
.~
door to the cathedral.' That's what the ~ told me. Apparently she
f! /4'--'
t.hought 1 had no idea what she was up too No idea? She thought 1 was a
fool! And the truth is there are more imbec'iles .. ."
"Couldn't we talk about Soleras?" 1 asked, takirig advantage of a lull
that followed a deep sig h.
"Soleras again? You're always pestering me about Soleras! The hell
with Soleras! 1 don't even remember where we were. The time he told me
he was unfit to drink? Yes, that's what he told me: that he was unfit to
drink. tI'm not fit to drink': those were the jerk's very words. 1 think
we'd gotten that far in the story, and he even ad de d, 'o, so unfit ...
Even if 1 swore it on a stack of Bibles you wouldn't believe me, an d that's
precisely the reason, beeause you'll never believe me, that 1 have sueh an
urge to tell you. I've always loved te llírig people preeisely what they ean't
grasp! I'm eompletely incapable of euekolding anyone, even my best friend!'
He liked to talk nonaenae, you know, erap that didn't make any sense. He
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was always corning out with gib berish designed to stump everyone. 'Not
even my best.friend, though it may sound incredible! The reason is simple:
, I have too much imaginatdon. I always imagine myself in the other's place.
I have an extremely vivid imagination in this respecto For example , I can
imagine you so clearly, Lamoneda, married to that Miranda girl ••• ' 'Dorr't
start in with that,' I interrupted him. 'Leave my fiancée out of this.'
Because she and I were en gag ed at the time. 'Are you threatening me?
Bah, La:moneda, you're not.híng but a ghost.'"
"It's odd that he should llave said that," I interjected.
"What's so odd about it? What's so odd about Soleras callíng me a
ghost when he was always talkirig nonsense? I should mention that he'd
always prophesied that if I got married L'd be the most phenonmenal
cuckold that had been seen not only in Barcelona but in the entire
metropolitan area in many years. Those were his very words on one
occasion when he was tr yin g to get on my nerves. So that's why when all
that stuff happened with Malvina--if I told you all the problems L've had
with this Malvina Canals i González you' d never hear the end of it-- I
remembered Soleras and the predictions he'd made. According to him, I
must have been born dur-irig a conjunction of ~ars and Venus bene8¡t~ thh'~ ,
¿ü-<AA lí) ....."-
sig n of Taurus, which, he said , was a very fucked-up astrological memelI~
People born at that time, Soleras said,should never marry. Those were his
very words, and I don't think he knew a t.hin g about astology. He'd shoot
off one after another, just to make me mad. Yes, he said 'Bah, you're
not.hin g but a ghost,' and that was the first time he said it, but afterward
he'd repeat it over and over."
Suddenly Lamoneda stopped and asked me in a strangly plaintive tone,
"Would you mind turning off the Iight, Cruells? It's shiníng right in my
eyes and givírig me a headache."
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Wewere suddenly submerged in a dusky penumbra that thickened
minute by minute, and in the gathering darkness 1 hear d him drone on
monotonously, Iyin g on his back on the ottoman, as he had in that other
conversation in the café and as he would fíf'tee n years later in the much I
blacker darkness of another hideout.
!IIYou're not.hing but a ghost, like everyone else,' he said, "but you're
arare species of ghost: a solitary cuckold.' 'What do you mean by that?
G\. ('lA(~J\ ~ }fh{-~
How can someone be ~y and also a üu.el~ ?' IIt's easy] They're guys
who've never married and perhaps never will unless sorne floozie manage s
to pull the wool over their eyes when they're past sixty' (yes; that's what
he predicted, incredible though it may sound), 'but they bend their heads
beneath the weight oí colossal horns. It's a rather rare species, but it
exists arid you're an example of it: the most perfect example I've come
across, a classic specimen!' You can see how he was always ragging .me
and 1 had to put up with ít, Not only so he wouldn't send me into the
trenches, which didn't appeal to me in the slightest, but also so 1 could
carry out an extremeiy delicate mission. He didn't suspect. He didn't
I~suspect a~nymore than the others, even though he thought he was very
",.
<1' 1\
shrewd. At least if he did suspect, he never let on, 1'11tell you: sometimes
1 did suspect that he suspected, and 1 even had the impression on certain
occasions that he wanted to show me he didn't give a damn. Once, for
example, he said 'You, Lamoneda, are a talent of the first magnitu.de,
another Himmler. But in this country talent isn't appreciated. Petty
jealousy will always pursue you. '"
The sound~ fhat city on strike gusted in at times t~rough the
~ ~ ~~
window, a~it \{&B Iike a buzz of swarming bees. I'd for got.te n the outside
world, in a trance as 1 listened to that voice droníng on and on in the
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deepening darkness.
"Often he'd ten me about his au nt , as though I could have cared.
tShe's the beat of all possible aunts ,' he said. 'Leibrritz would have been
astounded. Yes, the best of them alll Right now I feel in the mood to talk
about her. If l 'd told her Nati attracted me, she'd have replied, "Then
marry her." Just that simply! Admit that there aren't many aunts like mine.
!;.~t--You think l 'm ;ht¿to ~h~? A millionaire aunt, you're thinking:
how could she let her only nephew marry the daughter of her tenant
farmer? An ordinary peasant gírl. She couldn't even read! Well, that's what
my aunt's like. You wouldn't be able to understand her. You could never
have an aunt like mine. She spends all her time harig ing around Jesuits
'1-. and Fathers of the Oratory? WeH,no more than .a:;-others, than other
aunts. I'd even go so far as to say she's more understanding and for giving
than most toward those unfortunates who never attended Jesuit schools.
One day , for example, she said 'Mr. So-and-So is a good soul even if he
was educated by Piarists." You'H find few so understanding! She's very
attached to the Jesuits, it's t.rue, but she's even more attached to Fathers
of the Oratory. And nonetheless, she's never or ganized raffles for charity
or set up tables in the street. An exceptional aunt! There aren't many of
her sort left, and I'm not saving this to show off. It's true that Saint
Philomena appears to her from time to time. I can't deny it, but what
harm does that do? After all, she doesn't appear often, only once in a
blue moon. She doesn't overdo it, I can guarantee that if she'd suspected
that Nati attracted me more than the notary's daughter, she have said,
"Then listen: don't marry the notary's daug hte r, Marry Nati." I swear it!
That's what my aunt is like! On the other hand, íf you knew how much
she'd disapprove of your marrying the Miranda girl ... What a stench of
charred horns! A rattling of horns that'H shake the world!' I was sick of
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hear-írig hirn knock my fiancée. He loved to get on my nerves. He'd repeat,
'Your-e not.hírig but a Stendhal' (becau se I'd shown him some choice
excerpts from my novel s and since even though he was a jerk, he was a
e
discriminating reader, he had to admit they reminded him of Stendhal, only
better). 'Your'e nothing but a Stendhal,' he insisted, la man so acceptírig ,
so tolerant, so refined. What a pity women don't appreciate these qualities
in a husband. It's true that there's some compensation, since friends
appreciate them enormously.' 'r don't have any friends,' 1 replied. 'You'll
have plenty once you've mar-ríed the Miranda girl. Your house will be full
of them!' I'd ended up listening to him the way someone listens to the
~ain. I didn't pay any attention to his crass insinuations. But there was
that business with Captain Ibrahim. He'd gone too far that time."
"So who was this Captain Ibrahim?"
"He was a Moor who commanded some regular troops from Morocco.
Dur ing the battle of the Ebro, his troops were right down the line from
our battalion and we'd visit each other whenever there was a lull in the
~~fighting. That si:uff ; tbere-cost u s, as you know, a thousand ,
ACM) die. 5 '¿¡t~C:Ol;:litk! a day and lasted four months, but on some days there was no
fighting and we took advantag e of it to have a Iítt.le f'un. It's cozy in this
gar-cormié re , isn't it? A real artist's hangout, oriental style ... "
Hé was sitting up and lookin g around him, pleased at the sight of
that "artist's hangout" he considered so oriental and that was now almost
pitch black. It was then that he realized 1 was sitting in a corner on one
of the cushions strewn about the room, and he asked me to-excu se the
fact t.hat he couldn't offer me a chair. He started explainírig that when he
was inspired he wrote his novels standing up, on that Arabían chest,
interrupting himself from time to time to pace to and fro reciting what
he'd just written, lito make sure," he said, "that ít possesses the cadence,
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the polish, that we find in Eugeni d'Ors. If 1 do say so myself, I've not
only surpassed Stendhal but even d'Ors hirnself'."
"Why don't you go on about Soleras?" 1 again insisted.
, tl~·
"Oof'," he replied, Iyirig back~gain on the ,ottoman. He sighed, and
after a silence continued, "God damn it, why the hell are you so intereste,d
in that moron Soleras? 1 can't understand it! Well, the officers in ~
battalion were billeted in an old farmhouse that had been damage d by
shells but whose wine press was still intacto It was a deep wine press full
of red wine that was ag irig. Wewer-e lucky to be in a region of celebrated
~ Lle';'.r 5
wines, almost in the Priorato We held our drinking parties sitting on the
wooden cover on that press, right beside the open trapdoorCj'; A;- we had
.;:../
to do was lower a bucket on a rope like someone drawing water from a
well. We'd drink straight out of the bucket and we enjoyed lett.in g that
wine, which was almost as black as ink, run down our faces and chest.s. It
was warming, írivigoratírig; the smell of wine drowned out the stench of
corpses. Ibrahim was a strapping fellow' about thirty years old , a mulatto,
almost a black, wit.h thick lips t.hat were always wet with saliva. A hero,
you know? Leading his men, bayonet at the ready, he'd stormed 1 don't
know how many villages. 1 don't know how Geoffrey of Bouillon manage d
in his crusades, but he sure didn't fight with pillows. Ibrahim was a rough
~ and ready guY@f-iAnof ~. Soleras often invited him to supper. He
enjoyed hear ing him tell stories. He'd get him talking. He'd egg him on to
tell us about his deeds with his bayonet and with ... why are you
looking at me like that?"
1 wasn't lookírig at him. 1 was looking toward the window, a square
of light in the darkness, and besides, he'd spoken without taking his eyes
off the ceiling. He'd said "Why are you lookírig at me" without glancirig at
me and without my lookírig at him. Could he see me in those mirrors?
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"That's war, and you don't make war with piHow-fights! Ibrahim ate
supper with us almost every night, and we'd have long chats by the light
from a lantern that attra:cted swarms of mosquitoes, since we weren't far
from the marshes by the river. At that time of night, the machine guns
and mortars had fallen silent. The whole front was still. Each time we
dropped the bucket into the wine press, the splash echoed for a while
beneath our feet, and every now and again the quiet was broken by a big
field gun firing sorne five or six miles behind us- Sometimes we could hear
the shells whistling over our heads, like the wind in a pine grove. They'd
burst on the other side, in the enemy Iiries, Soleras made the Moor drink
and egged him on to tell us about his exploit.s. And as the Moor talked
he'd laug h, showing his caníne teeth, strong and yellow as a dog's. Soleras
roared with laug hte r too, but there was something forced about his
laughter, as though it were cracked. It sounded like a hen oluckirig. The
big shells whistled overhead, and they made the night seem even more still
and silent. As for Ibrahim, he laughed so hard that one time he even
pissed in his pants. Ibrahim: he was so carefree, so cheerful, such a
terrific guy! Sometimes his accent was so st.rorig that it was almost
impossible to understand him. His flat nose gave out neighing sounds, but
he was so funny when he 'd start telling sorne juicy tidbit. He was
especially funny imitating women's voices and how they'd kicked and
screamed and punched. He knew how to embroider a story and spin out
the good parts. As you know, we had to let the Moors do thírig s their own
way. They have their own cuatoms and their own idea of how to fight a
war. We had to let them follow their holy traditions. Soleras liked to get
him drunk so he'd talk, he was in Heaven listening to his exploits. After
we'd taken Gandesa, where he'd Ied one of his most daring surprise
attacks, people said they were goírig to promote Ibrahim to ma.ior. He
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could have ended up as a general! But Ibrahim . Ibrahim disappeared ..
. good old Ibrahim .•. It
Lamoneda sighed disconsolately.
"He came by at suppertime. He left shortly before dawrr, He was
never ~een again, and precisely that night, his last, he'd told the spicies,t
of all his stories. How funny those stories weee when he told them in his
guttural, rasping voice. He'd told us how in an isolated farmhouse, still in
v~..P-vJ
Aragon but r..áf!¡!¡.¡~ the Catalan border, he'd come across a girl in
mour-nirig who couldn't have been more than fourteen years old, a girl who
could only speak Catalan, which is common amorig the peasants around
there. It was as if they were Catalans, Ibrahim said, and you know what
our orders were: show no merey. The girl kept biting hírn. At one point
she managed to slip free and grabbed the big knife they used to butcher
hog s and almost turned him into a euních. Ibrahim sure knew how to tell a
yarn! But this was the last one he toldo We never saw him again."
"In an isolated farmhouse, r ig ht near Catalonia, a girl in mourning ..
." I muttered. He wasn't listening. He went on, "Once he'd disappeared,
Soleras drank more than ever. 'Don't you think,' he'd ask his guests, 't.hat
this wine is ag ing very well? It's amazing how it gets stronger and has
more bouquet with every passing week.' A colonel, a lawyer, carne to
investigate and Soleras offered him a dri~k. tWine from our own estates,'
he said, tan exceptional vintage. Please, try it and pass judgment for
yourself, since you're a judge.' The bucket was lowered and raised, givin g
off an under-g round rumble as it broke through the surface, a rumble that
deepened as the level fell and the wine press emptied. IIt's odd,' Soleras
told that lawyer-colonel, "how they always try and annoy me about
disappearances. When I was with the Reds, it was a matter of cans of
condensed milk. They were about to shoot me over a few cans of
U~
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condensed mil~Pe.a.~aR As you know, the Reds'll shoot you for any
old thin g. Here it's a question of Moorish captains instead of cans of milk
..• ' And he laug hed that cluckirig laug h of his, watching the colonel
drink. With his rosy cheeks and white mustache, he looked like a lord
f'rom olden days. 'Lor d lawyer-colonel,' Soleras asked, 'what does your
lordship think of ectopias m? And as far as dead cats are concerned , ..
would your lordship deny the existence of dead cats? Very dainty dishes, I
v.-V-
'can assure you!' The colonellaughed cheerfully. He Iik éd beirig called :~
l(J)~ l-'. p .
~' bécause he was an Anglophile. He was a monarchist, loyal to the
/ \. (lP\M O>-
kirig , more liberal than that bitch Cr-ístina; The army was full of them! It's
/1'-
people like him, together with the clergy, that screwed uso Freemasons! We
drowned in an ocean of holy water and dis gracef'ul liberaÍism •.. And
besides, he wasn't a real officer but a civil mag¡istr~te they'd inducted. He,
4tyvW l~LVp
lau ghe d merrily hearing himself called trny lp(d,' he laughed as wine
dribbled down his chin without understanding a wor d of Solerás 'e r avirig s.
'Dairrty as can be and very fit to dr ínk. Judge for yourself, my lord, since
you've come here to judge uso Wine from our very own estates: an
extraordinary vírrtage , better than ¡902 sauterne!' The field guns kept
sending those big shells north. From time to time we'd hear one whistle
overhead like a gentle breeze far aboye uso It was late at night. The
colonel left, drunk as a lord, with dark red wine dripping from his
mustache, delighted to have met the celebrated Soleras. Ves, Soleras was
Ml&"'"
celebrated throughout the army for his crazy pranks an<}(.alk. People
fought over the honor of beirig his friends. No one could make head or
tail of what he said, but they acted as though they found it full of subtle
irony and profundity. It gave them a reputation for intelligence and
refinement. Characters like that colonel t.hought they should act like
intellectuals, and Soleras gave them the chanceo As for me, I was happy at
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the time. The Battle of t.he Ebro cost us a thousand soldiers a day, but
there, far from the trenches and near that bottomless wine press, 1was as
happy as someone Iyirig in bed under nice dry covers listening to the rain
over head, happy as a mou se who's burrowed into a big cheese! They all
tried to act like sophisticated intellectuals, laug hirig at Soler-áa'a quips, and
nonetheless they couldn't see what was in front of their noses ... Our
bottomless wine press wasn't all that bottomless. The dead cat was inside
it."
"The dead cat?"
"Yes, it wasn't all that bottomless! None of those subtle, sophisticated
intellectuals, lawyer-s or not, had caug ht on. One morning Soleras, who
usually spent his days in the trenches, stayed in that farmhouse to take
care of sorne paperwork. The two of us were alone, As I've said, we had
ou r chairs and table on the wooden cover on the wine press, whose
trapdoor was always open. That trapdoor h8¡d hinges like a shutter, so it, $q;~~i
could be kicked shut. At one point, Soleras . - the pI 3, and the
soun d echoed, rolling back and forth. tWhat a bunch of champion lushes!'
he exclaimed. "I'his sounds emptier than a tomb.' 1 picked up the bucket to
drop it in, and when I h?,uled it up 1 found the han dle had hooked a fez L-
that was still fire-engine red despite the fact that it had been soaking~~
f\..
wine all those weeks. 1 grabbe.d ít, ~Wine dr ippe d off it, 1 gaped at it
~ \
in amazement! 1 couldn't believe my own eyes! Soleras turned pale and
looked at me without saying anything. Suddenly he snatched it away threw
it back in the wine press, and kicked the trapdoor shut. How it
reverberated! Like a bass fiddle; the roof shook ... From then on, no one
was allowed to drink from that wine press. Major Soler-ás 'e orders. 1 was
the only one who knew his secreto 1 could have ruined him. But he didn't
give a damn about me; he didn't give a damn about anything. 1 was fed up
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to here. I didn't want him to pull any more stupid stunts that could get
me in trouble."
We heard the bell in the church by the old army hospital strike
seven. Lamoneda had stopped talk irig so he could count the chimes. 1 said ,
"b~ 5...+= F",",o
campo"
"Seven o'clock," he replied. "I'll have to get back to Pelayo Street.
You remember everything. Yes, that's what 1said in that café, You've got
a good memory, but mine's even better. Soleras was takírig me further and
further away, but that wasn't during the Battle of the Ebro. It was latero
It was months later, on thé Plana d'Urgell, a few weeks before we took
Barcelona. In the middle of the night, he dragged me alorig toward the
enemy lines. And since the whole thing was star ting to make me
suspicious, I gave the warning signo There were two clerks on our
battalion's staff, two privates no one would hav e suspected of beírig more
than ordinary soldiers. Even Soleras, who thought he was so smart and
commanded' our battalion, had no idea. They were Falarig iats , but for real,
like me! No Anglophiles, monar-chiata, or clergy allowed! True idealists!
From before the war. We quietly kept an eye on the officers, especially
the ones who, like Soleras, had chariged sides. Wewere very well
or ganize d and so discreet that no one except those involve d had any idea
what we were up too When Soleras asked me to accompany him on that
moonlit stroll, I alerted my two men, 'Follow us at a distance and makeI sure he doesn't spot you. I don't know what's on his mind to~ .•. ' I
knew them from way back. They'd worked under me in Barcelona. They
skulked alorig behind uso Soleras never notice d; he was so nearsighted •
And besides, he was too drunk to see straight. I'd never seen him so
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drunk. A cold wind was blowirig , since it was the beginning of January
1939 and though it was a mild winter it was one in the morning. The
moon was out, our men were sleeping, there wasn't a patch of snow on
the whole rolling plain that stretched to the horizon. Our men were
camped out in the ope n. They'd built a bonfire in the middle of each
group. Wewere in the last few months of the war in Catalonia. As sao n
as we'd set foot on Catalan soil we'd repealed the statute of autonomy and
started burning and pillaging. We could see our army's campfires strung
....¡ ~ .*4« ¡......Jne'<f-<-[> out across the ~nd ~~he la:n~~, mar-kirig our front lines:
hundreds, maybe thousands of them as far as the eye could see. The Reds
didn't dare to Iig ht them because at the first spark our artillery would
have started raining shells on them, so there was not.hírig but pitch dark t. \f( )Lv.- .;-e ~ ·c "'.&11-0 v~ "\. •
ahead of uso Soleras kept walking. tyou see that blac kneas? That's the
f\- (1-
autor darkness. That's where the vanquished, the eternal vanquished gnash
their teeth, the sons of darkness ... or who knows: maybe they're the
c~ucified. Who will ever know? Whoever they are, that's where 1 belong.'
He kept walkirig , drag gin g me alon g with him. 1 was get.tírig jumpy. A
madman is capable of anything. tWhere are you trying to lead me?' 'Believe
me, Lamoneda, it'd be embar ras sirig for uso You and 1 would never make a
respectable pair of victors. The way we look ..• ' 'Lay off about the way
1 look.' Then he replied, and these were his very words, 'All you ever,
¡z: fe!' t:? 04 't &0/
think about is what's between w::gFfl:,er:!~.e'i!fS,and nonetheless, one must
l'
think about other t.hírig s from time to time, if only for variety's sake. AH
you're worrying about is that Miranda girl. You think you can do as you
please with her. You still haven't caught on that every one of them has
f her own statute of autonomy inside her head and that when youC~own
to it, they do as they like.' tThe Miranda girl has nothing to do with the
statute of autonomy. What are you jabbering about?' 'Maybe you'll manage
ti
1-
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to marry her. Brute force can work miracles, who would dare to deny it?
But no one , not even God in Heaven (that's right, not even God in
Heaven) can stop her from giving you the biggest pair of horns the world
has eve r seen. 1 said not even God in Heaven, and 1'11repeat it. 1 don't
know if you've ever heard of free will.' 'Now you want to talk about free
will?' He.pu11ed me alorig toward sorne woods between our positions and
the enemy's. Once we were there, 1 refused to fo11owhim any further.
IWhere do you want to go? Can't you see t.h~l~_atch us?' IThe'q7
~ ~ '17
C;;t::ffi? The-~ don't existo Only 1 exist; outside my "r," everything's
l. 1-- .........
phantasmagoria.' IThey'11 send us a round of mortar she11s, and then you '11
see if they're phantasmagoria.' 'Lets not squabble over trifles, Lamoneda.
A round of mortar shells? Bah, the only thírig 1 care about ís swítchíng
sides.' ISwitching sides? What do you mean?' IJoin the others. 1 always
want to join the others.' 'But didn't you just say the others don't exist?'
IIt's precisely because they don't exist that one joins them. The bad part
is that once one's joined them, they start existing. That's why I've been
switching sides all my life: always joining the others. Another man's wife,
for example: how allu rin g she is! But when she threatens to turn into your
own wife ... War would be as intolerable as a bed in which one could
never charige position if one couldn't join the others from time to time,
switch sides. My God, let's have a little var-iety! A while with the Reds, a
while with the fascists, and then a while more with the Reds while there's
still time. Too much of the same thing is boring.' 11glanced over my
shoulder. The two of them were there. That moron continued, 11believe,
Lamoneda, that we should do the decent t.hirig and end this war in the
only elegant fashion possible: that is, by losing it.' Iyou can't mean that
now ... ' 'Nows the ideal, perfect rqf!!Jnt, now when there's not the
slightest doubt about who willlose'lIHe said plenty of other stuff', plenty.
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He was ínspíred that night. At one point he asked me,' !What do you thínk
~
of the ancients' serenity?' !The anoierrts?" "Larvam argenteam abtulit
V' I
servus." 1 suppose you've read Petronius.' 'Naturallv." 'And Horace? Admit
it: you've never read Horace. We quote Horace because we read Petronius.
We11,that's life. No one reads poor Quintus Horatius Flaccus, and .
nonetheless, he was the Baudelaire of aritiquity! Poor little Horace, poor
Iít.tle dead kítten. L'm the only man on earth who still reads you! And if 1
told you, Lamoneda, that he was a marvelous poet, you wouldn't believe
me!' And he started recíting whole poems by Horace:
Eheu, fugaces, Postume, Posthume,
labuntur anni ...
"T'oor darling Horace,' he went on, "poor dead kitten. You've been
dead too long for anyone to read you. And that's why people are always
talkirig about t~tcíents' serenity. They think they're so serene because
k,.,oc bU" r":
they~ ~evf!.s:en hide fior hair of them. The ancients' serenity comes
from not reading them! Tell me: was Horace any more serene than
Baudelaire? Cretins of the world: te11me once and for a11!Cretins of the
world, unite! The day of triumph is at harid l ' He went on blathering about
a million dífferent t.hírig s: about dainty dishes, streetcars, ectoplasm, and
dead cats agaín. (In Egypt they've found mummified dead cats as carefu11y
embalmed as Tutankhamen.' (Listen, Soleras: if it was to tal k about
Tutankhamen that you brought me out in this clammy night air ... '
'Lamone da, you think L'm raving when T'm actua11y tryíng to make you
understand a few t.hin gs too simple for you to grasp. So simple! It's the
simplest t.hin gs that morons grasp the least. 1'11te11 you simply that 1
don't want her to think--when someday, perhaps years from now, she
hears about me--that 1 deserted back then because your side was winning
... l'd be a fool in her eyes! And with good reason. l'd be fixed in her
Ibrahim went too faro His excesses wE1rehis undoírig. It's remarkable how 1
~"'tÁJ~ k
couldn'tresist the temptation to7hím with that old bea:m that lay
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memory, reduced to the síze of just another second-rate Eugerií d'Ors. And
1 want to be in her eyes, for a11eternity, someone unique, someone who
never, never did what others did. So you can see how simple it is: at this
moment, what concerns me is not to leave too r-idiculous a memory of my
humble persono 1 don't care if we never see each other again in this life,
but when she thinks of me 1 want .•• ' 'Are you talking about that girl in
~
the photo? When 1 think ~ tried to draw a mustache on her.' 'Dorr't
bring that up. You don't want to remind me of that. 'I'hat pig's-snout of
yours •.• ' He tugged at my arm but 1 jerked myself free. 'Don 'f call me a
- pig! Youve ca11ed me that once too often. l 'm fed up! And 1 know where
1brahim ís!' !You? Bah! Poor dead kitten of my soul. Only God knows
where he is right now. And to the best of my knowledge, Lamoneda,
you're not God.' tAHthey'd have to do Isf'ieh him out of that wine press,'
1 replied. He paid no attention. 1nstead he chariged the subject, 'Listen,
Lamoneda. I've spent my whole life pretending to feel the opposite of what
1 felt, but at this moment, as you can see, 1 feel an irresistible urge to
te11 the whole truth to you and you alone. Why you? Who knows? Perhaps
precisely because you're a pig.' 'Dorr't, start in with that again. A11they'd
have to do is open the wine press to ... ' 'Have them open it. What do
you think they'd fínd there? The treasuresof Golconda? The nelumbos del
norte and a11that crap Rubén DarÍo ran off at the mouth about? What
wouldn't 1 give to find out what the hell the nelumbos del norte are?
Don't kid yourself: there's not.hirig but a dead cat in that wine press:
Ib rahim. Ibr ahim was a pig. Of course, you're one too, but he overdid it.
Yes, that goddamned pig overdid it! We're a11a little piggish, but to that
extent ... Believe me, Lamoneda: moderation in a11t.hirig s. That fucking
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forgotten in a corner, while he knelt down to lower the bucket .
Without a peep, he fell into the wine press! It's remarkable .... whereas
you •.. 0, you're almost as big a pig as he was. So why is it 1 haven't
~kJ...·' ,
crJl~~ you yet? Because you're a cowardly pig, you're a worm. I've
always been appalled by the aight of squashed worms. Something green an d
slimy oozes out of them that gives me the creeps. Disgust has no limits;
it's another infinity. "'
Night had fallen ami Lamoneda still drone d-on, Iyin g on his back on
that ottoman, reciting his monologue in the darkness just as fifteen years
later he'd recite other endless monologues. He talked and talked as though
he'd forgotten my presence.
"'You, Soleras, are as big a pig as anyone. I've seen you reading
those trashy novels.' tyou mean Roland Cuckolded? When 1 start a novel,
if no one's cuckolded the hero by the third page, 1 toss it aside. I don't
care for author s who beat around the bush, 1 can be piggish or sublime
accor-dirig to what phase the moon's in, because there's nothírig wrorig with
beírig sublime now and again. My'God, let's have a little variety! It's
1-\;)
bor-ing to always be a pig. It would be equally erroneous E:rt always ber-:
sublime.' And imagine this: he' started talkírig about his economics
,\
professor, one he'd had back when he was studying law. 'He was sublime,
always sublime, perhaps not very, but at least somewhat sublime. You had
to hear the pathos, the exalted tone in which he pronounced names Iike
Ricardo, Adam Smith, John Stuart Mill, and aboye all, Sismondi. When he
said "Sismondi," his voice trembled like Llibert Milmany's. He explaine d the
law of supply and demand with such tragic tremolos! And=«:
crises! He was so sublime that we were all sick to death of him!'(lThen he
started talking about his aunt again. !You see, 1 wouldn't have dared to
tell my aunt that Nati's leg s interested me more than stalactites. 1 was
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twelve years old and 1 hadn't read Dostoevski yet. Despite what the legerrd
says, 1 wasn't t.hat precocious. For the moment 1 was still working my way
through Bossuet's funeral ser-mona, but not long thereafter ..• Would you
belíeve that basically I've always been a good boy? As good a boyas you
- j
could hope to meet, capable of reading everything Bossuet ever wrote,
capable of swallowing any stor y, íncluding stories about ectopias m and
similar drivel--which in any case are no more unbelíevable than drivel like
the Oedipus complex or the dictatorship of the proletariat beirig the path
to a happier tomorrow. 1 swallowed all those stories, one after the other.
1 was capable of givírig a Christian burial to every dead cat 1 found
squashed in the middle of the road. 1 was capable of anything. But our
professor of polítical economy thoug ht. he was as sublíme as Othello. From
the podium, his fiery gaze swept the benches we sat on till it carne to
rest in a corner of the ceilíng. Itwas something he'd practiced. That way
he could show his profile to the girls, who always sat together in the top
row in the opposite cornero Sorne of them were real knockouts, particularly
one who always got A's in canon law, blond and pale as Desdemona. But
thís pallíd Desdemona, who was more up on canon law than polítical
economy, couldn't have cared less about him. The big jerk thoug ht he had
a profile líke aRoman medallíon; he hadn't caught on that you can't be
Othello and Brutus at the same time. Desdemona, who was pale but not
stupid, paid no attention to him. On the other hand, she wouldn't give me
the time of day either, but ñeither would any other woman I've ever
tr-JLt·
~. Every last one of them, without exception, has told me, one after
the other, that they could talk to me as to a brother! Ever since the
tender age of twelve ... The very first one was Nati. Those dark leg s
and t.hat bold stare! She was twelve too, a peasant girl, the kind Ibrahim
was wild about. And speaking of Ibrahim, why would you want to open
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that wine press? Why would you rat on me to that lawyer-colonel, who
behaved like a perfect gentleman? Can't you see it would upset his
lordship to have to try me? You have to admit Ibrahim was exceptionally
fit to drink. 'I'hat wine has age d marvelously since he's been floatírrg in it.
It's taken on an out.atan dirig bouquet! So why would you want to fish him~ .
out? Leave him where he ia: he does no ev il, itnd havirig said "he does no
evil,' without transition he started talkirig about the problem of evil. He'd
run off at the mouth on this subject before. 'Logicall y, there should be
not.hírig but evil,' he said, 'arid in fact that's what al'l you morons
f- unconsciously think.rThat's why you pedantically declare, "Think the worst
of people and you won't be mistaken." God, how pedantic you morons can
be! If you were just morons, 1 could put up with you, but pedants too ..
. You were able to invent the word malíce. You could get that far but no
farther. Every lang uage on earth includes this word and lacks another,
bonice, which is equally essential. No lariguage has been able to create
that one! That's because nations invent their larig uages and the only
wisdom decent, har d-workirig folk understand is wisdom used to do evil.
Wisdom to do good? It wouldn't even occur to them. Poor Saint Paul, you
wasted your time ad'víairrg us to be "wise unto that which is good , and
simple concerning evil." That would be bonice, and as you can see, no
f- nation on ear th ~ been capable of ínverrtirig this wor d. They don't miss
it and haven't a clue that it might be necessary. Everyone aspires to be
more malicious than others, to see evil everywhere, inclu dirig places where
no one else sees it! To see goodness? What's the point? And in fact
they're right. In fact there should be nothírig but evil, just as there
should be not.hin g but absolute darkness, absolute cold: nothingness, in a
word. Nothingness is the only t.hirig that would presentno enigmas.
Imagine nothingness. Use your imagination; make an effort for once in
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your life: absolute not.hingness , total vacuum. Not even a vacuum, since
space wouldn't exist! And nonetheless, a streetcar in the middle of that
vacuum. Please, imagine that: a streetcar in a vacuum. To make it more
precise, imagine one_of the first electriC streetcars from the turn of the
century. When you and 1were kids, a few were still r unrring in Barcelona,
glorious survivors from the era of the Spanish-American War. Those
\
wonderful streetcars from the laat century! Streetcars that had carried
those Iadíes they had back then with long dresses and muffs and bustles:
those streetcars they had back then, with those ladies they had back then!
Willwe ever again see times or streetcars like those? So there's your
absolute vacuum, but with one of those streetcars in the middle of it. A
streetcar and nothirig else! Do you know how many phílosophical problems
that would pose? The very thought chills one's blood! How t.hev 'd squabble
over it's existence and essence! The mystery wouldn't be the vacuum but
the streetcar. Who put it there, in the middle of all that nothingness? But
my God, what am 1 saying? What meaning would the expression "inthe
middle of" have referring to nothingness? Since nothingness is boundless,
it has no míddle, Could it have a backside? The streetcar would be smack
in the middle of nothingnesa's backside like the bustle on one of those
ladies from the belle époque. Unfathomable mysteries! But let's get to the
point: that streetcar would be there all by itself, stabilized in the vacuum
by inertia since there would be no gravitational fields. A streetcar with its
~rl·h9-V\,
trolley, a big , ~LL'olley thaL' would rise up solemnly and turn
eternally, in hopeless melancholy, for all eternity in the heart of emptiness
and endless time ... What? You don't like streetcars1 Well then imagine a
dead cat instead. We're not goirig to squabble over that. Whatever you
imagine, the problem would be the same. Nothing ought to exist, and yet
it's undeniable that something exists. No matter what you do, something
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wíll always existo Eppur si muove. Foiled, nothingless has to wrathfully1~1- slink away: this is the mystery.' 'r cant see any mystery in that,' I said.
"I'hirig s exist because they have to exist, God damn it! What's so
mysterious about that? Where's the mystery?' tWhere? Who wíll ever know?
Who wíll ever know where this myster-y is, yet it's everywhere! Why, for
example, at the decisive moment, when at last I was going to marry the
\
only woman I'd ever truly loved, did I run away? Why did I flee when I
was goirig to get what I'd most passionately, desired? What force deters us
at such moments? Our virtue? Dont make me laugh! No, please; that.'d be
all we need! If :r thought of it that way, I'd end up f'ull of self-confidence
líke sorne stupid self-made mano The virtue's not in us, we're not self-
made meno On our own, we're not.híng but' shit! Virtue comes from outside
us, but from where? If I told you I saw flamirig letters inscribed across
the firrnament saying: Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's wife ... If I
tole],you I saw them with my very own eyes, you wouldn't believe me! But
I saw those flaming letters, written from west to east, in broad daylight .
. . I admit that I've told sorne líes in my lífe, sorne real whoppers. I admit
it, but I' d like you to believe at least this one: 1 saw letters of fire
spanning the firmament ... A hallucination? What difference does that
make? That's how virtue comes to uso It comes from outside, when we
least expect it, like a halluciriation, when we least want it. It gets in our
way, keeps us from doírig what we feellike doin g. l 'd played all kinds of
dirty tricks to seduce her. One stops at nothirig when one desires a woman
with all one's instincts and all one's soul ... And then 1 ran away! I
know you can't understand a word T'm sayirig: that's why T'm telling you.
If I had the impression that you understood, 1 wouldn't say another word.
You're an operator; you never miss an opportunity. You'd think you'd acted
"J 11'~r like a fool if •.. v\,NaturallY,' 1 said. 'Nat.uralíy;' he replied. tWell, would
, ,
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you like to know everything 1 dared to do to Nati in the course of that
summer, the last one we spent in t.hat .house in Godella? Nati was the
tenant farmer's daughter. They stilllet us play together because they still
considered us kids. Wewere both twelve years old. It was toward the end
of the season. Wewere playirig in a field not far from the house. There
were three new haystacks from the last harvest. There was also new-mown
, \
hay strewn on the ground and it smelled like that: like new, warm hay.
Nati lay down at the foot of one of the hay stacks , with her hands clasped
behind her head, lookin g up at the sky to catch, as she put ít, the first
star. Often we play ed at seeirig who could "catch" it first. On ordinary
'l~~ '
days she wore a kind of slippers that easily .&i{fl'\d off her feet, and since
she'd eros sed her leg s so one foot dangled, the slipper fell off. 1 grabbed
that foot, which was still darig lirig and wh~ch was ver-y brown on top and
very pink underneath, andjstar-ted tíckling it while she squirmed and
'~
giggled. Since ~ haystack was in the way, they could hear her laughter
from the farmhouse but they couldn't see what we were doin g. And
actually that's all we did: 1 t.ickled her and she giggled. This lasted until
she slapped me to make me stop tickling her. And that was the end of my
great erotic adventure that summer! And the oddest thing is that I've
never had another. That was the farthest 1 ever dared to go with a
woman. Of course, 1 mean with one who wasn't a professional, so don't try
~ and make a saint out m~~c§Plse ef m, virgiBii;y. If you knew how many
times it's come back to me, down through the years: that small, nervous
foot, so brown on top and so pink underneath. 1 can still fee1 it in my
handt fluttering like a bird trying to escape. How exciting that smell of
new, warm hay was! If Y10n1Y knew ... Anyway, 1 suppose you find
\!7
this story disappointing.' 'Natur ally," 1 replied. While he was telling me
this trivia, he kept pulhrig me alorig through those woods toward the
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enemy lines, and then he went back to good and evil, Heaven and hell. He
was ravíng. "I'he mystery is Heaven,' he said. "I'he mystery is goodness!
Hell's nothírig but sheer crassness, absurdity, everything that's senseless:
that is, almost everything. Notice that 1 say "almost;" It's amaz.ing how
little attention people pay to this "almost," a small detail, and nonetheless
I
it's this "almost " that ... Ah, we'd be buried in the mud of absurdity
\
right up to our hairlines without this "almost"! But there's this "almost,"
and thanks to it we can raise our eyes, just our-.eves, and gaze4I~ ,
heavenward.;VSure,' 1 replied grumpily. "I'hat/s been said a million times. If
we raise our eyes heavenward, we see the moon and stars. If you brought
me here to share these sensational discoveries ... If you told me that by
gaz in g heavenward, you could see sorne sexy broad on a balcony and look
up her skirt ... ' tlt's not as simple as you think,' he said. "Somet.ime s
you look up and don't see anyt.hirig , neither moon nor sexy legs. Not.hirig,
absurdity everywhere! Endless nothingness, endless darkness, the physicists'
absolute zero, and--the absurdest thing of all--endless star s, galaxies and
more galaxies, all the same, millions of millions of monotonous, stupid
galaxies: sheer hell! So that when a moron like you gazes heavenward,
what you see is a hell much more terrifying than ear-th. And nonetheless .
. . Eppur si muove! There's somet.hirig else, something else that surrounds
us like the very air we breathe: a year nirig for glory that spurs us on.
What is glory? An empty word? Is vairig lor y the only glory? Often it's
~ nothing more; words and more words, sound and fury ~~~in'¡¡. But
sometimes, in rare moments, we feel it as it truly is: plenitude of meanin g ,
the opposite of absurdity. It's not.hirig but that, and that's why we seek it.
Somet.hing that has complete meanirig l That's worthwhile in itself, that's
absolute! Our error is to seek it in this world. It's not that it can't be
found here, but we couldn't stand it for more than an instant. It would
questi, che mai da me non fia diviso,
U"B
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destroy USoIf it doesn't destroy uS'~ because ít díssípates, or rather it
turns into monotony and ends Up beirig absurdo That tiny foot, SOpink and
brown, SOnervous, was glory. Yes it was, but 1 couldn't spend my whole
life tickling it, It was glory, but on the condition t.hat it only last an
instant and not be repeated. Glory in this world turns ínto monotony if it
}
lasts more than an instant. An instant ... that instant ... if ít stopped
there ... Instant, halt! But if it stops, ithas duration. It ceases to be
eternity and turns into time again. It would have. to halt but not lasto
Lamoneda,I don't know if you've heard of the cactus solerassus ... '
'Now you want to talk about cactuses?' lIt spends a thousand years getting
ready to bloom for an instant. But it's never bloomed; it's never known an
instant of glory. When 1 was about to know it, when I'd f'inally seduced
that woman (arid I'm not talking about Natí now, my dear moron), when
a111 had to do was take that last step to make her mine, 1 saíd "Bah" and
ran away.' 'Didrr't; you just say you'd seen sorne flaming letters ... ' !It's
a11the same. Let's not quibble over details. Flamírrg letters?' "I'hats what
you saíd before.' !Well, 1 can't r~emember,' he said, 'but it's the same
difference. 1 said "Bah," and 1 vanished! 1 was scared of that instant .
. Suddenly, when 1 had it in my grasp, 1 felt its fu11 terror. Because that
instant is a whiff of eternity; and eternity is terrifying.' At this point
Soleras started recitíng somet.hin g in Italían, He was completely out of his
mírid, and besides, 1 don't know much Italian."
In the dark, from my corner, 1 whispered,
V'I'
Quando leggemjt il disiato riso
esser baciato da cotanto amante,
la bocea mi bacia tutto tremante ...
"What are you muttering about now?" he asked. "Are you sayirig your
~sary or somet.hirig?"
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Yes, that's what he said, "Are you sayírig your rosary or something?":
the same words he'd use fifteen year's later in another hideout. The very
¡ ~
same words; and his droning voice irrtmediately resumed its monologue.
"~Youdon't under stand, Lamo , Soleras said. 'You 're stuck in time
I
the way a fish is in water, unable to i ine there could be any thirig else.
¡ j~~l~ \ .1"- But how ~ one breathes outside it! The pendulum stops: ·eternity, What a
silence that stilled pen dulum creates, what a silence! An asphyxiating
silence ... We're out of the water; boundless free airo Time no longer
exists, the instant has been frozen, but what instant? An instant of glory
or an instant of absur dttv?' At that point 1 interrupted him, 'Your-e
nuttier than a fruitcake, Soleras.' "Juat like my aunt,' he said. "It runs in
the family. What of it? If you and all the others think you're not a bunch
of nuts ... At least my aunt had something special. S'he was an original.
I
The world's goin g from bad to worse, more and more vulgar every day.
Soon there won't be any aunts left who see visions of Saint Philomena.
Soon aunts will bore you to tear s yakkirig about planned economies,
¡<.. nationalized bank s, class structures~and alienation of the proletariat. That's
what aunts of the future will gab about! And t.he world will Iorig for the
good old days when aurrts talked about Jesuits and Fathers of the Oratory.
But alas, it'll be too late. Today, it's mostly nephews who are Marxists;
tomorrow it'll be aunts. A day will come when aunts will believe in Marx
as naively as they now believe in Saint Philomena's apparitions. Class
struggle? And why not aunt-and-nephew struggle? Wouldn't that be as
coherent a theory of history as any other? We could say all history has
been nothing but a struggle between aunts and nephews. Wecould also say
.X
it's been pure shit. Much ado about not.hin g, a puzzle we can neyer solve-
-if it has a solution--because we~ a few pieces and they don't
U" o
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revolution, proletarian revolution: hogwash! None of that exists. Only
passions existo Sinf'ul passions, of cour se. Instead of nobility say pride;
instead of bour-geoíaie say avarice; instead of proletariat say envy. They
try to make us believe there was a bour geois revolution againat feudal
lords, that the bourgeoisie burned their castles. Do you believe that,
Lamoneda: that there ever was a bour geois capable of sett.ing fire to a
castle? Hell-no! They don't burn them down. They restore them. More
') qrv -
feudally Gothic than ever!'lrNaturally,' 1 said. 'Naturally,' he replied. tThe
bourgeoisie ... To think sorne of them spend their whole lives tirelessly
, t\
.manufact.ur'ing the same t.hin g. And to think anyone could bear ,-érudge
'!j~ +: {~l<.,)
t~ those who perform such setfless tasks. What a cra'zy, mixed-up
world! But now a new revolution is in the makirig: nephews agaín st aunts.
/
A new passion is about to go down in history, and its name is lust.
Everyone's preparing to liberate himself from his complexes! Nephews of
the world, unite!' 'Listen, Soleras, you're out of your mind ... ' He
repeated, cuppirig his hands to his mouth, 'Nephews of the world, unite!'
shoutirig as though he wanted the Reds to hear uso Then he went on in a
normal tone of voice, tBut you can count me out. I'm fed up with history.
You all can go on if you want; l'm fed up to he re, Let the seven deadly
sins go on squabbling amorig themselves. 1 want no part of it. Do you
think if 1 were born again, if 1 had to start all over again, that I'd make
the same dumb mistakes? L'v'e asked myself that question many times, and
I'm sure 1 wouldn't make the same ones. Absolutely not! I'd make others.
My God, let's have a little variety or we'll be bored to death ..•
~
l~
Nonetheless, that Ibrahim overdid it. By Jove, there was a who'd
~~¿.overcome all his complexe~l'Hi ~ -As you know, 1 spent a
year and a half with the Reds. AH t.hin gs considered, they're as bizarre as
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your crowd. But I can't deny that they had sorne remarkable specialties
unknown on .you r side: for example , pullírig monks' and nuns' mummies
from their tombs. That does show a certain imagination. I'd like that
fucking Marx to te11me why the proletariat pu lls mummies out of tombs,
in what way disentombed mummies can serve the proletariat's class
interests. On the other hand, one t.hírig I never saw or heard about over
there, as God ís my witness, ís ... We11,a:ctua11y, I don't want to líe. I
do know of one case. Once, in a village occupied by an anarchist column,
there was a retarded girl, a poor idiot who could only express herself in
grunts, who used to wander through the camp, attracted by ~eftovers
, I • ,
from the field kitchen. One night, a sentinel abused her. The column's
committee (as you know, at first the anarchist columns had no officers,
only committees that voted on everything) voted unanimously to execute
him by firing squad. And that's the only story of that sort 1 ever heard,
~
" V '
so help me God! I growled sarcastica11y, tIf you're trying to make me
belíeve they're a11arigels ... ' tFar from it! Don't be a jackass! But a11
the same ... a11the same, you r Ibrahim overdid it! It's odd how the most
we can do is ape God like a bunch of monkeys, very odd. Like funhouse
mirrors. Our pride's a distorted image of His glory, our avarice of His
providence, our lust of His love ... What a bunch of obscene monkeys we
are! The seven deadly sins, always the same; what threadbare imaginations!
But if one loses interest in the seven deadly sins, how eIse can one have
sorne fun? With pure reason? Pure reason was crucified once and for a11in
this world, and not by brute force as so many simpletons think but by
brute reason. In fact, poor old brute force washed its hands of it ... It's
an oId probIem: foreigners getting mixed up in stuff they can't possibIy
understand, swarms of foreigners sticking their noses in messes they can't
make head or tail of and then washing their hands of it. Yes, they wash
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their hands of it, but the harm's been done: Jesus is crucified. Foreigners!
They're to blame; it's all their f'ault.!' 'What's their fault?' 'Ever-yt.hirig l
. <J'-::l
What can you expect from people who are wild about bu11fights?'~IAnd a11
of a su dderi he atar-te d ye11ing, "I'ake the photo! 1 don't want it!' And he
gave it to me. He was carrying it, 1 suppose with the idea of takírig it
with him, but he must have charige d him mínd. And he gave it to me!
'Drawa big, droopy mustache on her. L've had it up to here!' So he gave
it to me. L've still got it in that Arabian chest, alorig with a11the others
and my manuscripts. It's not.hirig special, but 1 like to keep everything.
One never knows what mightcome in handy. But it'd be so much wor k
íf' '
trying to find amorig a11the others. One of these days 1'11hunt for it and
f\
show it to you. YouTl see there was absolutely nothirig special about her.
1 don't know what Soleras saw in he r. l'd swear she was ,a married woman.
She'd written something on the back that left no room for doubt and that
her husband wouldn't have liked one bit if he'd seen ít, Why did he give
it to me? How should 1 know? AH1 know is he gave it to me, shout.ing at
the top of his lurig s, 'L've had jt up to here!' Everything he did and said
was crazy. The stories he told bored me stiff. What could be duller than
that adventure with Nati? Humph, a blabbermouth ... My novels, on the
l'
other hand, what a difference! My characters are in another leag ue:
brilliant diplomats, duchesses with names that set you dreaming, like
Atalanta. Now l 've set out to pull them all together. L'mworking on a
single, supreme novel that'l1 be the synthesis of them all. It/Il be a
masterpiece, the culmination of a lifetime of work. An epic tale of heroic,
imperial youth! An enormous task that'll take many years •..
beca" •• iR tRe:,. do!'. IR" life was I~Úng .. eFe tb'"=,.old, w",,1r" U"B
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Several years after that afternoon in Lamoneda's garconnié re, Llu ís
and Tr-ini visited ~arcelona for the first time since the war. The years s:
\) lu-N'
t9figled(f. in my memory. So many years, my God, so many identical years
in that dark and endless turinel ... How can 1 tell one from another? The
archbishop frequently summoned me. Hed grown very fond of me. In fact,
. J\A.v'~ ¿~l~
he loved me hke a son, and 1, ~ never met my father and "'1\ barely
recall my mother--she died when I was four--I, who'd grownmore and
more neurotic, ended up lovirig him as much as if l'd been his son. Yes,
his son, but ~ bad son. Like a son whose father is an iHiterate
bumpkin and who knows perfectly well that his father's an illiterate
bumpkin and a fool, a boor, but instead of generously paasin g over these
~the\~ad son broods over them and scorne his father in the depths
~~tMÁ~ .
of his ~ The truth is he inspired a bizarre mixture of filiallove and
contempt in me, and try as 1 might, I couldn't chan ge.
Hardly a month or even a week passed without his summonirig me
from the mountains~c~~ .... "fi¡¡e. Since there was only one bus te
Barcelona early in the morning and another that made the return trip in
the everring , I had to spend the whole day in town. I enjoyed wandering
aimlessly through its maze of streets and alleyways, full of memories from
my now-distant youth. I especially enjoyed visiting that industrial town
where l 'd had my parish. Everyone enjoys seeing places where he's
suffered ... l'd take the subway and then a bus all the way to the end
of t.he lineo And ]'d walk down those broad, m:dJ)treets that resembled
~l c.--tt.e.v-.e ~ '~
unpaved highways. There were .only a few bul mgs",s;eattel:'odre;;Ud J~ ~ A .
~, oddly tall, narrow buildings that made the town's desolation even
more desolate. At that time automobiles were still rare and I could stroll
U"B
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down the streets through those early-winter twilights (the bus back to my
village doesn't leave till eight o'c1ock). How desolate those winter twilights
were in those too-broad streets lined by still-vacant lots and whose rare
lamppost~nd bare, were as somber as gallows and whose lights-»:
stared down at you Iike the eyesof the terminally ill at the end of an
immense hospital ward, how enervating was the twilight's glow mirrgled
with those feeble bulbs. Everything tasted false and sinister, Iike old tea
f'or-gott.en at the bottom of a teapot. It was the taate of emptiness,
, :
because in those days my life was nothing more than cold, week-old,
forgotten tea-- l, who before had lived and died with thirst and hunger and
who now neither lived nor died because I felt no thirst or hunger. I
wandered here and there, more lonely and ~d(:deated than a mangy dog ,
an d amid the stale Iight of those winter dusks l'd occasionally pass a
group of poor immigrants from the south of Spain--so many of them had
come s,ince the war!--with picks andshovels ~ :heir shoulders, headirig
for their shacks among the reeds down by the river. When they spotted
my cassock, some of them would nudge the others, run their fingers across
their throats, and wínk. That's how those poor devils greeted us back then
if they ran across us in some dark and deserted spot, andsometimes we'd
hear one of them, usually the oldest and most experienced, say "When they
lift the ban on priest-hunting ... " How I would have liked to for get the
ocean of hatred that surrounded us, the horrors of so many years, to
forget it all and see not.hirig but the beauty of this world: this world that
despite everything, Lord, is Your creation.
~
~ piercing beauty that penetrates so deep within us on autumn
everiirig s, after a c1ear day, when the sun begins to set and one begins to
glimpse the heavens. I often wandered far from my village on a path
between willows, walking till I reached a hill topped by a hermitage with a
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big cypress beside it. At dusk that hermitage and cypress are outlined
again st the sky's vertiginous abyss, 'and l'd sit down on one of the three
steps leadírig up to the door and abandon myself to a bottomless sadness
that was mine but also beauty's: inexplicable melancholy of the universe's
beauty. Lachryma rerum. Why do t.hírig s weep? Why does atrocity Iau gh? I
answered myself: the world's beauty proclaims a Creator, its sadness
proclaims His crucifixion, atrocity with its laughter proclaims its cruelty--
but these reflections couldn't dissipate the stupor and discouragement I
felt.
Sadness everywhere, sadness in the eyes of animals--those heavy
beasts who slowly plodded down lanes at dusk, on their way back to the
, ~ u.....tk. J.~
vfllage; the sadness in those big eyes ... The an gel us beHs ,~like
~}u
stones 1ta calm lake and a shudder ran th~ough me because it was I who
should have rung them, I who should have been in church at that moment
for evening prayers, and it must have been the sexton r-ingirig the bel1s
while I wandered down deserted paths far from the vfllage. The waves of
sound, amplified by the mount~ins, gradually died away and the mules and
oxen listened pensively and the tall cypress listened, pensive as an ox, and
~ ~U--Lord, iQ aRet tiwe l'd been capable of love, life, courage; T'd had
" f'.. .
friends, comrades, hopes and dreams; l'd been happy amorig them; l'd loved
a woman ... Now You'd withered rny heart. You'd made me impotent,
barren, sterile; and You knew why. You who make and unmake uso
And that lorig in g for the war, as though l'd only lived then. The
bells' resonant waves reminded ;:t:f those otherJwaJTe~ rog:;¡ouluHRg Tditb, t;
the boom of distant field guns; ~ vibration, so similar to the wind in
high branches in a pine grove, when one of those big shells passed
____"_te ~ t.n>t ~
overhead, inscribing its harmonious ~elic CtU i\.(because we saw them
as they reached their peaks and began to slow)--all that carne back to me,
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alorig wíth the smell of wood too green to burn r ig ht, but often we had
not.hirig else to keep off the cold, and 1 missed all that, the uncertainty of
that Iife. wandering through woods and across steppes, the acrid smell of
"I
campfires built with green wood in the heart of night, war's uncertain
eVA~
glor y ••• Lord, my sinful heart sttll lon ged for that war ~ that
woman.
#
And my sinful heart atíll Iong s for my lost, youth. 1 know 1'11never
live again! T'm fifty years old and wasted my whole youth in this endless
tunnel ... Could it ha~e been otherwise? My whole beirig answers 9;:s. Y¡
. J '[ cr ¡~'" I \..17- was only fourteen during that 'most Springlik~ springs, 'that spring the
t- likes of which the world may never see agaín, when our whole natíon,
wakírig from its long hibernation, smelle d of flowering thyme. 1 was only
fourteen, but 1'11never for get that heady scent of hope and resurrection.
~
At ot he r times 1 think no, that eaefi pel 7€"li~ Iífe cannot and never could
be more than a failure, that's it's always this and not.hirig more than this
~""JVOI
and that everyone secretly \*1!I9flS 1f\ his vanished youth. And we pass on
,~ tIf .e>
our lament from generation to generation like an echo of Adam's poig nant
cry when he was expe11ed from Paradise. Everything is nothing but this:
limitless, incomprehensible beaut.y. Lost in the universe's beauty like a
child in the woods; little monsters of ugliness submer ged in an ocean of
beauty. Beyond Sirius, beyond the galaxies, at distances the imagination
i L S;Gkrq.~
stopped beírig yourrg is perpetuated, a dark shriek from the depths of the
age s.
How strong they still seem, those who reach the crest of fifty years,
seen from the outside. But termites have already gnawed away the tree's
suffocating greenness, one recognizes a chosen tree by the pallor of its
1k... nnlwm".~,!!aueLre.,o=
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coreo They're like ceibas, those huge trees 1 saw ij(aribbea~How
strong they seemed. Only an almost imperceptible pallor in their leaves
distinguished those with termite colonies ~ from the others.
~They were like ~ men who carne to confession when 1 was in that
industrial town and gave those talks the archbishop banned. They cante not
so much to confess as to weep. Men you would have thought were in the
prime of life ... like those giant ceibas, which a wind unexpectedly fells
because termites have been eatírig away at t.hern for year s and years. The
stormy senses, how lovely they seem when one is sixteen and full oí hope;
how tÍ'ivial when the termites have completed their hidden task. They wept
with weariness, not with remorse. They'd exhausted themselves chasírig
x after a chimera. The flesh is fleeting, always fleeting. No one can catchi-("'\'Ol-t-; 6-v-. <-"-hold of it, because it's fugacity itself. The .Ü::l.'iHFPlieartwishto eternalize
what's fleeting: how it had eaten away at their insides! They carne because
only in a confessional could they find someone to listen to them, someone
who would understand that dark cry of Paradise lost. No other arms will
reach out to broken sensualists who, after squeezing their youth dry Iike a
lemon, come to burst into a final tempest of sob s. There are no arms but
those nailed in crucifixion. w;&
l 've always felt a secret sympathy ~ these sensualists, perhaps
precisely because L'm so unserisual myself. Within a Carib bean jungle's
f'oliage. These men also have a dusky, translucent pallor, and all the
world's sadness is in their eyes, mirrors of the abyss. Those eyes Soleras
~ ha~ his angular, pale faee; like two eandles beside a deathbed: the .
glazed eyes of those who don't live but are lived through, those who
'i- breathe in life as a flame sucks in air: and what air, the air of storms.
They don't live life; it consumes them. Who knows: perhaps 1 fe el such
~Ak
W\
sympathy ~ them because T'm so unsensual myself. Their heads never rest
on pillows tears have soaked, because they don't seek rest or even
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pleasure but passion, which is a cross. They flee happiness. They couldn't
bear' the peacef~l warmth of a ~appy horne. They flee happiness till one
day they feel broken. Then they burst into a final tempest of tears.
When God's hand squeezes hirn, ~oe unto the man whc 'a dr~
Woe unto him who, refusing to surrender, still clirig s to his defeated
banner. How sad is an old man obstinately f'ait.hful to his banner now
~l&W -rl,)
bereft of glory! The God of Mercy will =» noneT those who, like
5)--' Soleras, refuse not to surrender but to grow old. Those who prefer death
~ to age: Lord, ~ pity ~heir souls! Why did You bring us out of
.. \. ' , ( '- ~ .
nothingness if everything in us dra.gs us into nothingness? Nothing but
Your hand sustains us aboye the abyss. And from the depths of ages, the
echo passes from generation to generation: the dark cry oí Paradise lost..
t)IA
rises ~ our throats when, leanirig over the well of the past, instead of
our own faces we see unrecognizable visages.
And 1 loved! 1 loved a woman. 1 didn't dream it. 1 know it's true, and~
nonetheless at times 1 wonder: is it true that 1 loved? My heart today
scarcely dares to ask my heaet yesterday, just as my face today doesn't
dare to confront my face tomorrow, reflected in theshadowy mirror at the
bottom of the well. I love d, not in a fit of youthful passion but dreaming
of white hair and December everring s. How our solitude grows throughout
our lives! How our shadows lengthen as the sun sinks in the west! That
big cypress is outlined again st the sky like the cross against Calvary's
sharp-edged horizon. Its shadow lengthens as the sun descends, just as the
cross's shadow lengthened. The closer night draws, the loriger the cross's
shadow; soon it will cover the whole world. The cross is all we can clirig
~
to at the edge of nothingness, ~abysS that sucks us dowri.
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Only in deep riight will the cross's shadow cover the entire world.
And the only comforting voice is His, nailed to the cross outlined against
all horizons ... Music, divine music from the heart's deepest recesses,
resigned melancholy:
Ah, mute not~ musíc; because as on that day
tk
if 1 close m e es and listen to entle voice
my sadness melts into melancholy,
my melancholy into peace.
A calm, distant, resigned melancholy in her br'ig.ht gaze, the timbre of
her voice, her gestures, her silences ... her mere presence transformed
that sumptuous, impersonal hotel room. She brought he r home with her, as
in Santa Espina, as always. Her first visit, if 1 recall correctly, was two or
three years after my ohat with Lamoneda in his gar-conriié re.
t,~~s.. -fv<
The very first Fla?~ she ~t was her father's burial niche, in t.he
t'lit'".:~ V\. t <: (~ t"'~ r,'
upper part of ~~ter\j from which one can see the harbor and
1M l ~OV) .
the o.p@~ oea-beyond it. It's a niche like any other: dark, with no
1\
inscription, lost amorig tens of thousands. But one recognizes it right away~
by the mountain of flowers beneath it, flowers furtively left there and
replaced each Sunday by anonymous hands, hands raw from bleach or
calloused by tools, the hands of humble women and old workers who
haven't forgotten. 5~..ct"'
She went to Mass every evening at ~ Phifíp Neri's Church. Her
white hair was stunning again st her black mantilla. She's blessed with
prematurely white hair, which goes so well with true beauty. ls not age
the name of immortal beauty? The gift of beirig more beautiful with white
hair; she, who was no beauty at twenty, at fifty is peerless. Once she'd
learned that the Fathers of the Oratory had never, even in the worst
moments, stopped preaching in Catalan, and when that had become
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impossibJe they'd prefer:r:ed not to preach at all, she never missed evening
5~[~ _r-
Mass at " Philip Neri's Church. And every Fridaj.~she visited Montj-aiCf)
She lived in t.hat posh hotel as t.houg h unaware of the crass luxury ~
,
around her.
But Lluís ... Lluís swam through that hotel's air like a big killé r
fish in its native sea's warm waters. Often he affected an air of ironic
~V\
disillusionment. For example, he 'd say, ~me on the back, "You see
how the manager bows to me? Instead of .bowirig, he'd kick my behind if
,
'--
the check 1 just gave him bounced." But from behind this jaded pose oozed
his real satisfaction, his attachment to this hideous mess we call the
world. Rarely did he speak of his business in Santiago de Chile. When he
did talk ~about it, he adopte d a jocular tone as though he didn't
give a damn, but beneath this frivolous tone one could glimpse a solid
satisfaction with himself. 1 guessed that he'd let himself be won over by
that threadbare philosophy, worldly cynicism, that makes one lose one's
sense of the supenatural and even of the natural. This delusion had
conquered hím, and yet he was good, or more precisely big-hearted.
There's a kind of big-heartedness that characterizes satisfied epicurians,
who think they're happy because their wallets are stuffed with bills. For
example , he told me, in the expansiveness that follows a sumptuous meal,
that he wanted to settle in Catalonia again and found, with part of his
fortune, a school where young workers could learn both specialized skills
~~~ ~ pt ....~~.:J
and the principIes of the coop~rative movement. t ~ to náme this
institution after my father-in-Iaw," he said, smiling. "It'd be such a
sonorous name: the Milmany Foundation ... And it'd be the right name
too. He always preached that the only ways to better the working class
were by makirig it more skilled and organizing cooperatives that really
worked."
They carne back again , also without Ramonet , in 1959 or 1960. This
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They'd been able to make that first visit, planned and dreamed of for
years, thanks to LluÍs's~merican citizenship (his business had an
important branch in Chicago). Before then, those who arrived bear ing
foreign passports had them torn up at the border. This was begirinirig to
charige, and a passport like his was an extremely effective Iightnirigvrod
now that Spain had diplomatic relations with the United States, previously
considered a mortal enemy.
time they brought their other five children: three boys and two girls. The
oldest girl is very pretty, somewhat in the style of El Greco's lon g+face d
Vir'gins. 1 asked them why Ramonet hadn't come, and to my great surprise
Llu ís replied that he 'd had to stay in Santiago "and run the business."
"You see, Unele Eusebi died sorne years ago," he added with a smile, "Now
we have to get alorig without him." What a fool 1 amoFor me, Ramonet
1- was st.ill ~id I'd known in Santa Espina, and I hadn't r-ealize d how
many years had passed, one after the other, a good twenty! How mixed up
1 get trying to count the years in my dark tunnel! "How old is Ramonet
now: over twenty?" 1 asked, .an d Llu ís burst out laug hírig at my puzzled
expression. He said he was almost twenty-seven, married, and about to
become a father. My God.
They occupied \three very Iar ge rooms: what ritzy hotel s can a
11u- c:wt~·
"suite." ~~spent most of their time in the parents' room dur-ing the day.
They even had their meals t.her e. Trini was annoyed--and with reason-- by
the immense, pretentious diriin g room, which rnoreover :¡tt SJ:;Jprt~9""
&.,~ ...e- lJl/ &.~ lA ",e..f I
obliged guests to W-8ai" e~eIIil1~ 6Fe~So th~y'd asked for atable big
enough to seat them all. There she presided, a bit distantly, over family
1A.,w
gather-ing s where one could fe el the clan's closeness and ~it emanated
from he r, Once when they were sitting around after lunch and 1 was
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hav irig coffee with them, the receptionist entered with a telegram from
Ramonet--a telegram about business ma:tters. L'd not.ice d her at the
reception desk where you have to report upon entering that palace, She
"was one of those girls one sees everywhere nowadays, bursting with
fierce an d insolent youth. Maybe yourrg people today are so insolent "
because they sense that once they grow up their lives will be overo She
looked about eighteen, the same age as Lluís's daughter who made me
think of El Greco's Virgins. While you Lalked wit.h her at the front desk,
she tossed, with automatíc gestures like a wind-up toy's, her studiedly
disheve!!id mane, so blaz ingly red that it seemed to crackle like ~re.
She entered the room while we were havirig coffee and strode up to Lluís
with militar y arrogance--the ar rogance of a general in an operetta--on her
spike heels. When her gaze met Lluís's, the look they exchariged was so
dense, so conspiratorial, so heavy with unspoken understandings that even
an idiot could see what it meant. 1 sUddenly realized that in the eyes of
that girl nursed on movies and whc 'd staked her whole life on one card--
her insolent youth--Lluís, wit.h. his millions , his grayirig temples, and his, ,
disenchanted, free-and-easy air must have seemed like the perfect
specimen of an "attractive older man." But Trini noticed nothing. Gently
distant, she devoted all her attention to her children.
Even now she notices not.hin g: this miraculously yourig , seductive
grandmother (Ramonet now has two kid s ), Is it because she doesn't suspect
... or' is it that for her there's not.hín g in the world except the family
o.,..-
she's created: her children and iJrr grandchildren? Does not.hirig on earth
exist for her except her children and gr-andchildr en, for whom she'd
sacrifice anything and whom she'd adore even if they were utter
simpletons? And what better husband, father, and grandfather t.han Lluís,
who's made a colossal fortune that shields them from life's vicissitudes?
U"B
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She's clurig to her religion: a religion caim and gentle as herself. She
believes in it an d lean s on it. Her missal smells of musk, like her Russian
leather gloves, like her mantilla. She believes because she depends on it.
Her mantilla, which suít.s her so well! One evening they invited me to
supper. Trini, in my honor, had them turn off the central heatirig and
Iight a wood fire in that fireplace I'm sure no guest had ever used befare.
Not long befare, Lluís had given her a diamorid brooch and a black shawl
edged with lace that had beloriged to his great-grandmother--the wife offk -
t~ Carlist colonel from 1833. She'd put them on to please him. To make
, '
the room feel even more like 1833, she'd had them turn off the electricity
and had lit candles. It was the prettiest lace-edged shawl l'd ever seen.
With that shawl thrown over her shoulders and that brooch on her bosom,
Trini was dazzling. Llu ís wracked his br-ain to give her unusual, unexpected
t.hirig s that would delight her. His idea for the Milmany Foundation was
basically another gift. At times he treated his wife as attentively and
obsequiously as a foreign ambassador Q.e~aying court to a queen he
must please at all costs. How seductive she was with that old shawl and
white hair in the Iight from the candIes and fireplace. Next to her , the
poor receptionist was like a Coca Cola ad next to a Rembrandt.
And nonetheless ... eppur si muove. Lluís brazenly deceived her
with that receptionist, just as he's deceiving her now with a manicurist he
met God knows where. Trini didn't de ig n to notice. She followed her own
path. Life makes its demands. Her path was the righteous one. Yes, but I
, ~i","
Ioved the rebellious Trini l'd known befare a thousand times ~, the
, J)- ,
Trini who'd refused to resign herself to her husband's escapades as to a
fatalistic religion. lloved that former Trini a thousand times more,
because the one I know now, so gently distant and melancholy, so
enveloped in the scent of musk and of her Russian gloves, with her
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f'ascínatirig white hair, is so terribly seductive . O, how difficult it is
to love a woman who's too seductive!
I for got to mentíon, though of course it's understood, that Lluís
made his fortune in Santiago manufacturing soup noodles. His factory is
the biggest in the entire southern hemisphere. Once Ramonet had
recovered, they'd managed to slip out of Olivel de la Virgen, cross the
territory ruled by Franco, and catch a plane in Seville that would take
them to America where his uncle was wartirig for hím, thanks to the
Baroness of Olivel's influence.
#
Soleras was of another temperamento He'd never have betrayed his
youth, he'd never have knelt before th.e Lie that rules the world, he'd
rieve r have taken that plush hotel seriously, he'd never have manufa¿tured
t\.~~ 'H t jsi b t Y 1- , f hi t hJ&li,ca'l?¡1i{?" e was a grea smner , u ou ove smrier s o lS sor w o
immolate themselves because they're incapable of betraying thetr youth.
They'd rather go up in flames halfway through their lives than betray it!
In Your merey, won't You forgive them for hastening their own deaths?
'-.
Why are these sensualists, who burn with thirst for beaut.y, so ugly
themselves? They're like dry wood, and that's why they burn till there's
not hirig left, and that's also why death is always before their eyes like a
mirror. Because they feel that dizz yirrg f'ugacit.y, they burn with a nameless
thirst: love, youth, hot and perfumed blood , uncertain glory. Sorne, like
Soleras, adore this thirst so much that they die oí it before they can
reach a fountain and drink ... they flee happiness as t.hough it terrified
them. They live not for love but for passion, and they seek not water but
thirst. But what do we know about them? Poor me: what could I know?
Only You, Lord, can see into their sou ls. They flaunt their sins and hide
their repentance--a devastating repentance only You can see and of which
U" 5
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1 have only the vaguest notion from my eonfessional. You alone , Lord,
know what storms ravage these souls when they can stand no more. You
will for give him, in Your infinite merey, for smashírig the goblet of life
with whieh You had blessed hím.
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VI
But l'd heard nothing specific about Soleras. 1 didn't even know if he
was dead or alive!
The only thing l'd gotten straight from Lamoneda's convoluted story
was that he'd switched sides agaín, rejoining the republicans just as the
war was about; to end. Mightn't he have followed those retreating brigades~~~r~~
across the Pyrenees, joined the French :m,afljtS t.H{:eso many others, and
ended up in Africa, America, Oceania or God knows where? Why not
Oceania? We've lost touch wit.h so many of them, scattered t.hroughout the
world: in the Philippines, in Madagascar, in Siberia. Or perhaps, like so
many others, once the war in France hed ended he'd kept fighting with
our own maquis an d when he couldn't hold out any Ionge r in the
mountains he'd hidden in Barcelona, a seet.hín g anthill where no one could
find hírn. I knew where some of themwere holed up. I'd visited them and
helped them out whenever I could. 1 always asked about Soleras. No one
knew a thing about him. But 1 never gave up hope, He might reappear
when least expected. Wasn't that what Llu ís had done after so many years
of silence? How overjoyed l'd be if one day he showed up at my mountain
rectory! How overjoyed!
There's a bus that goes down to Barcelona early in the morning and
returns in the evening. One evening, at the begirmirig of summer, 1 was
enjoying the cool breeze as I sat on one of the stone benches that flan k
my rector y on the village's main square. 1 was watchirig the children play
and the swallows and swifts comín g and goirig from the houses' eaves,
listeníng to their squeals and fluttering wirig s. This was life, the hot
weather that returns every year. Summer was new frrr those kids and those
swallows and swifts. For them, those first hot days were a delightful,
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exciting novelty. For me they were just another step in an endless tunnel.
What was 1 doirig in that mountain village? What joy could 1 expect from
life? 1 was lost in th~se sad thoughts when the bus arrived. "It's eight
o'clock; another dyin g day ... " And as 1 thought this 1 saw him among , +
j .. . ~ . s: (....Á.o• 1
/'; e the pea.sants~ f:ttmg"Of(Wlth t.heir- bundles and baskets,. at hlmf\, \
'-'1 ~L~o~J¡, "1'''' 3t; tjr ~y since it's always an event when sorne outsider visits our village.
e:
But it wasn't Soleras; it was Lamoneda.
More ghostly than ever, he app roached me, and 1 sat t.he re , stunned,
because in truth l'd never expected to see him in that víllage. "Here comes
the ghost," 1 thought. "He 'e appeared out of nowhere, as always, this
repulsive ghost, after years of not seeing him, when l 'd forgotten him
again." He approached me, crossing the square illumined obliquely by the
late-June sunset, which struck him square in his smilirig face, but what a
smi1e, the smile of a worn-out old mano How could Lamoneda have grown
so old?
"They fired me agaín," 1heard him mutter hoarsely. "L'm b roke.
~~l' . th 1"¡t"O les agam, e same a~ a ways.
1 brought him fnside because the children had gathered around to
stare at hírn.
"Oof," he sighed, collaps ing in one of the two chair s. "This village
was sure hard to f'ind. At the archbishop's palace they refused to te11me
where you were. Why did you trick me?"--his voice was plaintive--"You
told me you were in Vinebre. Do you know how far away that is? 1 took a
train. No one had ever heard of you ... 1 should have suspected! We're
old pals but you avoid me ... "
This was at the beginning of the sixties, maybe sixty-two or sixty-
three. Lord knows; .I can't remember dates. They're a11so similar. How
could 1 distinguish them in this dark tunnel? And Lamoneda was explainirig
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how once again he'd been a victim of envy and spite. This time they'd
taken advantage of the liberaHzation to get rid of hím. He was broke
again ...
"You're a priest. Don't you know sorne job 1 could do?"
"A job for someone who doesn't know how to do anything," I
thought. I gathered that he assumed we priests were now running the
show. He seemed to blame us for the process of liberalization that had
t~ begun four or five years earlier and that for him was a shameful betrayal
~..,... ,&.....1.. ,. tl~I_~U. of pI::i;Q,ciPlj\:He sat in that straw chair, his head laap.g~ ~O~ with
weariness, and his bus ticket stuck out of the breast pocket where his
handkerchief should have been.
And while he recited the Iitany of his bitter disappointments I stared
at that ticket and imagined that in the unexplored depths of his pockets
l'd find hundreds of used bus, subway , and streetcar tickets, mute
witnesses to his cornings and going s in the vast city, trips dead and
vanished in the thickening fog of that ghostly life. "Lamoneda's Iif'e," I
thought dreamily as I gazed at that ticket, "isn't an promenade in a park
autumn has carpeted with yellow leaves, disappearing in the distance amid
twilit golden mists and divine melancholy. It's an interminable paved
street, unspeakably monotonous, carpeted with used bus, subway, and ~
~ \iiiPi cZ "
streetcar tickets, disappearing in the distance amid billows fro~anks
of smokestacks ... " Lamoneda seemed to carry, divided amorig the
unfathomable depths of his countless pockets, all the bus, subway, and
streetcar tickets he'd bou ght in the course of his life, and I shivered like
someone with a fever or at the beginning of winter while he went on
reciting the litan y of his disappointments. He jumped from one subject to
another. He agaín reproached me for makirig him think I lived in Vinebre,
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but he reproached me without bitterness, almost fondly, as though he
found it natural that 1'd deceive hím. "But why Vinebre, of all place s?" he
repeated. "Do you know where that is?" No; 1 didn't know. 1 had only a
very vague, almoat mythical idea. It was precísely for this reason that
when he'd insisted on get.tirig my addr eas when we left his garconníe re, it
had occu rr-ed to me. It was just the beginning of summer, but that was the
~uJa.v~~ c;~t-
first really ~ níght, 1 showed him into back garden so we could ~;Qj~
(nt'rJ.v-W S
t»o eE:ie;~a'irbeneath the grapevine, and he tal,ked on and on, returning to
the subjects he'd discussed in his gar-conriiér-e as t.hough we'd interrupted"
our conversation the day before, as thoug h all those years hadn't passed.. ~l~~)
He even took up where he'd lef't off that other time, ~N0~ ~go, in
the café on the Ronda de Sant Pau,
"My tenant's gotten rich. He now has two tractors, a threshing
machine, a hydraulic press, a pickup trúck, and a caro Not only does he
líve in rny house, as usual--there's no way to get the courts to make him
move--but he's fixed it up, 'rnoder-nized ' it, as he says. He's stuccoed the
facade because he sayat.he bare stone is low-class; he's walled in that
sunny gallery with Gothic arc;hes; he's installed a bathroom for each
bedroom. It's not that the pig bathes, but he says it's more moderno
There's no way to get him out! l 'm the one who has no right to set foot
in my own house! I've tried to get back at him every way I can. A waste
of time! He's a sly old weasel! Dur-íng those years when the Civil Guard
requisitioned harvests, the peasants who hid them had to sweat. But not
mine; that son of a bitch was coinírig it hand over fist! He sold on the
black market just as he had dur ing the war, but now he char ged even
~ more! 1 reported him, not once but many times. The livil ~uards would
show up without warning, search the house from top to Lbottom,but they
never found the slightest trace of wheat, oil, or hazelnuts! An inscr utable
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enigma ... they found stuff in every house in the v illage except mine.
. ~~~3Was he in cahoots with the guard,s? Were they "'-~v~~~H~he profits? 1
:reported them too. They chan ged them. An utter waste of time. Only after
this liberalization was the mystery finaIly solve d, when there was nothing
~k~~ to-4~ecause they'd stopped those requisitions. Listen, it's a good
story."
Sitting on a wooden berich beneath 'the grapevine, he faced away
from the garden's back wall, but out of the corner of my eye I spotted
that devout old biddy, the one who complained about me time and again to
<i: kt:~\
1-., the archbishop once she found out l'd been a "Red priest." That olE!~ ')
(- ~ spies on everyone who enters and leaves my house, everything said
and done inside it, On the other si de of my garden wall is a lane they call
the "lane back of the houses," and there's apile of rocks, left over from
God knows when. 1 ought to have them carted away. They're just a
nuisance, and that old ~ climbaup on top of them, stands on t.iptoe ,
and peeks over my wall. She t.hought 1 hadn't seen her, and meanwhile the
ghost continued.
"We haven't had a village priest since the war. Maybe you've heard
people talk about the 'Iack of vocations.' It's a common subject. There are
lots of villages without priests; an appalling lack of vocations. A priest
from another v illage, quite far away, has to come and say Mass. He only
comes on Sundays, and not alway s the~. You have to realize my
tena~t attends Mass more devoutly th~~ anyone for ten miles around, No
tJ1A-f'- l~~ l-te: ~ Lltt ~ ~a:t~ vft.e can bray a "kyr-ie ' as ~n holy days. ~ church . s to
the rafters! And when he beats his breast, you can hear it resonate. Since,
in a word, he's the biggest Jesuit in town, the priest entrusted him with
the key. He'e been the parish sexton since the forties. Well, our parish
church has a crypt where they keep Saint Pandulfa's incorruptible body. I
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suppose you've heard of Saint Pandulfa's miraculous mummy? And this
wise-assed sexton, 1 mean my teriant farmer, since the big marble base is
f hollow ;;J:;;:... "
Out of the 'cor ne r of my eye 1 spotted the old biddy's marten-like
stare. She'd pricked up her ears at that story about saints and relics.
"I'm sure you've caug ht on by now. He hid the oii under the mummy,t in that hollow base. He used it ~ storage %t! How could the Civil
Guar d have found it? So my saintly tenant saved his harvest through Saint
Pandulfa's intercession! As for the wheat and hazelnuts, he hid them
behind the big, baroque altarpiece. No, the Reds didn't burn it. They didn't
burn it because the previous tenant, who was the mayor ... or maybe 1
aIread y told you that. This was back in the years when wheat, oil, and
hazelnuts were worth their weight in gold. He lived high on the hog , while
1 couldn't afford to eat! Ten thousand pessetes ayear, and 1 was lucky to
~
get~ ... When those ministers were just be ginnirig to talk about
liberalizing the economy, one day he blurted out in the village café, where
he was sitting around with his buddies, !I liberalized mine years ago
without any help from the government. '"
The old biddy didn't miss a word. Her marten's-eyes peered r-ight
through uso While Lamoneda went on wit.h his interminable monologue, 1
thought, with a vague horror that sent chills down my apine, about the
possibility t.hat now that hed found my lair he'd visit me often. Should 1
request a transfer to another parish to throw that obsessive ghost off my
trail if he threatened to turn into my shadow? As darkness fell, his face
be gan to seem like that of a madman, but a very placid madman, what
placid insanity. That unquenchable insanity WáS f'r-ighterring in its
tranquility. And meanwhile, those marten-eyes were still there and the sky
gradually turned a deeper and deeper shade of blue and the evening star
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had risen aboye the wall and finally I couldn't resist the urge and said, in
my most cerimonious tone, "Good evening, Mrs. Guinarda. Enjoying the
cool of the evening up there?"
She suddenly vanished. Lamoneda went on in his monotonous drone,
as though he'd heard not.hírig. "Did you know Rexy Mura went bankrupt?
You don't know anything about it? It was the talk of the town. Do you
realize how many big factories are goirig to fold? On the other hand,
those small manufacturers, the ories who went t.hr-ough hell with inspectors
always breathing down their necks, the ones who had to work at night
because they'd cut off their electricity during the day .•• they don't
mind this liberalization at all. In fact, it's given them a new lease on life.
What? Yes, small manufacturers, those busy little bees"--and his voice
oozed sarcasm--"the ones who believed in hard work an d thrift and the
free market, those fucking bourgeois liberals .•. Now they're crowing
over their victory! You remember t.hat two-bit shoe manufacturer? He's
sellirig women's shoe s by the ton in the United States. Or maybe you don't
remember ..• Yes, that one, while Rexy Mura and other giants are goirig
~~~~ '
tQ_ th:ert;ll ... these penny ante manufacturers ... always with their
noses to the grindstone, trying to make ends meet! Now these small-time
bastards can breathe. Th~y ne~r understood the grandiosity of our
proletarian-imperial ~...s~ •• What? You didn't know Rexy Mura had
folded? Well, it caused quite a stir! It was the talk of Barcelona! The
Marquis of Santas Cruces not long ago had to take a job as manager in
one of those ritzy hotel s ... What? You don't know who the Marquis of
Santas Cruces lis? Mr. Kroitz: don't you remember? Yes, Mr. Kroitz. He's a
~~v-e... J...? 1A~t-.e\
~:Fe ~ now. Those North American guests drool when they f'irid out
the guy bowirig to them is a genuine Spanish marquis .•. What pigs those
North Americans are! Buying shoes from Freemasons! What's Llibert
\,
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Milmany up to now? He's doirig just fine! He saw it comin.g. He knew the
jig was up whenno one else had the vaguest suapición. Now he's in Jaén,
manag ing an enormous factor-y. What could a factory in Jaén possibly
J-i,.Vl-",-Á, ~V\ e,
make? W.hJ;¡,1;ele FU ;~Rk: they extract acids from orujillo; yes, from
or-u.iillo. What's ot-u.idllo? 1 don't know; it's somet.hín g like olive pit.s. Who
owns the factory? Who do you t.hirik? Government-owned factor-res never
go bankrupt o o . Two and two make five whenever necessary. That's what
their budgets are foro No one ever caug ht the great Llibert nappirig! 1
went to Jaén when 1 found myself in the street again with no way to
make a living, and is it ever far away, especially if you go third class!
You can't imagine what an endless trip tha:t was! It's at the other end of
the earth! 1 went to ask if he'd hire me to help him extract acids from
or u.iillo. Of course 1 don't know a t.hirig about it! But do you think they
know more? Do you think there's anyone on earth capable of telling you
what the hell orujillo is and what kinds of acids you can extract from it?
But Llibert •.• Llibert Milmany ... the big shot • o . alway s
indispensable. o . 9, what a big shot! What a tightwad! Not only doesn't
;:- "
he want me in his factory, not only does he refuse to split the loot with
me fair and square, but he even made some veiled threats that he 'd have
me rubbed~t 9fT ~ ~ie1i- if 1 said anything indiscreet. I'd hirite d that 1{\--
had some olrppirig s, you know: the ones 1 keep in' t.hat Arabian chest in my
gar-coriniér-e ••• All 1 could squeeze out of him was a five-hundred pesseta
bill, just enough to pay my third-class fare back to Barcelona. And when 1
started shouting , 'Five hundred! You cheapskate! You stingy bastard!' that
gorilla from Medellín appeared and dragged me outside by the scruff of
f' ~necko My trip to Jaén was a flop .•• but 1 .•. I've got the clippings
... 1 save everything! They st.ill don't know where my gar-cormié re ia. We
could make trouble, kick up a fuss if you felt líke it •.. you and 1 could
'1- C~?"
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"Could dowhat?"
"Kick upa fuss. Aren't you disiHusioned tOO?There are SOmany of
uso We'could kick up a hell of a fúss if we wanted to, with all the
practice we've had ... "
Itwas ver y late. 1 invíted him to share my supper. I had some
potatoes l'd roasted the day before and that I reheated by bur-yirig them in
the embers in my fireplace. :I also had a dry goat-milk cheese of the kind
the shepherds around here make, and a loaf of stale bread. I still had a~ ~~~\r- ~~demijohn of ti4:e tart, water_~ ;- Fr\. in Lhis are 6:. wolfed down
his food. Weate beneath the grapevines, out in the garden, in that cool,
dark, late-June riight, and while he ate his stale bread and dry g.o~
cheese, he went on with his monologue.
"That/s why I came to vísit you. Those of us who are disillusioned
should or ganize ... "
"Didrr'f you say it waa because you thought t could findt:b ~
1\.
"Yes, that's what I thought. I thought that since your-e a priest ...
and in fact, l'm surprised. How come you don't have more pu ll if you're a
priest? There's only one explanatíon. There must be priests who were
deceived too and now feel bitterly disillusioned. We could do big t.hirig s!
'I'hin.gs that would shake the world! We still haven't made that revolution
we used to tal k about all the time: the revolution of youth, the most
glorious one of all! 0, what a revolution we could make! L've kept up my
contacts, you know, and it's especiaHy because of this that L've come, to
make contact with disiHusioned priests ..• to form a urrite d front, a front
of disillusionment ... 'I'heytve disillusioned the youth of Spain! Ves,
they've made fools of us and now that they don't need us anymore they
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want to dump USoWell, they've made fools of us long enough! We know
the secreto We know how it's done!"
His monologue went on and on, an outpouring of senseless gibberish.
1t was very late' and I brought him to my bedroom, where I laid out
another straw mattress. And as I was layirig it out, I again felt a chill run
down my spine, because it was as t.houg h I were reliving somet.hirig ,['d
already lived through. When this happens, when we suddenly relive a scene
we've lived through many years before, when we make the same gestures
~~y t.he same things we said long ago, when 8uddenly the past, as
though it had laid a trap for us •.• In the dark, where each of us lay on
his own mattress, he continued his incoherent monologue and now he was
~:í?:Ut Malvina Canal s IGonzález an d 1 couldn't remember who
/ r e e .
the devil thisMalvina had been. "My wife," he said , and I started. His
wife? Did Lamoneda have a wife? "Don't you remember?" he replied. "That
redhead, the one on the Ronda de Sant Pau." It seems this Malvina was
dr-ivírig him crazy. Every time Lamoneda found a job, however temporary it
might be, she, who never lost track of hím, would show up with a judicial
order f'orcirig him to give her a bi g chunk of his wag es. "She won't let me
live ," he said plaintively in the dark. And he explained that hed ~1~~
45eL¡Ii ~ +0 (~ .
¿jjgol?cf\:hQr for adultery but she'd called all her lovers as character
witnesses, including that altruistic locksmith who'd shared her with the
others, to swear on the Bible that since Malvina had married her conduct
'1- had been irreproachable. Lamoneda had lost the suit, and, to ~ake
matters worse, after reading him the sentence the ju d.ge had scornfully
asked, "But my good man, who forced you to get involved with a t.rollop?"
He drone d on and on in the darkness, and I felt more and more that
someone had played a trick on me, r-eplacirig Soleras with Lamoneda,
because that other mattress should have been for Soler-aa-r-as on that night
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dur ing the war when he'd shared those su r pr-isirrg confidences with me,
And now I was reliving the scene, but with Lamoneda instead of Soleras,
as though sorne invisible power had amused itself by switching them in my
~ lif'e, Becausé I st.ill had the illusion that I could be happy in this life,
that I could be happy with a friend who'd keep me company , and this best
friend could only be Soleras. 0, if one lucky day I could see him reappear,
~ a defeated failure no doubt, a. defeated failure like myself, ~oken by
T" fatiguec.r:if he showed up unexpectedly one day at my mountain rectory ..
. how happily l'd make room for him by my side, how we could comfort
s :
each other on this downhill path it's so depressing to tread alone! But
sorne malevolent power had amused itself by put.tírig Lamoneda where
Soleras should have been, and asI remembered Soleras an d that far-off
rainy autumn night when each of us lay on his straw mattress, the ghost,
jump in g from subject to subject, started talking about Soleras. Itwas as
though he 'd taken up where we'd left off in our conversation in his
garconriiér-e, or the other one, even lorige r ago, in that café on the Ronda
de Sant Pau, as though countless years hadn't slipped by, as t.houg h we'd
been interrupted the day before or as though we'd abolished the time
between those talks and the presento And since he was talk ing about him,
I said , "Do you know what became of him? Do you know what happened
once he'd joined the republicans or where he is now?"
"How should I know?" Lamoneda replied. "He deserted, disappeared. I
never heard from him again. And why would I once he'd joined the Reds?
What a jerk! Yes, Soleras was a jerk, but would you believe he predicted
everything that's happening now? 'YouTl see your revolution,' he said
(because he always said "you r revolution' and "you r comrades' as though
he'd never switched sides), "you Tl see your glorious youthful revolution
drowned in a sea of holy water.' And he added, 'Ever-yona'Il play you
"What became of him? How should 1 know? You come out with the
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you ng people for a bunch of fools.' He said "you yourig people' as though
he himseIf were old, but he couldn't have been over twenty-six, while 1
was well past forty. 'And you'll see what kind of novel s foreigners will
" h\.. (~)(_ write about thts war! Massive tomes! Pure bullshit, ,Wttnl'all~ but it'll sell
like hot cakes! If 1 tried to explain this mess to foreigners, they'd get
lost. They can't make head or tail of it! It's not that we understand it
much better ourselves, but at Ieast we have a certain idea of its extremely
simple complexity. Foreigners don't care for subtlety. They've decided once
and for all that Spain must be somewhere down in the tropics, in fact
closer to the tropic of Capricorn than the tropic of Cancer, and that
'/. without exception, its inh~bitants are either bullfighters or I'ypsies. If you
l' try to suggest that perhaps, in ad drtion to bullfighters and fYPsies, one
occasionaHy finds some family man who manufactures socks or shoes or
soup noodles, they find it too subtle, too complicate d, too unbelievable,
and they stop Iistenírig because you're gív ing them a headache. L've lived
amorig foreigners. 1 know what they're like. For example , they'd explain
your story with the Miranda girl after their own f'ashíon. They'd turn you
into a 'YPsy flamenco bullfighter and her into a big hmm ... ' tWatch
your tong ue, Soleras,' 1 ínter-rupted. "She is my fiancée!' 'For-eígner s won't
give a damn about that. All t.hey. care about is makirig sure the novel sells.
,
1 know them, L've lived abroad, 1 know them like the palm of my hand.'
It's amaz ing how clearly that jerk could see "things."
"He was always clearsighted, ti 1 replied. "1 wish 1 knew what became
of him once he'd rejoined the Catalan army •.. "
weirdest stuff ... Didn't 1 tell you he was drunk out of his mind the
night he deserted? He dragged me alorig with him. 1 glanced back at my
two men, who were taílíng uso 1 was be ginnírig to get scared. Wewere too
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close to enemy lines! Finally 1 refused to take another step. We'd reached
the other side of the wood, where the fields bagan. It was then, as we
.,~
stood amorig the last ~~ that he carne out with OReof his idiotic
remarks. tI don't know, Lamoneda,' he said, "if you've heard of a certain
carpenter. ,ti
tiA certain carpenter?"
tltYes, precisely: a certain carpenter.' 'Now you want ~ó talk about
carpenters?' tWhy not now? Why shouldn't we talk about carpenters right
now?' he replied. tBut what carpenter?' 1asked. tA carpenter like any
other, a village carpenter who's got me very worried.' tWhy should you
worry about sorne village carpenter ••• ' tYes, a carpenter in a villag e , in
a real one-horse town, a kind of Olivel de la Virgen.' 'Listen: this is no
time to jabber about carpenters •.. ' and 1 looked around, because 1 could
see he was stark ravirig mad. My two men were hiding behin dsome
bushes, keeping us in sight. tA poor carpenter in a dumpy hick town: a
certain Jesus. 1 don't know if you've heard of hím." tNow Jesus?' tWhy not
now? Why not now, you son of a bitch? Who do you expect me to talk
about at a time like this, if not Jesus? *hoUld 1 think of, if not Him?
Himmler, you son of a bitch?' 'Dorr't; call me a son of a bitch again,
Soleras. 1won't stand for it.' 'r assure you that this carpenter's got me
worried, a carpenter in a lousy one-horse town. Without Him, what sense
would anyt.hirig make?' 'Your e the one who doesn't any make serise ,' 1
t LI~~....c ti ln.-v<-t-:-
said. 'You don't know what you?e ~ You're raving!' 'L'm not raving k
--j"'C0- {'e-llrt~lA,,! o. b ~ .
as much as you think, Lamoneda. 1 know very well what I'm ~right.. ~~~now. Without this vfllage carpenter, what a.g,.iBeef'l.1pre~e:r. practical
joke life would be! Do you think we should believe in you more than in
Jesus of Nazareth? Should we read your novels instead of the Bible?
Please! If 1 have to choose between you an d Him, 1'11 take Him, Mary
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Magdalene knew men; she was no fool! She knew men and stuck with Hírn,
not with Stendhal.' 'Don 'f make me laugh,' I said. tDo you think Stendhal
lived in Jerusalem in Mary Magdalene's time?' 'Ever yt.hirig+s possible,' he
replied. 'You won't f'ind many with as much experience as Mary Magdalene,
and she stuck with Him! It's absurd to te11 a pig like you who won't
understand, but I'm dying to tell you, I'l1 burst íf I don 't.l' tWhat do you
want to tell me?' 'Eve r since I was twelve, I haven't been able to read
'f- about Mary Magdalene in the Ge~~ without my eye s filling with tears.'
And suddenly he started yellin~ at the star s, tMary Magdalene, whore
~ and martyr, do not forsake me!{~hat nut shouted so loud that the Reds
fina11y heard us and let us have a couple of rounds of machine-gun fire.
Luckily they could hear but not see us, because it was a dark night and
we were standing amon.g the last trees in that pine grov e. Beyond it, a
flat, treeless plain stretched right up to the enemy lines. By the starlight,
we could make out the sacks of earth they'd piled up as parapets in the
distance, on a little hill. Soleras was gr-íppirig my arm again and trying to
drag me alorig with him, but I was struggling to get away. 'And now,' he
said as I fought to break loose from his hand gripping my arm like a vise,
'L'm goirig to desert right in front of your nose, knowing perfectly well
who you are and what your game is, I'm goin g to desert because I feel
like it and because I've always, ever since the tender age of twelve, done+~~~exactly what I felt like in front of 4: ~'s, noses.' It was then that I
f'inally broke free and pushed him away. Then ... that's a11I know. He
left; I lost sight of him! He headed for those parapets, and I haven't heard
from hím since. Why are you so interested in that jerk Soleras? After a11,
you hardly knew him and he was nothing but a fool!"
"You say you lost sight of him, but the terrain in front of you was
flat and treeless a11the way to the enemy lines .•. the moon was out, I
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remember you said that day at your garconnié re . "
"The moon? No; 1 can assure you there was no moori. It was a very
dark rright; no moorrlight. The grourid dipped. Don't ask me anyt.hirig elae!
All 1 know is he vanished. He was a jerk and deserted •.. L'rn in no
mood for this nonsense. Don't ask me anvthirig else! L'm fed up with him!
1 don't give a shit about all the Soler-asea who ever lived and ever will
live •.. Didn't 1 ten you what he did to Captain Ib rahim? What could you
expect from an asshole like him? 'I'he hell with Soleras. It's bor-irig to talk
about him. Let me recite sorne choice excerpts from my novel, my
masterpiece, the synthesis oí them all. My life's crowning achievement- •.
. Our immortal struggle's epic poem! 1 know whole chapters by heart."
And without transition, he be gan reciting, in t.hat dark bedroom,
tedious tirades involving sorne duchess narned Atalanta and an ambassador
named Recesvinto from God knows which empire. It was stupefyingly dull!
Lucki1y he soon dropped off to sleep and from then on 1 heard nothing
but his deep, r-esonant snoring. At daybreak 1 took him to the bus stop
and paid far his ticket after te!ling him I'd prefer ~see him again.
(" ( ~.
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VII
Cui prodest?
And in fact, I didn 't see hirri for sorne years.
One evening in autumn 1968, after returning f'rom Barcelona, where
I'd spent the day with Lluís and Trini, I started sweeping out my chu rch.
Because it was Friday, the day I always sweep it, The church is as bare as
the one in Santa Espina. Everything in ít, was scrupulousiy burnt in 1936
by the anarchist flying patrols , who left only t.he stone altar standing.
After the war, the villagers provisionally naüefl' big cross made from two
~
pine trunks from which they'd barely stripped the bark, without any image,
to the wall behind that altar. As I've said, this was supposed to be
temporary while they replaced the burnt altarpiece. Years have passed--
almost, thirty--and nothing's change d. I love that rough-hewn cross, which
is more fitting than any man-made image could ever be.
So I was sweeping out the chut-eh that Friday evening. The only light
carne from a little wick in a lantern I'd hun g outside the sacristy-, and the
dust my broom raised from the f'lagstones smelled like fresh earth in a
~) .
newly dug ~'~ like Good Friday. It was autumn of 1968. How
'.monotonously the years had slipped by, how much they resembled each
t- other in my dark, endless tu nriel. In the meantime ~unt Llúcia had lain
on her deathbed for months and months before finally dying--in aixt.y'-f'ou r ,
sixty-five, maybe sixty-six?--so now I was even more alone in the world.
Each step we take is another step toward aloneness. I swept and
daydreamed while a chilly breeze, sneaking through a crack in that door
that didn't shut tight, made the flame flicker f~ Sid::=t;:~like a
ro· q!' e> c::>
pendulum. It flickered very gently, while I went on sweeping and
daydreaming.
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Suddenly, on the altar, 1 saw that piece of papero
How could someone have gotten into the church an d left a piece of
paper on the altar? The church is locked from morning Mass till evening
prayers. That sheet of paper wasthere, clearly visible on the tabernacle .
..rb \fW2.jf) ~ ~ U\ (yV-Á .-~
A stone held it down ¡?\tllle wind.JOlQ111dn't ~~T--4t away. 1 read it by the
light from the il.antern: "Br-ing me something to eat. They've got me
cornered. Soleras."
A crude map of the way to his hideout filled the rest of the page.
After thirty years, how could 1 believe he was still alive? 1 must
admit that my first reaction was s~Pticism. How could it be him? But if it
wasn't him, who could it be? No one in that v illage knew anything about
Soleras or about our friendship thirty years ago, And no outsider s had
been seen in town the last few day s. What if it~ him? Could he
have lived all those years abroad without ever getting in touch with me?
Or had he been hidírig out in the woods with the maquis and later holed
up in Barcelona? I knew ~hers who had fought in the French
tesistance and once the Second World War was over had crossed the
border again an d gane on fighting in the Pyrenees. In 1948 there were
still a few left, not many, who hadn't lain down their arms and lived like
hunted wolves in Catalonia's most rugged, out-of-the-way ravines and
gor ges. Later, when even this becam~ impossible, they'd vanished into
Barcelona(i)seeth~thiJ.l... I knew sorne of them and had he lpe d them out
at times. Could he have been one of them? What if it was him, trapped
like a hunted wolf in the forest without a hope on earth but me?
I knew where the place on the map was. I'd often visited it during
my solitary strolls. It's a big ravine, far from any settlement, with a paper
mill that's now in ruins. In spr-ing tirne, hundreds of pairs of crows nest in
crevices in the high cliffs. You can see them coming and goin g , busily
U Br: :± ~ Univel/sitat.autbno~#!8~celona. .....~(~"'" 'Ht1ftrtats, . br-inging food to their vourig . s, an d their raucous caws,-a~~lifÍft~ \. ( L •
the stone, enliven that shadowy solitude for a few months. But once
summer ends, the spot becomes more and more ailerrt, and from the
begínnírig of D'ecember on, no ray of sunlight penetrates that deep, narrow
gor ge with its st.ream.
I
1 set out at ni ght. 1 walked for five hours, filled with an in sane
hope: maybe it was Soleras! What if it rea11y was Soleras, what if it rea11y
was him? What if in my deepening solitude, God had sent me that
resurrected friend? How happy we could be together in the twilight of our
lives! What good company we could be!
Day was just breakírrg when 1 reached Mill Gor-ge, which is what
~I-.~~
people l.D. tl.:lese pa~ call that spot. Howmany plans I'd dreamed up as 1
walked along , first beneath the stars and then by the light of the wanin g
moon. Soleras and 1 could live together for the rest of our lives. Defeated
failures in this world, why couldn't we live together in hope of the next?
Because if it was rea11y him, if it was him, he'd be at least as alone as 1
was, at least as much of a defeated failure, at least as lost in that dark,
endless tunnel, at least as neurotic. Wecould live together in my rectory.
Who knows: maybe he'd decide to become a priest. And if he preferred not
to, if for whatever reason he didn't want to take or der-s, couldn't he live
with me as a lay brother, a much more intelligent and learned brother
than the clergy? Isn't that what they used to do? Didn't Christians equa11y
desirous of peace and solitude establish brotherhoods? Isn't history full of
hermits and anchorites? Isn't it precisely in our century that we most feel
the need for peace and solitude, after a11the horrors we've had to
witness? But Lord-- 1 thought to myself--is solitude bearable without
company? Solitude with a brother, Lord: give me that and 1'11never ask
for anything else in this lif'e.
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Day was just breakírig when I saw him in the distance. He was sít.tíng
on a boulder by that brook , with his back to me. It was his back. It was
rea11y and truly his back! 'I'he same back he'd always had, berit and bony
as that of an old , beaten wor-khor'se, and trembling at the sight OI that
resuscitated friend, I approached him, but he didn't turn around despite a11
the noise my hobnailed boots made on the stones alorig the bank. I could
make out his skinny neck, his lock s of badly-cut hair. He was very
shab bily dressed, warrnin g himself by a fir e he' d built. It was the crackling
of that greeri, damp wood that, kept him from hearing my footsteps: the
crackling wood and the rushing st.ream. Suddenly he heard me and whirled
around and 1 saw his ye llowe d , lined face like a mummy's, with its stubbly,
almost-white beard, and his eyes--those sad, crafty eyes.
I couldn't keep from shoutirig in disappointment, "Lamorie da!"
~~
While ~ devoured the loaf of bread l 'd brought him, I saw a cross a
few steps from us, held in place by apile of stones f'rom the stream.
It was made of two rusty iron bar-s , crudely lashed together with a
piece of old rope. Upstream, almost hidden amorrg the brambles, was the
charcoal burners' hut I later found out he'd chosen t;. his horne, At the
. . I t ~
sight of that cross, I started whimpering, and I'l1 be hanged if I know
why. He put down his bread and looked at me suspiciously, "You're cr yirig ?
Over what, if I may-ask? Are you goirig to turn me in? The whole thing's
so ridiculous!"
"Turn you in?"
Turn him in? To whom? And for what? What did he mean? We could
still see the wanirig moon, waxy yellow between the blue and the rosy
dawn. He pointed to it and said , flIt looks just like a face, but eaten away,
as though they'd gnawed through half of it. It looks like it's spying on me
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too ... " He werrt back to his bread, an d we sat in sflerice for a while as
he wolfed it down an d 1 watched him.
"You won't rat on me," he f'inally said. "That's why L've come to hide
beneath your caasock. rt was the only way out. 1 couldn't sneak across the
Pyrenees. They're watching a11the passes. r'n have to be patient and waif
till they get tired of lookirig for me. Admit it: if 1 hadn't signed Soler-áas
name , if l'd written Lamoneda instead, you wouldn't have come. L'rn not
one of your favorites. You made that clear the last time we saw each
other. So much the better; t.hey 'Ií never think of lookirig for me here. It'l1
never occur to them! l've thrown them off the track for a while, provided
you don't turn me in. You won'tdo that. You couldn't, and besides . ".
you loved my uncle so much!"
''\/ JnlCj~t~ ~
( Painful t~ebt}ooks flitted across his face from time to time. He
suddenly stopped talkírig to listen to the wind swayirig the top branches on
the pines, a sound so similar to those big shells whistling overhead during
the war. Suddenly he turned pale, as t.hough he were about to faint. We
heard sounds behind us , like someone stealthily approaching.
lt was only a squirrel: a big , handsome red squirrel who fled in
terror when it realized we were watching it, scattering half-rotten pine
cones. 1 couldn't make head or tail of what he was saying: he held the
key to a mystery and that's why they were after him, but who? Whowas
after him? What mystery? What key?
"And what's this cross for?" 1 asked, feeling genuinely intrigued.
f There it was, that unexpected cross. There it:as. 1 wasn't seeirig t.hirig s.
He looked at me as thoug h he hadn't understood my question. "This
cross?" he repeated. Then he suddenly stammered, "r found t.hose two bars
in that ruined mill downstream, and they gave me an idea. If sorne
shepherd or hunter comes by, r'n have to explain what T'm doirig in this
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ravine, right? 1'11have to te11 him something: sorne cock-and-bu11 story
abcut penance, solitude, anchorites. Sorne people go for that sort of pious
drivel. 1 even feel up to performing miracles. Why not? Like my uncle •..
Why not? It's not as hard as it sou nds ... "
He chuckled and glanced at me out of the corner of hrs eye.
"My uncle! What would you say if 1 told you he wasn't really my
uncle?"
#
He stirred the ashes, repeating under his breath, "1 can't kid you.
We've known each other too long."
The fire had finally caught, and 1 thought how odd it a11was. He
blew on the flames, br-ing ing his face too close to them, and 1 caug ht the
charred sme11, like burnt wool, of his hair. As he puh~, he glanced at
me out of the corner of his eye.
"What if 1 told you he wasn't rea11y my uncle .•. after a11,we've
known each other too long to pretendo 1'11te11 you why I'm hidirig. 1 bared
my teeth the last time. I've still got my trump and they don't know where.1- They haven't found my gar-conníer-e. But t" ti~a~ ~: Mil wanted
was a little doug h. With five hundred t.hou sand 1 could have gotten by and
kept Malvina quieto They didn't understand. They muat have thought 1
wanted more and taken my threats seriously. They've decided to get rid of
me."
He t.hou ght his life was in dariger , but 1 thought he was suffering
from acute par-anoia, l· asked why he'd lit that fire. Amazed, he said he
hadn't realized the smoke could be seen from so far away.
#
Every week, always at nig ht, I'd take him food. As winter drew on ,
he seemed to sink into sloth like an animal getting ready to hibernate. 1
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~curled up at the far end of his hut on apile of rotten
straw. He always wore the same underwear. He didn't have a chan ge. I
couldn't get any for him because l'd have had to ask for it- and that would
have att.racte.d-atterrtion. Not long before, my parishoners had given me a
couple of shirts, the only ones I had since l 'd thrown away the old one s.
Finally he stopped washirig , even though the brook was only a few steps
from his hut. As far as socks w:ere concerned, he threw them away. His
,
sweat had rotted them, and from then on he j~st wore shoes over his bare
feet. His shoes stank to hig h Heaven but were almost new since he never
walked anywhere.
Sometimes, when I arrived after dark, l'd surprise him reading by the
light from a little wick l'd brought him. As soon as he caught sight of me,
he'd hide his thick manuscript in the straw. It was--he finally confessed--
his masterpiece, his crowning achievement. "The worst t.hírig would be if
I Itg lost this mahuscript." When the first frosts began to appear and rright
fell at four PM or even earlier and everything was eternal shade in the
depths of that gorge, the ideaof slipping across the border began to
obsess him again. He was sure that in Paris he'd find what he'd never had
in Barcelona: a publisher. To make the trip, he'd have needed underwear,
socks, a decent suit, a good overcoat, and money. I could cut his hair and
lend him my razor; at least that much was possible. But the rest? How
could I buy him suits, underwear, socks? I was flat broke and so was he.
#
He revolted me more and more, and nonetheless I brought him bread
and potatoes every week: potatoes l 'd already roasted in my fireplace so
he wouldn't have to Iight a fire to cook thern. He revolted me more and
more, but nonetheless I kept goin g. I couldn't just abandon him to his
misery and lunacy. And each time 1 asked myself fearfully why his face
1'11have to live with the fact that the urge came over me before that, ..
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made me want so much to ... yes, to erase it as one erases a bad sketch
and starts over again, but this time drawing Soler-ás 'e face. Because
someone had played a trick on me, put.tírig Lamoneda whe re. Soleras should
have been. Lamoneda was not.hírig more than a vile caricature of Soleras!
What a vile caricature! A face that ugly had no right to exist! He was an
antiman! My revulsion grew by the week, not so much because of that fat
manuscript crammed with pretentious monstrosities or the key to that
mystery, which I fina11y figured out. O no. I'd have been just as nauseated
in any case because Lamone.da was an anti-Bole.rás, an antiman ... He
was Cain! He had no right to be so ugly! Why, why did that man, so
hideously ug ly, clirig to my Iife like a leech? Why had he turned into my
inseparable ghost? Why, in this world, far from those we'd like to be close
to, must we put up with someone we'd like to be light-years away from?
There's no point fooling myself. For the rest of my life, I'11have to
live with the knowledge, the knowledge that I started feeling the urge to
erase that unbearable caricature before I realized what the key to the
mystery was, before he'd be gu n reading me passages from his manuscript.
born of my r-evul siorrat his face, and that I would have felt it without all
the resto I'11have to live with that if I want to see myself as I really amo
kltl~
There's a murderer crouching, ~r\...deep inside me.
Especia11y on that night. The everiin g before, I'd had supper with
Llu ís and Trini in their suite, and the next day I had to br-ing him bread
and potatoes. 1 never let him down, fooling myself with that old excuse:
Christian char ity, "I can't just abandon him to his misery and Iunacy" I
thought. But in fact, that vile caricatue of Soleras attracted me more and
more. The more he revolted me, the more he attracted me. 0, how he
attracted me, the way certain sluts attract men who are chaste or ought
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to be, and in ,my self-deception I made the same excuse a chaste man who
~ o-v'V"'-
consorts with a slut usuaHy offers: that I was tr yirig to ~FF~t him. I
closed my eyes to what I felt, sayirig I wanted to save him when in fact
what I wanted was just the oppoaite. When the brook froze over, he
stopped ventu ring out of hís lair , which stank like an old fox's bur row.
I
'I'he ní ght before l'd been eatirig with Lluís and Trini in their suite, and
now here I was, face to face with that antiman at the hou r when t.he
blacknight sky starts turning bluish. It was freezing outside his hut. The
two of us were toget.her , immersed in ít.s warm fox-stench, and through a
gapirig hole 1 could see that rusty iron cross. 1 could hear his droning
voice in the dar-kneas as he recited long passages from his novel by heart,
and this was the night after my supper in that ritzy hotel, where l'd seen
Trini wearing her lace-edged shawl and that diamond brooch, fascinating
with her white hair by candlelight and firelight. And before havírig supper
with them l'd visited my old archbishop, who's now dead. I visited him
more and more because the poor man, half paralyzed by his stroke and in
despair since they'd forced him to retire and he was no lorige r our '
archbishop, needed my company so badly ... l'd gone to see him and
wept in his arms, as I did every time I saw him: so old, so helpless, so
devastated by the thought that he no long er was our archbishop. l'd wept
as I wept every time 1 saw our old archbishop, so good, so simple, so
incredibly stupid and thick-skulled, and he re I was, in that dark Iaír ,
listening to his tedious voice with its litan y of incompr-eherieib le
monstrosities: incomprehensible to me, who nonetheless at one time had
hear d the most atrocious t.hirigs in my confessional! Howmonotonous,
bor ing , and stupefying that story was about an older duchess and a sex-
starved marquise, aristocrats of t.he snootiest sort, and I thought of Trini
and my old archbishop. The hero, a yourig secret agerit from whom
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Himmler expected great thirig s and who in fact was rising fast in the
imper-ial diplomatic service, was irresistible in their eyes. Hopelessly in
lave, they could refuse him nothing. I got lost amid such tan gle d
monstrosities (and yet l'd heard the most shocking t.hírig s in my
confessional), and, dazed by his droning voice, I be gan thinking about
I
another story he'd told me one night about hís real father. He'd finally
told me that Doctor Gallifa hadn't been his uncle, but in fact he had been,
however much Lamoneda tr±ed to confuse the issue. He'd been his uncle
since he'd been his mother's brother, so that unexpected discovery hadn't
chan ge d anything. When I made this remar-k, when r tried to get him to
see that, despite ever-vthírig , Doctor Gallifa was really and truly his
maternal uncle, he shrugged his shoulders. "r don't give a damn about my I
family," he replied.
It was hís tenant who'd told him the tr.uth, unknown to everyone
until then. Everyone but Doctor Gallifa. It's quite understandable that he
should have kept quieto His s'ist.er was involved, but even if she hadn't
been, Christian charity would have impelled him to keep the secreto The
surprising part wasn't his uncle's silence but that no ene had suspected a
t.hirig until the tenant had stumbled across it, a completely accidental
c.
discovery that never would have occurred were it not for his incessant
"improvements" on the Lamonedas' ancestral home, which was now his by
virtue of the lease in perpetuity he'd signed with Lamoneda's father. The
last time Lamoneda had gane to collect his annual ten thousand pessetes--
almost ayear earlier--he'd insulted the man, as was his custom. "You're
not.hirig but a crook. You stole my house and my landa." He'd insulted him
in similar terms many times befare, once ayear at least. The tenant had
always simply shrugged his shoulders and chortled. The novelty this last
time was that the tenant had calmly and mockingly replied, "You're no
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more Lamoneda/s son than 1 am."
"You're no more Lamoneda's son than 1 am," the tenant had said with
a sarcastic leer. And without giving it to him, he 'd shown him a bundle of
yellowed letters.
He'd found t.hose letters, tied in a bundle with red thread, by chance,
though it wasn't so odd when one remembers that he id been constantly
working on the house for thirty years, ever since he'd settled in at the, ,
end of the war. It would have been odder if he hadn't found them, since
they were simply stuf'red in a crack between two stones in an attic wall.
He'd decided to turn that attic into a modern henhouse and hired a
bricklayer to cement the ci-acks in the roug h stone walls. The man had
found that bundle and given it to hím. According to Lamoneda, a rumor
then started that the workman had found a copper chocolate pot full of
old gold coin s. It had appeared, the villagers said, when the man had
ripped out the stone lintel aboye a door that opened onto "heaven"--which
is what they call the little room up by the attic where they keep their
best old wine, while "he ll" is what they call the basement where they'd
previously had an oil mill and the tenant now kept his hydraulic press.
~ 4u.-
Lamoneda~ad his doubts about ~ chocolate pot full of gold. "The only
chocolate pot," he growled sarcastically, "was that bundle of letters. It's
amazing how women can't resist the temptation to keep them."
His mother had died very young in an accident shortly after he'd
been born. She'd gone to fetch sorne wine one evening, not in "heaven"
but in the wine cellar in the basement, near "hell;" because as she'd set
the table for supper she'd noticed that the demijohn in the kitchen was
empty. She'd fallen in one of the wine presses whose trapdoor the hired
harid had forgotten to shut. This was in November, the press was full of
fermenting must, and she'd died instantly, suffocated by the carbon
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dioxide. Lamoneda had learned these details of his mother's death from his
fathe:r, "That's all he ever told me about her , Apart from telling me how
she'd died, he never mentioned her. But it's odd that she went down in
person to fill that demijohn when they had servants. It's pretty weird too
that the trapdoor on the press was open ... "
Lamoneda's mot.her , who was still in her twenties when she'd fallen
in that wirie press, had shoved the bundle of letters in a crack, whichVIA\N+-~~'shet1z1considered a temporary hiding place. She must have thought she'd
r:
find a better one later on. How could she have suspected that she'd die so
young? Perhaps, if she'd lived, one day she'd have decided to burn them.
The fact is that there they were, stuck between two stones in the attic
wall, and there they'd stayed unbeknown to anyone for over seventy years.
Because those seventy and sorne odd years were Lamoneda's age. Hadn't
more than a quarter of a century passed sine e our tal k in that café, when
he'd told me he 'd just turned fifty with nothirig to show for it. During all
those years that bundle of letters had stayed there, yellowing, till one
day--sooner or later everything will out--the bricklayer had found it and
taken it to the tenant. "My poor mother had saved them, like Madame
Bovar y, Ji.lre Ha:15a1ia~rpa-r like all of them! They can't help it; they
can't bring themselves to burn them ... "
#
Once that unexpected discovery had put Lamoneda's tenant on the
right tr ack, he'd made sorne discreet inquiries. In a nea:rby village lived a
man, almost a hundred years old, who was teething again as sometimes
. .e.J&.a....r \,-Le c~ t l.¿.. .)...,
happens in old ag e, This venerable artcí~ vaguely ~f11elIlbel rtthat the
wed din g had taken place in Barcelona, contrary to those landed families'
immemorial custom of marrying their children in the vfllage where the
bride has her f'amíly seat. The newlyweds weren't seen, either in his
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village or hers, for two years. When they dí.d appear, they had a child
with them who looked over two. "You could see that at a glance, and at
the time," the venerable elder who was teething again had-said, "people
around he re t.houg ht they must have jumped the gun. But since after a11,
that's not unusual and it doesn't make any difference, people got sick of
gossiping about it." "ls that a11the gossip there was about them?" In
truth, the old man couldn't remember anything else. They didn't know the
bride very we11in his v illage. She was from a, distinguished family, but one
that lived some miles away, and besides, she'd beerimoatly in Barcelona
until then. "She was a younger daughter from a good family near Vic,"
he'd said, "and she brought the Lamonedas a good dowry. That's about a11
an yorie knew." The tenant wasn't satisfied with this vague, rather naive
story. He wrote to Barcelona, asking for copies of the mar r iage and
baptismal certificates, and thus was able to prove that the chíl d had been
baptized before the parents' wedding. But altoget.her it wouldn't have
amounted to much without that bundle of yellowed letters.
#
Often Lamoneda interrupted this tale because entie-e passages of his
novel came into his mernory, He didn't te11me everything L'v e just
..
recounted coherently and in order but mixed up with bizarre declamatiorrs
uttered by Duchess Atalanta and Ambassador Recesvinto. From week to
week, as the cold grew more bitter in that shadowy gor ge , his madness
grew more acute. By the end he seemed like a machine, so automatica11y
would he drop one subject and take up another. And what interminable,
bor-ing litanies those passages from his novel were! His style, which he
thought had surpassed Eugeni d'Ors's and indeed was reminiscent of his at
times, was crammed with the most farfetehed metaphors. Trains always
snaked toward their destinations. Snow-covered cities always looked like
r-
together with a piece of half-rotten rope, outlined agaírist the vague Iight
,
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immense consecrated wafers. The plot was Sodom and Lesbos, Sade and
Masoch (without leavírig out old Onan either), incest and rape, bestiality
and sacrilege, all inextr-ícably tied up with morphine and cocairre. It was
impossible to form the remotest idea of what Count Recesvinto, Duchess
Atalanta, Marquise Brunhilda and other chara:cters of both sexes or of
undetermined sex were doírig. They'd enter an d exit, enter and exit, as
numerous and tedious as names in a phone book, but a phone book t.hat
admitted only the upper crust and the most brilliant and clever diplomats.
"Madam, this is what we in Irigh society are like," Recesvinto remarked on
one occasion. And on another, Duchess Atalanta commented: "Ríchelieu was
a babe in. arms compared to you, Recesvinto. Thanks to you, the sun will
never set on our empire ~." His droning voice went on reciting entire
chapters, while 1 imagined Trini in her shawl by the Iight from those
candles and the fire. 1 imagine d her white haír , her bright, soft,
melancholy eyes so full of distant dreams, and he never paused for an
instant in his endless litany of monstrosities, while 1 felt the urge grow by
the minute to erase that ugly f'ace, 0, a face that ugly had no right to
exist! Lamoneda had gone too far!
One níg ht, instead of reciting from his novel, he made plans. He
often was seized by"this rnood and started daydreaming aloud. "Those scum
will need me again. They can't get alorig without me." He'd spoken to me
several times, in very nebulous terms, about a "new prior catast.rophe."
That night he spoke of it again, and how ugly his almost-eighty-year-old
monkey's face was in the first pale, icy light of that December dawn. And
that rusty iron cross was there, those two iron bars were there tied
outside. And 1 thought of Soleras, whose unbearable caricature that
monkey was; of Soleras, who was dry wood, quick to burn, but his
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caricature was not.hírig but rot that crumbles when you touch it, and my
discomfort grew more intense. I .had to wipe him off the face of the earth:
that obscene caricature of Soleras!
I felt drops of sweat trickle down my spine as he spewed out plaris
and more plans. That surprising idea had fina11y appeared in my head. I
could feel it lodged there like a migraine, but at that moment the machine
brusquely shifted gears and now he was reciting from his novel agaín: "The
duchess, whose virtues were held up as an example to yourig ladies, in her
private life stopped at nothing. She had learned to mix murder and caprice
... " He recited and I sweated with agoriy. He droned on and on; I wasn't
even listening to him, I didn't notice that he'd stopped ta:lking till, after a
silence, his voice asked in a supplicating tone, "If something bad happened
to me, would you see to it? Promise me!"
"See to what?"
"Why ..• "--he looked at me in amazemerrt-e-l't.hat. you'd try and get
it published!"
#
One day , amorig the characters in his novel, a new one appeared: one
I knew only too we11.What I hadn't realized was that he'd known him too.
"Wewere in touch even before the war," he said, And seeing my surprise,
he added, "Why should that shock you? It was a11hush-hush. He didn't
want anyone to know and neither did we. You never suspected? We11,that
was the idea! Weagreed that after the prior catastrophe we'd have the
cardinal declared insane and he'd re place him. He was courrtirig on it. He
could already see himself in a cardinal's hat, dressed in crimson. He'd
sworn to renounce his primacy ab aeternumfor himself and a11his
successors. But he 'd forgotten one sma11detail: the pope."
"The pope?"
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"He didn't want anyt.hin g to do with what we'd worked out. He
wouldn't even hear of incapacitating the cardinal. Quite the opposite: when
he had to go into exile, he welcomed him to Rome withopen arms. That
pope died, but his successor wasn't any better. If I sometimes suspected
that Pius XI was a Freemason, I''v e sometimes suspected that Pius XII was
not only a Freemason but a Jew."
"Anything's possible," I muttered. "We know for a fact that the first
pope was."
"You know who dreamed up that sublime phrase: "I'he youngest of alÍ
revolutions is the revolution OI the young'? Well, it was him, your relative:
Monsignor Pinell de Bray. If only for this phrase, he deserved a cardinal's
hato But it was not to be. The pope didn't want anything to do with what
we'd planned. Exiled or not, the cardinal was still our cardinal. When he
died, Monsignor Pínell de Bray got his hopes up again. In vain! For years
the pope refused to nominate anyone to fill the vacancy, an d finally he
appointed someone else. Your relative never recovered from this bitter
disappointment. That's what led him to his grave."
#
In fact, Monsignor Pinell de Bray had died many years earlier. In
1950, 1952, 1954? How can I remember, how can I distinguish one year
from another in this procession of identical years? I'd forgotten all about
him till Lamoneda reminded me.
My aunt had died many years after her cousin. Her final illness had
been horribly drawn out, since the poor nephew she'd made her he ir had
felt obliged to spare no expense to prolong her Iíf'e. A doctor:t.;s ..
~-tv.n::>
&SSiB~B;fityand~ nurse s were always at her bedside, ready to give her an
injection like someone injecting a drop of oil into a lamp that's about to
go out. This dreadful agony , artificially prolonged, -lasbed for months and
I'd had so much to do with at one time, in the incredible character he'dx: turned into in that novel? His amethyst ring was mixed up with the~
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months. 1 visited her several times. Usually she showed no sign of
recognizing me,' but on one occasion she started ranting about Pope John
XXIII and the Second Vatican Councíl, which was takirig place at that
, J~c1~
time, with such ~ bitter-ness that my hair, stood on end. How could a
dying octogenarian, who only survived thanks to injections, keep up with
the council's seasíon and even f'ind the st.rerig th i+l,He! eXhfl:U~Q bOdY to
talk about them so caus tically. "You and other wicked pr-iest.s like you
have destroyed the Church!" she repeated a few days before her- death in
one of her lucid moments. She spat the words out so viciously that 1 even
feared she'd lost her faith. Almighty God, pity her and all us sinners,
amen.
So now Lamoneda reminded me of Monsignor Pinell de Bray, whom I'd
completely fór-gott.en. But how could 1 r ecog níze my aunt's cousin, whom
duchess's black silk stockings--those black stockirig s carne up over and
over again like an ob seaaion-v-an d with the Byzantine intrigues of the sex-
"starved marquise and the yourig count, "who in fact ended up being one of
the lead ing lights in the imperial diplomatic service." He tirelessly recited
endless passages, in what he called "rhythmic prose," where everything got
as tarig led "as a ball of yarn a cat's been playirig with: "The monsígnor
pretends to have forgótten how much he owes me. Atalanta, however, is
grateful. She knows they owe me everything, not like the ungrateful
monsignor who pretends he's never met me. But I'm no cler gyman! Struggle
and high diplomacy are in my blood. 1 need storms to breathe deeply! By
God, I'm no priest!" Since a city he'd written about earlier reappeared,
covered in snow again, this second Eugeni d 'Ors felt called upon to write:
"Years before I'd found it covered with snow like a huge Communion
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wafer. Now tbe snow was even deeper, like two wafers at least. ff But then
he immediately went back to those black stock ing s. I'm not sure exactly
what he had in mirid, what kind of stockírig s obsessed him so--but it was
an almost sorrowful obsession. Bis voice caug ht in his throat every time
he mentioned them. In the stinking darkness of hís lair , at the bottom of
that steep, narrow gor ge where everything had been frozen for days, 1
sometimes felt lost as in a cave from whose stony vaults thousands of
black stockirigs hurig like clusters of sleeping bats or like dark,
translucent cobwebs that crumbled at the touch.
Sometimes, as in a flash of Iight.nirig , amid that enormous mess 1
thought 1 glimpsed a kirrd of .J;:mbigUOUS, vaguely outlined f'or-m,yet
what a solid., heavy, enormous trunk it was amorig all that junk covered
with dust and cobwebs. He barely realized, but he míngle d words and
whole sentences with his tales of marquises and duchesses that were like
sudden flashes in a dark cave, illuminating that unexpected bulk. He barely
realized and 1 barely understood. How har d it was to understand, and
nonetheless that hu ge t.ru nk was there. His incoherent jab ber was laced
with bloodcur-dlirig details about what had happened that níg ht inside the
Carmelite monastery. Why did it take me so long to catch on? I'd been
stupefied by so many horrors; because horror s stupefy and 1 myself was
already numb.
#
In that aaphyxiatírig silence, a rumor at times arose like an almost
imperceptible breeze that barely stirs the blades of grass. News--some of
it unbelievable--reached us like a whiffs of some far-off aroma brought by
an almost imperceptible breeze. What unbelievable rumors that silence
engendered, what ghosts the dark tunnel bred. One everring 1 was
wandering, as 1 still often did, down the avenue flanked by vacant lots on
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the outskirts of that industrial town. How deeply we can come to love the
placea where we've been unhappy, how tenuous and sad the twilight was
on that long, gloomy, muddy avenue. 1 wandered at random, as 1 still did
at that time, in t.he fifties, when 1had to visit Barcelona. Once, during
that decade, seven or eight kids ran up to me and kissed my hand,
over joyed to see me again after five or six or God knows how many year s.
They were eleven 0'1:' twelve years old, and earlier, when they'd been six or
seven, they'd attended my classes in the shack s in their neighborhood.
They recognized me but it :was har d for me to recognize them, so much
had they change d, and then they told me that unbelievable story.
How could anyone be capable of that? Could someone have stolen a
child's eyes without some voice cr-yírig out to Heaven? But is it not
,4vx-
appallirig that all ~eople believe it? Because everyone believes that
unbelievable story: ever yone , young and old, in that shantytown.
He'd disappear-ed from his shack. He was a boy, the third in one of
the poorest families. A family that had twelve or thirteen or fourteen
children and lived in the lowest part, right in the dry river bed. The
river, dry most of the year, can suddenly rise and almost every September
floods the shack s. The people who live there are so used to it that they
take it in stride. 'I'herieíg hbor-s r-ealized he wasn't around because he was
a very noisy, playful kid of eight and couldn't have passed unnoticed.
When they started asking questions, his parents replied that they'd
informed the "mayor," not the official mayor but the "neighborhood
mayor," who ran a tavern on the cornero They also said he must have run
away because he was scared, as he'd done once before when he 'd broken a
%' casserole while he was playirig , that he'd come back on his own as he
had the other time when he'd gotten cold and hurig ry.
They didn't see him again until one rainy dawn, standing by the
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avenue--the same broad, muddy avenue down which I used to stro11. He
was standing there in the rain, unable to take a step. His eyes were gone.
He had an envelope in his hand and couldn't remember anyt.hírig , as though
he'd just awak¿ned from a deep sleep. The day he'd vanished, he'd been
playirig alone benea:th the plane trees alon g that avenue, shoctirig at
sparrows with a bow hed made hímself, A big car had stopped, sorne
foreigners had asked how to get to sorne street in the neighborhocid,
they' d asked him to get in and show them the way, and that was a11he
remembered.
The envelope contained eighty thousand-pesseta bills. f
12..d'... c...lA
That's what those boys told me, excitedly interrupting 'é'f.t@=aRother.r-:
Incredulous, I wanted to question the family immediately. They said they'd
moved. They'd left without saving where they were goirig and hadn't been
()L,. heard from since. The father was a drunk and a/;ypsy. The family had no
source of in come except the money the mother sometimes made as a
cleanírig woman. When I went to the eye bank to offer mine after my
death, I told this strange story to the doctor who examined me. He looked
"-
at me pity ing ly, like everyone else I told it too They didn't bother to hide
their pit.yirrg looks. They shook their heads compassionately, but I hadn't
made it up. Wasn't th'e fact that those people believed the stor y as
atrocious as the stor y itself? They a11believed it: that's what l'm a
witness to, not the facts in the story. In what kind of cold, brutal world
did those poor devils in the shantytown think they lived, beneat.h what
invisible Moloch did they think they reproduced and multiplied, lived and
died? Isn't that far more terrifying than the story: those poor souls'
ability to invent and believe the most appalling tales?
Yes, the silence bred ridiculous r-umor-a, as the dark breeds ghosts.
Afterward, I heard another story about a priest whose torig ue had been cut
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out. How could J: findout, in that oppressive silence, whether it was a
legerid or the truth? So many diag racef'ul events were hushed up , events
a11too real, that years later one wonders if they weren't bad dreams. Did
1 imagine that pzieat noiselessly opening and closing his mouth, staring at
me? Those who will survive us perhaps will see him standing before an
lÑ""V\.
altar and then, when the buahel/s been removed, ~l.ight will shine forth;
but right now I don't know if I saw or imagiried him, He'd worked in
another shantytown, perhaps the worst of them a11,the one in the
. M.M:"u·"t'c.. -
~cemetery where wretched shacks rise right on the edge of a vast
potter's field. And they speak of the Church of silence! Haven't we a11
.-r~'i~
seen the Church with íts toagu9 e·u"!;o\:l.t?
f,'>..
The truth is that by that time l'd withdrawn into my own solítude
and sadness, into a desólate sensation of utter uselessness ... One day, a
dozen seminarians showed up unexpectedly in my víllage,
Some of them were hardly more than children. They'd come to see
"t.he sadly famous Cruells ," the black sheep, because they wa:nted to be
"black sheep with me. They excitedly told me that behind them, behind the
dozen who had come to visit me, stood many more, perhaps a hundred, but
to me there was not.hin g new in that, my God, and while they excitedly
told me about it I started weeping sóftly and said, "Don't forget, my
chíldren, those other horrors: those of thirty-six. You didn't live through
them; I did. ti
And to their amazement, I started talkírig affectionately about our
archbishop, so stupid, sucha bumpkiri, but so good-hearted. When he was
no lon ge.r our archbishop, when he'd been undone by age, by his stroke,
but especia11y by his forced retirement, I was often surprised at how much
. (5V\
I missed hím. But I could see the looks of disappointment 1tthe faces of
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those poor babes who had gone up the mountain expect.ing to find a lion
in his den and instead had found an old crybaby, because what else could
I have been in their eyes?
c~~
"We've hao to witness so many horror s afflict this UB:la,lek~ world!
And the Lord's silence sometimes seems like complicity, but di~'t He
Himself warn us? He Himself tol.d us he wouldn't return till the Iast day.
The mystery of iniquity be gan with Annas and Caiaphas; remember that,
my children. Caiaphas was the "high priest that year.' The mystery of
.¿M.cl~ '-
iníquíty be gan then and ~ill.~ till the Last Judgment. The Lord ís silent
while the antichríst speak s, because truly the end of the wor ld began in
the moment Our Lord predicted, wit.h the destruction of the TempIe"--and
as I spoke and wept the twelve seminarians looked at each other arrd
shook their heads, but 1 continued--"Ever since then we've been witnessíng
the world's slow en dirrg, Since then the antichrist has been the world,
reincarnated time and time again, sometímes very close to íts Vicar's
canopied throne, and aIways "speakírig great t.hing s and blasphemies.' AH
these dark mysteries trouble us, my children, and rightly so. 'Fhey trouble
,
and even vex us to madness, and now you think L'm mad because 1 speak
of them, but otherwise it's so hard to understand the mystery of iniquity!
So hard! If You knewvLor d , how hard it is for us to understand You!
Because the antichrist follows You as t.hough he were Your shadow, and
while You hold your peace he speaks, and You, You let him speak and rule
the world. O Lord! How many atrocities the unlucky world has wit.nesaed
in this century murderous beyond all others! Yet You were silent! Because
soon seventy years will have passed in this century of ours, this century 1
first encountered, my children, when it was the youngest of centuries,
when it was new and wanted to change ever yt.hirig , to wipe out thet injustices and stupidities of t:ther centuries. Howmuch noise it's made,
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this century we loved SO dearly as our own: sound and fury signifying
not.hin g. Howmany great revolutions, how many great wars, all for justice
.f- an d a",Lt~ future. And now look at it, almost seventy years old, this
paranoidcentury, and soon it will be nothing but a: dy in g century and then
a dead one and upon its corpse other innumerable centuries will settle like
Sltt ~ I
pmd "'~tljrtg on the ocean floor through the míllerriajes, and who will
I t ~ ....
remember our century? Howmany times, in future centuries, will bells
"l.../ '
~~::,L;(~J 1 11' t . t . t.ur-i d,\ pea, ca irig men o arms agarns ~revlOus cen ur-ies an
announcirig that the "jou r de gloire' is finally at hand, always another
"jou r de gloire,' but what is really always at hand, my children, is the
most revolting butchery, Robespierre and Napoleon, Hitler and Stalin, the '
guillotine and the gas chamber, death camps, an ocean of blood and shit .
"
Their disappointment was clearly written on their faces. 'I'hey shrank
back silently, furtively glancirig at one anot.her , and 1 understood perfectly
~hat these weren't the words they'd come to hear from my lips, but
( ~.
in my boundless desolation 1 could utter no others.
,
"My children, don't let yourselves be moved without knowing whose
han ds move you. 1eould tell you about so many mysterious t.hirig s that
only now can be glímpae d , so many t.hirig s that weren't what they seemed
to be, so many double games, so much inconceivable duplicity, so many
unsuspected machinations ... Don't let yourselves to be stirred without
seeirig who ..... t~fi you. In your innocence, don't become the instruments
of sorne dark forcethat will manipulate you!"--and now those poor kids \ '
~~\~LL~S
listened more attentively--"Shun the black lie but also the red líe! . ~
rulec:t~his world and lie'rin wait for us in the most unexpected disguises!
Truth is love, and thus can we always know it. Shun hatred, the father of
C~~Ll~~ . .
Iies. Love your cel:l~'Y; and liberty: love them with all your hearts and
f"
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sou Is. But whoev er- claims you must hate to serve them seeks to trick you.
Love is the Iig ht from aboye. This world would be nothing but a nightmare
without this Iig ht, our only one, which comes f'rom the mourrtaírrtop where
~ ~M2riH~ ~:g saiEi 't.he tallestcross was planted.' Come what may, keep
your gazes fixed on that mountaintop with the cross. Or because Simon
denied Him, ahall we deny Him too? Because Judas betrayed Him, shall we
betray Him too? My children, think of Demas and Mary Magdalene when
you see the apostles betray Him, deny Him, or abandon Him. If you think
of Demas and Mary Magdalene you will never betray, deny, or abandon
H" "1m.
#
The first of those demonstrations so many people misunderstood took
place a few months latero May 11, 1966: at last a date I can remember.
The only one after those monotonous years, all the same in my endless
tunnel! That day I glimpsed a first crack of Iight, vague and distant, at
the end of the tunnel.
I found out almost by accidento It had been or ganize d by--among
,
others--those twelve who'd visited me in my village and who'd told the
others l'd turned into a ~reactionary on whom they couldn't rely. I
know that's what they said about me, but I don't hold it agaínst them.
After all, it might very well be t.he simple truth. Those poor kids could
i have added hopeleas neurotic to ~ reactionary, and they wouldn't have
been far off. They didn't let me know what they were plannírig , but I
heard about it through other channels.
And I showe d up, to their surprise.
It was shortly before midday on that Wednesday, May 11, 1966, in the
f cathedral cloister. A glorious spring day ~'ll always remember! How
you revived my almost-dead hopes! Since that day L'v e agaín found
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companionship and peace in the night sky, as 1 had before! And I've
stopped feeling tormented by the incomprehensible monotony of so many
galaxies. Wnat can we know of Your creation? All we know is that it
extends through endless space and countless centuries, unimag inable in its
grandeur, which is a mere shadow of Yours. What companionship 1 find at
I
rright in Your creation, Lord, what companionship, ever since You again
inat.illed hope in my heart!
It was a gorgeous spring day, and when 1 arrived a hundred cassocks
could be seen. Most of them were very young, and those twelve were
among them. They stared at me mistr.ustfully, and 1 could see they must
have told the others because they allIooked at me the same way. 1 didn't
careo 1 joined them, and we went in and prayed to the Christ of Lepanto.
In that hu ge , dark chapeI where hundreds of torches and candles always
burn, brought every day by anonymous hands, we knelt and prayed till the
~ \/).,L L tn..
bells ~l:fnect¡\(t one. Then we returned to the cloister, and suddenly a ray
~c;':)
of sunlight filtered through the -.r.7'- Ieaves on one of those ancient
magnolias and struck us as though in blessing, and one of them, one of
, \
the youngest, addressed us with such humility and meekness. "We are
priests," he said. "Our mission is to preach, pray, offer, bless, and
sacrifice ourselves f'or others. Every man is our brother. Wemust never
hate anyone, thoug h at times the mere sight of our cassocks arouses
hostility. Truly, it would be too beautiful to be a priest if we were loved
and respected by one an d al] ... " That young man, whom 1 didn't know
~t.houg h 1 felt as t.hough I'd known him forever--as though he~'l my
son!--went on speaking so ferventIy, so gently while everyone listened in
silence. 1 had to make an effort not to cry. 1 didn't want them to see,
. &"w tL1-r~ J..
God forbid, that I'm a hopeless neurotic r:.ava,t.:I by sadness. 1 didn't want
to seem like an oId coward in t.hoae yourig priests' eyes! "Can anyone be
Once these words had been spoken, we left the cloister and headed
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surprised," he,continued, "that the path we've chosen is thorny? It would
be surprising if it weren't. Wehave gathered today because we must tell
our brothers' in the police that they sin when theytorture students and
workers." Havirig uttered these last words, he was silent for a few
\
seconds. Then he added, "Perhaps many will misunderstand what we're u-. ~
~ e c.A¡"oo'-C;(,o<.~~4t~-'
about to do. Certainly our brothers in the police will.Ja.et tll1det~aKand .
will be ang rv, but if we do nothirig , those students and workers, who are
also our brothers, may think we do not love them too. A day will comy
when everyone will understand what we are about to do. We belorig to the
, Church, and we must follow the teachirig s we have received from it and
that we transmit to others -in its name. It has taug ht us and we have told
others that man was created in God's image. He therefore deserves
L-e-~"t"
respecto It is a great sin to insult a brother, spit in his face, tel Lt\: him,
and do worse t.hirig s to force him to talk. Our brothers in the police sin
~
gravely 1\they do such t.hirig s to students and workers, and we must tell
them so. Perhaps we fe el a little scared. This is not shamef'ul. Jesus was
also afraid in Gethsemane. Like Him, despite our fear we shall now do our
\
duty. Let us pray for all our brothers--police, students, and workers--and
that our meekness may be for all of them a light of peace in the love of
Christ and the Church. May God help uso Amen."
for the palace, which is so nearby. As the archbishop wasn't there, we left
a letter with the vicar+general, Many of the priests who happened to be in
the courtyard joined our group, alon.g with quite a few friars and sorne
monks. Wewere more than two hundred when we left that courtyard,
walkirig in silence toward the Via Laietana. It was almost lunchtime, and
the sidewalks were thronged with office workers. Everyone stopped and
stared, because in truth we were a st.range sight: all those cassocks
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marching up the Via Laietana. Most of the priests we ran into joined us,
and we walked alon g in pairs till we reached the políce headquarters.
Two uniformed cops leapt from a jeep arid bar re d our way. One of
them yelled "What do you want?"while a crowd of curious onlookers
gathered on the sidewalk acrossthe street. The same young man who'd
spoken in the cloister replied that we wanted to deliver a letter, but to
the chief in person, and when he'd received us and we'd handed it to him,
we'd go home in an orderly fashion. Before he'd even finished speaking,
policemen began to pour out, sorne in uniform an d others not, club birig
demonstrators and purichirig them in the face. Sorne priests fell to the
ground, where the police started kicking them. We'd sworn, in the cloister,
not to run whatever happened, and we kept our word. We stood our
ground, let.tirig them beat us while we offered no resistance. Meanwhile
the Via Laietana had f'illed with people, since everyone had atopped to
look , and the crowd spilled into the street, stopping traffic. Lots of people
were also watching from windows an d balconies. We crossed our arms and
let them beat us, neither movirig nor i-nsulting them, as we'd agreed, but
\
the crowd shouted indignantly.
At one point 1 was knocked to the grourid and painfully rose to my
feet again just in time to avoid a kick in the stomach. Unable to help it,
1 made an impatient gesture and kno'cked his cap off. Ashamed of myself,
1 yelled, "Let's retreat, brothers. Otherwise we'lllose our tempers." No one
else had lost his. The cop beatíng one priest--and not one of the younge st
ones--dropped his rright stick, and the priest bent over, picked it up, an d
handed it back to him. Someone in our grou p shouted, "Let's head for the
Jesuits!" bl~t. we'd agreed that if they dispersed us we'd-~egroup at the
Jesuit ma~ttsLel'Y on Casp Street. Since the police followed us , beat.ing us
~ .
as they went, our group split up, with sorne running up Jonqueres Street
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and others up the Via Laietana, and it really was a sight to see those
.""¡-- ~ ~tt:-~~d t:
~ cassocks ~ wí the cops in hot pur suit. The onlookers'
" r'f:J(,w,
indignant shouts had now swelled to an immense ~At the entrance to
the Jesuit church where we'd thought we could take refuge, we found a
crowd of policemen waiting. One of them clubbed me so hard on the head
}
that 1 staggered into the church, blinded by the blood pouring from my
wound.
This was the first of those demonstrations that would scandalize so
many Pharisees. Thank Heave ntAunt Llúcia ~as already dead .; God
F- t f
forgive her); otherwise, they'd have made her lose the Iítt.le faith she had
left after the Council. As far as my archbishop was concerned, he visited
me in the hospital a few days later, as concerned as a father. The poor
man, who didn't have long to live, had grown fonder and fonder of me
over the years. But when, in response to his questions, I tried to explain
the cause of it all, he exclaimed, "My son, what they've told you can't be
true. I know for a fact that he receives Communion every day."
#
\
And nonetheless, You'd sent us that clearsighted saint, that brilliant
saint our century needed so badly. You'd sent him and placed him upon
your church's throne. We saw him with our own eyes and hear d him with
our own ear s , good Pope John, and the ice quickly melte d, but soon You
iÁY\wov0-'-"-j ~ W'--"- 7
snatched away the aun that melted it. Was Your church I8 it really er-:
necessary to always fall back into the same old mistakes? Does the
mystery of inquity have to Iast. till Judgment Day, does the antichrist's
shadow have to fall on us till the Second Coming?
My archbishop had forbidden me to speak of these dark subjects that
troubled me more and more, of this enigmatic end of the world that never
actually comes but that nonetheless began, as You predicted, shortly after
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Your death. In all fairness, I must add that he didn't for bi.d me on his
own account but after meeting with sorne of the leadirig theologians whom
he consu1ted on such matters. I'd even go so far as to sayt.hat at first,
before he'd consu1ted them, when I'd begun ta1king to him about the end
of the wor1d and' the antichrist, that he was shaken, that he wavered, that
he was on1y a step away from beirig converted to my way of seeing t.hírigs.
I think toward the end of his life, the poor man was so tired of this
world that the gladdest tidings you could have given him wculd have been
its imminent demise. The theologians alarmed him, sayin g that although
what I said was strictly speakirig orthodox, it "smelled of heresy." Upset
by the word "heresy," he ordered or rather implored me to speak of it no
more and even make an ef'for t not to think it. I obeyed hím as long as he
was our archbishop. Then he retired, and now he's been dead for many
years. Are the orders of a dead archbishop valid? And besides, I only
speak of it with myself, and when I spoke of it then, before his
prohibition, with sorne of my collegues, they shook their heads pit.yírig ly
and glanced at each other, and I could read in their eyes what they
¡( thought of m~well yes, l'm a' neurotic. Whowouldn't be? Is there sorne
commandment again st beirig neurotic? Cou1d I have been anythírig e1se
after everything I've had to see and hear all these years? Lamoneda ranted
on and on about his secret, that massacre confused in his mind with a
movirig forest of Iegs in black stockírig s, as thoug h he didn't realize I was
there. Who knows what t.hat yourig man was like with his waxed mustache
,
in the st yle of 1890, the one who wrote those passionate letters the
bricklayer found a1most eig.ht.y years 1ater tied in a bundle with red thread
in a crack in the attic wall •.. Yes, those yellowed 1etters, dated 1890
and 1891, 1eft no doubts about the baby Lamoneda had been in illo
tempore. He'd been born on December 17,1891, shortly before his mother's
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wedding. The Iet.ter-s spoke of that mustachioed Don Juan's infinite regret
(there was a phctog raph with the letters) at beirig unable to marry her. "If
I haven't told you until now," he declared, "if I hid the fact that I've
been married for years in my native city in Estremadura, I swear before
God that it wasn't out of any wish to deceive you by because of extremely
weighty consideratons that forced me to keep silent and that I still cannot
reveal. One day you will know everything, and then you will forgive me .
. ." The tenant spared no effort to try and identify the hero of that old
love story. One of those crumbling letters was on police stationary (very
odd, considering they were love letters), and the yourig Don Juan had
sig ne d them "Gumer-sindo." The only agerit with that name in the 1890s,
the tenant learned to his great regret, had díed many years previously.
The whole story was dead and buríed, and how sad those stories can be
when one stumbles across them decades later! It's not that he'd expected
such a character to be alive after almost eighty years, but he'd hoped to
find sorne clue , a few vestiges, somet.hirig definite closer to the presento
All his inquíríes drew a blank. It seems thís Gumersindo was an ordinary
\
cop and it was impossíble to fínd out anything beyorid the fact that he'd
died in 1925.
Needless to say, one mystery remained. Why had Lamoneda's father
married her? Díd he think the child was his? There was no other possible
explanation, however perplexing the yourig woman's frivolous conduct (and
she was Doctor Gallífa's 'sister!) might have been. There was another
explanation, also hypothetically possíble, but it would have been too
sordid. For this very reason, of course, it was the tenant's preferred one:
that Lamoneda's father, toward 1891, found his vast estates heavily
mortgaged (perhaps because of the phylloxera that had attacked Catalonia's
grapevines) and that Miss Gallifa offered him a dowry that was both in
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cash and ver y Iarge for t.he era ...
"What my tenant doesn't know," Lamoneda told me, "is that an agerit
named Gumersindo, from Estremadura, worked wíth Baron de Koenig
between 1914 an d 1918. 1 delved deeply into the secret files at police
headquarters on Baron de Koenig, our brilliant precursor ... "
So he be gan talking again about Baron de Koenig, his greatest hero
until he'd become aware of Himmler: that appa:rently false baron, a shady
character who simultaneously belonge d to the secret police and to equally
l
secret terrorist groups he instigated to murder Catalan manufacturers in
the name of class struggle, with the peouliarity t.hat those gunned down
always sold to the Allies , never to the German Reich. I remembered the
fervent admíratíon with which he'd talked about Baron de Koenig way back
before the war, our war, which was now growirig as remote as the other
in Baron de Koenig's time -.
Whatever the story had been, Doctor GaHifa couldn't have been
unaware that his sister had borne a child before her marriage, and since
shed been Gumersindo's fiancée (becau se this man had taken his vicious
farce to the point of getting Jngaged, as was clear from his letters, and
had only broken off the engagement when the pregnancy could no lon ge r
~ be concealed) he must~ve1.nevitabldhad sorne questions about who was
the child's father. He never let on. She was his sister, and even if she
hadn't been, char ity would have sealed his lips forever. Lamoneda would
never have suspected ariyt.hin.g without that bundle of letters, which left
no doubt. 1 think this unexpected discovery contributed to his final slide
into madness.
He went on reciting those monotonous excerpts in which everything
was tangled up: Duchess Atalanta and Monsignor Pinell de Bray, Marquise
Brunhilda and Ambassador Recesvinto, Malvina Canals i González and that
'1
f
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locksmith whc 'd altruistícally shared her with his buddies. Because now
Malvina, whom he hadn't mentioned in a while, reappeared in his
soliloquies mixed with endless excerpts from that insane novel he knew by
hear t. But nowahed turned intoa Soviet ag erit sent to trap the great
Recesvinto. He knew how to avoid all the pitfalls the eriigmatic redhead:J""
~t set for him and established once and for all that her name wasn't
Malvina Canals i Gorizález but OIga Dmitrievna Putarov. And 1 thought of
that bundle of dea.d, mummífied letters and what the childhood of that old
seventy-seven-year-old must have been like (since he'd been born in
December 1891), the old man dec1aimíng those delirious chapters in which
1 felt so lost. What a dismal childhood it must have been without a mother II
.' .¡.-e.c:-t. \.
and with a father who perhaps had well founded doubts about whether he ('.
was one .•. 'I'her e was that other, illegitimate son whom he'd favored as
much as he could in his will, leaving him half the income from his lands
(how could he, have foreseen that thirty years later, five hundred pessetes
a month would be nothing?) and namin g him his heir if his legitimate son
díed wit.hout descendents. Very probably it had been thís other son, the
) .
illegítímate one, whom he'd loved. As for the legitimate one, how could he
not have suspected somet.hirig , gíven the circumstances of hís bírth? How
dísmal the poor devíl's chíldhood must have been •..
"Tell me, Cruells: are you nothíng but a príest deep down ínsíde?" he
suddenly asked me.. "That's what Soleras was. He was that and not.hirig
else."
"Soleras?" 1 exc1aímed. "Soler-ás , a príest?"
"Yes, deep down ínside he was not.hin g but a príest. You're very
ínterested in Soleras when deep down, he was not.hirig but a príest. He
made fun of our principIes, and especíally he made fun of me! He was
always bait.ing me. For example, 1 remember one níght when we got drunk
the fifteenth century.' 'I wasn't askírig about the Lamonedas' genealogy ..
I,!
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together--something that often happened dur-ing the Battle of the Ebro--
and he was needling me about the Miranda girl as usual. All of a sudden,
he changed his tune and started t.r-yírig to get on my ner ves about my
genealogy. tWha1:tdo you know for sure?' he asked. 'List.en ,' 1 replied
an gr-ily , 'Lhe Lamonedas' genealogy is scrupulously documented ever since
but about yours.' At that time no one suspected that in that crack in the
attic wall was a bundle of letters tied·together with red thread. It was
unimag inable. For me, this discovery was like beirig struck by Iig htriirig.
You can imagine how lovín gly my tenant treats them, how he savors them
in his free moments ... He told me he wouldn't sell them to me for less
bhari a million! At the time such a t.hin g was so unthinkable that 1 hadn't
a clue to what Soleras was hirrtirig ato "In my case, my behavior's clearly
due to geriealog y, ,since everyone in my family's been off his rocker since
bv~~
the first Soleras on record. My grandfather joined the ~ Orient, and
you know why? To annoy my aunt., who belonge d to the Confraternity of
the Holy Sepulcher. We'lllet poster-ítv decide which was loorrier, My
behavior's easily explained by my ancestors, buf yours? The Lamonedas an d
the Gallifas, if I'm not mistaken, were landowners, solid patriarchs,
sensible types not.hin g could shake.They might have been Carlists, and 1
bet they were. 1 won't ar gue about that, but what you are? Impossible!'
~& .1-- II Soleras fascinates you, Cruells, but 1 assure you that he was a dangerous
character, one of those spoiler-s who always screw up everything, red when
everyone else is black and black when everyone else is red, a
troublemaker! "I'he re are sorne fucked-up genealogies,' he told me that
night in conclusion. 'rr we could get to the bottom of them, they'd explain
sorne people's mysterious behavior ... ' Yes, that's what he said, 'f'ucke d- .
r--.. f C\.l"", ~ '. '
\~ up genealogies,' because he was ~ tJrying to mortify me, an d 1 had to
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put Up with it."
"What happened to Malvina?" I asked, interrupting him. "Did she
finally leave you alcne?"
"She woUiJ.dn'tlet me live! She wouldn't let me breathe! The latest
was she offered to renounce her rights in excharige for a lump sum: half a
million pessetes. Where did she thinkl was goírig to get them? That's
~
what I asked foro If they'd given1\.. to me, T'd have kept my mouth shut
for a good long time. They misunderstood. They thought I was threatening
to broadcast their secret to the four winds when all I wanted was half a
...f
million to get Malvina Canals i González of my back an.d never have to
think about her again. Maybe I got carried away. I gave them to
understand that if they didn't cough up L'd go all the way, blab everything
I knew! They deci ded it'd be cheaper to wipe me off the face of the earth
It's all because of ~ Malvina, that re dheaded whore!" .
~r1-~í-{t~
Till then, however strange it may seem, ~lost in his rants as in
a f'og full of vague, floatirig pharitoms. How can I express the fascination I
felt t.hat night, one of the last; how can I find the words? He droned on
)
and on as usual and I wept so softly that he couldn't hear me. And I wept
because at last I knew who was beside me in the dark and why that hyena
was hurig r ie r than ever after thirtyyears of bitter humiliations and
unsatiated gree d. That freezing hyerra was right there, curled up on his
bed of straw, in the .st.inkirig darkness his ravings filled with obscene
ghosts, his sole company. Because in his loneliness, he clung more and
more fiercely to his novel. It was all he had left! It was mixed up with
everything he told me, true or falseo His voice at times would grow ur ge nt
and then muffled, as though an invisible hand were choking hirn, and then
he'd resume his monotonous drone. Ah, Monsignor Pinell de Bray, bishop in
partibus infidelium, ~ Aunt Llúcia's illustrious oracle, y~u who deem~d
"That spineless cardinal couldn't sense the grandeur of our imperial
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yourself so subtle and clever: could you have guessed what was implicit in
those "prior catastrophes we need to reestablish the kirig dorn of God"? l'd
rather believe you were nothing more than a pup pet moved. by cold,
invisible, distant hands; a puppet of another order, perhaps, but a puppet
like Lamoneda. And Lamoneda kept on talking and the trunk's ambiguous
¡
contours grew clearer and clearer amid that fog of incoherence. It kept
growing, and it was an enormous, outlandish object, a terrifying presence
f in a cave fuI! of ghost.s and cObwebs1;!w a cavalry colonel made his
appearance amid that muddy torrent of wor ds, At first I coul d har dly
distinguish him from my relative Monsignor Pinell de Bray and Ambassador
Recesvinto. How idiotic that endless novel could be, but now I listened,
operr-rnout.hed , as the mystery un:folded. ° no, the mystery wasn't Llibert
Milmany, who was no mystery to me and who had also entered the novel,
appearing more and more often amid that tan gle of intrigues and
characters: "Llibert Milmany: there's a study for you! He was indispensable
to uso He knew the rabble and the larig uage with which to stir them; he
possessed the key we lacked. Without him, we would have failed. We had
~\.í,,'"'- )
to put up with him, pay his weight in gold! He had only one condition: we
1'-
had to open fire from sorne convento A difficult conditíon in those times,
dominated by the car dínals ev il influence!" And here my relative appeared
again , alorig with his complicated intrigues to replace the cardinal.";;:--
Aunt Llúcia's deceas.ed cousin was now fully meshed with the plot as
Duchess Atalanta's close f'r-ierid and trusted advisor: "O, what an
understanding friend, what an índulgent advisor." Lamoneda recited as
monotonously as a machíne. but a b~machíne that sometimes got
r: r r
stuck and repeated the same sentence several times before movirig on.
dreams. It was I, Count Recesvinto, who found the simple, brHliant
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solu tion. 1 and no one else! The colonel was aman without imaginatíon,
imbued with lí'eactionary~~d-fashioned prejudices .•. " The machirie
)
got stuck, repeating "reactionary, old-fashioned, st.upid prejudices" several
times. Then it contin~ed:. "He never grasped what was goirig on, So much
the better, since if hed understood he would have refused, he would have
,
refused, he would have refuse,d," the machine repeated. "Our forces had
been defeated, but we could still set off the long-awaited prior catastrophe
.c:r--:- i M.t-<. ~
if a ~ spark ht that powder keg, the anarchist rabble."c\. '. .
As t.hough, bir-e d from reciting so many long excerpts, the machine
paused. There was a long silence in the darkness. 1 was near the door and
he was curled up at the other end of the hut, half covered with straw,
After that pause, he said in a change d voice, hoarse and plairrtrve, "It was
after 1 read him this chapterthat Soleras exclaimed, ~I'd trade everything
Stendhal and Eugeni d'Ors ever wrote for one page by you, What a pity
L'rnnot a publisher! I'd be g you to let me publish it! We'd astound the
world!' Ves, those were his exact words, that we'd astound the world if we
could only publish this chapter ... He was a jerk, but onecan't deny
that he had a fine feeling for literature. What a great critic that fool
could have been! And this despite the fact that back then, the chapter
ended here; it was incomplete. It still ís. Whew, the work it'll take to
finish it! Imagine: 1 want to outdo Lhat famous pas sag e about the Battle of
Waterloo in The Red and the Black. My novel could have the same title.
It's funny, but it would be much more apt than it was for Stendhal. All
these weeks I've been planning this supreme chapter, where Recesvinto and
his men, a handful of idealists, find themselves besieged by nineteenth-
century, democratic-liberal, Judeo-Masonic forces. The police, the 6.ivil,..
I ~
($uard, and most of the army, led by the commandírig officer in Catalonia,
~ .~
are again st them: a handful of desperate and misunderstood meno Therein
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lies their grandeur! That's when Recesvinto reveals his ge niu s. When the
others have given up hope and are talking about surrender, he and he
alone pluriges the banderilla into the bull! The colonel hadrr't. the slightest
idea. He was a good egg who thought the whole world was like his village,
where as soon as a regiment appears with a brass band, the good people
I
come out to cheer. That Sunday morning he led his troops as far as the
Diagonal, astonished to see all those empty balconies and shuttered
windows despite the stifling July heat. That wall of hostile silence
disconcerted hirn. But Recesvinto expected hostil:ity from his compatriots.
He knew them only too well! He knew they wouldn't appreciate the
heroism of a minority impos'ing its ideas by brute force against everyone's
will! He knew them only too well! But he also knew that the gentlest bull
can be roused to fury by banderillas with firecrackers attached. This was
the simple but brfllíant idea conceived by Count Recesvinto, the future
glory of imperial diplomacy! This chapter, the novel's climax, will take
place in Parzelonenburg, imaginary capital of Subcarpathian Pomerania."
"Subcarpathian," 1 repeated, fascinated.
"Yes , Subcarpathian," he replíe<{y "Subcarpathian Pomerania."
"Subcarpathian," 1 again repeated in a whisper. 1 wept softlybut he
didn't notice and it was as though a November clou d , swollen with rain,
were f'loat.irig inside my head while he went on telling me the plot of that
chapter, his crowrring achievement and the clímax to his book, which
would take place in Parzelonenbur g, the capital of Subcarpathian
Pomerania, and the darkness stank more than ever while 1 wept softly,
curled up by the door, as though a November cloud were in my head, the
kind that rains and rains ~nd never stops, and then he said, "This chapter
has to be a "g rand tableau d'histoire.' What a pity 1 won't be able to read
it to Soleras, who would have appeciated it so much! What a fool, but
.
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what a great cr-it.ic!He always advised me not to marry, like Stendhal. If 1
married, he predicted that I'd end up with the biggest pair of horns the
world had seen in many centuries. "Gerruiaee like you and 1,' he said,
"dorr't; make good husbands.' Sometimes he'd also ask, !Howdid you get to
be such a genius, Lamoneda?' or 'Lamone da, don't be such a genius!' The
I
way he used to go on ... What a pity 1'11never be able to read him this
chapter! 1 haven't written it yet, but I've got it a11planned. 1'11describe
the colonel, dragging his two hundred soldiers through that bolted and
shuttered cítv, unanimouslv hostile and uncompr-eherid ing [ the steady,
muffled clank oí their sheathed bayonets again st their canteens, the
colonel's coughing. He was a little nervous; that's why he cou ghe d. He
couldn't understand a t.hirig , because he was a complete outsider in
Subcarpathian Pomerania, and moreover he'd never lived in a big city like
Parzelonenburg. That silence, those shuttered windows, the sullen air with
which the ;;;-city greeted us instead of the joyous cheers he'd expected
because that would have been the reaction in his native vi11age, a sleepy,
one-horse town deep in the steppes of Baltic Transylvania ... and
¡
suddenly bu11ets be gan raining down upon us: from balconies, from
rooftops, from snipers behind trees! It was Subcarpathian Pomerania's
autonomous police force; we could r-ecogníze them by their dark-blue
uniforms. Some emerged f'rom behind trees and flung themselves on the
grourid, where they continued firing. We be gan to hear machine guns we
couldn 't see. Some of our soldiers fe11;others fled. The .mules car-rvírig our
machine guris were startled by the gunfire. One bolted and galloped away ;
others co11apsed and lay on their backs, kicking, with gaping wounds in
their bellies. We had to creep forward from tree to tree and from street
corner to street cornero The soldiers had come on foot, leavirig their
horses at the barracks and br ingírig only those mules., Now Count
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Recesvinto realized that at least in this the colonel had made the right
jM,~
decision. Those rounds of fire would have '~f\. down every horse in
sight! Abandoning the mules loaded with machine guns, we ;retreated
toward the monastery on the cornero The colonel was disheartened. Now he
knew what Recesvinto had carefully concealed from him: that the civil
'~
¡J.A
guard was agairrst us too. He'd seen their patent-leather hats gleaming¡t
~ 1~ ~ I!:: ..~ ~"ij,I4f l. \Jl~ ::>
th~ l3et~the Gilizenstrasse. hey advanced in formation with their
usual impeccable discipline, ready, as always, to support the legitimate
government. He was disheartened and spoke only of dying in battle to save
his honor. Yes, this was the kind of drivel he talked! It was then that
Recesvinto whispered something in his ear. I!
At t.his point the machine jammed again, repeating as though it
couldn't find the rest of the chapter. It stopped and repeated what he'd
.{k
already sait;>As though it had forgotten ~ novel)/t beg~n ~alking about
S.g~\ llA.5
Lamoneda, about his memories of that ~jg}:}t OT &Y ffocatUl)\ heat, blood, and
flames.
"He followed my suggestions without understanding them. l 'd told him
I was a confidential liason, and he had complete faith in me. I was
wearing overalls, with a red and black kerchief around my neck, The
colonel didn't realize these were -t.he anarchist colors. He didn't realize
anything, the innocent babel I turned the tide when all seemed lost. I and
no one else: Count Reces vinto! That idea was all mine! Only Atalanta still
remembers; only she is stfll grateful. 'You wori!' she stammers~-L<A
~ gratitude and admiration, because the colonel never would have had
that brilliant idea. He was nothírig but a fool, a soldier without
imagination. (that moment of supreme agony, the idiot t.hought only of
his honor. Ashamed of dragging those two hundred poor devils irito such a
harebrained adventure, his only thought was to die fighting. They were
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conscripts, almost all from the provinces of Jaén and Almería, and they'd,
followed him as Andalusians always follow whoever commands them:
...(l-,JWí
blindly, without askirig where he was leadirig t.hem. 'Poor -~,' the colonel
muttered. tI've" led them to the slaughterh~ 1 never imagined this would
happen.' 1 could see he was so ashamed that 1 was scared he'd blow his
)
brains out before 1 had a chance to make him take the decisive step. The
friars had to open the door ; otherwise we'd have beaten it down with our
rifle butts. So what; isn't that what we'd planned, monsignor? tThe
youngest of all. r-evolu tions is the revolution of the yourig!' But this
worldly prelate smiled, listening to the duchess's confidences. He knew
how to he dge his bets. When she told him ít was 1 who'd beaten down the
monaater-y door, he exclaimed, 'Only youth could make such a glorious
revolution!' Well, rnoriaignor , youth has its own requirements, and perhaps
one day we'll get sick of pu llin g chestnuts out of the fire so worldly
prelates, watching the bullfight from the stands, can have a grand old
time! He hedged his bets! He pretended to be with us Cin apir it, naturally,'
~ he always added) but all he cared about was wearing a cardinal's hato They
4-1 dangled it in front of him for ;ears, but he never did get his ~ on it,
(~ ..
and in the meantime he'd turned his back on us and pretended not to
know me. What had happened to -all those flattering words he'd spoken to
encourage us, Spain's valiant youth? Once the. "pr-ior' catastrophe' was over,
he' pretended not to know uso Those friars were scared out of their wits
by the sight of all those 'machine guns. We'd salvage d some; takirig them
off the dead mules an d dismantling them. What did you expect? Do you
think you can rein in youth!s gallant ardor? Days later, the duchE(sr:
. Ie.:~ ~
showed the count the black-and-blue mar ks those garters had m;aae ~ her
skin. She'd made a vow to Saint Pandulfa that she'd wear those too-tight
garters for a whole week to mortify her flesh if the count succeeded in
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provoking the much-desired prior catastrophe. Soon a rumor ran through
the sprawling city of Parzelonenburg: tThe Carmelites opened fire on the
crowd ... ' Behind the force s of public order besieging us, ban ds of
ragged ruffians z: appeared wearing red and black kerchiefs, shouting
and shakirig their fists at uso Night was f'allirig an d there we were: trapped
in that monaster v. BuHets whistled through all the windows •.. "
Outside his hut, the pale , chilly dawn began to break, and the
horizontal bar on that rusty irori cross was vag uely outlined like an arm
frozen in sorne atr-arige gesture. The madman spewed forth words and more
words in a muddy, foamy torrent, "T'hose hypocrites promised us
everything, everything! And all we got was shit! They put me out in the
street, me, when they owe me everything! They slam doors in my face! AH
I have left is my novel and Atalanta!" and the machíne repeated and
repeated, goírig back to those black stocktng s. It shouted in a strangely
hoarse voice , "Make way for youth!" but l'd stopped listening. l'd ~~
risen from that rustling straw and very quietly tiptoed out, because now I
knew everythíng.
I finally knew how Soletas had die d , "Soleras was dangerous. What
else could Ido? I got rid of him •.• "
"Got rid of him .•. "
"What else could Ido? I motioned to those two guys tailirig us , and
they did the jobo They'd had lots of practice, that pairo I could count on
them. It didn't take more 'than a minute. Anyway, what do you care about
Soleras whe n you hardly knew hirn. A very dangerous character ... "
He couldn't see me f'rorn his end of the hut. I was trembling. That
iron bar was there, frozen in its strange gesture, a gesture of complicity.
The idea was there: soli.~, {lav:, bulky.
buzzing ~ t~ut like a9- I hear d him continue his rant,
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"They besieged us all night. They lobbed hand grenades through
windows on the lower floors, and we had a lot of dead and wounded. The
friars had locked themselves in the chapel. When the next day , Monday,
was just breaking, a captain showed up to parley. The colonel refused to
surrender even t.hough he'd just had another disappointment. In additíon to
the pol:i:ceand civil guards, in the first líght of dawn we clearly saw
soldiers amorig those besieging uso So the army wasn't with us--or at least
not all of it, as we'd led him to belíeve. Beyond the r-írig.of uniformed. ;}:2: .~ttA( 9men ~r ~JI=H:;;t~pY, we saw the crowd f'illirig that broad avenue-
-the broadest in Parzelonenburg--and trucks kept arriving fílled with
anarchists chanting with raised fists. The indispensable Llíbert Milmany
had seen to that: another who pretends he never met me! They all wore
red and black kerchiefs. At one poírit the colonel, who was peering at
those trucks through his binoculars, put them down and stared at the
kerchief I was wearing. He didn't saya word. He headed for the chapel,
which was full of friars and our dead and wounded, and asked to confess
and receive Communion."
"He's a fly." This unexpkcted idea popped ínto my head. I'd manage d'1 to slip out of the hut without his noticirig , ~I could stillhear him
buzzing. "He's a fly as big as aman. He's hid ing in this hole and keeps
buzzing because he's a fly but it's winter, when there are no flíes. This
fly is a survivor: t.heonly one of all those millions of flíes that in thirty-
six suddenly emerged f rorn hidden eggs. I'd better hurry up and do
something before he lays eggs hiIl!-self. He could lay thousands of them and
1-- it would ~spread over the face of the earth again ... " And the fly
went on buzzing in his hole; he was a fly and a robot that, with its
machinery out of whack, kept on buzzing and buzzing endlessly: "Young
Recesvinto was one of the glories of international diplomacy, but he liked
"He confessed and received Communion. Then he left the chapel and
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to travel incog nito. ti He went on reciting in the dark, and everything got
mixed up in the buzzing of that broken machine. And 1 touched that piece
of rope. The pale, chilly sky was farther away t.han ever. Lt was no longar
the sk y: it was emptiness.
I
whispered to me, as though he didn't want the others to hear, !1 should
heve realized you were a Judas.' 'I'hen he addressed them; sorne ~
had also confessed and received Communion. 'Now, my son s , all that's left
is to die like meri." Because at that moment, the police and soldiers
besieging us were preparing to attack since the deadline the captain had
set for our surrender had passed. Before that final assault, a colonel from
the civil guard appeared at the door waving a white flag. He'd come to,.. ,-
~ ~
warn us one last time to surrender. He and our colonel were the same age
and knew each other. !You have to be reasonable,' the civil guard said.
"I'his was an act of madness.' He was tired and had a three-day beard, but
his uniform was impeccable and three big stars glittered on his cuffs. His
hair was white. Our colonel replied that he'd surrender but on the
condition that it was to him:1 that is, to the civil ~uard. The other led h im
~ ~
to the window and pointed out an entire section of civil guards, all as
neatly uniformed as he was, standing in formation in front of the
monastery. At the sight of that section in perfect formation, our colonel
hesitated no loriger-, He surrendered. When the doors opened and everyone,
officers and conscripts, starting with the wounded, began filing out, Count
Recesvinto appeared at a window as though he 'd climbed the outside wall.
He started waving his arms and shoutirig at the top of his lun gs, makirig
sure everyone saw his overalls an.d kerchief, 'Follow me, comrades!' The
crowd instantly began pouring in, trampling each other and everything in
its path. The lines of soldiers and civil guards had to give way before t.hat
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tidal wave, while the count kept sc reaming from the window, 'Deat.h to the
fascist friars!' Atalanta knows; she's never forgotten. She knows how much
she owes me and t.hats why this duchess, a prou d descendant of the
Romanovs and Hohenstaufens, comes to kneel at my feet like a submissive
slave who can refuse me nothing. And one of the friars was kneelirig and
howlírig , 'Have mercy!' while the anarchists massacred everyone in sight.
One has to admit it: Llibert Milmany had kept hís word. The colonel, who
was bald and had lost his hat in t.he. crush, tried to cover his head with
his hands whe.n the Engraver, a guy 1 knew well, went to bash hirn with
the butt of a shot.g un. There were quite a few women among them. One
screamed, 'Caatr ate them alive! It's no f-qn once they're dead!' 1 saw one
woman with a hammer finish off a friar who was already mortally
wounded, crawling alorig on his knees clutching his belly. Others were in
the chapel, which was still dark and shuttered, setting fire to some chairsd-\-t; ,1 they'd pile d up\ While they were beating everyone they could lay their
hands on , soldiers and friars, a gentleman in civilian cloí.hirrg elbowed his
way through the crowd. He was wearing a tie and jacket and an armband
with the Catalan flag, 'L'm a dele gate from the autonomous government.
Stop! 'I'heyve surrendered!' He shouted himself hoarse but no one paid any
attentíon. Some policemen forced their way through the crowd with their
rifle butts, ready to back him up, but 1 planted myself in front of that
ridiculous character-c-yes, ridiculous in his tie and jacket--and shouted,
'You/r e nothírig but a f'asciat!' The Engraver instantly took up t.he shout,
"I'hat/s right, a fascist! 1 saw you yesterday in the Placa d'Espanya, firing
~'at the crowd!' From then on, it was just one big . They beat up that
gentleman and the policemen surrounding him. They beat up everyone,
while the fire spread from the chapel to the rest of the monastery and
they lifted me onto their shoulders and carried me outside in triumph so
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the crowd could cheer me ... tt
The machine be gan repeating some monotonous paasages from the
novel agaín: ttThe imperial diplomatic service's Ieadirig Iig ht liked to
~ breathe the air of storrns] ~ he preferred to travel incog níto and to
taste forbidden fruíts ... tt And the sky had grown more distant than ever.
It was no longe r the sky but emptíness, and sweat trickled down my back
because my fingers were tr-emblirig as they struggled to undo that knot.
And suddenly he said in a charige d voice , Iike someone brusquely
awakening, ttWhat time is it? What are you doin g out there: saving your
rosary? Bah, for get about that cross. It's not.hírig. Not.hín g exists. tt
There was silence. Then his voice whispered, "Or are you goirig to
kill me?"
1 didn't move. Suddenly he said , in an immensely disillusioned tone,
"Not.hirig exists. Not even Duchess Atalanta."
A tz-emblin g drop of cold sweat trickled down my lower vertebrae like
quicksilver. Then he growled these surprising words, "Only suffering
exists. tt
1 fell to my knees, exhauate.d. My hand clutched that iron cross. He
screamed, "1 only believe in suffering."
And then he started howlírig like a dogo
#
1 was at the airport. On the horizon, like a fly, the plane
disappeared, bearing Lluís and his family to the other síde of the world.
Earthbound, 1 st.ill irnagine d that face, those bright eyes in which two
tears had glistened as shed given me her hand: two tears, only two, but
so brilliant, like that other time at the "gala luncheon," now thirty years
ago, my God! Those other tears had been for Soleras, but these were for
me. And You will forgive us because it's You who made us this way, Lord,
¡{ 'iou who made us great passiona:te sinners.
~
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Lluís had embraced me at the last moment, and I hadn't noticed him
slipping an envelope into the inside pocket in my caasock, I realized it
when I was already on the bus. It; contained ten thousand-pesseta bills.
The bus still hadn't set out for my village. I got off and started walkin g
toward Arc del Teatre Street.
#
Thank you, Lluís, thank YOu~My God, I was drunk with joyo Tears
rolle d down my,cheeks as I walked alorig. I saw places 1 hadn't entirely
forgotten. I was Iookírig for a certain shop in that labyrinth of filthy
lanes: a pawnshop that was. very vivid in my memory. 1 wept with joy,
muttering "Thanks, Lluís" to myself while passersby stared at me, but I
found my shop, which exhaled the same smell as ever: a smell of dank
depths, like a cellar where mushrooms are cultivated. I bought a complete
three-piece plaid suit, garish but wearable, an overcoat that was worn but
warm, a thick scarf and the most indispensable underc1othes. I spent more
than three thousand, because 1 succumbed to temptation and bou ght my
captain's spyglas~thR °ue I,¡,;)./ad b:;O*
Yes, I'd seen it weeka before, and it was mine. Who knows what
~ paths it had tr~veled till it finally carne to r est in that pawnshop
thirty years later! It was mine; l'd recognized it from a mark l'd made
f
myself when I was twelve in the brass on the first section. No one but I
, fkf!G~
could have reco,gnized it, That mark was supposed to 1\.clover, but so
badly done; I'm so c1umsy, Lord. It was my spyglass, the one through
which Lluís and 1 had gazed at the heavens so many times back in the
good old days. l'd discovered it weeks before, when l'd gone in that shop
to ask the prices of used c1othing. l'd left f'eelirig very depressed, thinking
I'd never be able to get hold of so much money ••. tliree thousand
seas as we sailed our own. Now we know Earth is oddly uni que , humanity
'1- incomprehensibly alon~ .. 1trhese were my thoughts as r walked alorig
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pessetes! l'd gone there because I remembered that shop SO well. I
remembered it on account of all the bizarre stuff they had: telescopes for
amateur stargazers (t.hou gh I never thought l'd f'irid miriel}, old-fashioned
enemas, weird orthopedic contraptíons, hu ge barometers from the last .
r
cerrtur y. My telescope, the only t.hing I missed from when l'd lived with
. ~0 ~
rny aunt! She'd given it to me on my twelfth birthday ~ reward fk:. my
r.
good grades. And now I had it again. I could look at Saturn's r ing s an d
Jupiter's moons as I had before, when l 'd gotten so much pleasure from
watching them charige position from night to night, revolving like four
peas around a plum; Venus, like a small moon, and Mars, so reddish ...
but now, I thought, thirty years later , Venus and Mars won't be such good
~f~ ,--,~'~
company! At t7J:' Lord, ~ all thought Venus and Mars were other
worlds with seas and forests, animal s and people, whereas now ... Now
. t,-e.llS ~
we know they're two dreadful ~ellts: another dream our century has
shattered forever, a dream three thousand years old, because Chaldean
astrologers had imagined the stars were inhabited like other Earths! From
those Chaldean astrologers down to us, when we raised our eyes
heavenward we felt a kinshipwith other humanities sailing their worlds'
with that bundle of clothes under one arm and the telescope in my other
harid , that telescope from my youth, lost right at the end of the war and
rediscovered so unexpec'tedly. These were my thoughts, and it didn't occur
to me that a priest who buys a three-piece suit in a pawnshop ís bound to
attract attention, and all t.he more if he buys a spyglass. I thought only of
the planets and those two tears, unique and wondrous as the most distant
stars. I also thought of the poor whore T'd stayed with in that same
neighborhood so many years before. At every corner I was afraid L'd meet
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her, because she'd recognized me despite the years and my cassock. I was
scared l'd run into that poor harmless woman and thought only of this
ridiculous danger, because she had recognized mewhen we'd met again in
the most unex:pected fashion.
The first time l'd gotten off with a cracked skull and a few weeks in
the hospital, where the archbishop visited me every day, reproving me like
a concerned father. The second time, I ended up in the basement of that
~~ ( Wv- tl\..,\1"~.\ Sl oo!h :IA.~
building on the Via Laietana. Y!íi:t,t ¡¡:e:- 6lc~ on the cement1kl~r if
friends or f'amíly ~ brin~~ mattress. This ~'ight is enshrined in the
r-
jail's traditions, and it's amazirig how the gua:rds respect these traditions
<3
and the rights they confer on prisoners. There were six of us that time,
and the news must have spread quickly because almost immediately síx
mattresses arrived--one for each of us+-along with their respective
blankets. There was another tradition we were unawar e of, because we
were newcomers, and that was the reason we met agaín unexpectedly after
all those years. In the course of their nightly rounds, the cops sometimes
arrest wretched whores peddling their wares too brazenly on street
corners, since their trade is now il'legal. They normally spend three days in
jail, which is what the law allows, and then are set free till next time. No
one gets upset or takes it very seriously, and normally no one remembers
to take mattresses to those poor girls whose only crime is empty-
headedness. To avoid sleeping on that cold, hard cement, they usually ask
to share luckier prisoners' mattresses and bIankets, and this is also part of
the jail's traditions. The guards are good and understanding souls whom
nothing could surprise. All they see is the humanitarian side of the matter
and are content with a modest t.ip, also consecrated by the jail's
traditions. So on our fourth night, we heard whispers and muffled laughter
outside our cell. The door opened, and an old guard with a white, droopy
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mustache that made him look like a retired Don Quixote explained very
politely that "t.he girls are insisting on their rights."
"I can't refuse them," he explained apologet.ically. "You can say yes
or no."
Without a"o/aiting our answer--how could we give one when we didn't
know what he was talkírig about?--they burst in, pu shin g him aside and
~¿;..'-
giggling. Apparently there~been a raid that night and they'd rounded up
, .
a good dozen of thern, Seven or eight had aIread y reached understandings
with other pr-isorier-s, mostly swindlers and pickpockets (who always seem
to have mattresses and blankets). The ones who'd entered couldn't stop
laug hirig at the sight of our cassocks. Suddenly one of the six carne up to
me and stood there, staring at me open-mouthed and wide-eyed. She was
the most whorish, heavily made up one in the group. She could have been
fifty years or fifty centuries old. How could I have recognized her under
that hídeous mane of bright red haír and wíth those big blue circles
around her eyes?
"It's you!" she fínally saíd. "Since when are you a priest?"
And she started tellirig' her fríends the absurd but absolutely true
story of those two weeks she, her pimp, her dog , and I had spent
toget.he r. And the other prfest.s, who were all very .yourig , gaped at me in
astonishment. Because in their eyes I was a venerable elder. Yes, at fifty
that's what I was for them: a venerable elder, almost a martyr, and I told
them with more sadness than shame, "My sons, everything this woman says
is true."
"We always LhoughtIie was cracked," she went on explaínirig to her
fríends, touchirig her forehead, "but I never knew he was a priest! He
skípped out on us, leavín g the dead dog as a souvenír."
We gave them our cell an d slept in theírs--there was no other
A week had gone by. I assumed he was in France. One fine mornin g ,
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solution--on the condition that they not tell those who had so kindly sent
those mattresses and blankets. Since they let them out long before us, we
still got plenty of use out .of them. And now I thought of ~er. I was sure
she lived in a: dump on one of those narrow streets, and I wouldn't have
wanted to run into her for anyt.hírig on earth.
I thought only of this ridiculous danger. Her eyes were the only ones
I feared. The next day I arrived in my village with everything l'd bought,
full of joy because now I could talk him into leaving, leaving forever, and
l'd be alone and at peace again, because that strange neighbor who'd
appeared out of nowhere, that strange neighbor who was Lamoneda, was a
neighbor I not only couldn't love but whom I hated.
He revived at the sight of that manna from Heaven. He could already
see himself in Paris and imagined sorne big-time editor almost fainting with
exc iternerrt after reading his novel. "What luck!" he said. "No one's found
my hideout. L've stayed here four months and you're the only one who
mlt-'h f"-'cknows. ~s luck!" He irnagine d himself a famous novelist in Paris with
royalty checks raíníng down. He started talkírig about Parisian women,
1k¡~tvéY.>
about "~ a femmes nues": the only thing he could remember f'rom a
trip he'd made in his youth, a half century earlier, apparently the one
time in his whole life that he'd -been in Paris! He lovingly fingered the six
remaining bills L'd given him to cover his travel and settling-in expenses
till he found sorne way to ma:ke a living, an d his crazy old man's face was
older and crazier than ever. "Make way for youth!" he repeated, "Make
way for youth!" And he muttered, ."NowMalvina's goirig to lose track of
me forever." Dawn was br eakirig. We decided he should spend that day in
his hut and not set out till nig htf'all. He'd travel only at night till he'd
crossed the Pyrenees.
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after Mass, 1 started walking to Mill Gorge. l'd done it so often at night,
1 knew the paths so well, that doírig it by daylight was like a game for
me. It took me less than three hours to get there. l',d gladlyhave brought
"f- my telescope~difiee I'a gottCB: it baelr, it étecam~anie~ me OH aH m, ~.:¡. Jetoello, as il lIad befo,JfI'd~ carried it under my arm, but I'd
lost it again. L'd lost it exactly a week earlier. Could 1 have left it on the
bus 's luggage rack on my last trip? The bus dr iven said he hadn't found it.
A mystery! l'm so careless, Lord! But it wash't the mislaid telescope that
was bothering me; it was an obscure wish to see the place where L'd
sweated with t.he' strangest arigu ish I've ever felt, where l'd been about to
succumb to the most irresistible and murderous temptation in my life. 1
wanted to savor that spot peacefully, without his presence.
#
He was still there.
He was th.ere, sitting stiffly in the doorway. His skull was cracked
open.
The horizontal bar from that iron cross was Iyirig on the ground
beside him.
The cold had preserved him, as though he'd just received the blow.
He'd donried that t.hr-ee+piece , garish suit. He was leanirig againat the door,
his eyes and mouth wide open, holding the novel on his knees.
Weawake from our youth as from a nig ht of delirious fever, an d all
of a sudden we're over the hill. How different is the landscape that
unfolds before us on the other side; how different from the one we left
( . behind~! We start downward, filled with despair, feeling "nous étions nés
pour quelquechose de mieux," to conquer the world! Wewere born for
glory and glory's our goal, but not earthly glory.
But though this exists, so does love. It would exist even if everyone
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Not this world's glory, which is mere vairig lor-y: another, truer glory,
but we can't achieve it through our own efforts. What can we achieve
through our own efforts? Shameful and often terrifying falls ... when we
wake from t.hatjíelir-ium, when we see clearly what we were capable of
while it lasted ..• O Lord, what have we made of our youth? Why would
we leave vain footprints in an endless desert's sands? Why would we want
to live on in the memories of roen who have norie? Are we wílling, in
order to live in the memories 01 men, :who have never remembered, to be
erased from Gocfs?
It's possible to be erased from God's memory and has been ever since
the world be gan , t.hough it'.s had different names. This exists, and since it
exists it's good to face up to it from time to time. A marr can spend his
whole life wrth- his eyes glazed, fixed on it, open-mouthed as though it
had entranced him: this thing called nothingness, absurdity, emptiness,
nausea and a thousand other names but that's alway s the same. And how
many eyes are glazed! Because if ene is not an immortal soul, if one is
not God's creation, one is a robot whose glazed eyes are fixed on the
absurdo The soul abdicates an'd becomes a robot. Then the robot breaks
down, gets stuck; its gears 'turri in the void forever ...
denied it, even if everyone had always denied it everywhere! Absurdity's
~e~r
breath can't cloud the ~ It doesn't rise high enough.
How many robots weve seen in this century! How many atrocities
we've seen from one end of the earth to the other! And the robots would
like all men to be nothing but identical robots sayin g and doirig the .same
t.hírig s. We'd end up unable to do anything that hadn't been done míllions
and míllions of times by other robots. If we abandoned ourselves to
automatism, how far could we fall? The fall is endless, since there's no
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bottom. The jammed machinery falls and fans, its gears turning in the
void. That man turned in the void , buzz.ing endlessly till a blow from an
iron bar stopped him cold.
But J, in 'Lhís mountain v illage where 1 live confined since my return
from the Caribbean: haven't Ji also acted like a robot? All 1 did was rouse
the villagers' instinctive ~istrust becaus~ my behavior toward them was
Ül.A.t(..k~ C, .......\ \ \ '- ~ .
autom.j~c... 1 went from house to house talkírig about threshing, about
beets, about sainfoin, talkirig the way a grown-up talks to little children. 1
tried to make f'rderide with families that never attended church and the
more 1 tried the more 1 was a robot because 1 did it out of duty rather r
than love, and without love one is nothing but a robot. Guinarda, that
píous old widow who's spied on me and oomplaine d about me so many
times to the archbishop: didn't she begin to mistrust me because 1 f'ei.gne d
interest in her problems? Her problems, which were such a pain! Since she
and her husband had no children, he'd made a will that was pure
gibberish. The poor old woman was in darige r of finding herself in dire
straits, because it could have been read as givírig everything to his nieces
~
I ', . lA. """o
and nephews . alldwance for her. With the best of intentions, 1
tded to intervene, since she's illiterate and got lost in that legal maze. 1
was wasting so much time trying to straighten out that tangled will--she
concluded--because 1 hoped to get a, big slice of it. She started getting
suspicious. Then by: chance she found out 1 was a "Red priest," and from
that point on she au spec te d and complained about everything 1 did. If
she'd simply written to the archbishop (or to be more precise, had others
write since she doesn't know how): "You sent us a robot instead of a
priest," she would have w~itten t.he f;1.~ruth ... And the others? The
others aren't as malicious as Guinarda or at least conceal their malice
better, but 1 could see in their faces how diaag reeable they found my
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faked, automatic concern, as disagreeable as when we address a child in
baby talk hes too old foro Ves, that's the problem: why are priests so
inclined to tal k to laity as t.hough we were grown-ups and they were
children? There was also that old cripple who snuck away whenever he
saw me. He didn't live in the village but in a farmhouse an hour away.
Now the poor man's dead. Itwas hard for him to walk, as though his back
were broken. Every time he saw me, he turned away as if the sight of my
cassock horrified hirn, One day I found out they'd almost snapped his
/
backbone in two with a blow from a rifle butt in a prison camp: precisely....
~
the one L'd been. Another day--l found out these t.hirigs gradually--an old
1\
man who'd come to trust me told me that ríght after the war, in this
vitlage as in many others, a corporal would stand at the church door
checking off the names of those at Mass and afterward called upon those
he hadn't seen. And wasn't I, basically, a robot like that corporal?
~~)
Now that I no loriger visít people's ~txS~ barely speak to t.hern, and
merely pray by myself and take solitary strolls with my tele scope under
my arm; now that L've decided to place everything on Your long-suffering
shoulders, Lord: a burden that, useless as I am, was crushing me ... now
that I do nothing to attract them, they come! Because it's You, Lord, andi not 1 who attract t.hérn, and You don't imitate our~b~~ialect. You
know how to address everyone in his secret, unique, honest and real
larig uage: the soul's native tongue!
I wander through the woods with my telescope tucked berieat.h my
arm, leavirrg the sexton the job of r ing ing the arigelu s bells, because I like
to hear them in the distance, the arigelus bells, at that fascinating, twilit
hour--and in the distance, I glimpse a radiant face emer gin g from God
knows what abyss! Freed from hopes and fears, havírig placed the burden
;
that crushed me on Your shoulder s, I wander through fields and grove s,
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hills and valleys all alone, but I glimpse that face aboye the sunset, a face
of fire and thirst from which the whole earth separates me. It appears to
me clearly, as in a very lucid dream. I don't know its name, and I weep in
silence. Who are you: vanished perfume, forgotten melody, bright sadness
that makes me weep; far-off face, who are you? The archarigel departing
or the one arriving? Fleeting life or approaching death? Why, nameleas
Q
archangel, does a star shine on your brow; is it perhaps ~ tear?
#
They've f'inally stopped bothering me about his death. It was that
devout old biddy Guinarda, naturally, who told the police about my trips to,
Mill Gorge. They even gave me back those six bills, which were still in his
inside pocket, which means the murderer's motive was certainly not
robbery. I owe this happy ending to the Baroness of Olivel (she was made
a baroness in 1945), always ready to use her influence to help Llu ís and
his friends. She's now an eighty-year-old lady. Her grandson, whose name
is also Enrique, will inherit two baronies: Olivel de la Virgen and Castel
de Olivo, since his father, that snot-nosed kid who used to run around
with his little brother, in 1959 married the only daughter of the widowed
Baroness of Castel and is in the process oí joinírig the two baronies
together in one mar quiaate.
She's now an eighty-year-old lady, in perfect health and very
clearheaded. I appealed to her a number of times to stop irreparable
catastrophes in the worst moments, the hardest years just after the war.
She's grown very devout. She always asks after Lluía.
#
The baroness can't do anything to help. I found out twenty years too
~,,-t C~~l&.... L~~
late! WW ~g'1]~ have ~ in any case? One of those groups of maquis
I've mentioned was "Estany's garig." They hid in the thickest woods i'n the
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Vall d 'Aran, and at the time 1 often heard them spoken of without ever,
írnagirring Estany was him. That's where he'd been born and that's where
he chose to die.
Every leader had a nom de guerreo 1 just found out that his, chosen
in homage to science and badly pronounced by his men, wasn't Estany but
Einstein.
De Gaulle had personally pinned acroix de guerre on him in 1945.
Nothing would have been easier than returning to France, where he was a
"compag non deIa Résistance."
In 1948, only six men remained of the two hu ndre d who had crossed
the mountains with him four years earlier. The priest in Ur , who just told
me about it, spoke with him at the end of that autumn. He offered to take
them into his rectory, where they'd be arnon.g Catalans.
"Our cause is just," Picó cut him off.
"Its not just because it's hopeless," the priest insisted. "Every man
sacrificed in these circumstances is a mur der ,"
"1 won't surrender while there's a breath of life in me."
He made them pay dear'ly for that life. Since the priest in Ur had
failed, the 'ivil ~ard be gan cloairig in for the last time. His corpse cost
. ...
'/ ~
them twelve.
He hadn't resigned himself to defeat, yet defeat is Your name, Lord!
The only one You ever wanted in this world!
Have merey on his soul.
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VIII
January 26, 1969
Thirty years, my God .
And it all started on what looked like it was goirig to be a ver y
peacef'ul Sunday ••• 'I'he warm.air ~rOUgll my wide+open bedroom'
("., '" -
window. My aunt had set out a couple ofweeks earlier fOirher estate in
Farena, where she usually spent ~ summerJ:-i;d always gone with he r.
Thís was the first year I felt too old-- I was nineteen--to spend my
summer vacation doirig nothing. L'd decided to stay in Barcelona and study
at the libraries. On weekends td take trips with other seminarians who'd
stayed in town as I hado
I was alone in our house in Sarria. The alar-m clock rango How happy
I felt! It was still dark out. Wewere goirig to Montserrat. •
~ 6"V' W\-~ V\.,r>
It was that oppressive moment C!W hot, midsummer.~ when just
e 1 i'- ... . stO'(Y' I '
before dawn the breeze from the mountains ~n and the one from
5~~ r-the sea hasn~ ~~; .when sails in fishermen's villages hang
limply, flaccid as the chest of aman whose Iurig s have given oy.t.. In front
~..- shl~e~
of the university, to my astonishment, I found a compañY-..str'II~EiiRgin
~ e "
formation, lined up alorig the main building.-
The big clock in the tower, illumíned, showed it wasn't yet f'our.
Something weighed in the air, and it wasn't just that sultry calmo I
stopped on the corner of Aribau Street. I'd come down from Sarria, my
heart pouridirig with joyas it did every time we visited that holy
mouritain. I could already smell the thyme and hear the choir airig ing. How
Iight I felt. I was on my way to Montserrat, I was nineteen years old, and
that Sunday had dawned so serenely. From my bedroom window l 'd looked
out at the city, stretching as far as the sea in the darkness. How
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peacefuHy it slept, without a worry in the world.
v
Then I saw a cornpany of police comírig down Aribau Street. Like
alrnost everyone else, I had no idea what was occurring. What,was the
meariirig of those soldiers in forrnation, those policernen approaching? The
still air seerned to g.row thinner with their silence. They rnarched alorig
wordlessly. AHI could hear was their rhythrnic trarnping. When the police
reached the square and saw the soldiers, their lieutenant squared his
shoulders. So did the officer commandírig the troops. Then the troops
crossed the squar-e toward Pelayo Street.
Suddenly a volley rang out.
I hid behind a tree. I could n 't rnake head or tail of it. Sorne police
had fallen and were screarning. Others fired back with their shotguns. I
wept behind my tree, hidden like sorneone pissing, while a deeper sourid,
cannons, carne from farther away. Dawn was just beginning to break. I'd
fallen asleep so peacefully the night before, so happy to think the next
morning we'd visit Montserrat, and now I ran he re and there, hurig ry for
news, and how incoherent and contradictor y it was! Some regiments had
rebelled, but no one knew whyv'I'he police had subdued thern. By midday,
only a few pockets of resistance were left, cut off from each other and
surrounded. The air for-ce was getting ready to bomb the biggest one: the
Drassanes Barracks. Those inside surrendered at eleven the next morning.
Those barracks no longar existo In my memory, they'll exist forever!
They were in an old, dilapidated building down by the harbor. A smell of
rnule sweat and rot seeped into the streets around it. Right next to those
barracks, the used booksellers had their stalls. I often went on Sunday
mor níng s, wandering from stall to stall, and sorne of them knew me.
ShortIy after my aunt had given me that telescope, I'd bought Carnille
Flarnrnarion's Popular Astronorny. How voraciously I'd read that big,
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illustrated volume till my aunt had taken it away and burned it. She'd just
learned that in illo tempore Flammarion had been a leadín g spiritualist. A
hundred soldiers, commanded by a lieutenant, were still holding out there.
I found myself amorig the onlookers who jammed the lower part of the
Rambla, down by the sea. Bombed by the air force, shelled by artillery,
and besieged by the police, the lieutenant asked to surrender. We all saw
the whiteflag. An officer an d a few policemen entered. Soon they carne
back out and announced that those inside had lain down their arms and
were waiting to be Ied away as prisoners. It was then that, as if by magic,
all those men in red and black kerchiefs materialized. One climbed up to a
window and, clu tchirrg the iron bars, with his free hand made gestures
intended to be those of an unarmed hero assaulting a barracks--a barracks
that had surrendered! He shouted and gestieulated. He was naked from the
waist up and on his broad chest, shiny with sweat; I could make out a big
tattoo of a woman clad only in stockirigs. His comrades replied with other
shouts, shakirrg their clenched fists. At a certain momerrt, breaking
through the lines of policemen, they all bar-ge d in toget.he r. We found out
later that there'd been a mas sacre •.•
I remember those trucks speeding t.hroug h the city, f'ull of men
chanting in unisono What was the meaning of alI that uproar? Who were
they; where had they come from? They spread their own legend. It was
they who had won, unarmed and barehanded against machine guns a;l:inlz;;d=*=;$:~~;-~_
canno~ :he stupidest legends are the ones ~e swallow most ~~' --....",
fools that we are, hun gry for miracles. 'I'he anarchists, so scorned until
then, became the heroes oí the hour! Trucks roared past an d people
cheered. I myself cheered: I, who nonetheless had seen with rny own eyes
that the police and the police alone had crushed the rebellion. The le gerid
• was so irresistible. It was so lovely to believe in the Good Thief, the
scarcely been used for years, in extremely rare cases. 1 can only recall
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much+rnalig ne d anarchist who had saved our country ... The pandemonium
grew more and ,more irisane. At night you saw nothing but trucks with red
and black flag s careening through the streets; those r-hyt.hmic chants
drowned out everything. Barcelona was deliz-ium and not.hírig but delírium,
which started mixirig with the more and more unbearable stench from the
horses shot the day befor e, at.ill strewn about the Placa de Cataluny<ift:éut
another stench be gari to be not.iceable , this one more subtle, in that air
heavy with smoke and dust: a mockin g stench, like that of hidden carríon.
At times it hit us líke a cynical gust but then cautiously hid again. We
be gan to glance at each other with mounting mistrust. What was the
meaning of it all? Where were they t.ryírig to lead us? 1 hurried here and
there, gulpirig , with a kind of asthma, the air that grew heavier by the
hour. My sweat-soaked shirt clurig to my back and 1 couldn't understand a
t.hírig but I was drunk; history makes us drunk. My memories are at once
confused and precise. Everything was hot and murky, grandiose and
horrible. My memory can't distinguish the dates, but certain details are
ver y clear. That Monday evening or perhaps the next day we be gan see ing
characters walking up and down the Rambla dressed as Gandhi, as the
Negus, as the apostles. I saw the "anarchist Christ" everyone was
chattering about. l'd' never heard of him before. Later he gave fhose
cloyirig , stupefyingly dull talks on the radio. He was very blond, with a
long beard and haír down to his shoulders, wearing a white robe that made
him look líke a plaster Sacred Heart. The anarchists had assaulted prisons
and insane asvlums. They'd taken a scaffold with a garrote and dragged it
ínto the Carrer Gran de Gracia. There I saw ít, a nuisance in the middle
of the street. They'd hun g a aig n on it: "Here you see the instrument used
by our class enemies to do away with our comrades." The garrote! It had
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one time: a homosexual who'd haeked his lover to pieces with a carving
knife, packed them in a crate, and shipped them by train. Only one time,
in a case all Spain hu ng on f'or weeks and months. The kirig had been
about to pardon him, and only pressure from the government and publie
op irrion-o-ap pafle d by the murder--forced him to let the execution take its
course ... In the name oí aboliahirig the death penalty, the butchery
~ would last for months and monthsffieut we had no way of knowing it that
evening, and all we felt was an enormous hummirig throughout the city
that at times grew hushed and then it was like the airless silence that
sometimes falls in the midst of storms. What strange rumors swept through
the crowds! My memory's too fuzzy for me to be sure if it was Monday or
Tuesday evenírig that they opened the prisons and insane asylums. What 1
do remember is that it was in the evening and someone told me on the
Rambla down by the Drassanes Barracks, which were still smoking, while 1
was watching the "anarchist Christ" beneath the areh that gives Are del
Teatre Street its name , gaz ing languorously at the whores as he delivered
an unctuous speech and they emerged from their lair s to stare at him in
amazernerrt. That evening, the Rambla was full of eseaped conviets and
Iunatícs , a foamírig sea, and banners appeared like flag s waved by
shipwrecked sailors amid its turbulent waves. "Long live free leve!" said
one carried by women with shaved heads , dressed in men's clothes and
armed with rifles. Free love! My God, they were so hideously ugly, an d 1
asked one of them who'd given them those rifles. "We took t.hem!'': the
same reply 1 got from a garig of kids between twelve and ~ifteen years
old, and in downtown Barcelona you be gan to see wretches from shack s on
the outskirts of town, poor devils without the slightest idea of anything
whom they'd dressed up in those red and black kerchiefs just as they
could have dressed them up as the opposite--that is, the same thing--the
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same ones who year after year we saw flocking to everything, always in a
~
crowd, dressed in the same colors, always cheering enthusiastically. That
Sunday afternoon, perhaps toward evening, the dreadful He be gan to spread
amorig them.
By nightfall 1 was back at my aunt's house. Standing ón the roof
with my telescope, I watched all Barcelona's churches and monasteries
burning at the same time. Scattered t.hrou ghout the city, columns of black
. ~(..~{~L
smoke rose, toward the July sky, glowi-Rglike the coppe r cover on a pot.
1'-
While the flames very still crackling, roving bands of murderers fanned out
(
through the city and Catalonia. Our victory, born legitimate, had turned
into a bastardo It had fissured. A terrible confusion spread among us,
united at first and now rent aparto The war, which perhaps we could have
avoided and which at least we could have fought together as sons of the
same fatherland, would now be a struggle between Cain and Abel.
What an old trick, old as the world! There were dozens, hundreds of
them: all those flies who appeared at once and settled on everything. A
certain Pep Put, a certain Engraver, a certain Quimet Solé were caug ht
red-harÍded right at the start. It was child's play for them, climbing
steeples and firing at passersby! That's all it took to make those poor '
devils from shantytowns believe the incredible rumors. What wouldn't they
swaHow when it comes to atrocities: nuns buried alive with their wrists
chained together; fat.her-s' who sell their children's eyes to rich foreigners?
When Quimet Solé, cau ght in the act, was executed, the anarchists raised
hell. They swore he'd always been one of them. And reaHy it was very
simple; he had been one of them, but he'd been other t.hirrgs too ... At
first, it was still possible to sentence and execute Quimet Solé; later, the
anarchist tidal wave poured over everything. Lamoneda managed to get out
at the end of September. The country lived for seven months beneath á
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red and black r-e.ign of terror. We knew it at the front, but we couldn't
really imagine it. l'd joined up at the begírmín g of August, after speridirrg
a few weeks first as a blood donor and then as a nurse in Barcelona's
hosp itals. Once f reached the front, the rear seemed so far away, news. .
reached us so late and was so fragmentary and nebulous •.. and our wish
not to believe, or at least to be líe ve it wasn't that bad, was so strong!
q iGP'-rM~~~ # ~C~ crci.t9~ ct~t
l11:.1 But Lord, the o,tb'ap 9R~ di d ~at .¡",wa~, g9~ to do, and there's
another odd detail: I found my telescope again. 1 found it behind the hut,
f
amorig sorne brambles. That's how I got it back; once again, it accompanies
me on my solitary strolls.
"fes, it was there, a few steps from the corpse, this unlucky telescope
I thoug ht l'd lost again; and when I wake up at riight, I feel an
unbearable chokirig sensation. How incoJrehensible it all is! leven doubt
t"-
whether Lamoneda ever existed. Could I myself have created him in some
dreadful nightmare? 7~ ~ .' r-..~A 'IVA4.1\~ ~~
But if he really did exist, if he wasn't a ghost~ ifl:la:g~a:ti~=n'7
1 L'
how mysterious his death was! Because he died crucified.
He died by means of a croas: from a blow to the skull with an iron
bar from a cross. And+he was his nephew! Lord, Your grace sometímes
works in devious way s. What do we know of the devious paths a big tree's
roots follow underground? How could his uncle not have loved, if only out
of pity, that motherless infant, perhaps despised by his father? How can I
doubt that Doctor Gallifa at Ieast felt compassion for the graceless child
Lamoneda must have been. Who will ever know how it felt to be Lamoneda
as a child, predestined not to love, bearing the mark of Cain?
Following the judge's orders, they've given me back those six bills
found in the inside pocket of his plaíd jacket. But they burned my firiger s
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because they were no lon ger mine; they belonged to Lamoneda! Now 1 feel
better. 1 just used them to send a money order to that unfortunate
prostitute (she gave me her address when we ran into each other so
ynexpectedly in jail). The poor thing must have a hard time now that her
trade's illegal, incapable as she is of wor kín g at any other .•. At the
time, 1 was surprised by her devotion to Saint Paneras, whom the pious
pray to for health and work. It was a waste of time trying to explain that
in her case it wasn't very appropriate. She was so stupid! The poor dear
was so stupid! But she wasn't wicked. She bought a plaster statue of her
saint with the money I'd given her, and every night she prayed to it at
bedtime.
What do we know of the devious paths a big tree's roots follow
underground? Not.hírig! As we approach death--something we experience
every second of our lives--our faith must grow if we don't want to be
overwhelmed, because only raíth, also called love and hope , is anti-death.
Our faith must grow with our imperidin g death, grow with our shadows as
night approaches. Because what do we know about any of it: about faith,
death, shadowsgand night? Wha:t do we know about our faith an d that of
)
others? In the Almighty's eyes, faith in a plaster saint may be worth as
much or more than t.hat of the Church's most subtle doctors.
How astonished she was to recognize me among the priests in that
cell! I never would have recognized her, the most tarted up of all those .
they'd dragged in that night. My companions stared at me in silence,
shakírig their heads. Without thinking what he was doirig , one even
touched his forehead, but since then they've forgiven my eccentricities.
Compassion has opened their eyes. Ever since we shared that cell, they no
lorige r look at me mistrustfully. They've grown fond of me. They're such
good kids!
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The night is immense but its countless galaxies no lon ger torment me
now that I've regained my faith and hopeo Now they again provide
companionship, the same as before, infinity's companionship, which would
be incomprehensible were it not Your doirig: the unutterable companionship
of millions of stars, our brothers since they too are Your creation.
Faith ... Faith spreads by coritact, like a flame! And that's all we
know about it, A bur-nírig candle can Iight rnany that have been snuffed
out. Jesus spread His flame to the apostles, who then spread it throughout
the world. When, wan der-íng down life's pathways , we find one of these
candles lit by the original flame, its flame spreads to us if we don't draw
away from the fire. There are Iig ht.s that fill the night and scare off
darkness. We saw one in our own time; his name was John and he was our
pope. There are also small lamps, even humble wicks; tiny, barely
perceptible rright Iight.s that nonetheless burn in hidden nooks, unknown to
everyone.
Faith cannot be demonstrated; it spreads, like a, flameo And that's
what Doctor Gallifa was: a burning candle. Even now, after his death, he
stilllights other candles, snuffed out candles that seemed forever cold and
dead. Couldn't he have lit that one at the last moment, just as the bar
from the cross split his skull? What would 1 know about it? Does anyone
understand these st.ran ge phenomena?
Because isn't belief in sufferin,g the same as belief in the Cross?
#
And for those like me, unfit for anything else, there's no greater
earthly glory than burning like an imperceptible nig ht Iight in the depths
of shoreless darkness, knowírig full well the flame's not mine and that one
breath can blow it out. Then .••
How st.ron gly we sense it at times: this darkness always about to '
his head! At times 1 believe in it; past hope s return like birds returning to
1- for-got.ten nests. The embers still glow bene~"the'~of ashes.
Lluís ..• L'v e seen him transfigured, that Lluís one would have
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~ erig ulf US!With a supreme effort, 1 manage to half wake myself
~ in the Rii~~~~e-nlght, but then 1 fa11back into a deep sleep. A11
my life T've suffered from bad dreams! 1 used to wake up ashamed of
havin g had therrr, monstrous or murderous visions. Now ... L'm alone;
terrifyingly alone. Strange as it may seem, Lamoneda kept me company.
The last company 1'11have in t.hís world! Because the old archbishop's
dead; all 1 have left on earth are Lluís 'e and Trini's occasional visits.
When 1 ,see friendly faces in mz unnel, where L'm just be ginrring to
glimpse a faint light , they're faces-of the youn g , who "
. ')
can't understand anything L've lived and suffered tb rough: friendly faces to
be sure, but they look at me and shake their head s when 1 ask what
unexpected landscape will suddenly appear before our dazzled eyes at the
other end. Will horror once again await us: horror with other alogans , but
still horror? ~~+'~
0, if that earthly l;.Jo;¡aellir~ would appear, like an ínklíng of the
(~;llcl\sl
Heavenly one! Truly lnBEle¡stnt dreams, but so deeply rooted in our hearts •
. . To rediscover our country and freedom, like someone who rediscovers
his grafid par-errts ' house after years wandering lost and without a roof over
thought was blind to a11faith. His eyes regained their youthful sparkle as
he breathed in that air; nothing more than a breath of aír , and the embers
burst into flames ... He and she were in Barcelona, and what very few
realize is that my archbishop, unresigned to no loriger- beirig one and
devastated by his forced retirement, wanted to see me every day so 1
could keep him informed, and it was he who encou raged us the mosto
tlDon't back down, my ch ild reri!" He'd lived amorig us so long that he'd
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ended up feeling as Catalan as anyone. "Outsiders will never be able to
understand us," he'd say in Castilian. And what no one knows is that he
suggested t.Hat watchword so many would take up, "We want Catalan
bishops!" Yes, t.hats what he t.hou ght he was after living amorig us so
many years. He'd forgotten that when he'd first arrived, sometwenty-five
years earlier, he 'd thought Catalan and heresy were one and the same! The
crowd had gathere d on that broad, luxurious avenue, in f'ront of that
convent, also full of nuns from other parts of Spain and where the
intruder had chosen to live. Banners with t.hese t.hree words fluttered
aboye thousands of heads as the mounted police be gan char-gírig with
drawn sabers an d we all started sirig ing Verdaguer's hymn to the Vir gin
Mary. I was with Lluís and Trini. How brightly their eyes shone, Lluís's as
much as Trini's! Bis voice boomed out; he seemed transfigured. He was
twenty years old again! When, with his head still baridaged , he boarded the
plane that would take him to the other hemisphere, deported as an
undesirable alien, he embraced me and said, "I'll return, Cruells! From now
on I'U come more often! r'n get my citizenship back so I can come
whenever I Iike. Next time they can jail me but not deport me!" And his
eyes and voice made me feel he'd been resurrected.
But as for me ..•.. For me it may be too late. By the time we get to
~&....
the other ~' something will have died in me forever. Those seminarians
have grown very fond ofme. 'Fhey forgive me for beirig a worn-out old
man; a neurotic, cranky reactionary. The poor kids forgive everything. It's
not that they look upon me as a father. Heavens no! They Iook upon me
as a grandfather! A grandfather who's in his dotage but who was a he ro in
his youth--way back in ancient history!--and who's grown oId honorably.
They flock around me and love me. They're such good kids! Why should I
disillusion them by saving my youth wasn't heroic and in particular thát
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there's not.hin g honorable about my old age. It wouldn't be right for a
grandfather to disappoirit his gra:ndchildren, but often I can't understand
their lariguage. At times it's as though I heard them from a distance, on
the other shore, 'per haps in another world. I look and listen to them with
more love than they realize; grandchildren never realize how much their
grandparents love them. 'I'hey+re engrossed in their games, in which their
worn-out ol~ grandfather cant take parto That's what life is like. Because
that's what I am in their eyes at the age of fifty-five: a worn-out old
man, shaky on his píris. "He's over the hill now," they say, "b ut when he
was young he fought in the war f'rom the first day to the lasto" That's
what those fifteen-year-old seminarians say, since they don't know much
about my life and see everything through rose-colored glasses. And
knowing what they say, I'm ashamed of having age d so much, of beirig
thirty years older than my age!
Who could ever take away these thirty extra years?
And sometimes I'd like to put them on guard agairrst the rosy
\
illusions one has at fifteen, because those poor children seem to trust so
naívelyin their countrymen's virtues and in. the pure light of the "jour de
'gloir-e" they expect to see . o oThey have so little ínklírig of those other
horrors, that other níg htmar-e. When they sometimes think of martyrdom,
it's such a clean, simple, unambiguous martyrdom!
Lord: ~s once and for all of vainglory. In truth, it would be too
beautiful to die simply for one's country, justice, or liberty! It would be
too beautiful to be a soldier who dies in a just war without the slighest
misunderstanding. What new trap awaits us? What new fire will burn
Rome? Won't the flies return in the heat of another summer? Who knows
if we'll have to accept not only death--it would be too sweet if it were
only for You--but infamy; didn't they crucify You for blasphemy, Lord?
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Armas and Caiaphas drowned out all other voices, the Church of noise
crushed the Church whose tengue had been cut out. Will they again hunt
us down like animals with the plague, like rabid dog s?
1 ran he re and there amid smoking building s and crackling rifles,
shoutirig , "It's a lie!" but my hoarse voice was lost amid the roaring flood.
They'd already spread t.he lie: that friars had fired on the crowd! And 1
shouted, "That's a líe!" and my voice was like a wounded man's death
rattle beneath apile of corpses. The monstrous líe that set loose that
bloodthirsty pack of dog s!
Lord, at the other end may we see peace, love, brotherhood, our
Catalan nation, and freedom. Grant us at least a glimpse of that forever-
promised land! But if this is not Your will, and since You let Yourself be
crucified for blasphemy, cannot we also accept infamy with death? Lord,
take from me this angu ish that at times chokes me, the same one tha~ (\ ~ l
.rfur /)/\,.s pLL1' Cn.A...- .,.)\ 1 ~ I-l U \LnJ\: )t:..
made your ancient prophct ask, If~~ f\ 1
Mihi absit gloriari nisi in Cruce Domini Nostri Iesuchristi.
